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"Global longevity has gone from underfunded sector

to a booming industry embraced by investors,

scientists and the media within just a few years. I

launched Longevity Vision Fund to help at least 1

billion people to live longer and healthier lives

through investing into companies working at the

forefront of science and technology. This open-

access report, landscaping Longevity Industry

efforts in California, reflects only a small portion of

the enormous volume of activities aiming to extend

healthy human longevity that are happening around

the world."

Sergey Young is Innovation Board Member at XPRIZE

Foundation, Development Sponsor of Longevity XPRIZE, and

Founder of the $100M Longevity Vision Fund. The mission

of the fund is to accelerate longevity breakthroughs by

investing in technologies, products, and services that extend

human lifespans and overcome the negative effects of

aging in an affordable and accessible way. Sergey Young’s

20-year investment expertise includes managing a private

equity fund with $2bln in assets and co-founding Peak State

Ventures, a US-based fund focused on new technologies in

Real Estate, Digital Healthcare and the Future of Work.

Aubrey de Grey is an English author and biomedical

gerontologist. Aubrey is the Chief Science Officer of the

SENS Research Foundation and VP of New Technology

Discovery at AgeX Therapeutics. He is editor-in-chief of the

academic journal Rejuvenation Research, author of The

Mitochondrial Free Radical Theory of Aging (1999) and co-

author of Ending Aging (2007). He is known for his view that

medical technology may enable human beings alive today

not to die from age-related causes. He is also an amateur

mathematician who has contributed to the study of the

Hadwiger–Nelson problem.

"This report charts the current landscape of

California geroscience, as well as a wide range of

important life-extending technologies. California is

one of the birthplaces of biotechnology, and, as the

place where the science of biogerontology first met

the technology of regenerative medicine, it can now

also be styled the birthplace of rejuvenation

biotechnology, and the place where the first shots in

the war on aging were fired. As the war on aging

goes global, California will remain an important field

of battle for decades to come."
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“This report shows why California has been and will

continue to be a global hub of the future of

healthcare, longevity and precision medicine.

Advances in healthcare and in personalized and

preventive medicine are happening at breakneck

speed, and individuals have never had more tools

and technologies available for gaining power over

their own health and longevity than they have today.”

Robin Starbuck Farmanfarmaian is a professional speaker,

entrepreneur and angel investor working on companies in

cutting edge tech poised to impact 100M people or more.

With over 125 speaking engagements in 12 countries, she

educates audiences on technology, the future of healthcare,

patient empowerment, building thought leadership, and

more. Her first book, “The Patient as CEO: How Technology

Empowers the Healthcare Consumer”, is a #1 Best Seller on

Amazon. Her 2nd book published in March, 2019: "The

Thought Leader Formula: Strategically Leverage Your

Expertise to Drive Business & Career Goals".

Zoltan Istvan is widely recognized for helping spearhead the

modern-day transhumanist movement, which advocates for

using radical science to improve and evolve the human

being. Zoltan’s public work has received hundreds of

millions of views, much of it through his political and

science activism. He was the 2016 presidential candidate

for the Transhumanist Party and toured the country in the

Immortality Bus, which he used to deliver the original

Transhumanist Bill of Rights to the US Capitol. Zoltan has

spoken at the World Bank, the World Economic Forum,

Microsoft, Harvard, and was the opening keynote at the

Financial Times Camp Alphaville. He is a graduate of

Columbia University, and lives in San Francisco. Zoltan is the

subject of the award-winning 2019 feature documentary:

Immortality Or Bust.

“California is the epicenter of the longevity industry.

With massive financial resources, unlimited

intellectual talent, and perfect weather, people are

moving from all over the world to create their

longevity start-ups here in California. I fully expect

the first people to overcome aging to be in California

using California-created tech.”
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“Today millions suffer from age-related

degeneration. It is a universal and complex problem

facing us all, defying piecemeal solution. Never

before has it been more important to systematically

survey who the leading players are doing the best

research and delivering real-world products able to

extend healthy lifespan and California is “ground

zero” for the explosion of companies focused on

developing those technologies. This report is a

fantastic resource for anyone needing an overview

of the landscape of the Longevity Industry to serve

as a starting point or reference to help them pursue

their own longevity aspirations.”

Kevin Perrott is a cancer survivor and founder and CEO of

OpenCures, a health data-management platform that empowers

individuals performing self-directed research. OpenCures helps

individuals measure their health at an unprecedented level of

resolution and focus the value of their health data on the research

problems they are interested in. Using an innovative, HIPAA-

compliant, collaborative data sharing platform and cutting-edge

diagnostics, people can share, combine, and focus the value of

their protocols and aggregate health data to create their own

health solutions. Dr. Perrott is also cofounder of Oisin

Biotechnologies, a biotech company focused on therapies for

age-related disease by “reprogramming” cells using a non-toxic

and non-immunogenic gene-delivery mechanism. He cofounded

SENS Research Foundation, a non-profit focused on developing

rejuvenation biotechnologies using the damage-repair paradigm

of aging. He has a PhD for work done in the lab of Judith Campisi

at the Buck Institute for Research on Aging focused on reducing

the harmful effects of senescent cells.

Keith Comito is President of the Life Extension Advocacy

Foundation. Keith Comito is a computer programmer and

mathematician whose work brings together a variety of

disciplines to provoke thought and promote social change. He has

created video games, bioinformatics programs, musical

applications, and biotechnology projects featured in Forbes and

NPR. In addition to developing high-profile mobile applications

such as HBO Now and MLB AtBat, he explores the intersection of

technology and biology at the Brooklyn community lab Genspace,

where he helped to create games which allow players to direct the

motion of microscopic organisms.Seeing age-related disease as

one of the most profound problems facing humanity, he now

works to accelerate and democratize longevity research efforts

through initiatives such as Lifespan.io.

“California, itself the world’s fifth-largest economy, is

one of the few states proactively meeting the

personal, societal, and economic challenges posed

by an aging population. This report details its unique

position to demonstrate, both to the rest of the

United States as well as the world, how thoughtful

policy decisions and aging-focused state-sponsored

initiatives can turn these challenges into

opportunities: engendering both a sustainable

healthcare economy, as well as increased healthy

lifespan and happiness for individuals.”
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Kate Batz is Vice President of Business Development at Deep

Knowledge Ventures and Aging Analytics Agency, supervising

activities in the United States. She is an experienced corporate

attorney licensed to practice law in California and New York, with

an extensive sales and marketing background. At the beginning of

her career, Kate was involved with international litigation when she

worked for a former Pennsylvania state senator. As a corporate

attorney, Kate worked with several Fortune 500 clients. Compelled

by the paradigm-shifting advances in science and technology in the

fields of aging and Longevity, Kate enthusiastically joined Deep

Knowledge Ventures and Aging Analytics Agency. Kate served as a

Managing Editor for Longevity Industry in California: Landscape

Overview 2019 report.

“Aging Analytics Agency has been producing landscape

overviews of both the Global Longevity Industry and related

regional case studies for a number of years, long before

mainstream recognition of this sphere. These reports were

necessary to grasp the entire scope of the Longevity industry

and to gain a concrete understanding of its key players, laying

the foundation for the agency's proprietary analytics and

industry benchmarking. The choice of California for our next

regional case study was obvious, and it is clear that the state is

one of the leading catalysts of the Global Longevity Industry

and a literal nuclear reactor for advancing Longevity science,

driven by progress in AI, precision and preventive biomedicine

and geroscience. California will undoubtedly continue to play a

prominent role in this trajectory, helping the industry grow into

the multi-trillion dollar giant it is destined to become.”

"The future of the Longevity Industry not only has the logical

potential to become the wealthiest industry in all of history, but

also represents the most ethical way of doing business, and

one of the greatest humanitarian efforts being done today. It is

an all-encompassing sphere that touches many of the most

important sectors and aspects of society today - from health

and wellbeing to wealth and finance, disrupting healthcare and

national economies through the convergence of advanced

biomedicine, AI, geroscience and novel financial system. But

countries looking to capture their fair share of the oncoming

multi-trillion dollar market of 1 billion people in retirement

should focus their efforts on the synergetic development of

medicine, finance and national government-led Longevity

development plans, not in isolation, but in accelerative

convergence."

Dmitry Kaminskiy is Managing Partner of Deep Knowledge

Ventures and Founder of Longevity.Capital. An innovative

entrepreneur and investor active in the DeepTech and is a frequent

speaker on the topics of AI and Longevity at conferences organized

in London by The Economist “Aging Societies and The Business of

Longevity”, Financial Times “Global Pharmaceutical and

Biotechnology Conference”, at the "Precision Medicine World

Conference" in Silicon Valley as well as several others at Oxford

and Cambridge Universities. He is actively involved in the work of

the All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) for Longevity in the UK

Parliament, now serving as co-director of the APPG secretariat,

overseeing the APPG’s international Longevity cooperation

development division and is supervising all of the APPG’s activities

related to the concept of establishing Centres of Artificial

intelligence for Preventive Medicine and Longevity in the UK.
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Top-80 Longevity Influencers in California
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Top-80 Longevity Influencers in California
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This diagram illustrates the locations of the top Longevity influencers across California. The most influential city is San Francisco, closely followed

by other cities in the same conurbation\sphere of influence, reflecting the familiar Silicon Valley clustering pattern, with neighbourhoods such as

Novato providing convenient zones for biomedical facilities, while Mountain View and Santa Clara remain global biotech hot spots. Meanwhile the

increased necessity of political initiative in advancing the industry means that its most influential future participants are to be found in Sacramento,

while much of the money and publicity emerges from Los Angeles..
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This diagram illustrates the locations of the top Longevity government organizations across California.

The majority are concentrated in the capital, Sacramento where the government departments are normally based, The exceptions are the CA Office

of Statewide Health Planning & Development, and the CA Emergency Medical Services Authority.

15 Longevity Government Organizations in 
California by City
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This diagram illustrates the locations of the top Longevity non-profits across California.

Naturally a great many biotech non-profits are clustered around the San Francisco Bay area, but here too the political dimension makes itself

apparent, with a growing number of advocacy groups gathering in and around Sacramento.
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Research labs in California are arranged in traditional biotech clusters more than any of the other sets of entities documented

here, particularly South San Francisco, the self-styled “birthplace of biotechnology”. However, UCLA also plays an important

role here, and the San Diego biotech cluster is also visible, with La Jolla providing a convenient zone for research facilities.
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Companies are drawn by talent, much of which comes from the universities of UC Berkeley, University of California San Francisco and Stanford.

Many of the employees at many of the biotech and life science companies hold doctorates. Because of the culture of entrepreneurship, companies

create spinoffs and attract other companies, which spur additional growth around the clusters.
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Aging Analytics Agency: Producing Longevity Industry Reports Since 2013

Aging Analytics Agency  is the only known analytical company focused exclusively on Longevity, Ageing, Geroscience, Personalized and 

Preventive Medicine as well as AgeTech. It also provides strategic consulting in the fields of Longevity and the Economics of Ageing

Since its establishment in 2013, Aging Analytics Agency has been systematically producing reports documenting the rise of Longevity Industry and

Geroscience. The company’s most recent reports include:

● Global Longevity Industry Landscape Overview Volume I “The Science of Longevity”, 750 pages

● Global Longevity Industry Landscape Overview Volume II “The Business of Longevity”, 650 pages

● Special Case Study “Longevity Industry in UK 2018 Landscape Overview”, 850 pages

● “Longevity Industry in Israel 2019”, 369 pages

● “Longevity Industry in Singapore 2019”, 577 pages

● “National Longevity Development Plans: Global Overview 2019”, 315 pages

In 2014, Aging Analytics Agency successfully predicted the boom in Longevity Industry development and financing rounds of 2017, at a time when

the vast majority of investors, business analysts, and even geroscientists believed that its emergence will only take place in the next decade. Its

advantage over other analytics entities lays in its specific focus on the emerging Longevity Industry as well as Personalized and Preventive

Medicine.

The use of advanced infographics to distill 

complex industry landscapes into unified 

frameworks, enabling comprehension of 

pertinent data at a single glance

The use of tangible, quantifiable, and 

proven metrics to conduct near-future 

industry forecasts, including Technology 

Readiness Levels (“TRLs”), to examine a 

given technology’s market-readiness

A strong focus on the convergence of 

multiple industries and technologies 

enabling the identification of indiscernible 

mega-trends and providing a birds-eye view 

of industry developments as a whole

Aging Analytics Agency: Unique Approach

22
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Aging Analytics Agency not only forecasted the true dawn of the

Longevity Industry years before its mainstream recognition, but was

willing to put its reputation at stake with a bold yet precise prediction

regarding its emergence when no one else saw it coming. Aging

Analytics Agency’s confidence stems from its reliance on tangible and

quantitative predictive metrics, including the use of cross-disciplinary

and synergetic analytical tools and frameworks utilized to map the

enormous diversity and complexity of the Longevity Industry.

The fruits of Aging Analytics Agency’s labor significantly contributed to

the exponential rise in recognition of Longevity as a mainstream topic,

including its acceptance by business experts, media and even

governments. The UK, for example, has listed Aging Population as one

of its four grand challenges and launched a government-backed

Healthy Aging Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund. Other governments

have also launched similar strategic national development plans

devoted to Longevity. Leading media brands, including TIME, Forbes,

Bloomberg and others regularly publish Longevity-oriented cover

stories. High-profile conferences on the subject of Longevity are more

numerous than ever before.

The company has been involved in charting the rise of the Longevity

sphere since its inception and remained at the forefront throughout the

past half decade. Thus, Aging Analytics Agency is uniquely positioned

to produce both open-access reports as well as specialized case

studies for specialized clientele including companies, investment firms,

family offices and government agencies.

Aging Analytics Agency is the only specialized analytics agency in the

world that focuses exclusively on the emerging Longevity Industry,

internationally recognized as the premier analytics agency for

advanced data analysis, industry reports and next-generation

infographics on the topics of Aging and Longevity.

Now in its fifth year, Aging Analytics Agency has been on the

frontlines of Longevity Analytics since the inception of the Longevity

Industry.

Dmitry Kaminskiy, co-founder of Aging

Analytics Agency, boldly predicted in 2014

that the Longevity Industry would see an

inflection point in its development in 2017,

becoming a recognized industry in the eyes of

conservative investors, business analysts and

top business media. This was at a time when

investors and geroscientists alike were highly

skeptical of the industry’s emergence within

the next decade.

The above prediction turned out to be true. 2017 witnessed an

unprecedented rise in the number of Longevity-focused companies and

investment deals, the emergence of half a dozen of geroscience-

focused VC firms, coupled with widespread coverage of Longevity as a

trending topic by mainstream media, including by The Economist,

Financial Times and Bloomberg.

Predicted the Rise of the Longevity Industry 

Three Years in Advance

Uniquely Positioned to Provide World-Class 

Longevity Analytics Reports and Services

Aging Analytics Agency:

23
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Reports by Aging Analytics Agency: 2017 - 2018

Longevity Industry Landscape

Overview 2018

Longevity Industry in UK

Landscape Overview 2018

Longevity Industry 

Classification  Framework

Longevity Industry Landscape

Overview 2018 Volume I

Longevity Industry Landscape

Overview 2018 Volume II

AI for Drug Discovery Landscape  

Overview Q2/2018

24
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Longevity Industry in UK Q4 2018 FemTech Longevity Landscape Overview

Longevity Industry in Israel 2019 Longevity Industry in Singapore 2019

Reports Published in Q1 2019 by Aging Analytics Agency

25
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Upcoming Reports by Aging Analytics Agency:  Q2-Q3 2019

Longevity and Advanced

Cosmetics Industry 2019

Precision Medicine Clinics Landscape 

Overview 2019

Advancing Financial Industry  AgeTech / 

WealthTech / Longevity

Longevity Industry 

and Microbiome 2019

Global Longevity Industry 

Landscape Overview 2019

Proprietary Longevity Industry Analytics: 

Comparative Classification Framework

26



Aging Analytics Agency Produced 
Longevity Reports 10x Faster in 2018

In 2018, Deep Knowledge Ventures injected additional capital to

support ongoing and future projects of Aging Analytics Agency,

enabling the company to extend the size of its analytics team by ten-

fold.

This expansion of brain power allowed Aging Analytics Agency to

proportionally increase the rate of production of its reports. Just in the

past year, the company has doubled the number of high-quality reports

compared to previous years and our new reports include:

● Global Longevity Industry Overview, totaling over 1200 pages and

offering in-depth profiles of the top 100 companies, investors, non-

profit organizations and research labs active in the sphere

● Specialized case study on the Longevity Industry Landscape in the

United Kingdom, totalling over 1000 pages

In line with this expansion,the company is on track for publishing a

greater number of diverse and in-depth reports in 2019 and beyond,

with some reports further expanding on their prior scope and others -

targeting particular topics and niches within the Longevity Industry.

Following the success of its Longevity Industry in UK 2018 Landscape

Overview report, Aging Analytics Agency published a number of

additional regional case studies targeting countries where the topic of

Longevity is experiencing a particularly rapid development.

Such region-specific focus is present due to a number of factors,

including the emergence of new Longevity sectors in specific

countries, the rise of particularly powerful geroscience tech hubs and

R&D nexuses as well as the launch of strategic national development

plans proposed by progressive governments.

Multiple Special Regional Case 
Studies Planned for 2019

Longevity Industry

in Singapore 2018

Longevity Industry

in Israel 2018

Longevity Industry

in the UK Q4 2018

27Aging Analytics Agency

Longevity Industry

in California 2019

Longevity Industry

in Switzerland

Longevity Industry

in Hong Kong

Longevity Industry

in Japan

Longevity Industry

in Taiwan

Longevity Industry in UK 

Q4 2018

Longevity Industry in 

Israel 2019

Longevity Industry in 

Singapore 2019
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Applying Technology Readiness Levels for 
Tangible Quantitative Industry Forecasting 
in the BioTech and BioMedicine Industries

The unique value proposition offered by Aging Analytics Agency is deeply connected to our use

of tangible and quantifiable metrics to perform near-future industry forecasting, giving weight

and substance to the projections, insights and conclusions derived from our analytical reports.

We took the most proven quantifiable framework for estimating how close a given technology is

to market-readiness, namely the use of TRL’s (Technology Readiness Levels), which is a method

commonly used in the technology industry generally and in the aerospace industry in particular,

and applied it for the first time to the life sciences industry in order to create a framework

through which we can more quantifiably project when certain technologies relating to Longevity,

Personalized and Preventive Medicine, and Advanced Biomedicine can expect to reach the level

of maturity required to enable its practical application in the clinic.

Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) enable the gauging of the maturity of Critical Technology

Elements (CTEs) determined during a Technology Readiness Assessment (TRA) that examines

program concepts, technology requirements, and demonstrated technology capabilities. TRL

use a ranking 1 - 9, with 9 being the most mature technology, with specific TRL levels being

assigned to specific technologies by a group of scientific experts familiar with each specific

technology. The use of TRLs enables consistent, uniform discussions of technical maturity

across different types of technology.

Therefore, TRLs enable the prediction of the right timing and focus to ensure that each emerging

technology accomplishes its specific endpoints, highlighting possible interactions between

technologies.

Pipeline for the Progressive

Model of P3 Medicine Platform
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TRLs Give Us Advanced  
Capabilities for Tangible  Industry 
Forecasts

What are TRLs, and Why  are They 
Important?

The unique value of Aging Analytics Agency is deeply connected to

their use of tangible and quantifiable metrics to perform near-future

industry forecasting, giving weight and substance to the projections,

insights and conclusions presented in their analytical reports.

Specifically, they employ Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs), a

proven quantifiable framework used in aerospace and other

technological industries, to estimate the market readiness of a given

technology in the Longevity, Personalized and Preventive Medicine

as well as Advanced Biomedicine fields.

For the first time, they have established the use of TRL in the life

sciences industry, creating a scientific framework that allows us to

quantifiably project when a given technology will mature for practical

application in the clinic.

TRLs indicate whether a given technology is ready for practical

implementation in real-world products and services. In the context of

the Longevity Industry, a TRL ranking measures how close a therapy,

diagnostic, prognostic technology or other product is from reaching

the hands of actual patients in the clinic.

The use of TRLs creates a uniform metric, enabling consistent

discussions on maturity assessment across different types of

technologies. In the coming years, TRLs can underpin efforts to shed

light on the most important technologies and reveal those currently

furthest away from practical applications.

Therefore, TRLs enable identification of the right timing and focus to

ensure that each emerging technology accomplishes its specific

endpoints, highlighting possible interactions between technologies.

Aging Analytics Agency envisions using TRLs to expedite progress by providing an 

objective lens through which various technologies are judged. Similar to how TRLs 

have benefited the aerospace industry, they can bolster the efforts of the life sciences 

industry in the coming five years.
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Sophisticated Multi-Dimensional Analytical Frameworks

Aging Analytics Agency has, since its inception in 2013, been

applying systematic methodologies to create different types of

analytical frameworks that define and classify distinct scientific

domains, technologies and applications very clearly, in a way that

allows them to be quantitatively compared, and continually refining

them to maintain their relevance against the changing dynamics of

the industries they are applied to.

The company’s first efforts in this ongoing mission was the

formulation of the ARMIF (Analytical Regenerative Medicine Industry

Framework) classification system in 2013, which allowed companies

active in the regenerative medicine industry to be clearly segregated

and compared in terms of the scientific and technological strength of

their product pipelines and R&D activities.

Since then, the company has continued to refine these comparative

analysis systems, both in terms of the specific metrics used to

conduct its market studies, as well as the mathematical formulas

used to combine them, and the advanced visualization techniques

used to make their forecasts, ranking and determinations maximally

understandable.

These ongoing proprietary analytics have consistently been

accompanied by the production of vast open-access landscape

overview reports on the Longevity industry of particular geographic

regions, and on specific technological domains, in some cases more

than 10,000 pages in length.

The purpose of producing these broad landscape overviews is to

serve as a kind of analogue of Wikipedia and the Encyclopedia

Britannica for the Longevity industry (often including one-page

profiles of many hundreds of active companies, investors, non-

profits, R&D hubs, research labs, conferences, and key industry

players), widely disseminating ongoing developments in the global

Longevity Industry in order to promote its continued growth,

expansion and refinement.

But, they also serve an important secondary purpose as well: laying

the groundwork for a comprehensive understanding of the entire

scope of the industry across the globe, and facilitating a greater

comprehension of the specific industry players, their specific

activities, and their specific interconnections. In other words, these

reports establish the necessary foundation upon which more

targeted, relevant and complex analyses can be executed.

Today, these analytical methodologies have evolved to incorporate 3-

D frameworks where metrics and submetrics can be visualized

simultaneously, as well as the development of “timeline machines”

that allow the changing state of a company’s strength in specific

areas ranging from scientific validation to business development,

R&D, etc. to be visualized over time, and projected into the future

based on the statistical properties of its past behaviour.
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Sophisticated Multi-Dimensional Analytical Frameworks
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Sophisticated Multi-Dimensional Analytical Frameworks
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Specifically-Designed Comparative Industry Analytics
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Proprietary Report: Advancing Financial 
Industry - Longevity / AgeTech /WealthTech

Aging Analytics Agency is currently producing a new proprietary report
on the Longevity Financial Industry, titled Advancing Financial Industry -
Longevity / AgeTech / WealthTech, which will offer key strategic insights
on how large financial corporations can tap into the multirillion market of
people in retirement, and retune their existing business models avoid
stagnation under the economic pressures of a rapidly ageing population,
transforming Ageing from a challenge to an opportunity.

The parties who gain early access to this report will acquire deep
expertise on how their strategic agendas can be optimized and stabilized
in order to manage and hedge Longevity risks, to surpass the challenges
and to utilize the opportunities related to progressive biomedicine,
ageing population and advancing financial technologies.

http://aginganalytics.com/advancing-financial-industry


Proprietary Report: Precision Medicine Clinics 
Landscape Overview 2019: Most Advanced 
Clinics, Technologies and Methods

Aging Analytics Agency is producing a 1000+ page report, Precision
Medicine Landscape Overview 2019: Most Advanced Clinics,
Technologies and Methods, which will feature a list of the Top-100
precision (personalised and preventive) medicine clinics globally, as
chosen according to a multidimensional analytical framework that
uses tangible, quantitative metrics to rank the level of clinics’ scientific
validation and technological sophistication. The report will also
contain pragmatic, strategy-focused materials on the optimal
configuration of integrated preventive and precision medicine service
pipelines, as well as a better understanding of industry benchmarking
and competitive landscape, targeted towards investors and business
development executives, answering several key questions including
The parties who will have early access to this report will gain deep
expertise on how they can optimize their clinics’ strategic,
technological and scientific prospects in order to deliver the most
sophisticated and comprehensive precision health products and
services for their clients.

http://aginganalytics.com/precision-medicine


National Government Development Plans 
Report Presented in UK Parliament

36Aging Analytics Agency

Because Aging Analytics Agency is the main source of Longevity
industry data and analytics for the recently-established All-Party
Parliamentary Group for Longevity, representatives of the agency
presented some of the major conclusions of its recent “National
Longevity Development Plans Global Landscape Overview 2019” report
at the All-Party Parliamentary Group for Longevity Strategic Advisory
Board meeting in UK Parliament on April 30th, arguing that the UK
Government needs to extend existing efforts and create a framework to
change the deficit model of the ‘Ageing Society’ to an asset model
around ‘Longevity’ and be bold with a national strategy to harness the
‘Longevity Dividend’ to benefit all people in society.



Aging Analytics Agency is Now the Main Source of Longevity Industry and Economics of 
Ageing Data and Analytics for the UK All-Party Parliamentary Group on Longevity
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Online Longevity Analytics Platform to Enable
a Framework for Cross-Industry Stakeholder
Dialogue and Industry Optimization

In 2019, to compliment these reports, Aging Analytics Agency is

releasing an advanced online Longevity Analytics Platform and

database featuring interactive visuals which can transform static

analytical reports into dynamic infographics updated in real-time.

This platform will enable complex interactions between industry

entities and stakeholders to be visualized, filtered, searched and thus

more easily understood.

Once created, this platform will be continuously updated with real-

time industry developments and will be significantly upgraded with

the integration of elements including:

● A stakeholder smart-matching engine

● Supply chain analysis

● Tools for the syndication of investment rounds

● Customized report production

● Peer-to-peer, distributed stakeholder ranking systems

● Big data analytics and other advanced tools and techniques

IT-Platform as the Investment 
Knowledge Nexus for Longevity.Capital

The platform will be open to qualified stakeholders, and will serve as

the framework for industry optimization and cross-disciplinary

dialogue and collaboration between companies, investors,

entrepreneurs, scientists and government officials. The overarching

aim of the platform is to promote the synergistic and integrated

development of the Longevity Industry to maximize the benefits of all

industry stakeholders.

The Longevity Industry continues to grow in size but remains highly

fragmented, with different stakeholders displaying disparate opinions

on where it is headed and how long it will take to get there. their

platform aims to deliver a framework for proper industry unification.

In prototype development for over a year, this interactive platform will

ultimately serve as the investment knowledge epicenter of

Longevity.Capital.

Moving forward, Aging Analytics Agency will serve as the main

source of expertise behind Longevity.Capital, providing sophisticated

Longevity Industry analytics in order to develop and de-risk the fund's

investment strategies. Meanwhile, Longevity.Capital will follow

through on and execute the strategy, and provide financial products

similar to hedge funds.

2019
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Longevity in UK  Industry Landscape
600 Elements

Sources: https://mindmaps.aginganalytics.com/reports/longevity-industry-in-uk

https://mindmaps.aginganalytics.com/reports/longevity-industry-in-uk


Longevity in Singapore  Industry Landscape
200 Elements

Sources: https://mindmaps.aginganalytics.com/reports/longevity-industry-in-singapore

https://mindmaps.aginganalytics.com/reports/longevity-industry-in-singapore


Multi-Colors Sectors

● Color coding

● Layered Pie Charts 

● Grouping



Interaction instead of static content

Zoom in, pan, visualize investments, get details on the Report Mindmap



Investments as Arrows

● Our team puts efforts to keep facts of investments to be up to date

● Any new investments will be instantly visible on our reports



Longevity Analytics Platform Development Q2 2019:
Filterable Company & Investor Listings, Interactive MindMaps
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Longevity Industry Analytics Platform Launch in Q3 2019:

Bottom-Up Smart Matching and Syndication of Investment Rounds

● Automatically connects and offers network suggestions

● Smart-matches relevant entities and stakeholders

● Accelerates the adoption and deployment of new technological solutions



Aging Analytics Agency’s beta prototype of Longevity

Industry Analytics Platform is live and available at

mindmaps.aginganalytics.com. The official version

will be launched in Q3-Q4 2019, featuring 10,000

entities classified into the four key Longevity

Industry sub-sectors. Built to serve as the next-

generation solution for industry optimization, it will

equip all participants with tangible tools for

stakeholder smart-matching, with a strong focus on

cross-discipline dialogue and synergetic cooperation.

http://mindmaps.aginganalytics.com/


Aging Analytics Agency is primarily interested in strategic collaboration with

international corporations, organisations and governments of progressive

countries on projects and initiatives related to Longevity.

Aging Analytics Agency is open to engage with strategic clients via a variety of

approaches, including:

● Conducting customised case studies, research and analytics for internal  

(organizational) use, tailored to the precise needs of specific clients

● Producing open-access analytical reports

● Offering customised analysis using specialised interactive industry and  

technology databases and IT-platforms

In certain cases, provided it fits our interests, Aging Analytics Agency is open to

co-sponsoring research and analytics for the production of both internal and

open-access industry reports and special case studies on the topics of Longevity,

Precision Health, Personalized Medicine, Digital Health, Blockchain in Healthcare

as well as other advanced topics.

www.aginganalytics.com info@aginganalytics.com
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Executive Summary
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In 2018, Aging Analytics Agency systematised the Longevity Industry

for the first time in a series of reports, providing a comprehensive

assessment of the global Longevity Industry.

Our first report, Longevity Industry Landscape Overview 2018 Volume I:

The Science of Longevity, standing at 760 pages, identified the

emerging technologies and scientific developments which could be

utilized against ageing.

Overview: Global and Regional Longevity Reports by Aging Analytics Agency

Longevity Industry

in Singapore 2018

Longevity Industry

in Israel 2018

Longevity Industry

in the UK Q4 2018

Longevity Industry

in California 2019

Longevity Industry

in Switzerland

Longevity Industry

in Hong Kong

Longevity Industry

in Japan

Longevity Industry

in Taiwan

Longevity Industry in UK 

Q4 2018

Longevity Industry in 

Israel 2019

Longevity Industry in 

Singapore 2019

The first half of that report tied together various progress trends into a coherent narrative, and described the interrelation of biomedical

gerontology, regenerative medicine, precision medicine, and artificial intelligence. The second half of the report profiled 650 research hubs,

non-profit organizations, leading scientists, conferences, databases, books and journals. The report utilised infographics to illustrate where

research institutions stood in relation to each other. Longevity Industry Landscape Overview 2018 Volume II: The Business of Longevity,

standing at 650 pages, offered a more comprehensive look at the key players, companies, investors and influencers which comprise the

emerging global Longevity Industry, profiled 100 Longevity companies and 100 investors, as well as the most prominent individual longevity

investors and thought leaders. Further, it provided an overview of the Longevity Industry, including its rise in 2016 and rapid emergence in

2017-2018, forecast the key trends and developments in the industry in the coming years, and featured a detailed discussion on the major

risks, roadblocks, and other issues which may jeopardize the credibility and success of the industry.

Since then, Aging Analytics Agency has expanded the scope of its regional reports into a number of other countries including the UK, Israel

and Singapore, with additional regional case studies currently in production for Switzerland, Japan, Hong Kong and Taiwan.
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https://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-infographic-summary
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Key Definitions: Longevity and Longevity Industry

For the purposes of this report, the following definitions shall apply:

Longevity or Healthspan: a period of human life free of age-related diseases and major age-

related functional decline. The term is used in contrast with lifespan, the extension of which is

not by itself an objective of the Longevity Industry (as defined here) unless it is a consequence

of an extended Healthspan. The concept of healthspan is relatively new in geroscience

research - prior to 2000, only 14 papers were indexed on PubMed with “healthspan” in the title

or abstract. By mid-2018, that number has grown to more than 900. Notably, several

publications use the exact terms such as “increases healthspan,” “improves healthspan,” or

“extends healthspan”, implying that healthspan is a quantifiable phenotype.

Longevity Industry: the industry whose product is Longevity and which encompasses the

following major sectors: Geroscience Research and Development, P3 Medicine, AgeTech and

Novel Financial Systems. The diagram displayed on the next slide illustrates the

aforementioned classification along with the breakdown of these sectors into corresponding

sub-sectors. While geroscience (which focuses on the core biology of aging, and on

therapeutics that prevent or treat age-related diseases by addressing the core mechanisms of

biological aging itself) is distinct from P3 medicine and these two fields are not commonly

grouped together, our previous reports demonstrated the logic behind considering both as

equally valid sectors of the broader Longevity Industry, as P3 medicine consists of the the

leading edge practical applications of geroscience and advanced biomedicine, working to apply

preventive approaches to health maintenance and disease prevention, thus focusing on healthy

Longevity in all but name. AgeTech (as defined herein) is included in our classification as it

benefits the elderly and contributes to the Longevity economy.

50Sources: Image: Translational Geroscience: Emphasizing Function to Achieve Optimal Longevity by Douglas R Seals and Simon Melov

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4221919/
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Longevity Industry Technology Readiness Level: Technology Readiness Level (“TRL”)

is a proven quantifiable framework utilized to help identify whether a given technology

is ready for practical implementation in real-world products or services. TRLs use a

ranking of 1-9, with 9 being the most mature technology, therefore enabling

identification of the right timing and focus to ensure that each emerging technology

accomplishes its specific endpoints. In the context of the Longevity Industry, a TRL

ranking measures how close a Longevity therapy, diagnostic, prognostic technology or

other product (collectively, a “Longevity Product”) is from reaching the hands of actual

patients in the clinic

Longevity Industry Near-Term TRL: achievement by a Longevity product of a TRL level

which would indicate that such a Longevity product will achieve market readiness

within the next several years - i.e., technologies that have a TRL of 6 or higher,

indicating that they have already been subject to proof-of-concept validation in actual

human patients

Longevity Industry in California - Report Scope Clarification: as one of the global

innovation centers, California is a birthplace and home to a multitude of Longevity-

focused entities and Longevity products, some of which may exhibit a lower TRL level

compared to the aforementioned Longevity Industry Near-Term TRL. Unlike our

previous regional studies, the scope of this report will encompass entities and

technologies focusing on Longevity products that are farther away from market

readiness compared to what we covered previously and what other, more conservative

countries and regions would have featured according to their current understanding of

the Longevity Industry

Key Definitions: Longevity and Longevity Industry

Sources: Image: Southeast National Marine Renewable Energy Center 52

http://coet.fau.edu/ocean-energy/ocean-energy-industry.html
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Key Definitions: Longevity Industry Sectors

Geroscience Research and Development: a broad term for the interdisciplinary field that

aims to understand the relationship between aging and age-related diseases by examining

genetic, molecular, and cellular mechanisms that make aging a major risk factor and driver

of common chronic conditions and diseases of the elderly. Geroscience R&D encompasses

rejuvenation biotechnology, geroprotectors, nutraceuticals, gene therapy, regenerative

medicine technologies, and basic research on the biology of aging. It is distinguished from

P3 medicine by its focus on the biology of the human species in general rather than the

individual

P3 Medicine: an emerging approach to medicine that moves away from reactive disease

care and involves assessing the biology of the human individual, measuring and

accounting for individual differences at the genetic, environmental and lifestyle level for

each person. The term ‘P3 medicine’ covers three functions or “Ps”: precision, the early

detection, based on individual’s advanced health data, of factors responsible for diseases,

prevention, reducing the likelihood of diseases , and personalization a focus on the unique

characteristics of each patient. The main core ideas of the P3 approach are to:

● Take personal traits of the patient into the consideration

● Predict diseases before they cause any substantial damage

● Prevent diseases when possible, rather than treat them later

In other words, P3 medicine seeks to learn from an individual’s genetics in order to

produce individually customized therapies, in contrast with gene therapy, seeks to alter the

genome directly. P3 medicine encompasses personalized diagnostics, personalized

prognostics, personalized Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY) and Health Adjusted Life

Expectancy (HALE) estimation, personalized biomarker analysis, personalized in vivo and

in silico drug testing, and preventive therapies

Sources: Images: SENS Research Foundation, CrownBioBlog 53

https://www.sens.org/
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Key Definitions: Longevity Industry Sectors

AgeTech: technologies and services developed specifically to support the elderly in their daily activities, taking

into account individual healthcare needs as well as their life goals and objectives. AgeTech enhances senior

citizens’ overall quality of life, productivity and ability to re-enter the workforce undeterred by the effects of aging.

This includes information technology adapted to the needs of the elderly (e.g. an iPad, NextGen mobile apps

tailored for older people) as well as FinTech for the elderly as new ways of managing their wealth emerge,

including via novel retirement plans. The Continuing Education and Cognitive Enhancement sub-sectors of

AgeTech aim at extending the potential of an active mind and body at an older age and avoiding age-related

damage to cognitive function (e.g. memory, focus) while Entertainment for the Elderly targets the attention and

interest of the senior audience. AgeTech includes Novel Retirement Plans, FinTech for the Elderly, Continuing

Education, Cognitive Enhancement, NextGen Mobile Apps for the Elderly and Entertainment for the Elderly

Novel Financial Systems: the current financial system was designed 50-100 years ago, at a time when no one

could imagine that life expectancy could increase. Today, advancements made by healthcare systems and

BioPharma are allowing people to live longer, but not healthier. We witness the collision of two global

megatrends: the global aging population with its increased healthcare costs, and the acceleration of biomedicine

as a result of its convergence with data science. This collision will necessarily result in the creation of Novel

Financial System, such as the Longevity Index Fund, Longevity Stock Exchange, Longevity Derivatives, Longevity

Hedge Fund, AgeTech Bank and Longevity Trust. Novel Financial System will be taking into account biomedicine

parameters, such as:

● Health Adjusted Life Expectancy (HALE)

● Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY)

● Biological age v. chronological age

● Level of innovation in P3 medicine clinics

● R&D with respect to technology readiness level (TRL)

● Practical applications TRL

● Average number of productive years when people can add to a nation’s gross domestic product

Sources: Image: Home Instead Senior Care 54

https://www.homeinstead.ca/3019/blog/simple-smartphone-apps-to-make-life-easier-for-the-elderly
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Longevity Industry in California: Report Structure

The report is structured so as to introduce readers to the key

developments in the California Longevity sphere. This is accomplished

by highlighting principal participants in the field of Longevity, covering

pertinent scientific and technological trends and advances, analyzing

existing and projected governmental policies as well as by providing an

overview of underlying demographic and economic data.

By utilizing a variety of infographic mind maps, the report first enables

readers to quickly identify its core analytical findings and conclusions.

Its chapter sequence then introduces readers to specific areas of the

Longevity industry in California.

Executive Summary summarizes report’s key findings and provides a

brief overview of California’s position on the global Longevity

landscape by addressing state’s socio-economic background,

pertinent government policies, research and technological trends as

well as challenges and opportunities presented by increased Longevity.

Chapter I: California Longevity Industry - Landscape Overview

outlines California Longevity industry, highlighting the key players in

the field: companies, investors, government entities, influencers,

research institutions, non-profit organizations as well as pertinent

conferences and top media sources. Chapter I is supported by

corresponding Appendices which provide detailed information on its

subject matter.

Chapter II: History of Geroscience in California describes the evolution

of geroscience globally and then focuses on California, chronicling the

state’s rise to its current position among the global leaders in the field

Chapter III: Current State of Longevity Industry in California outlines

the key aspects affecting Longevity industry in the state, such socio-

economic factors, scientific and technological advances, life sciences

ecosystem, venture capital scene and related issues.

Chapter IV: California Government - Importance of Involvement in

Longevity Sphere provides an overview of underlying demographic and

economic data and ensuing challenges as well as examines the state’s

existing and prospective strategies for addressing healthy Longevity

and the needs of the elderly. It then summarizes successful

approaches to managing the Age Wave by other countries and U.S.

states and offers corresponding recommendations to California

government regarding additional policy measures.

Chapter V: California Longevity Economy provides an overview of the

Longevity Economy in California defined as the sum of all economic

activity driven by the needs of people aged 50 and older as well as

highlights key trends, developments and opportunities in this sphere.

Chapter VI: Global Longevity Industry Overview presents pertinent

infographic mind maps and summarizes key points from our previous

reports on the subject. It then illustrates the position of the California

Longevity Industry in the larger context of the global Longevity

industry.

Chapter VII: California Media and Conferences on Longevity

highlights key media sources and conferences which have given

California’s Longevity Industry the greatest exposure
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Introduction: Why California?

In addition to its global Longevity Industry reports, Aging Analytics Agency produced a

number of regional case studies, including those focusing on United Kingdom, Singapore

and Israel. This region-specific focus is present due to a number of factors, including the

emergence of new Longevity sectors in specific countries, the rise of particularly powerful

geroscience tech hubs and R&D nexuses as well as the launch of strategic national

development plans proposed by progressive governments.

The choice of California as subject of our next regional report is justified for a number of

reasons. It is the world’s fifth-largest economy and, at almost 40 million people, is the most

populous U.S. state. California is home to a plethora of top-ranked universities and

research institutions which lead the nation (at 15.1% or $3.9 billion) in biomedical research

grants from NIH, further driving innovation. Academic excellence drives the state’s vibrant

life sciences ecosystem, which boasts four mega-clusters in San Francisco Bay Area, Los

Angeles, Orange and San Diego counties. For decades, California has been implementing a

thoughtful public policy aimed at supporting the life sciences industry through tax

incentives encouraging more investment as well via state-sponsored initiatives promoting

the use of advanced computing and technology to better understand and treat diseases.

Due to the state’s healthy business climate as well as a strong success record of its life

sciences companies, California has long been a magnet for biotech investment - it

consistently leads the nation in attracting venture capital funding.

56Sources: World Population Review; CBS Los Angeles; California Life Sciences Industry: 2019 Report by PwC and California Life Sciences Association

https://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-in-uk-2-edition
https://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-in-singapore
https://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-in-israel
http://worldpopulationreview.com/states/
https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2018/05/04/california-worlds-5th-largest-economy-gdp/
https://califesciences.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/clsa-2019-california-life-sciences-industry-report.pdf
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Introduction: Why California?
Compared to the rest of United States, Californians take a progressive stance on Longevity -

the state ranked second for life expectancy at birth and third - for healthy life expectancy.

However, on a global scale, California is lagging behind other leading world regions with

respect to these parameters, especially considering the amount of corresponding health

expenditures. While the government of California has been among the pioneers for addressing

the societal implications of aging for decades, the state is far from being immune from the

associated challenges - its elderly population is increasing rapidly, with several factors playing

key roles, such as exponential growth, particularly in the number of the oldest old; diversity;

poverty and nearly doubling of the number of residents with Alzheimer’s disease by 2030,

which will drive up the already high costs of nursing home care. Governing a rapidly graying

state means dealing with higher overall healthcare costs, particularly for low-income seniors,

as well as facing the retirement and long-term care crises. Further, California’s Silver Tsunami

places an enormous strain on the state’s already fragile and fragmented aging network.

Unsurprisingly, the newly elected Governor Gavin Newsom committed to addressing the

aforementioned issues by creating a comprehensive California Master Plan on Aging and

Alzheimer’s Task Force.

However, increased Longevity not only brings challenges but also a multitude of possibilities -

people in the 50 plus age group have the largest spending power, many are willing to work past

the traditional retirement age and most can infuse societies with transformative social

benefits as caregivers and volunteers while themselves benefitting from such purposeful

activities.
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Sources: JAMA Network; California Department of Finance; Public Policy Institute of California; California State Plan on Alzheimer’s Disease; Los 
Angeles Times; Oxford Economics;  Images: California Area Agencies on Aging; AARP;

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2678018
http://www.dof.ca.gov/Forecasting/Demographics/Projections/documents/P_PressRelease.pdf
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https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/home-and-family/personal-technology/2016/09/2016-Longevity-Economy-AARP.pdf
https://agencyonaging4.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/aging-all-about-living-aaa4.pdf
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/research/surveys_statistics/infographics/econ/2017/longevity-economy-infographic.doi.10.26419%252Fres.00172.056.pdf
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In 2017, California became the fifth largest global economy, surpassing the UK and India. The state’s gross domestic product rose by $127

billion from 2016 to 2017, exceeding $2.7 trillion. The thriving technology sector of Silicon Valley, the world’s entertainment capital in

Hollywood and Central Valley’s agricultural heartland are the key contributing factors to making local economy a global tour de force. The

state’s economic output is now surpassed only by the GDP of the United States, China, Japan and Germany.

California: World’s Fifth Largest Economy

As further described on the next slide, California houses the largest

share of the U.S. population - 12% and has contributed 16% of total job

growth in the nation between 2012 and 2017. Its share of the national

economy also grew from 12.8% to 14.2% during that time period.

In 2002, California has already ranked in 5th place but fell to 10th place

in 2012 following the Great Recession. Since then, the largest U.S.

state has added two million jobs and grown its GDP by $700 billion. Its

economic juggernaut is concentrated in coastal metropolises around

San Francisco, San Jose, Los Angeles and San Diego.

Rank Countries ($ bilions)

1 United States $ 19,391

2 China $ 12,015

3 Japan $ 4,872

4 Germany $ 3,685

5 California $ 2,747

6 United Kingdom $ 2,625

7 India $ 2,611

8 France $ 2,584

9 Brazil $ 2,055

10 Italy $ 1,938

CA Median Income CA Unemployment Rate

California Health Insurance Coverage California Poverty Rate by Age
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Sources: CBS Los Angeles; Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation (2017 data based on analysis of the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey and 
Bureau of Labor Statistics data (unemployment data as of September 2018))

https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2018/05/04/california-worlds-5th-largest-economy-gdp/
https://www.kff.org/state-category/demographics-and-the-economy/?state=ca
https://www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/total-population/?state=ca
https://www.kff.org/state-category/demographics-and-the-economy/?state=ca
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California: Home to the Largest Share of U.S. Population
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Sources: World Population Review; California Department of Finance; Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation (2017 data based on analysis of the Census 
Bureau’s American Community Survey)

http://worldpopulationreview.com/states/
http://www.dof.ca.gov/Forecasting/Demographics/Projections/documents/P_PressRelease.pdf
https://www.kff.org/state-category/demographics-and-the-economy/?state=ca
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California: the Second Highest Life Expectancy At Birth in U.S.

Life expectancy at birth is one of the most frequently used health status indicators - it is defined as how long, on average, a newborn can expect

to live, if current death rates do not change. The actual age-specific death rate of any particular birth cohort cannot be known in advance - gains

in life expectancy at birth can be attributed to a number of factors, including rising living standards, improved lifestyle and better education, as

well as greater access to quality health services.

At 80.9 years, California residents boast the second highest life expectancy at birth in the country, second only to Hawaii’s of 81.3 years. The

underlying study by the Journal of the American Medical Association concluded that there are wide differences in the burden of disease at the

state level. Specific diseases and risk factors, such as drug use disorders, high body mass index, poor diet, high fasting plasma glucose level,

and alcohol use disorders are increasing and warrant increased attention.

Since 1980, when the state placed 20th in the ranking, Californians improved their lifestyle which resulted in significant increase in life

expectancy from 74.3 years to 80.9 years - the third largest increase among U.S. states during that time period. Today, the Golden State has the

third lowest share of obese adults, the fifth lowest share of adults who do not exercise, and the second lowest share of adults who smoke.

Further, California has the third lowest premature (adults under age 75) mortality rate in U.S.

U.S. States with Highest Life 

Expectancy at Birth

U.S. States with Lowest Life 

Expectancy at Birth

1. Hawaii, 81.3 years 50. Mississippi, 74.7 years

2. California, 80.9 years 49. West Virginia, 75.3 years 

3. Connecticut, 80.8 years 48. Alabama, 75.4 years

4. Minnesota, 80.8 years 47. Louisiana, 75.6 years

5. New York, 80.5 years 46. Oklahoma, 75.7 years
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Sources: JAMA Network; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services; Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD); 
USA Today; San Diego Tribune; Popular Science

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2678018
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/02/21/average-life-expectancy-in-the-us-hawaii-top-state-for-a-long-life/39018551/
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2678018
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/hus/
https://data.oecd.org/healthstat/life-expectancy-at-birth.htm
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/02/21/average-life-expectancy-in-the-us-hawaii-top-state-for-a-long-life/39018551/
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/opinion/the-conversation/sd-california-second-life-expectancy-in-nation-20180410-htmlstory.html
https://www.popsci.com/life-expectancy-declining#page-3
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California:  Life Expectancy at Birth - U.S. and Global Comparison

While California’s life expectancy at birth is currently 80.9 years, on U.S.-wide basis, this parameter is equal to 78.6 years, with males’ life

expectancy equalling to 76.1 years and females’ - to 81.1 years. In 2016, life expectancy at birth was highest for Hispanic persons at 81.8 years,

compared to 78.5 years for non-Hispanic white persons and 74.8 years for non-Hispanic black persons. Heart disease, cancer, unintentional

injuries, chronic lower respiratory diseases, stroke, Alzheimer’s disease, diabetes, influenza and pneumonia, kidney disease, and suicide were

among the top 10 leading causes of death. Overall, life expectancy in the United States has been increasing - a baby born in 2016 in the U.S. can

be expected to live 78.6 years on average, more than 7 years longer than a baby born in 1980. However, despite this overall increase, life

expectancy at birth decreased in recent years (starting from 2014) for the first time since 1993, largely due to increases in the unintentional drug

overdose death rate as well as growing rates of Alzheimer’s disease, suicide, chronic liver disease, and septicemia.

On a global level, U.S. and even its top-performing states for life expectancy are lagging behind other world regions with respect to this

parameter.
Global Life Expectancy at Birth 

(Source:  OECD)

1. Japan 84.1 years

2. Switzerland 83.7 years

3. Spain 83.4 years

4. Italy 83.3 years

5. Luxembourg 82.8 years

6. Australia 82.5 years

7. Israel 82.5 years

8. Norway 82.5 years

9. France 82.4 years

10. Korea 82.4 years
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Sources: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (Mortality in the United States, 2016); NCHS, National Vital Statistics System, Mortality; 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development - data compiled on April 2, 2019; USA Today; National Geographic 

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databriefs/db293.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/hus/hus17.pdf%20%20(Table%2015%20and%20Figure%201)
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/02/21/average-life-expectancy-in-the-us-hawaii-top-state-for-a-long-life/39018551/
https://data.oecd.org/healthstat/life-expectancy-at-birth.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databriefs/db293.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databriefs/db293_table.pdf#4
https://data.oecd.org/healthstat/life-expectancy-at-birth.htm
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/02/21/average-life-expectancy-in-the-us-hawaii-top-state-for-a-long-life/39018551/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/culture/2018/12/life-expectancy-united-states/
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California:  Healthy Life Expectancy - Compared to Other U.S. States

An American born today can expect to live almost 79 years, which is approximately 4 years longer compared to 1990. However, healthy life

expectancy, defined as how long a person can live healthy, disability and disease-free life, increased by just 2.4 years during the same time

period. In other words, while Americans might live longer today than they used to, they are not necessarily living much healthier lives.

The researchers found that the average American can expect to live just 67.7 healthy years - growing rates of health problems like obesity and

diabetes, as well as the prevalence of drug use disorders (including opioid addiction) and alcohol use are among the key contributing factors.

Other health issues on the rise in the U.S. include cognitive diseases like Alzheimer's and hearing loss, which are edging out what used to be

some of the most common health issues in the country, such as major depression, lower back pain, and car crash injuries.

The number of years people can expect to live healthy, illness and injury-free lives in the U.S. is over 70 years in only two states: Minnesota and

Hawaii, with California lagging behind in the third place at 69.9 years.

Sources: Business Insider; JAMA Network

U.S. States with Longest Healthy 

Life Expectancy

U.S. States with Shortest Healthy

Life Expectancy

1. Minnesota - 70.3 healthy years 50.  West Virginia - 63.8 healthy years

2. Hawaii - 70.1 healthy years 49. Kentucky - 64.3 healthy years

3. California - 69.9 healthy years 48. Oklahoma - 64.5 healthy years

4. Washington - 69.1 healthy  years 47. Alabama - 64.6 healthy years

5. Vermont - 69 healthy years 46. Mississippi - 64.9 healthy years
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https://www.businessinsider.com/ranked-life-expectancy-by-state-2018-4
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2678018
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United States and CA:  Healthy Life Expectancy - Global Comparison

With its residents having a healthy life expectancy of 69.9 years, California finds itself among the top 3 states based on this criterion. However,

while the Golden State is ahead of U.S.-wide average of 67.7 years, on a global scale, this accomplishment is rather modest, especially

considering the staggering amount of expenditures allocated to healthcare in the United States. Notably, in 1960, Americans boasted the

highest life expectancy in the world, 2.4 years higher than the average for OECD countries. However, the U.S. started losing ground in the 1980s -

its life expectancy fell below the OECD average in 1998, plateaued in 2012, and is now 1.5 years lower than that average.

Country
Total
2016 

Population 

Life 
Expectancy 

at Birth 
(Years)

Healthy Life 
Expectancy 

at Birth 
(Years)

Health 
Expenditure 
per Capita 

($)

Health 
Expenditure 
as % of GDP

Singapore 5,622,000 82.9 76.2 $2,280 4.3%

Japan 127,749,000 84.2 74.8 $3,733 10.9%

Spain 46,348,000 83.1 73.8 $2,354 9.2%

Switzerland 8,402,000 83.3 73.5 $9,818 12.1%

France 64,721,000 82.9 73.4 $4,026 11.1%

Cyprus 1,170,000 80.7 73.3 $1,563 6.8%

Canada 36,290,000 82.8 73.2 $4,508 10.4%

Italy 59,430,000 82.8 73.2 $2,700 9.0%

Iceland 332,000 82.4 73.0 $4,375 8.6%

Norway 5,255,00 82.5 73.0 $7,464 10.0%

R. of Korea 50,792,000 82.7 73.0 $2,013 7.4%

Israel 8,192,000 82.3 72.9 $2,756 7.4%

U.S.A. 322,180,000 78.5 68.5 $9,536 16.8%
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Sources: World Health Organization (compilation based on Annex B Part 1 of the report); Business Insider; Institute for Health Measures and 
Evaluation; Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD); The British Medical Journal

https://www.businessinsider.com/ranked-life-expectancy-by-state-2018-4
https://www.businessinsider.com/ranked-life-expectancy-by-state-2018-4
https://www.bmj.com/content/360/bmj.k496
https://www.bmj.com/content/360/bmj.k496
https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/272596/9789241565585-eng.pdf?ua=1
https://www.businessinsider.com/ranked-life-expectancy-by-state-2018-4
http://www.healthdata.org/sites/default/files/files/infographics/Infographic_GBD2017-DALYs-Highlights_2018.pdf
https://data.oecd.org/healthstat/life-expectancy-at-birth.htm
https://www.bmj.com/content/360/bmj.k496
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The World Happiness Report is a survey by the United Nations Sustainable Development Solutions Network that ranks 156 countries by how

happy their citizens perceive themselves to be (based on Gallup World Poll surveys). Interestingly, the surge of interest in happiness and public

policy owes much to United States - Professor Easterlin famously noted in 1974 that happiness in the U.S. had remained unchanged from 1946 to

1970 despite the significant rise of GDP per person - this finding became known as the Easterlin Paradox and it has continued to hold true until

today. The report’s happiness scores were determined by assessing the following variables: GDP per capita in terms of Purchasing Power

Parity, social support, healthy life expectancy, freedom, generosity (donating time and/or money), and absence of corruption.

United States: Global Happiness Ranking

Despite falling rates of violent crime and unemployment as well as a steady

rise of per capita income over the past few decades, happiness among

Americans did not rebound to the higher levels of the 1990s, continuing a

slow decline since at least 2000. World Happiness Report offers several

explanations behind this paradox: worsening health conditions; declining

social capital and social support; decreased confidence in government;

fundamental shifts in how Americans spend their leisure time as well as

formation of a mass-addiction society (substance abuse, excessive gambling,

immoderate use of digital media). Mass addition warranted a special mention

in the report: it was argued that the U.S.A.’s epidemics of addictions are

significantly contributing to rising rates of clinical depression and suicide,

overdoses related to substance abuse, growing obesity related to eating

addictions as well as dramatically rising adolescent depression (rooted in

excessive use of digital media).

U.S. society was urged to design a public policy built around well-being

rather than corporate profits and place the rising addiction rates under

intensive scrutiny as well to take actions to reverse the epidemics by

introducing measures aimed at reducing stress levels in society (including

greater job and healthcare security), lessening income inequality, promoting

healthier work-life balance and greater integration of health and well-being

programs at work, schools and communities.

Sources: World Happiness Report and sources referenced in the Report; 64

http://worldhappiness.report/ed/2019/
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California: Happiness Ranking - Compared to Other U.S. States

Happiness comes from a combination of factors, including a positive mental state, healthy body, strong social connections, job satisfaction and

financial well-being. One element that can have a big influence in this regard is where we choose to live. In its studies, WalletHub compared the

50 states and 182 of America’s largest cities across three key dimensions: (1) Emotional & Physical Well-Being, (2) Work Environment and (3)

Community and Environment, collectively encompassing 31 key metrics, ranging from depression to sports participation rate to income growth.

California ranked fifth in U.S., with nearly a quarter of its cities placing among the top 100 happiest cities in the nation, including 4 in the top 10.

Sources: WalletHub (States);  WalletHub (Cities) 65

https://wallethub.com/edu/happiest-states/6959/
https://wallethub.com/edu/happiest-places-to-live/32619/
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U.S.A. and California:  Top Causes of Death and Disability, Underlying 
Risk Factors - Global Comparison

Country
LE 
at 

Birth

Healthy 
LE  at 
Birth 

Health 
Expenditures 

per Capita

Top 10 Causes
of 

Death

Top 10 Causes 
of 

Disability

Top 10 Risk Factors Driving Death and 
Disability

Singapore 82.9 76.2 $2,280

1. IHD 2. Lower resp. infections 3.

Alzheimer’s 4. Stroke 5. Lung cancer 6.

Colorectal cancer 7. Hypertensive heart

disease 8. Chronic kidney disease 9. Liver

cancer 10. Self-harm

1. Low back pain 2. Headache disorders

3. Depression 4. Falls 5. Diabetes 6.

Neck pain 7. Neonatal disorders 8. Age-

related hearing loss 9. Anxiety disorders

10. Other musculoskeletal

1. Dietary Risks 2. Tobacco 3. High blood pressure

4. High fasting plasma glucose 5. High BMI 6.

High LDL 7. Occupational risks 8. Air pollution 9.

Impaired kidney function 10. Malnutrition

Japan 84.2 74.8 $3,733

1. Alzheimer’s 2. IHD 3. Stroke 4. Lower

resp. infections 5. Lung cancer 6. Colorectal

cancer 7. Stomach cancer 8. Chronic kidney

disease 9. COPD 10. Pancreatic cancer

1. Low back pain 2. Age-related hearing

loss 3. Falls 4. Depression 5. Headache

disorders 6. Stroke 7. Diabetes 8. Neck

pain 9. Alzheimer’s 10. Oral disorders

1. Tobacco 2. Dietary risks 3. High blood pressure

4. High fasting plasma glucose 5. High BMI 6.

Occupational risks 7. High HDL 8. Impaired kidney

function 9. Air pollution 10. Alcohol use

Spain 83.1 73.8 $2,354

1. IHD 2. Alzheimer’s 3. Stroke 4. COPD 5.

Lung cancer 6. Colorectal cancer 7. Lower

resp. infections 8. Chronic kidney disease 9.

Diabetes 10. Cirrhosis

1. Low back pain 2. Headache disorders

3. Depression 4. Diabetes 5. Neck pain

6. Age-related hearing loss 7. Falls 8.

Anxiety disorders 9. Other

musculoskeletal 10. COPD

1. Tobacco 2. High fasting plasma glucose 3. High

blood pressure 4. High BMI 5. Dietary risks 6.

Alcohol use 7. High HDL 8. Occupational risks 9.

Air pollution 10. Impaired kidney function

Switzerland 83.3 73.5 $9,818

1. IHD 2. Alzheimer’s 3. Stroke 4. Lung

cancer 5. COPD 6. Falls 7. Colorectal

cancer 8. Lower resp. infections 9. Chronic

kidney disease 10. Hypertensive heart

disease

1. Low back pain 2. Headache disorders

3. Diabetes 4. Neck pain 5. Depression

6. Falls 7. Anxiety disorders 8. Age-

related hearing loss 9. COPD 10. Other

musculoskeletal

1. Tobacco 2. High fasting plasma glucose 3.

Dietary risks 4. High BMI 5. High blood pressure 6.

Occupational risks 7. Alcohol use 8. High LDL 9.

Air pollution 10. Impaired kidney function

France 82.9 73.4 $4,026

1. Alzheimer’s 2. IHD 3. Stroke 4. Lung

cancer 5. Colorectal cancer 6. Lower resp.

infections 7. COPD 8. Falls 9. Breast cancer

10. Pancreatic cancer

1. Low back pain 2. Headache disorders

3. Depression 4. Falls 5. Anxiety

disorders 6. Age-related hearing loss 7.

Neck pain 8. Diabetes 9. Other

musculoskeletal 10. Oral disorders

1. Tobacco 2. Dietary risks 3. Alcohol use 4. High

blood pressure 5. High fasting plasma glucose 6.

High BMI 7. Occupational risks 8. High LDL 9. Air

pollution 10. Impaired kidney function

California 80.9 69.9 $7,549

1. IHD 2. Alzheimer’s 3. Stroke 4. Lung

cancer 5. COPD 6. Lower resp. infections 7.

Chronic kidney disease 8. Colorectal cancer

9. Cirrhosis 10. Diabetes

1. Low back pain 2. Headache disorders

3. Depression 4. Drug use 5. Diabetes

6. Anxiety disorders 7. Age-related

hearing loss 8. Other musculoskeletal 9.

Neck pain 10. COPD

1. High BMI 2. Tobacco 3. Dietary risks 4. High

fasting plasma glucose 5. High blood pressure 6.

Drug use 7. Alcohol use 8. High LDL 9. Impaired

kidney function 10. Occupational risks

U.S.A. 78.5 68.5 $9,536

1. IHD 2. Alzheimer’s 3. Lung cancer 4.

Stroke 5. COPD 6. Lower resp. infections 7.

Chronic kidney disease 8. Colorectal cancer

9. Diabetes 10. Drug use disorders

1. Low back pain 2. Headache disorders

3. Diabetes 4. Drug use 5. Depression

6. COPD 7. Anxiety disorders 8. Neck

pain 9. Other musculoskeletal 10. Age-

related hearing loss

1. High BMI 2. Tobacco 3. Dietary risks 4. High

fasting plasma glucose 5. High blood pressure 6.

Drug use 7. Alcohol use 8. High LDL 9. Impaired

kidney function 10. Occupational risks
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Sources: World Health Organization (columns 2-4 compilation based on Annex B Part 1 of the report); IHME (columns 5-7 compilation) - Singapore, 
Japan, Spain, Switzerland, France, California, USA; 

https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/272596/9789241565585-eng.pdf?ua=1
http://www.healthdata.org/united-states-california
http://www.healthdata.org/singapore
http://www.healthdata.org/japan
http://www.healthdata.org/spain
http://www.healthdata.org/switzerland
http://www.healthdata.org/switzerland
http://www.healthdata.org/united-states-california
http://www.healthdata.org/united-states
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Today, healthcare spending in the United States is greater than in any other country in the world - however, this fact does not make the USA a

leader in life expectancy - in 2014, U.S. ranked just 43rd in the world based on this parameter. According to Peterson-Kaiser Health System

Tracker, the U.S. has plummeted to the bottom of the list of countries with a similar GDP and high average income. In 1980, average life

expectancy at birth was within one year in the U.S. and in comparable countries and while the U.S. gained 5 years of life expectancy in the

subsequent decades, the average comparable country has gained 7 years.

Projections: U.S. Healthcare Costs to Rise, Life Expectancy to Plummet 

U.S. health expenditures are projected to grow at an average annual rate of 5.5%

during 2018–27 and represent 19.4% of gross domestic product in 2027. During that

period, prices for health care are projected to grow 2.5% per annum - faster than during

the last decade. Among the major payers, annual spending growth in Medicare (7.4%) is

expected to exceed that in Medicaid (5.5%) and private health insurance (4.8%).

Although expected life span will rise globally in 2040, the United States, despite the

projected increase in its health care spending, is expected to further plunge in life

expectancy rankings in 2040 - from 43rd place to 64th - the largest decrease for a

country defined as “high income”. With a projected lifespan of 79.8 years (just 1.1

years increase), the U.S. will sit behind countries including the United Kingdom,

Colombia, Japan, Costa Rica, Saudi Arabia and Turkey. Spain will have a lifespan of

85.8 in 2040, the best in the world. Japan, Singapore, Switzerland, Portugal, Italy, Israel,

France, Luxembourg and Australia also ranked in the top 10. China's global ranking is

projected to rise from 68th to 39th place.

The underlying study projected a significant increase in deaths from noncommunicable

diseases, including diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, chronic kidney

disease, lung cancer as well as worsening health outcomes linked to obesity. The top 5

health drivers that explain most of the future trajectory for premature mortality are

high blood pressure, high body mass index, high blood sugar, tobacco and alcohol use,

and air pollution. However, the future is not predetermined and adequately addressing

health drivers by health systems will be key to progress or stagnation.

2040 Rank 2040 Projected LE 2016 Rank & LE

1. Spain 85.8 82.9 (4th)

2. Japan 85.7 83.7 (1st)

3. Singapore 85.4 83.3 (3rd)

4. Switzerland 85.2 83.3 (2nd)

5. Portugal 84.5 81 (23rd)

6. Italy 84.5 82.3 (7th)

7. Israel 84.4 82.1 (13th)

8. France 84.3 82.3 (8th)

9. Luxembourg 84.1 82.2 (10th)

10. Australia 84.1 82.5 (5th)

39. China 81.9 76.3 (68th)

64. U.S.A. 79.8 78.7 (43rd)

67Sources: JAMA Network; ; The British Medical Journal; Peterson-Kaiser Health System Tracker; Health Affairs; Jama Network; Newsweek; IHME

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2594716
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2678018
https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/chart-collection/u-s-life-expectancy-compare-countries/?_sf_s=life#item-start
https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/abs/10.1377/hlthaff.2018.05499
https://www.newsweek.com/us-drops-global-life-expectancy-ranking-1173987
http://www.healthdata.org/news-release/how-healthy-will-we-be-2040
http://www.healthdata.org/news-release/how-healthy-will-we-be-2040
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2594716#joi160128r1
https://www.bmj.com/content/360/bmj.k496
https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/chart-collection/health-spending-u-s-compare-countries/#item-start
https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/abs/10.1377/hlthaff.2018.05499
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2594716
https://www.newsweek.com/us-drops-global-life-expectancy-ranking-1173987
http://www.healthdata.org/news-release/how-healthy-will-we-be-2040
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California: Health Care Expenditures - U.S. Comparison

In general, health care spending per capita in California ($7,549) is lower than the U.S. average ($8,045), and ranked 15th among all states in

2014. However, California’s Medicare spending, which among other groups covers people aged 65 and older was 8% higher compared to the

United States. Further, from 2009 to 2014, California’s health care spending growth averaged 4.9% per year in total and 4.0% per capita - this was

faster than average U.S. spending growth (3.9% total health spending, 3.1% per capita). Overall, hospital care accounts for the largest share of

health care spending both in U.S. and California. Notably, in U.S., people aged 55 and older comprise 29% of population but accounted for 56%

of all health spending in 2016 - in contrast, people under age 35 made up 46% of the population but accounted for less than a quarter of health

spending. The below charts illustrate how California’s health care spending compares to the United States as a whole as well as to other states

which top the life expectancy and/or healthy life expectancy rankings:

68
Sources: California Health Care Foundation: California Health Care Spending; Health Care Costs 101 (2017); Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation:  
Healthcare Expenditures Per Capita; How Do Health Expenditures Vary Across the Population?

https://www.chcf.org/publication/california-health-care-spending/
https://www.chcf.org/publication/california-health-care-spending/
https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/chart-collection/health-expenditures-vary-across-population/#item-people-age-55-and-over-account-for-over-half-of-total-health-spending_2016
https://www.chcf.org/about/
https://www.chcf.org/publication/california-health-care-spending/
https://www.chcf.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/PDF-HealthCareCosts17.pdf
https://www.kff.org/
https://www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/health-spending-per-capita/?currentTimeframe=0&sortModel=%7B%22colId%22:%22Location%22,%22sort%22:%22asc%22%7D
https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/chart-collection/health-expenditures-vary-across-population/#item-start
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Currently, California’s median age is 36.2 years, which, compared to 37.8 years for the entire country, makes it the 7th-youngest state in U.S. (Utah

tops the list at 30.7 years). However, the state is yet to embrace an unprecedented demographic shift - the so-called “Silver Tsunami” or the “Age

Wave” - while its large Baby Boom cohort (born in 1946-1964) had kept California younger than U.S. average for decades, that same group now

contributes to the rapid aging of the population, a trend that started in 2011 when Baby Boomers started going into retirement.

California: Facing an Epic Age Wave  - 2016-2060 Projections

By 2036, the state’s median age is projected to increase to 41 years, and to 45 years in 2060.

According to California Department of Finance, the share of Californians aged 65 and older will

increase from 14% to 23% during 2016-2036 time period and to 26% - by 2060, making it the

fastest growing population cohort. It is projected that by 2030 people aged 65 and older will

constitute a larger share of the population than children. California’s population cohort aged 60

and older is undergoing a transformation - between 1970 and 2016, the number of its seniors grew

from 2.5 million to 7.8 million, an increase of 212%. This trend is estimated to continue as the

cohort aged 60 years and older is estimated to grow to 14.7 million by 2060, an increase of 88%

from 2016.

While the overall population aged 60 years and older is growing rapidly, changes within specific

segments of this age group are occurring at different rates. The fastest growth will take place

during the next 30 years as the Baby Boomers reach age 60. Between 2010 and 2030, California’s

population cohort aged 85 years and older is estimated to increase by more than 70%. While

604,139 Californians were aged 85 years and older in 2010, by 2050, an estimated 2.26 million

individuals will be in this age group, a dramatic 274% increase.

There are other factors contributing to the aging of California population, namely, lower fertility

rates and greater longevity. The total fertility rate has fallen from 2.1 children per woman in 2000

to 1.8 in 2015, and is projected to decrease to 1.6 children by 2060. Life expectancy at birth has

increased from 78 years in 2000 to 81 years in 2015, and is projected to increase to 86 years by

2060. In 2051, California is projected to join the ranks with Japan and several European

countries that have more deaths than births, however, migration is expected to keep the state’s

population growth rate positive.
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California: Silver Tsunami Projections - Global Comparison

Sources: United Nations World Population Ageing 2015 Report

Virtually every country in the world is experiencing growth in the number and proportion of older

persons in their population - this is poised to become one of the most significant social

transformations of this century, with implications for nearly all sectors of society, including labor and

financial markets, the demand for goods and services, such as housing, transportation and social

protection, as well as family structures and intergenerational ties. Globally, between 2015 and 2030,

the number of people aged 60 years or over is projected to grow by 56%, from 901 million to 1.4

billion, and by 2050, this cohort is projected to more than double its size in 2015, reaching nearly 2.1

billion. In 2015, 1 in 8 people worldwide was aged 60 years or over - by 2030, older persons are

projected to account for 1 in 6 people globally, and by the middle of the century, 1 in every 5 people

will be aged 60 years or over. The ageing process is most advanced in high-income countries.

Japan is home to largest share of the world’s elderly - 33% Japanese were aged 60 years or over in

2015, followed by Germany (28%), Italy (28%) and Finland (27%).

Across the world, the number of people aged 80 years or over, the “oldest-old” persons, is growing

even faster than the number of older persons overall. Projections indicate that in 2050 the oldest-

old will amount to 434 million, having more than tripled since 2015. The share of this population

cohort is projected to rise from 14% in 2015 to more than 20% in 2050.
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California: Silver Tsunami Projections - U.S. Comparison
In the centuries since the country’s founding, U.S. life expectancy at birth has more than doubled. Today, the U.S. population is aging rapidly -

the number of people age 65 and older has increased by 33% between 2006 and 2016. Currently, of all the states, Florida has the highest

percentage of persons aged 65 years and older (19%), however, as far as the absolute statistics are concerned, California holds the record as

having the largest actual number of elderly persons. According to U.S. Census Bureau’s 2017 Population Projections, the year 2030, when all

Baby Boomers will be older than age 65, marks an important demographic turning point, when older population will outnumber children for the

first time in history and 1 in 5 residents will be retirement age. The 2030s are projected to be a transformative decade - U.S. population is

expected to grow at a slower pace, age considerably and become more racially and ethnically diverse. Net international migration is projected

to overtake natural increase in 2030 as the primary driver of population growth in the United States. As the population ages, the ratio of older

adults to working-age adults (“old-age dependency ratio”), is projected to rise - by 2020, there will be about 3 ½ working-age adults for every

retirement-age person and by 2060, that ratio will fall to just 2 ½ working-age adults for every retirement-age person.

United States

California

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau:  2017 National Population Projections and Population Projections 2020-2060; California State Plan on Aging 2017-
2021; World Atlas; US News 71
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California Seniors: Demographic Profile

\

Sources:  Public Policy Institute of California

California’s senior population will nearly double by 2030, when the youngest Baby Boomers hit

the retirement age. While by that time most seniors will be relatively young, between age 65 and

75, beginning in 2020 the fastest growth will occur among seniors age 75 and older. By 2030,

the over-85 population will increase 61% from 2012. In addition, the senior population in 2030

will have more single and/or childless adults than it does today, suggesting an increased number

of people living alone.

On a more granular level, the fastest projected rates of growth will be among the

divorced/separated and never married groups - by 2030, nearly 20% of seniors will be childless

(v. 12% in 2012) and thus likely in greater need of non-family sources of care. As people age,

they tend to require more medical care and are more likely to have trouble living alone, warranting

the need for home- or community-based health services, assisted living, and nursing homes. It

is projected that the number of seniors who will have self-care limitations will increase by 88% in

2030 v. 2012 population levels, however, the vast majority of these seniors will not be living in a

nursing home. A decline in reliance upon nursing homes is projected, assuming that the general

preference for living at home and reliance on support services will continue to increase. In light of

these shifts, California policymakers should be considering the kinds of resources that will best

address the needs of this changing population cohort.
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California Seniors: Health Profile

\

Sources:  United Health Foundation:  America’s Health Rankings® Senior Report

America’s Health Rankings® Senior Report by United Healthcare Foundation (“UHF”) is built around the

following definition by World Health Organization: “Health is a state of complete physical, mental, and social

well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” and provides a comprehensive analysis of

senior population across 35 measures of health. UHF model reflects that determinants of health (Behaviors,

Community & Environment, Policy, and Clinical Care) directly influence health outcomes, with determinants

accounting for 3/4 and outcomes - for 1/4 of each state’s overall score and ranking.

Massachusetts tops the list of healthiest states for seniors, with California lagging behind at 28th place -

while the state’s strengths are low prevalence of obesity, low hip fracture rate and high prescription drug

coverage, such factors as low Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (“SNAP”) enrollment, high

prevalence of frequent mental distress and high percentage of hospital deaths bring down the overall score.
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California Government and Age Wave Challenges:  Overview

A “Patchwork” of  Government Entities and 

Resources Available to California Seniors:

Medicare: 

the federal healthcare program for seniors , 

does not cover long-term care (“LTC”)

Medicaid:

the federal program which provides health 

coverage to low-income seniors

Medi-Cal: 

California’s Medicaid program, covers LTC

In-Home Supportive Services (“IHSS”): 

pays for home care for Medi-Cal eligible seniors 

California Department of Aging: 

provides resources to caregivers and seniors

California Department of Veterans Affairs: 

operates homes for aging vets

California’s aging population is increasing rapidly and undergoing a significant demographic

change, with three key factors contributing to this transformation (1) exponential growth of the

older adult population, particularly in the number of the oldest old, (2) diversity and (3) poverty.

Governing a rapidly graying state means dealing with higher healthcare costs, particularly for low-

income seniors who are eligible for Medi-Cal. Most importantly, California’s Silver Tsunami will

place an enormous strain on the state’s already fragile network of long-term services and

supports, including in-home aides and skilled nursing facilities. Further, this population cohort will

become more racially and ethnically diverse, warranting a need for culturally competent care that

respects the beliefs and responds to the linguistic needs of seniors from diverse backgrounds.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s Supplemental Poverty Measure, poverty among seniors in

California is estimated to be 21%, the highest in U.S. Unsurprisingly, the fastest-growing

population of homeless people is among older adults. Moreover, more than three-quarters of a

million of older Californians are among the “hidden poor” – seniors with incomes above the federal

poverty line (FPL) but below a minimally decent standard of living as determined by the Elder

Economic Security Standard™ Index. As many public assistance programs are aligned with the FPL,

a large number of economically insecure older Californians are denied aid. The highest rates of the

hidden poor among seniors are found among renters, Latinos, women, those who are raising

grandchildren, and people in the oldest age groups.

The situation is made worse by the fact that no single government entity has complete ownership

of the issue of aging. Navigating government-sponsored resources available to California’s seniors

can be confusing: “Medi-Cal is governed by the Department of Health Care Services, while the In-

Home Supportive Services program, which pays for home care for the low-income elderly, is

overseen by the Department of Social Services and is administered by each county. The Department

of Aging contracts with local agencies to provide caregiver resources, while the Department of

Veterans Affairs operates homes for aging vets”.
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California Government and Age Wave:  Retirement Crisis Challenge

California Seniors:  Key Findings

1. The fastest growing groups of seniors are: age 80+,

Latinos and Asians, with women continuing to make up a

majority of seniors - these are the very populations that

tend to have fewer resources in retirement

2. Three out of ten seniors: do not have enough income to

cover their basic needs

3. Older seniors, seniors of color, older women, unmarried

seniors, and renters: more likely to be poor and to struggle

to meet their basic needs

4. Certain regions face greater challenges with their

aging population, but no region is exempt from the

retirement crisis: L.A. region and the Central Valley have

the largest senior population growth; Sacramento has the

fastest growth rate for seniors age 80 +, most in need of

supportive services

The U.S. retirement income system comprises of Social Security, workplace retirement

savings plans, Individual Retirement Accounts and personal savings. The average

California senior has modest income - most elderly depend heavily on Social Security, do

not have income from retirement accounts, and relatively few of them work, especially

after age 70. California’s seniors are already struggling to meet basic needs and the state

ranks among the worst performing when it comes to the financial security of seniors.

Across the state, the demand for adequate housing, healthcare and supportive services

for seniors is expected to increase dramatically which requires an evaluation of the

adequacy of public and private resources, services and income for the economic security

of current and future California seniors. With no policy action to improve old-age financial

security for today’s workers and sustain quality of life for the aging population, California’s

impoverished elderly poor will grow rapidly in number over the next two decades.

The Financial Security Scorecard, designed to inform policymakers regarding the financial

security outlook for future retirees, ranks each state in three sources of potential

economic pressures for future retirees: (1) potential retirement income; (2) major retiree

costs (housing, health care); (3) labor market conditions for older workers. Using this

criteria, California was among the 3 states with lowest scores in 2012, exhibiting lower

future retirement income and some of the highest retiree costs.
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California Government and Age Wave: Long-Term Care Challenge

Long-term care (“LTC”) involves assistance with activities of daily living and can be provided in nursing

homes, assisted living facilities or seniors’ own homes, depending on level of disability. California’s senior

population is growing rapidly, becoming more racially and ethnically diverse, with an increasing share of

single and/or childless adults without family members to care for them. Further, within 2011-2030 time

period, the number of residents with Alzheimer’s disease is anticipated to nearly double, bringing with it

significant implications - the cost to Medicare for Alzheimer’s patients is estimated to be 3 times the cost of

enrollees without dementia and the cost to MediCal - 2.5 times higher, with much of the cost driven by

nursing home expenditures, the most expensive care option.

Traditionally, LTC responsibility has fallen on unpaid family caregivers - a 2015 AARP study found that the

4.5 million of the California’s family caregivers provided $57 billion worth of unpaid care, roughly the

equivalent of the Costa Rica’s GDP, equating to an hourly wage of $13.94. However, when paid services are

needed, the cost of LTC is out of reach for most families, causing people to first exhaust their savings into

poverty and then rely on multiple, uncoordinated public resources with unique requirements, with Medicaid

(Medi-Cal) being the main source of payment for LTC. Despite the obvious need, the vast majority (95%) of

adults ages 40+ do not have LTC insurance. Without viable alternatives to financing LTC, federal and state

governments will face increased Medicaid (MediCal) expenditures.

As detailed in a 2015 report by CA Senate Committee on Aging and LTC, the state has an insufficient LTC

system for seniors. California ranks 9th in the nation according to AARP’s LTSS Scorecard which measures

LTC system performance across 5 dimensions: Affordability and Access, Choice of Setting and Provider,

Quality of Life and Quality of Care, Support for Family Caregivers and Effective Transition - CA has several

areas in need of improvement, particularly with respect to providing caregiver support and decreasing the

burden of care transitions. It is projected that by 2030 more seniors will require support to stay at home, and

that the number requiring nursing home care will grow as well. Policymakers shall anticipate a demand for

increased spending on Medi-Cal and In-Home Supportive Services and need to plan accordingly, taking into

account where seniors will live and what type of workers they will need for help. Developing a corresponding

workforce, with an emphasis on providing home- and community-based services, will play a crucial role.
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California Government and Seniors:  Aging Network Overview

CA Department of Aging:  Programs and Services 

● Aging and Disability Resource Connection

● Adult Day Health Care

● Disease Prevention and Health Promotion

● Family Caregiver Support Program

● Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy

● Legal Assistance

● Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program

● Multipurpose Senior Services Program

● Nutrition

● Senior Community Services Program

● Senior Information and Assistance Program

● Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Supportive 

Services Program

California first explored the societal implications of aging as early as 1948 - during Governor

Warren’s administration, an Interdepartmental Coordinating Committee on Aging served in an

advisory capacity to the governor and Legislature. In 1955, after the first Governor's Conference

on Aging, a Citizens’ Advisory Committee on Aging (“CACA”) was founded. The enactment of

the federal Older Americans Act in 1965 established an Administration on Aging and called for

the creation of State Units on Aging - CACA changed its name to California Commission on

Aging (“CCoA”) and became the state’s administrative agency for the federal grants within the

Health and Welfare Agency (“HWA”), tasked with advising the governor and coordinating efforts

between local governments and agencies, senior organizations, as well as business, industry,

and labor. In 1973, the Burton Act established the Office on Aging (“OoA”) as a department

within HWA, with CCoA continuing in its advisory capacity and OoA taking operational

responsibility for the state’s programs by dividing the state into 33 Planning and Service Areas

(“PSAs”) to be administered by Area Agencies on Aging (“AAAs”). In 1976, OoA became the

California Department of Aging (“CDA”) - its duties were further extended by the Older

Californians Act of 1980 which also designated the Area Agencies on Aging as “principal

advocates” at the local governmental level.

Today, CDA administers funds allocated under the federal Older Americans Act, the Older

Californians Act, and the Medi-Cal program, with an annual budget of more than $200 million.

Mandated services are delivered through the 33 local AAAs with which CDA contracts and

which are run independently or as a part of county or city agencies under CDA’s supervision and

guidelines. The services are administered by AAAs in the 33 designated PSAs, consisting of

one or more counties (and the city of Los Angeles) within the state. AAAs may provide services

directly or by contract with an outside entity, with an objective of helping seniors find

employment, supporting older and disabled individuals to live as independently as possible in

the community, promoting healthy aging and community involvement as well as assisting

family members in their caregiving role.
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California Government: Critical Policy Areas for Seniors and Disabled

Sources:    California State Senate Select Committee on Aging and Long-Term Care

Health Care: access to culturally competent health care is essential for reducing mortality, disability and quality of life

Long-Term Care (“LTC”): the increasing longevity and disability will amplify the need for culturally competent LTC

LTC Financing: LTC is funded through a mix of sources, with individuals and their families relying first on personal

resources and then on multiple, uncoordinated public sources. Without viable financing alternatives, the state and

federal government budgets will face ongoing pressure with increased Medicaid (Medi-Cal) expenditures, the main

payment source for LTC

Unpaid Family Caregivers: while a number of support programs exist, most caregivers are unaware of or unable to

access them

Transitional Care: inadequate planning and lack of access to services in the home setting following Hospital to Home

Transitions lead to repeat hospitalizations and a higher likelihood of placement in a nursing home; Nursing Home to

Home Transitions is hampered by limited availability of affordable and accessible housing and transportation

Wellness and Mental Health: health promotion activities such as exercise, nutritional guidance and preventive

services, including access to mental health services and social and intellectual engagement are vital to maintaining

health and containing costs

Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Dementia: rapid growth of the number of residents suffering from these diseases

brings with it a substantial increase in caregiving and service needs

Housing: there is an inadequate supply of affordable supportive housing for people who need more services and

support than can be provided in their homes or who wish to transition out of an institution into the community

Transportation and Mobility: in addition to public transportation, low-cost mobility options to access health services,

socialize, volunteer, participate in physical or intellectual activities, are needed

Employment and Retirement: employment can be essential to remain integrated and engaged in society - both state

and employer policies should enable seniors to remain gainfully employed as long as they need or want to work
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California Government and Seniors:  State Plan on Aging, Master Plan

California State Plan on Aging:  2017-2021

California Department of Aging submits a State Plan to the federal

Administration on Aging at least every 4 years. Current Plan has the

following key goals and strategies for seniors and their caregivers:

Goal I: Easy access to information needed to make informed decisions:

provide information regarding health and supportive services to promote

independence and wellness; offer counseling to seniors; make information

and training on person-centered counseling available to public

Goal II: Enable seniors and their caregivers to be active and supported in their

homes and communities: integrate long-term services and supports into Cal

MediConnect; implement Medi-Cal State Transition Plan; expand opportunities

for community involvement and volunteerism

Goal III: Provide information and tools to support health and wellbeing:

promote healthier living through programs targeted to adults with chronic

conditions; increase access to nutritious foods and help establish healthy

eating habits

Goal IV: Protect the consumer rights of older Californians and assist them to

obtain needed benefits: evaluate implementation of California’s Legal

Services Provider Standards and identify best/promising practices; improve

abuse investigation skills for Adult Protective Services workers

Sources:  California State Plan on Aging:  2017-2021;  Yahoo Finance; Senator Beth-Jackson;  

California Master Plan on Aging:  Preliminary Goals

In February 2019, Senator Jackson introduced legislation to

develop a Master Plan on Aging. Senate Bill 228 sets out the

following preliminary goals:

● Expand access to coordinated, integrated systems of care

● Strengthen access to long-term services and supports

● Prepare families to plan and pay for long-term services and 

supports

● Support California’s family caregivers

● Increase access to oral healthcare

● Develop affordable housing options

● Enhance access to transportation

● Develop a culturally-competent paraprofessional and 

professional workforce

● Prevent exploitation and abuse (financial or physical) of 

older adults

● Streamline state administrative structures to improve 

service delivery

"Let's talk about something we too often overlook. The Golden State is getting grayer. We need to get ready for a

major demographic challenge headed our way … It is time for a new Master Plan on Aging. It must address

person-centered care, the patchwork of public services, social isolation, bed-locked seniors in need of

transportation, the nursing shortage and demand for In-Home Supportive Services that far outpaces its capacity.”

Governor Gavin Newsom, 2019 State of the State Address
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California Government:  Key Longevity-Related Measures and Initiatives

Sources:   California Life Sciences Association; San Francisco Business Times;  California Institute for Regenerative Medicine;  
California Initiative to Advance Precision Medicine;  California State Budget;  Artificial Intelligence:  a Roadmap for California

In addition to having an extensive Aging Network, California implements a number of longevity-related measures

and initiatives. Its globally renowned life sciences ecosystem is supported by the forward-thinking public policy

as well as by top-tier research institutions and vibrant venture capital scene. Golden State has been on the

forefront of sponsoring pioneering fields such as stem cell research and precision medicine and is exploring the

ways of harnessing the power of Artificial Intelligence. Further, the state has a number of programs aimed at

improving health and well-being of its residents.

Tax Incentives to Life Sciences Companies: the California Competes Tax Credit is an income tax credit available

to businesses that want to come and grow in the state. Local governments also offer a number of incentives,

such as San Francisco’s biotech payroll exemption and support of Mission Bay biotech expansion.

California Institute for Regenerative Medicine (“CIRM”): in 2004, voters approved Proposition 71: the California

Stem Cell Research and Cures Initiative which created CIRM to fund and promote all areas of stem cell research

that show promise in accelerating treatments to patients in need.

California Initiative to Advance Precision Medicine (“CIAPM”): launched in 2015, CIAPM is a partnership

between the state, University of California and other public and private entities, aimed at supporting precision

medicine. As a centralized information base, it stimulates collaborations among scientists, clinicians,

entrepreneurs and patients, enabling them to turn large data sets and innovation into better health outcomes

based on each person’s unique characteristics and circumstances. CIAPM’s goals are: (1) assembling an

inventory of precision medicine assets in California and (2) support projects that have the potential for tangible

benefits to patients within a short timeframe. The state allocated $30 million for CIAPM in its 2018-2019 budget.

Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) - a Roadmap for California: prepared by the state’s Little Hoover Commission in

2018, this report provides the new Governor and Legislature with an AI policymaking agenda that revolves around

public engagement, building a human infrastructure, attacking pressing social needs, and protecting core values.

It specifically highlights AI application to the healthcare needs of Californians with a special emphasis on the

needs of its senior population
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https://califesciences.org/member-resources/why-california/
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanfrancisco/stories/2010/05/03/daily38.html
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http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180SB840
https://lhc.ca.gov/sites/lhc.ca.gov/files/Reports/245/Report245.pdf
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180SB840
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California Government:  Key Longevity-Related Plans and Initiatives

Sources:  California’s State Plan for Alzheimer’s Disease; Let’s Get Healthy California Taskforce; California Wellness Plan; 
Coordinated Care Initiative

California’s State Plan for Alzheimer’s Disease for 2011-2021: key goals and recommendations: (1)

eliminate stigma associated with Alzheimer’s disease; (2) ensure access to high quality, coordinated care in

the setting of choice; (3) establish a comprehensive approach to support family caregivers; (4) develop an

Alzheimer’s proficient, culturally competent workforce; (5) sustain and expand existing Alzheimer’s research

efforts (6) create a coordinated state infrastructure that enhances the delivery of care.

Let’s Get Healthy California Task Force (“LGHCTF”): LGHCTF was established in 2012 to develop a 10-year

plan for improving the health of Californians, controlling health care costs, promoting personal responsibility

for individual health and advancing health equity. It identified specific issues to be considered (including

diabetes, obesity, hypertension, hospital readmissions) and developed a framework organized under two

strategic directions: Health Across the Lifespan (Healthy Beginnings, Living Well, End of Life) and Pathways

to Health (Redesigning the Health System, Creating Healthy Communities, Lowering the Cost of Care).

California Wellness Plan (“CWP”): in 2014, CWP was published as the result of a statewide process led by

the CA Department of Public Health in alignment with LGHCTF - its overarching goal is equity in health and

wellbeing, with an emphasis on the elimination of preventable chronic disease and injury. To attain this, the

following goals were identified: (1) Healthy Communities (2) Optimal Health Systems Linked with Community

Prevention (3) Accessible and Usable Health Information, and (4) Prevention Sustainability and Capacity.

Coordinated Care Initiative (“CCI”): passed in 2012, this initiative encompasses 8 counties and transforms

California’s Medi-Cal (Medicaid) care delivery system to better serve local low income seniors and disabled.

CCI produces greater value for the Medicare and Medi-Cal programs by improving health outcomes and

containing costs via an integrated offering of medical, behavioral, and long-term care services and shifting

service delivery into the home and community, away from expensive institutional settings. Key components

of CCI are: (1) Cal MediConnect and (2) Managed Medi-Cal Long-Term Supports and Services.
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https://www.alz.org/national/documents/stateplan-calif.pdf
https://letsgethealthy.ca.gov/
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California Government: General Recommendations on Aging Strategy

Sources:  World Health Organization:  Global Strategy and Action Plan for Ageing and Health; United Nations:  

2015 World Population Ageing Report;

WHO: Global Strategy on Ageing and Health 

Strategic Objective 1: Commitment to Action on Healthy Ageing:

establish national frameworks for action on Healthy Ageing;

strengthen national capacities to formulate evidence-based policy;

combat ageism and transform understanding of ageing and health.

Strategic Objective 2: Developing Age-Friendly Environments:

foster seniors’ autonomy and enable their societal engagement;

promote multisectoral action.

Strategic Objective 3: Aligning Health Systems to the Needs of the

Elderly: orient health systems around intrinsic capacity and

functional ability; develop and ensure affordable access to quality

senior-centered care and integrated clinical care; ensure a

sustainable and appropriately trained, deployed and managed health

workforce.

Strategic Objective 4: Developing Sustainable and Equitable

Systems for Long-Term Care: establish and continually improve a

sustainable and equitable long-term care system; build workforce

capacity and support caregivers; ensure the quality of person-

centered and integral long-term care.

Strategic Objective 5: Improving Measurement, Monitoring and

Research on Healthy Ageing: agree on ways to measure, analyze,

describe and monitor Healthy Ageing; strengthen research capacities

and incentives for innovation; research and synthesize evidence on

Healthy Ageing

UN: 2015 World Population Ageing Report

Governments need to design innovative, multisectoral policies and

services for the elderly, including housing, employment, health care,

infrastructure and social protection. This ensures the well-being and

socio-economic integration of seniors while maintaining the fiscal

solvency of pension and health care systems. Recommendations:

Expand and ensure solvency of pension systems to guarantee basic

income security in old age for all

Health care systems must adapt to the needs of seniors, adequately

diagnosing and treating age-related conditions

Enact policies that promote lifelong health and emphasize

preventive care to prevent or postpone age-related disability

Prepare for a growing need for long-term care, both home-based

and facility-based

Eliminate age-related employment discrimination, promote the

recruitment of and flexible employment opportunities for the elderly

Facilitate access to microcredit, provide subsidies and other

incentives for senior self-employment

Include seniors in public policy processes

Improve seniors’ access to public services in urban and rural areas

Help to bridge the digital divide of seniors through technology

training programs and learning hubs tailored to their needs
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https://www.who.int/ageing/WHO-GSAP-2017.pdf?ua=1
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California Government and Seniors:  Long-Term Care Recommendations

Develop a Managed Care Expansion: Coordinated Care Initiative offers long-term care (“LTC”) in certain

locations only - a strategy for system integration regardless of where one resides, is needed

Family Caregivers: establish a sustainable system of support, including reconsidering employment-related

policies, such as increasing the length of protected leave and expanding the California Family Rights Act to

include care for grandparents, siblings, and in-laws

Person-Centered Planning: develop standards for person-centered service planning in an integrated system

to ensure that individuals and families have the opportunity to engage in health and LTC service planning

Comprehensive LTC Workforce Strategy: develop a strategy to analyze and align LTC workforce needs,

training and education requirements; address the mental health workforce needs for seniors

Reducing Nursing Home Placements: specify the minimum levels of functional limitations to receive

MediCal reimbursement

Planning for LTC Needs: create a strategy to raise Californians’ awareness of, and engagement in, LTC

planning. Most people are in denial about aging and future LTC needs which can be a serious detriment to

individuals who are not prepared to address and finance their LTC needs

Elder Justice/Elder Abuse Prevention: include guidance on enhancing decision-making capacity for impaired

individuals, as well as options for supported and surrogate decision-making that are appropriate for various

levels of impairment and risk

End-of-Life Planning: address end-of-life planning issues, improve end-of-life care

Building on Regional Innovations: expand innovations addressing the challenges of LTC service delivery

Sources: California State Senate Select Committee on Aging and Long-Term Care; AARP: 2017 LTSS State Scorecard Results; 
AARP:  Profiles of LT Services and Supports Across the States; Los Angeles Times;   

"Long-term care is the No. 1 issue … It’s not enough to have service delivery … you need to have a coordinated system,
and you need to have the means for middle-income Californians to get the support they need” Nancy McPherson, the
California state director for AARP

California’s LTC Scorecard

High-Performing LTC System
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CA Age Wave:  from Challenges to Opportunities - Longevity Economy 

As of 2015, there were more than 1.6 billion people globally in the 50-plus age cohort - by 2050,

this number is projected to grow to nearly 3.2 billion. The contributions of this age group are

collectively known as the Longevity Economy: the sum of all economic activity driven by the

needs of people aged 50 and older - this includes the products and services they purchase

directly, as well as the further economic activity this spending generates. Increased longevity

represents the biggest business opportunity of the 21st century - companies have an opportunity

to steer a cultural shift, highlighting aging not as a time of decline, but as a purposeful life stage.

Currently, 35% or 111 million of U.S. population are aged 50-plus, representing a powerful force

for the U.S. economy - in 2015, the Longevity Economy fostered $7.6 trillion in economic

activity. This cohort is staying employed for longer, spending more money, generating tax

revenue, and producing economic value long past what used to be a traditional retirement age.

Older workers are doing this in ways that complement rather than compete with their younger

counterparts - they are active in industries that are more knowledge-intensive and less physically

demanding and tend to be more highly educated and productive. A UK study found that real GDP

would increase by 3.25% per year if older workers remained active in the workforce for an extra

3 years. Research suggested that working past age 65 may lead to a longer life. Further, this

age group is helping to form and transform markets for goods and services. This population

cohort is also crucial in driving entrepreneurship and investment, and as enthusiastic consumers

of leisure activities. 83% of US household wealth is held by people over 50, allowing them to

spend more on goods, services and investments.

In California, people over 50 contribute to the economy in a positive, outsize proportion to their

share of populace. Despite being 32% of the state’s population in 2015 (expected to be 31% in

2040), their total economic contribution to the Longevity Economy accounted for 42% of

California’s GDP, driven by consumer spending in such sectors as health care (62%),

entertainment (53%), and trade margins and personal transport services (52%). This age group

also supported 49% of local jobs, 43% of labor income, and 42% of state and local taxes.
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https://www.ft.com/content/c24cd8a8-e9b9-11e8-a34c-663b3f553b35
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/home-and-family/personal-technology/2016/09/2016-Longevity-Economy-AARP.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/411420/a-new-vision-for-older-workers.pdf
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/04/160427221206.htm
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/home-and-family/personal-technology/2016/09/2016-Longevity-Economy-AARP.pdf
https://www.ft.com/content/c24cd8a8-e9b9-11e8-a34c-663b3f553b35
https://assets1c.milkeninstitute.org/assets/Publication/ResearchReport/PDF/FINAL-Silver-to-Gold-0226.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/411420/a-new-vision-for-older-workers.pdf
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/04/160427221206.htm
https://www.forbes.com/sites/tinawoods/2019/02/01/age-tech-the-next-frontier-market-for-technology-disruption/#6a12a6b66c84
https://www.aarp.org/
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CA Age Wave:  from Challenges to Opportunities - Societal Benefits

Beyond the economic contributions, the 50-plus age group also accounts for the majority of

volunteering, philanthropy, and donation activities in the United States - a spill-over value that is often

overlooked. Per study by Merrill Lynch, as the Boomer generation retires, they will help create an $8

trillion surge in giving - considered the “Longevity Bonus” this value comprises of $6.6 trillion in

monetary contributions and $1.4 trillion in value of time during 2015-2035 time period. Our culture,

however, offers a scant recognition of older individuals’ potential - existing stereotypes shroud aging

and celebrate all things young while overlooking scientific evidence about the strengths of seniors.

Research suggests that aging with purpose offers solutions not just to problems inherent in aging

itself, but to an array of other societal challenges. Seniors can infuse societies with transformative

social and economic benefits: through their insight and ability to mentor, they help the young learn

and develop; as caregivers and volunteers, they help one another age with dignity and provide

invaluable support; in work settings, they bring experience and emotional stability. Older adults

themselves gain mentally and physically through purposeful activity: studies associate volunteerism

with lower rates of mortality and depression, increased strength and energy, and delayed physical

disability.

Longevity Economy:  Key Implications

● Acknowledging the spending patterns of the 50-plus cohort as the group with the largest

spending power

● Maximizing the productivity of older workers, accommodating the need for longer working lives

● Staying informed of trends in health care that increase the quality of life for seniors and

accommodate their preference for aging in place

● Innovating and adopting new technologies that improve the lives of people aged 50-plus

● Understanding how longevity is good for society in terms of charitable giving and taxes

Sources: Oxford Economics - AARP:  The Longevity Economy;  Milken Institute:  Silver to Gold, the Business of Aging; 
Merrill Lynch:  Giving in Retirement, America’s Longevity Bonus; California Area Agencies on Aging; Images - AARP; 85
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CA: Epicenter of Academic Excellence, Life Sciences and Innovation

California boasts 10 institutions in the Shanghai’s Index of the world’s 100 top universities. In 2016, the state

graduated more than 4,900 science and engineering PhDs, by far the most in United States. Academic

excellence drives the California’s vibrant life sciences ecosystem, which offers many advantages, such as:

● Four life sciences mega-clusters: the Bay Area, Los Angeles, Orange and San Diego counties

● State’s research institutions receiving the most (15.1%) NIH funds in the nation, further driving innovation

● California’s world-class research generates new companies, health technologies and improved care

The state supports life sciences industry through various tax incentives encouraging more investment as well as

through initiatives aimed at promoting the use of advanced computing and technology to better understand and

treat diseases. Such thoughtful public policy plays a critical role, supporting a healthy business climate as well

as improved access to diagnostic and therapeutic technologies. The Golden State is home to 3,418 life sciences

companies which have an enormous impact on human health - as of September 2018, local companies had

1,322 medicines in the pipeline to treat cancer, central nervous system conditions and infectious diseases.

The life sciences industry is also an economic engine - in 2017, the sector’s revenue exceeded $178 billion,

generated $18.8 billion in federal and local taxes and is second only to computer technologies in employment

among high-tech industries. As California companies have a strong record of translating science into products

that help patients, the state has long been a magnet for investment - in 2018, local life sciences companies

attracted more than $7.6 billion in venture capital funding, leading the nation once again. At $3.9 billion,

California also attracted the most VC funding in U.S. in the digital health sector.

Sources: California Life Sciences Industry: 2019 Report by PwC and California Life Sciences Association 86
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Executive Summary: Conclusions
California plays an important role on the global Longevity scene - its sheer economic power; world-renowned academic and research

institutions producing top talent and fostering innovation; thoughtful public policy supporting the state’s vibrant life sciences ecosystem as

well as dynamic venture capital scene help secure such a position. The state views healthy Longevity as a priority, as evidenced by a

multitude of government-sponsored initiatives aimed at understanding disease and improving health of its residents as well as by a network of

agencies tasked with addressing the needs of the elderly.

While Californians boast second-highest life expectancy at birth in U.S., the healthy life expectancy of 69.9 years pales in comparison to other

leading world regions, especially considering the amount of the state’s health expenditures. Further, the Golden State is following the global

ageing trend and is becoming the Graying State - its vast Baby Boomer cohort started entering retirement in 2011 and, for the first time in

history, older Californians are projected to outnumber children by 2030. This so-called Silver Tsunami brings about a number of challenges

such as higher healthcare (especially long-term care) costs, retirement crisis and poverty of the elderly, among other issues. However,

increased Longevity also presents a number of opportunities, both societal and economic.

This report examines California’s Longevity industry by itself as well as offers a global perspective on the subject. This is accomplished by

highlighting the key players in California Longevity sphere, analyzing pertinent socio-economic data and government policy, identifying leading

research and technological trends as well as by exploring the opportunities associated with the Silver Tsunami and providing policy

recommendations based on successful global practices. The report’s appendices offer detailed information regarding companies, investors,

influencers, research institutions, government entities, non-profit organizations and other principal participants in California’s Longevity field.

,
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Chapter I provides a broad infographic summary of Longevity Industry landscape in California.

Here, we have identified, aggregated and mapped the various entities and stakeholders comprising California Longevity

Industry Landscape. In-depth profiles of these entities and stakeholders can be found in the pertinent Appendix section of

the report (please refer to Table of Contents). The purpose of this Chapter is to offer readers a birds-eye-view of California

Longevity landscape.

Entities and stakeholders profiled in this Chapter include:

● 15 California governmental organizations focusing on aging and Longevity

● 220 California Longevity companies

● 255 California Longevity investors

● 40 California Longevity scientists

● 40 California non-profit organizations focusing on aging and Longevity

● 40 California Longevity influencers

● 40 California research institutions focusing on aging and Longevity

● 30 California Longevity conferences

● 40 California Longevity journalists

Introduction: Chapter I Overview
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00 220 Companies 00

1. 2Dual Inc

2. 5i Sciences

3. A Right Place for Seniors

4. Abbott Vascular

5. Accelerated Medical Diagnostics

6. Actavalon

7. AcuFocus

8. Adagio Medical

9. Advanced Sleep Medicine Services

10.Advenchen Laboratories

11.Aeolus Pharmaceuticals

12.Aeonian Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

13.Aethlon Medical

14.Agensys

15.AgeX Therapeutics

16.Alkahest

17.Althea Health

18.AltraVax

19.AmCyte

20.Amgen

21.Andrew Technologies

22.Apexigen

23.Applied BioCode

24.Applied Biosystems

25.Aptitude Medical Systems

26.Arcus Biosciences

27.Arigos Biomedical

28.Astute Medical

29.BARRX Medical

30.Bebaas Inc

31.Beddr Sleep

32.Bedside

33.BioInspire Technologies

34.Biolinq

35.BioNano Genomics

36.BioNex Solutions

37.Bioniz Therapeutics

38.bioTheranostics

39.Biotie Therapies, Inc.(Acorda 

Therapeutics)

40.BioTime

41.Boreal Genomics

42.Brain Resource

43.BrainHQ (Posit Science-the maker)

44.Branchpoint Technologies

45.BrightWater Medical

46.Calico

47.California Health and Longevity Institute

48.California Sleep Solutions

49.CALM

50.Calporta Therapeutics

51.Cantimer

52.CareLinx

53.Caribou Biosciences

54.CellBiosciences

55.Chimera IoT

56.ChromaDex 

57.Chronix Biomedical

58.CohBar

59.Color Genomics

60.CombiMatrix

61.CoMentis

62.Compact Imaging

63.Complete Genomics

64.Contra Costa Sleep Center

65.Corium International

66.Correlia Biosystems

67.CorTechs Labs

68.Cortera Neurotechnologies

69.CrownBio

70.Cyntellect

71.Cytokinetics, Inc.

72.CytRx

73.Dahlia Biosciences

74.dfusion

75.Diazyme Laboratories

76.DNAnexus

77.Dreem

78.DxTerity

79.Dynosense

80.Early Bird Alert

81.eBioscience

82.Elevate Labs

83.Emotional Brain Training

84.Emotiv

85.EPINOMICS

86.EyeCyte

87.Ez Sleep

88.Fate Therapeutics

89.FibroGen

90.Five3 Genomics
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91.Freenome

92.Gamma Medica-Ideas

93.Genelabs Technologies

94.Genescient Corporation

95.Genetic Foresight

96.Geom Therapeutics

97.Gilbert Guide

98.Glycosan

99.GRAIL

100.Guardant Health

101.Gurin Products LLC

102.Hardy Brain Training

103.Headspace

104.Human Longevity, Inc.

105.HUYA Bioscience International

106.ImThera Medical Inc

107.Innozen

108.International Stem Cell Corporation

109.Intrinsic LifeSciences

110.Isowalk

111.January

112.Kezar Life Sciences

113.Kite Pharma

114.Knit Health

115.L-Nutra

116.Lark

117.LearningRX

118.LevitasBio

119.Life Technologies

120.Ligandal

121.Lightspeed Genomics

122.Lipomics Technologies

123.LPATH

124.Lumos Labs

125.Magnetic Insight

126.Maven Biotechnologies

127.Maxygen

128.Memory Labs, Inc.

129.Metabasis Therapeutics

130.MicuRx Pharmaceuticals

131.Millennium Health

132.MiNDERA Corporation

133.Mindmaze

134.MountTam Biotechnologies

135.MyBrainSolutions

136.MYI Diagnostics

137.Nalu Medical

138.NanoCellect Biomedical

139.Nanomedical Diagnostics

140.NEONC Technologies

141.NestSense

142.Neurocrine Biosciences

143.Neurona Therapeutics

144.NeuroSky

145.Ngen

146.Nodexus Inc.

147.Northen California Neurotherapy

148.OncoSec Medical

149.Organovo Holdings, Inc.

150.OvaGene Oncology

151.Owl biomedical

152.Oxeia Biopharmaceuticals

153.Palo Alto Health Sciences

154.Pfenex

155.Phoenix Research Labs

156.Posit Science

157.Proacta

158.Profusa

159.PrognosDx Health

160.Project Sleep

161.Prosetta Biosciences

162.ProSomnus® Sleep Technologies

163.QuanDx

164.Raptor Pharmaceuticals

165.RDMD

166.REMD Biotherapeutics

167.ResMed

168.Response Genetics Inc.

169.ReThink Medical

170.Retrotype, Inc.

171.Revolve Robotics 

172.Ritter Pharmaceuticals

173.Ritual

174.Roche Molecular Systems

175.Samumed

176.Sangamo Therapeutics

177.Sanguine

178.SeaChange Pharmaceuticals

179.Second Genome

180.Sedna.bio

00 220 Companies 00
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181.Seismic

182.SeniorGrowth

183.Sensoree

184.SGX Pharmaceuticals

185.Signal Genetics

186.Silk Road Medical

187.Sleep Data

188.Sleepscore Labs

189.Solulink

190.Sommetrics

191.Spectra Laboratories

192.Spinal Modulation

193.SpineMark

194.Spirosure

195.SuperGen

196.Supportiv

197.SwitchGear Genomics

198.Synedgen

199.SynGen

200.Synthorx

201.Tandem Diabetes Care

202.Tenaya Therapeutics

203.The Doudna Lab

204.Therapeutic Research Center

205.Tosk

206.TransTime

207.Transcend Medical

208.TrueCare24

209.Unity Biotechnology

210.Veniti

211.Ventrix

212.VG Life Sciences

213.Viking Therapeutics

214.VisionCare Ophthalmic Technologies

215.Vividion Therapeutics

216.West Health Institute

217.Xcell Biosciences

218.Xradia

219.Zephyrus Biosciences

220.Zipline Medical

00 220 Companies 00
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1. 180 Degree Capital

2. 3E Bioventures

3. 500 Startups

4. 5AM Ventures

5. 6 Dimensions Capital

6. Aberdare Ventures

7. Acacia Research

8. Acer

9. Adage Capital Management

10.Advent Life Sciences

11.Alexander Gerko

12.Ally Bridge Group

13.Alpha Holdings

14.Alta Partners

15.Altitude Life Science Ventures

16.Alumni Ventures Group

17.Amkey Ventures

18.Andreessen Horowitz

19.AngelList

20.Anterra Capital

21.Aphelion Capital

22.Apollo Ventures

23.ARCH Venture Partners

24.Aspire Capital Partners LLC

25.Asset Management Ventures (AMV)

26.AstraZeneca

27.Atinum Investment

28.Avalon Ventures

29.AWT Private Investments

30.Baillie Gifford

31.Baird Capital

32.BaltCap

33.Battelle Ventures

34.Bay City Capital

35.Bear Stearns

36.Berkeley SkyDeck

37.Bezos Expeditions

38.Bio-Techne

39.BioVeda China Fund

40.Boston Scientific

41.Bpifrance

42.Brendan Wallace

43.Bru Venture Capital

44.BSL Capital

45.California Institute for Regenerative 

Medicine 

46.Canepa Healthcare

47.Capital Resource Partners

48.Cardinal Partners

49.Celgene

50.Centrecourt Asset Management

51.Cherubic Ventures

52.China Materialia

53.CID Group

54.Claremont Creek Ventures

55.Clarus Ventures

56.Cormorant Asset Management

57.CRCM Ventures

58.Creative Destruction Lab

59.CRG L.P

60.CRV

61.Cultivation Capital

62.Cyberonics

63.Dan Rubinstein

64.David Pyott

65.Decheng Capital

66.Delian Capital

67.Delphi Ventures

68.Delta Dental of Washington

69.DeNovo Ventures

70.DFJ

71.DHVC (Digital Horizon Capital)

72.Disney Accelerator

73.Domain Associates

74.Dragasac Limited

75.DSM Venturing

76.Duquesne Capital Management

77.EASME - EU Executive Agency for SMEs

78.Easton Capital

79.EcoR1 Capital

80.Emergent Medical Partners

81.Eniac Ventures

82.Eric Del Balso

83.Essex Woodlands Health Ventures

84.Esther Dyson

85.Farzad (Zod) Nazem

86.Federated Kaufmann Fund

87.Felicis Ventures

88.Fenox Venture Capital

89.Fidelity Management and Research 

Company

00 255 Investors 00
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90.Fort Mason Capital

91.Forward Ventures

92.Founders Fund

93.GBS Ventures

94.GE Capital

95.General Catalyst

96.Generator Ventures

97.Global Brain Corporation

98.GP Healthcare Capital

99.Great Point Partners

100.Green Park & Golf Ventures

101.GV

102.Hambrecht & Quist Capital Management

103.Harrison Metal

104.HBM Genomics

105.HealthCare Royalty Partners

106.HealthQuest Capital

107.Hemi Ventures

108.Hercules Capital, Inc.

109.HighCape Partners

110.Highland Capital Partners

111.Hillhouse Capital Group

112.Hinduja Group

113.HLM Venture Partners

114.Horizons Ventures

115.HuangPu River Capital

116.Illumina

117.Illumina Accelerator

118.Illumina Ventures

119.In-Q-Tel

120.IndieBio

121.Insight Venture Partners

122.Israel Innovation Authority

123.IT-Farm

124.JAFCO Asia

125.Javelin Venture Partners

126.Jenny Rooke

127.JKOM Cloud Health Technology

128.Johnson & Johnson

129.Juvenescence

130.Kearny Venture Partners

131.Khosla Ventures

132.Kima Ventures

133.Kleiner Perkins

134.Kohlberg Kravis 

135.LaunchCapital

136.Legend Capital

137.Lemnos VC

138.Leonardo DiCaprio

139.Life Science Angels

140.Ligand Pharmaceuticals

141.Lightspeed Venture Partners

142.Lilly Asia Ventures

143.Longevity Vision Fund

144.Lux Capital

145.M Ventures

146.MAIF Avenir

147.Maverick Ventures

148.Max Levchin

149.Maxim Integrated

150.Mayank Bawa

151.MedBridge Venture Fund

152.Medtronic

153.Melbourne Accelerator Program

154.Merlin Biomed

155.Michael Brams

156.Michael J. Fox Foundation

157.Microsoft

158.MIT Alumni Angels of Northern California

159.Morgenthaler Ventures

160.Morningside Group

161.MPM Capital

162.MVM Life Science Partners

163.National Institutes of Health

164.National Science Foundation

165.NGK SPARK PLUG CO

166.Norwest Venture Partners

167.Norwich Ventures

168.Novartis 

169.Novo Holdings

170.OrbiMed

171.OSF Ventures

172.OVP Venture Partners

173.Paramount BioCapital Asset 

Management

174.Paul Capital

175.Pfizer Venture Investments

176.Pitango Venture Capital

177.PrairieGold Venture Partners

178.Prolog Ventures

00 255 Investors 00
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179.Psilos Group

180.Quantum Technology Partners

181.RA Capital Management

182.Red Abbey Venture Partners

183.Roche

184.Roche Venture Fund

185.Root Ventures

186.S28 Capital

187.SAIF Partners

188.Saints Capital

189.Sand Hill Angels

190.Sands Capital Ventures

191.Scientific Health Development Partners

192.Second Technology Capital Investors

193.Sequoia Capital

194.Seraph Group

195.Shanghai Fosun Pharmaceutical

196.Shasta Ventures

197.Shu Duan

198.Signet Healthcare Partners

199.Silicon Valley Bank

200.Sinovation Ventures

201.Social Capital

202.Social Impact Capital

203.SoftBank Capital

204.SOSV

205.Sound Ventures

206.Spencer Trask & Co.

207.Split Rock Partners

208.SRI International

209.St. Jude Medical

210.Starling group

211.StartUp Health

212.StartX (Stanford-StartX Fund)

213.SternAegis Ventures

214.SV Angel

215.SV Tech Ventures

216.SVG Partners

217.Takeda Ventures

218.Tako Ventures

219.Tasly Pharmaceutical

220.Tech Coast Angels

221.Techammer

222.Techstars

223.Tekla Capital Management

224.The Column Group

225.The Dow Chemical Company

226.Third Security

227.Three Leaf Ventures

228.Timur Artemev

229.TPG Biotech

230.TPG Growth

231.TSVC

232.Two River

233.Uncork Capital

234.UP2398

235.Upstream Ventures

236.Venrock

237.Venture Fund

238.Venture Kick

239.Vertical Venture Partners

240.Viaduct Ventures

241.Vickers Venture Partners

242.Viking Global Investors

243.Virtus Inspire Ventures

244.VSP Capital

245.Vulcan

246.Wellcome Trust

247.Wellington Partners

248.WI Harper Group

249.WuXi AppTec

250.WuXi NextCODE

251.Xandex Investments LLP

252.Xavier Niel

253.XSeed Capital

254.Y Combinator

255.Ziegler

00 255 Investors 00
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1. Adam Willoughby

2. Alan Trounson 

3. Anne Brunet  

4. Anne Corwin

5. Arielle Burstein

6. Arnold Whitman

7. Art Levinson 

8. Atul Butte

9. Aubrey de Grey  

10. Bernadeane

11. Bill Faloon

12. Bill Maris 

13. Cameron Diaz

14. Craig Venter 

15. Cynthia Kenyon 

16. Danica Chen 

17. David A. Kekich

18. David Botstein 

19. David Brindley

20. Diana S. Dooley

21. Dr. David Glass  

22. Elizabeth Blackburn 

23. Ellen Young

24. Eric M. Verdin

25. Eric Topol 

26. Fernando Torres-Gil

27. Gavin Newsom

28. Gordon Lithgow 

29. Gregory A. Bonfiglio 

30. Gregory Chin

31. Gregory M. Fahy

32. Gwenyth Paltrow

33. Hannah-Beth Jackson

34. Irina Conboy

35. James Edward Olmos

36. James Strole

37. James Thomson 

38. Johnny Adams

39. Jonathan Cain

40. Joseph Rodrigues

41. Judith Campisi  

42. Julia Willis 

43. Katy Fike

44. Ken Dychtwald  

45. Kevin Perrott 

46. Larry Ellison 

47. Laura Deming  

48. Laura L. Carstensen 

49. Laura Trejo

50. Lisa Fabiny Kiser

51. Lora Connolly

52. Maria Entraigues Abramson

53. Maria Konovalenko

54. Maria Shriver

55. Maria T. Millan 

56. Martha Deevy

57. Matthew O’Connor

58. Michael D. West  

59. Michael Kope 

60. Nancy McPherson 

61. Patricia Olson 

62. Paul Knoepfler 

63. Peter Diamandis  

64. Peter Thiel

65. Pinchas Cohen 

66. Ray Kurzweil

67. Rebecca Hughes 

68. Regis Kelly

69. Remy Gross III

70. Robert Klein 

71. Robin Farmanfarmaian

72. Sarah Thomas

73. Sergey Young

74. Stephen Johnston

75. Steve Horvath

76. Steven Aoki

77. Susanne Somers

78. Thomas A. Rando

79. Thomas Okarma 

80. Zoltan Istvan Gyurko  

00 Top-80 Longevity Influencers in California 00
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Top-80 Longevity Influencers in California
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Top-80 Longevity Influencers in California
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40 California Longevity Journalists

Melanie Mason

Howard 

Gleckman

Jocelyn Rice

Sarah Buhr

Courtney 

Perkes

Brandon Keim

Zoe Corbyn

Catherine Ho

Ron Leuty

David Ewing 

Duncan
Erin BrodwinConnie Loizos

Anne Alexandra 

Sifferlin
Allen Cone

Hannah Devlin

Katarina 

Zimmer

Clive Cookson

Melissa Healy

Karen D'Souza Megan Molteni
Kristen V. 

Brown
Linda Marsa

Rachel Cocker

Andrew Zaleski Brian Wang

Lisa M. KriegerKurt Snibbe

Vera Tweed

Marisa Kendall

Jeannee Parker 

Martin
Gary RobbinsDavid Rae David Stipp

Alexandra 

Ossola
Britt Wray

Kyle 

Munkittrick

Shelly Fan Tad Friend

Bradley J. 

Fikes

Rita Beamish
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CA Department of Aging

CA Government Organizations

Focusing on Aging and Longevity

CA Commission on Aging
CA Department of 

Community Services & 

Development

CA Department of 

Developmental Services

CA Department of Health 

Care Services

CA Department of 

Managed Health Care

CA Department of Public 

Health

CA Department of 

Rehabilitation

CA Department of State 

Hospitals

CA Emergency Medical 

Services Authority

CA Health & Human 

Services Agency
CA Medical Board

CA Office of Statewide 

Health Planning & 

Development

CA Office of the Patient 

Advocate

Triple-A Council of 

California

10
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California Research Labs

Focusing on Aging and Longevity 0

Center for the 
Advanced Study of 

Aging Services

Aging Intervention 
Foundation

Berkeley Center on 
the Economics and 

Demography of Aging

Buck Institute for 
Research on Aging

Calibr
Center  for  Research  
&  Education on Aging  

(CREA)

Center for Digital 
Innovation

Salk Institute in San 
Diego

Glenn Center for 
Research on Aging

Maximum Life 
Foundation

QB3

Rand Center for Study 
of Aging 

Regenerative Science 
Institute

Sanford Burnham 
Prebys Medical 

Discovery Institute

Stanford Center on 
Longevity (SCL)

Scripps Research
SRI International 
Center for Health 

Sciences

Stanford / VA / NIA 
Aging Clinical Research 

Center (ACRC)

Stanford / VA 
Alzheimer‘s Research 

Center

Stanford Cancer 
Institute

Stanford/VA 
Alzheimer's Center

UCLA - Mary Easton 
Center for Alzheimer's 

Disease Research

Stein Institute for 
Research on Aging

Center for Healthy Aging

UC San Diego Health 
Sciences Center for  

Healthy Aging

UCLA Division of 
Geriatrics

UCLA Fielding School of 
Public Health, CA Health 

Interview Survey

UCLA Longevity 
Center

UCSF Glenn Center 
for Aging Research 

West Health Institute
UCSF Institute for 
Health and Aging

UCSF Memory and 
Aging Center

USC Leonard Davis 
School of Gerontology

USC Longevity 
Institute

J. Craig Venter 
Institute

Gerontology Research 
Group

BioHub
Beckman Institute for 

Cancer and Aging

Gladstone Institutes Milken Institute 
Center for the Future 

of Aging

10
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USC/UCLA Center of 
Biodemography & 
Population Health 

(CBPH)
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CA Non-Profit Organizations
Focusing on Aging and Longevity 00

ACC Senior Services
AFFORDABLE LIVING 

FOR THE AGING 
(ALA)

California Health 
Advocates (CHA)

ACTIVE SENIORS, INC
California Association 
of Area Agencies on 

Aging (C4A)

California Community 
Foundation (CCF) -

Secure Seniors Fund

California Council on 
Gerontology and 

Geriatrics (CCGG)

California Elder 
Justice Coalition 

(CEJC)

California Life 
Sciences Foundation

California Senior 
Legislature

Elders Village
Congress of California 

Seniors  
(CCS)

Council on Aging –
Southern California

Elder Care Alliance Elder Law & Advocacy ElderHelp

EngAGE California
Family Caregiver 

Alliance
Legal Assistance to 

the Elderly
Foundation Aiding the 

Elderly (FATE)
Hero Science 
Foundation

Keiro Senior 
HealthCare

LeadingAge California
Legal Assistance for 

Seniors

Let’s Get Healthy 
California

LIFE ElderCare
Palo Alto Longevity 

Prize
Longevity Institute MAPS Charities

Maximum Life 
Foundation

On Lok ONEgeneration

Retirement Housing 
Foundation (RHF)

SAFE Senior 
Assistance 

Foundation for the 
Elderly

WISE & Healthy AgingSCAN Foundation
Senior Adults Legal 

Assistance
SENS Research 

Foundation
The Parkinson’s 

Institute and Clinical 
Center

We Stand With 
Seniors

10
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NAME LOCATION HOST

12th Clinical Trials on Alzheimer’s Disease San Diego, CA
Therapeutic Research Institute 

University of Southern California

16th Annual Gene Therapy Symposium for Heart, Lung, and Blood 

Diseases

UC Davis MIND institute in 

Sacramento, CA
UC Davis MIND institute 

18th Bay Area Aging Meeting Novato, CA
Danica Chen, Anne Brunet, Pankaj 

Kapahi, Hao Li, Stuart K. Kim

1st International Conference on Fasting, Dietary Restriction, 

Longevity and Disease 2018

"Los Angeles, California

USC Leonard Davis School of 

Gerontology"
The USC Longevity Institute

2019 Aging in America Conference New Orleans, LA American Society on Aging (ASA)

2019 World Alliance Forum in San Francisco
The Golden Gate Club, San 

Francisco, CA
Alliance Forum Foundation

21-st Hilton Head Regenerative Medicine Workshop
Harbor Town Clubhouse- Hilton 

Head Island, SC

Georgia tech, Emory university, 

university of Georgia

21st IAGG World Congress of Gerontology and Geriatrics San Francisco, CA
The gerontological society of America, 

IAGG

4th Annual CIRM Alpha Stem Cell Clinics Network Symposium
Mission Bay Conference Center, 

San Francisco, CA

CIRM(California Institute for 

Regenerative Medicine)

Aging & Society: Seventh Interdisciplinary  Conference Berkeley, California

University of Vienna, Division Ageing 

and Social Change, Toyo University, 

Linköping University

30 Longevity Conferences

10
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NAME LOCATION HOST

Aging into the Future Conference

"Los Angeles Convention Center

1201 S. Figueroa St.

Los Angeles, CA"

SBSS

Alzheimer’s Association International Conference
Los Angeles Convention Center, 

Los Angeles, CA
Alzheimer's Association

American Aging Association 48th Annual Meeting
Hyatt Regency San Francisco 

Airport, Burlingame, CA
American Aging Association

Annual UCLA Research Conference on Aging
Ackerman Grand Ballroom, Los 

Angeles, CA
UCLA

Atomic Precision for Healthspan & Longevity
The Lodge (Elks) Palo Alto, Palo 

Alto, CA 
Foresight Institute

Bay Area Aging Meeting (BAAM) Bay Area
Danica Chen, Anne Brunet, Pankaj 

Kapahi, Hao Li

Exponential Medicine
Hotel del Coronado, San Diego, 

CA
Exponential Inc. 

Gordon Research Conference: Glial Biology
Four Points Sheraton / Holiday 

Inn Express, Ventura, CA

Gordon research conferences, Virginia 

tech, Disarm therapeutics, ThorLabs, 

Decibel therapeutics, Glia, Biolegend

GSA 2019 Annual Scientific Meeting Austin, TX
Gerontological Society of America 

(GSA)

International Association of Gerontology and  Geriatrics 2017 

Annual Meeting
San Francisco, CA IAGG

30 Longevity Conferences

10
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NAME LOCATION HOST

JP MORGAN Annual Healthcare Conference San Francisco, CA JP Morgan

La Jolla Aging Meeting
Salk Institute for Biological 

Studies, La Jolla, CA

Jan Karlseder, Marlene Hansen, 

Peter Adams

Longevity Now Conference 2018
Hilton Anaheim, Convention Way 

Anaheim, CA
The Longevity Now Conference

Longevity Therapeutics
Argonaut Hotel, San Francisco, 

CA
Hanson Wade

Longevity XPRIZE Los Angeles, CA Nick Ottens

RAADfest 2019
Westgate Las Vegas Resort & 

Casino, Las Vegas, NV
Coalition for Radical Life Extension

Rejuvenation Biotechnologies
Buck Institute for Research on 

Aging, Novato, CA
SENS Research Foundation's

Renaissance Bio Meetup Los Angeles, CA
Employees from Vitality Biopharma 

and Amgen

The Mitochondrial Biogenesis and Dynamics in Health and Disease 

Conference

Omni Rancho Las Palmas 

Resort, Rancho Mirage, CA
Orian Shirihai

UC Berkeley Aging Research and Technology Innovation Summit 

2018
Berkeley, CA University of California, Berkeley

30 Longevity Conferences

10
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NAME WEBSITE

ACC Senior Services accsv.org

Active Seniors activeseniorsinc.org

Affordable Living for the Aging (ALA) alaseniorliving.org

Aging2.0 aging2.com

California Association of Area Agencies on Aging (C4A) c4a.info

California Community Foundation (CCF) - Secure Seniors Fund calfund.org

California Council on Gerontology and Geriatrics (CCGG) ccgg.org

California Elder Justice Coalition (CEJC) elderjusticecal.org

California Health Advocates (CHA) cahealthadvocates.org

Community Leaders for CA Seniors (СalPACE) calpace.org

40 Longevity Non-profits

10
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https://www.accsv.org/
https://www.activeseniorsinc.org/
http://www.alaseniorliving.org/
https://www.aging2.com/
http://www.c4a.info/
https://www.calfund.org/secure-seniors-fund/
https://ccgg.org/
https://www.elderjusticecal.org/
https://cahealthadvocates.org/
http://www.calpace.org
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40 Longevity Non-profits

NAME WEBSITE

California Life Sciences Foundation califesciences.org

California Senior Legislature 4csl.org

Congress of California Seniors  (CCS) seniors.org

Council on Aging – Southern California coasc.org

Elder Care Alliance eldercarealliance.org

Elder Law & Advocacy seniorlaw-sd.org

ElderHelp elderhelpofsandiego.org

Elders Village eldersvillage.com

EngAGE California engagedaging.org

Family Caregiver Alliance caregiver.org

107

https://califesciences.org/about/
https://4csl.org/
https://seniors.org/
https://www.coasc.org/
https://eldercarealliance.org/
http://seniorlaw-sd.org/
https://www.elderhelpofsandiego.org/
http://www.eldersvillage.com/
https://engagedaging.org/engage-california
https://www.caregiver.org/
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NAME WEBSITE

Foundation Aiding the Elderly (FATE) 4fate.org

Hero Science Foundation herosciencefoundation.org

LeadingAge California leadingageca.org

Legal Assistance for Seniors lashicap.org

Legal Assistance to the Elderly laesf.org

Let’s Get Healthy California letsgethealthy.ca.gov

LIFE ElderCare lifeeldercare.org

MAPS Charities mapscharities.org

Maximum Life Foundation maxlife.org

On Lok onlok.org

40 Longevity Non-profits
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http://www.4fate.org/about.php
http://herosciencefoundation.org/
https://www.leadingageca.org/
https://www.lashicap.org/
https://www.laesf.org/
https://letsgethealthy.ca.gov/
https://lifeeldercare.org/
http://mapscharities.org/
https://www.maxlife.org/
https://www.onlok.org/
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40 Longevity Non-profits

NAME WEBSITE

ONEgeneration onegeneration.org

Palo Alto Longevity Prize paloaltoprize.com

Retirement Housing Foundation (RHF) rhf.org

SAFE Senior Assistance Foundation for the Elderly safeseniorfoundation.org

SCAN Foundation thescanfoundation.org

Senior Adults Legal Assistance s393914827.initial-website.com

SENS Research Foundation sens.org

The Parkinson’s Institute and Clinical Center thepi.org

We Stand With Seniors westandwithseniors.org

WISE & Healthy Aging wiseandhealthyaging.org

109

http://www.onegeneration.org/
http://paloaltoprize.com/#partners
https://www.rhf.org/
https://safeseniorfoundation.org/
https://www.thescanfoundation.org/
http://s393914827.initial-website.com/
http://www.sens.org
http://www.thepi.org/about-the-institute/
https://www.westandwithseniors.org/
http://www.wiseandhealthyaging.org/
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NAME WEBSITE ACTIVITIES

Aging Intervention Foundation aginginterventionfoundation.org
The decline that comes with aging results in tremendous health, financial and emotional costs to aging
individuals, as well as loved ones, caregivers and all of society.

Beckman Institute for Cancer 
and Aging

cityofhope.org
Inspired by the pioneering work of Arti Hurria, M.D., who passed away in November 2018, the mission of City
of Hope's Center for Cancer and Aging is to join investigators from all cancer disciplines to study biology,
treatment and survivorship issues that face older adults with cancer.

Berkeley Center on the 
Economics and Demography of 
Aging

populationsciences.berkeley.edu

CEDA supports cutting edge discovery and dissemination of knowledge on the demography of aging. CEDA
also sponsors a weekly series of brown bag talks in demography, and hosts occasional research conferences
and workshops on the Berkeley campus. These serve the dual functions of disseminating research findings
by local and visiting researchers and training the younger generation of demographers

BioHub czbiohub.org
We are conducting research that helps solve big health problems. We find and support the best and brightest
biologists, scientists, engineers and technologists. Our culture emphasizes intellectual freedom and
collaboration.

Buck Institute for Research on 
Aging

buckinstitute.org
The Buck Institute for Research on Aging is an independent biomedical research institute that researches
aging and age-related disease. The mission of the Buck Institute is to extend the healthy years of life.

Calibr scripps.edu
Calibr represents a first-of-its-kind, nonprofit translational research institute dedicated to creating the next
generation of medicines. A division of Scripps Research and situated in the heart of San Diego’s Torrey Pines
Mesa biomedical research hub, Calibr is uniquely positioned to create and proliferate innovative partnerships.

Center  for  Research  &  
Education on Aging  (CREA)

crea.berkeley.edu

The mission of CREA is to investigate the basic processes that cause aging, with the goal of improving and
extending human health span. CREA integrates the efforts of cell and molecular biologists, structural and
computational biologists, geneticists, physiologists and public health professionals, who are the intellectual
assets and resources of the University of California, Berkeley and the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

Center for Digital Innovation
centerfordigitalhealthinnovation.org

Digital health technologies have the power to transform healthcare. Yet many new technologies are hitting
‘last mile" issues and failing to deliver on their promise. We believe that access to the creative minds and
patients at our world class medical center can drive insights into the successful development,
implementation, and adoption of new digital health technologies.

Center for the Advanced Study 
of Aging Services

socialwelfare.berkeley.edu

We support research and development regarding innovative programs and services designed to improve the
lives of older persons. Collaboration is also an important goal of the Center, bringing together academics,
service providers, community leaders, policy makers, consumers, students and others interested in improving
services for the elderly.

Gerontology Research Group grg.org
The Gerontology Research Group (GRG) was founded in 1990 by L. Stephen Coles, MD PhD, and other
physicians and scientists at UCLA, Cal-Tech and elsewhere. Its mission is to slow and ultimately reverse age-
related decline for more healthy years of life.
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NAME WEBSITE ACTIVITIES

Gladstone Institutes
gladstone.org Based in San Francisco’s Mission Bay neighborhood, the Gladstone Institutes is an independent state-of-the-art

biomedical research institution that empowers its world-class scientists to find new pathways to cures.

Glenn Center for Research on 
Aging

salk.edu
The Glenn Center for Research on Aging was established in January 2009 with a $5 million award from the
Glenn Foundation for Medical Research. The Glenn Foundation continued their generous support with $3 million
awards in 2014 and 2017.

J. Craig Venter Institute jcvi.org

The J. Craig Venter Institute (JCVI) is a world leader in genomic and bioinformatics research fueled by a team-
centered, multidisciplinary approach to large research initiatives. JCVI has a long track-record of creative and
interdisciplinary approaches to genomics and bioinformatics, and responsiveness to national needs. This
longstanding drive to produce groundbreaking research is used as the measure for all new research initiatives
at JCVI.

Maximum Life Foundation maxlife.org
By identifying and supporting emerging medical technologies, Maximum Life Foundation will help reverse the
human aging process by 2033 – leading to your open-ended youthful lifespan. Using 7 simple steps, we also
show you how to stay alive and healthy until we reach our goal.

Milken Institute Center for the 
Future of Aging

aging.milkeninstitute.org
The Milken Institute is a nonprofit, nonpartisan think tank determined to increase global prosperity by advancing
collaborative solutions that widen access to capital, create jobs and improve health. It conducts data-driven
research, convenes action-oriented meetings and promotes meaningful policy initiatives.

QB3 qb3.org
QB3 is the University of California’s hub for innovation and entrepreneurship in life science. The institute
supports UC researchers and empowers Bay Area entrepreneurs to launch startup companies and partner with
industry.

Rand Center for Study of Aging rand.org
The RAND Center for the Study of Aging conducts objective, independent, behavioral research on elderly
populations worldwide. The Center's interdisciplinary research staff aims to help improve public policy through
both primary data collection and secondary data analysis.

Regenerative Science Institute regensci.org
Regenerative Sciences Institute (RSI) is 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that seeks to develop regenerative
therapies for aging, as well as develop regenerative technologies more broadly through focused initiatives.

Salk Institute in San Diego salk.edu
The Salk Institute embodies Jonas Salk’s mission to dare to make dreams into reality. We explore the very
foundations of life, seeking new realities in neuroscience, genetics, immunology and more.

Sanford Burnham Prebys 
Medical Discovery Institute

sbpdiscovery.org
The Institute’s Cancer Center is one of only seven NCI-designated basic cancer research centers in the nation.
We couple fundamental biological research with early translational studies to find new, innovative therapies that
restore hope to cancer patients and their families.
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https://gladstone.org/about-us
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Scripps Research
scripps.edu

Scripps Research is ranked the most influential institution in the world for its impact on innovation. We expand
basic knowledge in the biosciences, and use these fundamental advancements to develop profound
innovations that improve wellbeing.

SRI International Center for 
Health Sciences

sri.com
SRI Biosciences’ Center for Health Sciences carries out multidisciplinary research with government agencies,
commercial clients and foundations.

Stanford / VA / NIA Aging 
Clinical Research Center 
(ACRC)

stanford.edu
The Stanford Cancer Institute advances the understanding and treatment of cancer through a multidisciplinary,
integrated and collaborative community of physicians and scientists

Stanford / VA Alzheimer‘s 
Research Center

med.stanford.edu 
Our Center is part of the Stanford/VA Aging Clinical Research Center and the VA Mental Illness Research
Education and Clinical Care Center. We refer patients to clinical trials evaluating new ways of treating and
diagnosing Alzheimer's disease.

Stanford Cancer Institute cancer.stanford.edu
The Stanford Cancer Institute advances the understanding and treatment of cancer through a multidisciplinary,
integrated and collaborative community of physicians and scientists

Stanford Center on Longevity 
(SCL)

longevity.stanford.edu
The Center aims to use increased life expectancy to bring about profound advances in the quality of life from
early childhood to old age. To inspire change of this scale, the Center brings together experts from academia,
business and government to target important challenges and opportunities for older people.

Stanford/VA Alzheimer's Center med.stanford.edu
A leader in the biomedical revolution, Stanford Medicine has a long tradition of leadership in pioneering
research, creative teaching protocols and effective clinical therapies.

Stein Institute for Research on 
Aging Center for Healthy Aging

medschool.ucsd.edu

The Center for Healthy Aging and the Sam and Rose Stein Institute for Research on Aging at the University of
California, Health Sciences, is dedicated to the development and application of the latest advances in
biomedical and behavioral science knowledge to issues of successful, healthy aging and the prevention and
reduction of the burden of disability and disease in late life.

UC San Diego Health Sciences 
Center for  Healthy Aging

medschool.ucsd.edu
In 2014, UC San Diego Health Sciences created The Center for Healthy Aging, which now serves as an umbrella
organization for all aging-related programs at UC San Diego and expands upon the work of the Stein Institute
for Research on Aging.

UCLA Division of Geriatrics uclahealth.org

The UCLA Division of Geriatrics is a national leader in education and training in geriatrics and gerontology, and
can be found at UCLA in disciplines such as medicine, nursing, dentistry, social welfare, public health and
psychology, among others.
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UCLA Fielding School of Public 
Health, CA Health Interview 
Survey

healthpolicy.ucla.edu
The California Health Interview Survey (CHIS) is the largest state health survey in the nation. It is a random-
dial telephone survey that asks questions on a wide range of health topics. CHIS is conducted on a
continuous basis allowing the survey to generate timely one-year estimates.

UCLA Longevity Center semel.ucla.edu
Our research, funded in part by the NIH/National Institute on Aging, private foundations, and major donors
investigates normal brain aging, mild cognitive impairment and Alzheimer's disease, and other age-related
conditions in an effort to accelerate detection and intervention strategies.

UCLA-Easton Center - Mary S. 
Easton Center for Alzheimer's 
Disease Research

eastonad.ucla.edu
Finding a cure for Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the goal of the UCLA-Easton Center and that goal is shared by
our generous benefactor, Jim Easton. The UCLA-Easton Center includes the state-funded education and
outreach program for the underserved populations: the California Alzheimer's Disease Centers (CADC).

UCSF Glenn Center for Aging 
Research

glennfoundation.org

The Paul F. Glenn Center for Aging Research, a joint research program between University of California (UC)
investigators on the Berkeley and San Francisco campuses, is a unique scientific endeavor that aims to
advance our understanding of the fundamental events underlying the aging process and how they may
impact the propagation and spreading of misfolded proteins.

UCSF Institute for Health and 
Aging

nursing.ucsf.edu

The Institute's goal is to optimize the health and aging of individuals, communities, and society through
research, education and public service in the social and behavioral sciences.
The Institute for Health and Aging is one of the premier health and aging research units in the world, and our
research is recognized nationally and internationally.

UCSF Memory and Aging Center memory.ucsf.edu
The UCSF Memory and Aging Center Clinic is directed by Dr. Bruce Miller and includes specialists from a wide
variety of disciplines including neurology, neuropsychology, geriatrics, geropsychiatry, pharmacy, nursing,
social work and speech pathology who are available to participate in a patient’s evaluation.

USC Leonard Davis School of 
Gerontology

gero.usc.edu
The USC Leonard Davis School of Gerontology explores all aspects of human development and aging.
Coursework and rich research opportunities in biology, psychology, sociology, policy, and aging services offer
a unique, multidisciplinary curriculum.

USC Longevity Institute gero.usc.edu

Scientists and clinicians, programmatically grouped into Units, work together to identify and test dietary,
pharmacological, regenerative and engineering approaches to prevent multiple diseases of aging and
maximize healthspan. The LI focuses on projects that can be rapidly translated into patient wellness (diet,
engineering) as well as projects that have long-term goals (pharmacological, regenerative, engineering).

USC/UCLA Center of 
Biodemography & Population 
Health (CBPH)

gero.usc.edu
The USC/UCLA Center on Biodemography and Population Health (CBPH) is a multisite center located at the
Andrus Gerontology Center of the University of Southern California and the Program in Geriatric Medicine in
the School of Medicine of the University of California at Los Angeles.

West Health Institute westhealth.org

We are working to create and foster new integrated care models that improve health outcomes and better
address both the medical and non-medical needs of seniors and their families. Our institute, policy center and
foundation all work together under the umbrella of West Health, with a shared mission to enable successful
aging for our nation’s seniors.
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The Pioneer State

As an increasing number of governments and private entities around

the world come to the realization that they must take active measures

to withstand the Silver Tsunami, Geroscience is becoming an

important field of research and innovation.

Fortunately, California is at the forefront of Geroscience. As we will

illustrate in this chapter, the state has a long and rich history of

gerontological research, which began with the establishment of the

USC Leonard Davis School of Gerontology in 1975 and reached a

crescendo in 2013, the year the topic of human longevity finally broke

into the mainstream with the establishment of the Palo Alto Longevity

Prize and Google unveiling its human lifespan research and

development company Calico.

This Chapter chronicles the historic milestones of the development of

Geroscience in the Golden State, which, for more than a century, helped

cement its position as a pioneering state and turned it into an integral

cog in the emerging Longevity industry.

The Graying State

With a $2.7 trillion gross state product (GSP), the State of California

has the largest economy in the United States. In fact, if the Golden

State were a sovereign nation, its economy would rank fifth largest in

the world.

At the same time, California’s 65+ year old demographic, which

accounts for 14% of its total population, is expected to increase to 23%

by 2030. Over the next decade, California will have to deal with a

demographic shift that, if left unchecked, will surely counteract its

prosperity.

The Santa Clara valley circa 1900. Now a hive of digital and biotech  industry. 

History of Geroscience in California: Introduction

Age 60+ Population Growth Projections

Sources: ca.gov; ppic.org 115
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Geroscience: a New Frontier for Modern Medicine 

2016, Simon Melov: “Geroscience research is turning towards defining functional domains of

aging such as the cardiovascular system, skeletal integrity, and metabolic health as being a

more direct route to understand why tissues decline in function with age”

2017, Sierra & Kohanski: “The field of geroscience seeks to understand the biological

mechanisms that underlie the relationship between aging and chronic disability and disease”

The main function of geroscience organizations is not to study various diseases directly,

but to answer the question: “How does the aging process affect the disease process and

susceptibility to disease”, and to investigate the specific activities and mechanisms that

contribute to the aging process and disseminate this research knowledge to analyzers,

practitioners, decision makers and opinion formers.

The Challenge We Face Today

Due to The World Bank`s demographic data in 2017, 8.69% (654.5 million) of the world’s and 15.13% (50.2 million) of the US population was in the

age 65 and above. The life expectancy of white people is 79.8, African-American - 75.1, Asian-American - 86.3, Latino - 83.2, Native American - 80.2

In average this number is 80.8 years, that means this is certainly not a group to be ignored.

The post-war boom cohort is living longer but experiences an extended period of chronic disease in the years prior to death. The system of sick care

is costly, particularly for diseases lacking any disease-modifying treatment, such as Alzheimer’s disease. Due to the exponentially rising risk of

disease as a function of age, curing any individual disease like cardiovascular disease or cancer only increases a population’s healthy lifespan by 2-

3 years before another age-related disease (diabetes, stroke, pulmonary disease) strikes.

So, with an increasing ageing population, it is important to understand the wants as well as the needs of this demographic and take into account the

fact that aging is the greatest risk factor for a majority of chronic diseases driving both morbidity and mortality, it is critical to expand Geroscience

research directed at extending human healthspan.
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Geroscience: a New Frontier for Modern Medicine 

Geroscience as a subject area is becoming increasingly global. The

term “geroscience” was coined by a Scot, Gordon J. Lithgow, now at

the Buck Institute for Research on Aging, to describe research aimed at

understanding the mechanisms of biological aging, in particular

genetic, epigenetic, and environmental features that determine

individual rates of aging. Traditionally, geroscience is concentrated on

the study of the health, technology and overall lifestyle characteristics

of older people and ageing population. Over the last 25 years the

geroscience`s perspective has grown in importance and is reflected by

the burgeoning literature and research in this field. From a relatively

small number of publications, today there are books and journals on

every aspect of the basic science of aging.

The aim of Geroscience and Regenerative Medicine is not for us to live

longer in a sick, disabled state, but to prevent and delay the occurrence

of age-related disease. An individual’s final few years of chronic illness

are their costliest to the healthcare system.

That's why the goal of researches in this field and particularly the US

National Institutes on Aging is the compression of morbidity – to

extend years of healthy life. The only sustainable solution is to extend

healthy lifespan (healthspan). This will require the use of

geroprotective drugs, stem cells, and progressively complex genetic

therapy to mimic the salutary mutations enjoyed by rare

supercentenarians (who bear saluary mutations that delay or stop the

onset of age related diseases – they are healthy past 100 years of age

despite suboptimal diet and lifestyle).

Sources: nature.com 117
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Aging and Geroscience in USA: Advances and Challenges

With the number of older adults in the US increasing dramatically,

Geroscience is becoming one of the true “useful careers” of the

present and future. In the United States it is projected that the older

population will rise to 89 million by 2050.

Health and wellness needs for the US aging population have changed

dramatically during the past decade, so it opens a great field for

geroscientists research work. Advances in Geroscience are allowing

scientists and clinicians to consider interventions aimed at directly

targeting the hallmarks of aging. Unlike disease-specific approaches,

such interventions have the potential to prevent multiple diseases of

aging simultaneously, thereby greatly enhancing healthspan for most

individuals. Geroscience accelerates research into the basic biological

mechanisms driving aging, which could lead to improved clinical

interventions for the diseases and conditions experienced by many

older people.

The development of Geroscience in the United States is closely linked

with the “GeroScience Interest Group” (GSIG), which was formed as

NIA's division to enhance opportunities to explore the intersection

between aging biology and the biology of diseases that are of interest

to the various NIH Institutes and Centers. The GSIG includes

participation by more than 20 NIH Institutes with an interest in the

biological mechanisms that drive the appearance of multiple diseases

of the elderly.

Sources: ncbi.nlm.nih.gov 118
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Aging and Geroscience in USA: Advances and Challenges

The War on Aging in the USA received reinforcements in recent years

from Google’s company Calico and J. Craig Venter’s Human Longevity

Inc., both boasting considerable intellectual and financial resources. In

late 2016, Unity Biotechnology (a company developing drugs shown to

slow aging by eliminating damaged, senescent cells) raised over

$116M from venture investors including Jeff Bezos, VenRock and

ARCH Venture Partners.

The US National Institutes on Aging have also received budget

increases as part of a new Alzheimer’s Disease initiative, but of the

vast majority of “aging research,” less than 0.32% 9 of the US NIH

budget goes to fundamental mechanisms of aging – the knowledge

necessary to slow aging itself and all of its attendant diseases. This is

already possible in model organisms and translation to humans is

underway but desperately underfunded relative to its importance.

Sources: qz.com; nytimes.com 119
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Aging and Geroscience in USA: Advances and Challenges

The elaboration of pharmaceuticals (both supplements and clinically

approved drugs) specifically targeted at age-related pathologies is one

of the most rapidly developing fields in modern Geroscience. Over the

last 20 years, exponential rise of research dedicated to investigating

substances with potential for use in geriatric practice is observed.

The reasonable approach in anti-aging pharmacology is the evaluation

of the geroprotective potential of medications already approved by the

US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Among geroprotectors,

metformin, statins, beta-blockers, as well as anti-inflammatory

medications, appear to be the most promising drug candidates in this

respect. The safety of these drugs has been confirmed in a number of

clinical trials. This is also compelling evidence that they may improve

health, well-being and physiological functioning in elderly patients

suffering from chronic pathologies.

One problem is that these substances are not used currently for

treating age-related pathological conditions in the absence of clinical

manifestations of particular illness. There are, however, good reasons

to suggest that these agents could theoretically be redirected to

preventing or treating other syndromes or conditions commonly

associated with aging.

Sources: ncbi.nlm.nih.gov 120
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History of Geroscience in California: Key Milestones

Against the backdrop of USA global advances in Geroscience, it is important to note the particular state where the Geroscience development has

started rapidly and continues to progress at the highest rates.

California is increasingly active in the field of Geroscience, fostering academic efforts and helping popularize the science. One example is the

Geroscience training program in the Biology of Aging, a unique cooperative venture between the University of Southern California's Leonard Davis

School of Gerontology (USC) and the Buck Institute for Research on Aging (Buck). The program provides the industry with a pipeline of capable

researchers in basic and translational research into aging biology throughout California. There are many other institutes, laboratories, and

universities in California that conduct research into aging, e.g. Glenn Center for the Biology of Aging, Stanford University, Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory, Veterans Administration Palo Alto Health Care System, etc.

The below chart illustrates the key milestones of the Geroscience history in California:

1914

The Department of Medicine 
was renamed into the Stanford 
School of Medicine and re-
organized. Nowadays, the 
School has been investigating 
aging 

1975

The USC Leonard Davis School 
with the country’s first PhD, 
master’s and bachelor’s degree 
programs in gerontology was 
established

1983

The UCSD School of Medicine 
became the first campus in the 
University of California system 
to obtain an Organized 
Research Unit focused on aging

1999

The Buck Institute for Research 
on Aging was opened, the first 
world’s research institution 
singularly focused on the 
biology of aging

2009

The SENS Research Foundation 
had included research programs 
and public relations work 
concerning aging  

2014

The human 
longevity 
activity was 
adopted on an 
industrial scale
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The History of Gerontological research in California originates from

1914, when the Department of Medicine was renamed the Stanford

School of Medicine and was re-organized into 10 divisions: anatomy;

bacteriology and immunology; physiology; chemistry; pharmacology;

pathology; medicine; surgery; obstetrics and gynecology; and hygiene

and public health.

Nowadays, the Stanford School of Medicine has been investigating

aging. Their goal is to promote a national dialog on Successful Aging

and End of Life issues for diverse older adults and their families.The

Stanford Internet-based Successful Aging (iSAGE) offers a an entirely

web-based, video rich immersion training in the principles of

successful aging and end of life for the general public as well as health

workers. It is unique in that it allows learners to specialize in the health

and health care of thirteen different ethno-cultural groups commonly

seen in the US

Sources: wikipedia.org; stanford.edu

Key Milestones: 1914 - Stanford School of Medicine
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In 1958, Leonard Davis founded the American Association of Retired

Persons (AARP) with Ethel Percy Andrus. When Dr. Andrus died in

1968, Davis led the effort to create a lasting memorial for this

outstanding woman: the Ethel Percy Andrus Gerontology Center at

USC. His generosity enabled the USC Leonard Davis School to

eventually create the country’s first PhD, master’s and bachelor’s

degree programs in gerontology.

Dr. Andrus founded the National Retired Teachers Association (NRTA)

in 1947 in response to the meager pensions on which retired educators

struggled to live. The NRTA used group strength to provide low-cost

insurance programs, and in 1956, it became the first health insurance

program for educators over the age of 65.

Two years later, after thousands of other non-teachers contacted her

about receiving benefits, Dr. Andrus co-founded the American

Association for Retired Persons (AARP) along with her close friend

Leonard Davis. She served as president and led the organization to

rapid growth by creating an array of programs to help older Americans

with many aspects of their lives, including second careers, health

insurance, travel and more.

Sources: gero.usc.edu

Key Milestones: 1968 - Ethel Percy Andrus Gerontology Center at USC
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The significant changes took place in 1975, when The USC Leonard

Davis School was established through a gift from Leonard Davis, a

pioneer in the development of insurance for older Americans. Today

the school is called “USC Leonard Davis School of Gerontology” - one

of the seventeen academic divisions of the University of Southern

California. The school offered the world's first Ph.D. in Gerontology, the

first joint master's degree in Gerontology and Business Administration,

and the first undergraduate Health Science Track in Gerontology.

At a time when older adults could not easily obtain life, health or

automobile insurance, Davis devised innovative approaches for

providing them with much-needed coverage. His commitment to the

cause of older Americans brought him to testify before congressional

committees on issues related to aging, and he was a delegate to the

1970 White House Conference on Aging.

Sources: gero.usc.edu

Key Milestones: 1975 - USC Leonard Davis School
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Key Milestones: 1980 - CA Council on Gerontology and Geriatrics

The California Council on Gerontology and Geriatrics (“CCGG”) is a

statewide nonprofit leadership organization which seeks to promote

the quality of life of California’s diverse aging population by informing

and integrating educational programs, workforce development.

CCGG was founded in early 1980 and, since that time, has been the

only statewide association which links academic institutions to older

adults and legislators, service providers, and other stakeholders.

CCGG represents California’s many exceptional institutions, including

those from the California State University and University of California

systems, and private institutions. CCGG likewise represents members

from the diverse disciplines which constitute the field of aging,

including gerontology, geriatrics, social work, psychology and human

development, business, public policy, and many others.

Goals of CCGG:

● To provide statewide leadership and expertise in gerontology,

workforce development, and policy in California.

● To strengthen and improve the quality of gerontology and

geriatrics education, provide a forum for the development of

academic faculty in gerontology and geriatrics and increase

access to gerontology and geriatrics education programs.

● To promote opportunities for networking and collaboration

among students, faculty, service providers, businesses, and

legislators within the gerontology field and related fields.
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Key Milestones: 1983 - UCSD School of Medicine

Sources: medschool.ucsd.edu

In 1983, the UCSD School of Medicine became the first campus in the

University of California system to have an Organized Research Unit

(ORU) focused on aging - namely, the Sam and Rose Stein Institute for

Research on Aging.

The long-term goal of the Stein Institute was to promote

interdisciplinary programs concerning the basic biology of senescence,

the role of free radicals and other environmental toxins in the aging

process, and the pathophysiology of age-related illnesses such as

Alzheimer's disease, arthritis, atherosclerosis, and cancer. In addition

to supporting research, the Institute was organized to foster training

and education in geriatrics and gerontology.

Today, the Stein Institute for Research on Aging is advancing aging

research at the UCSD School of Medicine by conducting basic and

clinical research, enhancing collaboration among UCSD's world-

renowned scientists, and attracting new researchers to the field - all

with the ultimate objective of helping more people age successfully.

In 2014, UC San Diego Health Sciences created The Center for Healthy

Aging, which now serves as an umbrella organization for all aging-

related programs at UC San Diego and expands upon the work of the

Stein Institute for Research on Aging. Its focus extends beyond

medical research to address the major challenges facing our society

as it prepares to accommodate a rapidly expanding demographic of

older adults—in terms of technology, finances, housing, transportation

and urban planning.
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Key Milestones: 1999 - The Buck Institute for Research on Aging

A major investment in the field of gerontology and age research

introduced The Buck Institute for Research on Aging - an independent

biomedical research institute that researches aging and age-related

disease. It was based with a mission to extend the healthy years of

life.

The institute, a nonprofit organization located in Novato, California,

began its research program in 1999 making it the world's first institute

founded primarily to research aging.

It is named for Marin County philanthropists Leonard and Beryl

Hamilton Buck, whose estate funded the endowment that helped

establish the institute, and the Buck Trust currently contributes

approximately $6 million annually to support the institute's work.

In May 2007, the institute established a cooperative agreement with

the University of California's Davis and Merced campuses to

coordinate stem-cell research, a move hailed by UC as a collaboration

that "strengthens California's leadership in stem cell research and

moves it forward in an efficient, safe and cost-effective manner."

Today, it uses such technologies as bioinformatics, flow cytometry,

metabolomics, morphology and imaging, mouse phenotyping,

proteomics and single-cell biology.

Sources: wikipedia.org | buckinstitute.org | shutterstock.com 127
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Key Milestones: 2009 - the SENS Research Foundation

The course of geroscience took a new turn in the early 2000s, with the

rapid rise of the repair approach to aging as a new direction for

research. This was the highly debated idea that for practical purposes

biomedical research ought to be prioritising the application of

regenerative medicine to the repair of aged tissue, as opposed to

continuing its primary focus on basic research into the aging process.

The logic was: although the metabolic processes of aging are still

elusive, there is not much left to discover about the damage itself, so

the current next step is to develop regenerative medicine to be able to

repair this damage.

In 2009, an organisation was created in Mountain View, California,

advancing this agenda and selectively funding therapies which this

follow this approach to aging.

The SENS Research Foundation (Strategies for Engineered Negligible

Senescence Research Foundation) is a non-profit organization and

regenerative medical research foundation co-founded by Michael Kope,

Aubrey de Grey, Jeff Hall, Sarah Marr and Kevin Perrott.

Its activities include research programs and public relations work for

the application of regenerative medicine to aging. Before the

Foundation was launched in March 2009, the SENS research program

was mainly pursued by the Methuselah Foundation, co-founded by

Aubrey de Grey and David Gobel. In addition to research undertaken in-

house at the Research Center in Mountain View, SRF has also taken

part in and/or selectively funded extramural research at various other

institutions, including Yale University, Harvard University, Cambridge

University, University of Texas, Rice University, and University of

Arizona. The SRF pursues research strands which correspond to seven

categories of cellular damage which accumulate with age:

accumulated side effects of metabolism which are eventually fatal.

It has since become a crucial component in the Californian and global

Longevity industry ecosystem.

Sources: sens.org; en.wikipedia.org 128
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By 2013, the science started becoming an industry - this was the year

in which the mission of human Longevity was finally adopted on an

industrial scale. The birth of an industry has certain harbingers. Hoards

of expertise switching fields, as synergies emerge and new paths are

revealed. Prizes are set up. Commercial corporations and government

agencies are repurposed, rebranded and reconfigured in order to

pursue the new course.

This was the year the Palo Alto Longevity Prize was established and

there was a sharp rise in the number of scientists switching from

traditional areas of biomedicine to geroscience, attracted by its

newfound credibility and emboldened and reassured by the sight of its

recent adoption by corporations such as Google and government

agencies such as DARPA. Even without any immediate breakthroughs

these developments serve as a battle flag and rallying cry for

scientists, investors, entrepreneurs, top tier media, government

officials, and enthusiasts from among the general public, all of which

provided rapid growth of resources available to the newly ignited

industry.

Key Milestones: 2013 - The Threshold of a True Longevity Industry

Sources: paloaltoprize.com 129
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Capturing the most media attention was Google’s new venture,

California Life Company (“Calico”), which had been founded in 2013.

At the helm was Dr. Arthur Levinson, former Genentech chairman,

current chairman of Apple, who had recently resigned from the board

of Roche. Calico also lured Dr. Cynthia Kenyon from UCSF in addition

to several other prominent scientists like Hal V. Barron.

Thus began the first ever open pursuit of Longevity on an industrial

scale. In a TIME Tech Exclusive, Google vs. Death, Larry Page

announced creation of Calico, introducing it as the Google firm

focusing on the challenges of healthcare, aging and associated

diseases:

"Illness and aging affect all our families. With some longer term,

moonshot thinking around healthcare and biotechnology, I believe we

can improve millions of lives." said Larry.

Key Milestones: 2013 - The Threshold of a True Longevity Industry. 

Calico

Sources: calicolabs.com 130
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The possibility of using the immense capital of Google against aging

created excitement among the geroscience community, but raised

questions with its vagueness as to how this capital would be used.

The announcement came as a complete surprise even to experts in

and around Silicon Valley, who were left feeling the announcement

was incomplete.

Calico set out to tackle age-related ill health, but was it going to be a

fund? Would they, for example, be involved in damage repair? Or

would they be involved in data mining to uncover novel

gene/lifestyle associations? Commenting in the same issue of Time,

Aubrey de Grey of the SENS Research Foundation, said simply:

“As little as 20 years ago, when I joined the pitifully small band of

academics who call themselves biogerontologists, the prospects for

defeating aging were so bleak that it was widely considered

unscientific even to discuss it. Now the war on Aging has truly

begun.”

In September 2014, Calico announced a partnership with AbbVie to

build a Bay Area R&D center. Each party put up $250M thus far with

the option of another $500M each. Calico also announced a

partnership with UT Southwestern Medical Center and 2M

Companies to develop NAMPT activators for neurodegenerative

disease.

Sources: calicolabs.com

Key Milestones: 2013 - The Threshold of a True Longevity Industry. 

Calico
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Key Milestones: 2013 - The Threshold of a True Longevity Industry.

Human Longevity Inc. (“HLI”)

Human Longevity Inc. is based in San Diego, California and focuses its

research on human genomics, the microbiome, and stem cells. It is

exciting that the company's resources are being channeled into the

aging problem. In July 2014, HLI hired Dr. Franz Och as their chief data

scientist. Och is a machine learning specialist who is leaving his

position as head of Google Translate.

HLI Mission Statement:

“Aging is the single biggest risk factor for virtually every significant

human disease… our goal is to extend and enhance the healthy, high-

performance lifespan and change the face of aging. For the first time,

the power of human genomics, informatics, next generation DNA

sequencing technologies, and stem cell advances are being harnessed

in one company, Human Longevity Inc., with the leading pioneers in

these fields. Our goal is to solve the diseases of aging by changing the

way medicine is practiced.”

Sources: humanlongevity.com 132
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Conclusions

It is a great compliment to California, that the story of global

Geroscience, as documented in previous reports, is entirely apparent

from just a few key moments from Californian history.

Since the beginning of the 20th century, when the biology of aging was

still largely opaque, Californian institutions have played a central role in

advancing global Geroscience.

It was Californian science which first threw light on the biology of aging

in the middle of the 20th century.

It was Californian science which, in the late 20th century, rapidly

produced a litany of proposals for biomedical interventions based on

early conclusions reached by this emerging science.

It was in California that the rejuvenation biotechnology industry was

first established.

It was in California that geroscience first acquired serious capital and

was thus brought to prominence and respectability.

And it is between California and the other world regions documented in

this report that the first synergies are now emerging between

Californian Geroscience and the other components of the global

Longevity Industry, in the P3 and AgeTech spheres.

California, with its enduring institutions, will continue to play a central

role in global geroscience.

However, as this series of regional reports sets out to demonstrate -

although geroscience may have spent its formative years in California,

the future of the Longevity industry will not belong only to California.

Not only are alternative global hubs forming, but as globalisation

increases and the longevity industry comes to rely on synergies

between increasingly disparate technological strands, the entire

industry will become more geographical diffuse.

Securing the future position of California will require continued

government planning and political will, the options for which are

documented in Chapter IV.

The following chapter examines the overall state of Longevity Industry

in California, including key scientific and technological advancements,

Longevity initiatives and the state’s vibrant life sciences ecosystem.
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Current State of Longevity Industry in California: Introduction

The previous chapter provided a brief History of Geroscience in California and its evolution into a fully fledged Longevity Industry.

This chapter illustrates the state of Longevity in California today by utilizing various statistics and graphs as well as by offering an overview of the

general state of Longevity in California. Compared to the rest of country, Californians take a progressive stance on Longevity. California’s globally

renowned life sciences ecosystem is supported by the forward-thinking public policy as well as by top-tier research institutions, unique programs,

and vibrant venture capital scene. This region has been on the forefront of sponsoring pioneering fields such as stem cell research and precision

medicine and is exploring the ways of harnessing the power of Artificial Intelligence.

Furthermore, the Golden State is home to 3,418 life sciences companies which have an enormous impact on human health - as of September 2018,

local companies had 1,322 medicines in the pipeline to treat cancer, central nervous system conditions and infectious diseases.

All such programs and fundings, researches and initiatives combined have put California at the top of various rankings related to Longevity.

However, the state is not immune from the challenges associated with increased Longevity and there are still problems to be solved and

technologies to be implemented.
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In 2017, California became the fifth largest global economy, surpassing the UK and India. The state’s gross domestic product rose by $127

billion from 2016 to 2017, exceeding $2.7 trillion. The thriving technology sector of Silicon Valley, the world’s entertainment capital in

Hollywood and Central Valley’s agricultural heartland are the key contributing factors to making local economy a global tour de force. The

state’s economic output is now surpassed only by the GDP of the United States, China, Japan and Germany.

California: World’s Fifth Largest Economy

As further described on the next slide, California houses the largest

share of the U.S. population - 12% and has contributed 16% of total job

growth in the nation between 2012 and 2017. Its share of the national

economy also grew from 12.8% to 14.2% during that time period.

In 2002, California has already ranked in 5th place but fell to 10th place

in 2012 following the Great Recession. Since then, the largest U.S.

state has added two million jobs and grown its GDP by $700 billion. Its

economic juggernaut is concentrated in coastal metropolises around

San Francisco, San Jose, Los Angeles and San Diego.

Rank Countries ($ bilions)

1 United States $ 19,391

2 China $ 12,015

3 Japan $ 4,872

4 Germany $ 3,685

5 California $ 2,747

6 United Kingdom $ 2,625

7 India $ 2,611

8 France $ 2,584

9 Brazil $ 2,055

10 Italy $ 1,938

Sources: CBS Los Angeles; Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation (2017 data based on analysis of the Census Bureau’s American 

Community Survey and Bureau of Labor Statistics data (unemployment data as of September 2018))

CA Median Income CA Unemployment Rate

California Health Insurance Coverage California Poverty Rate by Age
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California:  Overview of Elderly Population Trends 

California’s population cohort aged 60 and older is undergoing a transformation -

between 1970 and 2016, the number of California seniors grew from 2.5 million to 7.8

million, an increase of 212% (Figure 2). This trend is estimated to continue as the cohort

aged 60 years and older is estimated to grow to 14.7 million by 2060, an increase of 88%

from 2016.

While the overall population aged 60 years and older is growing rapidly, changes within

specific segments of this age group are occurring at different rates. The fastest growth

will take place during the next 30 years as the Baby Boomers (born between 1946 and

1964) reach age 60. Between 2010 and 2030, California’s population cohort aged 85

years and older is estimated to increase by more than 70%.

An estimated 1.86 million Californians are currently between age 60 and 64. By 2050,

this age group is projected to grow to 2.87 million, a 54% increase. While 604,139

Californians were aged 85 years and older in 2010, by 2050, an estimated 2.26 million

individuals will be in this age group, a dramatic 274% increase (Figure 3).

The aforementioned situation provokes and justifies an utmost attention to the needs of

California seniors by California government, including without limitation maintenance

and further enhancement of California’s existing Aging Network and State Plan on Aging

as well as developing and implementing the state’s Master Plan on Aging.
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California’s Rapidly Growing Senior Population

California has the largest number of seniors in U.S. (5.3 million) and this group is

the fastest-growing population cohort in the state. According to the projections of

California Department of Finance, the percentage of people aged 65 and older will

grow to 23% in 2036 and to 26% - in 2060.

Countries with large aging populations are bearing the brunt of a wider global trend

known colloquially as the “Age Wave” or “Silver Tsunami”, and are forced to face

the challenges this brings, meaning dealing with higher healthcare costs,

particularly for low-income seniors as well as struggling with poverty in a different

way, with a shift in focus from child poverty to senior poverty. This inevitably

provokes a heightened awareness on the government level aimed at addressing

the need for long-term strategic planning and related issues.

California: Facing an Epic Demographic Shift

Sources: bizjournals.com | atimes.com | money.usnews.com losangeles.cbslocal.com
worldpopulationreview.com | dof.ca.gov (pdf) 138
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California: Seniors to Outnumber Children by 2030

Sources: CA Dept of Finance Population Projections

According to California Department of Finance Population Projections (baseline 2016), the number of seniors in the age category of 60 years

and older will be larger than the number of children as early as 2030, further underscoring an epic demographic shift in the state.
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CA: Epicenter of Academic Excellence, Life Sciences and Innovation

California boasts 10 institutions in the Shanghai’s Index of the world’s 100 top universities. In 2016, the state

graduated more than 4,900 science and engineering PhDs, by far the most in United States. Academic

excellence drives the California’s vibrant life sciences ecosystem, which offers many advantages, such as:

● Four life sciences mega-clusters: the Bay Area, Los Angeles, Orange and San Diego Counties

● State’s research institutions receiving the most (15.1%) NIH funds in the nation, further driving innovation

● California’s world-class research generates new companies, health technologies and improved care

The state supports life sciences industry through various tax incentives encouraging more investment as well

as through initiatives aimed at promoting the use of advanced computing and technology to better understand

and treat diseases. Such thoughtful public policy plays a critical role, supporting a healthy business climate as

well as improved access to diagnostic and therapeutic technologies. The Golden State is home to 3,418 life

sciences companies which have an enormous impact on human health - as of September 2018, local

companies had 1,322 medicines in the pipeline to treat cancer, central nervous system conditions and

infectious diseases.

The life sciences industry is also an economic engine - in 2017, the sector’s revenue exceeded $178 billion,

generated $18.8 billion in federal and local taxes and is second only to computer technologies in employment

among high-tech industries. As California companies have a strong record of translating science into products

that help patients, the state has long been a magnet for investment - in 2018, local life sciences companies

attracted more than $7.6 billion in venture capital funding, leading the nation once again. At $3.9 billion,

California also attracted the most VC funding in U.S. in the digital health sector.

Sources: California Life Sciences Industry: 2019 Report by PwC and California Life Sciences Association 140
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California: Research Institutions Focusing on Aging and Longevity

Center for the Advanced 
Study of Aging Services

Beckman Institute for 
Cancer and Aging

Berkeley Center on the 
Economics and 

Demography of Aging

Buck Institute for 
Research on Aging

Calibr
Center  for  Research  &  

Education on Aging  
(CREA)

Gerontology Research 
Group

Salk Institute in San 
Diego

Glenn Center for 
Research on Aging

Maximum Life 
Foundation

Milken Institute Center 
for the Future of Aging

Rand Center for Study of 
Aging 

Regenerative Science 
Institute

Sanford Burnham 
Prebys Medical 

Discovery Institute

Stanford Center on 
Longevity (SCL)

Scripps Research
SRI International Center 

for Health Sciences
Stanford / VA / NIA 

Aging Clinical Research 
Center (ACRC)

Stanford / VA 
Alzheimer‘s Research 

Center

Stanford Cancer 
Institute

Stanford/VA Alzheimer's 
Center

UCLA - Mary Easton 
Center for Alzheimer's 

Disease Research

Stein Institute for 
Research on Aging

Center for Healthy Aging

UC San Diego Health 
Sciences Center for  

Healthy Aging

UCLA Division of 
Geriatrics

UCLA Fielding School of 
Public Health, CA Health 

Interview Survey

UCLA Longevity Center

UCSF Glenn Center for 
Aging Research 

West Health Institute
UCSF Institute for Health 

and Aging
UCSF Memory and 

Aging Center
USC Leonard Davis 

School of Gerontology
USC Longevity Institute

USC/UCLA Center of 
Biodemography & 
Population Health 

(CBPH)

J. Craig Venter Institute
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California Healthcare: Longevity Aspect

According to U.S. News, California is a leader in the public health

ranking among states, which is directly related to the high level of

longevity of California`s population. Here are presented measures of

the health of state populations in obedience to which the following

ranking was created.

Public health is worth one-third of the weight in ranking the best states

for health care. This subcategory involves six metrics: mortality rate,

suicide rate, smoking rate, mental health, infant mortality rate and adult

obesity rate. California had the second lowest mortality rate.

Mental Health

This metric counts the percentage of adults who reported poor mental

health in at least 14 of the last 30 days in a 2016 survey with the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Sources: usnews.com

Survey participants were asked the following question: "Now thinking

about your mental health, which includes stress, depression, and

problems with emotions, for how many days during the past 30 days

was your mental health not good?" Any respondent who reported 14 or

more days of poor mental health was counted for this metric.

Low Infant Mortality Rate

This metric measures the number of infant deaths per 1,000 live births

in 2016, according to data from the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention in 2015. The infants could have died at any point before

their first birthday.
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California Healthcare: Longevity Aspect

Low Obesity Rate

In 2017, nearly one in three Americans were obese, according to data

from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Obesity

significantly increases the risk for life-threatening and chronic

conditions including heart disease, stroke and Type 2 diabetes, which

together cost the U.S. billions of dollars annually.

This metric evaluates the percentage of adults in a state who were

obese in 2017. Obese adults are those who have a body mass index of

30 or higher; a healthy BMI is typically between 18.5 and 24.9. A lower

obesity rate indicated a higher ranking for this metric.

Low Smoking Rate

in the U.S., and contributes to more than a quarter of cancer deaths.

Still, the number of adult smokers has steadily declined over the past

few decades, with a sharp drop from nearly 21 percent in 2005 to 15.5

percent in 2016. This metric measures the percentage of a state’s

adult population that smoked cigarettes in 2017. The Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention asked adults to identify as smokers or

non-smokers, and those who refused to answer were not counted for

this metric. A lower smoking rate earned states a higher ranking for

this metric. The share of adult smokers has steadily declined over the

past few decades, with a drop from nearly 21% in 2005 to 17% in 2017,

but smoking still contributes to many preventable deaths in the U.S.

Sources: usnews.com

Low Suicide Rate

have been increasing for nearly 20 years, particularly among middle-

aged men and adolescent girls. Historically, suicide rates are about

four times higher among males than females, though two to three

times more females attempt suicide than males. In 2016, white males

accounted for 70 percent of suicides in the U.S.This metric evaluates

the number of suicides per 100,000 people in 2017, according to data

from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, with a lower rate

earning states a higher ranking.

Low Mortality Rate

This measures the number of deaths in a state in 2017, age-adjusted

and scaled for a rate per 100,000 population using data from the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. A lower mortality rate

indicated a higher ranking for this metric. With 585 deaths per 100,000

people, Hawaii had the lowest mortality rate in 2017, followed by

California. West Virginia ranked last with 957 deaths per 100,000

people.
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California Among Global Life Sciences Leaders

The life sciences industry is a shining example of how California is a

driver in innovation. The industry, which began just 50 years ago, has

made great strides to put California at the forefront of the biotech

revolution—inventing new cures; dominating the nascent field of

genomics; and blazing new trails in biofuels, agriculture and the

microbiome.

Each year, California universities and colleges award more advanced

degrees in the science, technology, engineering, arts and

mathematics fields than any other state. This is the pipeline that

supports the nearly 300,000 Californians working in the life sciences,

and their efforts are making enormous inroads against cancer,

cardiovascular disease, neurological disorders and other conditions.

California hosts a complex infrastructure that produces life-changing

medicines, devices and diagnostics, improves crops and may soon

help provide sustainable energy. The 3,249 life sciences companies

throughout the state are leading these efforts, 209 more than last

year. This number includes 1,453 biotechnology and pharmaceutical

companies, as well as 1,796 device and medical equipment

manufacturers.

These enterprises have an enormous impact on human health. As of

September 21, 2017, California companies had 1,274 medicines in

the pipeline to treat cancer, infectious diseases, immune issues,

central nervous system disorders and many other conditions.

Sources: California Life Sciences Association 144
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California Among Global Life Sciences Leaders: Employment

There were 311 226 direct employees in CA Life 

Sciences industry in 2017

Among them:

The industry is second only to computer technologies among

high-tech industries in California employment.

Total employees number is 958 000. This number comprises

Direct Employment together with Indirect and Induced

Employment.

Average wages differ significantly between 

employees in different regions of California

The average annual life sciences wage in 2018 was $119,000,

increasing from $114,000 the previous year.

Sources: California Life Sciences Association 145
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California Among Global Life Sciences Leaders: Science Funding

California’s excellent university system is one of the key drivers of

the state’s life sciences success. In 2018, the state had 10

universities in the Shanghai Index 100 top universities. The next

closest is New York with four. In 2016, California graduated more

than 4,900 science and engineering PhDs, by far leading the nation.

California research institutions received $3.9 billion in research

grants from the National Institutes of Health (NIH), 15.1 percent of

all NIH biomedical research grants. Start-up and emerging

companies in the state also received almost $195 million in Small

Business Innovation Research (SBIR) and Small Business

Technology Transfer (STTR) funding.

In addition, California research institutes and companies received

$170.8 million in grants from the California Institute for

Regenerative Medicine (CIRM) to advance stem cell research.
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California Among Global Life Sciences Leaders: Venture Capital 

Investment

Sources: California Life Sciences Association

In 2018, California biotechnology and medical device companies are

projected to receive $7.6 billion in venture capital funding — compared to

$6.1 billion in 2017 — leading the nation once again. Massachusetts was

the next highest state, with $6.2 billion.

The state also attracted $3.9 billion in VC investment for digital health,

again leading the nation. The next closest state was New York, with $998

million. This was a major increase over the 2017 total for California, $2.2

billion.

In addition, California saw 130 mergers and acquisitions in 2018 (through

Sept. 19) and 13 initial public offerings for which terms were announced.

California has attracted $35.5B (48.1% of total US

venture capital investments) and $49.7B (54.7%) VC

investments in 2017 and 2018, respectively.
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California Among Global Life Sciences Leaders: Venture Capital 

Investment

Sources: PwC/CB Insights quarterly MoneyTree Report

Funding activity in San Francisco

jumped by 55% in 2018, rising to a

historical record of $28B.

Deal activity declined to 1,088

transactions, compared to 1,120 in

2017; the last six years being the

most active years ever.

Funding to Silicon Valley-based

VC-backed companies increased

in 2018, as $18B the biggest year

since 2000.

Deals declined by 5% to 645 in

2018, from 682 in 2017.

Deal activity decreased to 419

transactions in LA/Orange County

from 2017’s level (432) which was

the most active year since 2000.

2018 was the biggest year of

investment funding ($6B) for

LA/Orange County since 2000.
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California Among Global Life Sciences Leaders: Health Innovations

Sources: California Life Sciences Association; California Biotechnology Foundation

As one of the most research intensive industries in the world, California

biotech companies invest in discoveries for medicines and devices that

shape the future of healthcare throughout the world. At the state level,

California is particularly competitive in biopharmaceutical manufacturing;

medical devices and diagnostic equipment; and research activities.

In 2018, as of September 24, California companies had 1,332 medicines

in the pipeline, compared to 1,274 at the same time in 2017. Of those, 433

are intended to treat cancer, 134 for central nervous system conditions

and 123 for infectious diseases.

In addition, in 2017 and 2018, California companies
received 28 expedited approvals from the FDA,
accelerating the industry’s ability to get new treatments
to patients in critical need.

In medical devices, California companies received 454
product approvals in 2017. These included 16 PMA first
approvals, six de novo approvals and 432 510(k)
clearances.
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L.A. County is home to many establishments in the biosciences

industry cluster, with tens of thousands of skilled workers and world-

class researchers at several of the top research universities in the

world. The region is home to Amgen, Kite Pharmaceuticals, Grifols,

Quest Diagnostics and other leading firms.

L.A. County is known for the nation’s finest research and teaching

hospitals including the UCLA Medical Center, USC’s Keck School of

Medicine, Keck Graduate Institute, the City of Hope, Cedars-Sinai

Hospital, Rancho Los Amigos National Rehabilitation Center, the

Doheny and Stein Eye Institutes and a number of other specialized

research facilities, such as the Los Angeles Biomedical Research

Institute. The region’s world-leading research universities are hard at

work on new technologies, cures, and solutions to global challenges,

as well as developing the next generation of scientists and

entrepreneurs.

Industry cluster development projects are in-progress in several

geographic regions of L.A. County to further encourage linkages

between research hospitals, universities, various life science firms and

specialized service providers.

California is famous for a large network of Industry Clusters -

geographic concentrations of interconnected companies, service

providers, and associated institutions in a particular field. California’s

most well-known mega-clusters are San Francisco Bay Area, Los

Angeles, Orange, San Diego Counties.

San Francisco Bay Area is one of the hottest areas for biotech startups

in the United States. South San Francisco has more than 70 biotech

companies jammed into a two-mile-square area, some of which, such

as Genentech, Novartis, Actelion and Roche (ROG) are headquartered

in Switzerland.

Berkeley, California is often cited as the source of top academic

institutions producing top biotech talent. But it is important not to

underestimate the importance of Stanford, California Institute of

Technology, UC Berkeley, UCLA, UC Davis, UC San Diego and others in

California, in providing a source of research and talent to the Bay

Area’s biotech community. According to MoneyTree Reports, which is

published by PriceWaterhouseCoopers (PwC) and the National Venture

Capital Association (NVCA), venture capital funding in the Bay Area for

biotechs has grown from $1.89 billion in 2014 to $2.76 billion in 2015.

Industry Clusters in CA: Global Centers for Biotech Industry

Sources: laedc.org; ca.gov 150
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The life sciences cluster is a major driver of San Diego County`s

innovation economy. The region is home to more than 1,225 life

sciences companies and more than 80 independent and university-

affiliated research institutes.

These research institutes, which include The Scripps Research Institute

and the Sanford Burnham Prebys Medical Discovery Institute, provide

the region’s life sciences cluster with life-changing technologies that

fuel company growth and product development. Major pharmaceutical

companies including Eli Lilly, Pfizer, GlaxoSmithKline, and Takeda

maintain a presence in San Diego to foster collaboration with major

research institutes, universities, and small biotechnology companies.

These unique assets, combined with one of the most talented

workforces in the world, make San Diego one of the top life sciences

markets in the world.

San Diego County is a home to many accelerators and incubators, such

as: BioLabs San Diego, Bio, Tech and Beyond, EvoNexus, FabLab,

HeraHub, HerLabs, Jlabs-San Diego, LabFellows, MakerPlace, North

County Biotech Incubator, The Basement, Wireless Health Club.

Orange County’s Life Sciences industry has become one of the primary

drivers of economic growth in the county. Orange County’s industry

accounts for a total employment of more than 164,000 people.

Distributed over sectors such as Biotech, Pharmaceuticals and Medical

Device Manufacturing, Orange County’s Life Sciences industry is

responsible for more than $35.3 billion in annual economic activity.

Notably, Orange County is considered a hub in both the Medical

Device/Diagnostics sector and the Biopharmaceuticals sector. One of

the more prominent leaders in these sectors is Edwards Lifesciences,

considered the global leader in the science of heart valves and

hemodynamic monitoring. Orange County is also home to Abbott

Medical Optics, which employs 525 people locally and is a recognized

international leader in advanced vision technologies.

With an economic impact of more than $11.6 billion, Orange County’s

Biopharmaceuticals sector directly employed nearly 4,300 people in

2013. Allergan, an international leader biopharmaceutical development

and commercialization, is headquartered in Orange County and is the

largest employer in this sector is with more than 2,400 employees

based here.

Industry Clusters in CA: Global Centers for Biotech Industry

Sources: locationoc.com; ca.gov; sandiegobusiness.org 151
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California Innovation Hubs Focusing on Longevity: Mission Bay 

Mission Bay is a global hub of the life science and biotech sectors, supported by world-class labs and scientists at UCSF, QB3 and Gladstone

Institutes, along with private sectors leaders such as Bayer, Fibrogen and Nektar. It ranks third among American clusters specialised in life

sciences.

Over the last decade, The University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) completed the first phase of a recognised research and teaching campus

and played a leading role in the creation of the cluster, where university and industry environments work together on cutting edge research.

Academic research programmes and facilities that have been established in the University campus include Sandler Neurosciences Center, which

offers leading programmes in clinical and fundamental research specialising in neurological disorders and promoting brain health over the

lifespan. It houses:

The Memory and Aging 

Center

The Department of 

Neurology

The Center of the WM Keck 

Foundation for Integrated 

Neurosciences 

The Institute for 

Neurodegenerative Diseases

Sources: frenchtechhub.com 152
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California Innovation Hubs Focusing on Longevity: Aging 2.0

Introducing Aging 2.0

Aging 2.0 is a geographically decentralized, largely volunteer-run network which strives to accelerate innovation to address the biggest
challenges and opportunities in aging. Aging 2.0’s international, interdisciplinary and intergenerational community has grown to 40k+
innovators across 20+ countries. Their volunteer-run chapter network, which spans 80+ cities, has hosted more than 550 events around
the world. Aging2.0 describes its team as “small-but-mighty”. It is based in San Francisco, California with Chapter Ambassadors in more
than 80 cities around the globe.

Seeking Startups

Aging 2.0’s annual process begins with the Global Startup Search, when the Aging 2.0 network searches the world for the best aging-
focused startups. Each year, hundreds of startups from up to 17 countries apply to pitch at the 30 Global Startup Search local chapter
pitch events. After a series of pitch events in March and April across 12 countries, 29 startups are selected as Semi-Finalists.

Sources: Images aging2.com

http://www.aging.com
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California Innovation Hubs Focusing on Longevity: Aging 2.0

Optimize Conference

After months of searching the globe to find the very best aging-focused startups, these
startups subsequently make pitches at the Aging2.0 OPTIMIZE conference every
November in San Francisco. Attendees can meet them in the exhibit hall and will see
them pitch in person during the Global Startup Search Finals.]

Winners

Applications came from all around the world, and many of the projects invested in by
Aging2.0 border on the AgeTech category defined in these documents. They include
dementia products such as Unforgettable, movement stabilizers such as Steadiwear,
the AI aging-in-place platform Uniper, and technologies such as OnGuardian and
SilverBills for ensuring that necessary daily financial and care information is brought to
the user and their family’s attention.

The geographical locations of Aging 2.0’s 2017 Global Startup Search Finalists

Sources: Images aging2.com

http://www.aging.com
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California Innovation Hubs Focusing on Longevity: Silicon Valley

Silicon Valley is known as an “Innovation Hub”, which means it is a social community that fosters technological trends, innovation, and industry-

specific insights. This Innovation hub is essential for the growth of the tech, life science industry as it condenses some of the largest companies

along with the small startup companies to allow for collaboration and growth in one area, such as Longevity. Some Silicon Valley scientists

believe they are on the cusp of discovering the nature of aging, and achieving the unthinkable: rejuvenation.

Calico
Google`s $1.2 billion research centre Calico, or the California Life Company, aiming to achieve the 
tech giant's boldest ambition yet – extend the human lifespan

Genentech They are focusing on developing drugs for age-related neurodegenerative disorders

Google X
They are working on "ingestible tech" that they hope will go some way towards keeping us alive 
and healthy for longer

QB3 East Bay 

Innovation 

Center

The innovation hub for the University of California system, QB3 has multiple locations that focus
on advancement in the life sciences and bio-technology. QB3 acts as an accelerator and provides
funding for seed-stage companies

Johnson & 

Johnson 

Innovation 

JLABS

This new global scenario aroused Johnson & Johnson Innovation to invest in external
partnerships, inviting startups to engage in finding solutions for Healthy Aging

MBC Bio Labs
This accelerator connects partners like Pfizer, JLABS with small life sciences companies like
Deciduous Therapeutics making strides in their fields such as promoting healthy lifespan. MBC
Bio Labs also provides startups with access to working space and equipment

Y Combinator They invest in companies that will allow us to live longer and healthier lives.

Sources: medium.com 155
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California Innovation Hubs Focusing on Longevity: San Diego's Life 

Sciences Cluster
San Diego’s life sciences cluster is a major driver its innovation economy. The region is home to more than 1,225 life science companies and

more than 80 independent and university-affiliated research institutes. These research institutes, which include The Scripps Research Institute

and the Sanford Burnham Prebys Medical Discovery Institute, provide the region’s life sciences cluster with life-changing technologies that fuel

company growth and product development. These unique assets, combined with one of the most talented workforces in the world, make San

Diego one of the top life science markets in the world

Pfizer
A significant part of their work is to develop treatments that improve longevity and quality of life 
for patients with rare diseases

Human 

Longevity, Inc.

They plan to sequence one million human genomes in order to build the world's largest database
of human genetic variation. By looking at the DNA, they hope to discover a common feature
among those living longer

Illumina
They work on genomics data and other healthcare information to unlock the secrets of longer 
human lives

ResMed Pioneering innovative medical devices and solutions to help treat sleep disorders

Janssen R&D, 

LLC
They find strategies to prevent illnesses associated with aging or lifestyle

Ely Lilly
Their new therapeutic modalities and biologic understanding are opening up new target 
possibilities to tackle the most significant health challenges our aging societies face and provide 
valuable new treatments

Sources: sandiegobusiness.org 156
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California Innovation Hubs Focusing on Longevity: QB3

QB3 is the University of California’s hub for innovation and entrepreneurship in life

science. The institute supports UC researchers and empowers Bay Area

entrepreneurs to launch startup companies and partner with industry. With five

incubators, two seed-stage venture capital firms, and a special initiative in medical

devices — the Rosenman Institute — QB3 helps bio-entrepreneurs create high-value

jobs and brings more than $750 million into the Bay Area each year.

QB3 also launched Pitch Summits to meet the needs of both investors and

entrepreneurs. Each cycle, life-science startups from a specific sector will apply to

take part in the upcoming Summit. QB3 picks 40 companies and an expert panel will

winnow the field down to the top 10-15 entries. Entrepreneurs and investors can

interact confidentially through a custom-designed platform, and the selected

startups will pitch the investors on the day of the Summit.

QB3 also helps life science startups find seed-stage money to cross the Valley of

Death.

Sources: QB3 157
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California: Home of Top Longevity-Focused Educational Institutions and 

Research Laboratories 

Research Topics:

● Sedentary Behavior & Exercise

● Mentally Sharp

- Cognitive Health

- Decision-Making

- Perception

Stanford Center on 

Longevity

University of 

Southern California 

Longevity Institute

University of 

California, Berkeley

Research Topics:

● Young Blood Therapy

● Pharmacology

● Neurodegeneration

● Sleep Function

● Bioengineering

Research Topics:

● Bioengineering

● Diet and Exercise

● Pharmacology

● Regeneration

“We are imagining a future where 

age really is just a number. From 

research on the causes of 

Alzheimer's to new treatments to 

reverse the aging process, we are 

working to ensure everyone can live 

well into old age”

“Our mission is to accelerate and 

implement scientific discoveries, 

technological advances, behavioral 

practices, and social norms so that 

century long lives are healthy and 

rewarding”

“Because of the unique tradition of 

aging research, the broad longevity-

related research, we represent one of 

the leading institutes for 

translational research on aging and 

age-related diseases”

Sources: stanford.edu; berkeley.edu; usc.edu 158
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California: Home of Top Longevity-Focused Educational Institutions and 

Research Laboratories 

Research Topics:

● Cardiology

● Nutrition & Exercise

● Pharmacogenetics

● Telomere Length

● Cancer

California Health & 

Longevity Institute

The Buck Institute 

for Research on 

Aging

UCLA Longevity 

Center

Research Topics:

● Memory

● Genetic and Nongenetic 

Factors of Neurodegeneration

● Treatment for Depression

Research Topics:

● Exercise, Nutrition & 

Metabolism

● Senescence & Inflammation

● Reproductive Longevity

● Regeneration

“We are focused on helping people 

live better, longer and achieve this 

mission through leading-edge 

research, innovative education, 

comprehensive patient care, and 

effective community service”

“We recognize that human nature is 

complex and that sustainable 

change requires both physical and 

mental transformation. We 

passionate about helping others lead 

longer, healthier lives”

“We bring together the most capable 

scientists in an environment that 

encourages open collaboration for 

the purposes of identifying and 

changing the ways in which we age”

Sources: chli.com; ucla.edu; buckinstitute.org 159
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California: Home of Top Longevity-Focused Educational Institutions and 

Research Laboratories 

Research Topics:

● Geriatric Assessment

● Neurodisorders

● Dementia

● Mental Health

Institute on Aging
Stanford/VA 

Alzheimer's 

Research Center

UCSF Memory and 

Aging Center

Research Topics:

● Neurodegenerative Disorders 

Treatment

● Genetic Diagnosis

● Sleep Patterns

● Movement Disorders

● Memory & Dementia

Research Topics:

● Memory Disorders

● Alzheimer's Disease

● Sleep and NIRS study

● Brain Stimulation

“We seek to understand and 

promote brain health over the 

lifespan, we must acknowledge and 

address the health issues that 

accompany aging”

“We believe the future should be 

something to look forward to, at 

every age. We bring together 

pioneering experts and hands-on 

caregivers to make growing older 

better for Bay Area seniors and their 

families”

“We offer information, 

comprehensive diagnostic 

assessments of individuals with 

memory problems and  play an 

important role in developing a 

central pool of information on 

Alzheimer's disease in California”

Sources: ioaging.org; ucsf.edu; stanford.edu 160
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The Buck Institute for Research on Aging (“The Buck Institute”) is based in Novato, California and is the first independent biomedical research

institute in the world focused solely on aging. In its mission to extend healthspan, the Buck Institute engages in collaborations with various

Longevity-focused organizations.

SENS Research Foundation (“SRF”) is a California non-profit

organization working to transform the way the world researches and

treats age-related diseases. In collaboration with the Buck Institute,

SRF has launched research programs focused on age-related

neurodegenerative diseases and dysfunctional white blood cells.

One program is focused on finding treatments for Alzheimer’s and

Parkinson’s diseases and the mission of another program is to find

treatments to augment the response of the aging immune system to

senescent cells. The Buck lab contributes its globally renowned

expertise in age-related neurodegeneration.

Calico, LLC is a California research and development company backed

by Google - its mission is to combat aging and associated diseases. It

partnered with the Buck Institute for Research on Aging to support

research of Longevity and age-related diseases. Calico has the

opportunity to identify, fund and support innovative research, ranging

from basic biology to potential therapies for aging-associated

disorders.

“We are excited to forge this new partnership with Calico, which

represents a unique way for academic researchers focused on aging

and the biotech industry to work together,” said Brian K. Kennedy, PhD,

Buck Institute President and CEO.

Сollaborations on Healthy Aging and Longevity in California:

Buck Institute - Calico - SENS Foundation

Sources: leafscience.org 161
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The Buck Institute for Research on Aging, Insilico Medicine, and Juvenescence Ltd announced formation of Napa Therapeutics, Ltd., which will

focus on drug development aimed at a novel aging-related target. The Buck Institute is one of the leading research centers in the world focused

solely on research on aging and the elimination of age-related disease. Juvenescence is a bio-pharma company which develops therapies focused

on allowing people worldwide to live longer, healthier lives. Insilico Medicine is focusing on developing a high-performance AI platform for drug

development to treat cancer and age-related diseases. Insilico Medicine stands to earn more than $100M in milestone payments should the

program be successful.

"The Buck is excited to join forces with Insilico and Juvenescence as we work to eliminate the threat of age-related disease for this and future

generations." - Eric Verdin, MD, President and CEO of the Buck Institute.

Napa Therapeutics focuses on a novel target linked to one of the fundamental processes of aging and will develop small molecule drugs to address

this target.

The role of The Buck Institute in this significant collaboration is to provide qualified scientists from a variety of disciplines to attack the problem of

aging from all angles and thus eliminate the threat of age-related diseases.

Сollaborations on Healthy Aging and Longevity in California:

Buck Institute - Insilico Medicine - Juvenescence

Sources: eurekalert.org 162
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AI-powered Longevity biotechnology industry in CA comprises of various research institutions, companies and other organizations which

collaborate in order to reach a main goal: utilize a scientific approach to help humans live longer and healthier lives. One of such collaborations is

the cooperation between Enjin, SENS Research Foundation and Ethereum Foundation.

SENS Research Foundation (“SRF”) is a California non-profit organization working to transform the way the world researches and treats age-related

diseases.

Enjin is an information technology company which positions itself as a leading blockchain ecosystem developer and builds a suite of user-first

blockchain products that enable users to easily create, manage and integrate blockchain assets.

Ethereum is a blockchain-based distributed computing platform which main goal is to promote and support base layer research and development,

bringing decentralized protocols and tools to the world and empowering developers to produce next generation decentralized applications.

SRF launched the SENS NFT Donation Store, a donation platform that leverages the power of Enjin blockchain tools and Ethereum-powered ERC-

1155 assets to help spark a revolution in medical research paradigms and kickstart a true rejuvenation biotechnology industry.

Сollaborations on Healthy Aging and Longevity: SRF - Enjin - Etherium

Sources: blog.enjincoin.io; sens.enjin.io 163
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The mission of the Stanford Center on Longevity (the “Center”) is to “redesign long life”. The Center studies the nature and development of the

human lifespan, looking for innovative ways to use science and technology to solve the problems of people aged 50+ by improving the well-being of

people across all age groups, expediting transfer of knowledge from academia to the broader society. By bringing together academic experts,

business leaders and policy makers, the Center ensures that its work remains relevant, timely and responsive to the urgent realities of population

aging.

The Center’s Corporate Affiliates program aims to engage with businesses and organizations across the United States and the world. Affiliates

participate in Center’s work, building relationships with Stanford faculty and engaging in Center’s various programs and activities. This supports

Center’s mission and helps sustain the leading edge of research at Stanford University. Current Affliates are: AARP, Mercer, USAA, Fidelity, TD Bank.

Associate members: Bank of America Marrill Lynch, FINRA Investor Education Foundation, Great-West Financial and Sompo Japan.

Сollaborations on Healthy Aging and Longevity in California:

Stanford Longevity Center and Affiliates

Sources: stanford.edu; longevity.stanford.edu 164
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Сollaborations on Healthy Aging and Longevity in California: MOSES

Sources: eurekalert.org

The original benchmarking platform MOSES (Molecular Sets) is a result of collaboration between Insilico Medicine, Neuromation, and Alán Aspuru-

Guzik's laboratory. The researchers and teams are invited to contribute their datasets and models to extend the benchmarking platform.

Insilico Medicine is an artificial intelligence company dedicated to develop high-performance AI platform for drug development to treat aging-

associated diseases.

Neuromation is a California-based technology company pioneering the use of synthetic data to build more capable computer vision AI and to

transform industries by connecting, empowering, and growing the AI ecosystem.

Alán Aspuru-Guzik laboratory is an interdisciplinary research group at Harvard University working on developing and applying quantum computer

algorithms for applications in the physical sciences such as the simulation of molecules. They are working towards the acceleration of molecular

discovery by the combination of robotics, artificial intelligence to create what they call “self-driving laboratories”.

Their collective platform - MOSES - encompasses various machine learning techniques, in order to compare them on a standard dataset. It

implements several popular molecular generation models and ranks them based on a predefined set of metrics. MOSES aims to increase the pace

of drug discovery and facilitate sharing and comparison of new models. Such research in machine learning and in particular, deep learning, brings

up the issues of reproducibility and fair comparison of different approaches to develop an end-to-end drug discovery pipeline for age-related

diseases.
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Сollaborations on Healthy Aging and Longevity in California: CESCG

Sources: cirm.ca.gov

CIRM’s goal in establishing the CESCG (CIRM Center of Excellence in Stem Cell Genomics) is to apply genomics and bioinformatics approaches to

stem cell research to accelerate fundamental understanding of human biology and disease mechanisms, enhance cell and tissue production and

advance personalized cellular therapeutics.

The CESCG is composed of Operational Cores at Stanford University and at the Salk Institute and a Data Coordination and Management Core at the

University of California Santa Cruz, which currently support the following research programs:

● Center-initiated Projects: Two projects are applying advanced genomics approaches, one to explore cardiac disease and drug toxicity and the

other to investigate cell fate and identity. A third project is developing innovative bioinformatics tools to establish molecular network models

and to guide predictions of cell fate.

● Collaborative Research Program: Through the solicitation and participation in collaborative research projects, the CESCG provides stem cell

scientists throughout the state of California with access to cutting-edge genomics and bioinformatics technologies, and expertise and

assistance in experimental design and data analysis.”
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California Longevity-Focused Initiatives: Center for Digital Health 

Innovation at UCSF

Sources: CDHI

CDHI supports the discovery, innovation and implementation of digital health technologies by

providing developmental resources and leveraging external partnerships. In order to improve health

worldwide, they envision and realize new technologies, developed at UCSF and beyond, and

evaluate them in clinical settings. Guided by science, they catalyze the new era of precision

medicine.

CDHI aims to:

● Provide UCSF faculty, students, and staff with the essential support and resources to create and

incubate transformative technologies

● Leverage UCSF's clinical trial resources to test, validate, and iterate on novel technologies

● Focus on the integration of new technologies in real clinical environments

● Use their ecosystem for learning in order to design digital education for the next generation of

health leaders
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California Longevity-Focused Initiatives: Project Baseline by Verily

Sources: CDHI

Verily Life Science — a Google life sciences company owned by

Alphabet and based in San Francisco — develops tools to collect

and organize health data, then creating interventions and

platforms that put insights derived from that health data to use for

more holistic care management.

In partnership with both Duke University School of Medicine and

Stanford Medicine, the landmark study, part of its Project Baseline,

aims to collect health data from 10,000 participants over the

course of at least four years.

Using physical and biochemical traits of the study population,

researchers hope to better understand how people get sick, when

they get sick and identify any additional risk factors and

biomarkers leading up to disease, including diseases related to

both cardiovascular disease and cancer.

As of May 2019, Verily conducts mood study and type II diabetes

study; heart biomarker study and health study will shortly start.
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California Longevity-Focused Initiatives: All of Us Research Program

The All of Us Research Program awarded funds totaling $28.6 million to establish three genome centers around the country. These centers will

begin to generate genomic data from biosamples contributed by 1 million American volunteers. Ultimately, this information will become a critical

component in the program’s precision medicine research platform, a national resource to support studies on a variety of important health

questions. The All of Us Research Program is part of the National Institutes of Health.

The new All of Us Research Program Genome Centers will be led by:

● Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, with Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, and The University of Texas Health Science Center at

Houston (UTHealth)

● The Broad Institute, Cambridge, Massachusetts, with Color, Burlingame, California, and the Laboratory for Molecular Medicine at Partners

HealthCare, Cambridge, Massachusetts

● Northwest Genomics Center at the University of Washington, Seattle

The All of Us Research Program is one of the country’s most ambitious biomedical research efforts ever undertaken. It aims to build a nationwide

community of 1 million or more participants from all walks of life, including groups that have been historically underrepresented in research. So

far, more than 110,000 people have registered with the program to begin the participant journey, and more than 60,000 have completed all

elements of the core protocol.

In addition to producing genome data for researchers, the genome centers will analyze the data for genetic results to be responsibly returned to

participants. Initially, these results will include information about a set of 59 genes known to be associated with risk of certain diseases and

information about drug-gene interactions (pharmacogenomics) that may help inform what medications might be best suited for particular

conditions. In the future, information about participants’ ancestry and traits will also be available.
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The mission of California Institute for Regenerative Medicine (CIRM) is to accelerate stem cell treatments to patients with unmet medical needs.

The objective of The Discovery Program is to support exploratory research leading to the discovery of novel stem cell technologies to improve

patient care.

1) The Inception Awards. The Inception Awards Program provides seed funding to support the exploration of transformational ideas that

hold the potential to greatly impact the field of human stem cell research, but that require the generation of additional data to be

competitive for larger funding opportunities through CIRM or other sources.

1) The Quest Awards. The Quest Awards Program promotes the discovery of promising new stem cell-based technologies that could be

translated to enable broad use and ultimately, improve patient care. Projects funded through the Quest Awards should propose technology

that is uniquely enabled by human stem/progenitor cells or directly reprogrammed cells, or uniquely enabling for the advancement of stem

cell-based therapies.

The objective of Translational Research Projects is to create a highly competitive opportunity for promising stem cell-based projects that

accelerate completion of translational stage activities necessary for advancement to clinical study or broad end use.

With Clinical Trial Stage Projects, CIRM intend to speed up support for clinical stage candidate stem cell treatments that demonstrate scientific

excellence. Under this initiative, the Institute will provide funding for eligible projects that are completing late stage preclinical development

through any stage of clinical trial activity.

The goal of Funding Opportunity for Conference Grants is to create a highly competitive opportunity for CIRM to support valuable mission-

specific scientific conferences. Under this program, CIRM will only accept applications for review of conferences aligned with CIRM’s short and

long-term goals. In addition, CIRM may issue specific requests for applications to develop a conference in collaboration with CIRM to fulfill a

specifically defined need.

Sources: ca.gov
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The University of California, San Francisco runs the California Initiative to Advance Precision Medicine (CIAPM) will provide $7.2 million in new

funding to support to new precision medicine research projects.

The CIAPM was established in 2015 with $3 million in initial funding as a partnership between California, the UC system, and other public and

private entities to advance precision medicine-focused data, tools, and applications. The initiative, which is hosted by UCSF, currently supports

two projects: the California Kids Cancer Comparison, which is using bioinformatics to identify treatment options for children with intractable

cancer; and the Precision Diagnosis of Acute Infectious Diseases, which is using genetic sequencing to diagnose patients with infections.

With the new funding, the CIAPM aims to fund up to six new projects that leverage existing technological and data resources in California and will

be selected in a two-stage competitive peer-review process later this year. It will also use the money to support an analysis of the precision

medicine ecosystem in the state to promote new public/private collaborations.

The funding opportunity is open to any public, private, academic, or nonprofit institution in the state, UCSF noted.

Sources: clearityfoundation.org
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California: Top Life Science and Healthcare Startups 

Science today is developing at unprecedented speed, and technological

development attracts a large amount of investment in this area. As a result,

there is a huge number of startups, especially in recent years. News portals

Biospace and Healthcare Weekly have presented Tops Startups lists in this

area. To come up with a Top 20, BioSpace and Healthcare Weekly sorted

companies into that age grouping, and they were then weighted by a number

of different categories and finally ranked in a cumulative fashion, based on

the points awarded for each category. These categories were: Finance,

Collaborations, Pipeline, Sales and Editorial (methodology below).

• Finance: One (1) point was awarded for each $10 million in

seed financing or seed money that was raised.

• Collaborations: Two (2) points were awarded if the company

was a spinout from a well-known company or institution, had signed

developmental or commercial agreements or partnerships. Two points for

each collaboration.

• Pipeline: Two (2) points were given if the company had a

compound or device in an ongoing clinical trial. Two points for each

compound or device.

• Sales: Five (5) points were added if the company had an actual

product or service to sell.

• Editorial: The editor awarded up to ten (10) points to some

companies for either particularly interesting areas of science and technology,

or for working in a particularly broad and open market. Factors such as

awards for a product, founder or scientists were also taken into account.
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Points: 15 (According to BioSpace and Healthcare Weekly methodology)

Founded in 2014, Freenome seeks to radically transform the way medicine is

practiced, equipping people everywhere with the knowledge and tools they

need to maintain a healthier life and one day hope to prevent disease

altogether.

They utilize an Adaptive Genomics Engine (AGE) to evaluate genetic health

and diagnoses based on cell-free DNA data in the blood for early detection of

cancer and other diseases.

Today, Freenome works with the University of California, San Francisco,

Moores Cancer Center at UC San Diego Health and Massachusetts General.

Closed a $65 million Series A round led by Andreessen Horowitz and joined

by GV (Google Ventures), Polaris Partners, Charles River Ventures, Eric

Schmidt’s Innovation Endeavors, Spectrum 28, and Asset Management

Ventures. Previous investors include Data Collective and Founders Fund.

They are utilizing an Adaptive Genomics Engine (AGE) to evaluate genetic

health and diagnoses based on cell-free DNA data in the blood for early

detection of cancer and other diseases.

Sources:freenome.com
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Points: 12 (According to BioSpace and Healthcare Weekly methodology)

Cirius Therapeutics is a clinical-stage pharmaceutical company focused on

the development of innovative therapies for the treatment of liver and

metabolic diseases.

Cirius is developing MSDC-0602K, second-generation insulin sensitizer, a

novel, once-daily, oral small molecule for the treatment of nonalcoholic

steatohepatitis (NASH) with fibrosis. MSDC-0602K is designed to selectively

modulate the mitochondrial pyruvate carrier (MPC), which mediates at the

cellular level the effects of overnutrition, a major cause of NASH and other

metabolic disorders.

Cirius was founded based on the discovery of the modulatory effect of

thiazolidinediones on the mitochondrial pyruvate carrier (MPC), and the

resulting improvements in cellular glucose metabolism, in which Cirius’ co-

founder Jerry Colca, Ph.D., played a key role.

Cirius Therapeutics, formerly known as Octeta Therapeutics, launched with a

$40 million Series A in April 2017. A previous $16 million was raised by

Octeta.

Sources: ciriustx.com
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Points: 9 (According to BioSpace and Healthcare Weekly methodology)

Apollomics is committed to the discovery and development of oncology

combination therapies. They believe that combination regimens can achieve

clinically meaningful, durable responses that will allow us to enhance

outcomes for patients.

They have in-licensed their assets from multiple partners and built strong

collaborations to advance their pre-clinical and clinical development

programs. When developing an asset, Apollomics begins with rigorous IND-

enabling studies to establish sound mechanistic and scientific rationale and

guide our development path.

Apollomics also known as CBT, they closed on a $9.75 million Series A

financing in August 2016 led by Orbimed Asia, which along with $5 million in

seed funding from its parent company, Crown Bioscience International, brings

its operating capital to $14.75 million.

The company has four development-stage assets, including CBT-101, an oral

c-Met inhibitor that targets the epithelial to mesenchymal transition (IEMT)

pathway in cancers. Apollomics` CBT-501 began enrollment in a Phase I trial

in March 2017 for solid tumors in the U.S and CBT-101 is in a Phase I clinical

trial in China with its China partner, Beijing Pearl Biotechnology Co.

Sources: apollomicsinc.com
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Points: 5 (According to BioSpace and Healthcare Weekly methodology)

Jecure Therapeutics Inc., is a biotechnology company with novel drug

discovery programs targeting serious inflammatory diseases.

Jecure Therapeutics is focused on the discovery of novel therapeutics for the

treatment of fatty liver disease, NASH, and fibrosis. Their scientific founder is

Dr. Ariel Feldstein, Division Chief of Gastroenterology at UCSD School of

Medicine and a leading physician scientist in hepatology. Jecure Therapeutics

combines cutting-edge academic biology with deeply experienced

pharma/biotech scientists who are dedicated to discovering novel and

impactful therapeutics for the treatment of liver disease.

Jecure Therapeutics launched with a $20 million Series A round by Versant

Ventures to develop programs for non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) and

fibrosis.

In 2018 Jecure Therapeutics Inc., announced a definitive agreement by which

it will be acquired by Genentech, a member of the Roche Group. With this

acquisition, Genentech obtains full rights to Jecure’s entire preclinical

portfolio of NLRP3 inhibitors.

California’s Top Biotech Startups: Jecure Therapeutics
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Points: 4 (According to BioSpace and Healthcare Weekly methodology)

Founded in 2016, Fortis Therapeutics is an immune-oncology company

focused on the development of an antibody drug conjugate (ADC) for multiple

myeloma (MM) and late stage prostate cancer including both the

adenocarcinoma and neuroendocrine types.

The ADC target Fortis Therapeutics is pursuing is part of the tumor immune

defense shield and is highly expressed throughout tumor development and

thus differs from the majority of previous ADC targets that were

predominantly lineage markers. Although the target receptor is highly

expressed in late stage prostate cancer, it is further up-regulated following

standard of care treatment with abiraterone (Abi) or enzalutamide, making it

an attractive ADC target following the development of Abi resistance. In

multiple myeloma, the genes encoding the target receptor are amplified as

part of the chromosome amplification seen in a large number of MM patients

with poor prognosis. The ADC is currently in late stage development and is

expected to enter the clinic in 2018.

Founded with an $18 million Series A in September 2016 led by Avalon

Ventures and joined by Bregua, Lilly Asia Ventures, Osage University Partners,

and Vivo Capital.

Sources: coipharma.com
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Points: 4 (According to BioSpace and Healthcare Weekly methodology)

Surrozen is discovering and developing novel regenerative medicines with a

focus on unlocking the powerful self-renewal properties of the body through

specific control of the Wnt signaling pathway.

The Wnt pathway plays a critical role in stem cell maintenance, tissue

regeneration and other important developmental processes. Abnormalities in

the Wnt pathway have been linked to many human diseases, revealing a

powerful underlying biology with relevance to a broad spectrum of organs and

tissues. Surrozen is implementing a platform of “surrogate” Wnt molecules to

selectively activate the Wnt pathway for the treatment of injury and disease —

overcoming key hurdles that have held back industry-wide drug development

efforts in this promising area of biology.

Surrozen closed a $33 million Series A financing led by The Column Group in

February 2017.

One of the company’s founders, Roeland Nusse, the Virginia and Daniel K.

Ludwig Professor of Cancer Research and Professor of Developmental

BIology at Stanford University School of Medicine, won the 2017

Breakthrough Prize in Life Sciences for his work on the Wnt pathway.

California’s Top Biotech Startups: Surrozen
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Points: 3 (According to BioSpace and Healthcare Weekly methodology)

Immune-Onc Therapeutics (“Immune-Onc”) is a newly established

biopharmaceutical company focused on developing innovative therapeutic

antibodies for cancer treatment. The Company is applying the latest scientific

insights and expertise in drug development to advance novel immuno-

oncology products and bring new treatment options to cancer patients.

A Series A financing of $7 million in September 2016 by investors that include

Fame Mount Limited and CLI Ventures.

One of the company’s founders is Charlene Liao, former project team leader

at Genentech.

California’s Top Biotech Startups: Immune-Onc Therapeutics
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Points: 1 (According to BioSpace and Healthcare Weekly methodology)

Apostle is a biotechnology company developing a novel bioinformatics-

enabled nanotechnology aimed for early cancer detection. This new approach

will enable the early assessment of the cancerous signals in human

peripheral blood plasma, which is believed to have a significant impact on the

global healthcare landscape in both developed countries and emerging

markets.

Apostle MiniMaxTM technology offers a revolutionary 10%-10X higher

efficiency to capture and isolate the circulating cell-free genetic materials.

Raised $2.35 million in one round from Amino Capital, ShangBay

Capital,Westlake Ventures, and individual investors.

Co-founder is David Dongliang Ge, former president of BioSciKin and former

director of Bioinformatics at Gilead Sciences.

California’s Top Biotech Startups: Apostle
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Verge Genomics, co-founded by Alice Zhang and Jason Chen, working on

saving lives by streamlining the medical trial process. Every year, billions of

dollars are wasted on testing drugs that do not work. It is estimated that to

successfully place a drug on the market, 1.3 billion dollars are spent on R&D

and FDA approval.

Verge Genomics employs a unique approach that uses artificial intelligence to

determine which drugs have a higher likelihood of success. With their

innovative approach, the company plans to help big pharma better determine

which drugs to advance through the FDA approval process and which to

abandon because they are unlikely to succeed.

California’s Top Biotech Startups: Verge Genomics
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Combining state-of-the-art antibody technology and recent discoveries in

neuroimmunology Alector is on a mission to combat neurodegenerative

diseases.

According to Pitchbook (a financial data and software company), “The

company’s antibody technology generates and validates antibody drugs with

functional properties that engage disease-altering targets and develops novel

therapeutics for Alzheimer’s disease and other neurodegenerative disorders,

enabling physicians to harness the immune system to fight dementia and

neurodegeneration.” CEO Arnon Rosenthal hopes that his solution will

strengthen and revitalize immune cells to help fight, and possibly cure, these

diseases.

Alector’s current focus is on combating Alzheimer’s by developing antibody

therapies that could help prevent neurodegeneration.

Sources: alector.com; healthcareweekly.com
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3) Prevention

Health coaches, both human and virtual, help patients to manage their

own health and to prevent complications. Apps assign to patients their

daily tasks and goals, which would help them to stay on track.

California Technological Advances: Telehealth Network

Having a population of more than 40 million people, California is

currently the most populous state in the US. This also means that the

amount of people who need affordable and efficient healthcare is

greater. Nowadays, the state has only one practicing doctor for every

570 people, which indicates a possible shortage of workforce in this

field. This has caused healthcare providers turn to using technology to

coping with this problem. The following three ways of using digital

health technologies are used:

1) Virtual Visits

Californians live all across the state, however, the healthcare workforce

is concentrated mostly in coastal areas. For more than 5 million people

living in rural areas of the state, it is much harder to get a proper

treatment. Thus, virtual doctor visits or Telehealth was established. It

makes it possible for people to have convenient video visits with

doctors hundreds of miles away;

2) Automation

In the underserved areas, doctors are seeing a lot of patients every day.

However, great amount of their time is also spent on completing

administrative tasks, which is cutting the time directly spent with the

patients. To address this, many clinics are using tools that automate

time-consuming tasks like filing notes in a patient’s records. Also,

artificial intelligence powered assistants, which transcribe verbal notes

and add them to patient’s file, are used.
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California Technological Advances: Geroscience R&D

Bioinformatics

Functional genomics or 
transcriptome profiling 
experiments generate terabytes of 
raw data to make predictions 
about genes and molecules that 
mediate lifespan or other age-
associated traits

New Level Flow 

Cytometry

The platform enables high-
dimensional analysis of expression 
of surface markers, reporter genes, 
and secreted proteins, ion 
mobilization and mitochondrial 
function

Metabolomics

The analysis of metabolites and 
peptides from biofluids and 
tissue extracts. This has 
provided novel insights into the 
metabolic connections that 
regulate numerous disease 
states

Bioinformatic

s

Functional genomics or 
transcriptome profiling 
experiments generate terabytes of 
raw data to make predictions 
about genes and molecules that 
mediate lifespan or other age-
associated traits

Flow 

Cytometry

The platform enables high-
dimensional analysis of expression 
of surface markers, reporter genes, 
and secreted proteins, ion 
mobilization and mitochondrial 
function

Metabolomics

Genetics and 
Genomics

New platform - the Miniature-
chemostat Aging Device (MAD) -
facilitates assessment of the 
transcriptional and chromatin 
landscapes of aging yeast

Regenerative 

Medicine

The analysis of gene expression 
in the regenerated tissues and 
investigation of the regenerative 
competency and homeostatic 
stability of tissue samples

Telomere 

Length 

Distribution

The detection of individual 
differences in telomere length 
data allows to compare cell 
proliferation between individuals 
and identify abnormal stem cell 
dynamics, which affects the risk 
of stem cell related diseases
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California Technological Advances: Geroscience R&D

RepleniSENS

New technologies in transplantology allow 
cells and organs to be custom-made for the 
recipient from his own cells. The company 
has already used it to replace the blood of 
chemotherapy patients or the kidneys of 
dialysis patients.

AmyloSENS

Extracellular junk is a form of damage 
that associated with aging and occurs 
between structural protein. It can be 
removed from the  areas of the body by 
specialized antibodies that hone in 
specifically on them.

MitoSENS

The strategy is to protect cells from 
harm that mitochondrial mutations 
cause,  by putting “backup copies” of 
the mitochondrial genes into the 
nucleus, where they cannot be 
damaged by free radicals.

Bioinformatic

s

Functional genomics or 
transcriptome profiling 
experiments generate terabytes of 
raw data to make predictions 
about genes and molecules that 
mediate lifespan or other age-
associated traits

Flow 

Cytometry

The platform enables high-
dimensional analysis of expression 
of surface markers, reporter genes, 
and secreted proteins, ion 
mobilization and mitochondrial 
function

Metabolomics

Sources: sens.org; wikipedia.org

ApoptoSENS

GlycoSENS

AmyloSENS

LysoSENS

Senescence is a phenomenon where cells 
are no longer able to divide, but also do 
not die and let others divide. Cells in 
this state could be eliminated by forcing 
them to apoptose and healthy cells
would multiply to replace them.

When too many cross-links form between 
cells in a tissue, the tissue can lose its 
elasticity and cause problems. SENS 
proposes to further develop drugs and 
enzymes to break links caused by sugar-
bonding

Harmful junk protein can accumulate 
outside of our cells. Junk outside cells 
might be removed by enhanced 
phagocytosis, and small drugs able to 
break chemical beta-bonds. The large 
junk in this class can be removed 
surgically.

Junk inside cells might be removed by 
adding new enzymes to the cell's natural 
digestion organ, the lysosome. These 
enzymes would be taken from bacteria, 
molds and other organisms that are 
known to completely digest animal 
bodies.
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As one of the most research intensive industries in the world, California biotech companies invest in discoveries for medicines and devices that

shape the future of healthcare throughout the world.

Biotech creates treatments and cures for diseases that were once considered a death sentence. At the state level, California is particularly

competitive in Biopharmaceutical Manufacturing; Medical Devices and Diagnostic Equipment; and Research activities. In 2017, State companies

and institutions received almost $3.8 billion in new research awards from the National Institutes of Health.

In California alone there are hundreds of groundbreaking and lifesaving treatments in development, including:

California Technological Advances: Life-Saving Therapeutics
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CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeat) sequences were

initially discovered in the E. coli genome in 1987. In 2012, Jinek et al. first

demonstrated that CRISPR could be programmed for targeted DNA cleavage in vitro.

Basically, CRISPR works as a molecular scissors that can trim away unwanted

pieces of genetic material and replace them with new ones. Easier to use than older

techniques, it has quickly become a preferred method of gene editing in research

labs. In 2014, MIT Technology Review called CRISPR “the biggest biotech discovery

of the century.”

If CRISPR turns out to be as important as scientists hope, commercial control over

the underlying technology could be worth billions.

Recently, The U.S. Patent Office issued a fourth patent for the CRISPR-Cas9 gene-

editing technology to the University of California. It also plans to allow three other

CRISPR patents in the near future.

California Technological Advances: CRISPR-Cas9 Race. University of 

California New Patents
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Company CRISPR application Investors Disclosed Funding

Mammoth Biosciences
Detecting the presence of diseases Mayfield Fund, 8VC, NFX, Tectonic 

Capital
$23M

Synthego
Enabling  scientists in their CRISPR based genetics 

research in an affordable, efficient and scalable 
manner

8VC, Intel Capital, Founders Fund, 
Menlo Ventures, AME Cloud 
Ventures, Jennifer Doudna

$49.5M

Caribou Biosciences Cellular engineering and analysis
Anterra Capital, F-Prime Capital 

Partners, Heritage Group, Novartis, 
Genoa Ventures, Jenny Rooke

$74.6M

Poseida Therapeutics
Developing  targeted cancer therapeutics and gene 

therapy for orphan diseases
Longitude Capital, Vivo Capital, 

Tavistock Life Sciences, Malin Corp
$84.5M

Benchling
Offering molecular biology R&D software that 
incorporates batch sequence design, CRISPR 

design, cloning software and lab notebook

Benchmark, F-Prime Capital, Fidelity 
Investments, Thrive Capital

$27.4M

Senti Biosciences

Building  the future of gene and cell-based 
therapies. Senti is a resident company of Johnson 

& Johnson Innovation, JLABS at South San 
Francisco

New Enterprise Associates, 8VC, 
Pear Ventures, Lux Capital, Menlo 
Ventures, Nest.Bio, Omega Funds, 

Goodman Capital

$53M

California Technological Advances: CRISPR-Cas9 Race. Top Startups in 

California
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California Technological Advances: Implementing of AI

California is poised to be a natural frontrunner in the race to prepare for

AI, given its large economy and location, which serves as the home

base for cutting-edge academia and private research into the

development and use of AI technology and applications. Yet, because

the field of AI is fast moving and changing, developing a strategic

statewide response will require both innovative and dynamic leadership.

California state government is underprepared to take the lead. It lacks

any single clear leadership and focus on the development and use of AI

technology and applications to improve internal and external operations

and services within an ethical framework. Nor has it begun the

necessary work to forecast and prepare for the inevitable changes the

new technology will impose on the state’s workforce and economy. This

void could leave California flatfooted in a highly competitive race for AI

superiority where only the winner takes all.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) 

estimates that the number of computer and 

information research science positions will 

increase by 19 percent between 2016 and 

2026.157 The California job market for 

computer and information research scientists 

is projected to increase by 22 percent 

between 2016 and 2026.

The February 2018 California Public Sector 

CIO Academy sponsored by Government 

Technology featured a panel discussion on 

intelligent and cognitive automation, including 

how government technology leaders can 

incorporate a range of solutions into their 

work, from simple bots to complex machine 

learning.

However, there are successful examples of AI application by the state

agencies, including the following:

The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation and the

Board of Parole Hearings use AI technology to operate the Correctional

Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions (COMPAS)

tool to determine if an inmate should be paroled.

The Department of Technology is beginning to consider ways AI can

make it easier for citizens to communicate with government and

conduct online research by, for instance, embedding AI chatbots on

CA.gov websites and expanding the department’s open data platform.

GO-Biz works with 15 regional innovation hubs across the state to

stimulate partnerships, economic development and job creation around

specific research clusters, including AI.
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Telemedicine companies ranging in category from urgent care to fertility have landed significant capital over the past few years.

Some notable venture-backed companies that have raised since the beginning of 2017:

Doctor shortages, healthcare costs, administrative burdens and lack of appointment availability are just a few of the consistent complaints from

both patients and physicians in the U.S. Telemedicine seems like a logical solution to at least some of those problems. On a basic level, a video visit

with a physician for urgent needs that can be treated without in-person diagnostic tests means patients can take care of their basic health needs

from their office or home.

The telemedicine space is an industry in which startups have led disruptive changes in regulations, according to Shubhra Jain, a former physician

who now leads healthcare investments at San Francisco-based Cota Capital.

Telemedicine startups haven’t stopped at video calls. Like other industries, mobile use, artificial intelligence, and direct-to-consumer business

models are playing a more influential role in the way that telemedicine companies interact with their customers. Further, not every company is sold

on the idea that patients want and need the video-visit for proper healthcare.

Company Location Total Funding (M USD)

1. Doctor On Demand San Francisco, CA $160,8

2. Healthtap Palo Alto, CA $87.90

3. The Pill Club Redwood City,CA $61.70

4. Nurx San Francisco, Ca $41.40

Sources: news.crunchbase.com

California Technological Advances: Telemedicine Companies
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Chrono Therapeutics is focused on improving clinical outcomes for patients battling addictions and living with neurological disorders via the

proprietary Integrated Dosing Solution, pioneering a new era of transdermal drug delivery designed to meet each patient's individual needs.

Chrono integrates timed drug delivery with personalized, mobile-phone-based digital support and unique data analytics to maximize compliance,

help patients manage hard to treat conditions and optimize clinical outcomes. Their transdermal system provides the right amount of drug at the

right time to maximize a drug's effectiveness.

INTEGRATED DOSING SOLUTION: FOUR TECHNOLOGIES, ONE SOLUTION

Compliance Monitoring and Assistance

The solution is designed to fit into existing daily patterns, with simple

adjustments needed only at bedtime. This emphasis on ease of use

and sensitivity to established daily life may help improve compliance

and potentially treatment outcomes. As a safety net, embedded

sensors and digital reminders are there to help people stay on track.

Data Analytics

To help patient progress, the system provides real-time analytical

feedback. This includes content such as days used, circumstances

around when the wearable help button is triggered, etc.

Aggregated de-identified data is delivered via a secure HIPAA

compliant infrastructure, providing health systems with the potential to

successfully administer treatments, programs and benefits.

Timed Drug Delivery

Standard medication patches deliver an inflexible daily dosing profile.

But for many indications, patients need a customized dosing profile,

with just the right amount of medication at specific times throughout

the day. When transdermal medication is optimally tuned to a patient's

needs, patients manage when and how much medication they receive

to optimally control their condition.

Behavioral Support

Based on cutting-edge behavior change science (Acceptance

Commitment Therapy and Cognitive Behavior Therapy) and developed

with leading experts from top institutions, Chrono’s mobile app

ensures people stay on track. Company’s behavioral support

comprises four aspects: Proactive Reminders, Clinically Tested

Education, Just-in-Time Help, Personalized Motivators.

Sources: chronothera.com

Key Developments of CA Digital Health Market: Chrono Therapeutics
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Around the country, states and healthcare systems have invested money in creating large-scale

information exchanges to improve quality of care and drive down burgeoning costs. Academic studies

show that the data networks are contributing to significant improvements in patient care through

giving providers access to clinical data critical for treating patients.

California first took a stab at creating a health information exchange back in the late 1990s in Santa

Barbara, modeling the project partly on the peer-to-peer song sharing service Napster. But now

California is making significant strides toward having its own statewide healthcare information

exchange. To date, more than half of the state’s 343 hospitals are already participating in some type of

an information network. And early next year, $50 million in state and federal money will be used to

fund further participation in non-profit health exchanges.

Claudia Williams, chief executive of the state’s largest health data network, Manifest MedEx, said

participation is accelerating as providers and hospitals move to value-based care focused on patient

outcomes instead of straight fee for services. Manifest’s membership has grown steadily since its

formation in mid-2017 through the merger of the Inland Empire Healthcare Information Exchange and

California Integrated Data Exchange (Cal INDEX). The merged entity has partnerships with small and

large provider groups and health plans including Blue Shield of California, Inland Empire Health Plan

and Anthem.

Networks like Manifest seek to help providers deliver improved care by giving them important insights

about their patients across the continuum from prescriptions and diagnostic tests to therapeutic

treatment. In the Inland Empire Foundation, a study showed that Manifest’s information helped

providers reduce hospital readmissions by as much 75 percent.

Sources: news.blueshieldca.com

Key Developments of CA Digital Health Market: Manifest MedEx
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Current State of Longevity Industry in California: Conclusions

This Chapter has examined the overall state of Longevity Industry in

California, including key scientific and technological advancements,

research institutions and centers, Longevity collaborations and

initiatives, unique startups and the state’s vibrant life sciences

ecosystem.

The Golden State fosters innovation in Longevity and Aging Science

and form a robust network of regional innovation mega-clusters, which

provide cutting-edge concepts in order to renew the whole life science

industry that increases annually: in 2018, there were 3,418 life science

companies in the state — 169 more than the previous year. Breaking it

down further, more than 1,570 are pharmaceutical and biotechnology

companies. The other 1,848 companies produce medical devices,

diagnostic tests, renewable energy, research tools and other products

and services. Besides, this field is continue growing!

In 2018, California companies have 1,332 medicines in that pipeline,

433 of those are intended to treat cancer, 134 for central nervous

system conditions and 123 for infectious diseases. In addition, in 2017

and 2018, California companies received 28 expedited approvals from

the FDA, accelerating the industry’s ability to get new treatments to

patients in critical need.

In medical devices, California companies received 454 product

approvals in 2017.

California’s excellent university system is one of the key drivers of the

state’s life sciences success. In 2018, the state had 10 universities in

the Shanghai Index 100 top universities.

Moreover, California is home to more than 50 independent and

university-affiliated research institutes focusing on Aging and

Longevity.

It is clear, California, with its enduring establishments, will continue to

play a central role in global Geroscience.
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California is the world’s fifth largest economy and is the most populous U.S. state. It is home to almost 40 million people, or 12.1% of the entire

U.S. population. Compared to the rest of United States, Californians take a progressive stance on Longevity - the state ranked second for life

expectancy at birth and third - for healthy life expectancy. However, on a global scale, California is lagging behind other leading world regions

with respect to these parameters, especially considering the amount of corresponding health expenditures.

Today, California’s long-held image of eternal youth is colliding with an inescapable reality: its population is getting old. To be exact, California is

facing a demographic shift of epic proportions: while its large Baby Boom cohort (individuals born between 1946 and 1964) had kept the state

younger than U.S. average for decades, that same cohort is currently contributing to the rapid aging of the population, a trend that started in

2016 when the Baby Boomers started going into retirement and is expected to last until 2036. In other words, the senior population of California

has started to increase faster than the rest of the country.

According to California Department of Finance, the share of Californians aged 65 and older will increase from 14% to 23% during 2016-2036 time

period and to 26% - by 2060, making it the fastest growing population cohort. It is projected that by 2030 people aged 65 and older will

constitute a larger share of the population than children (individuals aged under 18). There are other factors contributing to the aging of

California population, namely, lower fertility rates and greater longevity. Life expectancy at birth has increased from 78 years in 2000 to 81 years

in 2015, and is projected to increase to 86 years by 2060. In 2051, California is projected to join the ranks with Japan and several European

countries that have more deaths than births, however, migration is expected to keep the state’s population growth rate positive.

While the government of California has been among the pioneers for addressing the societal implications of aging for decades, the state is far

from being immune from the associated challenges - its elderly population is increasing rapidly, with several factors playing key roles, such as

exponential growth, particularly in the number of the oldest old; diversity; poverty and nearly doubling of the number of residents with

Alzheimer’s disease by 2030, which will drive up the already high costs of nursing home care. Governing a rapidly graying state means dealing

with higher overall healthcare costs, particularly for low-income seniors, as well as facing the retirement and long-term care crises. Further,

California’s Silver Tsunami places an enormous strain on the state’s already fragile and fragmented aging network. Unsurprisingly, the newly

elected Governor Gavin Newsom committed to addressing the aforementioned issues by creating a comprehensive California Master Plan on

Aging and Alzheimer’s Task Force.

Introduction: Key Facts
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The effects of a rapidly aging population, which is known colloquially as the “Silver Tsunami” or the “Age Wave”, will significantly impact all

Californians. The Government of California recognizes this and has an entire Aging Network in place focusing on the needs of the aging population

and related issues. In addition to existing measures, the government of the Golden State should learn to surf the state’s unprecedented Age Wave

– it is at an inflection point to ensure health and well-being of its rapidly expanding senior population as well as to implement policies and programs

responsive to these needs. These issues rightfully received significant attention during the state’s 2018 Governor race – it is noteworthy that

newly-elected Governor Gavin Newsom committed to addressing the looming senior care crisis and to creating a California Master Plan on Aging.

The purpose of this Chapter is to provide an overview of:

● Key demographic and economic data on California’s aging population

● Important existing and proposed measures by the government of California aimed at addressing the needs of the state’s senior population

● Examples of successful approaches to the Age Wave by other U.S. states as well as globally

● Recommendations to the Government of California regarding measures for properly addressing the state’s Silver Tsunami

Introduction: Chapter Outline

Sources: capradio.org | latimes.com | jamanetwork.com | money.usnews.com | worldpopulationreview.com | sandiegouniontribune.com | 
sandiegouniontribune.com | losangeles.cbslocal.com | dof.ca.gov (pdf) 196

http://www.capradio.org/130477
https://www.latimes.com/projects/la-pol-ca-next-california-demographics/
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2678018
https://money.usnews.com/money/retirement/aging/slideshows/most-rapidly-aging-states?onepage
http://worldpopulationreview.com/states/
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/opinion/the-conversation/sd-california-second-life-expectancy-in-nation-20180410-htmlstory.html
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/opinion/the-conversation/sd-california-second-life-expectancy-in-nation-20180410-htmlstory.html
http://www.capradio.org/130477
http://www.dof.ca.gov/Forecasting/Demographics/Projections/documents/P_PressRelease.pdf
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California: Home to the Largest Share of U.S. Population

Sources: World Population Review; California Department of Finance; 
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation (2017 data based on analysis of the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey) 197

http://worldpopulationreview.com/states/
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California: the Second Highest Life Expectancy At Birth in U.S.

Life expectancy at birth is one of the most frequently used health status indicators - it is defined as how long, on average, a newborn can expect

to live, if current death rates do not change. The actual age-specific death rate of any particular birth cohort cannot be known in advance - gains

in life expectancy at birth can be attributed to a number of factors, including rising living standards, improved lifestyle and better education, as

well as greater access to quality health services.

At 80.9 years, California residents boast the second highest life expectancy at birth in the country, second only to Hawaii’s of 81.3 years. The

underlying study by the Journal of the American Medical Association concluded that there are wide differences in the burden of disease at the

state level. Specific diseases and risk factors, such as drug use disorders, high body mass index, poor diet, high fasting plasma glucose level,

and alcohol use disorders are increasing and warrant increased attention.

Since 1980, when the state placed 20th in the ranking, Californians improved their lifestyle which resulted in significant increase in life

expectancy from 74.3 years to 80.9 years - the third largest increase among U.S. states during that time period. Today, the Golden State has the

third lowest share of obese adults, the fifth lowest share of adults who do not exercise, and the second lowest share of adults who smoke.

Further, California has the third lowest premature (adults under age 75) mortality rate in U.S.

Sources: JAMA Network; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services; Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD); USA Today; San Diego Tribune; Popular Science

U.S. States with Highest Life 

Expectancy at Birth

U.S. States with Lowest Life 

Expectancy at Birth

1. Hawaii, 81.3 years 50. Mississippi, 74.7 years

2. California, 80.9 years 49. West Virginia, 75.3 years 

3. Connecticut, 80.8 years 48. Alabama, 75.4 years

4. Minnesota, 80.8 years 47. Louisiana, 75.6 years

5. New York, 80.5 years 46. Oklahoma, 75.7 years
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https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2678018
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/02/21/average-life-expectancy-in-the-us-hawaii-top-state-for-a-long-life/39018551/
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/02/21/average-life-expectancy-in-the-us-hawaii-top-state-for-a-long-life/39018551/
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/opinion/the-conversation/sd-california-second-life-expectancy-in-nation-20180410-htmlstory.html
https://www.popsci.com/life-expectancy-declining#page-3
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California:  Life Expectancy at Birth - U.S. and Global Comparison
While California’s life expectancy at birth is currently 80.9 years, on U.S.-wide basis, this parameter is equal to 78.6 years, with males’ life

expectancy equalling to 76.1 years and females’ - to 81.1 years. In 2016, life expectancy at birth was highest for Hispanic persons at 81.8 years,

compared to 78.5 years for non-Hispanic white persons and 74.8 years for non-Hispanic black persons. Heart disease, cancer, unintentional

injuries, chronic lower respiratory diseases, stroke, Alzheimer’s disease, diabetes, influenza and pneumonia, kidney disease, and suicide were

among the top 10 leading causes of death. Overall, life expectancy in the United States has been increasing - a baby born in 2016 in the U.S. can

be expected to live 78.6 years on average, more than 7 years longer than a baby born in 1980. However, despite this overall increase, life

expectancy at birth decreased in recent years (starting from 2014) for the first time since 1993, largely due to increases in the unintentional drug

overdose death rate as well as growing rates of Alzheimer’s disease, suicide, chronic liver disease, and septicemia.

On a global level, U.S. and even its top-performing states for life expectancy are lagging behind other world regions with respect to this

parameter.

Global Life Expectancy at Birth 

(Source:  OECD)

1. Japan 84.1 years

2. Switzerland 83.7 years

3. Spain 83.4 years

4. Italy 83.3 years

5. Luxembourg 82.8 years

6. Australia 82.5 years

7. Israel 82.5 years

8. Norway 82.5 years

9. France 82.4 years

10. Korea 82.4 years
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Sources: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (Mortality in the United States, 2016); NCHS, National Vital Statistics System, Mortality; 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development - data compiled on April 2, 2019; USA Today; National Geographic

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databriefs/db293.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/hus/hus17.pdf%20%20(Table%2015%20and%20Figure%201)
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/02/21/average-life-expectancy-in-the-us-hawaii-top-state-for-a-long-life/39018551/
https://data.oecd.org/healthstat/life-expectancy-at-birth.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databriefs/db293.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databriefs/db293_table.pdf#4
https://data.oecd.org/healthstat/life-expectancy-at-birth.htm
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/02/21/average-life-expectancy-in-the-us-hawaii-top-state-for-a-long-life/39018551/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/culture/2018/12/life-expectancy-united-states/
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California:  Healthy Life Expectancy - Compared to Other U.S. States

An American born today can expect to live almost 79 years, which is approximately 4 years longer compared to 1990. However, healthy life

expectancy, defined as how long a person can live healthy, disability and disease-free life, increased by just 2.4 years during the same time

period. In other words, while Americans might live longer today than they used to, they are not necessarily living much healthier lives.

The researchers found that the average American can expect to live just 67.7 healthy years - growing rates of health problems like obesity and

diabetes, as well as the prevalence of drug use disorders (including opioid addiction) and alcohol use are among the key contributing factors.

Other health issues on the rise in the U.S. include cognitive diseases like Alzheimer's and hearing loss, which are edging out what used to be

some of the most common health issues in the country, such as major depression, lower back pain, and car crash injuries.

The number of years people can expect to live healthy, illness and injury-free lives in the U.S. is over 70 years in only two states: Minnesota and

Hawaii, with California lagging behind in the third place at 69.9 years.

Sources: Business Insider; JAMA Network

U.S. States with Longest Healthy 

Life Expectancy

U.S. States with Shortest Healthy

Life Expectancy

1. Minnesota - 70.3 healthy years 50.  West Virginia - 63.8 healthy years

2. Hawaii - 70.1 healthy years 49. Kentucky - 64.3 healthy years

3. California - 69.9 healthy years 48. Oklahoma - 64.5 healthy years

4. Washington - 69.1 healthy  years 47. Alabama - 64.6 healthy years

5. Vermont - 69 healthy years 46. Mississippi - 64.9 healthy years
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United States and CA:  Healthy Life Expectancy - Global Comparison

With its residents having a healthy life expectancy of 69.9 years, California finds itself among the top 3 states based on this criterion. However,

while the Golden State is ahead of U.S.-wide average of 67.7 years, on a global scale, this accomplishment is rather modest, especially

considering the staggering amount of expenditures allocated to healthcare in the United States. Notably, in 1960, Americans boasted the

highest life expectancy in the world, 2.4 years higher than the average for OECD countries. However, the U.S. started losing ground in the 1980s -

its life expectancy fell below the OECD average in 1998, plateaued in 2012, and is now 1.5 years lower than that average.

Sources: World Health Organization (compilation based on Annex B Part 1 of the report); Business Insider; Institute for Health Measures and 
Evaluation; Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD); The British Medical Journal

Country

Total

2016 

Population 

Life 

Expectancy at 

Birth (Years)

Healthy Life 

Expectancy at 

Birth (Years)

Health 

Expenditure 

per Capita ($)

Health 

Expenditure as 

% of GDP

Singapore 5,622,000 82.9 76.2 $2,280 4.3%

Japan 127,749,000 84.2 74.8 $3,733 10.9%

Spain 46,348,000 83.1 73.8 $2,354 9.2%

Switzerland 8,402,000 83.3 73.5 $9,818 12.1%

France 64,721,000 82.9 73.4 $4,026 11.1%

Cyprus 1,170,000 80.7 73.3 $1,563 6.8%

Canada 36,290,000 82.8 73.2 $4,508 10.4%

Italy 59,430,000 82.8 73.2 $2,700 9.0%

Iceland 332,000 82.4 73.0 $4,375 8.6%

Norway 5,255,00 82.5 73.0 $7,464 10.0%

R. of Korea 50,792,000 82.7 73.0 $2,013 7.4%

Israel 8,192,000 82.3 72.9 $2,756 7.4%

U.S.A. 322,180,000 78.5 68.5 $9,536 16.8%
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The World Happiness Report is a survey by the United Nations Sustainable Development Solutions Network that ranks 156 countries by how

happy their citizens perceive themselves to be (based on Gallup World Poll surveys). Interestingly, the surge of interest in happiness and public

policy owes much to United States - Professor Easterlin famously noted in 1974 that happiness in the U.S. had remained unchanged from 1946 to

1970 despite the significant rise of GDP per person - this finding became known as the Easterlin Paradox and it has continued to hold true until

today. The report’s happiness scores were determined by assessing the following variables: GDP per capita in terms of Purchasing Power

Parity, social support, healthy life expectancy, freedom, generosity (donating time and/or money), and absence of corruption.

United States: Global Happiness Ranking

Despite falling rates of violent crime and unemployment as well as a steady

rise of per capita income over the past few decades, happiness among

Americans did not rebound to the higher levels of the 1990s, continuing a slow

decline since at least 2000. World Happiness Report offers several

explanations behind this paradox: worsening health conditions; declining

social capital and social support; decreased confidence in government;

fundamental shifts in how Americans spend their leisure time as well as

formation of a mass-addiction society (substance abuse, excessive gambling,

immoderate use of digital media). Mass addition warranted a special mention

in the report: it was argued that the U.S.A.’s epidemics of addictions are

significantly contributing to rising rates of clinical depression and suicide,

overdoses related to substance abuse, growing obesity related to eating

addictions as well as dramatically rising adolescent depression (rooted in

excessive use of digital media).

U.S. society was urged to design a public policy built around well-being rather

than corporate profits and place the rising addiction rates under intensive

scrutiny as well to take actions to reverse the epidemics by introducing

measures aimed at reducing stress levels in society (including greater job

and healthcare security), lessening income inequality, promoting healthier

work-life balance and greater integration of health and well-being programs

at work, schools and communities.

Sources: World Happiness Report and sources referenced in the Report; 202
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California: Happiness Ranking - Compared to Other U.S. States
Happiness comes from a combination of factors, including a positive mental state, healthy body, strong social connections, job satisfaction and

financial well-being. One element that can have a big influence in this regard is where we choose to live. In its studies, WalletHub compared the

50 states and 182 of America’s largest cities across three key dimensions: (1) Emotional & Physical Well-Being, (2) Work Environment and (3)

Community and Environment, collectively encompassing 31 key metrics, ranging from depression to sports participation rate to income growth.

California ranked fifth in U.S., with nearly a quarter of its cities placing among the top 100 happiest cities in the nation, including 4 in the top 10.

Sources: WalletHub (States);  WalletHub (Cities) 203

https://wallethub.com/edu/happiest-states/6959/
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CITY OVERALL RANK 65-79 RANK 80+ RANK

Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario 100 100 100

Bakersfield 98 98 98

Stockton-Lodi 97 97 97

Fresno 90 91 87

Oxnard-Thousand Oaks-Ventura 86 81 92

Sacramento-Roseville-Arden-Arcade 82 75 79

Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim 56 51 66

San Diego-Carlsbad 22 20 28

San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara 16 18 16

San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward 10 9 10

Cities in California: Best for Aging

In a recent report, published by Milken Institute Center for Future Aging, California was stated to have plenty cities, which are suitable for successful

aging. They were listed in a rating among other top-100 cities in US, named 100 Large Metros. California cities occupy a total amount of 10 in this

rating, which is shown in a table below. This ranking was executed, using different metrics. The data was collected from various sectors, such as

Financial Security, Education, Employment, Wellness etc., and each sphere was given a weight factor, unique for each age group, which is seen below.

The biggest possible indicator in this rating is 100, and, as we are able to see, more than a half of cities in California are on the highest positions in the

list, which indicates a complex and effective approaches to aging in this state.

204Sources: https://assets1c.milkeninstitute.org/assets/Publication/ResearchReport/PDF/Best-Cities-for-Successful-Aging-2017.pdf

https://assets1c.milkeninstitute.org/assets/Publication/ResearchReport/PDF/Best-Cities-for-Successful-Aging-2017.pdf
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Currently, California’s median age is 36.2 years, which, compared to 37.8 years for the entire country, makes it the 7th-youngest state in U.S. (Utah

tops the list at 30.7 years). However, the state is yet to embrace an unprecedented demographic shift - the so-called “Silver Tsunami” or the “Age

Wave” - while its large Baby Boom cohort (born in 1946-1964) had kept California younger than U.S. average for decades, that same group now

contributes to the rapid aging of the population, a trend that started in 2011 when Baby Boomers started going into retirement.

California: Facing an Epic Age Wave  - 2016-2060 Projections

By 2036, the state’s median age is projected to increase to 41 years, and to 45 years in 2060.

According to California Department of Finance, the share of Californians aged 65 and older will

increase from 14% to 23% during 2016-2036 time period and to 26% - by 2060, making it the

fastest growing population cohort. It is projected that by 2030 people aged 65 and older will

constitute a larger share of the population than children. California’s population cohort aged 60

and older is undergoing a transformation - between 1970 and 2016, the number of its seniors grew

from 2.5 million to 7.8 million, an increase of 212%. This trend is estimated to continue as the

cohort aged 60 years and older is estimated to grow to 14.7 million by 2060, an increase of 88%

from 2016.

While the overall population aged 60 years and older is growing rapidly, changes within specific

segments of this age group are occurring at different rates. The fastest growth will take place

during the next 30 years as the Baby Boomers reach age 60. Between 2010 and 2030, California’s

population cohort aged 85 years and older is estimated to increase by more than 70%. While

604,139 Californians were aged 85 years and older in 2010, by 2050, an estimated 2.26 million

individuals will be in this age group, a dramatic 274% increase.

There are other factors contributing to the aging of California population, namely, lower fertility

rates and greater longevity. The total fertility rate has fallen from 2.1 children per woman in 2000

to 1.8 in 2015, and is projected to decrease to 1.6 children by 2060. Life expectancy at birth has

increased from 78 years in 2000 to 81 years in 2015, and is projected to increase to 86 years by

2060. In 2051, California is projected to join the ranks with Japan and several European

countries that have more deaths than births, however, migration is expected to keep the state’s

population growth rate positive.

Sources:  California Department of Finance; California State Plan on Aging 2017-2021; Area Agency on Aging; 

Public Policy Institute of California; TIME 205

https://www.ppic.org/publication/californias-population/
http://www.dof.ca.gov/Forecasting/Demographics/Projections/documents/P_PressRelease.pdf
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California: Silver Tsunami Projections - Global Comparison

Sources: United Nations World Population Ageing 2015 Report

Virtually every country in the world is experiencing growth in the number and proportion of older

persons in their population - this is poised to become one of the most significant social

transformations of this century, with implications for nearly all sectors of society, including labor and

financial markets, the demand for goods and services, such as housing, transportation and social

protection, as well as family structures and intergenerational ties. Globally, between 2015 and 2030,

the number of people aged 60 years or over is projected to grow by 56%, from 901 million to 1.4

billion, and by 2050, this cohort is projected to more than double its size in 2015, reaching nearly 2.1

billion. In 2015, 1 in 8 people worldwide was aged 60 years or over - by 2030, older persons are

projected to account for 1 in 6 people globally, and by the middle of the century, 1 in every 5 people

will be aged 60 years or over. The ageing process is most advanced in high-income countries.

Japan is home to largest share of the world’s elderly - 33% Japanese were aged 60 years or over in

2015, followed by Germany (28%), Italy (28%) and Finland (27%).

Across the world, the number of people aged 80 years or over, the “oldest-old” persons, is growing

even faster than the number of older persons overall. Projections indicate that in 2050 the oldest-

old will amount to 434 million, having more than tripled since 2015. The share of this population

cohort is projected to rise from 14% in 2015 to more than 20% in 2050.
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California: Silver Tsunami Projections - U.S. Comparison
In the centuries since the country’s founding, U.S. life expectancy at birth has more than doubled. Today, the U.S. population is aging rapidly -

the number of people age 65 and older has increased by 33% between 2006 and 2016. Currently, of all the states, Florida has the highest

percentage of persons aged 65 years and older (19%), however, as far as the absolute statistics are concerned, California holds the record as

having the largest actual number of elderly persons. According to U.S. Census Bureau’s 2017 Population Projections, the year 2030, when all

Baby Boomers will be older than age 65, marks an important demographic turning point, when older population will outnumber children for the

first time in history and 1 in 5 residents will be retirement age. The 2030s are projected to be a transformative decade - U.S. population is

expected to grow at a slower pace, age considerably and become more racially and ethnically diverse. Net international migration is projected

to overtake natural increase in 2030 as the primary driver of population growth in the United States. As the population ages, the ratio of older

adults to working-age adults (“old-age dependency ratio”), is projected to rise - by 2020, there will be about 3 ½ working-age adults for every

retirement-age person and by 2060, that ratio will fall to just 2 ½ working-age adults for every retirement-age person.

United States

California

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau:  2017 National Population Projections and Population Projections 2020-2060; 
California State Plan on Aging 2017-2021; World Atlas; US News 207
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California Seniors: Demographic Profile

\

Sources:  Public Policy Institute of California

California’s senior population will nearly double by 2030, when the youngest Baby Boomers hit

the retirement age. While by that time most seniors will be relatively young, between age 65 and

75, beginning in 2020 the fastest growth will occur among seniors age 75 and older. By 2030,

the over-85 population will increase 61% from 2012. In addition, the senior population in 2030

will have more single and/or childless adults than it does today, suggesting an increased number

of people living alone.

On a more granular level, the fastest projected rates of growth will be among the

divorced/separated and never married groups - by 2030, nearly 20% of seniors will be childless

(v. 12% in 2012) and thus likely in greater need of non-family sources of care. As people age,

they tend to require more medical care and are more likely to have trouble living alone, warranting

the need for home- or community-based health services, assisted living, and nursing homes. It

is projected that the number of seniors who will have self-care limitations will increase by 88% in

2030 v. 2012 population levels, however, the vast majority of these seniors will not be living in a

nursing home. A decline in reliance upon nursing homes is projected, assuming that the general

preference for living at home and reliance on support services will continue to increase. In light of

these shifts, California policymakers should be considering the kinds of resources that will best

address the needs of this changing population cohort.
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A Snapshot of Older Californians Aged 60 Years and Older

Characteristics 2009-2016

Living in a nursing home 2%

Living Below Poverty Level 16,3%

Medical-Eligible 19,1%

Limited English proficiency 23,1%

Poor or Near Poor (0-149% of poverty) 20,7%

Living Alone 25%

Women Aged 60+ Living Alone 72%

% with any Disability 36,2%

% of Californians aged 75 and older with

a driver’s license
61%

Homeowners 77%

With High School Diploma or Higher Education 81,8

Number of Grandparents Responsible for Basic 

Needs of Grandchildren
300,000

This Table presents an overview of California’s seniors

today - this group has never been heterogeneous in terms of

educational achievement, income level, and health and

disability status

In the coming decades, the gap between the “haves” and the

“have-nots” among older Californians will grow even wider.

Educational and employment opportunities throughout life

impact access to health care, retirement savings, and

pension benefits in later life

The combined effect of the aforementioned factors

drastically affects the prospects for a healthy and secure

retirement for California seniors

Key Facts:  California Seniors

Sources: California Department of Aging 209
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Age Range

Actual 

Population 

2010

Projected

Population

2030

Projected

Population

2050

Population

Change

2010-

2030

Percent

Change

Population

Change

2030-

2050

Percent

Change

60-64 1,855,988 2,500,396 2,866,958 644,398 35% 366,562 15%

65-69 1,316,782 2,444,952 2,714,392 1,128,170 86% 269,440 11%

70-74 979,375 2,197,252 2,364,287 1,217,877 124% 167,035 8%

75-79 768,873 1,720,717 2,069,350 951,844 124% 348,633 20%

80-84 605,581 1,217,020 1,744,688 611,439 101% 527,668 43%

85+ 804,139 1,028,557 2,257,696 424,418 70% 1,229,139 120%

Totals 6,130,748 11,108,894 14,017,371 4,978,146 81% 2,908,477 26%

California Seniors: Forecasts by Age Group
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California Seniors: Health Profile

\

Sources:  United Health Foundation:  America’s Health Rankings® Senior Report

America’s Health Rankings® Senior Report by United Healthcare Foundation (“UHF”) is built around the

following definition by World Health Organization: “Health is a state of complete physical, mental, and social

well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” and provides a comprehensive analysis of

senior population across 35 measures of health. UHF model reflects that determinants of health (Behaviors,

Community & Environment, Policy, and Clinical Care) directly influence health outcomes, with determinants

accounting for 3/4 and outcomes - for 1/4 of each state’s overall score and ranking.

Massachusetts tops the list of healthiest states for seniors, with California lagging behind at 28th place -

while the state’s strengths are low prevalence of obesity, low hip fracture rate and high prescription drug

coverage, such factors as low Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (“SNAP”) enrollment, high

prevalence of frequent mental distress and high percentage of hospital deaths bring down the overall score.
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U.S.A. and California:  Top Causes of Death and Disability, Underlying 

Risk Factors - Global Comparison

Sources: World Health Organization (columns 2-4 compilation based on Annex B Part 1 of the report);
IHME (columns 5-7 compilation) - Singapore, Japan, Spain, Switzerland, France, California, USA; 

Country
LE 
at 

Birth

Healthy 
LE  at 
Birth 

Health 
Expenditures 

per Capita

Top 10 Causes
of 

Death

Top 10 Causes 
of 

Disability

Top 10 Risk Factors Driving Death and 
Disability

Singapore 82.9 76.2 $2,280

1. IHD 2. Lower resp. infections 3.

Alzheimer’s 4. Stroke 5. Lung cancer 6.

Colorectal cancer 7. Hypertensive heart

disease 8. Chronic kidney disease 9. Liver

cancer 10. Self-harm

1. Low back pain 2. Headache disorders

3. Depression 4. Falls 5. Diabetes 6.

Neck pain 7. Neonatal disorders 8. Age-

related hearing loss 9. Anxiety disorders

10. Other musculoskeletal

1. Dietary Risks 2. Tobacco 3. High blood pressure

4. High fasting plasma glucose 5. High BMI 6.

High LDL 7. Occupational risks 8. Air pollution 9.

Impaired kidney function 10. Malnutrition

Japan 84.2 74.8 $3,733

1. Alzheimer’s 2. IHD 3. Stroke 4. Lower

resp. infections 5. Lung cancer 6. Colorectal

cancer 7. Stomach cancer 8. Chronic kidney

disease 9. COPD 10. Pancreatic cancer

1. Low back pain 2. Age-related hearing

loss 3. Falls 4. Depression 5. Headache

disorders 6. Stroke 7. Diabetes 8. Neck

pain 9. Alzheimer’s 10. Oral disorders

1. Tobacco 2. Dietary risks 3. High blood pressure

4. High fasting plasma glucose 5. High BMI 6.

Occupational risks 7. High HDL 8. Impaired kidney

function 9. Air pollution 10. Alcohol use

Spain 83.1 73.8 $2,354

1. IHD 2. Alzheimer’s 3. Stroke 4. COPD 5.

Lung cancer 6. Colorectal cancer 7. Lower

resp. infections 8. Chronic kidney disease 9.

Diabetes 10. Cirrhosis

1. Low back pain 2. Headache disorders

3. Depression 4. Diabetes 5. Neck pain

6. Age-related hearing loss 7. Falls 8.

Anxiety disorders 9. Other

musculoskeletal 10. COPD

1. Tobacco 2. High fasting plasma glucose 3. High

blood pressure 4. High BMI 5. Dietary risks 6.

Alcohol use 7. High HDL 8. Occupational risks 9.

Air pollution 10. Impaired kidney function

Switzerland 83.3 73.5 $9,818

1. IHD 2. Alzheimer’s 3. Stroke 4. Lung

cancer 5. COPD 6. Falls 7. Colorectal

cancer 8. Lower resp. infections 9. Chronic

kidney disease 10. Hypertensive heart

disease

1. Low back pain 2. Headache disorders

3. Diabetes 4. Neck pain 5. Depression

6. Falls 7. Anxiety disorders 8. Age-

related hearing loss 9. COPD 10. Other

musculoskeletal

1. Tobacco 2. High fasting plasma glucose 3.

Dietary risks 4. High BMI 5. High blood pressure 6.

Occupational risks 7. Alcohol use 8. High LDL 9.

Air pollution 10. Impaired kidney function

France 82.9 73.4 $4,026

1. Alzheimer’s 2. IHD 3. Stroke 4. Lung

cancer 5. Colorectal cancer 6. Lower resp.

infections 7. COPD 8. Falls 9. Breast cancer

10. Pancreatic cancer

1. Low back pain 2. Headache disorders

3. Depression 4. Falls 5. Anxiety

disorders 6. Age-related hearing loss 7.

Neck pain 8. Diabetes 9. Other

musculoskeletal 10. Oral disorders

1. Tobacco 2. Dietary risks 3. Alcohol use 4. High

blood pressure 5. High fasting plasma glucose 6.

High BMI 7. Occupational risks 8. High LDL 9. Air

pollution 10. Impaired kidney function

California 80.9 69.9 $7,549

1. IHD 2. Alzheimer’s 3. Stroke 4. Lung

cancer 5. COPD 6. Lower resp. infections 7.

Chronic kidney disease 8. Colorectal cancer

9. Cirrhosis 10. Diabetes

1. Low back pain 2. Headache disorders

3. Depression 4. Drug use 5. Diabetes

6. Anxiety disorders 7. Age-related

hearing loss 8. Other musculoskeletal 9.

Neck pain 10. COPD

1. High BMI 2. Tobacco 3. Dietary risks 4. High

fasting plasma glucose 5. High blood pressure 6.

Drug use 7. Alcohol use 8. High LDL 9. Impaired

kidney function 10. Occupational risks

U.S.A. 78.5 68.5 $9,536

1. IHD 2. Alzheimer’s 3. Lung cancer 4.

Stroke 5. COPD 6. Lower resp. infections 7.

Chronic kidney disease 8. Colorectal cancer

9. Diabetes 10. Drug use disorders

1. Low back pain 2. Headache disorders

3. Diabetes 4. Drug use 5. Depression

6. COPD 7. Anxiety disorders 8. Neck

pain 9. Other musculoskeletal 10. Age-

related hearing loss

1. High BMI 2. Tobacco 3. Dietary risks 4. High

fasting plasma glucose 5. High blood pressure 6.

Drug use 7. Alcohol use 8. High LDL 9. Impaired

kidney function 10. Occupational risks
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Demographics:  Leading Causes of Death for CA Population

TOTAL DEATHS BY AGE AND GENDER

Cause Of Death 

Ranking

All Ages 0-14 15-24 25-34 35-54 44-54 55-64 67-74 75+

Rnk Deaths Rnk Deaths Rnk
Deat

hs
Rnk

Death

s
Rnk

Deat

hs
Rnk Deaths Rnk Deaths Rnk Deaths Rnk Deaths

Coronary Heart 

Disease
1 37.852 16 0 19 11 9 87 5 375 1 1.787 1 4.780 1 6.965 1 23.853

Alzheimers 3 15.570 17 0 25 0 40 0 48 0 49 13 37 120 15 717 2 14.720

Stroke 2 15.676 11 29 16 15 11 69 7 226 6 644 5 1.296 5 2.120 3 11.277

Lung Disease 4 13.188 18 0 26 0 35 11 34 28 15 251 6 1.251 3 2.801 4 4.846

Hypertension 6 10.526 20 0 20 11 15 56 9 192 7 615 7 1.209 6 1.533 5 6.915

Lung Cancers 5 11.741 19 0 27 0 29 19 20 68 11 443 2 1.986 2 3.495 6 5.730

Diabetes Mellitus 7 9.127 21 0 14 20 10 82 10 175 5 674 4 1.625 4 2.177 7 4.368

Influenza & 

Pneumonia
8 5.978 10 40 13 24 21 42 16 86 20 187 17 508 12 919 8 4.172

Parkinson`s Disease 22 3.087 31 0 35 0 44 0 50 0 51 10 46 53 25 391 9 2.633

Prostate Cancer 17 3.604 28 0 33 0 42 0 49 0 39 46 22 326 14 777 10 2.455

Colon-Rectum 

Cancer
9 5.304 22 0 28 0 19 46 13 154 9 525 9 1.037 8 1.1154 11 2.388

Kidney Disease 16 3.792 27 0 32 0 25 26 21 66 22 185 19 480 16 710 12 2.325

Pancreas Cancer 11 4.413 24 0 30 0 41 0 26 48 14 254 12 881 7 1.253 13 1.977

Lymphomas 18 3.516 29 0 18 14 27 23 24 49 25 169 18 503 13 914 14 1.844

Falls 23 2.573 32 0 10 32 20 45 25 48 30 113 30 215 27 357 15 1.763

Endocrine Disorders 19 3.514 6 69 7 53 7 102 12 154 13 281 15 539 17 653 16 1.663

Breast

Cancer
12 4.351 25 0 31 0 17 54 8 220 10 521 11 984 10 1.001 17 1.571

Inflammatory/Heart 21 3.119 13 26 11 28 8 101 11 157 12 346 16 509 18 582 18 1.370

Leukemia 24 2.377 9 52 6 75 13 57 19 80 28 122 28 275 19 535 19 1.181

Liver Cancer 20 3.424 30 0 34 0 43 0 30 39 16 248 10 987 11 972 20 1.178

Sources: worldlifeexpectancy.com 213
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California and U.S.A.:  Top 10 Causes of Death and Disability 

California Top Causes of Disability                                                       U.S.A. Top Causes of Disability

Sources: IHME (California); IHME (USA); 214
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California and USA:  Risk Factors Driving the Most Death and Disability

California

(2007-2017 data)

USA

(2007-2017 data)

Sources: IHME (California); IHME (USA); 215
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California: Health Care Expenditures - U.S. Comparison
In general, health care spending per capita in California ($7,549) is lower than the U.S. average ($8,045), and ranked 15th among all states in

2014. However, California’s Medicare spending, which among other groups covers people aged 65 and older was 8% higher compared to the

United States. Further, from 2009 to 2014, California’s health care spending growth averaged 4.9% per year in total and 4.0% per capita - this was

faster than average U.S. spending growth (3.9% total health spending, 3.1% per capita). Overall, hospital care accounts for the largest share of

health care spending both in U.S. and California. Notably, in U.S., people aged 55 and older comprise 29% of population but accounted for 56%

of all health spending in 2016 - in contrast, people under age 35 made up 46% of the population but accounted for less than a quarter of health

spending. The below charts illustrate how California’s health care spending compares to the United States as a whole as well as to other states

which top the life expectancy and/or healthy life expectancy rankings:

Sources: California Health Care Foundation: California Health Care Spending; Health Care Costs 101 (2017); 
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation:  Healthcare Expenditures Per Capita; How Do Health Expenditures Vary Across the Population? 216
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The aforementioned healthcare expenditures were calculated by multiplying the population in each California county by the average estimated

healthcare expenditures for each person in California in 2010: $6238.

As the above table shows, the vast majority of California healthcare expenditures for age-related diseases was allocated to the population cohort

aged 80 years and older. Consequently, population ageing and associated chronic diseases contribute to the creation of major economic problems.

Males Females

Age 0-17 Age 18-44 Age 45-64 Age 65-79 Age 80+ Age 0-17 Age 18-44 Age 45-68 Age 65-79  Age 80+ 

Arthritis $840 $1 187 $1 830 $3 283 $3 632 $819 $1 310 $1 952 $3 236 $4 596

Asthma $809 $1 163 $2 147 $3 662 $3 950 $817 $1 343 $2 244 $4 495 $5 900

Cancer $2 484 $3 731 $6 956 $11 500 $13 459 $3 040 $3 912 $7 233 $12 441 $16 883

Cardiovascular disease

— Hypertension $0 $905 $1 233 $2 128 $3 176 $611 $974 $1 300 $2 200 $4 595

— CHD $1 250 $3 291 $4 428 $6 977 $7 251 $1 079 $3 502 $5 794 $8 894 $9 211

— Stroke $1 683 $4 272 $8 850 $12 694 $15 859 $2 369 $4 676 $8 929 $14 925 $25 351

— CHF $933 $2 611 $4 216 $7 306 $7 530 $885 $2 160 $5 322 $10 824 $12 033

Diabetes $1 588 $2 389 $3 720 $6 405 $9 837 $1 701 $2 917 $4 266 $7 349 $13 488

Depression $1 172 $1 558 $2 827 $5 816 $7 184 $1 200 $1 742 $2 873 $5 755 $8 002

California:  Overview of Healthcare Expenditures

Sources: journals.lww.com 217
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California Government and Age Wave Challenges:  Overview

A “Patchwork” of  Government Entities and 
Resources Available to California Seniors:

Medicare: 
the federal healthcare program for seniors , 

does not cover long-term care (“LTC”)

Medicaid:
the federal program which provides health 

coverage to low-income seniors

Medi-Cal: 
California’s Medicaid program, covers LTC

In-Home Supportive Services (“IHSS”): 
pays for home care for Medi-Cal eligible seniors 

California Department of Aging: 
provides resources to caregivers and seniors

California Department of Veterans Affairs: 
operates homes for aging vets

Sources:  California Commission on Aging et al:  Aging, Women and Poverty in California; 
Kaiser Family Foundation; UCLA Center for Health Policy Research; Los Angeles Times; Images:  Area Agency on Aging

California’s aging population is increasing rapidly and undergoing a significant demographic

change, with three key factors contributing to this transformation (1) exponential growth of the

older adult population, particularly in the number of the oldest old, (2) diversity and (3) poverty.

Governing a rapidly graying state means dealing with higher healthcare costs, particularly for low-

income seniors who are eligible for Medi-Cal. Most importantly, California’s Silver Tsunami will

place an enormous strain on the state’s already fragile network of long-term services and

supports, including in-home aides and skilled nursing facilities. Further, this population cohort will

become more racially and ethnically diverse, warranting a need for culturally competent care that

respects the beliefs and responds to the linguistic needs of seniors from diverse backgrounds.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s Supplemental Poverty Measure, poverty among seniors in

California is estimated to be 21%, the highest in U.S. Unsurprisingly, the fastest-growing

population of homeless people is among older adults. Moreover, more than three-quarters of a

million of older Californians are among the “hidden poor” – seniors with incomes above the federal

poverty line (FPL) but below a minimally decent standard of living as determined by the Elder

Economic Security Standard™ Index. As many public assistance programs are aligned with the FPL,

a large number of economically insecure older Californians are denied aid. The highest rates of the

hidden poor among seniors are found among renters, Latinos, women, those who are raising

grandchildren, and people in the oldest age groups.

The situation is made worse by the fact that no single government entity has complete ownership

of the issue of aging. Navigating government-sponsored resources available to California’s seniors

can be confusing: “Medi-Cal is governed by the Department of Health Care Services, while the In-

Home Supportive Services program, which pays for home care for the low-income elderly, is

overseen by the Department of Social Services and is administered by each county. The Department

of Aging contracts with local agencies to provide caregiver resources, while the Department of

Veterans Affairs operates homes for aging vets”.
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Economy

Housing

Transportation

Health

Social aspect

California’s Silver Tsunami:  Impact

Sources: California Department of Aging 219
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California Government and Seniors:  Aging Network Overview

CA Department of Aging:  Programs and Services 

● Aging and Disability Resource Connection

● Adult Day Health Care

● Disease Prevention and Health Promotion

● Family Caregiver Support Program

● Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy

● Legal Assistance

● Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program

● Multipurpose Senior Services Program

● Nutrition

● Senior Community Services Program

● Senior Information and Assistance Program

● Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Supportive 

Services Program

Sources: California Department of Aging; California Commission on Aging; California State Budget; Image:  
California State Plan on Aging, 2017-2021

California first explored the societal implications of aging as early as 1948 - during Governor

Warren’s administration, an Interdepartmental Coordinating Committee on Aging served in an

advisory capacity to the governor and Legislature. In 1955, after the first Governor's Conference

on Aging, a Citizens’ Advisory Committee on Aging (“CACA”) was founded. The enactment of

the federal Older Americans Act in 1965 established an Administration on Aging and called for

the creation of State Units on Aging - CACA changed its name to California Commission on

Aging (“CCoA”) and became state’s administrative agency for the federal grants within the

Health and Welfare Agency (“HWA”), tasked with advising the governor and coordinating efforts

between local governments and agencies, senior organizations, as well as business, industry,

and labor.

In 1973, the Burton Act established the Office on Aging (“OoA”) as a department within HWA,

with CCoA continuing in its advisory capacity and OoA taking operational responsibility for the

state’s programs by dividing the state into 33 Planning and Service Areas (“PSAs”) to be

administered by Area Agencies on Aging (“AAAs”). In 1976, OoA became the California

Department of Aging (“CDA”) - its duties were further extended by the Older Californians Act of

1980 which also designated the Area Agencies on Aging as “principal advocates” at the local

governmental level.

Today, CDA administers funds allocated under the federal Older Americans Act, the Older

Californians Act, and the Medi-Cal program, with an annual budget of more than $200 million.

Mandated services are delivered through the 33 local AAAs with which CDA contracts and

which are run independently or as a part of county or city agencies under CDA’s supervision and

guidelines. The services are administered by AAAs in the 33 designated PSAs, consisting of

one or more counties (and the city of Los Angeles) within the state. AAAs may provide services

directly or by contract with an outside entity, with an objective of helping seniors find

employment, supporting older and disabled individuals to live as independently as possible in

the community, promoting healthy aging and community involvement as well as assisting

family members in their caregiving role.
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California Government: Addressing the Needs of Seniors - a Retrospect

Burton Act

Established the 

Office on Aging as 

a department within 

California Health 

and Welfare Agency

1973

White House 

Conference on 

Aging

The White House 

Conference on 

Aging announced 

fivefold increase for 

programs operating 

under the Older 

Americans Act

1971

Congress Enacts the 

Older Americans Act

Enactment of Older 

Americans Act resulted in 

the creation of the 

Administration on Aging 

and establishment of a 

series of benefits for the 

older population in the U.S.

1965

California 

Citizens 

Advisory 

Committee

California Citizens 

Advisory Committee 

on Aging was 

established to 

formalize and 

disseminate 

information on 

behalf of seniors 

1956

Governor's 

Conference 

on Aging

Governor’s 

Conference on 

Aging resulted in 

the formation of 

a Citizens’ 

Advisory 

Committee on 

Aging

1956

Interdepartmental 

Coordinating 

Committee on 

Aging

Advisory board dealing 

with an aging 

population was formed. 

The board’s goal was to 

advise legislatures and 

the Governor on 

important issues 

concerning the elderly

1948

California 

Department of Aging

The Office on Aging 

became CA Department of 

Aging, its duties were 

further expanded by the 

Older Californians Act of 

1980. Area Agencies on 

Aging were designated as 

“principal advocates” at the 

local government level

1976-1980
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Master Plan on 

Aging; Launch of 

Alzheimer’s Task 

Force

Governor Gavin Newsom 

called for a Master Plan on 

Aging that must address 

“person-centered care, the 

patchwork of public services, 

social isolation, bed-locked 

seniors in need of 

transportation, the nursing 

shortage and demand for in-

home supportive services”.

New Alzheimer’s Prevention 

and Preparedness Task 

Force was launched 

2019

California Initiative 

to Advance 

Precision Medicine 

(“CIAPM”)

Governor Edmund G. Brown 

Jr. announced the 

formation of CIAPM - a 

partnership between the 

state, the University of 

California, and other public 

and private entities which 

will help build the 

infrastructure and assemble 

the resources necessary to 

advance precision 

medicine-oriented data, 

tools and applications

2015

California Government: Addressing the Needs of Seniors - Current State

Federal and California Aging Network

California Institute 

for Regenerative 

Medicine (“CIRM”)

In 2004, voters approved 

Prop 71, creating CIRM to 

fund stem cell research and 

established a 29-member 

governing Board of 

researchers, business 

leaders and patient 

advocates.  In 2006, 

Governor Arnold 

Schwarzenegger directed 

CA Department of Finance 

to offer CIRM a $150M loan, 

giving a boost to stem cell 

research in the state

2004; 2006
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California Government: Department of Aging

Source: California Department of Aging 223
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Federal and California Government: Aging Network 

Sources: California State Plan on Aging, 2017-2021, page 5
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Source

Older Americans Act: Expenditures on Federal Level

Sources: aging.ca.gov (pdf) 225
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California:  Medi-Cal Expenditures

The California Medical Assistance Program (Medi-Cal or MediCal) is

California's Medicaid program serving low-income individuals, including

families, seniors, persons with disabilities, children in foster care, pregnant

women, and childless adults with incomes below 138% of federal poverty

level.

Benefits include ambulatory patient services, emergency services,

hospitalization, maternity and newborn care, mental health and substance

use disorder treatment, dental (Denti-Cal), vision, and long term care and

supports.Approximately 13.3 million people were enrolled in Medi-Cal as of

January 2018, or about one-third of California's population; in Tulare

County and Merced County, more than 50% of county residents were

enrolled as of September 2015.

Medi-Cal provides health coverage for people with low income and limited

ability to pay for health coverage, including the aged, blind, disabled, young

adults and children, pregnant women, persons in a skilled nursing or

intermediate care home, and persons in the Breast and Cervical Cancer

Treatment Program (BCCTP).

People receiving federally funded cash assistance programs, such as

CalWORKs (a state implementation of the federal Temporary Assistance

for Needy Families (TANF) program), the State Supplementation Program

(SSP) (a state supplement to the federal Supplemental Security Income

(SSI) program), foster care, adoption assistance, certain refugee

assistance programs, or In-Home Supportive Services (IHSS) are also

eligible.

Sources: California State Plan on Aging, 2017-2021
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California: Existing Social benefits for the Elderly

Programs Description

Adult Day Health Care

Program is a licensed community-based day health program that provides services to older persons and adults with chronic medical, cognitive, 

or mental health conditions and/or disabilities that are at risk of needing institutional care. The majority of ADHC participants are Medi-Cal 

beneficiaries.

Community-Based Adult 

Services

Under an interagency agreement, the ADHC (now CBAS) Program is administered between the Department of Health Care Services (DHCS), the 

California Department of Public Health (CDPH), and the California Department of Aging (CDA). CDPH licenses ADHC centers and CDA certifies 

them for participation in the Medi-Cal Program. The primary objectives of the program are to restore or maintain optimal capacity for self-care to 

frail elderly persons or adults with disabilities and delay or prevent inappropriate or personally undesirable institutionalization.

Disease Prevention and 

Health Promotion

The California Department of Aging’s Disease Prevention and Health Promotion Program (Title IIID) is federally funded under the Older 

Americans Act. Federal and state funds are distributed to local Area Agencies on Aging (AAA) who use the funds to provide programs that 

support healthy lifestyles and promote healthy behaviors at multipurpose senior centers, at congregate meal sites, through home delivered meal 

programs, and at other appropriate sites.

Family Caregiver Support 

Program

The California Department of Aging, with funding from the U.S. Administration on Aging, contracts with 33 Area Agencies on Aging(AAAs) to 

coordinate local community-service systems for assisting caregivers of seniors. Services are available to family and other unpaid caregivers 

supporting older individuals, as well as grandparents and older relatives caring for children. Each AAA is responsible for determining the array of 

services, including caregiver information, assistance in gaining access to services, counseling and training support, temporary respite, and limited 

supplemental services to complement the care provided by caregivers

HICAP

The California Department of Aging's Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy Program (HICAP) provides personalized counseling, 

community education and outreach events for Medicare beneficiaries. HICAP is the primary local source for accurate and objective information 

and assistance with Medicare benefits, prescription drug plans and health plans.

Long-Term Care 

Ombudsman Program

Program is authorized by the federal Older Americans Act and its State companion, the Older Californians Act. The primary responsibility of the 

program is to investigate and endeavor to resolve complaints made by, or on behalf of, individual residents in long-term care facilities. These 

facilities include nursing homes, residential care facilities for the elderly, and assisted living facilities. The Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program 

investigates elder abuse complaints in long-term care facilities and in residential care facilities for the elderly.
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California: Existing Social benefits for the Elderly (Contd.)

Programs Description

Multipurpose Senior 

Service Program

Program provides social and health care management for frail elderly clients who are certifiable for placement in a nursing facility 

but who wish to remain in the community. The goal of the program is to arrange for and monitor the use of community services to 

prevent or delay premature institutional placement of these frail clients. The services must be provided at a cost lower than that for 

nursing facility care.

Nutrition

Nutrition services provide a vital link in maintaining the health of older Californians by preventing premature institutionalization and 

improving their overall quality of life. The California Department of Aging administers nutrition services funded by the federal Older 

Americans Act and state general fund dollars through the network of Area Agencies on Aging and their service providers. They 

serve Californians 60 years of age or older, with preference given to those in greatest economic or social need and to low-income 

multi-ethnic individuals. Participants are provided an opportunity to contribute to the cost of the meal. Meals must meet nutritional 

standards by providing a minimum of one-third of the Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA)

Senior Community 

Services Employment 

Program

The Senior Community Service Employment Program (SCSEP), also known as Title V, provides part-time work-based training 

opportunities at local community service agencies for older Californians who have poor employment prospects and are 

unemployed. SCSEP assists individuals in finding employment opportunities in the community through a variety of supportive 

services such as personal and job-related counseling, job training, and job referral. SCSEP providers also educate employers about 

the benefits of hiring older workers.

Senior Information and 

Assistance Program

The I&A program provides accurate and up-to-date information about different support programs and services available within the 

local community. The California Department of Aging supports a toll-free information line for use from anywhere in the State. 

Regardless of the area, the caller can dial 1-800-510-2020 (using a landline phone) and be automatically connected with the local 

I&A service provider. If information is needed about other areas, the caller will be referred to service providers in those regions.The 

I&A staff are also responsible for following-up to ensure individuals have obtained services. In addition, I&A staff work with local 

agencies on disaster planning and preparedness activities to address older adults' needs during local or statewide disasters.
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California: Existing Cash benefits for Seniors
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Other Existing Measures for California Seniors: Cal MediConnect

Since 2012, California has been actively involved in implementing innovative managed care approaches to better coordinate and fund the full range

of health and long term services and supports for dually eligible adults in the seven demonstration counties (Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San

Bernardino, San Diego, San Mateo, and Santa Clara). While enrollment in Cal MediConnect –a managed care plan that includes all Medicare and

Medi-Cal benefits and services–is an option for Medicare services, most adult Medi-Cal beneficiaries in these seven counties must enroll in one of

the participating managed care health plans for their wrap around Medicare and Medi-Cal benefits.

CDA, has been and will continue to work closely with DHCS, program providers, consumer representatives, and other key stakeholders in ongoing

efforts to further improve coordination between the health care plans and long term services and supportive service providers to prevent avoidable

acute care episodes, enhance consumer choice, and assist plan members in being able to remain in (or return to) their own home and community.

Several objectives in this State Plan address CDA’s continued involvement in activities tied to Cal MediConnect’s successful implementation and

the aging network’s active participation in this important endeavor.

Through a Financial Alignment grant from the federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), CDA will continue to provide additional

resources to the AAAs in the Cal MediConnect counties to support HICAP outreach, education, and one-on-one counseling services to dual-eligible

beneficiaries in these seven counties so they can make informed choices in considering their health care coverage options.

In the Cal MediConnect counties, the health plans directly reimburse the CBAS programs, the MSSP sites, and skilled nursing/sub-acute facilities

for services to their plan members. However, through its interagency agreement with DHCS, CDA continues to certify CBAS centers for

participation in the Medi-Cal program and also continues to administer California’s MSSP 1915(c) home- community-based waiver throughout the

State.
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California Government: Critical Policy Areas for Seniors and Disabled

Sources:    California State Senate Select Committee on Aging and Long-Term Care

Health Care: access to culturally competent health care is essential for reducing mortality, disability and quality of life

Long-Term Care (“LTC”): the increasing longevity and disability will amplify the need for culturally competent LTC

LTC Financing: LTC is funded through a mix of sources, with individuals and their families relying first on personal

resources and then on multiple, uncoordinated public sources. Without viable financing alternatives, the state and

federal government budgets will face ongoing pressure with increased Medicaid (Medi-Cal) expenditures, the main

payment source for LTC

Unpaid Family Caregivers: while a number of support programs exist, most caregivers are unaware of or unable to

access them

Transitional Care: inadequate planning and lack of access to services in the home setting following Hospital to Home

Transitions lead to repeat hospitalizations and a higher likelihood of placement in a nursing home; Nursing Home to

Home Transitions is hampered by limited availability of affordable and accessible housing and transportation

Wellness and Mental Health: health promotion activities such as exercise, nutritional guidance and preventive

services, including access to mental health services and social and intellectual engagement are vital to maintaining

health and containing costs

Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Dementia: rapid growth of the number of residents suffering from these diseases

brings with it a substantial increase in caregiving and service needs

Housing: there is an inadequate supply of affordable supportive housing for people who need more services and

support than can be provided in their homes or who wish to transition out of an institution into the community

Transportation and Mobility: in addition to public transportation, low-cost mobility options to access health services,

socialize, volunteer, participate in physical or intellectual activities, are needed

Employment and Retirement: employment can be essential to remain integrated and engaged in society - both state

and employer policies should enable seniors to remain gainfully employed as long as they need or want to work
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California Government and Age Wave:  Retirement Crisis Challenge

California Seniors:  Key Findings

1. The fastest growing groups of seniors are: age 80+,

Latinos and Asians, with women continuing to make up a

majority of seniors - these are the very populations that

tend to have fewer resources in retirement

2. Three out of ten seniors: do not have enough income to

cover their basic needs

3. Older seniors, seniors of color, older women, unmarried

seniors, and renters: more likely to be poor and to struggle

to meet their basic needs

4. Certain regions face greater challenges with their

aging population, but no region is exempt from the

retirement crisis: L.A. region and the Central Valley have

the largest senior population growth; Sacramento has the

fastest growth rate for seniors age 80 +, most in need of

supportive services

Sources:  California Retirement Security for All:  Aging California’s Retirement Crisis; 
National Institute on Retirement Security:  Financial Security Scorecard 

The U.S. retirement income system comprises of Social Security, workplace retirement

savings plans, Individual Retirement Accounts and personal savings. The average

California senior has modest income - most elderly depend heavily on Social Security, do

not have income from retirement accounts, and relatively few of them work, especially

after age 70. California’s seniors are already struggling to meet basic needs and the state

ranks among the worst performing when it comes to the financial security of seniors.

Across the state, the demand for adequate housing, healthcare and supportive services

for seniors is expected to increase dramatically which requires an evaluation of the

adequacy of public and private resources, services and income for the economic security

of current and future California seniors. With no policy action to improve old-age financial

security for today’s workers and sustain quality of life for the aging population, California’s

impoverished elderly poor will grow rapidly in number over the next two decades.

The Financial Security Scorecard, designed to inform policymakers regarding the financial

security outlook for future retirees, ranks each state in three sources of potential

economic pressures for future retirees: (1) potential retirement income; (2) major retiree

costs (housing, health care); (3) labor market conditions for older workers. Using this

criteria, California was among the 3 states with lowest scores in 2012, exhibiting lower

future retirement income and some of the highest retiree costs.
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California authorities have to govern aging state. “Govern aging state”

means dealing with higher healthcare costs, particularly for low-income

seniors who are eligible for Medi-Cal coverage, the state-subsidized

healthcare system for the poor. There are currently close to 1.2 million

Californians 65 or older enrolled in the program.

The state’s seniors poverty rate is averaged nearly 23% from 2014 to

2016. The fastest-growing population of homeless people is among older

adults; in Los Angeles County, the number of homeless people 62 or older

surged by 22% in 2018, even as the overall homeless population slightly

dropped. As the population of low-income seniors swells, demand for

safety-net programs for the elderly — such as financial assistance for low-

income seniors or payments to in-home caregivers — is likely to balloon.

Even best-case scenarios show the state could need an additional $230

billion over the next three decades for existing promises to cover retirees’

pension and healthcare costs.

California:  Aging and Poverty                           

Sources: State Franchise Tax Board | Median income is from 2015 |  Los Angeles Times

“If we have that conversation based on the demographic makeup of what the state is today, and we don’t anticipate things are going to be

dramatically changing over the next several decades, we’re not going to be prepared to make the right decisions” said Paul Rosenstiel,

chairman of the board of the California Budget and Policy Center.
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Payments are the amounts paid to pension recipients by their pension plans. Pension payments include benefits and withdrawals. Benefits

are the regular payments made by a pension plan to the plan's recipients. Pension beneficiaries may also withdraw funds if they leave the

system before they receive regular benefits.

In fiscal year 2016, California's state and local pension systems made payments totaling $52.3 billion. The table below provides pension

payment information for California and surrounding states in fiscal year 2016. The columns labeled "Benefits," "Withdrawals," and "Other" are

subsets of total payments. All dollar amounts displayed should be multiplied by 1,000.

In addition to standard pension payments, some plans may offer pensioners additional benefits. These benefits, sometimes referred to as

other post-employment benefits, or OPEBs, consist of health insurance, life insurance, or other benefits that the pensioner may have received

while employed (social benefits).

California: Pensions

Pension payments, fiscal year 2016 (dollars in thousands)

State Total payments Benefits Withdrawals Other

California $52,270,240 $48,887,554 $599,132 $2,783,553

Arizona $4,625,373 $4,136,303 $314,709 $174,362

Nevada $2,287,691 $2,209,498 $26,764 $51,429

Oregon $5,343,496 $4,726,661 $13,569 $603,264

Sources: United States Census Bureau 234
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California: Pensions

General pension system information

State Systems Total 

members

Active members Inactive members

State Local Members Percent of 

total

Members Percent of 

total

California 10 77 2,519,484 1,813,942 72.00 705,542 28.00

Arizona 4 95 487,795 257,183 52.72 230,612 47.28

Nevada 3 0 120,999 105,317 87.04 15,682 12.96

Oregon 2 17 310,340 264,309 85.17 46,031 14.83

Pension contributions, fiscal year 2016 (dollars in thousands)

State Total 

contributions 

from 

employees 

and 

employers

Employee contributions Government contributions Earnings on 

investments

Contributions Percentage 

of total

Contributions Percentage 

of total

California $37,782,331 $10,368,063 27.44% $27,414,268 72.56% $5,281,330

Arizona $3,209,191 $1,294,434 40.34% $1,914,757 59.66% $500,886

Nevada $1,705,450 $129,811 7.61% $1,575,639 92.39% $814,150

Oregon $1,753,675 $584,264 33.32% $1,169,411 66.68% $986,070

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 

California has 10 state pension plans.

1. California Public Employees 

Retirement System

2. California Judges Retirement Fund I

3. California Legislator's Retirement 

Fund

4. California Judges Retirement Fund II

5. California Defined Benefit Program

6. California Defined Benefit Supplement 

Program

7. California Cash Balance Benefit 

Program

8. California Replacement Benefits 

Program

9. University of California Retirement 

Plan

10.University of California Voluntary 

Retirement Incentive Program

In addition to the aforementioned state-

level pension systems, there are 77 locally 

administered pension systems in 

California.

All dollar amounts displayed should be multiplied by 1,000.

Sources: United States Census Bureau 235
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Californians are working longer for a number of reasons. Some do not have enough money to retire or are among a growing number of seniors

living in poverty. Others are waiting to collect their full allotment of Social Security payments as the federal retirement age gradually rises from 65

to 67. Many are simply in good health and want to keep working as life spans increase.

California:  Working Conditions for Seniors

It is a federally funded program whose purpose is to train, retrain and prepare low income workers - age 55 and older - for entry or reentry into

the workforce. Grants are awarded by the U.S. Department of Labor Employment and Training Administration Division as authorized under Title V

of the Older Americans Act of 1965.

As a part of the employment plan, older workers are placed in a wide variety of non-profit or government agencies called Host Agencies. The

Host Agency will provide ongoing training and supervision. The Host Agency Supervisor will conduct quarterly performance evaluations and

provide feedback to the older worker.

While in the program, older workers learn the skills needed to obtain and maintain employment. Workforce Professionals, located at our local

One-Stop Centers, will provide case management, classroom training, workshops, job search assistance, as well as referrals for other services. It

is intended that SCSEP will serve as a bridge to unsubsidized employment opportunities for older workers.

Example of working conditions improvement initiated by authority —

The Senior Community Service Employment Program of Orange County (SCSEP-OC)

Raising the level of employment The effect of social engagement Intensification of consumption
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Retirement is not coming easy for California’s incoming wave of aging Baby Boomers. According to a Sacramento Bee’s review of the latest

census data, more than 740,000 of the state’s residents aged between 65 and 74 are still employed or looking for work, roughly double the

number from 15 years ago. As census figures show, California's working seniors are more likely to work as college professors, CEOs and

doctors compared to younger workers. Seniors are less likely to work in jobs that require significant manual labor or to work in entry-level, part-

time jobs.

California:  Overview of Likely Jobs for Seniors

Sources: United States Census Bureau 237
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California Government and Age Wave: Long-Term Care Challenge

Sources:  Public Policy Institute of California; CA State Plan on Alzheimer’s Disease; AARP: 2017 LTSS State Scorecard Results; AARP:  Profiles of 

LT Services and Supports Across the States; AARP:  Valuing the Invaluable, 2015 Update; California Department of Insurance; Los Angeles Times; 

Long-term care (“LTC”) involves assistance with some of the basic daily activities and can be provided in

nursing homes, assisted living facilities or seniors’ own homes, depending on level of disability. California’s

senior population is growing rapidly, becoming more racially and ethnically diverse, with an increasing share

of single and/or childless adults without family members to care for them. Further, within 2011-2030 time

period, the number of residents with Alzheimer’s disease is anticipated to nearly double, bringing with it

significant implications - the cost to Medicare for Alzheimer’s patients is estimated to be 3 times the cost of

enrollees without dementia and the cost to MediCal - 2.5 times higher, with much of the cost driven by

nursing home expenditures, the most expensive care option.

Traditionally, LTC responsibility has fallen on unpaid family caregivers - a 2015 AARP study found that the

4.5 million of the California’s family caregivers provided $57 billion worth of unpaid care, roughly the

equivalent of the Costa Rica’s GDP, equating to an hourly wage of $13.94. However, when paid services are

needed, the cost of LTC is out of reach for most families, causing people to first exhaust their savings into

poverty and then rely on multiple, uncoordinated public resources with unique requirements, with Medicaid

(Medi-Cal) being the main source of payment for LTC. Despite the obvious need, the vast majority (95%) of

adults ages 40+ do not have LTC insurance. Without viable alternatives to financing LTC, federal and state

governments will face increased Medicaid (MediCal) expenditures.

As detailed in a 2015 report by CA Senate Committee on Aging and LTC, the state has an insufficient LTC

system for seniors. California ranks 9th in the nation according to AARP’s LTSS Scorecard which measures

LTC system performance across 5 dimensions: Affordability and Access, Choice of Setting and Provider,

Quality of Life and Quality of Care, Support for Family Caregivers and Effective Transition - CA has several

areas in need of improvement, particularly with respect to providing caregiver support and decreasing the

burden of care transitions. It is projected that by 2030 more seniors will require support to stay at home, and

that the number requiring nursing home care will grow as well. Policymakers shall anticipate a demand for

increased spending on Medi-Cal and In-Home Supportive Services and need to plan accordingly, taking into

account where seniors will live and what type of workers they will need for help. Developing a corresponding

workforce, with an emphasis on providing home- and community-based services, will play a crucial role.

https://www.ppic.org/publication/planning-for-californias-growing-senior-population/
https://www.aging.ca.gov/docs/About_CDA/Publications/California's%20State%20Plan%20for%20AD.pdf
http://www.longtermscorecard.org/2017-scorecard
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/ppi/2018/08/across-the-states-profiles-of-long-term-services-and-supports-full-report.pdf
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/ppi/2015/valuing-the-invaluable-2015-update-new.pdf
http://www.insurance.ca.gov/01-consumers/105-type/95-guides/05-health/01-ltc/ltc-insurance.cfm
https://www.latimes.com/projects/la-pol-ca-next-california-demographics/
https://www.aging.ca.gov/docs/About_CDA/Publications/California's%20State%20Plan%20for%20AD.pdf
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/ppi/2015/valuing-the-invaluable-2015-update-new.pdf
https://archive.senate.ca.gov/sites/archive.senate.ca.gov/files/committees/2013-14/committeepages.senate.ca.gov/agingandlongtermcare/AgingLong%20TermCareReport.pdf
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/ppi/2018/08/across-the-states-profiles-of-long-term-services-and-supports-full-report.pdf
https://archive.senate.ca.gov/sites/archive.senate.ca.gov/files/committees/2013-14/committeepages.senate.ca.gov/agingandlongtermcare/AgingLong%20TermCareReport.pdf
http://www.longtermscorecard.org/databystate/state?state=CA
http://www.longtermscorecard.org/methodology
https://www.ppic.org/publication/planning-for-californias-growing-senior-population/
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By many measures, California is not ready to meet the demand for long-term care. Just under 2% of residents are insured for it, according to the

state Department of Insurance. A 2014 poll found that just 3 in 10 Californians over age 40 felt very confident about their ability to pay for future

care. And the Employment Development Department projects that the state will need 250,000 more personal care aides by 2026, a growth rate

of 40%.

A 2017 survey by Genworth, a long-term insurance company, found the average yearly cost for a home healthcare aide was $57,200. The

median cost for a private room in a nursing home was more than $116,000. A 2015 AARP study found that the 4.5 million family caregivers in

California provided $57 billion worth of unpaid care — roughly the equivalent of the gross domestic product of Costa Rica.

Types of Disabilities Among Persons 65+, 2000 

Census
CA US

Any Disability 42.2% 41.9%

Self‐Care Disability 9.9% 9.5%

Difficulty Going Outside the Home Disability 20.8% 20.4%

Sensory Disability 14.5% 14.2%

Physical Disability 28.4% 28.6%

Mental Disability 12.2% 10.8%

California Long-Term Care:  Key Facts

Sources: Los Angeles Times 239
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California: Long-Term Services and Supports Scorecard

.

Sources:  AARP Foundation et al:  2017 Long-Term Care and Supports 240
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California Government and Seniors:  State Plan on Aging, Master Plan

California State Plan on Aging:  2017-2021

California Department of Aging submits a State Plan to the federal

Administration on Aging at least every 4 years. Current Plan has the

following key goals and strategies for seniors and their caregivers:

Goal I: Easy access to information needed to make informed decisions:

provide information regarding health and supportive services to promote

independence and wellness; offer counseling to seniors; make information

and training on person-centered counseling available to public

Goal II: Enable seniors and their caregivers to be active and supported in their

homes and communities: integrate long-term services and supports into Cal

MediConnect; implement Medi-Cal State Transition Plan; expand opportunities

for community involvement and volunteerism

Goal III: Provide information and tools to support health and wellbeing:

promote healthier living through programs targeted to adults with chronic

conditions; increase access to nutritious foods and help establish healthy

eating habits

Goal IV: Protect the consumer rights of older Californians and assist them to

obtain needed benefits: evaluate implementation of California’s Legal

Services Provider Standards and identify best/promising practices; improve

abuse investigation skills for Adult Protective Services workers

Sources:  California State Plan on Aging:  2017-2021;  Yahoo Finance; Senator Beth-Jackson; 

California Master Plan on Aging:  Preliminary Goals

In February 2019, Senator Jackson introduced legislation to

develop a Master Plan on Aging. Senate Bill 228 sets out the

following preliminary goals:

● Expand access to coordinated, integrated systems of care

● Strengthen access to long-term services and supports

● Prepare families to plan and pay for long-term services and 

supports

● Support California’s family caregivers

● Increase access to oral healthcare

● Develop affordable housing options

● Enhance access to transportation

● Develop a culturally-competent paraprofessional and 

professional workforce

● Prevent exploitation and abuse (financial or physical) of 

older adults

● Streamline state administrative structures to improve 

service delivery

"Let's talk about something we too often overlook. The Golden State is getting grayer. We need to get

ready for a major demographic challenge headed our way … It is time for a new Master Plan on Aging. It

must address person-centered care, the patchwork of public services, social isolation, bed-locked

seniors in need of transportation, the nursing shortage and demand for In-Home Supportive Services

that far outpaces its capacity.” Governor Gavin Newsom, 2019 State of the State Address
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https://www.aging.ca.gov/docs/Highlights/CSP_Plan_Aging/California%20State%20Plan%20on%20Aging%202017-2021.pdf
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/stand-seniors-applauds-governor-newsom-prioritizing-needs-californias-220900062.html
https://sd19.senate.ca.gov/
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200SB228
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California Government:  Key Longevity-Related Measures and Initiatives

Sources:   California Life Sciences Association; San Francisco Business Times;  California Institute for Regenerative Medicine;  
California Initiative to Advance Precision Medicine;  California State Budget;  Artificial Intelligence:  a Roadmap for California

In addition to having an extensive Aging Network, California implements a number of longevity-related measures

and initiatives. Its globally renowned life sciences ecosystem is supported by the forward-thinking public policy

as well as by top-tier research institutions and vibrant venture capital scene. Golden State has been on the

forefront of sponsoring pioneering fields such as stem cell research and precision medicine and is exploring the

ways of harnessing the power of Artificial Intelligence. Further, the state has a number of programs aimed at

improving health and well-being of its residents.

Tax Incentives to Life Sciences Companies: the California Competes Tax Credit is an income tax credit available

to businesses that want to come and grow in the state. Local governments also offer a number of incentives,

such as San Francisco’s biotech payroll exemption and support of Mission Bay biotech expansion.

California Institute for Regenerative Medicine (“CIRM”): in 2004, voters approved Proposition 71: the California

Stem Cell Research and Cures Initiative which created CIRM to fund and promote all areas of stem cell research

that show promise in accelerating treatments to patients in need.

California Initiative to Advance Precision Medicine (“CIAPM”): launched in 2015, CIAPM is a partnership

between the state, University of California and other public and private entities, aimed at supporting precision

medicine. As a centralized information base, it stimulates collaborations among scientists, clinicians,

entrepreneurs and patients, enabling them to turn large data sets and innovation into better health outcomes

based on each person’s unique characteristics and circumstances. CIAPM’s goals are: (1) assembling an

inventory of precision medicine assets in California and (2) support projects that have the potential for tangible

benefits to patients within a short timeframe. The state allocated $30 million for CIAPM in its 2018-2019 budget.

Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) - a Roadmap for California: prepared by the state’s Little Hoover Commission in

2018, this report provides the new Governor and Legislature with an AI policymaking agenda that revolves around

public engagement, building a human infrastructure, attacking pressing social needs, and protecting core values.

It specifically highlights AI application to the healthcare needs of Californians with a special emphasis on the

needs of its senior population.
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https://califesciences.org/member-resources/why-california/
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanfrancisco/stories/2010/05/03/daily38.html
https://www.cirm.ca.gov/about-cirm/history
http://www.ciapm.org/about-ciapm
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180SB840
https://lhc.ca.gov/sites/lhc.ca.gov/files/Reports/245/Report245.pdf
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180SB840
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California Government:  Key Longevity-Related Plans and Initiatives

Sources:   California’s State Plan for Alzheimer’s Disease; Let’s Get Healthy California Taskforce; California Wellness Plan; 
Coordinated Care Initiative

California’s State Plan for Alzheimer’s Disease for 2011-2021: key goals and recommendations: (1)

eliminate stigma associated with Alzheimer’s disease; (2) ensure access to high quality, coordinated care in

the setting of choice; (3) establish a comprehensive approach to support family caregivers; (4) develop an

Alzheimer’s proficient, culturally competent workforce; (5) sustain and expand existing Alzheimer’s research

efforts (6) create a coordinated state infrastructure that enhances the delivery of care.

Let’s Get Healthy California Task Force (“LGHCTF”): LGHCTF was established in 2012 to develop a 10-year

plan for improving the health of Californians, controlling health care costs, promoting personal responsibility

for individual health and advancing health equity. It identified specific issues to be considered (including

diabetes, obesity, hypertension, hospital readmissions) and developed a framework organized under two

strategic directions: Health Across the Lifespan (Healthy Beginnings, Living Well, End of Life) and Pathways

to Health (Redesigning the Health System, Creating Healthy Communities, Lowering the Cost of Care).

California Wellness Plan (“CWP”): in 2014, CWP was published as the result of a statewide process led by

the CA Department of Public Health in alignment with LGHCTF - its overarching goal is equity in health and

wellbeing, with an emphasis on the elimination of preventable chronic disease and injury. To attain this, the

following goals were identified: (1) Healthy Communities (2) Optimal Health Systems Linked with Community

Prevention (3) Accessible and Usable Health Information, and (4) Prevention Sustainability and Capacity.

Coordinated Care Initiative (“CCI”): passed in 2012, this initiative encompasses 8 counties and transforms

California’s Medi-Cal (Medicaid) care delivery system to better serve local low income seniors and disabled.

CCI produces greater value for the Medicare and Medi-Cal programs by improving health outcomes and

containing costs via an integrated offering of medical, behavioral, and long-term care services and shifting

service delivery into the home and community, away from expensive institutional settings. Key components

of CCI are: (1) Cal MediConnect and (2) Managed Medi-Cal Long-Term Supports and Services.
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https://www.alz.org/national/documents/stateplan-calif.pdf
https://letsgethealthy.ca.gov/
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CCDPHP/DCDIC/CDCB/CDPH%20Document%20Library/CWP%20ProgressReport%20FinalADA_07%2027%2018.pdf
https://www.dhcs.ca.gov/provgovpart/Pages/CoordinatedCareInitiative.aspx
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+ - The main disadvantage of this Plan is the fact, that aging processes 

continue to become more acute for CA. Therefore, we can make a 

conclusion about Plan unsuitability. 

During election season, Gov. Gavin Newsom committed to creating

a Master Plan on Aging to address the increased demand for health,

food assistance and supportive services.

The main aims of the plan:

● identify and address the social factors that place seniors at risk

for malnutrition and other diseases;

● expand home- and community-based services to ensure older

adults can access proper nutrition and other supportive

services they need to stay healthy and to prevent costly health

complications.

California Existing State Plan of Aging:  Overview
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We Stand With Seniors believes that the systems in place to support seniors needs to 

be person-centered. We Stand With Seniors wrote a recommendation list available on 

their website dealing with the aging crisis in California that states the following:

- "The state should develop a master plan with specified timeframes and objectives to 

plan for the needs of an aging California. Specifically, the plan should address the 

growth of the older adult and disabled population and accompanying service need 

across the health care, LTSS, behavioral health sector, system financing, integrated 

service delivery, workforce capacity and affordable housing, among other issues. The 

plan should be developed over a 12-month timeframe with opportunity for stakeholder 

input and legislative review."

- "The governor should appoint a leader charged with problem solving and action on 

behalf of California seniors across agencies and departments, staff, appointees, the 

administration, community stakeholders and others."

- “The state should develop a master plan with specified timeframes and objectives 

to plan for the needs of an aging California. Specifically, the plan should address the 

growth of the older adult and disabled population and accompanying service need 

across the health care, LTSS, behavioral health sector, system financing, integrated 

service delivery, workforce capacity and affordable housing, among other issues. 

The plan should be developed over a 12-month timeframe with opportunity for 

stakeholder input and legislative review.”

- “State and federal action is needed to enable working families of today to plan and 

pay for their daily care needs of tomorrow.”

Recommendations for Master Plan on Aging:  We Stand With Seniors
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— “California must elevate policies to support unpaid family caregivers, better serve the needs

of older adults and promote greater efficiencies in public spending. These actions are critical to

avoiding burnout, as well as improving health and economic security of family caregivers:

● Assess family caregiver need when assessing individuals for programs;

● Protect family caregivers from employment discrimination;

● Permit nurses to delegate more tasks to qualified home health aides, thereby reducing

system costs and relieving caregiver burden.”

— “The state should recommit to developing a universal assessment process with timelines for

statewide implementation.”

— “The Health and Human Services Agency should develop an integrated data infrastructure

and platform, with specified timeframe for statewide implementation.”

— “The governor should direct the Health and Human Services Agency to engage stakeholders

in soliciting feedback regarding ways to reorganize its administrative structure. The goals

of the reorganized structure should be to efficiently serve older adults, people with disabilities

and family caregivers to enable a more person-centered, coordinated service delivery system

that promotes access to services in the home and community-based setting and avoids

unnecessary institutionalization.”

Recommendations for Master Plan on Aging: We Stand With Seniors

Sources: westandwithseniors.org 246
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This Plan was created to explore and develop long-term strategies in order to help Colorado prepare for its growing aging population.

It was written by the General Assembly. The 23-member SAPGA is comprised of private sector, state department, and public consumer 

representatives with considerations for geographic and individual diversity.

Comparison: Colorado Strategic Action Plan on Aging

● A clear correlation between goals and recommendations

● Comparing the current recommendations with recommendations 

made in previous years

● Providing of schematic of Federal and State Funding Sources, 

Distributors and Recipients

● Focusing on the social aspect of the problem

● Inclusion of short-term and long-term goals

● Lack of information from the economic point of view

● Lack of comparison with data in another states and country in 

general 
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Comparison: Minnesota Initiative on Aging

In the spring of 2017, the Minnesota Board on Aging (MBA), in partnership with the Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS), began a

strategic planning effort called MN2030 Looking Forward. The year 2030 was marked as an important milestone because that is the year baby

boomers start to turn 85 years old.

● Complex view: focusing both on the social and economic 

aspects of the problem

● Use of World Health Organization's documents during plan 

developing

● Absence of specific numerical indicators characterizing the 

degree of goals achievement

● Lack of comparison with data in another states and country in 

general
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This Long-Term Services and Supports Plan (Plan) addresses the needs for LTSS of the citizens of Connecticut. Developed by the Long-Term Care

Planning Committee with input from members of the Long-Term Care Advisory Council, this Plan was produced to educate and provide

recommendations to policymakers regarding what steps Connecticut should initiate and continue to take in order to achieve a balanced and person-

centered LTSS system over time through 2025.

Comparison: Connecticut Long-Term Services and Supports Plan

● Identification of facts and trends on which the goals are based

● A solid statistical base for providing recommendations

● Complex view: focusing both on the social and economic 

aspects of the problem

● Lack of comparison with data in another states and country in 

general
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Comparison: Minnesota Initiative on Aging

In the spring of 2017, the Minnesota Board on Aging (MBA), in partnership with the Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS), began a

strategic planning effort called MN2030 Looking Forward. The year 2030 was marked as an important milestone because that is the year baby

boomers start to turn 85 years old.

● Complex view: focusing both on the social and economic 

aspects of the problem

● Use of World Health Organization's documents during plan 

developing

● Absence of specific numerical indicators characterizing the 

degree of goals achievement

● Lack of comparison with data in another states and country in 

general
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Criteria California Colorado Minnesota Connecticut

Complex view (both economic & social aspects) ● ● ●

Short & long-term planning ● ●

Solid statistical base ● ● ●

Using of reports made by international organizations ● ●

Time determination of implementation ●

Correlation between goals and recommendations ●

Comparison with data in another states 

Identification of responsible persons and funding sources ●

Comparison of Successful Strategies on Aging: U.S.A
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Given demographic trends, leaders must create a vision and actionable plan to prioritize state resources 

so that older Californians truly live with dignity and independence

To categorize negative  

effects of aging and to 

develop policies 

according to the main 

aspects of aging influence 

(eg, economy, social 

aspect, health, etc.)

Change the orientation 

from the long-term to the 

short-term (or both), 

expedite the schedule

Application of deductive 

method elements (from 

general to specific): make 

conclusions about the 

aging problems of a 

particular state based on 

world and national 

reviews

Conduct not only 

quantitative but also 

qualitative research in 

order to provide 

recommendations that 

will be based on “deeper” 

statistics

Make the Plan more 

flexible by implementation 

of decision tree method 

(algorithm what if), which 

will help to predict all 

possible scenarios

Recommendations about Plan improvement (based on the experience of other states) 

Recommendations to California Based on Successful Approaches to Age 

Wave in other U.S. States
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Projects/initiatives 
that involve preventive 
medicine and 
healthcare approaches

Projects/initiatives that 
involve research or 
Geroscience R&D 
(medicines that directly 
impact on ageing)

Countries with 
national master 
plans for ageing 
demographics

Longevity Initiatives Classification Framework
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POSITION COUNTRY COUNTRY SCORE

1 United Kingdom 5.29

2 Netherlands 4.36

3 Singapore 4.15

4 South Korea 4.00

5 Israel 3.94

6 Switzerland 3.93

7 Hong Kong 3.41

8 Japan 3.10

9 USA 3.07

10 Spain 1.94

11 European Union 1.88

12 China 1.85

Ranking Countries on the Strength, Scope and Relevance of their 
Government Longevity-Related Projects and Initiatives
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To assess countries according to the number and relevance of their government-led longevity projects and initiatives, a

sum of metrics parameters taking into account 75 metrics were used.

Metrics Values

Each metric`s absolute value is recalculated into the relative score within the range [0.0-1.0]. To be more specific, if a

metric is numeric, the formula for score calculation is the absolute value of a country divided by the maximal absolute

value among the countries. If a metric is qualitative (yes/no), a value “yes” equals to 1.0 and a value “no” equals to 0.0.

The qualitative metric “Degree of government industrialization of longevity” has 3 values according to the

industrialization of Longevity in a country: Industrial Strategies (equals to 1.0); National or metropolitan master plans

(equals to 0.5); Independent or municipal government programs (equals to 0.0).

Weight Factors

To equalize each metric in terms of significance among others the weight factors are applied. Each weight factor is in

the range from -1.0 to 1.0, where 1.0 - the most favorable metric, -1.0 - the most detrimental metric and 0,0 - not an

important metric at all (if the factor is negative, the higher positive magnitude of relative score, the worse for a

country's score). The weighted score of a country for a particular metric is relative score multiplied by an weight factors.

Final Score

Consequently, the countries were ranked according to the sum of their weighted scores of each metric. The higher the 

final score the more advanced a country in terms of government Longevity-related projects and initiatives.

Methodology for Ranking Countries Efforts on the Front of Government 
Longevity-Related Projects and Initiatives
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Overall, there are 6 levels of proprietary metrics

which differ based on the nature of the parameters

they consist of.

Indicators, their growth rates and their ratios are

calculated separately and then integrated in the final

metrics system.

The whole of the metrics can also be subdivided into

2 categories based on the logic of the parameters,

namely:

● Indicators of potential (or lack thereof);

● Indicators of actual success (or lack thereof).

Thus, the ranking system reflects both strengths and

opportunities of different countries regarding the

development of national longevity strategies. It can

be applied for the evaluation of the current state of a

country, as well as of its prospects.

Some metrics indicators are directly interconnected

since the ratios are derived from single values which

are parameters themselves.

Government Longevity Related Projects and Initiatives Analytical 3-
Dimensional Framework
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Successful Approach to Aging:  United Kingdom

In 2017, life expectancy in the U.K. was 80.8 years. Business Secretary

Greg Clark announced that U.K. government has boosted its

investment in AI for healthcare, established five new centres of

excellence for digital pathology and imaging as well as allocated

£50m in pertinent funding. Based in Leeds, Oxford, Coventry, Glasgow

and London, these centres will assist hospitals in digitizing scans and

biopsy images, minimizing manual reporting and thus enabling hospital

staff to focus on direct patient care.

Advantages of AI for Healthcare:

● Supporting diagnosis in areas such as detecting minor

deviations from the patient’s baseline health data or comparison

to patients with similar conditions

● Early identification of potential pandemics and tracking

incidence of diseases to help prevent and contain its

distribution

● Imaging diagnostics to tackling the “deluge of image data”

challenge. By embracing the machine as an integral part of the

care team, enabling it to automate routine procedures and

processes, clinicians can focus on the most complex and

critically ill patients.

Continuous interaction between human physicians and the AI-

powered diagnostics will enhance the accuracy of the systems and,

over time, provide enough confidence for humans to delegate these

tasks entirely to the AI system

Sources: gov.uk, 257
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Successful Approach to Aging:  United Kingdom

The United Kingdom has enough resources in each of the three most crucial sectors - Longevity, Artificial Intelligence

and Financial Industry - to be in a strong position to successfully face the Age Wave.

The previous political decisions with the regard to AI and biotech such as the Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence, Artificial Intelligence

Sector Deal and the integration of AI into the Industrial Strategy - were the result of activities of an All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG)

assembled in early 2017. The formation of such a group could provide a platform to facilitate dialogue among all stakeholders and for the

development of a more comprehensive, robust and integral approach to the problem of societal ageing.

The program for a Longevity Industry in the UK would involve a combination of :

● Biomedical research and science

● Innovations in preventive medicine and elderly care

● Financial reforms of the NHS

● Pension funds reforms, with regards to the problem of ageing population and overall shift from treatment to prevention strategy in

healthcare.

Sources: ageuk.org.uk, pearsfoundation.org.uk 258
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Successful Approach to Aging:  United Kingdom

National Health Service England (“NHS England”) is working in partnership with Age UK, Public Health England, Chief Fire Officers Association, and

Local Government Association to adequately address aging challenges, particularly, launched a joint Consensus Statement. A wide range of

activities stemming from the collaboration could be incorporated into California’s Master Plan on Aging.

NHS England and Age UK aims to encourage and to support the national debate to improve healthcare. Among its goals is for everyone to have

greater control of their health and well-being, enabling people to live longer, healthier lives via utilization of high quality, compassionate, inclusive and

constantly-improving healthcare services.

The aims of the collaboration:

● Encourage local action to prevent and minimise service demand and improve the quality of life of older people and children and adults with

long term conditions

● Identification of frailty, promotion and support of healthy aging, help to avoid trips and falls; and signposting to relevant services through

making every contact count and sources of help

● Exploring opportunities to improve local services, making them more efficient and effective by working more closely together and where

appropriate integrating services through measures such as better information sharing, the promotion of existing guidance and initiatives,

access to inclusion to improvement support programmes and joint communications

● Developing shared communications for our collective networks, the public, professionals, partners and other stakeholders to raise awareness

of the benefits of a more connected approach and to provide reassurance about skills and knowledge, appropriate information sharing and

joined up pathways.

Sources: Age UK | NHS 259
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Successful Approach to Aging: Israel

At the end of 1999 the Israeli population numbered 6,041,400 persons, with about 600,000 (almost 10 percent) elderly. In 2020 elderly people will

make up close to 12 percent of the general population, and the old-old will constitute about one-half of the total elderly population.

Aging is increasingly recognized in Israel as an important national challenge, including the recognition of the need to develop specific policies to

prepare for and address the aging challenge. In recent years, several policy initiatives have aimed to address particular areas of the aging challenge,

such the National Program for Long-term Nursing Care for the Elderly of 2017. Yet, perhaps the first truly comprehensive and far-reaching policy

program to improve the preparedness of the Israeli society for the population aging, including all of its aspects, is the “National Master Plan on

Aging” initiated in 2018.

The masterplan generally considers the improvement of well-being of the elderly in Israel, addressing such problems of their life as: poverty,

employment and retirement, nursing in community and institutions, family caregivers, loneliness, inter-departmental coordination, abuse and neglect,

independency, healthcare services, welfare services, pensions and allocations, public housing, and technologies.

Sources: medicine.jrank.org sciencedirect.com

Fig. 1. Increase in the population of Israel by age group from 

1955 to 2035.

Projections are estimated to be six times higher for the total, 

19 times higher for ages 65 years

and older, and 34 times higher for ages 75 and older
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Successful Approach to Aging: Israel

Israel's healthcare system is highly advanced compared to other regions of similar economic status. Furthermore, the Israeli healthcare system

greatly emphasizes disease prevention, promoting healthy nutrition, early medical screening, and preventive medicine. As a result, public health in

Israel has seen astonishing improvement over the past decade, such as a 50% reduction in the incidence of heart attacks.

Israel has also made substantial efforts to foster its digital health industry. According to Startup Nation Central, the number of Israeli digital health

startups increased from 65 in 2005 to almost 400 in 2016. This explosion of the digital health sector shows no signs of stopping, with a 27%

increase in investments in 2016 alone. The growth of Israel's digital health sector is boosted not only by its progressive and proactive technology

company landscape, but also by its government.

The Ministry of Health and Digital Israel recently announced the launch of a program that will connect medical providers and caregivers via

communications technologies, allowing the observation of diagnoses and treatments practices in different organizations. In July 2018, the Knesset

Committee on Science and Technology held a landmark session titled “Strengthening the research and development for improving the quality of life

and longevity and prevention of aging-related diseases,” which was dedicated to bolstering R&D for healthy longevity.

Israel currently ranks fifth in the world for healthy longevity according to the United Nation's 2018 World Happiness Report. According to

Bloomberg's annual Healthcare Efficiency Index, Israel ranks sixth in the world, up one place since last year.
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Successful Approach to Aging: BIRAX Ageing

The Britain Israel Research and Academic Exchange Partnership (BIRAX) is a multi-million pound

initiative launched by the British Council, the Pears Foundation and the British Embassy in Israel,

supported by both the Israeli and British Ministries of Science, to invest in research initiatives jointly

undertaken by scientists in Britain and Israel.

One of the most significant developments to occur in the global Longevity Industry in the 2018 year is the formation of the BIRAX Ageing, launched

by BIRAX, which seeks to "advance innovative scientific research into ageing and its impact on human health and to encourage the use of cutting

edge technology, big data and personalised medicine in ageing research" and "develop meaningful, sustainable and mutually enriching scientific

collaboration between researchers, labs and institutions." £5 million has been committed to BIRAX Ageing, and some of its initial disease targets

include Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, heart disease, multiple sclerosis and diabetes, multimorbidity and frailty.

BIRAX announced its first call for research proposals in April 2018, focusing on two broad themes:

● Research into the impact of aging processes on human health

● Using precision medicine and big data to identify innovative biomarkers, algorithms and computational techniques to help prevent the

harmful effects associated with ageing.
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The strategy is proposed by European Commission. The Europe 2020 strategy for a smart, sustainable and inclusive growth emphasises the need to

promote active ageing policies. Relevant priorities are included in the flagship initiative ‘An agenda for new skills and jobs’, designed to achieve the

employment goal defined as three out of four Europeans aged 20–64 working. To meet this goal, a better use of older Europeans’ potential is crucial.

This group is in good health and can contribute to economic growth with their skills and experience. Reforms of social protection systems in Europe,

particularly pensions, health care and long-term care arrangements, are considered an important component of the constructive response to

population ageing.

Overview:  European Approach to Aging

Sources: CSIS | UN 263

https://www.csis.org/
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To turn challenges into opportunities by designing and implementing adequate policies to manage demographic change, the core policy directions

were identified as follows: support demographic renewal through better conditions for families and improved reconciliation of working and family

life; boost employment — more jobs and longer, better quality working lives; raise productivity and economic performance by investing in education

and research; receive and integrate migrants into European society; ensure sustainable public finances to guarantee adequate pensions, health care

and long-term care.s

Europe:  from Aging Challenge to Opportunities

Aged Support Ratio

US
Canada
UK
France
Germany
Japan
Italy

3.8
3.8
2.9
3.0
2.6
2.7
2.6

2.1
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.0
1.0

2000    2040

Sources: CSIS | UN 264
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Successful Approach to Aging:  Germany

The population Germany is set to decline from a 2002 peak of 82m to

74.5m by 2050, according to the United Nations. The percentage of

Germans under 15 is forecast to fall to 13 per cent, among the world’s

lowest. The share of those over 60 is expected to rise from 27 per cent

to 39 percent. The government this year tweaked rules to allow more

pensioners to continue working part-time without suffering big pension

cuts.

Immigration can ease the pressures but only when immigrants are

successfully integrated into the jobs market. That is harder to do with

refugees from unstable countries, in the Middle East for example, than

with migrant workers from developed countries. Immigration can help

manage the demographic change but it is unlikely to avert it.

Instead, other strategies are considering:

● undertaking radical structural reforms in its social security

system, freezing all age-related spending at the current level (as

a percentage of GDP)

● balancing the budget

Sources: ft.com | spglobal.com 265
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Successful Approach to Aging: Singapore

Singapore and Japan have the oldest populations in the world, and both face similar challenges in managing the issue. However, if one asks ageing

expert Professor Hiroko Akiyama, Singapore is doing a much better job at tackling the problem.

Given that nearly 25 percent of Singapore's population will be over the age of 65 by the year 2030, the need for increased governmental commitment

to prioritizing healthspan extension research is all the more pressing. A recent report by Marsh and McLennan Asia-Pacific Risk Center, "Elderly

health costs to rise tenfold by 2030: Report," estimated that annual elderly healthcare costs will rise 10x by 2030, reaching nearly S$52,000

(US$38,000) per capita.

Sources: population.sg | theindependent.sg

People Age 65 and Older as Percentage of Total PopulationThe social psychologist from the Institute of Gerontology

at University of Tokyo believes that Singapore has a more

open approach to immigration: the ageing population

means that the workforce is gradually shrinking. Allowing

for foreigners to take up the jobs that are not being filled

will continue to sustain the economy. At the same time,

foreign talent also injects new sources of innovation and

entrepreneurship into the economy.

Compared to other countries in its peer grouping,

Singapore has the lowest ratio of doctors and hospital

beds per 1,000 population. However, it was noted that

Singapore’s healthcare system is still ranked highly by the

World Health Organisation and this “may indicate higher

healthcare efficiency and productivity of healthcare

resources”.
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Successful Approach to Aging: Singapore

Singapore had a head-start in planning for an ageing population. On this front, Singapore has been pushing hard to keep seniors active and engaged

in their community. The Action Plan for Successful Ageing has outlined key initiatives that is aimed at keeping seniors meaningfully engaged

across a range of activities, from volunteer work, working longer and returning to school to pick up new skills.

The main strategies to tackle aging issues in Singapore:

● Retirement Security. According to the Natixis Investment Managers' Global Retirement Index, this year Singapore ranked 28th globally and

3rd in Asia (behind Japan and South Korea) for the strength of their retirement security

● Rapidly Embracing AgeTech. Singapore has enthusiastically embraced the rising AgeTech sector to improve the quality of life and levels of

social engagement of its elderly population. AgeTech, which encompasses any digital technologies that aid the elderly, are being rapidly

adopted by medical institutions and nursing homes across the country

● Bridging the Divide Between Singapore’s Elderly and Digital Literacy. In recent years, adults 65+ in Singapore have been adapting to the

internet and smartphones, with internet usage increasing from around 16% in 2012 to over 40% and smartphone usage to over 50% in 2016

Digital Technology Usage Age 60 Years and Older, 2013-2016 

● High Turnover Rate for Eldercare Workers in Singapore. Singapore

intends to grow the size of its long-term care workforce by as much

as 45 by 2020 to meet increasing needs. By 2030, one in three

Singapore citizens is projected to require one or more forms of

eldercare services, with one in four Singaporeans over the age of 65.

● Tackling Population Aging in the Near Future. In 2011 Singapore

introduced its Retirement and Re-employment Act, its largest step

toward retirement system reform in its history. Part of this

legislation required employers to re-employ workers past the age of

62 and before the age of 65. Another indication that the government

is heading in this direction is that last year they raised the national

retirement age from 65 to 67.
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Japanese life expectancy estimates and projections, 1950–2050 Working-age population as share of total population, 

Japan, 1950–2050

Successful Approach to Aging:  Japan

Major policy solution that Japan – among a long list of other countries, such as Austria, the UK, France, Canada, Italy and Germany – has identified

is raising the ages for retirement and pension eligibility. This approach may be more immediately realisable than other solutions that are not as

direct, easy, or politically feasible, such as robotic automation, which may be prohibitively expensive, or raising taxes, which would be unpopular.

The Japanese government is considering raising the mandatory retirement age for civil servants from age 60 to 65 and supporting private

companies that retain retiree-age staff, which would help diminish the widening gap between life expectancy and the time at which individuals may

exit the workforce. This adjustment, assuming completion by 2025, would also raise the working age-to-total population ratio back to its

approximate 2008 level.

Sources: voxeu.org 268
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Recommendations to California Based on Successful Approaches to Age 

Wave Globally

Adjust the qualifying ages for 

pension payments – which do not 

depend on retirement

Adapt workplaces to a more diverse 

workforce, developing employment 

opportunities for older workers

Increase the R&D budget & education 

for the field of healthy longevity and 

prevention of aging-related diseases 

Improve healthcare to older adults so 

that they remain healthy enough to 

work a sufficient number of hours, 

and to work productively as they age

Raise the mandatory retirement age 

and the qualifying age for pension 

payments

Implement extensively Data 

Science/Machine Learning/AI

Use modern technologies to predict 

and prevent possible issues 

connected to chronic diseases 

treatment and economy problems  

⬇
⬇

Recommendations on Master Plan improvement (based on the worldwide experience) 
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Recommendations to California Based on Successful Approaches to Age 

Wave Globally

Sources: Little Hoover Commission

Advantages of AI

AI systems can detect when

an elderly person falls and

may alleviate caregiver

shortages for seniors with

dementia, Alzheimer’s

disease and depression.

AI algorithms are already

augmenting human experts in 

interpreting x-rays, detecting

diseases and cancers and suggesting 

more finely-tuned treatments.

One of the biggest impacts of AI is in 

helping anti-aging researchers, 

understand the very process of aging 

and thereby develop methods to delay 

the process.

AI systems that understand images, 

sounds and languages

can support people with

deafness and autism.

An AI-programmed robot

developed at the University

of Denver can hold conversations with 

patients, offer medication reminders 

and lead light physical activity and

cognitive games.
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Recommendations to California Based on Successful Approaches to Age 

Wave Globally
Economy & Employment

Make older people recognised 

as workers and consumers

Improve national productivity

Reduce unemployment

Make fuller working livesSupport and value informal 

carers

Meet child care needs, with 

grandparents playing a major 

role

Achieve the maximum number 

of employees signed up to a 

work placed pension

Reduce welfare bill

Minimise cost impact on the 

health and care system

Create sustainable public 

finance system

Keep people independent as 

long as possible

Create greater flexibility and 

choice with pensions
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Recommendations to California Based on Successful Approaches to Age 

Wave Globally
Infrastructure/Housing & Culture

Maximize accessibility of

transport especially rural 

areas

Provide digital inclusion

Provide people with better 

connection to services and 

social networks

Make people participating in 

learning, mentally 

stimulating activities 

throughout life

Create the balance: supply 

of transport meets 

demand

Establish population 

confident, resilient and 

secure

Make people treated with 

dignity and respect 

throughout life

Provide higher level of 

community involvement

Increase planning

for old age (both

financial and other)

Older people live longer in 

their own homes

Increased resident 

satisfaction with housing 

and services in their

local area

Keeping people 

independent as long as 

possible
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Community & Individual Health 

Improve services to more 

people have information

and access to services for 

active ageing

More access to care health and 

support affordably

Reduce avoidable inequality in 

health outcomes

Reduce impact of illness, 

including long term conditions, 

on quality of life 

Reduce incidence and 

prevalence of cognitive 

disorders: especially

dementia

Reduce detrimental health 

impact of loneliness

Recommendations to California Based on Successful Approaches to Age 

Wave Globally

More people in good health

(reduced morbidity)

Create facilities for people to 

follow active and healthy 

lifestyles and proactively 

manage their health

Health and wellbeing of all 

people

People more physically, 

socially, economically and 

mentally active
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Community & Individual Health 

Improve services to more 

people have information

and access to services for 

active ageing

More access to care health and 

support affordably

Reduce avoidable inequality in 

health outcomes

Reduce impact of illness, 

including long term conditions, 

on quality of life 

Reduce incidence and 

prevalence of cognitive 

disorders: especially

dementia

Reduce detrimental health 

impact of loneliness

Recommendations to California Based on Successful Approaches to Age 

Wave Globally

More people in good health

(reduced morbidity)

Create facilities for people to 

follow active and healthy 

lifestyles and proactively 

manage their health

Health and wellbeing of all 

people

People more physically, 

socially, economically and 

mentally active
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California Government: General Recommendations on Aging Strategy

Sources:  World Health Organization:  Global Strategy and Action Plan for Ageing and Health; 
United Nations:  2015 World Population Ageing Report;

WHO: Global Strategy on Ageing and Health 

Strategic Objective 1: Commitment to Action on Healthy Ageing:

establish national frameworks for action on Healthy Ageing;

strengthen national capacities to formulate evidence-based policy;

combat ageism and transform understanding of ageing and health.

Strategic Objective 2: Developing Age-Friendly Environments:

foster seniors’ autonomy and enable their societal engagement;

promote multisectoral action.

Strategic Objective 3: Aligning Health Systems to the Needs of the

Elderly: orient health systems around intrinsic capacity and

functional ability; develop and ensure affordable access to quality

senior-centered care and integrated clinical care; ensure a

sustainable and appropriately trained, deployed and managed health

workforce.

Strategic Objective 4: Developing Sustainable and Equitable

Systems for Long-Term Care: establish and continually improve a

sustainable and equitable long-term care system; build workforce

capacity and support caregivers; ensure the quality of person-

centered and integral long-term care.

Strategic Objective 5: Improving Measurement, Monitoring and

Research on Healthy Ageing: agree on ways to measure, analyze,

describe and monitor Healthy Ageing; strengthen research capacities

and incentives for innovation; research and synthesize evidence on

Healthy Ageing.

UN: 2015 World Population Ageing Report

Governments need to design innovative, multisectoral policies and

services for the elderly, including housing, employment, health care,

infrastructure and social protection. This ensures the well-being and

socio-economic integration of seniors while maintaining the fiscal

solvency of pension and health care systems. Recommendations:

Expand and ensure solvency of pension systems to guarantee basic

income security in old age for all

Health care systems must adapt to the needs of seniors, adequately

diagnosing and treating age-related conditions

Enact policies that promote lifelong health and emphasize

preventive care to prevent or postpone age-related disability

Prepare for a growing need for long-term care, both home-based

and facility-based

Eliminate age-related employment discrimination, promote the

recruitment of and flexible employment opportunities for the elderly

Facilitate access to microcredit, provide subsidies and other

incentives for senior self-employment

Include seniors in public policy processes

Improve seniors’ access to public services in urban and rural areas

Help to bridge the digital divide of seniors through technology

training programs and learning hubs tailored to their needs
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California Government and Seniors:  Long-Term Care Recommendations

Develop a Managed Care Expansion: Coordinated Care Initiative offers long-term care (“LTC”) in certain

locations only - a strategy for system integration regardless of where one resides, is needed

Family Caregivers: establish a sustainable system of support, including reconsidering employment-related

policies, such as increasing the length of protected leave and expanding the California Family Rights Act to

include care for grandparents, siblings, and in-laws

Person-Centered Planning: develop standards for person-centered service planning in an integrated system

to ensure that individuals and families have the opportunity to engage in health and LTC service planning

Comprehensive LTC Workforce Strategy: develop a strategy to analyze and align LTC workforce needs,

training and education requirements; address the mental health workforce needs for seniors

Reducing Nursing Home Placements: specify the minimum levels of functional limitations to receive

MediCal reimbursement

Planning for LTC Needs: create a strategy to raise Californians’ awareness of, and engagement in, LTC

planning. Most people are in denial about aging and future LTC needs which can be a serious detriment to

individuals who are not prepared to address and finance their LTC needs

Elder Justice/Elder Abuse Prevention: include guidance on enhancing decision-making capacity for impaired

individuals, as well as options for supported and surrogate decision-making that are appropriate for various

levels of impairment and risk

End-of-Life Planning: address end-of-life planning issues, improve end-of-life care

Building on Regional Innovations: expand innovations addressing the challenges of LTC service delivery

Sources: California State Senate Select Committee on Aging and Long-Term Care; 
AARP: 2017 LTSS State Scorecard Results; AARP:  Profiles of LT Services and Supports Across the States; Los Angeles Times; 

"Long-term care is the No. 1 issue … It’s not enough to have service delivery … you need to have a coordinated
system, and you need to have the means for middle-income Californians to get the support they need”
Nancy McPherson, the California state director for AARP

California’s LTC Scorecard

High-Performing LTC System
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Conclusions:

California’s Silver Tsunami and its negative consequences create a significant challenge for the local government and affect such spheres as

Economy, Housing, Healthcare, and Transportation.

Rapidly growing senior population leads to poverty, retirement crisis, insufficient pensions, the increasing rate of age-related diseases and

disabilities, such as Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, diabetes, cancer, and stroke.

These conditions underline the urgent need for California Government to maintain and further enhance its Aging Network to adequately address

the effects of the state’s unprecedented demographic shift. A variety of plans and programs are devoted to the issue. Particularly, they are

California State Plan on Aging, which doesn`t seem to be certainly efficient, and California Master Plan on Aging, which is believed to become

the main source of the problem solution.

In general, with respect to other programs/plans in other states and countries with the same situation, the most significant improvements are

reached due to:

● Improving the quality of life and ability to work during the late stages of life (healthcare development)

● Using modern technologies such as AI to prevent possible health problems and to enhance anti-aging research

● Rising R&D budget for the field of healthy longevity, provide proper information about aging facilities and the issue in general

● Providing social involvement and physical/mental activity of seniors
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Introduction 

As was mentioned in the introduction to the previous chapter, California is the most populated state of America, so the "Aging Wave" could

not avoid influencing not only the demographic and political situation, but also the financial state of its residents and economy in general.

By 2032 the constantly growing number of older workers and retirees is going to affect more than a half of US GDP. But being old doesn't

mean being powerless. According to Oxford Economics, elders already inject $4.6 trillion a year in spending on consumer goods and

services, including health care, into the overall economy, and the tendency is going to increase, as more Americans choose to remain in the

workforce longer.

The following chapter incorporates the complete scope of information about Longevity Economy In California, it’s trends and tendencies,

perspectives and relevant features, which are able to fulfill every reader’s purpose. To tackle the aforementioned purpose, Chapter V is

loaded with a huge set of indicator, graphs, figures and statistics, made by Aging Analytics Agency, or collected from other authoritative

sources and reports, such as: Oxford Economics, AARP, Milken Institute, CLSA and Merrill Lynch. Consequently, the following main points

describe this chapter’s general structure:

● Economic overview of the current situation in U.S. and California

● Aspects of Longevity Economy in U.S. and Canada

● Longevity Economy Influence on various economic indicators is U.S. and California

● Solutions of Longevity Economy problems

● California Life Science Industry

● Venture Capital Investments in U.S. and California

● Conclusions

Sources: Oxford Economics 279
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Longevity economics concerns all economic activities that is

supported by the consumer spending of households headed by

someone age 50 or older. However, there is a difference between the

longevity economics & economics of aging.

Economics of aging is a broader concept: it is the study of economic

decision-making by individuals and government aimed at fostering

well-being in old age. So, these two economic categories have different

meanings.

Therefore, it is extremely important to define two aforementioned

terms, study their peculiarities and features, as well as its connection

to the state and even the whole country economics.

Consequently, the whole following chapter is dedicated to the research

of longevity economics and economics of aging, the social situation of

people of age 50+, their influence on different economic indicators,

technologies and society in general.

Economics of aging

Longevity 
economics

Longevity Economics v. Economics of Aging
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In 2017, California became the fifth largest global economy, surpassing the UK, India. The state’s gross domestic product rose by $127 billion from

2016 to 2017, surpassing $2.7 trillion.

The thriving technology sector of Silicon Valley, the world’s entertainment capital in Hollywood and Central Valley’s agricultural heartland are the key

contributing factors to making local economy a global tour de force.

California: World’s Fifth Largest Economy

The state’s economic output is now surpassed only by the GDP of the

United States, China, Japan and Germany.

California houses the largest share of U.S. population - 12% or nearly

40 million people and has contributed 16% of total job growth

between 2012 and 2017. Its share of the national economy also grew

from 12.8% to 14.2% during that time period.

In 2002, California has already ranked in 5th place but fell all the way

to 10th place in 2012 following the Great Recession. Since then, the

largest U.S. state has added two million jobs and grown its GDP by

$700 billion.

California’s economic juggernaut is concentrated in coastal

metropolises around San Francisco, San Jose, Los Angeles and San

Diego.

Sources: losangeles.cbslocal.com | statista.com | medium.com

Rank Countries ($ bilions)      -4%

1 United States $ 19,391

2 China $ 12,015

3 Japan $ 4,872

4 Germania $ 3,685

5 CALIFORNIA a/ $ 2,747 2637

6 United Kingdom $ 2,625

7 India $ 2,611

8 France $ 2,584

9 Brazil $ 2,055

10 Italy $ 1,938

CALIFORNIA’S WORLD RANKING 2017 GROSS 

DOMESTIC PRODUCT

(In current US$)
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According to projections from California’s 

Department of Finance, seniors will make up a 

sharply larger share of the state’s population 

by 2060 — the only age bracket to grow in 

scale.

“We are exquisitely unprepared for that [oldest] 

age demographic pushing through,” said Dr. 

Bruce Chernof, president of the SCAN 

Foundation, an aging advocacy group.

California Economy:  Facing a Demographic Shift

Sources: California Department of Finance 282
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The sum of all economic activity that result from consumer spending of households headed by someone aged 50 or older.

Main ideas

Longevity Economy in U.S.: Definition and Concept

Sources: Oxford Economics; Forbes

By leveraging an aging population in the 

longevity era, economic growth can be 

enhanced now and into the future

More older people = more demand = 

intensification of consumption

The fundamental challenge: to understand 

what drives older people to purchase in 

order to capitalize on the trend and benefit 

the economy.
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Longevity Economy in U.S.: Investing in 50+ Market

Sources: AARP Funding 50+ Market Report

Since 2010, as the traditional 50+ market spheres continue to be financed, completely new and, in some way, unconventional for this market spheres

begin to grow, expand and occupy investors’ priorities. All spheres are illustrated in a circle below. According to the AARP report on investing in 50+

market, four novel spheres, connected with preventative approach, are currently in a focus of venture capitalists: Behavioral and Emotional Health,

Social Engagement, Diet and Nutrition and Physical Fitness. Two graphs below demonstrate, that substantial funding in these markets is attributed to

an emphasis on preventative medicine, empowering the patient to own their care and the changing healthcare regulatory landscape.

Total funding

Total numbers of VCs investing in Market
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Longevity Economy in U.S.: Top Investors and Their Priorities in 50+ 

Market

Sources: AARP Funding 50+ Market Report

The table below shows, how venture capitalists diversify their investments into different spheres, included into 50+ market. This information, gathered

since 2010 year confirms, that more and more companies are focused on investing into preventive medicine, namely, physical fitness and care

navigation have comprised the majority of digital health venture capitalists interests.
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Longevity Economy in U.S.: Trends To Watch

Sources: AARP 2016 Health Innovation Frontiers Report

Smart sensors and connected devices, as smart

algorithms and multi-sensor designs provide lower cost

cool gadgets with native intelligence and actionable

insights.

Momentum in on-demand care, as innovators bring

underutilized resources and care experiences to

consumers on their terms, via the most efficient means

of delivery.

The spread of platform-as-a-business, giving

companies the ability to execute their strategies with

flexibility, agility, and versatility.

Reimbursement as a revenue model, powered by payers,

in areas where care can be delivered more conveniently

without a sacrifice in quality.

OLD NEWS NEW FRONTIERS

Chronic disease treatment 
Preventative care and health 

promotion

Siloed products Integrated platforms

Paying for care navigation and

medication management out of 

pocket

Reimbursed services for care 

guidance

and medication management

Uncoordinated care Personalized, connected care

Traditional medical alerts All-purpose safety monitoring

Recording fitness activities Living a healthy lifestyle

Free diet/nutrition apps
“Freemium” diet/nutrition 

services

Ad-funded behavioral health 

solutions

Fee-funded behavioral health 

solutions

Biggest Market Opportunities: Cumulative Revenues, 2015-2020
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Longevity Economy in U.S.:  Effects of Aging 

Sources: Oxford Economics

GDP

GVA – gross 
value added

Taxes Income

Employment

Generally, we can identify 3 main channels of the impact of longevity.

Direct: Measures the economic benefit of the 50-plus cohort’s spending and activities.

Indirect: Denotes the activity driven by the supply chain as a result of the procurement of goods and services from other businesses to support

those providing goods and services to the 50-plus cohort.

Induced: Captures the impact of workers spending their wages on domestically produced goods and services.
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And what does it mean?

↑ in consumer spending ↑ in unemployment rate ↓ in labor income ↓ in paying taxes
↑ in GDP & GVA (driven 

by the increase in 
consumption)

Longevity Economy in U.S.: Effects of Aging 

Sources: The Gerontological Society of America

Population aging, fueled by declining birth rates and increases in life expectancy, is a megatrend that will continue in the United States and many 

other countries over the next several decades.
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Longevity Economy in U.S.: Key Aspects

Sources: Oxford Economics; US Census Bureau

This slide demonstrates the actual age structure of California and it’s forecast for next 20 years. Also, here we may find the information of Longevity

Economy contribution into the general economy indicators. Overall outcome is that Longevity Economy has a great, mostly positive influence on all

economic processes in state or country.

According to population estimates by the Census Bureau, the share of older people will slightly decrease by 1% till 2040. So, the general situation,

regarding longevity economy in California will remain as it is now. Since the technologies in longevity sphere are evolving rapidly, we can probably

predict the positive growth of all indicators (influence of longevity economy on GDP, labor productivity, unemployment rate etc.) in US and,

specifically in California.

Based on the statements made in previous slides, we can 
visualize a ripple effect of the Longevity Economy in US:
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Comparison:  Longevity Economy and Population Aged 50+

Sources: Oxford Economics

On the picture below, we can see a share of people in America by states, aged 50+ and their impact on GDP. We may see, that California has one of

the lowest shares of population over 50 years - 32%. As we will see in the following slides, the influence of Longevity Economy on the economy of

state and even the whole country cannot be undervalued, especially in California’s case.

1 Delaware 38% 51%

2 Rhode Island 37% 48%

3 Connecticut 37% 47%

4 Vermont 41% 47%

5 New Hampshire 40% 47%

6 Massachusetts 36% 45%

7 Kentucky 36% 41%

8 Washington D. C 28% 30%

38% 42%

Over 50 population
Longevity economy GDP 

impact
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Giving back is important to Americans of all ages. However, younger Americans face many constraints on their giving: work schedules, the

responsibilities and costs of raising a family, and daily expenses that often leave little extra time or money for either volunteering or charitable

donations.

For many, retirement unleashes new opportunities to give. Retirees have the greatest amount of time, savings, life experiences, and skills they can

contribute to charities, nonprofits, and causes:

● More time. As people emptynest and retire from full-time work, they gain free time and become more available to engage

in charitable giving and volunteering (FIG 1).

● More savings. Many retirees have accumulated savings—which are necessary to fund their retirement years—but part of

which may be available to contribute to causes and needs they are passionate about (FIG 2).

● More skills. Retirees bring a lifetime of experience when they give back. According to our survey, 84% of retirees say an important reason they

are able to give more in retirement is that they have greater skills and talents compared to when they were younger.

Longevity Economy in U.S.:  Longevity Bonus 

Sources: Merrill Lynch Retirement Study 291
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Longevity Economy in U.S.:  Longevity Bonus 

Sources: Merrill Lynch Retirement Study

With more time, savings, and skills to contribute, two-thirds (65%) of retirees say retirement is the best time in life to give back. As people move to

and through their retirement years, giving often escalates. Older adults are the most likely to donate money or goods to charities (FIG 3), and among

those who give, contributions are by far the most dollars of any age group (FIG 4).

A similar pattern emerges when looking at volunteering. Currently, older adults are not the most likely to volunteer: The percentage of people

volunteering is highest in midlife (FIG 5), often related to volunteer activities with their school-age children. But while midlife volunteers often have

limited time to contribute, older adults give much more of their time. The average number of hours contributed by volunteers soars among older

adults (FIG 6).
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Longevity Economy in U.S.:  Longevity Bonus 

Sources: Merrill Lynch Retirement Study

What is the future of retiree giving? To answer this question, Merrill Lynch Retirement Study calculated the Longevity Bonus, the total value of money

and time that retirees are projected to give. Three forces will drive a surge in retiree giving over the next two decades:

● The movement of the massive boomer generation into their retirement years.

● Increasing longevity, which means more people will spend more years in retirement. The aging of the boomers and increasing longevity will

drive the age 65+ population up by 57% (FIG 7).

● High rates of giving among retirees, who, as the survey found, have more free time and savings than younger adults, and give more generously

than people in their working years.

The combined effect of these three forces is the potential for tremendous growth in financial giving. Assuming giving rates among retirees remain at

the level they are today, we believe charitable financial giving from retirees over the next two decades will swell to an estimated $6.6 trillion.

But it’s not just about money. Retirees are projected to volunteer 58 billion hours over the next two decades. Assuming industry standard measures of

the value of volunteer time, the study believes retiree volunteering will contribute almost $1.4 trillion worth of services nationwide.

In total, it is believed, and shown on the right graph below, the value of giving by retirees, including both charitable giving and the value of volunteer

hours, will create an estimated $8 trillion Longevity Bonus cumulatively over the next two decades.
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Longevity: Impact on U.S. Economy

Sources: Oxford Economics

As life expectancy has increased, the leading causes of death have

shifted from infectious diseases and acute illnesses to chronic

diseases and degenerative illnesses, many of which are manageable

outside of health facilities with the appropriate support.

⬇
These transformations have been a boon to the health market, which is

developing services and products that enable telemedicine, remote

monitoring, and seamless access to care and information.

⬇
Innovative health care products provide a double boost to the

economy, both in the form of the money that is spent producing them

and in the form of savings from averted future health care costs.

Important predictions: The health market in the United States, which

was estimated to be approximately $2.1 billion in 2011, is expected to

continue growing at rates of more than 20% per year and to reach $20

billion by 2020. Health consumption of older Americans is predicted to

reach $4 trillion by 2032, nearly 79% of total U.S. health care spending

Spending patterns by age group

53,3%

46,7%
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Longevity: Impact on California Economy

Sources: Oxford Economics; US Census Bureau; California Department of Health Services

produce 42% of 
the GDP

are 49% of 
employees 

pay 42% of 
state taxes

produce 43% of 
labor income

The economic impact 
of aging. People over 

50…

The figure above shows, that the economic contribution of the

Longevity Economy accounted for 42% of California’s GDP ($1032.3

billion). This supported 49% of California’s jobs (11,156,000), 43% of

labor income ($638.4 billion), and 42% of state and local taxes ($100.8

billion).

According to the forecast, we can expect that life expectancy will 

exceed 85 in the next 10 years

CA fits in the global trend: growth in population and life expectancy 

at birth

Each year, life expectancy in CA increases by about 0,26 years
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Longevity: Impact on CA Economy

Sources: CMS, Health Spending by State of Residence

⬇

Total $1032,3 billion impact of the Longevity Economy 

was driven by $653,3 in consumer spending by over-50 

households in CA

The most significant categories – healthcare (62 %), 

entertainment (53 %) and trade margins & personal 

transport services (52 %)

The data confirm the conclusion about intensive 

consumption & spending by over-50 people

According to this, forecast of health care expenditures is 

reliable and justified
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Longevity: Employment in CA

Sources: Oxford Economics

Older workers add value to 
the economy, boosting 

growth
and creating jobs rather 

than taking them

Overall, younger and older 
workers are generally 

working in similar 
occupation categories— in 
sectors such as education 
and social services—but 

there are also some notable 
differences

1. Workers aged 25 to 49 are more likely than 

older workers to be employed in food and 

personal-service occupations, as well as 

construction, mining and agriculture.

1. By contrast, workers in office and 

administrative occupations, as well as 

sales, business, finance, and management 

are more likely to continue to work when 

they are 50 and older.

Mail conclusion: higher employment rates among 

older workers actually benefited younger 

generations, as older workers had more money to 

spend -> thus creating more jobs
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Workers who stay in the workforce (e.g. in business) past the age of 65 tend to be highly skilled, which has 

important and positive implications in terms of meeting the needs of the “knowledge economy”1

2
It is difficult to address reduced labor force participation and increased turnover among young workers, who often 

delay entrance into the workforce in pursuit of higher education, thereby making it harder for employers to find 

qualified candidates

3 This tends to the “gig economy”-> a contractor-style arrangement wherein workers are not permanently employed 

by a single employer, but operate more like entrepreneurs and receive earnings from contract work

Older people as entrepreneurs

Among employed people in CA, 17% of those 50-

64 are self-employed entrepreneurs, compared 

with 10% of those 25-49.

While only 28% of startups by younger people 

last longer than 3 years, for seniors the success 

rate is 70% 

How patterns of work are changing with longevity? 

Sources: Oxford Economics 298
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What is the solution?

Solutions & recommendations:

1. Acknowledging the spending patterns of the 50-plus cohort.

2. Staying informed of trends in health care and strategies to increase the quality of life for the Longevity population and accommodate their

preference for aging in place.

3. Identifying and responding to trends in the labor market to maximize the productivity of workers over 50.

4. Accommodating the need for longer working lives as people increasingly work in encore careers will be the key to maximizing productivity

levels in the future.

5. Innovating and adopting new technologies that can help and improve the lives of people 50 years and over.

Possible threats of longevity in CA

enormous ↑ in consumer 

spending
↑ in unemployment rate ↓ in labor income ↓ in paying taxes

↓ in GDP & GVA amount 

(because of population 

ageing)
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Characteristic of life-

science industry 

Development

of biotechnology

Social benefits

for old people

Tax burden

for old people

Working conditions 

for old people
Pensions

For humanitarian purposes, providing for the elderly is an

important consideration for any government. Resources can be

reallocated from young to old people or countries must change

their policies. Policy changes include allowing more immigrants

into their borders in order to take care of the growing number of

elderly or enter the workforce in order to pay taxes to fund

pensions and national healthcare plans.

As an example, we can use these indicators to understand the

state of the aging economics.

Aging economics progress: Indicators
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The life sciences industry has seen explosive advancement in California, eclipsing the national average of job growth by three-and-a-half times,

according to the latest survey by the California Life Sciences Association, the trade association representing California’s life sciences industry.

The CLSA 2019 Report shows a 4.2 percent increase in job growth over the previous year, an increase of about 12,500 jobs. That stands to reason

with an uptick of 169 new life science companies in California. The CLSA report provides a snapshot of the state’s life science industry and has been

used for years by officials across California to help make key decisions about the industry.

Some of the other key figures in the report show:

● There are 3,418 life science companies in the state

● Those companies have 1,332 new assets in their pipelines

● There is a total estimated employment of 311,226

● More than 4,900 science and engineering PhDs were awarded in California last year

● There was a combined total of $37.1 billion in estimated wages

● Average bioscience industry wage is $119,070

California: Life Science Industry 2018

Sources: biospace.com 301
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Statistics

Total life science companies 3 418

Medical device and equipment manufacturing firms 1 848

Biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies 1 570

Growth in number of companies (compare to 2016) +5,2 %

Revenues 178 $b

Growth in revenues (compare to 2016) +5,4 %

California: Life Science Industry 2018

Sources: CLSA 302
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California: Life Science Industry 2018

Sources: CLSA

1332 total therapies in the pipeline from CA companies
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California: Life science employment 

Technology is likely to play an increasingly important role in providing health and care support, and in connecting people. This may include the

mainstreaming of technology-enabled care services, for example home health monitoring tools, the use of social media to create and sustain online

communities with shared interests and the increasing and more sophisticated use of health data to improve clinical treatments. While technologies

that assist in health and care could be significant contributors to the growth in expenditures in these sectors in the short term, they could potentially

reduce costs significantly in the medium and long-terms. These savings will depend on the type of technology, for example whether they treat

symptoms, prevent disease, change behaviour, radically innovate or incrementally improve, and how they are implemented.

Sources: CLSA 304
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California: Biotechnology Industry

With an educated and highly skilled workforce, a comprehensive higher education system with distinguished research institutions, and access to

public and private funding in the form of research grants and venture capital, California has been and continues to be in a unique position to lead

the nation in biotechnology.

California has the largest 

concentration of biotechnology 

firms in the United States

California’s biomedical industry is the 

largest segment of California’s 

biotechnology industry. This 

subsector includes the core areas of 

biopharmaceuticals; medical devices; 

instruments and diagnostics; and 

research, testing, and medical 

laboratories

Regionally, the Bay Area has the largest cluster of biomedical entrepreneurs 

and employees, with nearly 850 companies and more than 47,000 workers, 

representing almost one-third of the state’s biomedical jobs

The following map illustrates the regional distribution and concentrations of projected 2010-2020 biotechnology jobs in

California. The Bay Area leads the state with more than 15,000 biotechnology jobs. Southern California comes in second

with between 10,000 to 15,000 biotechnology jobs, and the Southern Border region follows closely with projections of

5,000 to 10,000 biotechnology jobs. Other growing biotechnology regions include the Greater Sacramento area and the San

Joaquin Valley.

Sources: Employment Development Department in CA 305
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California: Attracting Venture Capital Investment
Because California companies have such a strong record of translating science into products that help patients, farmers, consumers and many 

others, the state has long been a magnet for investment. In 2018, California biotechnology and medical device companies are projected to receive 

$7.6 billion* in venture capital (VC) funding—compared to $6.1 billion in 2017—leading the nation once again. Massachusetts was the next highest 

state, with $6.2 billion. California also attracted $3.9 billion in VC investment for digital health, again leading the nation. The next closest state was 

New York, with $998 million. This was a major increase over the 2017 total for California, $2.2 billion. In addition, California saw 130 mergers and 

acquisitions in 2018 (through Sept. 19) and 13 initial public offerings for which terms were announced.
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California: Venture Capital Investments Indicators
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Venture investors prefer investing 

mostly on Early and Expansion stage 

-> it indicates high level of industry 

risk

Venture investments in California 

have  made up the lion's share of 

venture investments in the US

Biotech in California: Venture Capital Investments

Sources: CLSA 308
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California: Activity in Drug and Medical Devices Development

Sources: EvaluatePharma 309
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California: Tax Relief for Seniors

Sources: Statista.

California has three senior citizen property tax relief programs:

● the property tax assistance program provides qualified low-income seniors with cash reimbursements for part of their property 

taxes;

● the property tax postponement program gives qualified seniors the option of having the state pay all or part of their property 

taxes until the individual moves, sells the property, or dies; and

● the replacement housing program allows seniors to sell their residence, buy a new one of equal or lesser value, and transfer the 

old residence's assessed value to the new home (this enables them to keep the property tax ceiling obtained under Proposition

13 that is normally lost when purchasing a new home).
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California:  Social Benefits for Seniors

Sources: Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, The Motley Fool, Callmaters

Average month Social security 
income

$1,360.13
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Conclusions
California is the fifth largest economy in the world, with GDP surpassing $2,7 trillion. Its venture investments have made up the lion's share of

venture investments in the US, having 54,7% from all.

In California, 32% of the population are older people and have 42% of influence on GDP. About 49% of them are employed and pay 42% of state

taxes. Areas, where the percent of yang and older differentiate the least, are social services and education. But in such areas like management

and business, the number of older people become significantly bigger. Workers who stay in the workforce (e.g. in business) past the age of 65

tend to be highly skilled, which has important and positive implications in terms of meeting the needs of the “knowledge economy”. Higher

employment rates among older workers actually benefited younger generations, as older workers had more money to spend, thus creating more

jobs.

Three effects of aging:

● Direct - measures the economic benefit of the 50-plus cohort’s spending and activities.

● Indirect - denotes the activity driven by the supply chain as a result of the procurement of goods and services from other businesses to

support those providing goods and services to the 50-plus cohort.

● Induced - captures the impact of workers spending their wages on domestically produced goods and services.

So, identifying and responding to trends in the labor market to maximize the productivity of workers over 50 should be on the highest priorities.

However, the state retirement debt tops 400 b$. Altho, current social security income is only $1,360.13, and 61% of seniors depend on it more

than 50%. There are some tax relief programs, but most of them affect property areas.

According to population estimates by the Census Bureau, the share of older people will slightly decrease by 1% till 2040. What consists the main

cause of death, it has shifted to chronic disease. So, the most treated therapeutics areas are Cancer and CNS. While Baby boomers are going into

retirement Health Care products provide a double boost to economy. While technologies that assist in health and care could be significant

contributors to the growth in expenditures in these sectors in the short term, they could potentially reduce costs significantly in the medium and

long-terms. Here is the moment the Longevity area of the economics of Aging is going to go on its full swing.

Today the total healthcare expenses are about 367 b$. The largest shares are Hospital Care and Clinical Services. California has the largest

concentration of biotechnology and health Care firms in the United States, with the estimated combined total industry wage about $37.1 billion.

According to CLSA 2019 report, there are over 196 new and 3418 life science companies overall in California. Regionally, the Bay Area has the

largest cluster of biomedical entrepreneurs and employees, with nearly 850 companies and more than 47,000 workers, representing almost one-

third of the state’s biomedical jobs.
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California on the Global Longevity Landscape 
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Global - 165
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17% of Global 
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Longevity Industry in Israel 2019 Longevity Industry in Singapore 2019
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● 100 Longevity companies;

● 80 Longevity investors;

● 15 Longevity Non-Governmental 

organizations;

● 30 Longevity influencers in Singapore;

● 15 Longevity R&D centers;

● 15 Longevity conferences.

● 160 Longevity companies;

● 180 Longevity investors;

● 10 Longevity non-profit organizations;

● 10 Longevity research centers;

● 60 Longevity influencers in Israel;

● 7 University longevity labs and research 

units;

● 10 Longevity conferences.

Longevity Reports in UK, Israel, Singapore

Longevity Industry in Israel Longevity Industry in Singapore Longevity Industry in UK

● 260 Longevity companies;

● 250 Longevity investors;

50 Longevity articles published by UK 

geroscientists; 

● 50 Longevity books published by UK 

geroscientists;

● 25 Longevity scientific journals published 

by UK geroscientists;

● 50  Longevity non-profit organizations;

● 55 Longevity influencers in the UK;

● 25 Longevity university labs and research 

labs.
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Longevity in UK

Introducing Longevity Industry in UK

This special regional case study follows-up on the content and general outline of the Longevity Industry made by our consortium in the previous

Longevity Industry Landscape Overviews, including Volume I “The Science of Longevity”, released in February of 2018, and Volume II “The Business

of Longevity”, published in April of 2018; i.e. by presenting a broad yet comprehensive Global Longevity Industry Landscape Overviews.

These ongoing analytical reports are part of a collaborative project by The Global Longevity Consortium, consisting of the Biogerontology Research

Foundation, Deep Knowledge Life Sciences, Aging Analytics Agency and the Longevity.International platform.

While our aim is first and foremost to provide a comprehensive assessment of the Longevity Industry globally, we are also interested in producing

regional case-studies that analyze the Longevity Industry in specific geographic locations, and consider where the United Kingdom fits into this

picture.

Given our significant presence in the UK, and the substantial dynamic of development in geroscience and advanced biomedicine in the region, we

decided that beginning with a regional case study in the United Kingdom in particular would be most appropriate, given our specific experience and

expertise with regards to the industry players and trends located in England.

The “UK Longevity Industry Report” provides a specific landscape overview of the companies, investors, articles, books, nonprofits and influencers

based in the UK.

The present report gives a brief history of geroscience in the UK, with a particular emphasis on developments in the past two decades which

distinguish the region as a longevity-progressive country, culminating in a detailed description of the state of the industry in 2018, and identifies the

present custodians of the industry's future. We then take a broader view of the key persons and developments in regenerative medicine, geroscience,

precision medicine, and gene therapies.
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Longevity in UK

Why the UK?

It is hoped that a closer look at this particular country may provide a clearer case study of how these possibilities will play out, by demonstrating how

this particular nation’s technological, political and economic strengths and weaknesses affect its prospects for maintaining a healthy and productive

population. The UK will serve as the standard against which to compare other longevity-progressive regions, most of which have disadvantages

compared to the UK, but some of which might have specific advantages in particular areas compared to the UK. The specific characteristics that

make a country ‘longevity-progressive’ are systematized, categorized and described in detail in Chapter VI of the Longevity Industry Landscape

Overview Volume II: The Business of Longevity.

How Does the United Kingdom Measure Up as a Longevity Progressive Country?

In this publication we examine how the United Kingdom in particular is equipped to weather its own incoming ‘Silver Tsunami’. As a developed

nation, the UK will be one of the first to have exponentially increasing levels of older people, as well as diminishing birth rates - leading to a lower

support ratio.

The report is structured in order to introduce readers to the major trends and players in the industry via several infographic MindMaps, so that the

reader can quickly ascertain the report’s major analytical findings and conclusions. It provides a framework to better structure readers’

understanding of the entire Longevity field. It then dives into greater detail in each successive chapter, focusing on specific areas of the Longevity

industry in the UK.

The report charts the major trends in the UK longevity industry in recent years, and concludes that the UK is an excellent position to achieve a global

leadership position in the Longevity industry, so long as it focuses on the optimal assembly of its existing resources. It also highlights one of the

strongest conclusions to come out of this report: namely that the British government should focus on and prioritize the coordinated development of

its AI, Financial and Longevity industries, not separately but in synergetic convergence.
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Longevity in Israel

Why Israel?

Israel has seen a substantial rise in the maturity of its academic geroscience landscape (with at least one ageing research center or cluster either

present or planned for every Israeli university), as well as a rapid increase in the size of its longevity industry. It is hoped that a closer look at this

particular country may provide a clearer case study of how these possibilities will play out, by demonstrating how this particular nation’s

technological, political and economic strengths and weaknesses affect its prospects for maintaining a healthy and productive population.

The report is structured in order to introduce readers to the major trends and players in the industry via several infographic MindMaps, so that the

reader can quickly ascertain the report’s major analytical findings and conclusions. It provides a framework to better structure readers’

understanding of the entire Longevity field. It then dives into greater detail in each successive chapter, focusing on specific areas of the Longevity

industry in Israel.

● The executive summary charts the major trends in the Israeli longevity industry in recent years, and concludes that Israel has necessary

ingredients to achieve a strong international position within the global Longevity industry landscape, so long as it focuses on the optimal

assembly of its existing resources. It also highlights one of the strongest conclusions to come out of this report: namely that the Israeli

government should continue its already-evident prioritization of its geroscience landscape and longevity industry assets.

● Chapter I gives a detailed overview of the current Israeli longevity industry, major occurrences over recent years, and charts the landscape in

depth in order to identify major trends and patterns.

● Chapter II gives a detailed overview of the history of geroscience and the Longevity industry in Israel.

● Chapter III gives comprehensive coverage of the state of the Longevity industry in Israel, as well as the major trends and developments by

categories..
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Longevity in Israel

● Chapter IV Introduces the Israeli Longevity Alliance (ISRLA)/VETEK - the Movement for Longevity and Quality of Life, a strategic alliance

operating in Israel for the advancement of the longevity industry.

● Chapter V takes a brief look at Israel’s top universities focusing on Longevity-relevant lines of research.

● Chapter VI lists some of the media and conferences which have given Israeli Longevity science the greatest exposure.

● Chapter VII gives specific attention to the policy landscapes and the “politics of Longevity” forming in Israel, which is one of the most

substantial ways in which the nation’s government is taking a more progressive and proactive approach to the growth of both its geroscience

sphere and its Longevity industry landscape than many other governments.

● Chapter VIII presents the most relevant infographic mindmaps and summaries from our previous reports, in order to put the recent and

current developments in the Israeli Longevity sphere in the larger context of the global Longevity industry.

● Chapter IX presents data and charts on various economic aspects of the longevity industry in Israel.

The report concludes with an appendix on the economic aging-related trends in Israel, and a detailed appendix of profiles on the major entities and

influencers making up the Israeli Longevity industry, profiling:

● 160 Longevity companies

● 180 Longevity investors

● 10 of the top Longevity non-profit organizations

● 10 of the most important longevity research centers

● 60 Longevity influencers in Israel

● 7 University longevity research labs and clusters

● 10 Longevity conferences
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Longevity in Singapore

Singaporean Healthy Life Expectancy Lags Behind Life Expectancy

In a 2017 article for StraitsTimes, Dr. Brian Kennedy, former CEO of the Buck Institute for Research on Aging and the new Director of the Centre for

Healthy Ageing at the National University Health System (NUHS) noted that while Singaporean life expectancy continues to rise, the nation's healthy

life expectancy is lagging behind, citing a 2012 global study which reported that Singaporeans' lifespans grew by 5.4 for females and and six years

for males from 1990 to 2010, while their health spans only grew by 3.4 and 4.1 years during that same timespan. Kennedy noted that the

combination of Singapore's ageing population and the Government's progressive approach to be a global leader in healthcare efficiency sets the

country up for taking the lead in human ageing studie globally.

The new Centre for Healthy Ageing's short-term plans to put this commitment into action include research into delaying ageing through behavioural

and lifestyle interventions like exercise and fasting, as well as through the use of drugs, performing studies to determine whether healthspan-

extending interventions have similar outcomes across different population demographics and ethnicities, and a collaboration with the Institute for

Ageing Research at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in the US to determine whether the common diabetes drug metformin can extend human

healthspan.

The need for an increased Government commitment to prioritizing healthspan extension research is all the more pressing given that nearly 25

percent of Singapore's population will be over the age of 65 by the year 2030. A recent report by Marsh and McLennan Asia-Pacific Risk Centre

entitled "Elderly health costs to rise tenfold by 2030: Report" estimated that annual elderly healthcare costs will rise 10x per capita by 2030, reaching

nearly S$52,000 (US$38,000) per capita.

Singapore has already proven its progressive stance on the problem of demographic ageing through other initiatives, like implementing changes in

social policy to increase quality of life for its elderly demographic, such as increased healthcare access, promotion of intergenerational bonding, as

well as post-secondary education, but such social initiatives are not enough. The Singaporean Government needs to cement its commitment to fund

research into the clinical validation and translation of healthspan-extending interventions. And, indeed, as noted in a recent Straits Times article, "By

emphasising preclinical and clinical studies to slow ageing, Singapore can take the lead in combating the medical crisis of this century.
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Longevity in Singapore

Retirement Security in Singapore

This year Singapore was ranked 28th globally and 3rd in Asia (behind Japan and South Korea) for the strength of their retirement security according

to the Natixis Investment Managers' Global Retirement Index. The index ranks countries according to 18 different performance indicators that cover

key aspects of retirement security including the material means to live comfortably; access to quality financial services to help preserve savings

value and maximise income; access to quality health services; and a clean and safe environment.

Singapore ranked very high compared to the other 42 countries surveyed in the retirement financing sub-index (ranking second after New Zealand).

While they held the top spot in the previous year's report, they slipped to second place due to lower scores in the areas of government indebtedness,

bank non-performing loans, old-age dependency and governance.

The report also highlighted areas in which there is room for improvement for the nation, such as the fact that a large portion of healthcare

expenditure is not covered by insurance, despite the fact that the nation has the seventh-highest life expectancy of all the countries ranked in the

report.

Furthermore, recent survey titled "Ready for 100? Preparing for longevity in Singapore" conducted by the international research firm Economist

Intelligence Unit (EIU) and insurer Prudential reported that the majority of the 1,214 Singaporean residents surveyed expected to still be working by

the age of 62 (the standard retirement age in Singapore).

The report argues that this is for the most part a result of the nation's increasing life expectancy (83.1 years, which is the third longest in the world

behind Japan and Switzerland). 75% of respondents indicated that they are not financially prepared to live to 100 years of age.

The Singapore Government's National Population and Talent Division indicates that the number of citizens living to 100 years of age is increasing, up

to 1,100 in 2015 compared to just 50 in 1950.
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What is the Singaporean Ministry of Health Doing to Combat Population Aging?

In a recent the Straits Times-AIA roundtable entitled "Managing Singapore's Health with an Aging Population: What more needs to be

done?", Singapore's Senior Minister of State for Health, Dr. Amy Khor, noted that in 2015, the ministerial committee for aging had already

launched the action plan for successful aging, consisting of a multi-pronged approach that includes:

● Preventive and active aging programs that start at the early age of 40;

● The launch of The Silver Academy, a continuing-education program that offers 900 courses, currently with 21,000 students enrolled;

● Barrier-free access for those with restricted mobility; 

● Traffic junctions that provide the elderly with more time to cross the street;

● Silver Generation Ambassadors who visit citizens when they turn 65 to determine their needs, and offer referrals to relevant services 

where necessary;

● Increased funding by the Health Ministry to healthcare infrastructure like hospitals, nursing homes and day care facilities;

● A program that screens five key age-related conditions for $5 or less.

Commenting on the progress of these initiatives over the past several years, Dr. Khor stated "I think few places in the world, if any, do this. It

is being done [here] systematically, and not on an ad hoc basis," adding that the 2015 action plan is a "living document" and that "we have

to build up on it and as we implement programs, we learn and we refine and implement other new programs that may be useful."

Longevity in Singapore
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Singapore is Rapidly Embracing AgeTech

Singapore has enthusiastically embraced the rising AgeTech sector to improve the quality of life and levels of social engagement of its elderly

population. AgeTech, which encompasses any digital technologies that aid the elderly, are being rapidly adopted by medical institutions and nursing

homes across the nation.

One illustrative device is the Bond Stick, which is a three-in-one walking stick, alarm sensor and MP3 player. The stick reduces dementia through

sensory stimulation, and its auto-fall sensor alerts caregivers to potentially devastating falls.

At the 9th annual Aging Asia Innovation Forum, a recent conference showcasing AgeTech devices, Singapore's Senior Minister of State for Health Dr.

Amy Khor noted that “rethinking aged care and supporting our aged population is not a task that can be accomplished overnight. To succeed in these

efforts, the public, private and people sectors will have to work in partnership to re-imagine new possibilities and solutions."

The market for products and services targeted for Singaporeans aged 50 and over is projected to triple from SGD 33 billion (USD 24 billion) in 2015 to 

SGD 91 billion (USD 66 billion) in 2025. 

Interestingly, pioneering companies at the forefront of Singapore's AgeTech market are almost entirely technology startups, with very limited 

private sector interest from larger corporations other than Singapore’s multinational healthcare technology companies. Wong Poh Kam, 

Director of the National University of Singapore's Entrepreneurship Center, commented that "the awareness of big corporations towards 

aging population might be lower than you expected [in Singapore], compared with other advanced economies like Japan."

Longevity in Singapore
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Proprietary Report: Advancing Financial 

Industry - Longevity / AgeTech / WealthTech
Aging Analytics Agency is currently producing a new proprietary report

on the Longevity Financial Industry, titled Advancing Financial Industry -

Longevity / AgeTech / WealthTech, which will offer key strategic insights

on how large financial corporations can tap into the multirillion market of

people in retirement, and retune their existing business models avoid

stagnation under the economic pressures of a rapidly ageing population,

transforming Ageing from a challenge to an opportunity.

The parties who gain early access to this report will acquire deep

expertise on how their strategic agendas can be optimized and stabilized

in order to manage and hedge Longevity risks, to surpass the challenges

and to utilize the opportunities related to progressive biomedicine,

ageing population and advancing financial technologies.

http://aginganalytics.com/advancing-financial-industry


Proprietary Report: Precision Medicine Clinics 

Landscape Overview 2019: Most Advanced 

Clinics, Technologies and Methods
Aging Analytics Agency is producing a 1000+ page report, Precision

Medicine Landscape Overview 2019: Most Advanced Clinics,

Technologies and Methods, which will feature a list of the Top-100

precision (personalised and preventive) medicine clinics globally, as

chosen according to a multidimensional analytical framework that uses

tangible, quantitative metrics to rank the level of clinics’ scientific

validation and technological sophistication. The report will also contain

pragmatic, strategy-focused materials on the optimal configuration of

integrated preventive and precision medicine service pipelines, as well as

a better understanding of industry benchmarking and competitive

landscape, targeted towards investors and business development

executives, answering several key questions including The parties who

will have early access to this report will gain deep expertise on how they

can optimize their clinics’ strategic, technological and scientific

prospects in order to deliver the most sophisticated and comprehensive

precision health products and services for their clients.

http://aginganalytics.com/precision-medicine


National Government Development Plans 

Report Presented in UK Parliament

331Aging Analytics Agency

Because Aging Analytics Agency is the main source of Longevity

industry data and analytics for the recently-established All-Party

Parliamentary Group for Longevity, representatives of the agency

presented some of the major conclusions of its recent “National

Longevity Development Plans Global Landscape Overview 2019” report

at the All-Party Parliamentary Group for Longevity Strategic Advisory

Board meeting in UK Parliament on April 30th, arguing that the UK

Government needs to extend existing efforts and create a framework to

change the deficit model of the ‘Ageing Society’ to an asset model

around ‘Longevity’ and be bold with a national strategy to harness the

‘Longevity Dividend’ to benefit all people in society.
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Aging Analytics Agency is Now the Main Source of Longevity Industry and Economics of 
Ageing Data and Analytics for the UK All-Party Parliamentary Group on Longevity
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Online Longevity Analytics Platform to Enable

a Framework for Cross-Industry Stakeholder

Dialogue and Industry Optimization

In 2019, to compliment these reports, Aging Analytics Agency is

releasing an advanced online Longevity Analytics Platform and

database featuring interactive visuals which can transform static

analytical reports into dynamic infographics updated in real-time.

This platform will enable complex interactions between industry

entities and stakeholders to be visualized, filtered, searched and thus

more easily understood.

Once created, this platform will be continuously updated with real-

time industry developments and will be significantly upgraded with

the integration of elements including:

● A stakeholder smart-matching engine

● Supply chain analysis

● Tools for the syndication of investment rounds

● Customized report production

● Peer-to-peer, distributed stakeholder ranking systems

● Big data analytics and other advanced tools and techniques

IT-Platform as the Investment 

Knowledge Nexus for Longevity.Capital

The platform will be open to qualified stakeholders, and will serve as

the framework for industry optimization and cross-disciplinary

dialogue and collaboration between companies, investors,

entrepreneurs, scientists and government officials. The overarching

aim of the platform is to promote the synergistic and integrated

development of the Longevity Industry to maximize the benefits of all

industry stakeholders. The Longevity Industry continues to grow in

size but remains highly fragmented, with different stakeholders

displaying disparate opinions on where it is headed and how long it

will take to get there. their platform aims to deliver a framework for

proper industry unification. In prototype development for over a year,

this interactive platform will ultimately serve as the investment

knowledge epicenter of Longevity.Capital.

Moving forward, Aging Analytics Agency will serve as the main

source of expertise behind Longevity.Capital, providing sophisticated

Longevity Industry analytics in order to develop and de-risk the fund's

investment strategies. Meanwhile, Longevity.Capital will follow

through on and execute the strategy, and provide financial products

similar to hedge funds.

2019
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Reports by Aging Analytics Agency
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Longevity Industry Landscape 

Overview Volume I:

The Science of Longevity

Volume I: The Science of Longevity, set the landscape of geroscience

against the backdrop of the ‘silver tsunami’ of global demographic

aging, detailing the present state of precision, predictive and preventive

medicine (referred to hereafter as ‘P3’), how it works in conjunction

with emerging preventative medical technologies, and the prospects

for the next five years. It summarised the history and current state of

development in geroscience, examined whether existing proposed

solutions measure up to the impending problems. The consortium’s

first report tied together the progress threads of the constituent

industries into a coherent narrative, mapping the intersection of

biomedical gerontology, regenerative medicine, precision medicine,

artificial intelligence, offering a brief history and snapshot of each. It

also categorized, systematized and individually profiled 650 longevity-

focused entities, including research hubs, non-profit organizations,

leading scientists, conferences, databases, books and journals.
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Longevity Industry Landscape Overview Volume II:

The Business of Longevity

“Aging is the ultimate evil. To invest in Anti-Aging technologies is the most ethical business, and to donate to

longevity research is the most effective form of altruism”

— Dmitry Kaminskiy, Managing Partner of Deep Knowledge Life Sciences.

This report details the present state of precision, personalized, preventive medicine (referred to hereafter as

‘P3’), how it works in conjunction with emerging preventative medical technologies, and the prospects for the

next five years. Volume 1: The Science of Longevity, set the landscape of geroscience against the backdrop

of the ‘silver tsunami’ of global demographic aging. It summarised the history and current state of

development in geroscience, examined whether existing proposed solutions measure up to the impending

problems, and profiled 650 distinct entities related to geroscience.

This present volume, entitled “The Business of Longevity”, outlines the commercial side of this emerging

industry. It describes the novel financial system that will form the necessary framework of the industry, and

introduces AgeTech, and other novel technologies that have the elderly as their prime beneficiaries. These

technologies have yet to reach fruition, but are expected to grow rapidly in the next several years as the

elderly remain more active than ever before.

This volume, like the last, contains infographics. Mindful of the large size and complexity of the industry, we

created specialized mind maps in order to do for longevity industry what Mendeleev, with his Periodic Table

of Elements, did for chemistry, so that specialists and non-specialists alike could stand united before a

unified vision of the industry landscape.
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This volume II, similar to Volume I, includes lists of profiles of companies and investors which we believe play a pivotal role at this juncture.

Although these lists are based on dataset analysis and tangible metrics, they are projections and as such, are not exhaustive.

The Science of Longevity Global Landscape The Business of Longevity Global Landscape

Indeed our aim is not to create a definitive guide. Such an attempt at perfection would make an enemy of good. Our aim is to get the ball rolling. The

sooner we produce consistent approximations of the industry, the sooner a consensus can emerge. We are also developing an online platform -

longevity.international - for aggregating and crowdsourcing data, so that various stakeholders in the geroscience and the longevity industry can play

a role in fashioning this consensus. We are producing these reports with the expectation that they will themselves eventually will be placed on the

platform and will be updated frequently close to real time mode.

Longevity Industry Landscape Overview Volume II:

The Business of Longevity
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Framework for Assessing and Forecasting Emerging Technologies and Scientific R&D

Due to the multifaceted nature of geroscience, it's necessary to establish definitions for terms in the geroscience and longevity industries. It is also

important to create a framework for establishing consensus in forecasting developments in P3 medicine, and to that end we have made use of

mind maps featuring TRLs. We plan to establish workshops with members of the scientific and entrepreneurial communities to create case studies

to develop TRLs to improve metrics and predictions.

The Science of Progressive Medicine TRL The Business of Progressive Medicine TRL

One major problem is the lack of a single consensus panel of biomarkers of aging. A consensus panel would encourage an acceleration of

advances in drug discovery and preventive medicine, and at the same time provide tangible metrics for next generation P3 medicine clinics. We are

confident that the exponential growth of technologies like wearables, mobile apps, diagnostic and prognostic services, coupled with the exponential

growth in AI, will help create effective biomarkers of aging, promoting substantial growth of the Longevity industry in the next 3-5 years.

Longevity Industry Landscape Overview Volume II: 

The Business of Longevity
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Media and Conferences on Longevity in CA: Introduction

Among the natural results of ageing population trends, there is an increased visibility of the longevity theme in the media. This chapter aims to

shed the light on how global and local media address the topic of longevity. By analyzing the main focuses and scope of media coverage of the

longevity industry, its problems and successes, it can help to understand the interests and level of awareness of society.

This chapter also provides information on the main Californian academic and scientific conferences on longevity. By reviewing the focuses and

objectives of 13 annually held conferences, it reflects the high level of scientific collaboration in California.

The chapter explores both purely scientific and industry conferences. While the first ones pursue the open dialogue between researchers, the

second ones unite industry leaders, investors, and academics in order to enhance industry development.
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Media: Documentaries Focusing on Longevity

Over the past decade, the reputation of California as the home of

rejuvenation biotechnology has attracted a great deal of foreign media

attention, and made it a go-to location for documentarians seeking

insights into the prospects of radical life extension.

One of the earliest from this period was How To Live Forever the then-

54 year-old Mark Wexler’s documentary venture (Premiering in San

Francisco in 2011), focusing on the scientific work surrounding

humanity’s pursuit of longevity. Wexler talks with Ray Kurzweil, Aubrey

de Grey, Jack LaLanne, and many others.

In Billy Connolly’s Big Send Off (2014), the cancer-stricken presenter,

sets out to gain an insight into the rich variety of attitudes, belief

systems, rituals and customs relating to death, a mission which took

him to the SENS Research Foundation Research Center in Mountain

View.

This year's documentary movie Immortality or Bust (produced and

directed by Daniel Sollinger), recently won the Breakout Award at the

Raw Science Film Festival in Los Angeles, California. It follows

California gubernatorial candidate Zoltan Istvan across the country as

he attempts, for the very first time, to convey the promises of advanced

science.
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In 2013 there was a marked shift in tone in media coverage of the subject of life extension, when the bold and yet significant announcement of

Calico in 2013 (see History of Geroscience in California chapter above), paved the way for subsequent years of sensational media coverage and

headline speculation about the progress of California aging biotech.That fact that Calico remained ambiguous about the nature of their projects,

generated yet more intrigue. But this development, and the prospect of serious capital directed at an age old problem added a degree of weight

and seriousness to the topic of life extension which previously absent.

Media: Global Headlines
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Top Global Media: Support of Longevity
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Circulation: 163,038 daily

The San Francisco Chronicle is a newspaper serving

primarily the San Francisco Bay Area of the U.S. state of

California. It was founded in 1865 as The Daily Dramatic

Chronicle.

SFGATE is the most-read local news site, covering the

conversation in the Bay Area and curating relevant

national news, with an informal and approachable voice

that creates a must-read experience for anyone in the

Bay Area or connected to the Bay Area.

In 2017, SF Chronicle published an insightful special

project, Future of Aging.

Media in California: San Francisco Chronicle

Sources: San Francisco Chronicle 344
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Circulation: 328,000 weekly

The Los Angeles Times is the largest metropolitan daily

newspaper in the country, with a daily readership of 1.2 million

and 2.1 million on Sunday, more than 29 million unique

latimes.com visitors monthly and a combined print and online

local weekly audience of 4.4 million.

The Pulitzer Prize-winning Times has been covering Southern

California for more than 137 years.

L.A. Times pays special attention to the Alzheimer's disease

problem.

Media in California: Los Angeles Times

Sources: LA Times 1, 2 345
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Circulation: 117,000 weekly

The San Diego Union-Tribune is a metropolitan daily newspaper, published in San

Diego, California. It was founded in 1868 as The San Diego Union.

In February 2018, a deal was reached to sell the Union-Tribune to Patrick Soon-

Shiong, a medical doctor who has made billions as a biotech entrepreneur.

The San Diego Union-Tribune regularly investigates longevity-related science

advancements with an increased focus on neurological diseases and cancer.

Media in California: The San Diego Union-Tribune

Sources: The San Diego Union-Tribune 1, 2, 3 346
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The Mercury News, Sonoma Index-Tribune, and Capital Public

Radio also cover the Longevity topic.

‘The plan should identify and address the social factors that place

seniors at risk for malnutrition and other diseases. Feeding

America’s “2016 State of Senior Hunger in America” reports that

1,060,304 seniors are threatened by hunger in California.

The plan should also expand home- and community-based

services to ensure older adults can access proper nutrition and

other supportive services they need to stay healthy and to prevent

costly health complications. The United Health Foundation’s

“America’s Health Rankings 2018 Senior Report” states that 36

percent of hospitalizations that are due to inadequate nutrition

and/or limited social contact are preventable.’

Media in California: The Mercury News, Sonoma Index-Tribune, and 

Capital Public Radio

Sources: The Mercury News, Sonoma Index-Tribune, Capital Public Radio 347
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Academic and Scientific Conferences: The Future of Longevity Impact 

Roadmap Lab

XPRIZE Foundation hosts an event at its headquarters in Culver City,

California that could have a profound effect on the evolving landscape of

biorejuvenation research: the Future of Longevity Impact Roadmap Lab.

XPrize Foundation is a nonprofit organization that designs and manages

public competitions intended to encourage technological development that

could benefit humanity.

Since 1994, XPRIZE has designed and launched seventeen prizes in the

domain areas of Space, Oceans, Learning, Health, Energy, Environment,

Transportation, Safety and Robotics.

At the lab, a total of 69 experts, academics, practitioners, and industry

professionals aim to achieve the following objectives:

• Align on the complex and overlapping social, technological, economic,

environmental and policy issues around human longevity

• Identify new, and validate existing, areas where the most effective

breakthroughs can arise

• Prioritize the most viable breakthroughs
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On November 16 the 15th Annual Gene Therapy Symposium held at the

University of California, Davis. The goal of the Symposium is to update the

NIH community on current scientific issues in gene therapy and to assess

areas that may be most ripe for translational initiatives.

This Symposium also presents an opportunity to review the challenges

faced by investigators moving into the clinic and to discuss examples of

technical and regulatory hurdles that have been successfully addressed.

The Gene Therapy Symposium was open to both the community and to the

general public.

Academic and Scientific Conferences: Annual Gene Therapy Symposium
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Academic and Scientific Conferences: Longevity Therapeutics

Longevity Therapeutics aims to unite the leading biotech drug developers,

academics, investors and pharma companies endeavoring to develop

innovative anti-aging drugs and overcome specific R&D challenges.

In the last few years, there have been rapid advances in our understanding

of the underlying biology of aging. These breakthroughs in aging research

and science are now opening exciting doors for the development of new

therapies and drugs that can target and delay the onset of age-related

conditions – some of them now entering preclinical and clinical

development. By mitigating the effects and damage of the aging process

itself, these therapies have the exciting potential of extending human

healthspan.
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Academic and Scientific Conferences: RAADfest

RAADfest is the world's largest gathering of radical life extension

enthusiasts. RAADfest combines the energy and fun of a festival, the

empowerment and interaction of personal development, with cutting edge

science presented for a lay audience to create the most holistic radical life

extension event ever.

RAADfest is the biggest initiative of Coalition for Radical Life Extension.

Powered by People Unlimited, the Coalition is a not-for-profit organization

reaching out to groups and individuals who already have interest in radical

life extension and physical immortality, in order to galvanize and focus our

energy into a popular movement that is self-sustaining and expansive. This

group of early adopting advocates, numbering in the thousands, is forming a

platform for influencing a much broader audience, and ultimately the

mainstream.
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Academic and Scientific Conferences: Exponential Medicine

Exponential Medicine is a unique and intensive four-day experience

that gathers world-class faculty, innovators and organizations from

across the biomedical and technology spectrum to explore and

leverage the convergence of fast moving technologies in the

reinvention of health and medicine.

The program focuses on four specific Application Areas, specifically

the Future of:

Medical Practice & Patient Engagement

Health & Wellness

Global Health

Biomedical innovation

Program includes topics like Augmenting Biology and Reversing Aging

and It's All About Timing: Health, Aging and Interfaces
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California is the natural region for Longevity Industry centred

conferences.

Santa Clara, for example, being at the heart of California’s life science

ecosystem, was the natural location for the first three Rejuvenation

Biotechnology industry conferences, which formally inaugurated and

consolidated the industry under that name.

Whereas previously the SENS Research Foundation had held a series of

purely academic conferences in Cambridge, England, until 2013, a

seminal industry conference such as this one, which aims to bring

together research, capital, and companies around the same table,

requires a location at the centre of the California biotech industry. In

2014 over 350 leading academics, researchers, pharmaceutical

industry leaders, regulators and venture capitalists gathered in Santa

Clara California to build a ‘rejuvenation biotechnology’ industry and

community.

Academic Conferences: Industry Conferences
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Since November, 2002, when 1st Annual Gene Therapy Symposium for

Heart, Lung, and Blood Diseases took place a tradition has arisen to hold a

symposium on which the acute problems of an aging population are

discussed, ways to solve them, as well as the latest technologies with which

it can be done.

The intent of these annual interdisciplinary scientific symposia is to provide

a novel and informal scientific setting for the dissemination and exchange

of ideas and research findings by bringing together students, fellows, and

junior/senior investigators who do not typically interact at other meetings.

The opportunity for investigators in divergent, yet relevant, fields to interact

has significantly declined because of the sheer size and objectives of most

meetings.

Therefore, our goal is for these annual fall symposia is to provide the

opportunity for interactions that are not possible at larger meetings. We

hope to encourage synergy, facilitate new research directions and

collaborations, and enhance current approaches to gene transfer/gene

therapy for the treatment of human disease.

Presentations focus on unpublished works-in-progress, cutting edge

technologies, and key thematic issues. Each year a focus topic is selected.

Academic Conferences: Gene Therapy Symposium for Heart, Lung, and 

Blood Disease
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The Gerontological Society of America was proud to host the 21st International Association of Gerontology and Geriatrics (IAGG) World Congress in

San Francisco, July 23-27, 2017. This prestigious event brought together some of the top researchers, clinicians, and industry experts who have

dedicated their careers to improving the lives of older adults.

With approximately 2,500 different organizations represented from more than 75 countries, this conference reminds us that there is nothing more

powerful than when our community comes together in an open dialogue to reflect on our progress and further initiatives to advance healthy aging.

Save the date for the 22nd International 

Association of Gerontology and Geriatrics 

(IAGG) World Congress in Buenos Aires, 

Argentina, June 20-24, 2021

iagg2021.org

Academic and Scientific Conferences: Association of Gerontology and 

Geriatrics (IAGG) World Congress
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Founded in 2011, Aging & Society: An Interdisciplinary Conference provides an international forum for

the discussion of the processes of aging; the accompanying individual, family, community, national, and

international impacts; and the social and cultural ramifications of aging on societies. The conference is

built upon four key features: Internationalism, Interdisciplinarity, Inclusiveness, and Interaction.

Conference delegates include leaders in the field as well as emerging scholars, who travel to the

conference from all corners of the globe and represent a broad range of disciplines and perspectives. A

variety of presentation options and session types offer delegates multiple opportunities to engage, to

discuss key issues in the field, and to build relationships with scholars from other cultures and

disciplines.

Academic and Scientific Conferences: Aging & Society: An 

Interdisciplinary Conference
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The 2018 Research Conference on Aging demonstrated UCLA’s diverse

research efforts to enhance and extend productive and healthy

lifestyles for older adults. the event provides opportunities for

researchers and community members to network, be apprised of the

latest research across a broad range of topics including aging biology,

epidemiology, clinical research in older adults, public health, and health

policy, and to spark new and innovative collaborations. The program

includes plenary talks, two poster sessions, and two keynote lectures.

Research faculty, fellows, students, and community research partners

were invited to submit abstracts for inclusion in the poster session.

Academic and Scientific Conferences: Research Conference on Aging
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The Gordon Research Seminar on Glial Biology: Functional Interactions Among Glia

and Neurons is a unique forum for graduate students, post-docs, and other scientists

with comparable levels of experience and education to present and exchange new

data and cutting edge ideas. The overarching goal of this seminar is to provide

trainees a forum for exchanging unpublished findings, opportunities to network, and

chances to discuss any new issues or methods in the field of glial biology.

Scientifically, the aim is to improve our understanding of glial diversity and how this

diversity impacts glial function in both health and disease. Platform presentations will

be selected from abstracts of unpublished findings; however, all GRS participants will

present their work via poster presentations.

In March 2019 begins the Gordon Research Conference and Seminar on Glial Biology.

This Glial Biology GRC meeting will focus on new evidence emerging from genomic and functional studies

about the specific roles of different glial cell types in the control of neural circuits and behavior, as well as

disease progression and neurodegeneration.

The Conference will provide a forward-looking forum where leaders in the field, trainees and scientists

with a growing interest in glial biology can interact, share data and receive constructive feedback.

Discussions will center on defining the key features of microglia, astrocytes and myelinating cells, as well

as diversification within these major classes of glial cells. A major goal will be to explore the mechanisms

that enable neuron-glia communication on timescales from milliseconds to months and the

consequences of these interactions for nervous system injury and disease. Comparative analysis of glial

cells in different species will be highlighted, which are helping to define the molecular underpinnings of

conserved neuron-glial interactions. New technological advances will be highlighted that enable the

visualization and manipulation of glia in vivo to facilitate advancement of the research goals of the

attendees.

Academic and Scientific Conferences: Gordon Research Conference and 

Seminar on Glial Biology
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Academic and Scientific Conferences: Annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare 

Conference

The annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference is the largest and most

informative healthcare investment symposium in the industry, bringing

together industry leaders, emerging fast-growth companies, innovative

technology creators, and members of the investment community.

What is today known as the annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference

began in 1983 and was hosted by Hambrecht & Quist (H&Q). H&Q was

acquired by Chase in 2000 and a year later Chase was acquired by J.P.

Morgan. At its infancy, the conference featured just 20 companies, had

about 200 attendees and focused on the biotech industry.

Today, while it is still at the Westin St. Francis in San Francisco, the

annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference brings thousands of

investors from around the world together. The hundreds of companies

presenting run the gamut, from start-ups to those with more than $300

billion in market cap, and encompass the entire global healthcare

landscape, including pharmaceutical firms, healthcare service

providers, profit and not-for-profits, and medical device companies.
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Academic and Scientific Conferences: 30th International Conference on 

Family Nursing & Health Care

"30th International Conference on Family Nursing and Healthcare" during September 20-21, 2019 San Francisco, USA with a theme "The Art and

Science of Family Nursing: Transforming Health for Families".

Family Nursing conference brings together individuals who have an interest in different fields of nursing like Critical Care Nursing, Emergency

Nursing, Geriatric Nursing, Clinical Nursing, Pediatric Nursing, Cardiac Nursing, Dental Nursing, Palliative Care, Perioperative Nursing, Orthopedic

Nursing, Gynecology & Obstetrical Nursing, Women Health Nursing, Oncology Nursing, Nursing Informatics, Telenursing, Psychiatric and Mental

Health, Urology Nursing, Maternal-Child Nursing and Adult Medical-Surgical Nursing, Public health, Healthcare and Medicine from Practice, Research,

Education.

Family Nursing provides a global platform for exchanging ideas and keeps on updating about the latest innovations in nursing and their Practices.

Opportunity to attend the presentations delivered by eminent scientists from all over the world. When you attend, you connect with leaders and

colleagues in the family nursing community. You'll be inspired by top speakers and innovators in the field who will share new ideas to recharge your

career, you'll get to meet and talk with members of the family nursing editorial board and other leaders in the family nursing specialty and will return

home refreshed with skills and knowledge you can apply immediately to your practice!
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Academic and Scientific Conferences: Aging & Gerontology - ICAG

The key objective of the conference is aiding medical professionals in the geriatric field as well as common public to know, empathize and take 

swift actions to help aged people globally and thus leading to a healthy along with productive life in later years.

The main focus of the Top Gerontology Conferences  will be Aging and elderly abuse, Aging and Geriatrics, Aging and Gerontology, Aging biology, 

Aging Care Management, Aging and Palliative care, Aged care services, Aging and Psychiatric disorders, which will be delivered through lectures 

by various esteemed keynote and plenary speakers, workshops, symposia, oral and poster presentations.

ICAG covers the following themes:

● Cognitive Aging and Psychiatric Disorders ● Aging and Disorders

● Aging and Bone Health ● Aging and Gerontology

● Aging Care Management ● Aging and Geriatrics

● Aged Care Services ● Aging and Geroscience

● Aging Case Studies ● Aging and Palliative Care

● Aging and Clinical Trials ● Aging and Elderly Abuse
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Media and Conferences on Longevity in CA: Conclusions

Clearly, visibility in the media is critically important for academic and industry leaders, as it builds society's awareness and cultivates the

market for prospective Longevity industry products. Previous slides confirm that longevity topic is generously covered by the top global media,

including Forbes, Wired, Time, Bloomberg Markets, and CNBC.

Moreover, 8 out of top 10 Californian daily newspapers by circulation, namely San Jose Mercury-News, Los Angeles Times, San Francisco

Examiner, The San Diego Union-Tribune, San Francisco Chronicle, Orange County Register, Fresno Bee, and The Press-Enterprise have covered

the longevity industry.

So, longevity is paid quite an attention — which proves its relevance, — but it may not be enough to combat the myths surrounding the

processes of aging and ensure high public engagement with the industry. This means that broadening collaboration with journalists may have

a positive effect on the longevity industry.

California's significance for scientific and industry collaborations is demonstrated by the abundance of longevity-themed conferences aiming

to develop new approaches to healthy aging.
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California Aging Network

Disease 
Management & 

Health Promotion
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Assistance (I&A)
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Program
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Case management
Health Insurance 
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Congregate
Home-Delivered 

Meals

In-Home Services
Caregiver Support 

Program
Transportation Legal Services Adult Day Services

Senior Employment 
(Title V)

Joint Power/ County 
or City Government
/Private Non-Profit

AREA AGENCY ON AGING 
(AAA)

Advisory Council

Multipurpose Senior 
Services Program 

(MSSP)

Community Based 
Adult Services 

(CBAS)

CA HEALTH & 
HUMAN SERVICES 
AGENCY (CHHS)

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT 
OF AGING (CDA)

OFFICE of the STATE 
LONG-TERM CARE 

OMBUDSMAN 
(OSL TCO)

California Senior 
Legislature

LEGISLATURE

Triple-A Council of 
California (TACC)

CALIFORNIA 
COMMISSION ON 
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GOVERNOR

ADMINISTRATION ON AGING 
(AoA)

REGION IX

ADMINISTRATION FOR 
COMMUNITY LIVING (ACL)

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
HEALTH & HUMAN 

SERVICES (HHS)

PRESIDENT

CONGRESS
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CA Commission on Aging

The Commission serves as "the principal advocate in the state on behalf of older individuals, including, but not limited to, advisory participation in

the consideration of all legislation and regulations made by state and federal departments and agencies relating to programs and services that

affect older individuals." As such it is the principal advisory body to the Governor, State Legislature, and State, Federal and local departments and

agencies on issues affecting older individuals in order to ensure a quality of life for older Californians so they may live with dignity in their chosen

environment.

Web site: ccoa.ca.gov

Location 1300 National Drive, Suite 173 Sacramento, CA 95834

Name & contact details of the head

Gretchen Zeagler, 
Telephone: (916) 419-7591
Fax: (916) 419-7596
E-Mail:ccoa@ccoa.ca.gov
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CA Department of Aging

The California Department of Aging (CDA) administers programs that serve older adults, adults with disabilities, family caregivers, and residents in

long-term care facilities throughout the State. The Department administers funds allocated under the federal Older Americans Act, the Older

Californians Act, and through the Medi-Cal program.

The Department contracts with the network of Area Agencies on Aging, who directly manage a wide array of federal and state-funded services that

help older adults find employment; support older and disabled individuals to live as independently as possible in the community; promote healthy

aging and community involvement; and assist family members in their vital care giving role. CDA also contracts directly with agencies that operate

the Multipurpose Senior Services Program through the Medi-Cal home and community-based waiver for the elderly, and certifies Adult Day Health

Care centers for the Medi-Cal program.

Web site: aging.ca.gov

Location 1300 National Drive, Suite 200 Sacramento, CA 95834-1992

Name & contact details of the head

Fran Mueller
Phone: (916) 419-7500
Fax: (916) 928-2267
TTY: (800) 735-2929
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CA Department of Community Services & Development

CSD partners with private non-profit and local government organizations dedicated to helping low-income individuals and families achieve and

maintain economic security, meet their home energy needs, and reduce their utility costs through energy efficiency upgrades and access to clean

renewable energy.

CSD administers California’s federal funding share for the Community Services Block Grant, Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program, and

Weatherization Assistance Program. In addition, CSD administers the state’s Low-Income Weatherization Program, one of California Climate

Investments, a statewide initiative that puts billions of Cap-and-Trade dollars to work reducing greenhouse gas emissions, strengthening the

economy, and improving public health and the environment--particularly in disadvantaged communities (DACs).

Web site: csd.ca.gov

Location 2389 Gateway Oaks, Suite 100 Sacramento, CA 95833

Name & contact details of the head

Linné K. Stout,
Main Phone: (916) 576-7109
TDD: (916) 263-1402
Utility Assistance Call Center / Toll Free: (866) 675-6623
Legislation: (916) 576-0950
Media Affairs: (916) 576-0950
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CA Department of Health Care Services

The mission of DHCS is to provide Californians with access to affordable, integrated, high-quality health care, including medical, dental, mental

health, substance use treatment services and long-term care. Our vision is to preserve and improve the overall health and well-being of all

Californians.

DHCS is a dynamic department with ambitious goals and a talented, committed staff. We work hard each day to fulfill our vital responsibility to

support the delivery of quality health care to Californians. Going forward, we will continue to use our state’s tax dollars as effectively as possible

while finding opportunities to improve Californians’ health and the health care delivery system of our great state.

Web site: dhcs.ca.gov

Location P.O. Box 997413, MS 8400 Sacramento, CA 95899-7413

Name & contact details of the head

Jennifer Kent
Director
Department of Health Care Services
916-650-0414
Fax: 916-650-0454
FamPACT@dhcs.ca.gov
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CA Department of Developmental Services

The department provides services and supports for approximately 269,900 children and adults with developmental disabilities and 40,300 infants

with a developmental delay or established risk condition. These services are provided through state-operated developmental centers and

community facilities, and contracts with twenty-one nonprofit agencies called regional centers. In addition, the regional centers are currently

providing diagnosis & evaluation services to approximately 10,700 consumers. (See Monthly Consumer Caseload Reports for additional

information).

Web site: dds.ca.gov

Location
California Department of Developmental Services
1600 9th Street P. O. Box 944202 Sacramento, CA 94244-2020

Name & contact details of the head
NANCY BARGMANN
For general inquiries, call (916) 654-1690 
TTY: (916) 654-2054
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CA Department of Managed Health Care

The California Department of Managed Health Care protects consumers’ health care rights and ensures a stable health care delivery system.

The Department of Managed Health Care (DMHC) is a regulatory body governing managed health care plans, sometimes referred to as Health

Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) in California. The current director, Shelley Rouillard, was appointed by Governor Jerry Brown on December 2,

2013. The DMHC is part of the California Health and Human Services Agency. It was established in 2000 and is responsible for enforcing the Knox-

Keene Health Care Service Plan Act of 1975, and other related laws and regulations.

Not all health plans operating in California are under the jurisdiction of the DMHC. For example, some Preferred Provider Organizations are regulated

by the California Department of Insurance (DOI). In addition, "self-insured" or ERISA plans, offered by some large employers are under the jurisdiction

of the U.S. Department of Labor.

Web site: dmhc.ca.gov

Location 980 9th Street, Suite 500 Sacramento, CA 95814-2725 

Name & contact details of the head

Shelley Rouillard,
Director, Department of Managed Health Care
For Press and Media
Deputy Director of Communications and Planning
Voice: 916-445-7442
FAX: 916-322-2579
E-mail: media@dmhc.ca.gov
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CA Department of Public Health

"The essential functions of the Department are critical to the health and wellbeing of people and communities. CDPH's fundamental responsibilities

are comprehensive in scope and include infectious disease control and prevention, food safety, environmental health, laboratory services, patient

safety, emergency preparedness, chronic disease prevention and health promotion, family health, health equity and vital records and statistics.

CDPH's key activities and services include protecting people in California from the threat of preventable infectious diseases like Zika virus,

HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and viral hepatitis, and providing reliable and accurate public health laboratory services and information about health threats.

Other critical services include providing nutritional support to low-income women, infants and children, and screening newborns and pregnant

women for genetic diseases. CDPH also works to ensure the safety of food and bottled water, helps reduce smoking and its impacts and works to

prevent chronic diseases and conditions such as diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cancer, asthma and obesity.

The Department also protects patient safety in hospitals and skilled nursing facilities, maintains birth and death certificates and prepares for, and

responds to public health emergencies.

CDPH works continuously to reduce health and mental health disparities among vulnerable and underserved communities to achieve health equity

throughout California."

Web site: cdph.ca.gov

Location PO Box 997377 MS 0500 Sacramento, CA 95899-7377

Name & contact details of the head
Karen L. Smith, MD, MPH -Director and State Public Health Officer
For General Public Information: (916) 558-1784 
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CA Department of State Hospitals

"The Department of State Hospitals (DSH) manages the California state hospital system, which provides mental health services to patients admitted

into DSH facilities. The department strives to provide effective treatment in a safe environment and in a fiscally responsible manner.

DSH oversees five state hospitals – Atascadero, Coalinga, Metropolitan (in Los Angeles County), Napa and Patton.

All facilities are fully licensed by the California Department of Public Health, and must regularly meet or exceed regulatory standards to continue

providing care.

DSH was created by Governor Jerry Brown's 2012-13 Budget, which eliminated the Department of Mental Health by transferring its various functions

to other departments.

As of 2018, the department employs more than 11,000 staff and serves more than 12,000 patients annually in a 24/7 hospital system.

Web site: dsh.ca.gov

Location 1600 9th Street, Rm. 151 Sacramento, CA 95814

Name & contact details of the head
Stephanie Clendenin
Director’s Office (916) 654-2309
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CA Department of Rehabilitation

The California Department of Rehabilitation (DOR) works in partnership with consumers and other stakeholders to provide services and advocacy

resulting in employment, independent living, and equality for individuals with disabilities.

DOR administers the largest vocational rehabilitation and independent living programs in the country. Vocational rehabilitation services are designed

to help job seekers with disabilities obtain competitive employment in integrated work settings. Independent living services may include peer

support, skill development, systems advocacy, referrals, assistive technology services, transition services, housing assistance, and personal

assistance services.

We believe in the talent and potential of individuals with disabilities. We invest in the future through creativity, ingenuity, and innovation. We ensure

our decisions and actions are informed by interested individuals and groups. We pursue excellence through continuous improvement. We preserve

the public’s trust through compassionate and responsible provision of services.

Web site: dor.ca.gov

Location 721 Capitol Mall Sacramento, CA 95814

Name & contact details of the head

Joe Xavier
Voice: 1-916-324-1313
Voice: 1-800-952-5544
TTY: 1-844-729-2800
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CA Emergency Medical Services Authority

The EMS Authority is charged with providing leadership in developing and implementing EMS systems throughout California and setting standards

for the training and scope of practice of various levels of EMS personnel. The EMS Authority also has responsibility for promoting disaster medical

preparedness throughout the state, and, when required, coordinating and supporting the state’s medical response to major disasters. Emergency

and disaster medical services in California are rooted in the skills and commitment of the first responders, EMTs, nurses, physicians, and

administrators who deliver care to the public and operate the system. In order for high quality services to be delivered with high efficiency, all

aspects of EMS systems must work together, mutually reinforcing and supporting each other for the benefit of the patient. The California EMS

Authority, through standard setting, consensus building, and leadership, plays a central role in improving the quality of emergency medical services

available for all Californians.

In California, day-to-day EMS system management is the responsibility of the local and regional EMS agencies. It is principally through these

agencies that the EMS Authority works to promote quality EMS services statewide. EMS Authority staff also work closely with many local, state and

federal agencies and private enterprises with emergency and/or disaster medical services roles and responsibilities.

Web site: dor.ca.gov

Location 10901 Gold Center Drive, Suite 400 Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

Name & contact details of the head
Howard Backer, MD, MPH, FACEP
Director’s Office 431-3701 
EMSA Main Phone Number: (916) 322-4336
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CA Health & Human Services Agency

The California Health and Human Services Agency (CHHS) oversees twelve departments and four offices that provide a range of health care

services, social services, mental health services, alcohol and drug services, income assistance, and public health services to Californians from all

walks of life. More than 33,000 people work for departments in CHHS at state headquarters in Sacramento, regional offices throughout the state,

state institutions and residential facilities serving the mentally ill and people with developmental disabilities.

Web site: chhs.ca.gov

Location 1600 Ninth Street, Room 460 Sacramento, CA 95814

Name & contact details of the head
Michael Wilkening - Secretary of CHHS
Gavin Newsom - Governor 
Office (916) 654-3454
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CA Medical Board

The Medical Board of California (MBC) is a state government agency which licenses and disciplines physicians, surgeons and certain allied

healthcare professionals in California. The Board provides two principal types of services to consumers: (1) public-record information about

California-licensed physicians, and (2) investigation of complaints against physicians.

The Board is part of the California Department of Consumer Affairs and has headquarters in Sacramento.[1] It has an annual budget of $65.277

million. The MBC is the oldest component of DCA, dating back to the 1878 revision of the Medical Practice Act of 1876.

The members of the Board are eight physicians and five public members appointed by the Governor, one public member appointed by the Speaker

of the Assembly, and one public member appointed by the Senate Rules Committee.

The mission of the Medical Board of California is to protect health care consumers through the proper licensing and regulation of physicians and

surgeons and certain allied health care professionals and through the vigorous, objective enforcement of the Medical Practice Act, and to promote

access to quality medical care through the Board's licensing and regulatory functions.

Web site: mbc.ca.gov

Location 2005 EVERGREEN STREET, SUITE 1200 SACRAMENTO, CA 95815

Name & contact details of the head

Executive Office
(916) 263-2389 Phone
(916) 263-2387 Fax
webmaster@mbc.ca.gov
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

CA Office of Statewide Health Planning & Development

California’s Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development (OSHPD) is the leader in collecting data and disseminating information about

California’s healthcare infrastructure.

OSHPD promotes an equitably distributed healthcare workforce, and publishes valuable information about healthcare outcomes.

OSHPD also monitors the construction, renovation, and seismic safety of hospitals and skilled nursing facilities and provides loan insurance to

assist the capital needs of California’s not-for-profit healthcare facilities.

Web site: oshpd.ca.gov

Location

Sacramento (Headquarters)
2020 West El Camino Avenue, Suite 800 Sacramento, CA  95833
Los Angeles – New Location
355 South Grand Avenue, Suite 1900 Los Angeles, CA 90071

Name & contact details of the head

Robert P. David
Director’s Office
Phone (916) 326-3600
Fax (916) 322-2531
Email OSHPDDO@oshpd.ca.gov
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

CA Office of the Patient Advocate

California's Office of the Patient Advocate (OPA) is an independent office in state government established in 2000 to inform and educate

Californians about their rights and responsibilities as health plan enrollees and to teach them how to get the most out of their health care.

The Office of the Patient Advocate provides information about health care quality which people can use to make informed decisions when choosing

or managing their health care plans and providers. This website provides information to help you wade through our complex health care system.

OPA was created to represent the interests of health plan members in California to get the care they deserve and to promote transparency and

quality health care by publishing an annual Health Care Quality Report Card.

Web site: opa.ca.gov

Location 925 L Street, Suite 1275 Sacramento, CA 95814

Name & contact details of the head
Monisha Avery
Fax Number: 916-445-255
Email Us: contactopa@opa.ca.gov
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

Triple-A Council of California

The mission of TACC is to promote communication and collaboration among local advisory councils, and key state partners, to:

● Educate through the exchange of information, ideas, trends, and models of service delivery,

● Advocate on issues of concern in local/state planning processes, and

● Strengthen the advocacy effectiveness and leadership skills of local advisory councils.

TACC meets four times a year and is administered by the California Commission on Aging.

Web site: tacc.ccoa.ca.gov

Location 1300 National Drive, Suite 173 Sacramento, CA 95834

Name & contact details of the head

President - Gloria Sanchez, Menifee (Riverside County)
Vice President - Elizabeth Busick, Mission Viejo (Orange County)
Immediate Past President - Eileen Bostwick, Ukiah (Mendocino County) 
Telephone: (916) 419-7591
Fax: (916) 419-7596
E-Mail:ccoa@ccoa.ca.gov
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Appendix II
California Companies 
Focusing on Longevity



2Dual Inc

2Dual Inc. is a non-profit mobile app company that creates assistive technology for dyslexics and people who struggle with decoding

print text (vision impairments, ESL, elderly, blind, injured military, literacy and other learning differences.)

2Heads dyslexia app - Mobile Tool that assists dyslexics and anybody who quickly needs reading assistance from a community that

understands the struggle. And it’s free. It’s real people helping in situations where commuter-based systems are limited. Dyslexics

helping dyslexics; it’s somewhere where we can feel safe to ask for help and it’s somewhere where we can feel safe to give help without

worrying about being perfect.

Web site: 2dual.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2013

Based in: San Diego

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.2dual.com/


5i Sciences

5i Sciences was established for the purpose of developing innovative medical products addressing the problem of airway collapse in a

large market - sedation induced airway collapse. They use the technology known as continuous Negative External Pressure (cNEPTM). 5i

has conducted clinical research demonstrating the safety and efficacy of our products in development. Their first product is awaiting

FDA clearance, and commercial launch is anticipated in the second half of 2014. This product, known as the cNEPTM Airway

Management System will address the serious and common problem of airway collapse in sedated patients during medical procedures,

resulting in oxygen deprivation

Web site: 5isciences.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2009

Based in: Rancho Santa Fe

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $5.9M
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http://www.5isciences.com/


A Right Place for 
Seniors

A Right Place for Seniors is an online platform that provides its users with a resource guide about senior care facilities. A Right Place for

Seniors is a Referral Service, Senior Placement, FREE Resource Guide for Seniors and an Online Directory.

Their goal is to make life easy for Seniors and families who are searching for Senior Care. They partner with Senior Care providers and

make sure that the companies and or senior facilities they work with qualify with A Right Place for Seniors set of standards for best

quality service and care for their Seniors and the Elderly.

Web site: arightplace4seniors.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2012

Based in: Chino Hills

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.arightplace4seniors.com/


Abbott Vascular

Abbott Vascular Inc., a medical device company, develops, manufactures, and supplies equipment and solutions for the treatment of

cardiac and vascular diseases to healthcare professionals worldwide. The company offers interventional cardiology medical devices,

including drug-eluting stents, bare metal stents, coronary guide wires, balloon dilatation catheters, and guiding catheters and accessories

for the treatment of coronary artery disease; products for peripheral intervention, including peripheral guide wires, dilatation catheters,

and guiding catheters; and suture-mediated and clip-based vessel closure products that facilitate secure closure of the vascular access

site after coronary and peripheral catheterizations. It also provides carotid stents and embolic protection systems for carotid

intervention; devices to treat structural heart defects; and a humanitarian use device. The company was incorporated in 1995 and is

headquartered in Santa Clara, California. Abbott Vascular Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Abbott Laboratories.

Web site: abbottvascular.com

Number of Employees: 251-500

Founded in: 1999

Based in: Lucerne Valley

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.abbottvascular.com/


Accelerated Medical 
Diagnostics

Founded in 2012, Accelerated Medical Diagnostics, Inc., is a cancer diagnostics company with offices located in Berkeley, CA and

laboratory facilities in Sacramento, CA. They fuse expertise in cancer biology, chemotherapy drugs and diagnostics to develop objective,

reproducible tests that provide clinicians with information to enhance patient care.

As a pioneer in the field of predictive chemotherapy diagnostics, the company is committed to developing clinically validated tests that

empower clinicians to better tailor care to each individual patient. Strategically focused on induction chemotherapy for acute myeloid

leukemia (AML), Accelerated Medical Diagnostics is poised to expand patient access and improve healthcare quality and efficiency

through the commercialization of our test, called InductDx, which measures cellular responses to nontoxic “microdoses” of

chemotherapy administered to cells derived from patient blood samples.

Web site: acceleratedmeddiagnostics.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2008

Based in: Davis

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $50K
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http://acceleratedmeddiagnostics.com/company/


Actavalon

Actavalon is an oncology-focused company targeting two fundamental cancer pathways – the p53 tumor suppressor pathway and the

Aryl Hydrocarbon Receptor (AhR) pathway.

The company is currently located in the JLABS incubator on the Johnson & Johnson Innovation Labs campus in San Diego.

Web site: actavalon.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Corona Del Mar

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.actavalon.com


AcuFocus

Acufocus, Inc., a medical device company, engages in the research, development, and marketing of solutions for the treatment of

presbyopia. The company develops KAMRA, a corner inlay for the treatment of near vision loss that allows patients to see near and

intermediate objects clearly; and AcuTarget, a system that is used to guide surgeons on surgical placement of the KAMRA. Its products

are used in eye care centers in the United States, Asia, and Europe. Acufocus, Inc. was founded in 2001 and is based in Irvine, California.

Web site: acufocus.com

Number of Employees: 101-250

Founded in: 2001

Based in: Irvine

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $212.6M
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http://www.acufocus.com/


Adagio Medical

Adagio Medical, Inc. is a privately held company located in Laguna Hills, California developing innovative cryoablation technologies that

create continuous, linear, transmural lesions to treat cardiac arrhythmias, including paroxysmal and persistent atrial fibrillation, atrial

flutter and ventricular tachycardia.

Web site: adagiomedical.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2011

Based in: Laguna Hills

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $6.6M
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http://adagiomedical.com/


Advanced Sleep 
Medicine Services

For over 20 years, Advanced Sleep Medicine Services, Inc. has helped patients and physicians across California diagnose and treat sleep

disorders like sleep apnea. Now, with their virtual consultation services, patients from across the country are able to meet with sleep

experts for diagnoses and treatment from the comfort of their own home. All you need is an internet connection! Once diagnosed, the

convenient online store makes it easier than ever to receive the services and support needed to get a great night’s sleep.

Mission of this company is to help sufferers of sleep disorders get the restful, refreshing sleep they deserve. Through effective

education, diagnoses, and treatment, we help thousands of patients overcome their sleep disorders to achieve better health.

Web site: sleepdr.com

Number of Employees: 101-500

Founded in: 1994

Based in: Encino

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://www.sleepdr.com/about/


Advenchen 
Laboratories

Advenchen Laboratories is a small pharmaceutical company focusing on pharmaceutical research and development involving small

molecule cancer drug discovery programs. Scientists of the company are looking for small molecule kinase inhibitors, especially protein

tyrosine kinases (PTK) inhibitors, that target the regulation of various PTK for cancer treatment. The proprietary drug development

product pipeline has demonstrated strong anti-tumor activities and therapeutic benefits in various target scopes. It is believed that novel

small molecules will bring breakthrough and promising therapies as well as a prosperous future for cancer patients.

Their crucial capability is to create innovative chemical fragments and scaffolds that may contribute better solubility,

pharmacodynamics, pharmacokinetics and toxicology profiles to bring the most promising preclinical and clinical candidates.

Web site: advenchen.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2003

Based in: Moorpark

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $4.4M
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http://advenchen.com/


Aeolus 
Pharmaceuticals

Aeolus Pharmaceuticals, Inc. is developing its lead compound, AEOL-10150, as a treatment for the pulmonary and delayed effects of

acute radiation exposure (“Lung-ARS” and “DEARE”). The Company’s development work is funded under a five year, $118 million, cost-

plus contract with the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (“BARDA”), a division of the U.S. Department of Health

and Human Services. BARDA is the Federal agency in charge of contracting for advanced development of drugs to treat radiological,

biological and chemical threats for the civilian population. BARDA also manages the $2.8BB Special Reserve Fund for the purchase of

these drugs for the U.S. Strategic National Stockpile.

Web site: aolsrx.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 1994

Based in: Mission Viejo

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $18.5M
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http://www.aolsrx.com/


Aeonian 
Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Aeonian Pharmaceuticals, Inc. is an early stage research and development biopharmaceutical company based in the San Francisco Bay

Area. The company harnesses the latest scientific breakthroughs to discover, develop and commercialize innovative therapeutics for the

treatment of rare and age-related diseases. Aeonian’s research focus falls on the causes of disease initiation and progression; it

develops compounds that are are novel and highly selective therapeutics that modulate the mTORC1 pathway, which is at the core of

many different rare diseases.

Aeonian's proprietary platform is supported by an extensive intellectual property portfolio. Part of that portfolio has been obtained by

assignment from the Buck Institute of Novato, California, the nation's first independent research facility focused solely on dissecting the

connection between aging and chronic diseases.

Web site: aeonianpharma.com

Number of Employees: 2-10

Founded in: 2017

Based in: San Francisco Bay Area

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://www.aeonianpharma.com/


Aethlon Medical

The Aethlon Medical mission is to create innovative medical devices that address unmet medical needs in cancer, infectious disease,

and other life-threatening conditions. Our Aethlon ADAPT™ System is a revenue-stage technology platform that provides the basis for a

new class of therapeutics that target the selective removal of disease enabling particles from the entire circulatory system. The Aethlon

ADAPT™ product pipeline includes the Aethlon Hemopurifier® to address infectious disease and cancer; HER2osome™ to address

HER2+ breast cancer, and a medical device being developed under a contract with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

(DARPA) that would reduce the incidence of sepsis in combat-injured soldiers and civilians.

Web site: aethlonmedical.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 1999

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $17.7M
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https://www.aethlonmedical.com/


Agensys

Agensys a biotechnology company, engages in the research and development of therapeutic human monoclonal antibodies and antibody

drug conjugates for the treatment of cancer. It offers products to treat various tumors, as well as prostate, pancreatic, and bladder

cancers. The company, formerly known as UroGenesys, was founded in 1997 and is based in Santa Monica, California. As of December

18, 2007, Agensys, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Astellas Pharma US, Inc.

Web site: agensys.com

Number of Employees: 251-500

Founded in: 1997

Based in: Santa Monica

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $106.4M
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http://www.agensys.com/


AgeX Therapeutics

AgeX is a biotechnology company focused on the development of novel therapeutics for age-related degenerative disease. AgeX’s

mission is to apply the proprietary technology platform related to telomerase-mediated cell immortality and regenerative biology to

address a broad range of diseases of aging. The current preclinical development efforts include two cell-based therapies derived from

telomerase-positive pluripotent stem cells and two product candidates derived from the company’s proprietary induced Tissue

Regeneration (iTR™) technology. AGEX-BAT1 and AGEX-VASC1 are cell-based approaches in the preclinical stage of development

comprised of young regenerative cells modified using AgeX’s UniverCyte™ technology facilitating immune tolerance, formulated in

HyStem® matrix, designed to correct metabolic imbalances in aging and to restore vascular support in ischemic tissues respectively.

AGEX-iTR1547 is a drug-based formulation in preclinical development intended to restore regenerative potential in a wide array of aged

tissues afflicted with degenerative disease using the company’s proprietary iTR technology.

Web site: agexinc.com

Number of Employees: 2-10

Founded in: 2017

Based in: Alameda

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $63.4M
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https://www.agexinc.com/company-overview-biotechnology-for-gerontology-tissue-regeneration/


Alkahest

Alkahest is developing therapies derived from blood and its components with a focus to improve vitality and function into old age. We

are working on treatments for diseases of aging, with an emphasis on cognitive dysfunction and dementia, which are key medical

challenges of our generation. The company’s pioneering research has demonstrated that factors in young plasma are able to reverse

brain deficits in preclinical models relevant to normal aging and Alzheimer’s disease. Conversely, inhibition of factors that are present in

old plasma can improve brain functions in preclinical models of age-related cognitive decline. The Company is conducting clinical

studies in patients with different types of dementia and other neurodegenerative diseases. Alkahest is a private company based in San

Carlos, CA, with investors including Barcelona, Spain-based Grifols, a global healthcare company and leading producer of plasma

therapies, also a collaboration and commercialization partner.

Web site: alkahest.com

Number of Employees: 51-200

Founded in: 2014

Based in: San Carlos

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.alkahest.com/about/


Althea Health

Althea Health is a San Francisco based digital health company. Our goal is to leverage digital technology to empower rare disease

patients and communities. Unfortunately 95% of the 7000 rare diseases (with 350 million patients worldwide) have no approved drugs, a

terrible status quo for patients, families and society. Althea’s goal is to radically alter this state of affairs and help make rare disease

drugs more affordable and available.

Web site: corp.altheahealth.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2004

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://corp.altheahealth.com/


AltraVax

Altravax was incorporated in 2009 and is a privately held biopharmaceutical company based in North Dakota with research facilities in

Sunnyvale, California. The Company is focused on the discovery and development of novel products to fight infectious diseases and

other conditions. Our proprietary Immunogen Optimization System™ (IOS) offers unique opportunities to create novel vaccines or

improve currently available alternatives to fill unmet medical needs. The Company has a robust pipeline of candidates at various stages

of development, including a therapeutic vaccine against chronic hepatitis B infection and a preventive vaccine against all four dengue

virus. Altravax seeks strategic alliances to develop these lead candidates for clinical testing.

Web site: altravax.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2009

Based in: Sunnyvale

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $2M
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http://altravax.com/


AmCyte

AmCyte develops encapsulated proliferated human islets for transplantation into patients with diabetes.

AmCyte develops encapsulated proliferated human islets for transplantation into patients with diabetes. The company specializes in

adult stem cell research to treat diabetes with islet replacement therapy.

Web site: amcyte.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 1991

Based in: Santa Monica

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.amcyte.com/


Amgen

Amgen is committed to unlocking the potential of biology for patients suffering from serious illnesses by discovering, developing,

manufacturing and delivering innovative human therapeutics. This approach begins by using tools like advanced human genetics to

unravel the complexities of disease and understand the fundamentals of human biology.

Amgen focuses on areas of high unmet medical need and leverages its expertise to strive for solutions that improve health outcomes

and dramatically improve people's lives. A biotechnology pioneer since 1980, Amgen has grown to be one of the world's leading

independent biotechnology companies, has reached millions of patients around the world and is developing a pipeline of medicines with

breakaway potential.

Web site: amgen.com

Number of Employees: 10,001+ 

Founded in: 1980

Based in: Thousand Oaks

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://www.amgen.com/about/


Andrew Technologies

Andrew Technologies is a medical technology company committed to improving patients’ lives through body aesthetics. Their

HydraSolve™ lipoplasty system is a patented, FDA-cleared medical device that will be launched in 2012. HydraSolve™ utilizes low-energy

Tissue Liquefaction Technology™, to change the nature of aesthetic body contouring. Combining natural saline solution with low levels of

pressure and temperature, HydraSolve™ is able to remove only targeted fat tissue, while preserving other vital tissues. Because fat tissue

is liquefied, the forceful shearing of fat is no longer required and this allows the surgeon to move the cannula in a slow, controlled, and

methodical manner.

Web site: hydrasolve.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2007

Based in: Tustin

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $25.2M
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http://hydrasolve.com/


Apexigen

Apexigen is a biopharmaceutical product development company advancing a pipeline of novel product candidates with the potential to

address life-threatening and difficult to treat diseases. The company’s proprietary technology platform enables the discovery and

development of superior antibody product candidates that are able to impact previously inaccessible disease mechanisms.

While many companies are working to develop antibody therapies based on mouse- or human-derived antibody technologies, Apexigen is

pioneering a movement into therapeutics based on rabbit-derived humanized monoclonal antibodies as a means of providing therapeutic

benefits that have not been achieved through the use of other technologies.

Web site: apexigen.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Burlingame

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $93M
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http://www.apexigen.com/


Applied BioCode

Applied BioCode, Inc. designs and develops multiplex bioassay solutions. The company offers Barcoded Magnetic Beads, a platform that

focuses on gene mutation analysis, drug resistance genotyping, and routine clinical diagnostics and BioCode-1000 Analyzer, an imaging

system. Additionally, it provides developmental guidance, testing, and feasibility services. Applied BioCode, Inc. was founded in 2008 and

is based in Santa Fe Springs, California.

Applied BioCode provides a breakthrough digital multiplexing molecular platform that delivers easy to use, low cost, multiplex analysis

for all of your Molecular and Protein testing needs. At the core of the platform are the micrometer scaled Barcode Magnetic Beads or

BMBs that are 1,000 times smaller than conventional barcodes and can be used to barcode all of your biomarkers for all-in-one

molecular tests. These BMBs are biocompatible polymeric magnetic beads that are encoded with a digital barcode for easy and accurate

recognition. The high contrast optical barcodes enable accurate decoding without risk of ambiguous test classifications.

Web site: apbiocode.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2008

Based in: Santa Fe Springs

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $17.5M
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http://apbiocode.com/


Applied Biosystems

Applied Biosystems is a global leader in providing innovative instruments and reagents to accelerate academic and clinical research,

drug discovery and development, pathogen detection, environmental analysis and forensic DNA analysis.

Applied Biosystems instruments and reagents have been trusted in the lab for over 20 years by the world's top scientists. Researchers

who demand efficiency, accuracy, and gold-standard technology use Applied Biosystems integrated systems for sequencing, flow

cytometry, and real-time, digital and end point PCR—from sample prep to data analysis.

Web site: appliedbiosystems.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 1998

Based in: Foster City

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.appliedbiosystems.com/


Aptitude Medical 
Systems

Aptitude Medical Systems is focused on research and development of aptamers for diagnosis and treatments of antibodies. Aptitude

unlocks the potential of aptamers to overcome the fundamental limitations of antibodies

Imagine a synthetic antibody that:

● is highly stable, resistant to denaturing, and works on diverse platforms

● binds with high affinity and specificity to intractable targets, and discriminates targets that differ by only a single functional group

● accommodates site-specific modification by various functional groups, and unlocks a multitude of unique applications

Imagine a company who can turn that dream into reality.

Web site: aptitudemedical.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2011

Based in: Santa Barbara

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $1M
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http://www.aptitudemedical.com/


Arcus Biosciences

Arcus Biosciences is a biotech company that visions to create new cancer therapeutics through the use of emerging insights in

immunology. Arcus’s lead program targets the adenosine pathway, which has been shown to play a significant role in driving immuno-

suppression in the tumor micro-environment.

Adenosine receptor antagonists and inhibitors of adenosine production are expected to be highly synergistic with other immuno-

oncology mechanisms, as well as with chemotherapy. Because of the promise of the adenosine pathway, several adenosine receptor

antagonists that were discovered years ago and initially developed for other indications have been repurposed for oncology. Using

expertise in medicinal chemistry and drug discovery, they have generated novel, small molecule dual antagonists of key adenosine

receptors A2aR and A2bR.

Web site: arcusbio.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2015

Based in: Hayward

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $226.7M
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http://www.arcusbio.com/


Arigos Biomedical

Thousands of people die each year for lack of an organ transplant. Tens of thousands of organs are discarded for reasons that include

the absence of a suitable match or distance from the recipient. The problem is that organs are viable for mere hours once harvested for

transplant. Long-term banking is only available for very small samples like embryos. People need similarly stable banking for larger

tissue structures and organs.

Being able to bank those abandoned organs could more than double the number of transplants performed each year and would eliminate

of five of the current organ waiting lists within a few years. At Arigos, they are developing a technology to do just that. Long-term storage

for organs is now an achievable goal.

Web site: arigosbiomedical.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2011

Based in: Santa Clara

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://www.arigosbiomedical.com


Astute Medical

Astute Medical is dedicated to improving the diagnosis of high-risk medical conditions and diseases through the identification and

validation of protein biomarkers that can serve as the basis for novel diagnostic tests. The Company's focus is community and hospital

acquired acute conditions that require rapid diagnosis and risk assessment. The Company's current areas of interest include abdominal

pain, acute coronary syndromes, cerebrovascular injury, kidney injury and sepsis.

Founded in 2007, the Company is led by Christopher Hibberd and Paul McPherson Ph.D., former members of the management at Biosite

Incorporated, a leading diagnostics company acquired by Inverness Medical Innovations in 2007 for $1.7 billion. Hibberd served at

Biosite for 10 years, most recently as Senior Vice President Corporate Development. Dr. McPherson was at Biosite for 14 years, most

recently as Vice President Research and Development.

Web site: astutemedical.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 2007

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $209.1M
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http://www.astutemedical.com/


BARRX Medical

BARRX Medical, Inc. develops endoscopic treatment solutions for Barrett's esophagus and other chronic gastroenterological diseases.

Barrett's is a precancerous condition of the lining of the esophagus (swallowing tube) caused by gastroesophageal reflux disease, or

GERD. The company's HALOFLEX, HALO360 and HALO90 ablation systems are designed to provide a uniform and controlled ablation

effect, in order to remove diseased tissue and allow re-growth of normal cells.

Web site: barrx.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 2003

Based in: Sunnyvale

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $42.8M
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http://www.barrx.com/


Bebaas Inc

Bebaas Inc. is a California corporation founded in June, 2004 and based in Newport Beach, California. Bebaas is a California corporation

founded in June, 2004 and based in Newport Beach, California. Bebaas is a biopharmaceutical company focused on the discovery,

development, and commercialization of novel drug therapies utilizing its patent-pending cobalamin delivery mechanism.

The company's research has led to the first-ever drug product capable of getting as much cobalamin, vitamin B12, into the bloodstream

as an intramuscular injection of vitamin B12, and it maintains those levels longer than the injections. Additionally, it allows for cobalamin

to be utilized as either a scavenger or a donor, leaving the door open to virtually limitless drug discovery. Bebaas is developing an internal

product pipeline and lead compounds through the application of its proprietary cobalamin delivery technology.

Web site: bebaas.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2004

Based in: Carlsbad

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://bebaas.com/


Beddr Sleep

Beddr is making it easy for people to understand and solve their sleep problems. Beddr is the first company to develop a sleep product

that is clinically validated, but consumer friendly.

It’s designed to increase access to accurate sleep technology and experts while more deeply engaging individuals in their own sleep

health.

Web site: beddrsleep.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2011

Based in: Mountain View

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $5.6M
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http://www.beddrsleep.com


Bedside

At Bedside, we are striving to revolutionize the way that loved ones receive updates about patient care.

By creating a secure line of communication between healthcare facilities and the families of patients, we can reduce misinformation, put

families at ease, and create more time for healthcare professionals to dedicate to the 1.7 million people and counting that are being

cared for in skilled nursing facilities. The Bedside app sends notifications regarding activities such as feedings, administered medication,

and rehab progress and allows for facilities to obtain valuable customer service related data through evaluations

Web site: bedside.care

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2015

Based in: Los Angeles

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.bedside.care/


BioInspire 
Technologies
BioInspire Technologies is dedicated to the research and development of interventional medical devices.

We help the most-challenged sinus disease sufferers on their journey to recovery with patient-centered, innovative, breakthrough

solutions. We solve problems without adding new ones through customized, effective products.

We’ve developed a flexible, therapeutic film made of human plasma fibrinogen, a naturally occurring protein. The film can be easily

placed on surface tissue or delivered to a remote tissue using non-invasive delivery tools.

Web site: bioinspiretechnologies.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2009

Based in: Palo Alto

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $3.1M
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http://bioinspiretechnologies.com/


Biolinq

It develops skin-applied electronic sensors. Under the leadership of Jared Tangney and Josh Windmiller, Biolinq is redefining how

biomedical innovations can be imagined and commercialized. While conducting his post-doctoral research at the University of California,

San Diego in the laboratory for NanoBioElectronics, Josh saw the potential to bring nanotechnology to the medical world. Combining

forces with Jared, a PhD in Biomedical Engineering, the two saw the opportunity to bring their minimally-invasive technology to the

diabetes space. Finally, people with diabetes will have a better CGM experience that is not only more affordable, but also pain-free.

Web site: biolinq.me

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2012

Based in: San Diego

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $10M
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http://biolinq.me/


BioNano Genomics

BioNano Genomics develops nanoscale imaging and analytic platforms designed to analyze DNA and other genome-related peptides

and proteins. BioNanomatrix, Inc. develops nanoscale imaging and analytic platforms that are designed to analyze DNA and other

genome-related peptides and proteins. The company's technology provides analysis of genomic, epigenomic, and proteomic information

with sensitivity at the single molecule level. Its products are used in genetic diagnostics, personalized medicine, and biomedical research

applications.

Web site: bionanogenomics.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2003

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $132M
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http://www.bionanogenomics.com/


BioNex Solutions

BioNex Solutions develops advanced laboratory automation systems for applications in biopharmaceutical, biotech and academic

research.

BioNex Solutions Inc. develops instrumentation and integrated systems for laboratory automation applications in biopharmaceutical,

biotech, academic research, and clinical laboratories. It offers Hive automation platform that automates laboratory processes. The

company was incorporated in 2009 and is based in Sunnyvale, California.

Web site: bionexsolutions.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2009

Based in: Sunnyvale

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $1.9M
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http://bionexsolutions.com/


Bioniz Therapeutics

Bioniz is a biotechnology company focused on discovering small peptides and molecules for the treatment of autoimmune diseases and

cancer. Bioniz is an emerging biotechnology/drug development company focused on discovering small peptides and molecules for

treatment of autoimmune diseases and some forms of cancer. Bioniz mission is to complete proof of concept and preclinical studies of

its lead technology and seek partners to conduct clinical trials for regulatory approval and commercialization.

At Bioniz, they are committed to the discovery of novel molecules that enhance the lives of people across the globe. They perform our

research with integrity and conscious, and bear in mind always our responsibility to the public health and their investors.

Web site: bioniz.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2009

Based in: Irvine

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $13.5M
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http://bioniz.com/


bioTheranostics

Biotheranostics, Inc. is a commercial-stage molecular diagnostics company that develops and provides diagnostic, prognostic and

predictive tests that support physicians in the treatment of cancer patients. The company is based in San Diego, CA and offers testing

services through its CLIA-certified, CAP-accredited laboratory that is directly licensed or otherwise authorized to perform testing in in all

50 states. Biotheranostics is a leader in the development of evidence-based biomarkers to address unmet medical needs, and the

Company has set the foundation for rapid growth. Biotheranostics has commercialized two proprietary, highly differentiated products

focused on early stage breast cancer and all metastatic cancers, Breast Cancer Index (BCI) and CancerTYPE ID (CTID), respectively. Both

Breast Cancer Index and CancerTYPE ID have obtained Medicare coverage through the Palmetto MolDx* program and are supported by a

robust IP portfolio. Recent milestones for the Breast Cancer Index growth platform include Medicare coverage in November 2014 and a

very positive reception at the San Antonio Breast Conference in early December 2014.

Web site: biotheranostics.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 1996

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $32M
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http://www.biotheranostics.com/


Biotie Therapies, 
Inc.(Acorda 
Therapeutics)

Biotie Therapies, Inc. offers therapeutic drug research and development services focusing on the treatment of neurological and

psychiatric disorders. The company was formerly known as Synosia Therapeutics, Inc. and changed its name to Biotie Therapies, Inc. in

February 2011. The company was incorporated in 2005 and is based in South San Francisco, California. Biotie Therapies, Inc. operates as

a subsidiary of Acorda Therapeutics, Inc. Acorda has acquired Biotie Therapies. We invite you to explore www.acorda.com to learn more

about our company, including our continued development of BIotie clinical programs for tozadenant, SYN120 and BTT1023. Information

regarding transfers of value made to healthcare professionals and healthcare organizations in connection with Biotie’s clinical

development programs is also available.

Web site: acorda.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 1995

Based in: South San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $118.5M
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http://www.acorda.com/?aq=biotie#bioTie


BioTime

BioTime is leading the next revolution in medicine – regenerative medicine. Regenerative medicine utilizes advances in stem cell biology,

biomaterials, lab-generated cells and tissues, and biologics to engineer and provide healthy cells, tissues and organs to patients with

chronic degenerative diseases. This revolution in medical science changes the focus from treating the symptoms of chronic and

degenerative diseases to providing actual cures.

Web site: biotimeinc.com

Number of Employees: 51-200

Founded in: 1992

Based in: Alameda

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://www.biotimeinc.com/company/about-us/


Boreal Genomics

Boreal develops research tools and diagnostic tests based on the monitoring of tumor mutations from cell-free DNA in plasma.

At Boreal, we are committed to developing new technologies for blood-based detection and monitoring of circulating tumor DNA.

We are a team of specialists in molecular biology, engineering and physics with a passion to develop technology that advances next-

generation sequencing to help cancer researchers and clinicians transform patient care through earlier detection and monitoring of

cancer.

Through our first-generation SCODA platform technologies and our recent developments in Linked Molecule chemistries, Boreal is

committed to creating faster, more efficient, and practical assays for routine clinical use.

Web site: borealgenomics.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2007

Based in: Los Altos

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $24.5M
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http://borealgenomics.com/


Brain Resource

Leveraging neuroscience from the west and ancient wisdom from the east, Total Brain helps you understand and train all brain

capacities so that you can realize your inner power. San Francisco based: Founded in 2000 by neuroscientist Dr. Evian Gordon, MD, PhD.

Creators of a neuroscientific consensus with 200+ institutions globally. The brain has 12 core capacities that can be measured and

therefore optimized:

● Emotion: Awareness, Non-Conscious Bias, Default Mode

● Feeling: Anxiety, Stress, Depressive Mood Controls

● Cognition: Memory, Focus, Planning

● Self Control: Social Connectivity, Resilience, Conscious Bias

$40M of R&D created scientifically validated digital tools to optimize all 12 capacities and screen for 7 common mental conditions.

Powered by the world’s largest standardized neuroscientific database. Driving significant ROI through decreased presenteeism and

mental health claims.

Web site: totalbrain.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2000

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $1.8M revenue anually
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https://www.totalbrain.com


BrainHQ (Posit 
Science-the maker)

BrainHQ was made for you. It allows you to fit brain exercises into your busy life, and access brain training on most internet-connected

devices. Plus, each exercise continuously adapts to your unique performance. So you train at the right level for you.

BrainHQ was made for you. It allows you to fit brain exercises into your busy life, and access brain training on most internet-connected

devices. Plus, each exercise continuously adapts to your unique performance. So you train at the right level for you. Learn more about the

program, its exercises, and its benefits here.

Find thorough descriptions of the BrainHQ exercises, including details about how and why the stimuli were built and what each one is

designed to accomplish.

Web site: brainhq.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2002

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://www.brainhq.com/why-brainhq/


Branchpoint 
Technologies

Branchpoint Technologies, LLC designs and develops pressure management platforms for medical applications. Branchpoint

Technologies is a startup medical device research, development and commercialization company located in Irvine, California. The

Branchpoint team is focused on advancing the state-of-the-art in the fields of neuromonitoring and neurocritical care.

Web site: branchpointtechnologies.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2013

Based in: San Clemente

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $3.1M
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http://branchpointtechnologies.com/


BrightWater Medical

BrightWater Medical is a mid-stage medical device company uniquely positioned to significantly impact the treatment of ureteral

blockages by interventional radiologists. The company was founded by Dr. Bob Smouse, Associate Professor of Radiology & Surgery,

University of Illinois College of Medicine. Dr. Smouse is a leading interventional radiologist, clinician, academic and entrepreneur, with

more than 20 years of experience in interventional radiology, endovascular surgery and clinical research.

Founded by leading interventional radiologists, BrightWater Medical has developed the game-changing ConvertX® Stent Family to

improve the care of interventional radiology and interventional oncology patients while reducing hospital costs.

Web site: brightwatermed.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2011

Based in: Mountain View

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $5.2M
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http://www.brightwatermed.com/


Calico

Google-sponsored R&D company targeting the challenges of aging and diseases. Calico is a research and development company whose

mission is to harness advanced technologies to increase our understanding of the biology that controls lifespan. We will use that

knowledge to devise interventions that enable people to lead longer and healthier lives. Executing on this mission will require an

unprecedented level of interdisciplinary effort and a long-term focus for which funding is already in place.

Web site: calicolabs.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2013

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://www.calicolabs.com


California Health and 
Longevity Institute

Drawing together experts in the fields of medicine, nutrition, fitness, life balance, therapeutic spa, and world-class hospitality, we bring

light to the full spectrum of lifestyle behavior. We recognize that human nature is complex and that sustainable change requires both

physical and mental transformation.

The California Health & Longevity Institute was born from the vision of David H. Murdock, a man passionate about helping others lead

longer, healthier lives. Partnering with two leading internal medicine specialists, Dr. Terry Schaack and Dr. Jonathan Cole, Mr. Murdock

launched the California Health & Longevity Institute in 2003 with the goal of providing a proactive and integrative approach to healthy

living. Operating under the belief that people deserve access to the very best science-based information, the Institute established simple,

sustainable programming to help people take control and responsibility of their personal health.

Web site: chli.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2004

Based in: Santa Monica

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.chli.com/


California Sleep 
Solutions

Diagnosis & Sleep Testing Centers in Northern California

We have been serving patients in Northern California since 2001. Our professional and technical staff possess the experience and

knowledge necessary to provide you with the finest patient care available. All of our interpreting physicians are Board Certified in Sleep

Medicine and our Technologists are registered Polysomnographers. We strive to maintain the highest quality of life for our patients

through caring, concern and dedication.

Web site: casleep.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2001

Based in: Roseville

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: revenue 1-5 mln $ per year
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http://www.casleep.com/


CALM

Calm provides applications with hundreds of programs for intermediate and advanced users to relax their minds.

Calm is the #1 app for meditation and mindfulness. Enjoy 100+ guided meditations to help you manage anxiety, lower stress and sleep

better. Calm is the perfect mindfulness app for beginners, but also includes hundreds of programs for intermediate and advanced users.

Web site: calm.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2012

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $116M
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http://www.calm.com


Calporta Therapeutics

Calporta is developing selective small molecule agonists of TRPML1. Calporta is developing selective small molecule agonists of

TRPML1 (transient receptor potential cation channel, mucolipin subfamily, member 1) for the treatment of Niemann-Pick C Disease

(NPC) and other lysosomal storage diseases. Mutations that cause NPC lead to impaired intracellular lipid trafficking and lead to

lysosomal accumulation of cholesterol and biolipds. TRPML1 is an ion channel in the lysosome and a key regulator of lysosomal

trafficking processes. Impaired TRPML1 function has been implicated in multiple pathological conditions, including NPC. Agonists of

TRPML1 restore calcium efflux and normalize lysosomal trafficking and function. In addition to NPC and other lysosomal storage

diseases, agonists of TRPML1 may have broad potential in other diseases such as muscular dystrophy and various taopathies such as

Alzheimer's disease. Calporta's approach is based on research from the lab of Haoxing Xu, Ph.D., at the University of Michigan.

Web site: N/A

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2015

Based in: La Jolla

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $10M
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Cantimer

Cantimer develops applications for sensor technology platforms based on microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and polymer

chemistry.

Cantimer was founded in 2006, by two experienced entrepreneurs, following successful licensing of technology originally developed at

Northern Arizona University. The Company is based in Menlo Park, California, and has been funded to date through a combination of U.S.

Government Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) grants and seed capital from individual investors.

Web site: cantimer.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2006

Based in: Menlo Park

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $2M
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http://www.cantimer.com/


CareLinx

CareLinx is a nationwide professional caregiver marketplace, empowering families to easily find, hire, manage and pay caregivers who

match their specific needs and budget online. CareLinx is saving families up to 50% versus traditional brick and mortar franchise

agencies, while professional caregivers are earning higher wages. The CareLinx platform helps families and caregivers easily manage all

the administrative tasks of their caregiving needs via it’s web & mobile solutions; including scheduling, time tracking, care coordination

and payroll processing. CareLinx is not just a website, each client is assigned a dedicated Care Advisor who helps them navigate the

entire process of finding and hiring caregivers who match their specific needs. CareLinx ensures that families and caregivers comply

with all state and federal employment laws and regulations. Caregivers on CareLinx are vetted and have passed a comprehensive

background check. Caregivers are bonded and insured via Lloyd's of London when paid through the CareLinx platform.

Web site: carelinx.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2011

Based in: San Bruno

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $5M
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http://www.carelinx.com/


Caribou Biosciences

Caribou Biosciences is a biotechnology company in genome engineering. We develop technology-based solutions for cellular engineering

and analysis based on the CRISPR-Cas9 technology platform. Cas9, when paired with a guide RNA, cuts double-stranded DNA allowing

for specific changes to DNA. These site-specific DNA modifications can be utilized to carry out sophisticated gene knock-outs or knock-

ins.

Caribou Biosciences has generated hundreds of thousands of data points from engineering many thousands of genomic sites across

several different cell types. Our high throughput workflow relies on proprietary bioinformatics tools to design optimal guide RNAs for a

given experiment. Engineered cells are then validated via next-generation sequencing and analysis of the modified genomic loci with

custom analytical tools developed by our bioinformatics team.

Web site: cariboubio.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2011

Based in: Berkeley

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $74.6M
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https://cariboubio.com/application-areas/biological-research


CellBiosciences

Cell Biosciences is a private life sciences company advancing protein research through nanoproteomics. Cell Biosciences is a private life

sciences company focused on revolutionizing protein research through the use of nanoproteomics. Their capillary-based nanofluidic

immunoassay platforms are designed for ultrasensitive detection and characterization of proteins in ultra-small biological samples. Cell

Biosciences is located in Palo Alto, California.

ProteinSimple is part of the Protein Platforms division of Bio-Techne (NASDAQ: TECH). We're rethinking protein tools and helping

thousands of researchers around the world resolve their protein analysis problems so they can reveal new insight into proteins and their

role in disease. Our wide-ranging portfolio of tools includes everything from immunoassay systems that quantify protein expression to

systems that probe the structure and purity of protein-based therapeutics.

Web site: proteinsimple.com

Number of Employees: 251-500

Founded in: 2001

Based in: Santa Clara

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $85.2M
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http://www.proteinsimple.com/


Chimera IoT

Chimera IoT is in existence to provide real value to the world through IoT using anonymized data, crowd sourced remediation,

sophisticated rules based analytics integrated with AI and validated through a human feedback loop. Their first branded vertical product

line, KidsThatKare, provides solutions that enable societies around the world to lower the cost of providing elderly care services, improve

the health and lives of the elderly, and mitigating the high costs of fall remediation, sepsis, and pressure ulcers.

It is hard enough getting old without having to suffer the embarrassment of calling for help or asking to be changed. Their goal is to

improve the lives of your children, your loved ones, your grandparents, your parents, and eventually you, by collecting and acting on data

from sensors hidden inside fashionable jewelry, designed into diapers, and designed into clips that are attached to the belt, the shirt, the

bed, and inside diapers.

Web site: chimeraiot.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2014

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://www.chimeraiot.com/


ChromaDex 

ChromaDex leverages its complementary business units to discover, acquire, develop and commercialize patented and proprietary

ingredient technologies that address the dietary supplement, food, beverage, skin care and pharmaceutical markets.

In addition to our ingredient technologies unit, we also have business units focused on natural product fine chemicals (known as

“phytochemicals”), chemistry and analytical testing services, and product regulatory and safety consulting (known as Spherix

Consulting). As a result of our relationships with leading universities and research institutions, we are able to discover and license early

stage, IP-backed ingredient technologies.

Web site: chromadex.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 1999

Based in: Irvine

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $44.7M
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https://www.chromadex.com/about-us/


Chronix Biomedical

Chronix Biomedical is a molecular diagnostics company developing blood tests for monitoring minimal residual disease in cancer

patients. Chronix Biomedical is pioneering a breakthrough approach to the diagnosis and management of chronic diseases and cancer. It

has developed proprietary technology that measures and categorizes circulating nucleic acids, DNA sequences circulating in the blood

that are associated with specific changes in disease and health status.

Chronix plans to collaborate with a variety of partners to develop and market its DNA-based assays that have the potential to transform

the management of a broad range of cancers and other conditions. Chronix is headquartered in San Jose, California and has research

facilities in Germany.

Web site: chronixbiomedical.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 1997

Based in: San Jose

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $21.5M
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http://www.chronixbiomedical.com/


CohBar

CohBar is a clinical stage biotechnology company whose mission is to increase healthy lifespan by developing treatments for the

underlying metabolic dysfunction driving the diseases of aging including NASH, obesity, cancer, Type 2 diabetes, and cardiovascular and

neurodegenerative diseases.

CohBar, Inc. is a leader in the research and development of mitochondria based therapeutics (MBTs), an emerging class of drugs with

the potential to treat a wide range of diseases associated with aging and metabolic dysfunction including non-alcoholic steatohepatitis

(NASH), obesity, Type 2 diabetes (T2D), cancer, cardiovascular disease and CNS disorders.

Web site: cohbar.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2007

Based in: Menlo Park

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $450K
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https://www.cohbar.com


Color Genomics

Color helps create an end-to-end delivery model that links precision data to risk, risk to decisions, and decisions to behavior change

across populations.

Quickly engage your population through clinical-grade genetics and digital tools.

Efficiently collect rich phenotypic and genotypic (whole genome) information across your population and their families while protecting

individual privacy.

Translate precision clinical data into an understanding of risk for individuals, providers, and systems to help inform appropriate health

interventions.

Web site: color.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Burlingame

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $112M
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https://www.color.com/


CombiMatrix

CombiMatrix develops proprietary technologies, products and services for drug development, genetic analysis, molecular diagnostics

and more. CombiMatrix Corporation develops proprietary technologies, products, and services in the areas of drug development, genetic

analysis, molecular diagnostics, nanotechnology, and defense and homeland security. Its technologies include a platform to produce

user-defined, in-situ synthesized, and oligonucleotide arrays for use in identifying and determining the roles of genes, gene mutations,

and proteins. The company’s products and services include CustomArray platform, an oligonucleotide array for genetic studies; DNA

Array Synthesizer, an instrument that enables researchers to fabricate DNA arrays to their specifications; stripping reagents, which

enable researchers to re-use microarrays; ElectraSense Reader, an electrochemical scanning instrument; and comparative genomic

hybridization arrays, which are used for research and molecular diagnostic applications.

Web site: combimatrix.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 1995

Based in: Irvine

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $74.4M
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http://www.combimatrix.com/


CoMentis

BioTime is leading the next revolution in medicine – regenerative medicine. Regenerative medicine utilizes advances in stem cell biology,

biomaterials, lab-generated cells and tissues, and biologics to engineer and provide healthy cells, tissues and organs to patients with

chronic degenerative diseases. This revolution in medical science changes the focus from treating the symptoms of chronic and

degenerative diseases to providing actual cures.

Web site: N/A

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 2004

Based in: South San Francisco

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $107.5M
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Compact Imaging

Compact Imaging has developed and patented a miniature optical sensor for biometric security and mobile health monitoring. Compact

Imaging has developed and patented a miniature optical sensor technology called MRO™ for the rapidly growing biometric security and

mobile health monitoring markets. These markets require small, low-cost, battery-powered non-invasive sensors that can deliver

meaningful biometric information from inside the body. MRO addresses this need.

MRO was born out of the Compact Imaging team’s extensive experience designing opto-electronic systems for Agilent, Coherent, HP

Labs, IBM and the Livermore and Los Alamos National Laboratories. Our ongoing research collaboration with the Tissue Optics and

Micro-Circulation Imaging (TOMI) laboratories at National University of Ireland, Galway, has added extensive world-class scientific

expertise to the development of MRO.

Web site: compactimaging.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2003

Based in: Mountain View

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $825K
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http://www.compactimaging.com/


Complete Genomics

Complete Genomics, a life sciences company, develops and commercializes a DNA sequencing platform for human genome sequencing

and analysis. Complete Genomics' high quality, affordable DNA sequencing enables commercial-scale research of the genetic

mechanisms underlying drug responses and complex diseases.

Complete Genomics combines innovative technology with a disruptive market approach that will revolutionize DNA sequencing.

Web site: completegenomics.com

Number of Employees: 251-500

Founded in: 2006

Based in: Mountain View

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $142.9M
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http://www.completegenomics.com/


Contra Costa Sleep 
Center

Contra Costa Sleep Center is dedicated to providing high quality sleep medicine to the community, in the form of education, diagnostic

studies and therapy for sleeping disorders.

We are a ten (10) bed AASM Accredited facility that provides state-of-the-art sleep testing in a clean, safe, bedroom-like atmosphere. We

promptly communicate user-friendly, easy to read test results to referring physicians, patients and primary care physicians.

Our knowledgeable staff will verify your insurance benefits and work with you on scheduling an appointment. Appointments are available

7 days a week.

Web site: ccsleepcenter.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 1999

Based in: Walnut Creek

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.ccsleepcenter.com/


Corium International

Corium International engages in the development of advanced transdermal drug delivery technologies and products. Corium

International is a privately-owned company engaged in the research, development and manufacture of advanced transdermal drug

delivery technologies and products. Using its proprietary delivery technologies and its development and manufacturing expertise, Corium

has developed a number of active and passive transdermal products with enhanced therapeutic or safety profiles. This self-funded

product pipeline spans several therapeutic areas and is in various stages of development. Corium also has several partner-funded

products with small, medium and large pharmaceutical companies in various stages of development, ranging from manufacturing to

research and development.

Web site: coriumgroup.com

Number of Employees: 501-1000

Founded in: 1995

Based in: Menlo Park

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $85M
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http://www.coriumgroup.com/


Correlia Biosystems

Rapid Diagnostics and Proteomics. Correlia Biosystems, Inc. is a spinout from UC Berkeley developing protein measurement tools that

are cost-efficient, rapid, and customizable. Their versatile SimpleScan technology has applications ranging from point-of-care

diagnostics to rapid and multiplexed proteomics research.

Correlia Biosystems develops streamlined assay platforms to reduce the time and cost for quantifying proteins for proteomic and

pharmaceutical applications. Our research instruments provide multiplexing capabilities for large protein panels including cytokines and

post-translational modifications with unparalleled speed and automation. We are dedicated to reducing the cost and time to market for

candidate drug compounds, and facilitating the access of researchers to large panel protein studies.

Web site: correliabio.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2013

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $995K
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http://www.correliabio.com/


CorTechs Labs

CorTechs Labs develops and markets cutting-edge brain imaging solutions that are used by neurologist and radiologists in hundreds of

clinics and research centers around the world. The CorTechs Labs team includes scientists, engineers, business professionals and

clinical specialist working towards the common goal of improving the care and treatment of patients with CNS disorders.

Web site: cortechslabs.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2001

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $1.9M
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Cortera 
Neurotechnologies

Cortera Neurotechnologies designs medical devices aimed at revolutionizing the treatment of intractable neurological conditions.

Cortera Neurotechnologies, Inc. designs implantable medical devices aimed at revolutionizing the diagnosis and treatment of incurable

neurological conditions as well as enabling cutting-edge neuroscience research. With over half a decade of experience in

NeuroEngineering, our company aims to be at the forefront of the rapidly growing $4.5 billion neurodevices industry.

Web site: corteraneuro.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Berkeley

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.corteraneuro.com/


CrownBio

CrownBio is a Cutting Edge Translational Technology Company Making Precision Medicine a Reality.

CrownBio brings clarity to drug discovery around the world by helping biopharmaceutical companies solve some of today's most

pressing challenges in oncology, cardiovascular, and metabolic disease drug discovery.

Their premier Translational Platforms for cancer and metabolic disease help our clients accelerate their new drug development

programs. CrownBio develops world-leading preclinical efficacy models and provides both in vitro and in vivo testing services and

preclinical research products. They are a global company with facilities across the world in the United States, United Kingdom, China, and

Taiwan.

Web site: crownbio.com

Number of Employees: 251-500

Founded in: 2006

Based in: Santa Clara

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $62.1M
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Cyntellect

Cyntellect provided products for cell analysis, purification, and processing technology to advance research and drug discovery. Cyntellect

is dedicated to setting new standards in cell analysis, purification, and processing technology. Cyntellect's products support key

applications to advance life science research, biopharmaceutical production, stem cell research and drug discovery. The Company's

technology employs in situ, microplate-based cytometry to analyze cells with minimal sample manipulation, and process cells with great

precision and efficiency. Cyntellect's expanding cellular analysis and processing portfolio is expected to play an enabling role in the

coming age of advanced cell-based diagnostics and therapeutics.

Web site: cyntellect.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 1997

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $42.6M
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http://www.cyntellect.com/


Cytokinetics, Inc.

Cytokinetics is a biopharmaceutical company developing therapies for debilitating diseases. Cytokinetics is a different kind of company.

It is increasingly unusual that an emerging growth biotechnology company would be dedicated to the discovery, development and

commercialization of therapeutics. Similarly, it is more and more uncommon for a biopharmaceutical company to leverage their

expertise in one area, in our case the cytoskeleton and the biology of muscle function, to tackle the pursuit of new treatments for multiple

disease areas. However, the most important distinguishing feature of Cytokinetics is instead found in our commitment to innovation that

has translated our focus on the cytoskeleton into a Research and Development pipeline of multiple, first-in-class compounds. All of the

programs we are pursuing offer entirely novel therapeutic approaches to severe unmet clinical needs. The reason is simple. Innovative

therapeutics are much more likely to bring substantial benefits to patients. That is our goal.

Web site: cytokinetics.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 1998

Based in: South San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $93M
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CytRx

CytRx Corporation (NASDAQ: CYTR), located in Los Angeles, California, is a biopharmaceutical research and development company

specializing in oncology. The CytRx oncology pipeline is focused on the clinical development of aldoxorubicin (formerly known as INNO-

206), its improved version of the widely used chemotherapeutic agent doxorubicin. CytRx has initiated an international Phase 2b clinical

trial as a treatment for soft tissue sarcomas, has completed its Phase 1b/2 clinical trial primarily in the same indication, and has initiated

a Phase 1b pharmacokinetics clinical trial in patients with metastatic solid tumors and a Phase 1b study of aldoxorubicin in combination

with doxorubicin in patients with advanced solid tumors. The Company is initiating a Phase 3 pivotal trial under a special protocol

assessment (SPA) with aldoxorubicin as a therapy for patients with soft tissue sarcomas whose tumors have progressed following

treatment with chemotherapy. CytRx is expanding its pipeline of oncology candidates based on a novel linker platform technology that

can be utilized with multiple chemotherapeutic agents and could allow for greater concentration of drug at tumor sites. The Company

also has rights to two additional drug candidates, tamibarotene and bafetinib.

Web site: cytrx.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2002

Based in: Los Angeles

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $126M
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http://www.cytrx.com/


Dahlia Biosciences

Dahlia Biosciences is the next generation of multiplexed in situ single-cell RNA analysis tools for research and diagnostic applications.

DAHLIA BIOSCIENCES, INC. provides in situ single-cell RNA analysis tools for research and diagnostic applications. The company was

founded in 2017 and is headquartered in San Francisco, California.

Web site: dahliabio.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2017

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://dahliabio.com/


dfusion

dfusion, a team of scientists and innovators, develops technology to promote evidence-based, health-related behavioral changes. dfusion

is focused on developing innovative technology to promote behavior change. The company builds upon evidence of effectiveness,

science-based behavior change models and learning theories to facilitate behavior change for health, prevention and adherence. A

passion for innovation drives unique applications of cutting-edge and classic technologies to health and prevention. dfusion delivers

smartphone, tablet and web apps designed to improve health outcomes and built on behavior research to ensure the best user

experience. dfusion is staffed by a team of scientists and innovators who question the status quo and are committed to making a

difference in the health and well-being of people across the lifespan. dfusion has offices in Scotts Valley and Oakland, California.

Web site: dfusioninc.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2014

Based in: Scotts Valley

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $1.3M
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http://www.dfusioninc.com/


Diazyme Laboratories

Diazyme uses its enzyme and antibody platform technologies to develop innovative assays for clinical and research uses. Diazyme

Laboratories is a division of General Atomics headquartered in La Jolla, California. Diazyme uses its enzyme and antibody platform

technologies to develop innovative assays for clinical and research uses with reduced costs and improved performance. Products

include diagnostic blood tests for cardiovascular disease, diabetes, nutritional assessment, liver disease, renal disease and electrolytes.

Web site: diazyme.com

Number of Employees: 51-200

Founded in: 2000

Based in: Santa Clara

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $62.1M
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DNAnexus

DNAnexus provides a global network for sharing and management of genomic data and tools to accelerate genomics. The DNAnexus

cloud-based platform is optimized to address the challenges of security, scalability, and collaboration, for organizations that are pursuing

genomic-based approaches to health, in the clinic and in the research lab. The DNAnexus team is made up of experts in computational

biology and cloud computing who work with organizations to tackle some of the most exciting opportunities in human health, making it

easier — and in many cases feasible — to work with genomic data. With DNAnexus, organizations can stay a step ahead in leveraging

genomics to achieve their goals. The future of human health is in genomics. DNAnexus brings it all together.

Web site: dnanexus.com

Number of Employees: 51-200

Founded in: 2009

Based in: Mountain View

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $172.6M
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Dreem

Dreem is a neurotechnology company composed of sleep pioneers, a team of experts fascinated by science, technology and design.

In June 2018, we made an exciting announcement: We raised an additional €30 million in funding. Johnson & Johnson and BPI have

invested in Dreem’s future. This allows us to look forward to the next 5 years with confidence and renewed ambition. Our long-term

vision is clear. We want to become the reference point for sleep improvement. We have equally clear short- and medium-term goals to

get us there. We want to optimize our technology by making it invisible. Develop new programs to further personalize the experience and

tackle more sleep issues. Continue to find, test, and develop innovative and powerful new features. Be at the heart of tomorrow's

scientific discoveries. And, of course, we want to make Dreem accessible to all.

Web site: dreem.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2014

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $57M
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DxTerity

DxTerity Diagnostics is focused on simplifying genomic testing -- bringing the power of personalized medicine to routine medical care.

The DxTerity technology, DxDirectTM, is a simple, fast and affordable technique for analysis of complex gene signatures. DxDirectTM

combines a robust chemical ligation process, NEATTM , and a unique sample stabilization system, DxCollectTM. This enable direct from

whole blood or tissue sample multiplex gene expression testing without many of the constraints that exist today.

Testing which once could only be done by a sophisticated research lab, or highly specialized and high skilled area within a clinical lab,

can now be performed reliably in a routine manner by lab technicians and clinicians, all with the same level of quality. Specialties-

Molecular Diagnostics, Oncology, Immune Response

Web site: dxterity.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2006

Based in: Rancho Dominguez

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $3.5M
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Dynosense

DynoSense Corp. is a medical technology company established on March 13, 2013. It is founded by a successful high tech veteran with a

mission to “innovate products and services for better life that are integrated, accurate, secure, and simple to use”. We call it “Innovation

For Life”. Our aim is to be at the forefront of the digital health care revolution, a market that is estimated to be >$26 Billion before end of

this decade spanning five market segments, (Elderly Managed Care Chronic Disease Care Hospital Discharge Care Consumer Health,

and Telemedicine. According to Fierce Mobile Healthcare the market for embedded health monitoring is slated to hit 170 million devices

by 2017.

Web site: dynosense.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2013

Based in: San Jose

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $10.1M
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Early Bird Alert

Early Bird Alert develops healthcare communications systems designed to assist patients in managing their daily routine.

Early Bird Alert is dedicated to developing healthcare communication systems designed to help patients participate in and manage their

daily healthcare routine.

Whether at home or on the go, the EasyConnect System:tm: makes communication connections between patients and their trusted

healthcare providers push-button easy.

Early Bird Alert believes that better communications between healthcare providers and their patients will result in better care.

Web site: earlybirdalert.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2006

Based in: San Rafael

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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eBioscience

eBioscience is a research and diagnostic company that offers a wide range of antibodies, ELISAs, and proteins.

eBioscience is a world leader in immunology and oncology flow cytometry reagents. As a privately held company, eBioscience offers one

of the worlds largest selections of antibodies, ELISAs and proteins for Life Science research and diagnostic.

eBioscience is the industry leader in reagent offerings for multicolor flow cytometry. They provide a comprehensive and innovative

portfolio of antibodies, fluorochromes and reagents for immunology, oncology, cell biology, stem cell biology, and diagnostics. Often first

to market with critical reagents, eBioscience develops greater than 800 new products for multicolor flow cytometry annually.

Web site: ebioscience.com

Number of Employees: 1001-5000

Founded in: 2009

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $55M
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http://www.ebioscience.com


Elevate Labs

Elevate is a cognitive training tool designed to build communication and analytical skills.

Elevate is a new type of cognitive training tool designed to build communication and analytical skills. Members are provided with a

personalized game-based training program that adjusts over time based on performance.

Elevate has been selected by Apple as the App of the Year for 2014 and by Google Play for Editor's Choice. Since launching in May 2014,

Elevate has been downloaded more than 21 million times on the App Store and Google Play.

Web site: elevateapp.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2014

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $7.7M
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Emotional Brain 
Training

Emotional Brain Training is a technology company that provides products and techniques designed to increase brain power. To learn EBT

skills we offer convenient telegroups, so that you can access your group from anywhere. No transportation costs or time involved. The

emotional brain is the social brain and it changes when we are with others, so the group experience in EBT is core to achieving excellent

results.

More people are seeking solutions to health problems that get to the root cause: our wiring. EBT is on the forefront of this movement. It

was developed over the last 30 years by Laurel Mellin, PhD in collaboration with scientists and researchers from distinguished

universities around the country. Today, over 400,000 people have used the skills of EBT, and 10 research studies attest to its

effectiveness and lasting results. The method became completely brain-based in 2007, offering a new paradigm in health care. Research

has shown the effectiveness of EBT in promoting a broad range of changes in life, which is consistent with rewiring the root cause of

stress-related problems.

Web site: ebtgroups.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2001

Based in: Larkspur

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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Emotiv

Emotiv is engaged in developing products and research related to understanding of the human brain using electroencephalography.

Emotiv is a bioinformatics company engaged in developing products and research related to understanding of the human brain using

electroencephalography. Its product portfolio includes developments related to interactive television, everyday computer interactions,

hands-free control system, smart adaptive environments, art, accessibility design, market research, psychology, learning, medicine,

robotics, automotive, transport safety, defense, and security.

It is the developer of products such as Mind for research and Mind for insight,

EMOTIV is a recognized pioneer and market leader in this field. Their products have won numerous international awards including the

Red Dot Award, AutoVision Innovations Award, Australian International Design Awards, Australian Engineering Excellence Awards and

Edison Awards. Its community of developers and researchers span over 100 countries.

Web site: emotiv.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 2011

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $120K
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https://www.emotiv.com/self-quantification-solutions/


EPINOMICS

Advancing personalized health by leveraging deep analytics and proprietary technology to decode the epigenome ("the living genome").

The DNA sequence that makes up our genome is often referred to as the "hardware" of our body, as it is static and only provides

specifications for the set of genes present, but not the instructions for how the hardware functions to turn genes "on" or "off".

Knowing the genetic sequence alone would be similar to buying a computer and knowing only the hardware specs, but not having

knowledge about what operating systems it runs or the software available.

Web site: epinomics.co

Number of Employees: 11-50 

Founded in: 2013

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.epinomics.co/


EyeCyte

EyeCyte is engaged in the development of therapeutics for the treatment of neovascular and degenerative retinal diseases.

EyeCyte, Inc. is working with Pfizer's Bioinnovation and io therapeutics Center and The Scripps Research Institute to develop novel

therapeutics to treat neovascular and degenerative retinal disease.

Web site: eyecyte.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2005

Based in: La Jolla

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $3M
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http://www.eyecyte.com/


Ez Sleep

Ez Sleep is setting the pace of the industry with data driven product offerings which increase patient & provider engagement. We have

board certified Interpreting Physicians in all 50 states and a large array of HST devices from top line manufacturers — providing baseline

and efficacy testing metrics and dedicated concierge level service, 24/7.

Ez Sleep is setting the pace of the industry with data driven product offerings which increase patient & provider engagement. We have

board certified Interpreting Physicians in all 50 states and a large array of HST devices from top line manufacturers — providing baseline

and efficacy testing metrics and dedicated concierge level service, 24/7.

Our sleep study reports contain enhanced scoring data with “Multi-Night Comparisons” to identify more treatment options. Over 1300

active clients use Ez Sleep’s Online Academy training to learn about new methods to identify patients and other extensive practice

growth resources. In addition to home sleep testing, Ez Sleep provides innovative data driven products for advanced co-therapy.

Web site: ezsleeptest.com

Number of Employees: 51-200

Founded in: 2012

Based in: Thousand Oaks

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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Fate Therapeutics

Fate Therapeutics is a stem cell and developmental biology research company using biological mechanisms to develop stem cell

therapeutics.

Fate Therapeutics is using the fundamental biological mechanisms that guide cell fate to develop stem cell therapeutics.

The backstory is that while others were working towards therapies based on transplanting stem cell-derived cells into patients, Randall

Moon (HHMI and University of Washington) and Alex Rives (Arch Venture Capitol) envisioned a different approach to develop

regenerative therapies. The concept, based on data from hematopoietic progenitor cells, was that one could modulate the properties of

stem cells in vivo using small molecules or biologics. They presented this idea to Arch Venture Capitol in Seattle, which launched the

company, soon to be joined by other investors.

Web site: fatetherapeutics.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2007

Based in: La Jolla

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $187.2M
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FibroGen

FibroGen, a research-based biotech firm, uses its expertise CTGF and HIF biology to discover, develop, and commercialize novel

therapeutics.

FibroGen is a research-based biotechnology company using its expertise in connective tissue growth factor (CTGF) and hypoxia-

inducible factor (HIF) biology to discover, develop, and commercialize novel therapeutics for serious unmet medical needs.

Web site: fibrogen.com

Number of Employees: 251-500

Founded in: 1993

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $188M
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Five3 Genomics

Cancer Genomics services and research.

Five3 Genomics, LLC offers cancer genome data processing services. The company provides genome processing services for

researchers including alignment, mutational calling, rearrangement detection, and copy number estimation. It caters to research, biotech,

and patient care sectors. Five3 Genomics, LLC is based in Santa Cruz, California.

Web site: five3genomics.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2011

Based in: Santa Cruz

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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Freenome

By decoding cell-free biomarker patterns of once unthinkable complexity, Freenome’s medical artificial intelligence (AI) platform is

poised to detect cancer at its earliest stages and help clinicians optimize the next generation of precision therapies.

Freenome is a health technology company developing accurate, accessible and non-invasive disease screening products for proactively

treating cancer and other diseases at their most manageable stages. Freenome aims to reinvent disease management through

systematized early detection and intervention. Since launching in 2014, the company has raised more than $70 million from leading

technology and healthcare investors.

Web site: freenome.com

Number of Employees: 51-200

Founded in: 2012

Based in: South San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $3M
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Gamma Medica-Ideas

Gamma Medica-Ideas develops novel technologies for markets that improve patient health through the early diagnosis of diseases.

Gamma Medica-Ideas (GM-I) develops novel technologies to markets that improve patient health through early diagnosis of disease,

improved patient treatment and by enabling new drug discovery. GM-I also develops medical devices and techniques to support

molecular imaging of living subjects, targeted at the pharmaceutical pre-clinical research and clinical diagnostic markets. GM-I is

dedicated to developing cutting-edge, fully digital imaging systems using the most advanced solid-state technologies.

Web site: gm-ideas.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2000

Based in: Northridge

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $14M
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Genelabs Technologies

Genelabs Technologies is a biopharmaceutical company engaged in the R&D of therapeutics for the treatment of infectious diseases. As

of January 6, 2009, Genelabs Technologies Inc. was acquired by SmithKline Beecham Corporation. Genelabs Technologies, Inc., a

biopharmaceutical company, engages in the discovery and development of infectious disease therapies to improve human health. The

company's product pipeline consists of infectious disease projects focusing on Hepatitis C virus infection; and late-stage clinical assets,

including an investigational vaccine for hepatitis E virus that is being developed by GlaxoSmithKline; and Prestara, an investigational drug

for systemic lupus erythematosus. It has license and collaboration agreement with the Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research for

HCV polymerase non-nucleoside discovery research. Genelabs Technologies also has a collaborative research agreement with the

National Health Research Institutes and Genovate Biotechnology Co., Ltd. to discover and develop compounds that target the hepatitis C

virus. The company was founded in 1983 and is headquartered in Redwood City, California.

Web site: genelabs.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 1983

Based in: Redwood City

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $17.3M
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Genescient Corporation

Genescient is a new generation biotechnology company that combines evolutionary genomics with massive selective screening to

analyze and exploit the genetics of model animal and human whole genomes. This enables Genescient to develop novel therapeutics

that target the chronic diseases of aging. Our focus is to extend healthy human lifespan by using advanced genomics to develop

therapeutic substances that attack the diseases of aging. Finally, Genescient’s technology give it a unique insight into the application of

genomics to identify genomic pathways associated with specific diseases.

Web site: genescient.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2006

Based in: Fountain Valley

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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Genetic Foresight

Genetic Foresight is personalizing medicine to enable safer and more effective prescriptions.

Genetic Foresight’s mission is to prevent adverse drug reactions, increase therapeutic success rates, and minimize healthcare costs by

enabling clinicians to make informed decisions.

Founded in 2016, Genetic Foresight provides a genetic test that sequences targeted segments of patients' genomes as well as a

comprehensive prescription decision platform that incorporates drug-genome, drug-drug, drug-disease, personal health, lifestyle, and

medical and family histories to predict drug response. This allows the clinician to more safely and effectively prescribe medication based

on the patient. The report is updated based on newly generated research, newly created drugs, and newly prescribed drugs, making it a

lifetime test.

Web site: geneticforesight.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2016

Based in: Berkeley

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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Geom Therapeutics

Geom Therapeutics is a biotechnology company.

Geom Therapeutics is a biotechnology company focused on the development of novel antibiotics for multidrug-resistant Gram-negative

infections. Geom is a joint venture with LegoChem Biosciences, a publicly traded Korean biotechnology company (KOSDAQ:141080) and

the inventor of GT-1. GT-1, their lead product candidate, a cephalosporin with a novel uptake mechanism, has demonstrated broad

spectrum efficacy against Gram-negative pathogens. They are developing GT-1 for serious bacterial infections, including those caused

by MDR P. aeruginosa and Acinetobacter spp. They have built an exceptional research and development team with deep expertise in the

development of new antibiotics from discovery through approval. Their mission is to improve patients’ lives by developing novel

antibiotics to treat resistant infections for which there are no available therapies.

Web site: geomtherapeutics.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2015

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $4.3M
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Gilbert Guide

Gilbert Guide is a senior care website providing articles on housing, health and other subjects to help older Americans.

Established in 2004, Gilbert Guide is the leading senior care website where families find practical solutions, expert information and the

most comprehensive senior housing guide and homecare directory for aging parents and loved ones. It was founded on the concept that

quality matters, and its primary goal is to educate consumers on a breadth of senior care and aging issues.

Web site: gilbertguide.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2004

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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Glycosan

Glycosan BioSystems produces hydrogels for 3D cell culture, stem cell culture, tissue engineering scaffold, and cell therapy applications.

Glycosan BioSystems was founded by Glenn Prestwich, William Tew, and Anna Scott in January 2006. The company received startup

support from the Centers of Excellence Program for innovative research in Utah and from the University of Utah, then closed its first

round of investment in May 2007. Glycosan’s patent-pending Extracel® technology was developed by the Center for Therapeutic

Biomaterials at the University of Utah. Glycosan was recently acquired by BioTime, Inc (Alameda, CA) in March 2011 and is currently

pursuing the clinical use of its hydrogel products for treating facial contour defects, tendon repair, degenerative disc disease, vocal fold

scarring, glioma, and stroke.

Web site: glycosan.com

Number of Employees: 501-1000

Founded in: 2006

Based in: Alameda

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $950K
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GRAIL

GRAIL is poised to detect cancer early by combining high-intensity sequencing of unprecedented breadth and depth with the techniques

of modern data science. Through what we believe to be one of the largest clinical study programs ever pursued in genomic medicine,

GRAIL is creating vast datasets to develop evidence supporting our products. Grail develops a pan-cancer screening test designed to

detect cancer early. Its pan-cancer screening test measures circulating nucleic acids in blood using high-intensity sequencing,

population-scale clinical trials, enabling doctors to develop blood tests for early-stage cancer detection.

Web site: grail.com

Number of Employees: 201-500

Founded in: 2016

Based in: Menlo Park

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $1.6B
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Guardant Health

We’re developing blood tests for early detection in high-risk populations and recurrence monitoring in cancer survivors.

We believe conquering cancer is a big data problem. That's why we built the world's leading comprehensive liquid biopsy. This non-

invasive tool for accessing and sequencing tumor DNA is used by thousands of oncologists to help tens of thousands of advanced

cancer patients. We believe the boom in cancer data acquisition we helped launch will drive important discoveries and new products.

We're working on some exciting ones, including in early detection, where the impact on patients can be profound. We've raised more than

$500 million from investors including Sequoia Capital, Khosla Ventures, OrbiMed, and SoftBank.

Web site: guardanthealth.com

Number of Employees: 201-500

Founded in: 2012

Based in: Redwood City

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $550M
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Gurin Products LLC

The Gurin is another emerging brand that supplies the whole medicated products, which is ideal for the patients, elderly and old aged

people. The Gurin products are the best in make, high quality, user friendly and result efficient products that provides customer cares

services on every after sale products also. The company basically masters in providing the equipments for the aroma therapies, BP

monitoring machines, along with the dehumidifiers. It also provides various diagnostic kits, electrode pads oximeters and tens units too.

However, with the increased demand of user, the company has recently launched the scales, massage rollers, and steam inhalers along

with the wide range of digital thermometers.

Web site: gurinproducts.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2004

Based in: Tustin

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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Hardy Brain Training

This company helps to serve problems and improve brain function to: Kids, teens, and college students who want to improve attention,

learning speed, executive function, and academic success; Adults who want to improve job and sports performance, or overcome

learning and attention difficulties; Seniors who want to improve thinking, organization, coordination, and memory People diagnosed with

ADD/ADHD, learning disabilities, processing disorders, dyslexia, working memory deficits, upper extremity difficulties, motor coordination

deficits, expressive & receptive language weaknesses

Web site: hardybraintraining.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2003

Based in: Camarillo

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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Headspace

Headspace develops an online membership platform offering free guided meditation and mindfulness to feel happier, sleep better and

beat stress.

Headspace was officially launched in 2010 as an events company, but attendees wanted to take what they learned home with them.

Andy, Rich, and a small team decided to make Andy’s techniques available online so more people could experience the benefits of

meditation anytime, anywhere. And that blossomed into the Headspace you see today: guided meditations, animations, articles and

videos, all in the distinct Headspace style.

Web site: headspace.com

Number of Employees: 102-250

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Los Angeles

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $17.5M
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https://www.headspace.com/


Human Longevity, Inc.

Human Longevity, Inc. (HLI) is the genomic-based, health intelligence company empowering proactive healthcare and enabling a life

better lived. HLI combines the largest database of genomic and phenotypic data with machine learning to drive discoveries and

revolutionize the practice of medicine. HLI’s business areas include the HLI Health Nucleus, a genomic powered clinical research center

which uses whole genome sequence analysis, advanced clinical imaging and innovative machine learning, along with curated personal

health information, to deliver the most complete picture of individual health; HLIQ™ Whole Genome and HLIQ Oncology.

Web site: humanlongevity.com

Number of Employees: 51-200

Founded in: 2013

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.humanlongevity.com/


HUYA Bioscience 
International

HUYA Bioscience International globalizes China’s pharmaceutical innovations.

HUYA Bioscience International has pioneered an innovative approach for partnering with Chinese research institutions and

pharmaceutical companies. HUYA identifies and licenses the most promising pre-clinical and clinical stage compounds in China,

leverages and extends the research efforts of its Chinese partners, and provides a bridge into the international development process and

global biopharma market. Because many of the compounds have already been validated through a rigorous discovery, selection and

development process in China, this model streamlines and accelerates development globally, while lowering risk. Moreover, the strength

of HUYA’s relationships with its Chinese partners ensures a continuous source of compounds for the future.

Web site: huyabio.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 2004

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $60.6M
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http://huyabio.com/


ImThera Medical Inc

ImThera is a medical device company that has developed a neurostimulation implant for the treatment of Obstructive Sleep Apnea.

ImThera Medical designs and manufactures a fully implantable medical device for the treatment of Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA): the
THN Sleep Therapy.

ImThera's sleep apnea implant delivers muscle tone to key tongue muscles during sleep, opening the upper airway and substantially
reducing or eliminating OSA events.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved an investigational device exemption (IDE) for the THN3 Clinical Study, which
will evaluate the safety and effectiveness of this therapy for moderate to severe obstructive sleep apnea in individuals who are unable to
comply or unwilling to try PAP therapy or other OSA treatments.

Web site: imtheramedical.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2007

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $18.3M
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http://imtheramedical.com


Innozen

InnoZen discovers, develops, licenses, innovative over-the-counter (OTC) health products that fulfill unmet consumer need.

InnoZen®, Inc. discovers, develops, and markets, or out licenses, innovative over-the-counter (OTC) health products that fulfill unmet

consumer need. InnoZen’s goal is to develop high-quality OTC products that successfully treat common consumer health problems while

minimizing the risk of side effects. InnoZen maintains a drug research and development facility and a manufacturing plant in Woodland

Hills, California. Furthermore, InnoZen is considered by many to be the preeminent formulator and developer of thin film-strips that

deliver drug actives and was the first company to deliver a drug active in a thin film-strip when it completed the development of the

Chloraseptic® Sore Throat Relief Strips® in June 2003. InnoZen moved forward with its proprietary technology to develop two new thin

film-strip products for cough. InnoZen launched its two new film-strip products under its own Suppress® brand in September 2004.

Web site: N/A

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2003

Based in: Woodland Hills

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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International Stem Cell 
Corporation

International Stem Cell Corporation (ISCO) is a publicly traded biotechnology company with a powerful new stem cell technology called

parthenogenesis which uses unfertilized eggs, and promises to significantly advance the field of regenerative medicine by addressing

the problem of immune-rejection.

They are focused on using these stem cells to treat diseases of the eye, the nervous system and the liver, where cell therapy has been

proven clinically yet is limited by the availability of safe immune-matched human cells or tissue.

Web site: internationalstemcell.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2001

Based in: Carlsbad

Sector: Regenerative Medicine/Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $7.5M
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http://www.internationalstemcell.com/


Intrinsic LifeSciences

Intrinsic LifeSciences LLC, a life sciences company, develops in vitro diagnostic devices for clinical medicine applications. It focuses on

the development of diagnostic tests and biomarker panels for the diagnosis of genetic and acquired iron disorders, including congential

anemias, hemochromatosis, and inflammatory diseases in which iron homeostasis is dysregulated. The company also develops

biological therapeutics, as well as hepcidin assays for measuring hepcidin; performs hepcidin assays for pharmaceutical companies and

clinical investigators worldwide; and provides clinical research services. In addition, it offers hepcidin products, including kits, common

reagents, specific reagents, hepcidin murine-compete, mouse hepcidin-1 peptide standard solutions, mouse hepcidin-1 biotin conjugates,

sample diluents, SA-HRP conjugates, wash solutions, TMB substrates, and stop solutions online. The company was founded in 2006 and

is based in La Jolla, California.

Web site: intrinsiclifesciences.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2006

Based in: La Jolla

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $6.4M
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Isowalk

Isowalk is developing a hardware and software platform for intelligent mobility assistance. Its debut product an intelligent cane

replacement with specialized biometric sensing and wireless communications. It is designed to reduce falls in the elderly and report

mobility health and fall risk to clinicians and caregivers. The product's biometric system creates the first gait analysis platform expressly

for the mobility impaired, as well as a long-awaited successor to the primitive and hazardous cane. Biomechanical innovations provide

active, guided walking assistance that greatly reduces the physical and cognitive hazards of cane use that frequently cause falls. Mobility

health is a missing vital sign. Isowalk unveils it for the millions of seniors and others that use a mobility aid.

Web site: isowalk.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2015

Based in: Los Angeles

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $875K
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January

Exponentially better health requires examination and integration of omics, clinical, and behavioral data to create personalized plans of

action for measurable outcomes

Founded in 2017 by Silicon Valley veteran Noosheen Hashemi, January is a Menlo Park based pre-launch precision health start-up. Born

in response to a healthcare system designed to address decline and disease, January is creating a completely new upstream consumer

health category focused on an integrated approach to taking charge of one’s own biology through the multi-omic science of health.

Together with the personal health data and a strong underpinning of machine learning, January provides individuals multidimensional

information about their health in a simple and actionable way through their suite of software and consumer products. Find out a more

and join the beta user group at January.ai

Web site: january.ai

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2017

Based in: Menlo Park

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $1M
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Kezar Life Sciences

Based in South San Francisco, we are a clinical-stage biotechnology company committed to revolutionizing treatments for patients with

autoimmune diseases and cancer. Kezar is translating its innovative research on the immunoproteasome and protein secretion

pathways to advance novel therapeutic approaches. KZR-616, a first-in-class immunoproteasome inhibitor, is currently in a Phase 1b trial,

with a Phase 2 trial in lupus nephritis patients expected to initiate during the first half of 2019. Kezar is also poised to expand its

development programs throughout 2019 with plans to initiate multiple Phase 2 trials of KZR-616, in up to four additional autoimmune

indications, and to nominate an initial clinical candidate for the treatment of cancer from its protein secretion program.

Web site: kezarlifesciences.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2015

Based in: South San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $78.3M
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https://kezarlifesciences.com/


Kite Pharma

To bring about this transformation, we're developing innovative products that harness a patient's own immune system to target and

attack cancer cells. In just three years, our singular focus and strategic collaborations, including multiple Cooperative Research and

Development Agreements with the National Cancer Institute, have enabled us to advance an industry-leading pipeline of chimeric antigen

receptor (CAR) and T cell receptor (TCR) product candidates to address both hematological (blood-based) and solid cancers.

Web site: kitepharma.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2009

Based in: Foster City

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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Knit Health

Knit Health is a sleep vision company leveraging deep learning and computer vision to help families sleep better.

Knit Health is a sleep technology company whose unparalleled computer vision, personalized sleep report, and expert advice helps you

discover what your family needs for their best sleep.

Web site: knithealth.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2015

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.knithealth.com/


L-Nutra

L-Nutra is the leading nutritechnology company, developing innovative Fasting Mimicking Diets (FMD™) that can be consumed for a

predetermined number of consecutive days, with the frequency dependent on the condition and patient. FMDs nourish the body while

keeping it in a fasting mode, which promotes positive long-term effects on biological aging, health and a variety of other factors, such as

weight, abdominal fat , and maintaining healthy levels of glucose, cholesterol, blood pressure, and other key health factors. L-Nutra's first

generation of FMDs includes ProLon® and Chemolieve®. ProLon is a 5-day FMD aimed at promoting longevity, managing body weight,

and improving health by supporting cellular protection, multi-system regeneration and rejuvenation. ProLon launched in the United States

in 2016. Chemolieve is a 4-day FMD being studied for use with oncology patients to protect the normal cells of the body and decrease

side effects of chemotherapy without interfering with its efficacy.

Web site: l-nutra.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2009

Based in: Los Angeles

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://www.l-nutra.com


Lark

Lark is the leading digital health company using AI & clinical science to deliver scalable, positive health outcomes in chronic disease.

Lark Health is the leading chronic disease prevention and management platform using proven, AI-augmented health coaching to deliver

better health outcomes at scale. Lark uses cutting edge AI combined with human coaches and connected devices to provide real-time,

personalized, 24/7 support and counseling to help users make healthier choices and manage their conditions. Lark’s CDC-recognized

Diabetes Prevention Program, Wellness Program, Diabetes Care Program, and Hypertension Program have 1.5 million users and have

demonstrated clinically validated improved health outcomes published in 11 peer-reviewed journals and analyst reports. Lark works with

some of the largest payers and several large, self-insured employers to help their members live healthier lives. Founded by CEO Julia Hu,

the company was named “Most Innovative Digital Health Product of the Year" by Forrester Research, "Top 10 Most Innovative Companies

in the World" alongside Uber and Airbnb, and Google's "Best of the Year".

Web site: lark.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 2011

Based in: Mountain View

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $34.7M
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http://www.lark.com/


LearningRX

LearningRx is a one-on-one brain training center that pairs clients with brain trainers for challenging yet fun mental games that help

enhance cognitive skills. Since the 1980s, we have been offering unique cognitive skills training methodology that is designed to

strengthen the core skills necessary to think and learn. This training gives adults and children the push they need to overcome barriers in

a way that similar online services can’t replicate.

Web site: learningrx.com

Number of Employees: 501-1,000

Founded in: 2001

Based in: Palo-Alto

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://www.learningrx.com/about-us/


LevitasBio

Levitas, Inc. is redefining cellular analytics with its novel platform magnetic levitation technology. Levitas, Inc. is redefining cellular

analytics with its novel platform magnetic levitation technology. Our disruptive technology overcomes the current technological limitation

of cellular analysis by providing label free, simple, and universal methods of analysis. We are developing our platform across a wide

range of cellular applications, including therapeutic, diagnostic, and research applications, which will enable a wide range of novel

research and precision health.

Web site: levitasbio.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2017

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $8M
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Life Technologies

Life Technologies is a biotechnology company involved in the fields of scientific research, genetic analysis and applied sciences. Life

Technologies Corporation operates as a biotechnology tools company. The company's systems, consumables and services enable

researchers to accelerate scientific exploration, to discoveries and developments. Life Technologies was created by the combination of

Invitrogen Corporation and Applied Biosystems, Inc. in November of 2008, and Life Technologies continues to serve its customers under

those two well-known brands. Invitrogen is the premier provider of reagents and consumables that are usable across multiple platforms,

while Applied Biosystems remains the top provider of systems-based, end-to-end solutions in areas such as PCR, genetic sequencing,

and mass spectrometry. The company delivers a range of products and services, including systems, instruments, reagents, and custom

services. Its portfolio of products includes technologies for capillary electrophoresis based sequencing, sequencing, mass spectrometry,

sample preparation, cell culture, RNA interference analysis, functional genomics research, proteomics and cell biology applications, as

well as clinical diagnostic applications and water testing analysis.

Web site: lifetechnologies.com

Number of Employees: 5001-10000

Founded in: 1987

Based in: Carlsbad

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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Ligandal

Ligandal is curing genetic disease. We are driving the discovery and delivery of a broad array of gene therapies, genetic materials, and

gene-specific payloads with unprecedented precision at the cellular and sub-cellular level.

There mission is to realize the value and impact of personalized gene therapies to cure disease.

Web site: ligandal.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2013

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $844K
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http://www.ligandal.com


Lightspeed Genomics

LightSpeed Genomics is developing a high-speed DNA sequencing platform that will allow human genome sequencing to be performed

more quickly and less expensively than ever before. This technology platform will drive innovation in basic research, drug development,

and medical diagnostics and will enable revolutionary advances in the healthcare, pharmaceutical, and consumer genomics industries.

Web site: lsgen.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2006

Based in: Santa Clara

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $5M
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http://lsgen.com/


Lipomics Technologies

Lipomics Technologies, Inc. develops diagnostics for detecting, treating, and managing metabolic and cardiovascular diseases with a

focus on high-density lipoprotein function, insulin resistance, weight management, and inflammation. The company provides quantitative

metabolite profiling, bioinformatic analysis, and biological interpretation services; and metabolic assessments for drug research, clinical

diagnostics, and personalized medicine. It also offers services, including TrueMass Profiling, a suite of analytical panels that provide

quantitative coverage of key pathways involved in metabolic, cardiovascular, and inflammatory conditions; and TrueView Display, a suite

of tools, which are designed to assist in visualizing and displaying data generated from Lipomics TrueMass platforms. Its TrueMass

Profiling service includes TrueMass Lipomic Panel that quantifies individual metabolites involved in structural and energetic lipid

metabolism; TrueMass Fatty Acid Oxidation Panel, which profiles short-and long-chain acylcarnitines, intermediate products of

mitochondrial Ã¢-oxidation, or fat burning, as well as free carnitine and its biosynthetic precursors to provide indices of energy balance,

exercise intensity, and fat utilization; and TrueMass Cholesterol Metabolism Panel that provides quantitative data on intermediates of

sterol biosynthesis, sterol absorption, and bile acid metabolism. The company's TrueView Display services comprise Lipomic Surveyor,

which reveals changes in metabolic status due to drug treatment or other interventions; and Insight Pathway Map that is used to present

results from TrueMass analysis. The company was founded in 2000 and is headquartered in West Sacramento, California. Lipomics

Technologies, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Tethys BioScience, Inc.

Web site: lipomics.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2000

Based in: West Sacramento

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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LPATH

Lpath, Inc. is the category leader in the discovery and development of monoclonal antibodies that target (neutralize) bioactive lipids. The

study of lipids (called lipidomics) is an emerging field of research that has already identified dozens of bioactive lipids that contribute to

disease, with the promise of hundreds more as funding in the area continues to accelerate. Once a disease-causing lipid is identified,

however, the challenge becomes one of generating a compound that neutralizes the relevant bioactive lipid. With its ImmuneY2:tm:

platform technology and robust patent estate, Lpath is uniquely positioned to meet such challenges and exploit these opportunities.

Web site: lpath.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2006

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $29.9M
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Lumos Labs

Lumosity is a neuroscience research company that provides online brain training programs.

Lumosity's web and mobile games are designed to challenge core cognitive abilities. Founded in 2005 and launched in 2007, Lumosity

offers more than 40 games that are designed to challenge core cognitive abilities. Lumosity’s games are based on neuroscience, with

continuing independent third-party studies being conducted by researchers at academic institutions around the world.

Web site: lumosity.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 2005

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $67.5M
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http://www.lumosity.com/


Magnetic Insight

Magnetic Insight (MI) introduced magnetic particle imaging into the preclinical diagnostic research market enabling quantitative cell

tracking, imaging of vascular function, detecting metastatic tumors, visualizing inflammation, CAR-T cell therapies and initial research

into regenerative medicine.

Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI) is a new imaging modality that directly detects iron oxide nanoparticle tracers using time-varying

magnetic fields. Because the tracer is not normally found in the body, MPI images have exceptional contrast and high sensitivity.

Magnetic Particle Imaging uses a unique geometry of magnetics to create a field free region (FFR). This is something you may have

experienced when pointing two magnets at each other. That sensitive point controls the direction of a nanoparticle.

Web site: magneticinsight.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2014

Based in: Alameda

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $25.6M
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http://www.magneticinsight.com/


Maven Biotechnologies

Maven Biotechnologies, LLC develops label free internal reflection ellipsometry analysis systems for microplates and slide disposables

that measure molecular binding in real-time on microarrays spotted in wells or on slides. It offers Polaron, a platform for developing and

performing immunoassays, rapid diagnostic screening, cell-based screening, drug-target kinetics, and protein and genomic microarrays;

and LFIRE, a high density imaging system for quantitative biomarker analysis. The company serves diagnostics, pharmaceuticals,

research, and industrial applications. Maven Biotechnologies, LLC was founded in 2000 and is based in Pasadena, California.

Web site: mavenbiotech.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2000

Based in: Pasadena

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $1.9M
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Maxygen

Maxygen is a contract research organization specializing in directed evolution services for protein engineering.

Maxygen is a biopharmaceutical company focused on developing improved versions of protein drugs through both internal development

and external collaborations and other arrangements. They use their MolecularBreedingâ„¢ directed evolution technology platform, along

with ancillary technologies, and extensive protein modification expertise to pursue the creation of biosuperior proteins.

Web site: maxygen.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 1996

Based in: Redwood City

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.maxygen.com/


Memory Labs, Inc.

Memory Labs is developing Memory, a voice-based home assistant targeted towards senior citizens.

Memory is a voice assistant designed to help your loved ones remember their daily pills and tasks. It responds to patient's’ questions

using information provided by family members and caretakers, and collects data used for medical research and improvement. The

display allows users to see their reminders as well as update caregivers on their day. Memory’s goal is to reduce the burden on

caretakers and allow physicians to provide customized treatment methods directly to patients in their own homes.

Web site: memory-labs.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2017

Based in: Berkeley

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://memory-labs.com/


Metabasis 
Therapeutics

Metabasis is a biopharmaceutical company focused on the discovery, development and commercialization of novel drugs by applying its

proprietary technologies, scientific expertise and unique capabilities for targeting the liver and liver pathways. The Company has

established a broad pipeline of product candidates and advanced research programs targeting large markets with significant unmet

needs. Metabasis' product pipeline represents candidates indicated for the treatment of metabolic diseases such as hyperlipidemia and

diabetes, among others. Additionally, our pipeline includes drug candidates for the treatment of liver diseases such as hepatitis and

primary liver cancer which the company plans to license to companies focused on these areas. All of our product candidates were

developed internally using proprietary technologies including our NuMimetic and HepDirect technologies.

Web site: mbasis.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 1997

Based in: La Jolla

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.mbasis.com/


MicuRx 
Pharmaceuticals

MicuRx discovers and develops novel antibiotics to prevent and treat drug-resistant bacterial infections.

MicuRx discovers and develops novel antibiotics to combat drug resistant bacterial infections. Founded in 2007, MicuRx employs a

hybrid U.S./China business model to capitalize on the global opportunities afforded by U.S. research and development coupled with the

high-quality, cost-efficient infrastructure and scientific resources available in China. This hybrid business model enables MicuRx to

implement an accelerated global development strategy with a goal of completing Phase II trials for its drug candidates in both the United

States and China.

Web site: micurx.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2007

Based in: Hayward

Sector: Preventive medicine

Total Funding Amount: $105.1M
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Millennium Health

Millennium Health health solutions company that delivers accurate, timely, clinically actionable information for patients. Millennium

Laboratories, Inc. is a national, research-based medication monitoring company whose test panels, technology, customer support,

educational resources and experts are specifically focused on clinicians who treat chronic pain. The company has the only major Urine

Drug Testing (UDT) laboratory exclusively utilizing the latest cutting-edge technology, Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry/Mass

Spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). This allows Millennium to provide the fastest turn-around time in the industry for determining the presence

and precise levels of drugs in a patients urine, usually in one business day. Located in San Diegos life sciences cluster, Millennium offers

pain management practitioners industry-leading test accuracy in conjunction with clinical decision support through its RADAR Hotline 12

hours every business day. Millennium is the only reference laboratory certified as a training facility for toxicology scientists and operates

as a unique research component of the University of California, San Diegos (UCSD) doctoral program in Pharmacy. Millennium serves as

an industry, government and payer educator and a compassionate advocate for chronic pain sufferers throughout the United States. The

company is accredited by The Joint Commission, receiving the Gold Seal of Approval for healthcare quality and safety.

Web site: millenniumhealth.com

Number of Employees: 1001-5000

Founded in: 2007

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $196M
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MiNDERA Corporation

MiNDERA Dx conducts research and development on non-invasive molecular testing for skin cancer and other skin diseases. The

company is currently focused on a technology solution to extract skin biomarkers in a non-invasive manner.

MiNDERA Dx was founded in 2013 and is based in San Francisco, United States.

Web site: minderadx.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2013

Based in: South San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $5.1M
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Mindmaze

MindMaze develops medical grade virtual reality products to stimulate neural recovery. It develops a platform to build intuitive human

machine interfaces combining VR, computer graphics, brain imaging, and neuroscience.

MindMaze offers MindMotionPRO, which provides patients with engaging and motivational virtual reality rehabilitation programs that

support their recovery goals enabling them to follow a personalized exercise regimen prescribed by the rehabilitation expert. It promotes

the ability of clinicians to design and personalize the dose and modality of a range of therapies and provides hospitals with the ability to

optimize the delivery of rehabilitation therapy.

MindMaze’s technology includes user interfaces, including a lightweight wearable head mounted display and 3D motion capture cameras

that offer VR, gesture, and multiple object/user recognition and augmented reality capabilities, and medical grade technology enables

new applications in gaming, brain machine control, and healthcare. It also offers motion capture technology and analysis, immersive

virtual reality, and neurophysiological measurements and analysis solutions.

Web site: mindmaze.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2012

Based in: Swiss company with an office in SF

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $110M
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MountTam 
Biotechnologies

Mount Tam Biotechnologies is a specialty biopharmaceutical company focused on the discovery and development of novel mTOR

modulators to address serious unmet need across a range of therapeutic areas. With a strong management team that brings the

experience and expertise necessary to move novel compounds through discovery and through the clinical trials, Mount Tam is positioned

to deliver on our mission of providing leadership in the field of mTOR modulators.

Combining our research collaboration with the world-renowned Buck Institute for Research on Aging, our proprietary discovery platform

and our lead compound targeting systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), TAM-01, Mount Tam brings a unique focus and value proposition

to the biotechnology space.

Web site: mounttambiotech.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2011

Based in: Burlington

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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MyBrainSolutions

MyBrainSolutions applies clinically validated brain assessment and brain training to improve behavioral health outcomes via SaaS

products that leverage a large standardized brain database to decrease stress

San Francisco based: Founded in 2000 by neuroscientist Dr. Evian Gordon, MD, PhD.

Creators of a neuroscientific consensus with 200+ institutions globally. The brain has 12 core capacities that can be measured and

therefore optimized:

● Emotion: Awareness, Non-Conscious Bias, Default Mode

● Feeling: Anxiety, Stress, Depressive Mood Controls

● Cognition: Memory, Focus, Planning

● Self Control: Social Connectivity, Resilience, Conscious Bias

Web site: totalbrain.com

Number of Employees: 87

Founded in: 2009

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $20M
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MYI Diagnostics

MYi wants to revolutionize preventive and personalized medicine.

MYI Diagnostics is a biomedical research company that specializes in multiplexed proteomic profiling for precision medicine. MYI

Diagnostics conducts confidential research in order to replace many of the targeted diagnostics for individual cancers, infectious

diseases, metabolic conditions, and other rare or common disorders. The company also generates actionable individualized information

to streamline clinical intervention strategies. MYI Diagnostics was founded by, Nicholas J. Schork, Devon Cayer, and Kristopher L. Nazor

in 2015. The company is based in San Diego, California.

Web site: myidiagnostics.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2015

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $250K
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Nalu Medical

Nalu Medical is an early-stage company that develops a range of medical devices. The company is based in Carlsbad, California.

Developing the next leap forward in neuromodulation.

Nalu Medical, Inc. is a privately held early-stage medical device start-up company. Our team of seasoned entrepreneurs, engineers and

scientists are developing the next generation of medical devices. Our novel devices will address a number of poorly treated clinical

conditions.

Web site: nalumed.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2014

Based in: Carlsbad

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $11.9M

518

http://nalumed.com/


NanoCellect 
Biomedical

NanoCellect Biomedical, Inc. aims to make flow cytometry and cell sorting technology more affordable and accessible for life science

researchers to perform cellular analysis, develop molecular diagnostics, and improve personalized medicine.

A critical element for biomedical research is the ability for scientists to analyze and isolate cells using flow cytometers. Scientists use

flow cytometers to obtain a fast, objective and quantitative recording of fluorescent signals from individual cells as well as physical

separation of cells of particular interest.

NanoCellect's mission is to facilitate breakthrough biomedical discoveries by making cell analysis and sorting technology more portable,

affordable, and easier to use. We use microfluidics to make flow cytometers that enable biomedical scientists to analyze and sort cells

required for drug discovery, diagnostics, or basic research.

Web site: nanocellect.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2009

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $12M
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http://nanocellect.com/


Nanomedical 
Diagnostics

Nanomedical Diagnostics has developed a breakthrough electrical assay based on proprietary Field Effect Biosensing (FEB) technology

that provides real-time label-free kinetic binding and affinity data. Unique graphene biosensors at the heart of the assay deliver highly-

sensitive kinetic characterization of small molecules ≥1 Da in complex media such as DMSO, using unprecedentedly small amounts of

sample, making the platform a novel orthogonal technique for drug discovery hit validation and lead optimization.

As the world’s only provider of graphene biosensors, our mission is to transform the healthcare industry with innovative new products

that enable cutting-edge life science research, drug discovery applications, and diagnostic and health monitoring platforms.

Web site: nanomedicaldiagnostics.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2013

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $2.2M
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http://www.nanomedicaldiagnostics.com/


NEONC Technologies

NEONC Technologies, Inc. (NTI) is an early-stage cancer biotechnology company focused initially on intranasal (delivery through the

nose) inhalation and other non traditional delivery of a novel, highly purified form of monoterpenes (oils from fruits & plants), alone or

with other chemotherapeutic (cancer treatment chemicals) agents. It will initially be used in clinical research for first line treatment of

malignant brain cancer (gliomas) and other aggressive brain cancers, and later for the treatment of lung cancer.

NTI was incorporated in the State of Delaware in 2008. The Company has assembled a highly qualified management team and board of

directors. NTI is developing several proprietary molecules for clinical research some of which have demonstrated significant activity

(positive results) in laboratory tests; NTI is accordingly building a portfolio of intellectual property around this research. In addition, the

Company has reached an agreement with a manufacturer of active pharmaceutical ingredients for development and production of

proprietary monoterpenes.

Web site: neonctech.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2008

Based in: Woodland Hills

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $150K

521

http://www.neonctech.com/


NestSense

NestSense creates Safety solutions for managed dementia care. From personal experience, they know how difficult it can be to care for

a loved one with dementia. For families that do not qualify for Medicaid, the financial burden alone can be overwhelming. They strive to

support dementia care by providing key safety functions for assisted living and skilled nursing communities providing memory care.

Alzheimer's disease is the 6th most common and single most expensive disease in the US. Our early-stage company NestSense, Inc is a

spinoff from our research group in the Computer Science Department at UC Berkeley and part of the SkyDeck 2017 Spring cohort. They

are developing computer-vision based safety technology for home and community Alzheimer's care, where falls are the leading cause of

hospitalization. In our first pilot study, our technology showed an 80% reduction in the fall rate at one memory care community. They are

now in the process of expanding this pilot study throughout Integral Senior Living, the 3rd largest senior living provider in California. they

have support from the UCSF Memory and Aging Center, the University of California Center for Information Technology Research in the

Interest of Society, and the National Science Foundation.

Web site: nestsense.us

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Berkeley

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.nestsense.us/


Neurocrine Biosciences

Neurocrine Biosciences is engaged in the development of drugs for the treatment of neurological and endocrine-related diseases.

Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc. engages in the discovery and development of drugs for the treatment of neurological and endocrine-related

diseases and disorders in the United States. The company develops drugs for endometriosis, anxiety, depression, pain, diabetes, irritable

bowel syndrome, insomnia, and other neurological and endocrine related diseases and disorders. Its products in clinical development

comprise Elagolix, a Phase II product for Endometriosis; CRF1 Antagonist, a phase II product for mood disorders; CRF2 Peptide Agonist,

a phase II drug for Cardiovascular related diseases; CRF1 Antagonist, a Phase I product for treating Mood Disorders and Irritable Bowel

Syndrome; and Elagolix, a Phase I product for treating Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia and Uterine Fibroids. The company's research

programs include Vesicular Monoamine Transporter 2 Inhibitor for movement disorders and schizophrenia; Glucose Dependent Insulin

Secretagogues for type II diabetes; Antiepileptic drugs for epilepsy and bipolar disorder; and GnRH Antagonists for hormone dependent

diseases and oncology. It has strategic alliances with GlaxoSmithKline to develop and commercialize CRF antagonists for psychiatric,

neurological, and gastrointestinal diseases; and Dainippon Sumitomo Pharma Co. Ltd. to develop and commercialize indiplon in Japan.

Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc. was founded in 1992 and is based in San Diego, California.

Web site: neurocrine.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 1992

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $10M
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http://www.neurocrine.com/


Neurona Therapeutics

Neurona Therapeutics is a pre-clinical stage biotechnology company that was founded by four leading-edge neuroscientists and stem

cell pioneers at The University of California, San Francisco. We are focused on the discovery and development of cell-based therapies to

treat intractable neurological disease. Our initial aim is to generate therapeutic compositions of a specific type of nerve cell (or neuron)

for targeted delivery into the injured nervous system. Based on nearly two decades of research, we believe that particular subpopulations

of neurons have the unique ability to integrate and repair dysregulated neural circuits. Our talented team of scientists, scientific advisors,

and board directors is working to accelerate breakthrough treatments for patients with significant unmet medical needs.

Web site: neuronatherapeutics.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2008

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $31.1M
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http://www.neuronatherapeutics.com/


NeuroSky

NeuroSky’s mission is to make innovative biosensor technologies available on a mass-market scale. Our leadership in

electroencephalogram (EEG) biosensors has produced hundreds of breakthroughs in consumer-level brainwave monitoring.

And recent advances in our electrocardiogram (ECG) biosensors and biometric algorithms are now enabling OEMs, ODMs, and service

providers to develop solutions that can monitor and analyze a vast array of cardio bio-signals previously not available in consumer

wearables.

Our ECG biosensor Cardiochip™ and our biometric algorithm roadmaps will accelerate innovative differentiation for our customers by

enabling them to develop the kind of mHealth solutions that today’s consumers demand.

Web site: neurosky.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 2004

Based in: San Jose

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://neurosky.com


Nanogen

Nanogen, Inc., a diagnostics company, engages in developing, manufacturing, and selling diagnostic products for use in the in vitro

diagnostic market in the United States, Canada, and Europe. It offers diagnostic test kits and reagents based on polymerase chain

reaction (PCR) technology in the molecular diagnostic market. The company’s PCR molecular product lines comprise Q-PCR Alert

products for in-vitro diagnostic use, and are sold in Italy via a contract sales force and in other European countries through a network of

distributors; and MGB Alert products. It also offers point-of-care products, which include qualitative cardiac test products that are rapid

test assays used in emergency care settings for the diagnosis of myocardial infarction; quantitative cardiac tests, a quantitative test

measuring the concentration of the peptide NT-proBNP for the diagnosis of congestive heart failure; and pandemic influenza test that

detects and differentiates the various strains of influenza, including potential pandemic strains.

The company was founded in 1993 and is headquartered in San Diego, California. On May 13, 2009, Nanogen, Inc., along with its

affiliates, filed a voluntary petition for reorganization under Chapter 11 in the US Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware.

Web site: nanogen.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 1993

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed

526

http://www.nanogen.com


Nodexus Inc.

Nodexus is democratizing access to live single cells for applications including gene editing, drug development, and more.

Nodexus is a Venture- and SBIR-backed biotech startup commercializing the NX One platform to address widespread unmet needs for

accessible live single cell isolation in industrial/biopharma, clinical research, and academic sectors. The NX One platform consists of a

low-infrastructure, low-cost hardware system and single-use disposable microfluidic cartridges tailored toward live single-cell workflows

involving gene editing (e.g. CRISPR engineering), cell line/antibody development, and tumor heterogeneity studies.

Web site: nodexus.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2014

Based in: Berkeley

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.nodexus.com/


Northern California 
Neurotherapy

Welcome to Northern California Neurotherapy, where we use state-of-the-art technology to optimize the function of your brain, improve

mood, and help you to self-regulate in all areas of your life.If you are an adult (or you have a child) who is experiencing any of the

following symptoms, we can train your brain with Neurofeedback to help: • Attention Deficit Disorder with or without Hyperactivity • Mood

Disorders • Anxiety Disorders • Headaches • Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) • Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) • Age-Related Cognitive

Decline/ Memory Problems • Autistic Disorders • Sleep Disorders • Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS), and more.

Web site: norcalneurotherapy.com

Number of Employees: 2-10

Founded in: 2012

Based in: Davis

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://norcalneurotherapy.com/


OncoSec Medical

OncoSec Medical Incorporated (OTCBB: ONCS) is an advanced-stage biomedical company focused on the development of novel

therapeutic oncology products. Its mission, above all, is to improve the quality and performance of treatments for patients suffering from

solid tumor cancers. This is driven by its unwavering commitment to improving the quality of lives of cancer patients through the use of

innovative research and the advancement of new “ElectroOncolog” therapies based on its proprietary OncoSe Medical System (OMS).

OncSec's core technology is an untapped delivery system, which applies short electric impulses to a tumor causing transient pores to

open in the cellular membrane allowing therapeutic agents to more readily enter cancer cells. This process is known as OMS

Electroporation. Using OMS Electroporation in tandem with chemotherapeutic or biologic agents can selectively and effectively treat

cancerous tumors and cells embedded amongst predominantly healthy tissue. Its treatment approach also reduces and even eliminates

much of the detrimental outcomes associated with other “standard of care” therapies readily available in the clinic today.

Web site: oncosec.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 2008

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $82.7M

529

http://oncosec.com/


Organovo Holdings, 
Inc.

At Organovo, we design and create functional human tissues using our proprietary three-dimensional bioprinting technology. Our goal is

to build living human tissues that are proven to function like native tissues. Organovo is focused on delivering breakthrough three-

dimensional biology capabilities to create tissue on demand for research and surgical applications. As the first company with a three-

dimensional tissue technology that works across tissue types, they are meeting the promise of regenerative medicine to fill unmet

medical needs.

Web site: organovo.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2007

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $43.7M
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http://www.organovo.com/


OvaGene Oncology

OvaGene is an in-revenue growth company that develops and commercializes Molecular Diagnostics for women. OvaGene is an in-

revenue growth company that develops and commercializes Molecular Diagnostics for women suffering from gynecologic cancers

(ovarian, uterine and cervical cancers) and pre-cancer gynecologic conditions, a $1.2 Billion market niche with huge unmet needs. They

focus on helping physicians with the diagnosis, prognosis, and selection of therapy for these difficult conditions. Their tests serve to

lower toxicity exposure, avoid wasted time and the financial burden of ineffective chemotherapies. Their experienced, passionate

management team started OvaGene in Irvine, CA in 2010 after the successful sale of their previous company, Oncotech, in 2008.

OvaGene's Founders have invested $1.8+Million in the initial capitalization of the company. They have established a state of the art

Research Lab and CLIA approved, CAP certified fully functioning Clinical Laboratory with total capitalization of $5 Million . Five tests are

now sold regionally in FL & SoCal with active sales from Korea as well. Sales have tripled the past Q with initial revenues and the

excellent support of recurring sales from early adopting gynecologic oncology physician leaders. Two new diagnostic tests will be

launched in 2014. They have a strong proprietary pipeline with validation studies now underway at leading academic Cancer Centers.

Web site: ovagene.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Irvine

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $2.1M

531

http://www.ovagene.com/


Owl biomedical

Owl biomedical develops microchip-based disposable cell sorting technology. Owl biomedical, Inc. develops microchip-based disposable

cell sorting technology for cell purification applications. Its technology is also used for basic stem cell and cancer cell research

applications, and stem cell sorting for cosmetic and aesthetic markets. Owl biomedical, Inc. was formerly known as J2D BioMedical, Inc.

The company was incorporated in 2010 and is based in Santa Barbara, California. As of April 23, 2013, Owl biomedical, Inc. operates as a

subsidiary of Miltenyi Biotec GmbH.

Web site: owlbiomedical.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Santa Barbara

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $4.1M
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http://owlbiomedical.com/


Oxeia 
Biopharmaceuticals

Oxeia Biopharmaceuticals is a clinical stage biotech company.

Oxeia Biopharmaceuticals operates in the healthcare industry focusing on pharmaceutical business. According to the Centers for

Disease Control, 2.2 million cases of mild traumatic brain injury (concussions) are seen in US hospital emergency rooms every year.

Other estimates suggest 4 – 5 million concussions to be more accurate if unreported events are also considered. Research in the last

two decades has increasingly linked concussions to neurodegenerative conditions including dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, and chronic

traumatic encephalopathy (CTE).

Web site: oxeiabiopharma.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2014

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://oxeiabiopharma.com/


Palo Alto Health 
Sciences

Palo Alto Health Sciences develops non-pharmaceuticals for the treatment of panic disorders, anxiety disorders, and PTSDs.

Palo Alto Health Sciences, Inc. is a privately held early stage medical device company that is developing non-pharmaceutical treatments

for individuals with Panic Disorders, Anxiety Disorders and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), based on clinical research performed

at leading universities.

Web site: pahealthsciences.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Danville

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $10.2M
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http://pahealthsciences.com/


Pfenex

Pfenex develops biosimilar therapeutics and novel vaccines for the treatment and prevention of critical human health issues.

Headquartered in San Diego, California, nex Inc. is a leading biotechnology company focused on recombinant protein expression for a

broad range of applications including therapeutic proteins, vaccines, research, reagents and biosimilars. The Company's core technology,

PfÄ“nex Expression Technologyâ„¢, is a cutting edge protein expression platform that utilizes the BSL-1 microorganism Pseudomonas

fluorescens. PfÄ“nex Expression Technologyâ„¢ combines an extensive toolbox of expression components with a robotically enabled

high throughput parallel strain screening technology, delivering unprecedented speed and success in identifying protein production

strains expressing high titers of soluble active protein.

Web site: pfenex.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2009

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $63.4
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http://www.pfenex.com/


Phoenix Research Labs

Phoenix Research Labs is providing research centers in over twenty countries with technology for eye research using laboratory animals.

As a division of the Phoenix Technology Group, Phoenix Research Labs was founded in 2008 and is providing research centers in over

twenty countries with technology for eye research using laboratory animals. Now with over 80 research publications, including the

prestigious journal Nature, the company’s technology contributions are proving their value. Phoenix Research Labs is the largest exhibitor

at the annual ARVO meeting.

Web site: phoenixreslabs.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2008

Based in: Pleasanton

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.phoenixreslabs.com/


Posit Science

Posit Science helps people be at their best throughout their lives by providing brain-training exercises clinically proven to improve

cognitive performance.

Under the leadership of CEO Henry Mahncke and Chief Scientific Officer Dr. Michael Merzenich, our team of experts designs, tests, and

refines the online exercises that are collected in the company’s flagship product, BrainHQ. Choose from the options below to learn more

about our company, team, and values.

Web site: brainhq.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2002

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $24M
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https://www.brainhq.com/?v4=true&fr=y


Proacta

Proacta is a clinical-stage biopharmaceutical company developing hypoxia-activated “prodrugs” for the treatment of cancer. Proacta Inc.

is a private, clinical-stage, biopharmaceutical company headquartered in San Diego, California. They are focused on addressing unmet

needs in the field of cancer with the development of hypoxia-activated prodrugs that target cancer cells. Proacta was founded on

intellectual property generated in New Zealand at the University of Auckland and in the United States at Stanford University.

Proacta's patent family covers a series of hypoxia-activated prodrugs designed to treat cancer. Expansion of this portfolio is supported

by ongoing research at The University of Auckland.

PR610 is the lead compound from their pipeline of pro-drugs based on hypoxia-activated tyrosine-kinase inhibitors. These pro-drugs

selectively release active tyrosine-kinase inhibitors within the low-oxygen (hypoxic) environment found in many solid tumors. By shifting

the release of active drug away from normal tissues and into cancer tissues, these drugs are predicted to be more effective and less

toxic than currently available therapies.

Web site: proacta.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2004

Based in: La Jolla

Sector: Regenerative medicine

Total Funding Amount: $47M
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http://www.proacta.com/


Profusa

PROFUSA is a medical devices company creating tissue-integrated sensors for chronic disease management and healthy living.

Profusa’s first clinical offering in the European Union, the Lumee™ Oxygen Platform, is designed to report reliable tissue oxygen levels at

various regions of interest, both acutely and long-term. The Lumee™ Oxygen Platform has been designed for use in applications where

monitoring of compromised tissue is beneficial, such as peripheral artery disease that results in narrowing of blood vessels and reduced

blood flow to the lower limbs; chronic wounds (diabetic ulcers, pressure sores) that do not heal properly; and reconstructive surgery.

Web site: profusa.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2009

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $80.9M
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https://profusa.com/


PrognosDx Health

PrognosDx Health develops and commercializes epigenetic tests based on histone modification patterns.

PrognosDx Health, Inc., a biotechnology company, develops and commercializes epigenetic tests based on histone modification

patterns. The company also provides services, such as pharmaceutical research-clinical sample analysis, clinical patient sample analysis

tests for other cancers, and prostate cancer patient prognosis test. Its products are used in the development of cancer prognostic

assays, therapeutic response prediction assays, and research tools and reagents. The company’s tissue-based global cellular histone

biomarkers are prognostic for various cancers, such as prostate, pancreatic, breast, bladder, kidney, gastrics, colon, and lung cancer.

PrognosDx Health, Inc. was incorporated in 2008 and is based in Palo Alto, Californ

Web site: prognosdx.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2008

Based in: Palo Alto

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $10K
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http://prognosdx.com/


Project Sleep

Believing in the value of sleep, Project Sleep aims to improve public health by educating individuals and healthcare professionals about

the importance of sleep health and sleep disorders through public education programs. Project Sleep will educate and empower health

care professionals and individuals using events, campaigns and programs to bring people together and talk about sleep.

Believing in the value of sleep, Project Sleep aims to improve public health by educating individuals about the importance of sleep health

and sleep disorders. Project Sleep educates and empowers individuals using events, campaigns, and programs to bring people together

and talk about sleep as a pillar of health.

Web site: project-sleep.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Los Angeles

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://project-sleep.com


Prosetta Biosciences

Prosetta Biosciences, Inc. is a 12-year old biotechnology company focused on developing novel small-molecule antiviral therapeutics

based on over 25 years of basic research on the Cell-Free Protein Synthesizing Systems (CFPSS).

Our CFPSS drug discovery platform allows for identification of small molecule drugs which may be missed with traditional pharma

screening methods.

Prosetta has successfully produced highly potent compounds which disrupt or alter the key protein-protein interactions involved with the

assembly of viral capsids and display activity against multiple strains of many viral families.

Web site: prosetta.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2002

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $2M
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http://www.prosetta.com/


ProSomnus® Sleep 
Technologies

ProSomnus is the manufacturer of the award-winning ProSomnus MicrO2 Sleep and Snore Device and the ProSomnus [IA] Sleep and

Snore Device with Monogram Customization options.

ProSomnus® Sleep Technologies designs, manufactures and markets highly customizable precision intraoral medical devices that

dentists use to treat patients diagnosed with Obstructive Sleep Apnea. The company’s flagship products are the ProSomnus [IA] and

MicrO2® Sleep and Snore Devices. They are FDA Cleared Class II Medical Devices that are smaller, stronger, more biocompatible, and

more precise than predicate intraoral sleep apnea devices, allowing dentists to get patients into therapy faster, and with greater comfort

and convenience. They have been used to treat thousands of patients, with clinical performance that has been validated in randomize

controlled trials, retrospective cohort studies, and numerous clinical case reports.

Web site: prosomnus.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2016

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $2.2M
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https://prosomnus.com/


QuanDx

QuanDx develops life science reagents and molecular diagnostic kits for applications in various diseases.

QuanDx Inc. was founded in September 2010 in New York City, NY, USA. In Jan., 2013, QuanDx moved to Bay area of San Francisco,

California, the heart of biotech industry. QuanDx’ vision is to develop and commercialize innovative and unique research / clinical

diagnostic assays based on proprietary technology for use in clinical and research laboratories worldwide.

Our patented technology is based on innovative Yin-Yang Probes which offer multiple benefits in the design and function of molecular

based assays. The first commercial product lines will comprise of Q-Fusion leukemia screening kits, AML/ALL leukemia screening kits,

BCR-ABL P210/P190 One-tube Quant kits. The ability to detect cancer specific fusion genes is important not only in cancer research, but

also increasingly in clinical settings to ensure that correct diagnosis is made and the optimal personalised treatment is chosen. It is the

objective of QuanDx to offer a simpler and cost-effective solution for the detection of these important fusion genes.

Web site: quandx.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Menlo Park

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $4.2M

544

http://quandx.com/


Raptor 
Pharmaceuticals

Raptor Pharmaceuticals Corp. operates as a development stage biotechnology company in the United States. The company engages in

the discovery, research, and preclinical development of drug candidates and drug-targeting platforms for the treatment of various brain

disorders and neurodegenerative diseases, genetic disorders, and cancer through the proprietary use of receptor-associated proteins

and mesoderm development proteins. Its clinical-stage products include DR Cysteamine, which is in Phase IIb clinical trial for the

treatment of nephropathic cystinosis or cystinosis; and in Phase IIa clinical trial for the treatment of non-alcoholic steatohepatitis. The

company also develops Convivia, a Phase IIa clinical trial product for the treatment of aldehyde dehydrogenase or ALDH2 deficiency; DR

Cysteamine, which is in Phase II clinical trial for the treatment of Huntington's Disease; and Tezampanel and NGX 426 that is in Phase II

clinical trial for the treatment of migraine, acute pain, and chronic pain. In addition, its preclinical development products comprise

HepTide for the treatment of Hepatocellular Carcinoma and Hepatitis C; WntTide for the treatment of breast cancer; and NeuroTrans for

the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases. The company has collaboration agreements with the University of California, San Diego for

a clinical study of DR Cysteamine in juvenile patients with Non-Alcoholic Steatohepatitis and to study DR Cysteamine in patients with

cystinosis. Raptor Pharmaceuticals Corp was founded in 2005 and is based in Novato, California.

Web site: raptorpharma.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 2005

Based in: Novato

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $87.3M
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http://www.raptorpharma.com/


RDMD

RDMD generates research-grade, regulatory-grade real-world-evidence for rare disease clinical and commercial development.

RDMD is a healthcare technology company dedicated to accelerating treatments for patients with rare diseases. RDMD has developed a

technology platform that generates deep data insights to accelerate rare disease research and drug development, as well as a patient

application that empowers patients and families to get access to and benefit from their own medical data.

Web site: rdmd.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2017

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $3.1M
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https://rdmd.com/


REMD Biotherapeutics

REMD Biotherapeutics provides medications for chronic illnesses such as metabolic diseases.

REMD Biotherapeutics employs biotechnology to develop new medication that aim to cure chronic illnesses such as metabolic disorders.

It specializes in medical research, pharmaceutical services, and life sciences to help improve personal health.

REMD Biotherapeutics has its headquarters in Camarillo in California, with branches throughout the United States and in China. It serves

American and Chinese medical and pharmaceutical companies.

Web site: remdbio.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2012

Based in: Camarillo

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.remdbio.com/en


ResMed

ResMed provides medical equipment for treating, diagnosing, and managing sleep-disordered breathing and other respiratory disorders.

At ResMed (NYSE: RMD, ASX: RMD) we pioneer innovative solutions that treat and keep people out of the hospital, empowering them to

live healthier, higher-quality lives. Our cloud-connected medical devices transform care for people with sleep apnoea, COPD and other

chronic diseases. Our comprehensive out-of-hospital software platforms support the professionals and caregivers who help people stay

healthy in the home or care setting of their choice. By enabling better care, we improve quality of life, reduce the impact of chronic

disease and lower costs for consumers and healthcare systems in more than 120 countries.

Web site: resmed.com

Number of Employees: 5001-10000

Founded in: 1989

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: It's an IPO company with $2.5B revenue anually.
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http://www.resmed.com


Response Genetics Inc.

Response Genetics is an innovative and rapidly growing life sciences company engaged in the research and development.

Response Genetics is an innovative and rapidly growing life sciences company engaged in the research and development of clinical

diagnostic tests for cancer. We are driven by our mission to provide timely, accurate and validated molecular testing services to

physicians and their patients, enabling personalized cancer treatment based on genetic analysis.

Web site: responsegenetics.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 1999

Based in: Los Angeles

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $12M
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http://www.responsegenetics.com/


ReThink Medical

ReThink Medical produces a remote patient physiologic monitor for predicting heart failure related hospitalizations, enabling preventative

interventions.

ReThink Medical develops state of the art non-invasive wireless (Bluetooth, WiFi, or Cellular) ambulatory physiologic monitoring device

with a wide range of applications. ReThink Medical is the result of nearly a decade worth of work developing highly integrated wireless

physiologic measurement devices for research, such as the Berkeley Tricorder, now released as an open-source reference design to help

aid others

Web site: rethinkmedical.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2010

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $3M
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http://rethinkmedical.com/


Retrotype, Inc.

Retrotrope is changing aging as we know it, so that people do not have to suffer the ravages of many degenerative diseases. Retrotope is

a pharmaceutical company startup that is leading the advance of a revolutionary new unified theory of cellular degeneration that can

result in dramatically new approaches to therapy. This theory is based on three groundbreaking discoveries:

Many disparate degenerative diseases share a common weakness.

That weakness is one type of chemical bond that makes membrane fats susceptible to oxidation damage and loss of function.

By strengthening that bond, we are able to prevent and even reverse disease damage.

Web site: retrotope.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2006

Based in: Los Altos

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $21.6M
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https://www.retrotope.com/about


Revolve Robotics 

Kubi makes remote education simpler and more engaging for students, elderly people.

Revolve Robotics develop the best solution to give doctors, family members, caregivers and students a simple, engaging remote

presence anywhere in the world. Our solution is called Kubi which is a combination of videoconferencing software and a cloud-controlled

robot that lets remote callers move the tablet as if turning their own head. Kubi is currently being used for homebound students,

behavioral health, pediatrics, eldercare, and rural healthcare.

Kubi simplifies telepresence and increases engagement at a very affordable price. Kubi allows remote students and healthcare

professionals to instantly login and interact from anywhere using live videoconferencing and the cloud controlled robot. Kubi integrates

into existing workflows with leading video services Vidyo and Zoom.

Web site: revolverobotics.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2012

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $2.1M
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https://www.revolverobotics.com/


Ritter Pharmaceuticals

Ritter Pharmaceuticals discovers and commercializes treatments for gastrointestinal diseases.

Ritter Pharmaceuticals, Inc. develops novel therapeutic products, which modulate the human gut microbiome to treat inflammatory,

gastrointestinal and metabolic diseases. We are discovering a new frontier in human gut health research by exploring the metabolic

capacity of the gut microbiota and translating the functionality of prebiotic-based therapeutics into safe and effective applications that

can have a meaningful impact on a patient’s health.

Our pipeline of novel microbiome modulators selectively increase the growth of beneficial bacteria in the colonic ecosystem and create a

meaningful impact on a patient’s health. Our first therapy, RP-G28, is currently under development for the treatment of lactose

intolerance and has the potential to become the first FDA-approved drug for the treatment of lactose intolerance, a debilitating disease

that affects over 1 billion people worldwide. RP-G28 has been studied in a Phase 2 clinical trial and is a first-in-class compound.

Web site: ritterpharma.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2004

Based in: Los Angeles

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $22.8M
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http://ritterpharma.com/


Ritual

Ritter Pharmaceuticals discovers and commercializes treatments for gastrointestinal diseases.

Ritter Pharmaceuticals, Inc. develops novel therapeutic products, which modulate the human gut microbiome to treat inflammatory,

gastrointestinal and metabolic diseases. We are discovering a new frontier in human gut health research by exploring the metabolic

capacity of the gut microbiota and translating the functionality of prebiotic-based therapeutics into safe and effective applications that

can have a meaningful impact on a patient’s health.

Our pipeline of novel microbiome modulators selectively increase the growth of beneficial bacteria in the colonic ecosystem and create a

meaningful impact on a patient’s health. Our first therapy, RP-G28, is currently under development for the treatment of lactose

intolerance and has the potential to become the first FDA-approved drug for the treatment of lactose intolerance, a debilitating disease

that affects over 1 billion people worldwide. RP-G28 has been studied in a Phase 2 clinical trial and is a first-in-class compound.

Web site: ritual.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2015

Based in: Culver City

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $40.5M
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https://ritual.com/


Roche Molecular 
Systems

Roche Molecular Systems, Inc., a molecular diagnostics company, develops and commercializes diagnostic and blood screening tests

based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technologies. Its products include in vitro diagnostic PCR kits, research assays, and

associated technology platforms, including options that enable the automation of the PCR process. It offers diagnostic and research

assays in the areas of virology, blood screening, women's health, HPV and chlamydia trachomatis/neisseria gonorrhoeae, and

microbiology and genomics, as well as develops tests in the area of oncology. The company also provides PCR-based nucleic acid tests

and automation that enables the detection of active HIV, Hepatitis C, and Hepatitis B infections, as well as enables to reduce

transmission of these diseases during transfusions, transplantations, or administration of other medical therapies derived from blood

products. In addition, it offers clinical laboratory system, which combines CE-marked in vitro diagnostic tests for Chlamydia trachomatis

(CT), Neisseria gonorrhoeae (NG), and human papillomavirus (HPV) testing with fully-automated sample preparation and real-time

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technology. The company was incorporated in 1991 and is headquartered in Pleasanton, California. It

has research, development, manufacturing, and distribution facilities in the United States, Germany, and Switzerland. Roche Molecular

Systems, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Roche Diagnostics Corporation.

Web site: molecular.roche.com

Number of Employees: 10001+

Founded in: 1991

Based in: Pleasanton

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://molecular.roche.com/


Samumed

Samumed is a leader in medical research and development for tissue-level regeneration. With our platform's origins in small molecule-

based Wnt pathway modulation (See Technology), we develop therapeutics to address a range of degenerative diseases, regenerative

medicine and oncology.

Samumed is a leader in medical research and development for tissue-level regeneration. With our platform's origins in small molecule-

based Wnt pathway modulation (See Technology), we develop therapeutics to address a range of degenerative diseases, regenerative

medicine and oncology.

Web site: samumed.com

Number of Employees: 10001+

Founded in: 2008

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $438M
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https://www.samumed.com/company/default.aspx


Sangamo Therapeutics

Sangamo has forged the way toward the future of genomic therapies. Our scientists were the first to edit human cells and the first to

conduct clinical trials with gene edited T cells. Recently, we initiated the first ever in vivo genome editing clinical trials. We have

continued to perfect our zinc finger nuclease technology, which today sets the standards for genomic therapies along the three critical

dimensions of specificity, precision, and efficiency.

Accelerating toward the future of new genomic therapies – Since the first mapping of the human genome was completed 18 years ago,

the progress of sequencing technology has accelerated exponentially. Every day we are learning more about the function and interplay of

our genes, how they make us who we are, and how they contribute to human health and disease. The therapeutic potential of the genome

is being unlocked.

Web site: sangamo.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 1995

Based in: Richmond

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $93.2M
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https://www.sangamo.com/about-us


Sanguine

They are the missing link in clinical trials, connecting patients and researchers seamlessly and conveniently using a mobile health

platform to advance medical research. They believe it should be easy for patients to contribute to the advancement of research for

medical conditions that matter most to them, regardless of their location or ability to travel by bringing health care professionals to the

home. Their proprietary platform seamlessly integrates information from site/sponsor, mobile clinical staff, and patients, increasing

efficiency, consistency, and quality for each at-home visit. Their mobile staff covers the US, Canada and Europe. Each staff is trained on

specific protocols and carry credentials that are necessary in conducting clinical trial procedures at the patient's home. Through this

approach, their goal is to widen patient reach for improved recruitment, decrease patient burden for improved retention, and decrease

site-work effort.

Web site: sanguinebio.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Sherman Oaks

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $6M
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https://sanguinebio.com/


SeaChange 
Pharmaceuticals

SeaChange develops chemoinformatic and statistical methods to uncover links between drug molecules and the biological targets

responsible for disease. SeaChange uses unique computational techniques to find new uses for drugs that are already safe. They aim to

make better use of existing drugs, to reduce the likelihood of drug failure in clinical studies, and to reduce the need for toxicity testing in

animals. Their technology is now available to the scientific community as the SEAware™ prediction package. They find new uses for

known drugs that are safe in humans, and advance the drugs to proof-of-concept. They also partner with pharma research groups to

identify off-target effects underlying drug toxicity.

Web site: seachangepharma.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2009

Based in: San Jose

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://www.seachangepharma.com/


Second Genome

Second Genome offers a pipeline of microbiome modulators that impact infection, immunity and metabolic diseases.

Second Genome, a venture-backed Bay Area based life sciences company, is committed to improving the quality of human health

through microbiome-based personalized medicine. Founded in 2009 by leading experts in microbial research, molecular diagnostics, and

biotechnology R&D, Second Genome is using its proprietary Microbiome Signature Discovery platform to generate novel insights relating

the microbiome with a wide range of human health disorders. Working with academic and commercial collaborators, Second Genome is

developing novel diagnostic tools and therapies for unmet needs in gastrointestinal disorders.

The company has established a pipeline of microbiome modulators that impact infection, inflammation, and metabolic diseases. Second

Genome entered into the first ever big pharmaceutical partnership focused on microbiome drug discovery with Janssen Biotech, Inc. in

June 2013 for new treatments for ulcerative colitis.

Web site: secondgenome.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2009

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $62.8M
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http://www.secondgenome.com/


Sedna.bio

Sedna is a health innovation company that will accelerate the next revolution in drug development.

Sedna is passionate about contributing to the advancement of global health. Our mission is to build the most diverse and comprehensive

cohorts of 1 million people over the age of 50. These health informatics will play a key role in advancing precision medicine and finding

cures for diseases of aging. We are committed to ensuring that the data we gather supports innovative research that benefits all

members of the human race.

Web site: sedna.bio

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2017

Based in: La Jolla

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.sedna.bio/


Seismic

Seismic produces and develops custom garments with flexible electric motors built in that help the wearer with everyday tasks.

Seismic’s apparel was originally developed at SRI International for a DARPA-funded program to reduce injury risk and enhance soldier

endurance, led by founder and CEO Rich Mahoney. Recognizing its profound application beyond the military, Seismic spun out of SRI to

explore Powered Clothing for a wide range of applications.

Web site: myseismic.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2016

Based in: Menlo Park

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $23M
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https://www.myseismic.com/about/


SeniorGrowth

SeniorGrowth is a global data-analytics technology company dedicated to improving the quality of life for elderly and vulnerable

individuals. Founded in 2015, SeniorGrowth develops customizable products to empower caregivers and case managers to evaluate,

analyze and provide the best possible care for their clients using years of research and data intelligence. SeniorGrowth’s products runs

on their data-driven care platform which enables care providers to personalize their services, track their client’s progress and measure

their impact in order to improve the outcomes for all their clients. SeniorGrowth powers care service providers around the world,

improving their clients’ quality of life across United States, Europe and Asia.

Web site: seniorgrowth.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2015

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.seniorgrowth.com/


Sensoree

SENSOREEs Therapeutic Biomedia is emotive technology with auditory, visual, and tactile displays to promote extimacy – externalized

intimacy – showing how you feel on the inside to the outside world. SENSOREEs designs give the body a voice – self awareness, insight,

communication, empathy, and fun!

SENSOREE began as MFA design research to create wearable technology to augment Sensory Processing Disorder, a condition which

ranges from ADHD to autism. With global enthusiasm, we have presented works at technology and healthcare conferences, in fashion

shows, museums, and future visionary platforms.

Web site: sensoree.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2010

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://sensoree.com/


SGX Pharmaceuticals

SGX Pharmaceuticals is a biotechnology company that discovers, develops and markets therapeutics addressing medical needs in

oncology. As of August 20, 2008, SGX Pharmaceuticals, Inc. was acquired by Eli Lilly & Co. SGX Pharmaceuticals, Inc., a biotechnology

company, focuses on the discovery, development, and commercialization of therapeutics for addressing unmet medical needs in

oncology. The company's product pipeline includes drug candidates from its FAST drug discovery platform, which uses X-ray

crystallography and complementary biophysical and biochemical methods, combined with medicinal and computational chemistry. Its

drug development programs target the c-MET receptor tyrosine kinase (MET), an enzyme implicated in an array of cancers; and the BCR-

ABL tyrosine kinase enzyme for the treatment of chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML), a bone marrow cancer. Under the MET

development program, the company develops SGX523, which is in Phase I clinical development studies for solid tumor indications; and

SGX126, a preclinical development product for solid tumors indications. Under the BCR-ABL Development Program, SGX

Pharmaceuticals develops SGX393, an oral therapy for the second-line treatment of CML, which is in preclinical development studies. Its

drug discovery technologies are also applied to a portfolio of oncology targets, including JAK2, a non-receptor tyrosine kinase involved in

cytokine-induced signaling and growth regulation, survival, and differentiation of cells; RAS, a protein that regulates cell growth; and three

other tyrosine kinases. SGX Pharmaceuticals, formerly known as Structural GenomiX, Inc., was founded in 1998 and is headquartered in

San Diego, California.

Web site:

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 1998

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $25M

565



Signal Genetics

Signal Genetics, Inc., is a commercial-stage, molecular diagnostics company providing innovative diagnostic services.

Signal Genetics, Inc., is a commercial-stage, molecular diagnostics company providing innovative diagnostic services that help

physicians make better-informed decisions concerning the care of their patients suffering from cancer.

The company was founded in April 2010 after becoming the exclusive licensee to the world-renowned research on multiple myeloma

performed at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (UAMS). More than 30 years of clinical research on nearly 10,000 multiple

myeloma patients who received their care at UAMS went into the development of Signal Genetics’ flagship product, MyPRS® (Myeloma

Prognostic Risk Signature).

Web site: signalgenetics.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Carlsbad

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $25M
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https://www.signalgenetics.com/


Silk Road Medical

Silk Road Medical provides research and development services of medical devices for neurovascular diseases.

Silk Road Medical believes that by innovating around proven surgical principles and developing breakthrough technology for vascular

specialists, we can improve the lives of people with arterial disease. Our history is one of deep collaboration with vascular surgeons and

our future will be guided by continuous learning, observation, and improvement. Silk Road advances patient care. Silk Road Medical Inc.

was founded in 2007 and is based in Sunnyvale, California.

Silk Road Medical, Inc. is a medical device company located in Sunnyvale, California, that is focused on reducing the risk of stroke and its

devastating impact. The company has pioneered a new approach for the treatment of carotid artery disease called TransCarotid Artery

Revascularization (TCAR). TCAR is a clinically proven procedure combining surgical principles of neuroprotection with minimally invasive

endovascular techniques to treat blockages in the carotid artery at risk of causing a stroke.

Web site: silkroadmed.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2007

Based in: Sunnyvale

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $160.6M
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http://www.silkroadmed.com/


Sleep Data

Sleep Data has been providing home sleep testing services for 22 years and PAP services for 11 years. We became accredited with The

Joint Commission in May 2008 and have maintained this accreditation without interruption. We are the leading provider of PAP services

in San Diego, serving over 22,000 patients annually. We are the only San Diego provider of PAP services with a truly integrated multi-

disciplinary strategy. Our technology platform allows for the “phenotyping” of PAP patients, the categorization of patients into cohorts

based on their compliance patterns, and the real-time identification of those who are struggling and may be good candidates for an

alternate form of therapy such as oral appliance therapy provided by our fully integrated dental sleep medicine partner Sleep Alliance.

We have an entire department that is devoted to shipping CPAP (continuous positive airway pressure) machines and maintaining our

supply store. Our locations are fully stocked with a wide selection of options, ensuring you receive the exact equipment you desire and a

correct, customized fit. Upon receiving your diagnosis, Sleep Data will work with you every through every step of the process, ensuring

you receive the maximum benefit from your CPAP therapy plan. Your health is our primary concern.

Web site: sleepdata.com

Number of Employees: 101-500

Founded in: 1995

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://www.sleepdata.com/about-us


Sleepscore Labs

SleepScore Labs utilizes SleepScore by ResMed technology to provide accurate and advanced sleep non-contact sleep monitor for

consumers complemented by an evolving set of curated sleep improvement tools, services and products.

We’re sleep experts from institutions like ResMed, Harvard, and Apple driven by a shared purpose: to unlock human potential through the

power of sleep.

After studying millions of hours of sleep for over a decade, we’ve applied what we learned to our technology and the products we

recommend. Sleep affects how you feel, your productivity and even your creativity. Over time a lack of sleep can affect our mental health

and ability to manage our weight. It can also increase our susceptibility to disease. So we’re doing everything we can to help you get

good sleep. We created a curated store of sleep products that we’ve tested and scored to ensure they help you sleep better. And we

developed the world’s most accurate sleep app which measures your sleep and offers personalized advice and product

recommendations.

Web site: sleepscore.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2017

Based in: Carlsbad

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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https://www.sleepscore.com/


Solulink

SoluLink provides linking reagents, conjugation kits and services for life science research, diagnostics, and pharmaceutical markets.

SoluLinK, Inc. provides linking reagents, conjugation kits, and conjugation services for life science research, diagnostics, and

pharmaceutical markets. It offers biotin and digoxigenin labeling, magnetic beads and agarose, biotin and streptavidin, antibody labeling,

antibody-oligo labeling, peptide linking and synthesis, and crosslinking products, as well as accessories. The company’s products are

used in antibody, nanolink streptavidin magnetic beads, peptide conjugates, protein-peptide conjugates, solid phase peptide

immobilization, streptavidin, protein conjugation kits, better biotin, and peplink linkable peptides applications. It offers its products

through distributors and licensing partners in Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France,

Germany, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, South Korea, the Netherlands, Portugal, the Russian Federation, Singapore, Spain, Sweden,

Switzerland, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and the United States. SoluLinK, Inc. was incorporated in 2000 and is based in San Diego,

California.

Web site: solulink.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2000

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $2.8M
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http://solulink.com/


Sommetrics

Sommetrics is developing products and diagnostic tools for both assessing and managing these sleep problems, which range from

obstructive sleep apnea to snoring and sleep patterns that are not restful.

Sommetrics is focused on improving health and well-being by optimizing sleep quality. Using our proprietary aer+TM technology, our

initial focus is on developing solutions for disorders related to the narrowing of the airway during sleep, such as obstructive sleep apnea

(OSA), and in acute care medical procedures to safely support the patency of the upper airway requiring mild to moderate sedation. Our

technology, which is utilized in our FDA-cleared product, will allow us to provide solutions to treat these disorders in a more effective and

comfortable way than current products – serving a broader market. As we move forward, we will expand our products and services to

help improve the quality of sleep for everyone.

Web site: sommetrics.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2006

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $17.5M
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https://sommetrics.com/


Spectra Laboratories

Spectra Laboratories is a provider of renal-specific laboratory testing services.Spectra also supplies laboratory services to the clinical

research and correctional healthcare communities through its Spectra Clinical Research and Spectra Diagnostics divisions. Fresenius

Medical Care North America is the world’s leading provider of services and products for individuals undergoing dialysis because of

chronic kidney failure, a condition that affects more than 2.3 million people worldwide.

Web site: spectra-labs.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 1982

Based in: Milpitas

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://www.spectra-labs.com/


Spinal Modulation

Spinal Modulation is a medical device company developing spinal cord neurostimulator systems for the treatment of chronic intractable

pain. Spinal Modulation, Inc. provides medical devices research and development services. The company is based in Menlo Park,

California.

According to the 2002 Health Assessment on the Prevalence of Chronic Pain, severe chronic pain, as defined by the International

Association for the Study of Pain, is prevalent in 10 to 13% of the adult population. Limited treatment options exist for these patients and

the burden to the healthcare system is unsustainable.

The Spinal Modulation AxiumTM Neurostimulator System is a next-generation intraspinal neuromodulation therapy that stimulates the

dorsal root ganglion (DRG) to provide a new pain management option. It has shown promising results in managing chronic intractable leg

pain, as well as difficult-to-target anatomy such as the back and foot. By stimulating the DRG, therapy can be adjusted to cover either

broad or specific areas of pain throughout the torso and legs, while limiting uncomfortable postural effects typically experienced with

other spinal cord stimulators.

Web site: spinalmodulation.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 2004

Based in: Menlo Park

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $111.2M
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http://www.spinalmodulation.com/


SpineMark

SpineMark dedicated to transforming delivery of care and innovation through Spine Centers of Excellence and Spine Research

Organizations.

SpineMark Corp. is the premier global spine service company for the development of Spine Centers of Excellence (COE) and Spine

Research Organizations (SRO) in partnership with medical professionals, hospitals and industry medical manufacturers. Linked by IT,

guided by evidence based protocols, and held accountable through outcome data collection as well as a proprietary Spine Protocol

Management System, SpineMark offers a turnkey solution to align and support the interests of patients, physicians and facilities.

Treatment is constantly advanced through participation in clinical FDA trials under a SRO site attached to the spine center. Quality,

administrative, patient thru-put and economic metrics are measured through the Spine Protocol Management System and used for

continuous quality improvement.

Web site: spinemark.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2004

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $10M
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http://spinemark.com/


Spirosure

Spirometrix is a startup company based in Pleasanton, California, focusing on research, development and commercialization of novel

breath analysis devices for application in disease diagnosis and management. Founded in 2012, the company's mission is to provide

cost effective, non-invasive products for the management of chronic disease such as: asthma, COPD, and chronic pulmonary

hypertension using a nexus of consumer technologies for preventative healthcare through our proprietary set of sensors and algorithms.

The target of our first commercial product is a device that facilitates the diagnosis and management of airway inflammation (asthma) in

the physician's office. The product under development is a novel diagnostic medical device to detect exhaled nitric oxide in the breath of

a patient.

Web site: spirosure.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2012

Based in: Pleasanton

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $41M
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https://spirosure.com/


SuperGen

SuperGen operates a pharmaceutical company dedicated to the research and discovery of oncological drug therapy.

SuperGen, Inc., a pharmaceutical company, engages in the discovery, development, and commercialization of therapies to treat patients

with cancer. Products in Development MP-470DNA Repair Suppressor: MP-470 is a multi-targeted Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitor that is

specific for mutant forms of c-kit, PDGFRa, and FLT3. These protein kinase targets are involved in the growth and proliferation of cancer

cells. MP-470 is also a suppressor of Rad51, a DNA repair protein which is involved in resistance to various chemotherapy agents and

radiation.

Web site: supergen.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 1991

Based in: Dublin

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $10.6M
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http://www.supergen.com/


Supportiv

Precision peer support using proprietary NLP to instantly match users into hyper-targeted, moderator-led groups that convene

dynamically. Therapy isn't for everyone. Connecting with peers going through the same life struggle has been proven as useful, and often

more effective, in dozens of clinically-validated research studies. Supportiv is delivering instantaneous peer support as mass-market

accessible mental health care for the 80% of adults with typical work stress, family pressures, sadness, anxiety or loneliness, who don’t

want or need a therapist.

Supportiv is *better* than real-life peer support -- easier to access, more precise, and quicker to help. Suportiv has built a natural

language processing (NLP) algorithm that routes any given user, based on any single thought they express, in real time, to a precise peer

support group that dynamically convenes for users with similar issues. Each group has a *super-powered* human moderator who keeps

the chat safe and troll-free and is able, again through NLP, to surface precisely relevant resources, recommendations, and referrals right

into the group conversation in real-time.

Web site: supportiv.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2018

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $275K
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http://www.supportiv.com/


SwitchGear Genomics

SwitchGear Genomics provides products for studying the regulatory elements in the human genome.

SwitchGear Genomics is a leading provider of research products for studying regulatory elements in the human genome.

Our team’s unique combination of expertise in computational regulatory element identification, experimental validation, and data analysis

leads to the ongoing creation of new and innovative high-throughput tools for studying regulatory element function across the genome.

We have developed a comprehensive approach to generate insights into gene regulatory networks with our full LightSwitch Reporter

Assay System that includes over 30,000 endogenous 3’UTR and promoter luciferase reporters, validated biomarkers, miRNA target

validation sets, synthetic response elements, and optimized luciferase assay reagents to study gene regulation in living cells. Our

genome-wide panels of transfection-ready cell-based reporter assays measure the transcriptional and post-transcription regulation of

any gene in the genome and for any of our experimentally-validated pathways.

Web site: switchgeargenomics.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 2006

Based in: Menlo Park

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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http://switchgeargenomics.com/


Synedgen

Synedgen develops novel therapies and products to reduce infection and inflammation of dermal, oral, mucosal, and ophthalmic

surfaces. Synedgen is a bio-pharmaceutical company committed to developing novel therapies and products that reduce infection and

inflammation at dermal, oral, mucosal and ophthalmic surfaces. Synedgen is using a comprehensive approach using novel

polysaccharide derivatives that minimize or treat infections by targeting sites where bacteria enter the human body and encourage

healing after infection or acute and chronic damage.

Synedgen was formed in 2009 through the merger of BioSTAR West LLC (Claremont, CA) and Hawaii Chitopure Inc. (Honolulu, HI).

BioSTAR West was founded in 2005 to generate research and development expertise in biopolymer processing and polymer interactions

with mammalian cells and bacteria. This research led to chemical modifications of a natural biopolymer and examination of the

molecular interactions of these derivatives with tissue and bacterial pathogens. Synedgen is managed by an experienced team of

scientists and business executives with strengths in innovation, synthetic and analytical chemistry, microbiological research, clinical

research, regulatory process, product development, corporate partnering, FDA approvals and successful non-dilutive fund raising.

Web site: synedgen.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2009

Based in: Claremont

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $13.2M
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SynGen

SynGen produces advanced cell separation tools and accessories to support regenerative medicine workflows.

SynGen Inc. enables regenerative cures through innovative engineering. The company invents and commercializes products that utilize

single-use sterile plastic cartridge disposables mated to dedicated, highly automated electromechanical medical devices to isolate and

capture stem and progenitor cells from peripheral and umbilical cord blood, bone marrow, and adipose tissue. Their products provide an

important enabling platform for use in diagnostic, research, and clinical processes. Their inventions are based upon interdisciplinary

fields that apply principles of engineering and life sciences to develop solutions required for regenerative medicine.

Web site: syngeninc.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2009

Based in: Sacramento

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $18.8M
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Synthorx

Synthorx is a biotechnology company using ground-breaking synthetic biology starting with our novel DNA base pair to discover and

develop new protein therapeutics. The company uses new building blocks to create proteins that impart specificity not possible with

native proteins. The result is treatments with improved efficacy, better safety, and better convenience for patients. Utilizing proprietary

engineered organisms we have the ability to manufacture these improved proteins with high fidelity and the required yield for drug

discovery and development. This unique platform expands the chemical and structural repertoire of protein therapeutics and uncovers

new ways to modulate pharmacological properties of biologics, not possible with other technologies.

The company was founded by Avalon Ventures based on important discoveries in Dr. Floyd Romesberg’s lab at The Scripps Research

Institute in La Jolla, Calif. These discoveries include research published by the Romesberg lab in Nature, describing the first example of

in vivo replication of a synthetic DNA base pair and the development of a semi-synthetic organism (read more here). Synthorx has the

exclusive rights to this synthetic biology technology from The Scripps Research Institute. Investors include Avalon Ventures, Correlation

Ventures, Medicxi, Orbimed, Osage University Partners, and RA Capital Management.

Web site: synthorx.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2014

Based in: La Jolla

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $79M
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Tandem Diabetes Care

Tandem Diabetes Care develops medical devices for the treatment of diabetes offering diabetic insulin pumps for adults and children.

Tandem Diabetes Care, Inc. develops medical devices for the treatment of diabetes. It offers diabetic insulin pumps for adults and

children to diabetes needs, including keeping blood glucose levels within target ranges. The company focuses on insulin infusion

therapy. Tandem Diabetes Care, Inc. was incorporated in 2006 and is based in San Diego, California.

Web site: tandemdiabetes.com

Number of Employees: 251-500

Founded in: 2006

Based in: San Diego

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $439.1M
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Tenaya Therapeutics

Tenaya Therapeutics is a biopharmaceutical company dedicated to discovering and developing therapies for heart failure. Tenaya was

founded by world-class scientists from the Gladstone Institutes' Cardiovascular Division and UT Southwestern and is backed by The

Column Group. Tenaya is building a research-driven organization that targets the fundamental cellular pathologies present in diseased

cardiac muscle by leveraging cutting-edge science in cardiac regeneration, induced pluripotent stem cells, and CRISPR technologies.

Web site: bionanogenomics.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2016

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $50M
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The Doudna Lab

The Doudna Lab discovers and develops CRISPR systems and other RNA-guided mechanisms of gene regulation.

The Doudna Lab welcomes students, postdocs, and visiting scholars regardless of race, religion, gender identification, sexual orientation,

age, or disability status. The more reflective of society’s diversity the lab is, the better we are.

Web site: doudnalab.org

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 1953

Based in: Berkeley

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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Therapeutic Research 
Center

Therapeutic Research Center offers analysis and evidence-based recommendations on pharmaceuticals and other therapeutic agents.

Therapeutic Research Center and Therapeutic Research Faculty are internationally recognized for their world-class analysis and

evidence-based recommendations on pharmaceuticals and other therapeutic agents.The mission has remained the same for over 25

years. The Center's goal since its formation in 1985 has been to enhance patient care in person and even through technology like apps.

Web site: therapeuticresearch.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 1985

Based in: Stockton

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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Tosk

Tosk is a biopharmaceutical company dedicated to improving the safety of drugs for diseases such as cancer, arthritis, and psoriasis.

Tosk Incorporated is a biopharmaceutical company dedicated to improving the safety and efficacy of drugs for debilitating and life-

threatening diseases such as cancer, arthritis, and psoriasis.

Side effects limit the use and effectiveness of many of today's pharmaceutical products. Tosk employs proprietary methods to discover

and develop new drugs that reduce or eliminate the adverse effects of existing pharmaceuticals while maintaining their efficacy. This

approach not only improves upon proven treatment regimens, but also has the potential to deliver these enhanced drugs to the medical

community more quickly and with lower research and development costs than is typically required for an entirely new drug.

Web site: tosk.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 1998

Based in: Mountain View

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $5.4M
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TransTime

TransTime is one of four cryonics operations in the U.S., and it was once thought proximity to Silicon Valley would make it the most

popular.

A competitor in Arizona, the Alcor Life Extension Foundation, has 1,339 people either frozen or signed up for the service and revenues

close to $2 million, according to its most recent filings. Transtime says it has has three people in its care after 40 years of operation. One

of them is the company’s founder, Paul Segall, whose fortune continues to fund TransRime’s operations.

TransTime was founded to help prepare for a future in which "cryonics itself moves toward a fully reversible procedure”. They seek to do

their best to save the lives of those with the foresight to take advantage of the future of medicine today.

Web site: www.transtime.com

Number of Employees: Undisclosed

Founded in: 1972

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Regenerative Medicine (as pertaining to cryonics)

Total Funding Amount: Undisclosed
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Transcend Medical

Transcend Medical is focused on the research and development of novel devices for the treatment of glaucoma.

Transcend Medical is focused on the development of medical devices for the treatment of glaucoma, the leading cause of adult

irreversible blindness. It is estimated that nearly four million people in the US and over 60 million worldwide are afflicted with the disease

today and the numbers are expected to grow to nearly six million in the US, and to over 70 million worldwide by the year 2015.

In 2005, Transcend Medical was the first company to spin out of ForSight Labs, an incubator solely focused on ophthalmic innovations.

Transcend Medical was granted CE mark for the CyPass Micro-Stent® in 2008, and is being evaluated in several clinical studies in the US

and abroad, including the COMPASS multi-center clinical trial.

Web site: transcendmedical.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2005

Based in: Menlo Park

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $87.2M
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TrueCare24

TrueCare24 is the #1 In-home senior care AI & Automation platform. We provide a modern suite of APIs, libraries, and SDKs for in-home

senior care management. Payers, health systems, and families trust TrueCare24 to save time by 12x via automated workflows, save cost

by 30% via market data intelligence, and grow effortlessly using 50K+ integrated services. Through our innovative AI & Automation driven

platform we eliminate the inefficiencies of in-home senior care, which is a growing $100B+ market.

Web site: truecare24.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2015

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $1.3M
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Unity Biotechnology

Our mission is to extend human healthspan, the period in one’s life unburdened by the disease of aging.Working at the frontier of

biotechnology and medicine, UNITY’s goal is to halt, slow or reverse age-associated diseases, while restoring human health. Unity

Biotechnology, Inc. designs therapeutics that prevent, halt, and reverse various diseases of aging. The company focuses on clearing

senescent cells; and designs senolytic medicines. Its medicines target vulnerabilities unique to senescent cells to clear those cells from

the human body while leaving normal cells unaffected. The company was incorporated in 2009 and is headquartered in San Francisco,

California.

Web site: unitybiotechnology.com

Number of Employees: 51-200

Founded in: 2009

Based in: Brisbane

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $208.3M
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Veniti

Veniti develops medical devices for the treatment of chronic venous insufficiency disease. VENITI is the first medical device company

developing a suite of innovative technology and solutions that will provide comprehensive treatment across the venous disease

continuum. Venous disease refers to all conditions related to or caused by veins that become diseased or abnormal. This encompasses

a broad set of maladies. The venous disease cycle begins when vein walls become weak or damaged, or the valves are stretched or

injured, and can no longer prevent reflux (backward flow of blood). Once the veins lose their ability to convey blood without reflux, the

progressive venous disease cycle has begun. This is commonly referred to as chronic venous insufficiency, or CVI. The blood will begin

to back up into the peripheral veins, causing venous hypertension, potential thrombosis (clotting), and leading to even more damage of

the vein walls and valves. This in turn leads to more reflux.

The VENITI team of experts in science, technology and business are currently developing the VENITI VICI VENOUS STENT® System.

Through this, and other, innovative technology, VENITI will achieve results that sets it apart in addressing the challenges specific to the

venous system and venous disease.

Web site: venitimedical.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Fremont

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $65.2M
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Ventrix

Ventrix delivers a biomaterial scaffold for cardiac repair as a treatment option for cardiac patients.

Ventrix Inc. was founded in 2009 to spinout the research of Professor Karen Christman (Bioengineering) and her graduate students (Jen

Singelyn, Jessica DeQuach, Michael Salvatore). The technology license agreement was formalized in FY2011. Dr. Christman’s work has

developed promising results for the treatment and repair of cardiac tissue damage. A departure from current approaches, this innovation

is a hydrogel that treats damaged tissue by providing a restorative scaffold on which new cells can grow. This hydrogel, VentriGel, is

made from cardiac connective tissue that is stripped of heart muscle cells through a cleansing process, freeze-dried and milled into

powder form, and then liquefied into a fluid that can be easily injected into the heart. Upon reaching body temperature, the liquid turns

into a semi-solid, porous gel that encourages cells to repopulate areas of damaged cardiac tissue and to preserve heart function. The

hydrogel forms a scaffold to repair the tissue and possibly provides biochemical signals that prevent further deterioration in the

surrounding tissues.

Web site: ventrixheart.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2009

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $5.3M
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VG Life Sciences

VG Life Sciences discovers and develops drug therapies for cancers, infectious diseases, inflammatory diseases, and autoimmune

disorders. VG Life Sciences aims to improve and save lives through the development of transformative therapies for drug-resistant

cancers and autoimmune diseases.

We are moving forward to achieve our vision through the research and development of drugs using two platform technologies, Targeted

Peptide Technology (TPT) and Metabolic Disruption Technology (MDT). Our efforts on our revolutionary TPT drug, VG1177, for which we

were issued a composition-of-matter patent (Patent No: US 8,957,031), are focused on accelerating progression from the research

laboratory, to pre-clinical studies, and to clinical trials. The VG1177 peptide prevents the survival of pro-inflammatory cells that give rise

to autoimmune diseases and other disorders.

We have completed a pre-investigational new drug meeting with the FDA (IND # 110820) and initiated preclinical work in November 2013

with our animal safety and toxicity study, a prerequisite for clinical trials.

Web site: vglifesciences.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 1995

Based in: South Pasadena

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $2.7M
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Viking Therapeutics

Viking Therapeutics is developing novel therapeutics for patients suffering from metabolic and endocrine disorders.

Viking Therapeutics is a clinical-stage biotherapeutics company focused on the development of novel, first-in-class or best-in-class

therapies for metabolic and endocrine disorders. Viking’s research and development activities leverage the Company’s expertise in

metabolism to develop innovative therapeutics that improve patients’ lives. The Company’s lead clinical program is VK0612, a first-in-

class, orally available drug candidate type 2 diabetes. The Company’s second clinical program is VK5211, an orally available, non-

steroidal selective androgen receptor modulator, or SARM, for the treatment of cancer cachexia. Viking is also developing three novel

preclinical programs targeted at metabolic diseases and anemia.

Web site: vikingtherapeutics.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2012

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $15M
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VisionCare Ophthalmic 
Technologies

VOT develops visual prosthetic devices to improve vision in patients with end-stage age-related macular degeneration. VisionCare

Ophthalmic Technologies, Inc., a Saratoga, CA-based developer of advanced visual prosthetic devices designed to improve vision in

patients with end-stage age-related macular degeneration (AMD). VisionCare Ophthalmic Technologies (VisionCare) is a privately held

specialty medical device company engaged in the research, development, manufacture, and marketing of proprietary implantable

ophthalmic devices and technologies that are intended to significantly improve vision and quality of life for individuals with untreatable

retinal disorders.

Our lead product, the Implantable Miniature Telescope (by Dr. Isaac Lipshitz), is the first FDA-approved implantable medical device

demonstrated to improve vision and quality of life in individuals with the most advanced, irreversible form of age-related macular

degeneration (AMD) – End-Stage AMD. End-Stage AMD is the leading cause of blindness in older Americans. The telescope implant is

integral to the CentraSight™ treatment program which has been developed to help patients follow the necessary steps for proper

diagnosis, surgical evaluation, and postoperative care.

Web site: visioncareinc.net

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 1997

Based in: Saratoga

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $95.2M
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Vividion Therapeutics

Vividion is a biotech company applying transformational proteomics to develop innovative therapeutics that treat major unmet clinical

needs.

Vividion is a biotechnology company focused on developing innovative therapeutics that treat major unmet clinical needs using the first

platform for proteome-wide drug and target discovery. Making accessible the broad set of proteins expressed in human cells, the

company’s cutting-edge platform was spun out of the labs of Vividion’s scientific founders, a team of experts in chemical biology and

synthetic chemistry from The Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla, CA. Vividion is committed to advancing and applying its pioneering

synthetic and proteomic chemistry platforms to create therapeutics that will make a transformative difference in patients.

Web site: vividion.com

Number of Employees: 51-200

Founded in: 2013

Based in: San Diego

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $154.5M
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West Health Institute

West Health Institute is a medical research organization offering innovative patient-centered solutions and technologies.

West Health Institute (formerly The West Wireless Health Institute) (www.westhealth.org) is one of the first medical research

organizations in the world supporting the exploration and application of wireless technologies to advance infrastructure independent

health care. Based in San Diego, California, the nonprofit Institute is fostering an unprecedented convergence of medicine, engineering,

science, technology and health care economics. Its mission is to lower health care costs by accelerating the availability of wireless

health solutions.

Web site: westhealth.org

Number of Employees: 101-250

Founded in: 2009

Based in: La Jolla

Sector: AgeTech

Total Funding Amount: $25M
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Xcell Biosciences

Building products that enable propagation and gene editing in challenging cell types for clinical research and cell therapy applications.

Xcell Biosciences, Inc., is developing revolutionary products and workflows that empower scientists in important fields including cancer

research, immunology, stem cell biology, and cell therapy development. Xcell’s first product, the Avatar™ system, offers a powerful new

tool allowing for complete control of key physiological conditions found in cellular microenvironments. The Avatar system empowers

researchers and drug developers with new capabilities, including propagation of difficult samples such as tumor biopsies and other

primary cell types. The technology also offers dramatic improvements in transfection and gene editing efficiencies in primary cell

populations for regenerative medicine and cell-based therapy applications. For more information, visit www.xcellbio.com.

Web site: xcellbio.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2012

Based in: San Francisco

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $12.1M
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Xradia

Xradia develops high-performance 3D X-ray microscopes with high resolution and superior contrast for industrial and research

applications.

Xradia develops technology to help advance innovation in science and industry by providing unique insight through superior X-ray

imaging solutions. Our products utilize advanced X-ray computed tomography (CT) imaging methodology and optics to nondestructively

produce 3D images of objects with exceptional spatial resolution and contrast.

Xradia's technology is based on proprietary X-ray optics and detectors. Xradia produces state-of-the-art far-field ambient environment

imaging systems capable of 3D imaging with resolution below 50 nm. Xradia's commercial products have 3D resolution from the

nanometer level up to several hundred microns.

Web site: xradia.com

Number of Employees: 51-100

Founded in: 1999

Based in: Pleasanton

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $11M
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Zephyrus Biosciences

Zephyrus Biosciences provides research tools to enable protein analysis at the single cell level. Addressing the burgeoning single-cell

analysis market, our first product, the Z1TM System, enables western blotting on individual cells for the first time. Researchers utilize

Zephyrus’s products to gain new insights into the biology of cancer, stem cells, neurology, and human disease and development.

Zephyrus spun out from Dr. Amy Herr’s laboratory at U.C. Berkeley in 2013 and is affiliated with QB3, CLSI/BayBio, StartX Med, a

Stanford-affiliated nonprofit technology accelerator, and SkyDeck, the premier accelerator at U.C. Berkeley. Zephyrus is also a graduate

of Steve Blank’s Lean Launchpad for Life Sciences and Healthcare.

Web site: zephyrusbio.com

Number of Employees: 1-10

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Berkeley

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Total Funding Amount: $1.8M
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Zipline Medical

Zipline Medical develops tissue repair devices as a solution for non- invasive skin closure.

ZipLine® Medical is developing and commercializing innovative tissue repair devices to address the clinical need for rapid, non-invasive

and easy-to-use skin closure. ZipLine’s PRELOC™ technology platform provides uniform closure forces while minimizing scar-promoting

tension along the wound. Utilizing our patented technology, we believe that physicians can achieve the best of both worlds — the speed

of staples with the cosmetic outcome of a meticulous suture closure.

Our initial strategy focuses on procedures where the speed and cosmetic benefits of our technology as well as the reduced risk of

surgical site infections have the greatest impact. Since skin closure is a part of most surgical procedures, our technology platform has

broad application across various surgical specialties and emergency medicine. ZipLine Medical was founded in 2009 by Amir Belson,

M.D. and is located in Silicon Valley, with access to a wealth of expertise in medical device research and development.

Web site: ziplinemedical.com

Number of Employees: 11-50

Founded in: 2007

Based in: Campbell

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Total Funding Amount: $56M
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Appendix III

Investors Focusing on 

California Longevity Companies



180 Degree Capital

180 Degree Capital is one of the most active nanotechnology investors in the world. They have funded companies developing nanoscale-

enabled solutions in solid state lighting, emerging memory devices, printable electronics, material science discovery and mass-

manufacturing, organic-inorganic hybrids, next-generation semiconductor devices and equipment, thermoelectric, photovoltaic and

battery technologies, as well as in various life-science applications of nano-structured materials.

They participate in venture capital syndicates in most of their investments, alongside top-tier venture capital firms as well as strategic

(corporate) investors. Increasingly, 180 Degree Capital is a lead investor. They believe in the classical early stage venture capital model

and disciplines and that most technology-based start-ups can use all the help they can get from the diversified experiences,

RolodexesÂ®, complimentary business networks, technical expertise, up-to-date customer connections and financial resources that a

syndicate of professional venture capital investors can provide.

Web site: 180degreecapital.com

Number of Investments: 107

Founded in: 1983

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Xradia 

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Post-Ipo, Seed
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3E Bioventures

3E Bioventures Capital is a healthcare focused venture investment fund. The core 3E investment team members are all trained in

biomedical fields, with healthcare industry experience and years of successful investment or entrepreneurship experience in China. The

3E team combines good global industry perspectives with practical on the ground China experiences, the team’s past investment

portfolio companies cover areas such as drug, device, diagnostics, healthcare IT and medical services. 3E Bioventures Capital currently

manages both RMB and US Dollar funds, investing in early and growing stage companies in China and overseas. They believe in the huge

industry growth and significant investment opportunities in China healthcare space for the next 10 to 20 years. They aim to leverage their

healthcare expertise and experience to ride this historic opportunity, to help build successful healthcare ventures and technologies, to

generate good return for their investors, and at the same time, to build 3E Bioventures into a significant international healthcare

investment brand.

Web site: 3ebiovc.com

Number of Investments: 12

Founded in: 2015

Based in: Beijing, China

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Apexigen

Stages: Undisclosed
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500 Startups

500 Startups is a global venture capital firm with a network of startup programs headquartered in Silicon Valley with over $454M in

committed capital across 4 main funds and 15 thematic funds. We have invested in 2,200+ technology startups globally since our

inception in 2010 including: Twilio (NYSE: TWLO), Credit Karma, SendGrid, Grab, GitLab, Bukalapak, Canva, Udemy, TalkDesk, Intercom,

Ipsy, MakerBot (acq’d by SSYS), Wildfire (acq’d by GOOG), and Viki (acq’d by Rakuten).

Team of 150 people based in 20 countries manage venture investments across 74 countries and speak over 25 languages. In addition to

investments, they are passionate about helping build viable startup ecosystems around the world and run educational programs, events

and conferences, and partnerships globally. Their investment team and mentor network has operational experience at companies such

as PayPal, Google, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Yahoo, LinkedIn, Twitter and Apple.

Web site: 500.co

Number of Investments: 2

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Mountain View, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: TrueCare24, Elevate Labs

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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5AM Ventures

5AM Ventures is a venture capital firm that offers seed- and early-stage investments to its clients.

5AM Ventures, L.P. specializes in biopharma and biotech with a focus on drug discovery, drug platforms, and medical devices. It seeks to

invest in seed and early-stage companies that are too young to work with larger venture capital funds and need hands-on assistance. The

fund will make initial investments ranging from $25,000 to $3 million and up to $4 million total into each of up to nine companies during a

three-year period. 5AM Ventures aims for an equity stake of 20 per cent to 30 per cent.

Web site: 5amventures.com

Number of Investments: 130

Founded in: 2002

Based in: Menlo Park, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech, Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Magnetic Insight

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Post-Ipo, Seed
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6 Dimensions Capital

6 Dimensions Capital is a venture capital firm specializing in innovative startups, early stage, and growth capital investments. The firm

seeks to invest in any sector and stage. It typically invests in the healthcare and life sciences sector with a focus on medical devices,

digital health, diagnostics, and pharmaceuticals. The firm seeks to invest in companies based in China and the United States. It was

established in May, 2017 through the merger of Frontline BioVentures and WuXi Healthcare Ventures. The firm is headquartered in

Shanghai, China with offices in Boston, San Francisco and Hong Kong.

Web site: 6dimensionscapital.com

Number of Investments: 24

Founded in: 2011

Based in: Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Sector:
Personalized/Precision Medicine, Regenerative 
Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: GRAIL, Unity Biotechnology

Stages: Undisclosed
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Aberdare Ventures

Aberdare Ventures is a venture firm that focuses on a limited number of entrepreneurial teams committed to building leading healthcare

technology companies. We limit our commitments in the belief that our involvement can increase the probability of success for our

portfolio companies and generate greater returns for our investors. They are focused on transformational healthcare opportunities. To

them, this means smarter, less costly, and more efficient – not just better. Neither businesses, nor consumers, nor government can bear

the current costs, and each has an urgent and immediate need for solutions. They care a lot about the quality and integrity of

management teams, co-investors, and strategic partners. They like to deal with not only the highest quality entrepreneurs, but with good

people – they think they make better partners in the long run, and they attract colleagues and employees of equivalent caliber. They have

invested in several successful entrepreneurs more than once. Over the last several decades, they have worked with many other talented

professionals whom they count as colleagues and friends. They value these long-term relationships, and believe they are the foundation

of future successes.

Web site: aberdare.com

Number of Investments: 70

Founded in: 1999

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Posit Science

Stages:
Early Stage Venture, Grant, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, 
Seed
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Acacia Research

Acacia Research Corporation (NASDAQ: ACTG) is the industry leader in patent licensing. By partnering with patent owners, Acacia

applies its deep legal and technology expertise to patent assets to unlock financial value. An intermediary in the patent market, Acacia

facilitates efficiency and delivers monetary rewards to the patent owner. With this strategy, Acacia has generated over $1,200,000,000

revenue to date, and has returned more than $694,000,000 to our patent partners.

Acacia Research Corporation was founded in 1993 by Bruce Stewart. Mr. Stewart, with strong ties to the California Institute of

Technology, was a serial inventor and entrepreneur who valued innovation. Mr. Stewart’s vision for Acacia combined investment capital,

ideas and bright people, allowing their emerging inventions to flourish. From that origin, Acacia and their patent partners have signed

more than 1200 licensing agreements with many of the world’s largest companies. Consistent with its innovation heritage, Acacia has

returned more than $694,000,000 to our patent partners. The Acacia team is unparalleled in its ability to identify, secure, analyze and

monetize intellectual property in a rapidly developing secondary market for patent assets.

Web site: acaciaresearch.com

Number of Investments: 8

Founded in: 1993

Based in: Newport Beach, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: CombiMatrix

Stages: Undisclosed
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Acer

Established in 1976, Acer is an information and communication technology company dedicated to the research, design, marketing, sale

and support of innovative products that enhance people's lives. Acer's green supply chain delivers environmentally friendly PCs, displays,

projectors, servers, tablets and smartphones — tools their customers need to explore beyond limits and experience more. Acer employs

7,400 people and ranks No. 4 for total PCs globally (IDC 2013). Estimated revenues for 2013 reached US$12.03 billion. Acer's channel

business model is instrumental to the company's success. Acer designs environmentally friendly products and, with its vendors, has

established a green supply chain. Acer's Commercial Division is dedicated to the business world, from SoHo, SMB, Large Enterprise, to

Public Sector and Educational Sector. Acer delivers a full range of hardware and software products to meet the demands of today’s

business environment. Our goal is to offer revolutionary performance, unmatched system responsiveness and energy efficiency without

compromises. With over 30 years of experience, Acer is also dedicated to serving the needs of the education market and empowering

knowledge through technology. By creating innovative technology for the classroom, Acer helps students explore beyond limits with new

ways of communication and interaction. Empowering educators to keep pace with today’s high-tech world.

Web site: acer.com

Number of Investments: 13

Founded in: 1976

Based in: Taipei, T'ai-pei, Taiwan

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Revolve Robotics

Stages: Undisclosed
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Adage Capital 
Management

Adage Capital Management is a Boston-based $8.9B Money Management firm focused on managing S&P 500 assets predominantly for

Endowments and Foundations such as Harvard University, Northwestern University, Dartmouth College, the American Red Cross and the

Getty Foundation. Adage and its predecessor, the Select Equity Group at the Harvard Management Company, has outperformed the S&P

index in each of the last 15 years by an average of 3.5%.

The fund is run by Phill Gross, who prior to founding Adage, was a Healthcare and Retail analyst, equity research director and partner at

the Harvard Management Company for 18 years.

Web site: adagecapital.com

Number of Investments: 37

Founded in: 2001

Based in: Boston, Massachusetts, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: FibroGen

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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Advent Life Sciences

Advent Life Sciences is one of Europe's leading venture teams investing in life sciences businesses. The team consists of 11

professionals with extensive scientific, medical and operational experience, and a long-standing track record of entrepreneurial and

investment success across the UK, Europe and the US. The Firm invests in a range of sectors within life sciences, principally in new drug

discovery, enabling technologies, and med tech. Realisations in the last three years include Algeta, Avila, CN Creative, EUSA, Micromet.

Current investments include Acutus, Biocartis, Cellnovo, f2G, NeRRe, They start and invest in early and mid-stage companies with a first-

in-class or best-in-class approach. Their investments are focussed in new drug discovery - small molecules, biologics and new modalities

- med tech, enabling technologies and vaccines. As entrepreneurs and experienced, pragmatic investors, they bring the intellectual capital

of their well connected team to support each investment. They work in close alignment with their management teams, and partner with

them to realise their vision - achieving superior financial returns by bringing innovation to patients. The companies in which they have

invested since the year 2000 have discovered and developed, twelve approved medicines and products - to the benefit of patients,

physicians and our investors.

Web site: adventls.com

Number of Investments: 32

Founded in: 2010

Based in: London, United Kingdom

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Nalu Medical

Stages: Undisclosed
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Alexander is the Founder and co-CEO of XTX Markets. He started his financial career in equities

and subsequently in FX at Deutsche Bank. Most recently, he headed up the market-making team at

GSA Capital.

Alexander Gerko
Founder & Co-CEO, XTX Markets
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Number of Investments: 5

Based in: London, United Kingdom

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Revolve Robotics 

Stages: Seed



Ally Bridge Group

Ally Bridge Group (“ABG”) is a global healthcare-focused investment group founded by Frank Yu. Mr. Yu and his team began their track

record of successful healthcare investing in 2011 in China, and have since evolved to global healthcare investors. Today, ABG and its

affiliates manage close to approximately US$2 billion in assets and a portfolio of some of the world’s most novel life science companies

and technologies in the United States, Europe and China. ABG invests in healthcare globally through its “3-by-3” strategy in 3 key

geographies: 1) China, where ABG’s roots are; 2) the US; and 3) Europe; through 3 products/vehicles: 1) innovation (late-stage venture

and early growth capital); 2) buyout and larger growth capital; and 3) hedge fund. ABG has proven its success in each of the 3-by-3

categories. All of these investment strategies/vehicles leverage the same industry expertise, network, deal-making and value-add

capabilities – all on a global basis – of the ABG Team. ABG primarily focuses on biopharmaceuticals, medical devices and healthcare IT

with a successful investment portfolio in China, the US and Europe across various stages, that contains some of the world’s most

innovative life science technologies.

Web site: ally-bridge.com

Number of Investments: 24

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Hong Kong, Hong Kong Island

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Xradia 

Stages:
Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Post-Ipo, Private 
Equity, Secondary Market
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Alpha Holdings

Alpha Holdings is committed to developing new products that can improve the quality of human life.

Alpha Holdings, Inc. develops semiconductor solutions. The company offers chip design solutions, including integration, test firmware

suite, bus architecture design, IP block design/verification, and FPGA system design/emulation solutions, as well as thermal compounds.

It also provides pharmaceutical products. The company was formerly known as Alphachips Inc. and changed its name Alpha Holdings,

Inc. in August 2016. Alpha Holdings, Inc. was founded in 2002 and is headquartered in Seongnam, South Korea.

Web site: alphachips.com

Number of Investments: 12

Founded in: 2002

Based in: Seongnam, South Korea

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: OncoSec Medical

Stages: Undisclosed
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Alta Partners

Alta Partners is a private equity and venture capital firm specializing in investments in early stage and later stage companies. The firm

generally invests in public and private companies. It seeks to invest in life sciences sector with a focus on biotechnology, medical

technology, healthcare, and biopharmaceutical products and therapeutics and information technology sector with a focus on networking,

communications, and enterprise software. The firm typically invests in companies based in Europe. It prefers to be the lead investor and

generally acquires a seat on the Board of Directors of the portfolio companies. Alta Partners was founded in 1996 and is based in San

Francisco, California.

Web site: altapartners.com

Number of Investments: 218

Founded in: 1996

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector:
Personalized/Precision Medicine, Regenerative 
Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Agensys, Kite Pharma

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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Altitude Life Science 
Ventures
Altitude Life Science Ventures seeks opportunities to invest in early stage life science companies within markets with significant

demand and growth potential, and then backs the highest-quality teams in those markets to build defensible, strong, and long-term

businesses. At Altitude, their scope of investment opportunities extends beyond prescription drugs to any commercial application of

proprietary technology that originates from a key advance in biology or chemistry.

Based upon their historical experience in intellectual property strategic planning, they have developed a differentiated strategy which

allows them to complement the contributions of their syndicate partners while conducting extended due diligence before making an

investment decision. The experience in IP strategic planning is essential to maximize and preserve the value of early stage life science

companies as they mature and develop identifiable commercial assets.

Web site: altitudelsv.com

Number of Investments: 25

Founded in: 2006

Based in: Durango, Colorado, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Unity Biotechnology

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Alumni Ventures Group

Alumni Ventures Group, formerly known as Launch Angels Management Company, LLC, is a venture capital firm specializing in seed,

startups and early-stage investments. The firm is sector and geographic agnostic. It prefer to invest between $0.01 million to $3 million

in companies. The firm doesn’t request board or observer seats. Alumni Ventures Group was founded in 2013 and is based in

Manchester, United Kingdom, with additional office in Manchester, New Hampshire, Waltham, Massachusetts, Chicago, Illinois,

Wilmington, Delaware, Bedford, New Hampshire, Winchester, Massachusetts and San Francisco California.

Alumni Ventures Group helps accredited alums from top entrepreneurial schools invest together in the ventures of fellow alums. The firm

backs companies with an alumni connection and an institutional lead investor with expertise in the space. AVG also offers focused funds

that allow any accredited investor access to a venture portfolio, diversified by type, sector, stage, and geography.

Web site: avgfunds.com

Number of Investments: 206

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Manchester, New Hampshire, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: CareLinx

Stages:
Convertible Note, Early Stage Venture, Initial Coin Offering, 
Late Stage Venture, Seed, Venture
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Amkey Ventures

Amkey Ventures is a California-based VC firm, and their mission is to identify investment opportunities by focusing on cutting-edge

biomedical technologies. Amkey manages 2 funds for Amkey Venture Capital, Inc., and Amkey Biotechnology Venture Capital, Inc.. The

portfolio companies include medical devices, drug development, antibody, GPCR reagent and stem cell.

The management team have extensive experience in creating technology,entrepreneurial activity and operation of venture business.

Advisory team consists of top level experts in biotechnologies, pharmaceuticals, patents and business.

Web site: amkeyvc.com

Number of Investments: 12

Founded in: 2001

Based in: Fremont, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Apexigen

Stages: Early Stage Venture
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Andreessen Horowitz

Andreessen Horowitz LLC is a venture capital firm specializing in investing in seed, start-ups, early, mid stage, growth, and late stage. It

prefers to invest in the social media business and technology sector with a focus on software, back-end infrastructure, infrastructure of

the Internet, cloud computing, enterprise software and services, consumer, business Internet, mobile-Internet, consumer Internet, cloud

computing, data-storage, social network browsers data-storage, consumer electronics, networking functions, software related biology,

biotech, and medicine companies at the intersection of computer science and life sciences with a focus on digital therapeutics, cloud

technology in biology, and computational medicine.

Web site: a16z.com

Number of Investments: 675

Founded in: 2009

Based in: Menlo Park, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Freenome

Stages:
Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, 
Seed
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AngelList

AngelList is a platform for startups, angel investors, and job-seekers looking to work at startups. AngelList's goal is also to democratize

the investment process.

In 2014, the company raised $104 million online. It has also funded 243 startups. In 2015, they've made over 548K introductions between

job-seekers and companies.

Founded by Babak Nivi and Naval Ravikant in 2010, AngelList is headquartered in San Francisco, California, United States.

Web site: angel.co

Number of Investments: 61

Founded in: 2010

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: CALM

Stages: Undisclosed
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Anterra Capital

Anterra Capital is an independent growth capital fund. They invest in fast growing companies that are working to make the global food

supply chain safer, more efficient and more sustainable. Their focus is on supporting the growth of companies who are commercializing

novel technologies and services. They invest across the food supply chain from novel agro inputs and precision farming through to

smarter logistics and consumer safety. They do not invest in other funds, land, operating assets, or other capital intensive businesses.

They are a lead investor taking significant minority equity positions and performing an active role on the boards of the companies they

support. At the time they invest, their companies typically already generate revenue and have great growth prospects. They target

investments of EUR 2M to EUR 12M per company and often support their portfolio companies in raising additional capital from

professional investors including from their own financial partners. Importantly, they are long-term investors. They focus on working

closely with management teams to build lasting value.

Web site: anterracapital.com

Number of Investments: 15

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Caribou Biosciences

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Aphelion Capital

Aphelion Capital, LLC is a venture capital investment firm specializing in seed, early stage, mid stage, and late stage investments. The

firm prefers to invest in the medical technology sector with a focus on technologies that reduce the costs of the burdened healthcare

system and health and wellness products that target the patient as the consumer. It considers public and private investments in medical

device companies. The firm typically leads a $20 million syndicate or prefers to be a $50,000 solo investor. Aphelion Capital, LLC was

founded in 2005 and is based in San Francisco, California.

They leverage their considerable knowledge and deep networks to accelerate commercial success of a company. Their team has

extensive experience investing in healthcare companies across both the private and public equity markets.

Web site: aphelioncapital.net

Number of Investments: 23

Founded in: 2005

Based in: Mill Valley, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Corium International

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Apollo Ventures

Apollo Ventures is an Early Stage Investment Firm interested in accelerating breakthrough scientific discoveries to the clinic by building

life science companies around new therapeutic technologies. Apollo Ventures focuses on assets with the potential to treat, prevent, or

even reverse age-related diseases such as Alzheimer's, Heart Disease, Sarcopenia, Frailty, and Cancer, with the ultimate goal of

increasing healthy human lifespan. Apollo invests in early stage companies, works with scientists and entrepreneurs to create new

ventures, and engages in hypothesis-driven company building.

Web site: apollo.vc

Number of Investments: 3

Founded in: 2016

Based in: Hamburg, Germany

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Aeonian Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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ARCH Venture Partners

Arch Venture Partners, L.P. is a private equity and venture capital firm specializing in investments in growth capital and development of

seed and early-stage technology companies. It invests conservatively at first in a seed round to reduce or extinguish risk and then leads

or co-leads additional rounds of financing all the way to liquidity. It seeks to invest in disruptive technologies worldwide. It primarily

invests with focus on life sciences, biotechnology, chemicals and specialty materials, advanced materials, specialty semiconductors,

consumer electronics, instrumentation, physical sciences, communications technologies, electronics etc. It invests primarily in the United

States but also in countries where the company has extensive scientific and business relationships, including Canada, Ireland, Iceland,

South Korea, China, and Japan. It also seeks to invest in Europe. The firm typically invests between $50,000 and $150 million per

company. The firm seeks a seat on the Board of Directors. Arch Venture Partners, L.P. was founded in 1986 and is based in Chicago,

Illinois with additional offices across North America and South America.

Web site: archventure.com

Number of Investments: 286

Founded in: 1986

Based in: Chicago, Illinois, United States

Sector:
Personalized/Precision Medicine, Regenerative 
Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies:
Boreal Genomics, GRAIL, Unity Biotechnology, Vividion 
Therapeutics

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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Aspire Capital Partners 
LLC

Aspire Capital Fund LLC is a Chicago-based investment fund with a focus on making direct investments in publicly traded companies in a

broad range of industries and investment structures. Aspire Capital Fund LLC is managed by Aspire Capital Partners LLC.

They offer innovative investment structures designed for publicly traded companies whose prospects are bright, but who need additional

capital to fuel their growth. Aspire Capital provides these companies with an easy and fair way to sell equity as the company achieves its

business objectives.

Web site: aspirecapital.com

Number of Investments: 7

Founded in: 2018

Based in: Chicago, Illinois, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Ritter Pharmaceuticals

Stages: Post-Ipo
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Asset Management 
Ventures (AMV)

Asset Management was founded in 1965 by legendary venture capitalist Franklin "Pitch" Johnson. Over nearly half a century, the firm has

provided early-stage financing for ground-breaking companies such as Amgen, Tandem Computer, and Applied BioSystems. They have

extensive operating experience as founders of companies. They have an unparalleled network of digital health stakeholders to aid

entrepreneurs. They have insight into emerging trends in digital health to discover and evaluate opportunities. Leveraging these assets,

they can help you build transformative companies to change the world. Working with early-stage startups in digital health, technology,

and life sciences, they take an active role to assist founders in tackling typical early-stage challenges around hiring, strategic focus,

technical development, sales channels, and business partnerships. They partner with other top-tier venture firms when their companies

raise later-stage capital. They look for teams with integrity, transparency, and deep market and technical knowledge. Their founders think

differently and are unafraid to dream.

Web site: assetman.com

Number of Investments: 132

Founded in: 1965

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Profusa

Stages:
Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, 
Seed
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AstraZeneca

AstraZeneca is global innovation-driven biopharmaceutical company specialising in the discovery, development, manufacturing and

marketing of prescription medicines that make a meaningful difference in healthcare.

AstraZeneca discovers new medicines that are designed to improve the health and quality of life of patients around the world -

medicines which are innovative, effective and which offer added benefits such as reduced side effects or better ways of taking the

treatment. They also focus on getting the best from every medicine they make by exploring all the ways it can be used or improved.

Their business strategy sets out their path to success in delivering great medicines to patients through innovative science and global

excellence in development and commercialisation.

Web site: astrazeneca.com

Number of Investments: 28

Founded in: 1999

Based in: Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: FibroGen

Stages: Undisclosed
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Atinum Investment

Atinum Investment is a top-notch Venture Capital firm established in 1988. Our investment philosophy revolves around the idea of finding

the right intrinsic value of venture companies. With the insight of the various industry specialists at hand at Atinum Investment, we have

comprehensive expertise in unearthing companies with high growth potential. For the past 28 years since its foundation, Atinum

Investment has invested in about 350 companies despite the challenges presented by the various changes in economic conditions,

transformations in industrial structures and shifts in consumer paradigms. We have weathered all storms to constantly fulfill our two

main goals: fostering small- and medium-sized companies, and realizing fund management profits. Atinum Investment has successfully

established 24 investment funds and liquidated 19 of them, and currently manages 5 investment funds, with operating assets about USD

450 Million (approx. KRW 500B). Atinum Investment has been graded the highest ratings by the Small and Medium Business

Administration every year. Not only do we strive for high IRRs for our funds, but we also excel in risk management and transparent

management operations. Atinum Investment has been awarded "Best Venture Capital" and "Best Fund" awards in recent years, and we

are recognized as one of the industry's leading venture capital firms.

Web site: atinuminvest.co.kr

Number of Investments: 19

Founded in: 1988

Based in: Seoul, Seoul-t'ukpyolsi, South Korea

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Profusa

Stages: Undisclosed
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Avalon Ventures

Avalon Ventures is a venture capital firm that has founded and/or funded more than 100 information technology and life sciences

companies. The firm is passionate about backing talented entrepreneurs seeking to build market-leading companies. Throughout the

firm’s 30 year tenure, Avalon’s long-standing and successful focus has been on seed and early-stage companies. All Avalon partners are

seasoned entrepreneurs with experience in company formation, operations and value creation in the life science and tech sectors. A

hallmark of Avalon is working closely with our companies on all aspects of its development – ranging from team building to strategy and

operations to customer development

It prefers to invest in companies based in the United States with a focus on the Northeast region, California and San Diego region. It

seeks to invest between $1.5 million and $15 million. Avalon Ventures, LLC was founded in 1983 and is headquartered in La Jolla,

California with an additional office in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Web site: avalon-ventures.com

Number of Investments: 160

Founded in: 1983

Based in: La Jolla, California, United States

Sector:
Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience, Personalized/Precision 
Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Calporta Therapeutics, Synthorx

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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AWT Private 
Investments

AWT Private Investments is a venture capital firm specializing in seed, start-up, and early stage investments. It seeks to invest in

research and development based, technology based, and specialty industrial businesses often rooted in science and engineering. The

firm also invests in companies having alignment with social needs such as productivity, manufacturing, environmental protection,

education, economic development, and energy. It primarily invests in companies having proximity to New Jersey or California, United

States. The firm also seeks board membership in its portfolio companies. AWT Private Investments is based in Basking Ridge, New

Jersey with an additional office in Palo Alto, California.

Web site: tamarelli.com

Number of Investments: 1

Founded in: Undisclosed

Based in: Basking Ridge, New Jersey, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Cantimer

Stages: Early Stage Venture
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Baillie Gifford

Baillie Gifford is an independently owned investment management firm. It is owned and run by 39 of its senior executives who operate as

a partnership, a structure which has endured for over a century and which provides stability for clients and motivation for employees. It

enables them to manage the business for the future as well as the present, with the emphasis on genuine long–term thinking rather than

lurching haplessly between short term targets.

Baillie Gifford is unique in the UK in being a large-scale investment business that has remained an independent private partnership. This

ownership structure has allowed them to keep their efforts focused entirely on their clients and their investments.

Web site: bailliegifford.com

Number of Investments: 49

Founded in: 1908

Based in: Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Unity Biotechnology

Stages:

Crowdfunding, Debt, Early Stage Venture, Grant, Late Stage 
Venture, Non Equity Assistance, Post-Ipo, Private Equity, 
Secondary Market, Seed
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Baird Capital

Baird Capital makes venture capital, growth equity, and private equity investments in strategically-targeted sectors around the world.

The company values its creators who identify exceptional opportunities and partners with senior industry executives to build world-class

companies. Its in-depth sector knowledge, deep relationships with entrepreneurial management teams, and global network of 60

investment and operating professionals in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Asia help ensure that the company consistently

drives value in its portfolio companies.

Baird Capital was founded on January 1, 1919 and is based in London, United Kingdom.

Web site: bairdcapital.com

Number of Investments: 116

Founded in: 1919

Based in: Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Veniti

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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BaltCap

BaltCap is the leading independent private equity firm focusing on small and midmarket buyout and expansion capital investments in the

Baltic States. BaltCap has strong presence in all three Baltic countries with local offices and experienced team of 16 professionals.

Since 1995, BaltCap has been managing several private equity and venture capital funds with total capital of over EUR 260 million and

has made more than 60 investments.

BaltCap is a member of European Private Equity & Venture Capital Association, Estonian Private Equity and Venture Capital Association,

Latvian Venture Capital Association and Lithuanian Venture Capital Association. BaltCap is a signatory of the United Nations Principles

for Responsible Investment (UNPRI) since 2008.

Web site: baltcap.com

Number of Investments: 35

Founded in: 1995

Based in: Tallinn, Harjumaa, Estonia

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: TrueCare24

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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Battelle Ventures

Battelle Ventures, L.P., and its affiliate fund, Innovation Valley Partners (IVP), have a combined $255 million under management to create

and accelerate the development of early-stage technology companies with breakthrough solutions to key market problems.

The funds enjoy close relationships with the technology transfer offices of the National Laboratories that Battelle Memorial Institute

(Battelle) manages or co-manages for the U.S. Department of Energy. They also have established similar associations with a number of

university tech transfer and commercialization departments.

The firm seeks to invest in the technology sector with a focus on health and life sciences, information technology, advanced materials

and nanotechnology, homeland security, cleantech, communication technologies, and energy and environment.

Web site: battelleventures.com

Number of Investments: 34

Founded in: 2003

Based in: Trenton, New Jersey, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: BioNano Genomics

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Grant, Late Stage Venture
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Bay City Capital

Bay City Capital LLC is a private equity and venture capital firm specializing in restructuring opportunities, and growth investments. It

invests in incubation; seed, startup, early, mid, and late stage; PIPES, mezzanine; bridge; and turnaround transactions. The firm prefers to

invest in life sciences sector with a focus on biopharmaceuticals, drug discovery and research tools, medical devices, diagnostics,

healthcare information technology, nutrition, and agribusiness.

It typically invests in North America with a focus on the Great Lakes and Mid-Atlantic region. The firm invests at all stages of

development. It also makes select public investments and is a lead or co-lead investor. The firm seeks board membership in its portfolio

companies. Bay City Capital LLC was founded in 1997 and is based in San Francisco, California with an additional office in Basel,

Switzerland.

Web site: baycitycapital.com

Number of Investments: 94

Founded in: 1997

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: SynGen

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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Bear Stearns

As of October 1, 2008, Bear, Stearns & Co. Inc. was acquired by J.P. Morgan Securities LLC. Bear Stearns & Co. Inc. is an investment

banking, securities trading, and brokerage firm. Bear Stearns & Co. is involved in corporate finance, mergers and acquisitions, fixed

income sales and trading, asset management, and institutional equities.

The company also provides trading and research, private client services, derivatives, foreign exchange and futures sales and trading

services. It serves governments, corporations, institutions, and individuals. Bear Stearns & Co. Inc. was founded in 1923 and is

headquartered in New York City. It has offices in the United States, London, Beijing, Dublin, Herzliya, Hong Kong, Lugano, Sao Paulo,

Seoul, Shanghai, Singapore, and Tokyo.

Web site: bearstearns.com

Number of Investments: 22

Founded in: 1923

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Agensys

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Berkeley SkyDeck

Beginning with the Spring 2018 SkyDeck cohort, each of the 20 companies accepted into the SkyDeck full cohort will be eligible for

investment of up to $100,000 from the Berkeley SkyDeck Fund.

Created as a joint venture among UC Berkeley’s College of Engineering, Haas School of Business, and the Vice Chancellor for Research

Office, SkyDeck Berkeley has become the apex startup launchpad for UC Berkeley-affiliated entrepreneurs.

The Berkeley SkyDeck Fund supports entrepreneurial activity through Berkeley SkyDeck, the world’s premier academic accelerator.

It also supports research and education at the world's premier academic institution, by donating 50% of carried interest to UC Berkeley.

Web site: skydeck.vc

Number of Investments: 55

Founded in: 2017

Based in: Berkeley, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech, Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies:
Cortera Neurotechnologies, NestSense, Nodexus Inc., 
ReThink Medical

Stages: Seed
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Bezos Expeditions

Bezos Expeditions manages Jeff Bezos' personal venture capital investments.

Web site: bezosexpeditions.com

Number of Investments: 62

Founded in: 2005

Based in: Mercer Island, Washington, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Unity Biotechnology

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Bio-Techne

TECHNE Corporation, incorporated in Minnesota in 1981, is a holding company which has two wholly-owned operating subsidiaries:

Research and Diagnostic Systems, Inc. (R&D Systems) located in Minneapolis, Minnesota and R&D Systems Europe Ltd. (RDSE) located

in Abingdon, England. R&D Systems is a specialty manufacturer of biological products. It has two operating divisions: Hematology and

Biotechnology. The Hematology Division develops and manufactures hematology controls, which are used in hospitals and clinical

laboratories to check the accuracy of blood analysis instruments. The Biotechnology Division develops and manufactures biotechnology

products including purified proteins (cytokines) and antibodies that are sold primarily to the research market, and assay kits which are

sold to the research and clinical diagnostic markets.

Over 95% of TECHNE's revenues are derived from products manufactured by R&D Systems. R&D Systems has two subsidiaries: R&D

Systems China Co. Ltd. and BiosPacific, Inc. RDSE sells and distributes R&D Systems' biotechnology products in Europe. RDSE has a

German sales subsidiary, R&D Systems GmbH.

Web site: techne-corp.com

Number of Investments: 3

Founded in: 1981

Based in: Minneapolis, Minnesota, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Astute Medical

Stages: Undisclosed
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BioVeda China Fund

BioVeda China Fund, L.P. specializes in biotechnology and life sciences sectors with a focus on pharmaceuticals, biomaterials, bio-fuels,

medical technologies, hospital or healthcare services, environmental products and services, and agriculture products sectors. The fund

prefers to invest in Mainland China. It seeks to make investments of at least $5 million in its portfolio companies.

Web site: bvcf.com

Number of Investments: 10

Founded in: 2005

Based in: Shanghai, China

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: MicuRx Pharmaceuticals

Stages: Early Stage Venture
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Boston Scientific

Boston Scientific is a leading innovator of medical solutions that improve the health of patients around the world. Boston Scientific's

products and technologies are used to diagnose or treat a wide range of medical conditions, including heart, digestive, pulmonary,

vascular, urological, women's health and chronic pain conditions. Boston Scientific's journey of innovation began in 1979, when their

revolutionary steerable catheters were first used in less-invasive procedures. Today, Boston Scientific continues their legacy of delivering

meaningful innovation to meet patient needs around the world and deliver economic value to their customers.

Boston Scientific has advanced the practice of less-invasive medicine by providing a broad and deep portfolio of innovative products,

technologies and services across a wide range of medical specialties. These less-invasive medical technologies provide alternatives to

major surgery and other medical procedures that are typically traumatic to the body. In less-invasive procedures, devices are usually

inserted into the body through natural openings or small incisions and can be guided to most areas of the anatomy to diagnose and treat

a wide range of medical problems.

Web site: bostonscientific.com

Number of Investments: 35

Founded in: 1979

Based in: Marlborough, Massachusetts, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: VisionCare Ophthalmic Technologies

Stages: Undisclosed
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Bpifrance

Bpifrance assists companies, booting up the listing on the stock exchange, credit equity. Bpifrance includes OSEO , CDC Entreprises , FSI

and FSI Regions to offer in your area of financial solutions at every stage of the life of your business.

These companies will be made to Bpifrance after the General Meeting of 12 July 2013. They become the same day, first Bpifrance

Finance (ex- SLA ) and secondly Bpifrance Investment (comprising CDC Entreprises , FSI and FSI regions ).

CDC Entreprises, FSI and FSI Regions will be in the second half, after obtaining social and regulatory approvals, merged into one

management company: Bpifrance Investment.

The role of Bpifrance is to support the financing of the French economy.

Web site: bpifrance.fr

Number of Investments: 338

Founded in: 2012

Based in: Maisons-alfort, Ile-de-France, France

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Dreem

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Grant, Private Equity, Seed
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Brendan is a Co-Founder & Managing Partner at Fifth Wall, the largest & most active venture

capital fund investing in Built World technology (real estate, hospitality/travel, construction,

infrastructure & Smart City technology).

Brendan was previously Co-founder & CEO of Identified, a data & analytics company focused on

workforce optimization that raised $35M of venture capital and was acquired by Workday (WDAY)

in 2014. Brendan was also involved in the founding of Cabify and was its first investor alongside

Adeyemi Ajao. Brendan has personally invested in over 75 companies, including early investments

in DollarShaveClub, SpaceX, Coinbase, Bonobos, Zenefits, Cabify, Philz Coffee, OpenDoor, Clutter

and many more.

Brendan Wallace
Co-Founder & Managing Partner at Fifth Wall
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Number of Investments: 68

Based in: Los Angeles, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Lark

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed, Venture



Bru Venture Capital

Brú II Venture Capital Fund specializes in mid venture, late venture, and growth capital investments. It seeks to invest in non-listed

companies. The fund invests in ofbio-tech, information technology, high-tech, media, energy technology, high technology, and

biotechnology sectors. It prefers to invest in Iceland.

Web site: bru.is

Number of Investments: 3

Founded in: 2003

Based in: Reykjavík, Iceland

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Cyntellect

Stages: Late Stage Venture
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BSL Capital

BSL Capital is the private investment office of Bennett S. LeBow and his family. The company invests in both public and private markets

with a focus on distressed and special situation investment opportunities. BSL Capital has invested in a variety of asset classes

including: public equities, private equity, venture capital, investment grade and high yield credit, senior bank debt, commodities,

structured products, derivatives, and real estate.

Bennett S. LeBow is an American businessman, investor and philanthropist known for investing in and restructuring distressed

companies in industries as wide ranging as real estate, consumer goods, technology, financial services and retail. He is the founder and

current Chairman of Vector Group, a NYSE listed diversified holding company (“VGR”) that is engaged through subsidiaries in the real

estate, tobacco and investment businesses. In addition, Mr. LeBow is the former Chairman and controlling shareholder of Western Union

(global payment services), SkyBox International (sports trading cards), Borders Group (international retailer), MAI Systems (computer

technology), among others.

Web site: bslcapital.com

Number of Investments: 2

Founded in: 2006

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Signal Genetics

Stages: Undisclosed
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California Institute for 
Regenerative Medicine 

The California Institute for Regenerative Medicine ("The Institute" or "CIRM") was established in early 2005 following the passage of

Proposition 71, the California Stem Cell Research and Cures Initiative. The statewide ballot measure, which provided $3 billion in funding

for stem cell research at California universities and research institutions, was approved by California voters on November 2, 2004, and

called for the establishment of a new state agency to make grants and provide loans for stem cell research, research facilities and other

vital research opportunities.

The mission of CIRM is to support and advance stem cell research and regenerative medicine under the highest ethical and medical

standards for the discovery and development of cures, therapies, diagnostics and research technologies to relieve human suffering from

chronic disease and injury.

Web site: cirm.ca.gov

Number of Investments: 11

Founded in: 2005

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Sangamo Therapeutics

Stages: Undisclosed
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Canepa Healthcare

Canepa Healthcare, LLC is a venture capital firm specializing in growth capital, emerging growth and late-stage venture. The firm

primarily invests in healthcare sector in medical technology, medical devices & diagnostics, digital health and commercialized products.

It prefers to invest across geographies with priority to US and European healthcare market. The firm prefers to invest between $5 million

to $20 million in its portfolio companies. It prefers both controlling as well as minority roles.

Canepa Healthcare, LLC was founded in 2014 and is based in Miami, Florida with an additional office in New York, New York.

Web site: canepahealthcare.com

Number of Investments: 12

Founded in: 2014

Based in: Miami, Florida, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: bioTheranostics

Stages: Undisclosed
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Capital Resource 
Partners

Capital Resource Partners specializes in making direct investments. It makes private equity / buyouts, venture capital, and mezzanine

investments in middle market and late venture companies and is involved in growth capital, industry consolidation, and recapitalization

transactions. The firm invests in trading companies and distributors, commercial printing, diversified support services, environmental

and facilities services, office services and supplies, consumer electronics, home furnishings, homebuilding, household appliances,

housewares and specialties, leisure products, textiles, apparel and luxury goods, restaurants, distributors, healthcare equipment and

supplies, healthcare services, application software, systems software, home entertainment software, and security and alarm services. It

seeks to invest in United States of America, Canada, Central America & Mexico, and Caribbean. The firm invests between $5 million and

$30 million in its portfolio companies. It invests in companies with sales between $5 million and $150 million. It acquires controlling

stakes. The firm invests in North America with a strong preference for the eastern half of the United States Capital Resource Partners

was founded in 1987 and is headquartered in Wellesley, Massachusetts.

Web site: crp.com

Number of Investments: 13

Founded in: 1987

Based in: Wellesley, Massachusetts, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Gamma Medica-Ideas

Stages: Early Stage Venture
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Cardinal Partners

Cardinal Partners is a venture capital firm specializing in investments in early-stage and high growth companies. It invests in the

healthcare industry with a focus on healthcare information technology, medical technology, life sciences, and medical products, medical

devices, and instruments. The firm prefers to invest in companies based in the United States with a focus on the Mid Atlantic region. It

typically invests between $6 million and $12 million in its portfolio companies. The firm acts as a lead investor in the initial financing

round of a growth company. It was formerly known as Cardinal Health Partners.

Cardinal Partners was founded in 1996 and is based at Princeton, New Jersey with additional offices in Laguna Beach, California and

Wayne, Pennsylvania.

Web site: cardinalpartners.com

Number of Investments: 51

Founded in: 1996

Based in: Princeton, New Jersey, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Vividion Therapeutics

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Celgene

Celgene Corporation is a global integrated biopharmaceutical company primarily engaged in the discovery, development and

commercialization of innovative therapies designed to treat cancer and immune-inflammatory related diseases in patients with limited

treatment options.

There are hundreds of clinical trials at major medical centers evaluating compounds from Celgene. Investigational compounds are being

studied for patients with incurable hematological and solid tumor cancers, including multiple myeloma (MM), myelodysplastic

syndromes (MDS), chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL), pancreatic cancer, non-small lung cancer and

melanoma. In addition, several compounds are being evaluated as therapies for serious inflammatory diseases such as psoriasis and

psoriatic arthritis.

Web site: celgene.com

Number of Investments: 55

Founded in: 1986

Based in: Summit, New Jersey, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Vividion Therapeutics, Arcus Biosciences, Human Longevity

Stages: Undisclosed
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Centrecourt Asset 
Management

Centrecourt Asset Management LLC is an employee owned investment manager. The firm primarily provides its services to institutions

and corporations. It also caters to pooled investment vehicles and individuals, typically high net worth individuals. The firm manages

separate client focused portfolios for its clients. It also manages hedge funds for its clients. The firm invests in the public equity, fixed

income, and hedging markets. It also invests in private equity markets. The firm invests in stocks of companies with market

capitalizations of $500 million or less employing a fundamental analysis. It also invests in debt or equity transactions including,

acquisitions, growth capital, recapitalizations, and refinancing. The firm makes its investments in the securities of companies operating

across diversified sectors with a focus on Aerospace/Defense, Auto/Industrial, Energy/Power, Distribution/Services, Chemicals,

Consumer Products, Education, Finance, Gaming, Healthcare/Pharma, Insurance, Logistics, Media & Telecom, Mining, Packaging,

Restaurant/Retail, Technology, and Waste Disposal. Centrecourt Asset Management LLC is based in New York, New York.

Web site: centrecourtam.com

Number of Investments: 2

Founded in: 2004

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Genelabs Technologies

Stages: Undisclosed
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Cherubic Ventures

Founded in 2013, Cherubic Ventures is the only early-stage venture capital firm that's active in both US and China, with a total AUM of

250 million USD. Our team spreads across San Francisco, Beijing, and Taipei. We focus on seed stage investments that aim to transform

industries. Some of our notable portfolio companies include Flexport, Virgin Hyperloop One, Wish, Ring, hims, TianGe Interactive,

LiuliShuo, and Pinkoi.

Cherubic Ventures was founded by Matt Cheng, a serial entrepreneur and angel investor who was the founding member and Chief

Strategy Officer of Tian Ge Interactive, China’s largest live social video platform, IPO in Hong Kong Stock Exchange. Our abundant

experience often makes us a key partner in helping startups getting over the initial hurdles. With a bold vision to become the best and

earliest partner to the next iconic company, we have built a community of 150+ portfolio companies, 200+ founders, and 300+ founder

advisors, VCs and corporates to be the principal support platform to help our most talented founders grow their business into a truly

global vision.

Web site: cherubicvc.com

Number of Investments: 133

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Beijing, China

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: CALM

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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China Materialia

China Materialia is an Advisory and Investment firm focused on the China market and on industries for which Materials Science is a key

pillar. We believe that China holds manufacturing advantages and is developing enormous market advantages in these industries as the

country continues to grow. Furthermore, China has excellent Materials Science programs in Universities and Innovation Centers around

the country, and these Universities and Innovation Centers are attracting some of the best minds in the world with well-thought-out

policies.

As China embarks on the path of restructuring its economy from manufacturing-driven to knowledge-driven, from export-driven to

domestic consumption-driven, from low-cost low-quality to low-cost high-quality, there are great opportunities for US and European

companies with advanced technologies and products to open the China market on their own or partner with Chinese companies with

commercial channels and financial resources.

Web site: chinamaterialia.com

Number of Investments: 3

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Shanghai, China

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Zipline Medical

Stages: Undisclosed
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CID Group

The CID Group is a private equity and venture capital firm specializing in investments in early stage, late stage, growth capital,

management buyouts, turnarounds, recapitalization and restructuring, divisional spinouts, and spin-offs transactions. The firm prefers to

invest in information technology, storage, automotive; wireless communication, consumer and industrial; healthcare; technology and

business services; telecom and media; franchise, FPD display, and transportation. Within Mainland China it focuses on investments in

education, semiconductor, and social networking services. It seeks to invest in companies based in Taiwan, China, Korea, Hong Kong,

and the United States. The firm acquires both minority and majority stake in companies. It also co-invests with other private equity funds.

The CID Group was founded in 1998 and is based in Taipei, Taiwan with additional offices in Beijing, China; Shanghai, China; Chongqing,

China; and San Francisco, California.

Web site: cidgroup.com

Number of Investments: 26

Founded in: 1998

Based in: Taipei, Taiwan

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: CrownBio

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Claremont Creek 
Ventures

Claremont Creek Ventures is a venture capital firm specializing in seed, startup, and early stage investments. It prefers to invest in digital

solutions clean technology management and the information technology sector with a focus on energy conservation and management

systems, mobility, energy efficiency, digital healthcare, energy technology, payments/commerce, consumer, sensor based systems and

security markets, big data analytics and SaaS solutions applied to large markets in healthcare, energy, government and retail.

Within mobility sector, the firm focuses on voice, data, and converging platforms. Within healthcare, investments are focused on digital

healthcare and research and clinical information technology applications, such as instrumentation, medical devices, patient management

systems, and bio-informatics. The firm seeks to invest throughout the San Francisco Bay Area. It typically invests between $500,000 and

$3 million in the initial round and prefers to lead it. The firm seeks to invest in companies valued at $2 million to $7 million. Claremont

Creek Ventures was launched in 2005 and is based in Oakland, California.

Web site: claremontcreek.com

Number of Investments: 75

Founded in: 2005

Based in: Oakland, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Zipline Medical

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Clarus Ventures

Clarus Ventures is a life sciences venture capital firm founded by a team of accomplished investment professionals with extensive and

complementary industry backgrounds which have enabled them to establish a long history of success in creating value. Their deep

relationships with world thought leaders and decision makers allow this team to identify unique investment opportunities and shepherd

them to maturity. Clarus augments its core expertise of investing in biopharmaceuticals and medical technology companies with the

deep and diverse expertise of the team in research and development, commercialization, business development and operations

management at the global level.

Clarus has $1.2 billion of assets under management across two lifesciences dedicated funds.

Web site: clarusfunds.com

Number of Investments: 86

Founded in: 2005

Based in: Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: CoMentis, Proacta

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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Cormorant Asset 
Management

Cormorant Asset Management, LLC is an employee owned hedge fund sponsor. The firm primarily provides its services to pooled

investment vehicles. It also manages separate client focused portfolios. The firm invest in the public equity markets. It typically

employing long/short equity strategy. The firm employs fundamental analysis to create its portfolios. It conducts in-house research to

make its investments. The firm typically invests in companies in healthcare and life sciences sectors. Cormorant Asset Management,

LLC was founded in 2013 and is based in Boston, Massachusetts.

Web site:

Number of Investments: 70

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Boston, Massachusetts, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Kezar Life Sciences

Stages: Undisclosed
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CRCM Ventures

CRCM Venture Capital is a venture capital firm specializing in seed and early stage companies. The firm typically invests in Sillicon

Valley, California and China. CRCM Venture Capital is based in San Francisco, California.

CRCM Ventures helps entrepreneurs think globally from day one. The experience in global markets enables us to invest in big ideas and

partner with their founders to challenge the status quo.

Web site: crcmvc.com

Number of Investments: 100

Founded in: 2006

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: QuanDx

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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Creative Destruction 
Lab

The Creative Destruction Lab is a seed-stage program for massively scalable, science- and technology-based ventures. It employs a

unique, objectives-focused coaching process to help founders commercialize advances in science and technology. The program pairs

startups with exited entrepreneurs and star scientists in areas such artificial intelligence, quantum computing, healthcare, blockchain,

energy, and cleantech.

Founded at the Rotman School of Management at the University of Toronto, CDL now operates locations in six cities including

Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto, Montreal, Halifax, and New York City.

Web site: creativedestructionlab.com

Number of Investments: 193

Founded in: 2012

Based in: Toronto, Canada

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Correlia Biosystems

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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CRG L.P.

CRG L.P. is a market pioneer and innovator in healthcare investing that focuses on intellectual property investments in FDA-approved

biopharmaceutical assets through royalty bonds, structured debt, revenue interests and traditional royalty monetizations. They target

investments between $20 and $200 million and work directly with leading healthcare companies, research institutions, and inventors to

provide customized financing structures to meet their unique needs.

CRG L.P. provides superior risk-adjusted returns to investors by offering the most attractive financing alternatives to our business

partners. Our investors include pension funds, insurance companies, family offices, university endowments, foundations, financial

institutions, and other institutional investors. Their committed capital base provides with the flexibility to move quickly to meet the

capital needs of business partners.

Web site: crglp.com

Number of Investments: 48

Founded in: 2003

Based in: Houston, Texas, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Corium International, Silk Road Medical

Stages: Undisclosed
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CRV

CRV has been a leading investor in early-stage technology companies for almost half a century. The firm has backed nearly 400 startups

in its 47-year history, including foundational companies like Twitter, Zendesk, Amgen, Hubspot, Parametric Technologies, Yammer,

EqualLogic and Sonus Networks. Half of the companies CRV has backed have gone public or been acquired. The firm focuses on

enterprise, consumer and deep insight bioengineering.

They are an investor team that works together every day. They make decisions quickly, often going from first meeting to a funding

decision in a week. They hold ourselves to a high bar of being available. They know entrepreneurs work around the clock and they’re

there whenever they need them. Series A investing is our focus, with an occasional Seed or Series B investment. their investments are

focused and high touch. The relationships they build with founders last years, not months, often through pivots and growing pains. they

are true partners who are patient and steadfast when things skew from plan. CRV has offices in Palo Alto, CA and Cambridge, MA.

Web site: crv.com

Number of Investments: 462

Founded in: 1970

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Color Genomics

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Cultivation Capital

Cultivation Capital is a venture capital firm that supports extraordinary entrepreneurs. We are a family of venture funds and accelerators

that invest in technology and life sciences companies. These funds have backed over 100 companies since the firm was founded in

2012, making us one of the most active seed investors in the country. Cultivation Capital helps businesses achieve pivotal milestones

with the help of our general partners, investors, and other portfolio companies.

They partner with entrepreneurs who have the potential to build some of the world’s most successful companies. They know the

struggles, the challenges, the rewards and the successes. They harness the knowledge to help develop and partner with the next

generation of great entrepreneurs.

They invest in young companies whose ideas have potential to transform the way they live & work.

Web site: cultivationcapital.com

Number of Investments: 108

Founded in: 2012

Based in: St Louis, Missouri, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Veniti

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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Cyberonics

Cyberonics, Inc., (NASDAQ: CYBX) is a medical technology company with core expertise in neuromodulation. The company developed

and markets the Vagus Nerve Stimulation (VNS) Therapy system, which is FDA-approved for the treatment of refractory epilepsy and

treatment-resistant depression. The VNS Therapy system uses a surgically implanted medical device that delivers pulsed electrical

signals to the vagus nerve. Cyberonics markets the VNS Therapy system in selected markets worldwide.

Cyberonics is committed to advancing device-based solutions that improve the lives of patients and their families. Their core beliefs

guide us to design, develop and market patient-focused medical device solutions for people affected by epilepsy, depression, and other

chronic disorders.

Web site: cyberonics.com

Number of Investments: 2

Founded in: 1987

Based in: Houston, Texas, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: ImThera Medical Inc

Stages: Undisclosed
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Entrepreneurial manager and leader with a “can-do” attitude to insurmountable problems.

Launched and built a technology heavy company: raised over $58M; grew to 60+ employees;

acquired by a Fortune 500 company.

Strong software and data analytics engineering background.

Product & engineering management at Google & Facebook.

Best fit a leadership role in an international technology company where my contributions can

directly impact product development and revenues.

Dan Rubinstein
Product Management & CEO, Physera, Inc.
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Number of Investments: 2

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Revolve Robotics 

Stages: Seed



David Pyott MSc13(1980) joined Allergan from Novartis in 1998 as CEO and spent the next 17

years turning the small eye care company into a global bio-pharmaceutical player. He increased

sales from US$1.1 billion on his arrival to $7.1 billion in 2014 by innovation and by diversifying into

specialist treatments such as Botox. In 2015, Pyott stepped down as chief executive when

Allergan was sold to Actavis for $71 billion.

In 2006, Pyott was bestowed the honour of Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British

Empire (CBE) by Her Majesty the Queen. In addition to his MSc from London Business School, he

holds a diploma in German and European Law from the Europa Institute at the University of

Amsterdam, an MA and an Honorary Degree in Medicine from the University of Edinburgh.

David Pyott
BioMarin Pharmaceutical Board Member
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Number of Investments: 4

Based in: Orange, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Bioniz Therapeutics

Stages: Seed



Decheng Capital

Decheng Capital is a leading venture capital firm that provides capital to early and growth stage life science companies in China. They

are a team of investment professionals with complementary expertise, a long history of working together and a shared dedication to

building highly successful companies that span the full spectrum of the life sciences industry. Their domain knowledge, access to

innovative technologies and ability to bring proven Western products to China make them the preferred partner for entrepreneurs,

domestic and multinational companies, government agencies and investors. Decheng Capital is poised to capitalize on a historic

opportunity in China’s rapidly developing life sciences industry and to deliver superior returns for their investors.

Web site: decheng.com

Number of Investments: 21

Founded in: 2011

Based in: Shanghai, China

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Apexigen

Stages: Early Stage Venture
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Delian Capital

Delian Capital is a leading venture capital firm focusing on Pre-A to B round stage since founded in 2011. Their team specializes in the

areas of the high-end manufacturing, cutting-edge technologies and healthcare. Delian have invested dozens of startups in multiple

industry segments,including robotics, intelligent hardware,green energy,AI, big data,enterprise services and healthcare. Delian has a

professional team upholding the value investment philosophy and adhering to be long-term reliable business partner with the portfolio

companies and investors.

Web site: bjdeliancap.com

Number of Investments: 6

Founded in: 2015

Based in: Beijing, China

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: MicuRx Pharmaceuticals

Stages: Undisclosed
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Delphi Ventures

Delphi Ventures is a venture capital and private equity firm specializing in seed, early stage, mid venture, late venture, growth capital, and

PIPE investments. The firm primarily invests in companies that are discovering new ways to treat life-threatening diseases and designing

new devices to make surgery less traumatic and treatments more precise; and seeks to invest in life sciences, pharmaceutical, and

healthcare companies with a focus on medical equipment and devices and biotechnology. Within medical devices sector, it invests in

cardiovascular medicine, orthopedics, gynecology, minimally invasive surgery, urology, neurovascular medicine, and next-generation

diagnostics. Within biotechnology sector, the firm typically invests after a company has either generated early human clinical data or

completed preclinical efficacy and toxicity studies. It seeks invest in companies based in United States and Canada.

The firm typically invests between $0.5 million to $12 million in companies with sales values between $350 million and $400 million.

Delphi Ventures was founded in 1988 and is based in San Mateo, California.

Web site: delphiventures.com

Number of Investments: 144

Founded in: 1988

Based in: San Mateo, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Astute Medical

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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Delta Dental of 
Washington

Delta Dental of Washington provides dental benefits plans to employers and members in the United States. Its leading dental benefits

company and has nearly 90% of Washington dentists in network.

The company offers a range of dental plans, including traditional fee-for-service, preferred provider, incentive care, and managed care

dental plans; and dental care to low-income children. It offers its dental plans through employer-sponsored and individual programs.

Delta Dental of Washington was founded in 1954 and is based in Seattle, Washington with a customer service and claims center in

Colville, as well as an additional office in Spokane, Washington.

Web site: deltadentalwa.com

Number of Investments: 2

Founded in: 1954

Based in: Seattle, Washington, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Beddr Sleep

Stages: Undisclosed
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DeNovo Ventures

DeNovo Ventures was formed in 2000 by seasoned investors and experienced medical device entrepreneurs who sought to share the

lessons learned from a history of successful investing and building successful companies. They believed that their unique combination

of skills and perspectives could help entrepreneurs to build companies which would have significant clinical impact and generate

superior returns. Seven years later, this belief continues to hold true, demonstrated by investment success in selected medical device

and biotechnology companies.

With $650 million under management, De Novo has made more than 40 investments in medical devices and biotechnology across three

funds. They invest in all stages of enterprise development and growth â€“ from early stage to late stage. The unique background of

leading companies as entrepreneurs and operating executives from start to exit enables us to advise entrepreneurs and management

teams over the full life cycle of the company.

Web site: denovovc.com

Number of Investments: 92

Founded in: 2000

Based in: Saratoga, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine, AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Astute Medical, Spinal Modulation

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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DFJ

DFJ began in 1985 with a focus on early-stage companies. Tim Draper, a third-generation VC with a passion for technology and

unconventional thinking, teamed with John Fisher, a former colleague of Draper's, known for his deep enterprise and tech finance

experience. Together they shaped the firm's foundational philosophy of investing in people first. One of their first recruits was co-founder

Steve Jurvetson. Together they went on to invest in break out companies like Baidu, Hotmail, and Skype. A decade ago, they added their

Growth team dedicated to late-stage investing.

Today, they have two teams investing two funds. Their Venture team works with founders in the early phases of company building. Their

Growth team partners with companies entering hyper-growth mode. DFJ has backed 27 companies that have each achieved more than

$1 billion in realized value through an initial public offering or acquisition.

Web site: dfj.com

Number of Investments: 815

Founded in: 1985

Based in: Menlo Park, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Posit Science

Stages:
Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, 
Seed
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DHVC (Digital Horizon 
Capital)

DHVC is a venture capital fund that invests primarily in early stage and growth stage companies with disruptive technologies or

innovative business models, big market opportunities and strong management team.

Their fund focuses on innovations in high-tech space, including mobile Internet, big data, cloud computing, wearable computing, artificial

intelligence, robotics, virtual reality, smart devices, gaming and entertainment, medical devices and other disruptive technologies. We

invest in companies from early stage to growth stage, and we occasionally participate in later rounds of financing for extraordinary

companies. DHVC has a professional investment team with exceptional academic, industry and investment background. Their funding

partners have been working together for over 10 years. They bring together a unique combination of solid experience in investment and

entrepreneurship, extensive networks in both Silicon Valley and China, and in-depth knowledge in cutting-edge technologies rooted from

their research achievements.

Web site: dh.vc

Number of Investments: 147

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: EPINOMICS

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Disney Accelerator

Disney Accelerator is a venture capital firm that specializes in the investments of consumer media and entertainment. It helps

technology innovators turn their dreams for new media and entertainment experiences into reality. The company’s program is open to

both early and venture-backed technology startups with a vision for making an impact on the future of media and entertainment.

The Disney Accelerator brings together an amazing community of entrepreneurs, creatives, mentors, investors, and technologists, all with

a common trait: the ability to dream big, and a vision for making an impact on the world of entertainment and technology.

Disney Accelerator was founded in 2014 and is headquartered in Los Angeles, California.

Web site: disneyaccelerator.com

Number of Investments: 26

Founded in: 2014

Based in: Los Angeles, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Emotiv

Stages: Seed
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Domain Associates

Founded in 1985, Domain Associates, L.L.C. is a venture capital firm with an exclusive focus on life sciences. With $2 billion of capital

under management, Domain is headquartered in Princeton, NJ with a second office in San Diego, CA.

Domainâ€™s three major investment segments are pharmaceuticals, specialty pharmaceuticals, and medical devices, while additional

areas of interest include biomaterials, bioinstrumentation, and diagnostics. The Partners of Domain have a total of close to 200 person-

years of experience among them in the healthcare/venture capital industries and have been involved in the formation and growth of more

than 200 life-sciences companies. The highly focused network, experience, and reputation of this team have made it one of the top

private-equity groups participating in the healthcare field.

Web site: domainvc.com

Number of Investments: 244

Founded in: 1985

Based in: San Diego, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Astute Medical, BioNano Genomics

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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Dragasac Limited

Web site:

Number of Investments: 2

Founded in: Undisclosed

Based in: Ladang West Country, Selangor, Malaysia

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: CorTechs Labs

Stages: Undisclosed
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DSM Venturing

DSM Venturing is a venture capital and private equity investment arm of DSM Innovation Center B.V. specializing in seed, start up,

expansion, early, mid, emerging growth, PIPEs, and late venture stage investments. The firm primarily targets companies in the life

sciences and materials science sector. It seeks to invest in life science nutrition including food and feed; life science pharmaceuticals;

materials sciences; and high performance materials. Within life science food and feed, it focuses on enzyme; biocatalysis; fermentation;

organic chemistry; extraction; and encapsulation delivery systems technologies. It invests in human nutritional health and nutrition

flavors, wellness, and fragrances. It invests in markets and products namely enzymes, preservation systems, starter cultures, probiotics

and tests for the dairy industry; enzymes and nutritional ingredients for the animal feed industry; enzymes, yeast, and starter cultures for

the beverage industry; yeast extracts, processed flavors, and other flavorings for the savory industry; nutritional ingredients

(Nutraceuticals) for use in functional food; beta-carotene, probiotics, enzymes, and other nutritional ingredients for dietary supplements;

preservation systems, savory flavors, and cultures for the meat industry; yeast extracts for the fermentation industry; and personalized

nutrition, including genetic testing and biomarker diagnostics.

Web site: dsm.com

Number of Investments: 39

Founded in: 1902

Based in: Urmond, The Netherlands

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: ChromaDex 

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Duquesne Capital 
Management

Duquesne Capital Management, L.L.C. has gone out of business. It was a privately owned hedge fund sponsor. The firm provides its

services to high net worth individuals and institutions. It invests in the public equity and hedging markets across the globe. The firm also

makes investments in power and utility sectors. It invests in growth-oriented value stocks to make its portfolios. Duquesne Capital

Management was founded in 1981 and is based in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Web site: duquesne.com

Number of Investments: 5

Founded in: 1981

Based in: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Agensys

Stages: Undisclosed
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EASME - EU Executive 
Agency for SMEs

The Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (EASME) has been set up by the European Commission to manage on its

behalf several EU programs.

EASME is in charge of managing SME, environment, energy and maritime projects funded under COSME, Horizon 2020, LIFE, and EMFF.

EASME also organizes the European Sustainable Energy Week (EUSEW).

Web site: ec.europa.eu

Number of Investments: 2601

Founded in: 2014

Based in: Brussels, Belgium

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Accelerated Medical Diagnostics

Stages: Undisclosed
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Easton Capital

Easton Capital Investment Group is a private equity and venture capital firm specializing in early venture, mid venture, and late venture,

growth capital, and PIPE investments. It does not make seed capital investments. The firm seeks to invest in consumer durables and

apparel; consumer services; distributors; food products; E-Commerce software; Business-to-Business; infrastructure services;

information technology; and healthcare sector with a special focus on life sciences, biotechnology, diagnostic sector, therapeutics,

medical devices, and healthcare services. The firm prefers to invest in companies based in New York. It also seeks to invest in

companies in overlooked or out-of-favor basic industries and in companies with innovative products and services that can materially

improve or reduce the costs of the health care that people receive. The firm seeks to invest between $0.5 million and $20 million. It

prefers to co-invest with other firms. The firm typically leads or co-lead investments. Easton Capital Investment Group was founded in

2000 and is based in New York, New York with additional offices in Coral Gables, Florida and Buffalo, New York.

Web site: eastoncapital.com

Number of Investments: 58

Founded in: 1999

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Biotie Therapies, Inc.(Acorda Therapeutics)

Stages:
Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, 
Seed
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EcoR1 Capital

EcoR1 Capital, LLC is an employee owned hedge fund sponsor. The firm invests in pooled investment vehicles. It provides its services to

investment funds. The firm also manages separate client-focused equity and fixed income portfolios. The firm invests in the public

equity markets of the United States. It employs long/short strategy to make its investments. The firm typically invests in companies in

biotechnology sector. EcoR1 Capital, LLC was founded in 2012 and is based in San Francisco, California.

Web site: ecor1cap.com

Number of Investments: 36

Founded in: 2012

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Unity Biotechnology

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Emergent Medical 
Partners

Emergent Medical Partners is a venture capital firm specializing in investments in startups and early stage. It seeks to invest in life

science, medical device and other health care companies. The firm focuses on all areas of medicine, including: cardiovascular and

general surgery, orthopedic surgery, cardiology, radiology, oncology, obesity, gynecology, oncology, and sleep disorders. Emergent

Medical Partners was founded in June 2006 and is based in Mountain View, California with an additional office in Portola Valley,

California.

Their extensive experience in the clinical, operational, legal and financial roles of growing life science companies, allows to offer forward-

thinking guidance and competent support for navigating the challenges of the regulatory process. Emergent Medical Partners’ unique

combination of investment experience, coupled with extensive medical device expertise, delivers results for both portfolio companies

and investors.

Web site: emvllp.com

Number of Investments: 27

Founded in: 2006

Based in: Mountaint View, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: ReThink Medical

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Eniac Ventures

At Eniac Ventures they lead seed rounds in bold founders who use code to create transformational companies. Armed with over 80 years

of combined experience building their own companies, they are your active partners and consider themselves a member of your founding

team. Providing capital is just the first step, when they lead your seed round they provide the industry’s most comprehensive support

through their Eniac Platform and hands on approach. From the beginning one of the keys to Eniac’s success has been taking a holistic

approach to supporting their portfolio. With Eniac you get four partners for the price of one, and each partner uses their unique

experience to open doors and advise their investments. The result has led to companies that consistently bring quality product to market,

find follow on investment and have a measurable impact across industries. They want their founders to focus on their product so they

created the Eniac Platform. Term sheets are just the first step, working with Eniac companies enjoy the following free support: talent

recruiter to find the best employees, especially in engineering; public relations and marketing specialist on staff to help your product

reach the audiences that matter from launch through growth; operations resources to organize your staff and install best practices;

business development and networking opportunities with thousands of the top companies, investors, and brands; connections to other

founders in Eniac’s portfolio to explore synergies and opportunities Fundraising support including pitch deck guidance, follow on investor

strategy, and syndicate building.

Web site: eniac.vc

Number of Investments: 167

Founded in: 2010

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Elevate Labs

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Ignite Advisors is a strategic operating advisory firm at the intersection of enterprise software,

marketing/media & big data.

They are operators working with CEOs and boards to create scalable revenue businesses using

operational rigor while identifying and executing non-incremental opportunities that increase

shareholder value.

Eric Del Balso
Founder & Partner, Ignite Advisors.
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Number of Investments: 10

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Organovo Holdings, Inc.

Stages: Undisclosed



Essex Woodlands 
Health Ventures

Essex Woodlands was founded in 1985 with the establishment of Essex Venture Fund I, LP. Since 1985, the Partnership has raised seven

additional funds with nearly $2.5 billion under management, making Essex Woodlands one of the world's largest and most established

healthcare venture capital firms. The team is comprised of 23 professionals with principal offices in Palo Alto, Houston, New York and

London. This team brings over 300 years of collective healthcare experience.

For over 20 years, the firm has maintained its dedicated focus to diversified healthcare investing—primarily serving as lead investor in the

founding or the critical financings of over 100 healthcare companies in pharmaceutical, biotechnology, medical device, services and

information technology sectors. In addition to its long-standing commitment to early stage companies, the firm has over a decade of

experience as a leading late-stage healthcare investor, which includes mature venture, growth equity and PIPE investment opportunities.

Web site: ewhv.com

Number of Investments: 79

Founded in: 1985

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector:
Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience, Personalized/Precision 
Medicine

Investment In CA companies: CellBiosciences, Complete Genomics, Corium International

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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Esther Dyson does business as EDventure Holdings, the reclaimed name of the company she

owned for 20-odd years before selling it to CNET Networks in 2004.

In the last few years, she has turned her sights towards IT and health care.She dedicated two

issues of her newsletter, Release 1.0, to the topic (Health and Identity: No Patient Left Behind? in

January 2005 and Personal Health Information: Data Comes Alive! in September 2005). Also in

September 2005, she ran the Personal Health Information workshop that laid out many of the

challenges still perplexing the health-care community.

Her board seats include Boxbe, CVO Group (Hungary), Eventful.com, Evernote, IBS Group (Russia,

advisory board), Meetup, Midentity (UK), NewspaperDirect, and WPP Group and Yandex (Russia).

Esther Dyson
Executive founder at Wellville
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Number of Investments: 92

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Supportiv

Stages: Seed



Farzad (Zod) Nazem has been a prolific angel investor and advisor to tech startup companies

since his retirement from Yahoo! in 2007. He has invested in more than 60 early stage companies,

and sits on the boards of Hand Foundation, and The Nueva School. His area of investment is

about two thirds Big Data and Cloud platforms, and one third Health and Medical.

He was the Executive Vice President of Engineering and Chief Technology Officer of Yahoo from

1996 to mid 2007. He helped acquire and integrate over 50 companies and managed over six

thousand engineers representing half of the company's employees.

Previously, Mr. Nazem was recruited from California Polytechnic State University by Rolm

Corporation to be a software engineer in the VLCBX division. At age 19, he earned a B.S. degree in

Computer Science with highest honors.

Farzad (Zod) Nazem
Angel Investor, Board Member & Advisor
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Number of Investments: 63

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Palo Alto Health Sciences

Stages: Seed



Federated Kaufmann 
Fund

The investment seeks to provide capital appreciation. The fund invests a majority of its assets in the common stocks of small- and

medium-sized companies that are traded on national security exchanges, the NASDAQ stock market and on the over-the-counter market.

Up to 30% of the fund's net assets may be invested in foreign securities. It may invest in fixed-income securities, American Depositary

Receipts (ADRs) and use derivative contracts and/or hybrid instruments to implement elements of its investment strategy.

Web site: federatedinvestors.com

Number of Investments: 4

Founded in: 1955

Based in: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Cytokinetics, Inc.

Stages: Undisclosed
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Felicis Ventures

Felicis Ventures is a venture capital firm specializing in angel investments, incubation, seed and startup, pre-revenue stage, early stage,

and later financing. The firm seeks to invest in mobile, e-commerce, consumer enterprise, education, health, fintech, and consumer

internet with a focus on mobile, gaming, software as service, internet applications in education, security, machine learning, healthcare,

energy conservation, personalized medicine, 3D imaging, bio-informatics, and connected devices. It seeks to invest in the United States;

United Kingdom; Netherlands; Turkey; Brazil; Canada; Estonia; Israel; Finland; and Germany.

The firm seeks to make investments ranging from $250,000 to a few million per company. It may co-invest in a syndicate. The firm seeks

to partner with a local co-investor while investing outside the United States. The firm prefers to lead investments and take board seats in

the portfolio companies. Felicis Ventures was founded in late 2005 and is based in Palo Alto, California.

Web site: felicis.com

Number of Investments: 381

Founded in: 2005

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: EPINOMICS

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Fenox Venture Capital

Fenox Venture Capital is a Silicon Valley-based venture capital firm founded by an exceptional team of seasoned entrepreneurs and

proven international business leaders. Fenox VC works with emerging technology companies worldwide and specializes in assisting

entrepreneurs in North America achieve global expansion in Asian, European, and Middle Eastern markets.

Fenox VC seeks to work with world-class management and technical teams that are targeting disruptive opportunities in IT, Health IT,

Consumer Internet, Cloud, Big Data, Mobile, Social, Payment Systems and Next Generation Technologies. Fenox provides early stage and

final round funding and will also co-lead, follow, and partner with other angel syndicates and venture funds.

Web site: fenoxvc.com

Number of Investments: 120

Founded in: 2011

Based in: San Jose, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Lark

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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Fidelity Management 
and Research Company

Fidelity Management & Research Company is a privately owned investment manager. The firm primarily provides its services to

investment companies. It also caters to pooled investment vehicles and other investment advisers. The firm launches and manages

equity, fixed income, and balanced mutual funds for its clients. It also launches real estate and hedge funds. The firm also manages

commodity and multi-asset funds. It invests in the public equity and fixed income markets. The firm was founded in 1946 and is based in

Boston, Massachusetts with additional offices in London, United Kingdom, Merrimack, New Hampshire, Miami, Florida, Montreal, Quebec,

Smithfield, Rhode Island, and Toronto, Canada. Fidelity Management & Research Company operates as a subsidiary of FMR LLC.

Web site: fidelity.com

Number of Investments: 69

Founded in: 1946

Based in: Boston, Massachusetts, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Unity Biotechnology

Stages: Undisclosed
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Fort Mason Capital

The firm is a private equity firm specializing in growth capital investments in public companies. It also makes PIPE investments. The firm

provides its services to high net worth individuals and pooled investment vehicles. It typically, invests in the technology, media,

healthcare, financial services, and industrial sectors. The firm invests in the public and private equity markets of the United States. It

prefers to invest in merger and acquisition-driven strategic investments and private equity or venture liquidity block trades.

Web site: -

Number of Investments: 3

Founded in: Undisclosed

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Genelabs Technologies

Stages: Undisclosed
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Forward Ventures

Forward Ventures is a venture capital investment firm specializing in see/start up, early venture, and mid venture investments. The firm

does not invest in software or medical services. It typically invests in life sciences and healthcare, including pharmaceuticals and related

opportunities, and medical device sectors. The firm also provides additional capital and syndication with other leading life science

venture investors. It considers investments in North America and Europe. The firm seeks to make initial investment between $1 million

and $6 million with total investment between $3 million and $15 million. It invests in the form of equity and common and preferred stock.

Forward Ventures was founded in 1993 and is based in San Diego, California.

Web site: forwardventures.com

Number of Investments: 54

Founded in: 1993

Based in: San Diego, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Biotie Therapies, Inc.(Acorda Therapeutics)

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Founders Fund

Founders Fund is a venture capital firm specializing in seed stage, early venture, mid venture, growth stage, and later stage investments.

The firm seeks to make investments across all sectors. It invests in science and engineering companies in areas including consumer

internet, biotechnology, aerospace and transportation, energy, fintech, artificial intelligence, advanced computing, robotics and health. It

prefers to invest globally. The firm seeks to invest between $500,000 and $300 million in its portfolio companies. Founders Fund was

founded in 2005 and is headquartered in San Francisco, California.

Web site: foundersfund.com

Number of Investments: 437

Founded in: 2005

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: EPINOMICS

Stages:
Debt, Early Stage Venture, Grant, Late Stage Venture, Private 
Equity, Seed
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GBS Ventures

GBS Venture Partners Limited is an incubator and a venture capital firm specializing in investment in private or public companies. The

firm invests in incubation, start-up, early stage and later stage of company’s development. It prefers to invest in the life-science sectors.

It typically invests in companies involved in innovative technologies in human healthcare and biotechnology product development with a

focus on human therapeutics and diagnostics, animal therapeutics and diagnostics, medical devices, health information technology, and

agribusiness, food and environmental technology. The firm primarily invests in companies based in Australia. It seeks to invest in

syndicate with other investors with investments ranging between AUD 150,000 ($117,300) and AUD 16 million ($12.51 million). The firm

prefers to hold a board seat in its portfolio companies and actively participates in the company's strategic, operational and financial

planning. GBS Venture Partners Limited was founded in 1996 and is based in Melbourne, Australia with an additional office in Sydney,

Australia. Rothschild Bioscience Managers Limited was previously an investment arm of N.M. Rothschild & Sons (Australia) Limited.

Web site: gbsventures.com.au

Number of Investments: 61

Founded in: 1996

Based in: Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Proacta

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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GE Capital

One of General Electric's largest growth engines, GE Capital Solutions offers lending products, growth capital, revolving lines of credit,

equipment leasing, cash flow programs, asset financing and other financial services in more than 35 countries worldwide.

With a broad range of products, global assets in excess of US$230 billion and access to the resources of General Electric, they have the

ability to deliver innovative solutions for all of your commercial financing needs.

They are able to offer you reliable, well capitalized and competitively priced financing solutions. And with more than 20 offices across

Canada, they can provide you - and every one of their customers - with the personal attention you deserve.

Web site: gecapital.com

Number of Investments: 113

Founded in: 1932

Based in: Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Sector:
Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience, Personalized/Precision 
Medicine

Investment In CA companies: SynGen, eBioscience, FibroGen

Stages:
Debt, Early Stage Venture, Grant, Late Stage Venture, Private 
Equity
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General Catalyst

We provide the ongoing momentum that accelerates your ideas, your career, and your company toward standout success. We create the

ideal conditions for growth, surround you with the right people, and offer mentorship based on deep experience. We work with you side

by side, for the whole journey. And when it really counts, we’ll challenge you in ways that help you achieve true leadership and scale.

To date, General Catalyst has managed eight venture capital funds totaling approximately $3.75 billion in capital commitments. Yet the

best measure of our success is how many of our entrepreneurs and founders come back again and again to work with us. That bond of

trust and friendship is born in our earliest interactions. We work with entrepreneurs we believe in, whose passion we share, whose

ambition matches our own, and whose values we respect. We’re not just writing checks. We’re spending our working lives closely aligned

with people who make a difference – and who have fun doing it.

Web site: generalcatalyst.com

Number of Investments: 625

Founded in: 2000

Based in: Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Color Genomics

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Generator Ventures

Generator Ventures is an investment platform focused exclusively at the intersection of aging, senior care & technology. We partner with

exceptional entrepreneurs who are leveraging technology to transform the aging experience.

We are passionate about partnering with exceptional entrepreneurs who are leveraging technology to transform the aging experience and

building great companies via connections with our strategic network of limited partners, advisors and industry leaders.

Web site: generatorvc.com

Number of Investments: 5

Founded in: 2017

Based in: Redwood City, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: CareLinx

Stages:
Convertible Note, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, 
Seed
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Global Brain 
Corporation

Global Brain (GB) is an early stage venture capital firm based in Tokyo, expanding its investment activities in the US and Asia. Since 2001,

GB has invested in about 30 companies selectively, provided full services and resources and achieved 7 IPOs and 7 M&As. GB

accelerates growth of portfolio companies in a long run by providing not only capital but also supports to build strategies, partnerships

and a team to achieve their milestones. GB is strong at e-commerce and forms a platform called EC-PLANET among its group

companies: a listed DRTV/Infomercial company, one of the largest sport goods online stores, a logistics company that can provide

comprehensive fulfillment services and a social media company that can develop web services.

EC-PLANET, GB's resources and accesses to Japanese established companies can help Japan entry of US/Asian companies. GB

recently invested in zozi and is trying to identify outstanding venture companies and management teams to build a business together

across the Pacific.

Web site: globalbrains.com

Number of Investments: 82

Founded in: 1998

Based in: Tokyo, Japan

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Seismic

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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GP Healthcare Capital

Shanghai GP Healthcare Capital is a private equity firm specializing in investments in medical devices, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology,

and mobile healthcare. Shanghai GP Healthcare Equity Investment Management Co., Ltd. operates as a subsidiary of GP Capital Co., Ltd.

GP Capital Co., Ltd. is a principal investment firm specializing in angel investments and A-round financings. The firm focuses on financial

services and other industries. For the financial services sector, it seeks to invest in banks, securities, insurance, trust, and financial

service companies. For the other industries, the firm typically invests in environmental protection, culture, alternative energy, resource,

advanced manufacturing, commodity, modern, agriculture, health, biomedicine, technology, media, telecommunications, internet-based

new industry forms and new products, internet new technologies, internet plus especially internet plus finance, artificial intelligence-

enabled industries such as financial technology and smart communities sectors.

Web site: gpcapital.com.cn

Number of Investments: 4

Founded in: 2015

Based in: Shanghai, China

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: MicuRx Pharmaceuticals

Stages: Undisclosed
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Great Point Partners

Great Point Partners, LLC is a private equity firm specializing in growth capital investments, PIPE transactions, and industry consolidation

in later stage companies. It also seeks to provide private equity for shareholder liquidity, growth recapitalizations, leveraged buyouts,

management buyouts, spin-off transactions, debt restructurings, and tuck-in acquisitions. The firm makes investments in biotechnology

and life sciences, biopharmaceutical infrastructure, biopharmaceutical services and supplies, consumer health, generic drugs, health

care services, healthcare information technology enabled services, insurance, medical devices and diagnostics, specialty

pharmaceuticals, pharmaceutical infrastructure, behavioral health, biologics manufacturing, hospital outsourcing, media and reagents,

rehabilitation, workers compensation companies, and other growth areas of the healthcare sector. The firm invests in the United States,

Canada, and Western Europe. It seeks to invest between $7 million and $50 million in companies with revenue between $10 million and

$100 million and EBITDA between $2 million and $12 million. The firm also makes convertible debt investments and manages hedge

funds for its clients. Great Point Partners, LLC was co-founded in 2003 and is based in Greenwich, Connecticut.

Web site: gppfunds.com

Number of Investments: 19

Founded in: 2003

Based in: Greenwich, Connecticut, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: SGX Pharmaceuticals

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Post-Ipo, Private Equity
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Green Park & Golf 
Ventures

Green Park & Golf, built on over 50 years of operational and financial experience, seeks investment opportunities that offer above-market

returns for its investors. Led by Clay Heighten, M.D., and Carl Soderstrom, the Firm delivers strategic solutions, financial backing and a

reliable network to its portfolio companies. The Dallas-based Firm is currently looking for investment opportunities in medical-related

start-ups.

Dr. Heighten founded MedicalEdge Healthcare Group in 1993, and Mr. Soderstrom started PhyServe Physician Services in 1998 to

administer the financial and operational needs of MedicalEdge. Together, the companies managed over 550 providers in five major

markets. In 2011, the companies were sold to Texas Health Resources, a $3.8 billion health care system. That’s when Green Park & Golf

was born.

Web site: gpgventures.com

Number of Investments: 77

Founded in: 2011

Based in: Dallas, Texas, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Retrotype, Inc.

Stages: Seed
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GV

GV operates as an venture capital arm of Alphabet Inc. specializing in growth capital, start-ups, early, seed, growth stage, mid stage, and

late stage investments. It focuses on the published electronics materials, consumer internet, internet services, software and web

services, enterprise software, consumer software, software-as-a-service, data center infrastructure, hardware, consumer, agriculture,

drug development, financial services, information security, cyber security, enterprise, mobile, digital media, new media, computer games,

biotechnology, information technology, clean technology, financial technology, biofuels, mobile computing, artificial intelligence, robotics,

local services, gaming, big data, data analytics, security, transportation, life sciences, health care, healthcare delivery, blockchain startups

and health service sectors. The firm invests in North America, East Coast, Europe and Israel. It seeks to invest upto $50 million.

The firm invests up to $0.25 million in early stage start-ups. The firm takes minority stakes in its portfolio companies. Google Ventures

was founded in March 2009 and is based in Mountain View, California, with additional offices in Boston, Seattle, Washington; New York,

New York; Cambridge, Massachusetts; and London, United Kingdom.

Web site: gv.com

Number of Investments: 621

Founded in: 2009

Based in: Mountain View, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Arcus Biosciences

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Hambrecht & Quist 
Capital Management

Now known as Tekla Capital Management LLC.

Hambrecht & Quist Capital Management, LLC ("HQCM"), a registered investment adviser based in Boston, Massachusetts, is currently

the investment adviser for two closed-end equity funds, H&Q Healthcare Investors and H&Q Life Sciences Investors.

The Fund invest in growth equities, both public and private, in the healthcare and life sciences industries.

Tekla Capital Management has made 23 investments. Their most recent investment was on Jan 4, 2019, when they invested CHF15.5M

in Oculis. Tekla Capital Management has 14 current team members, including Senior Vice President, Research Jason C. Akus.

Web site: teklacap.com

Number of Investments: 40

Founded in: 1968

Based in: Boston, Massachusetts, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Veniti

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Harrison Metal

Harrison Metal Capital is a venture capital firm specializing in seed capital and early stage investments. The firm invests in technology

driven businesses with a focus on software and services for consumers, developers and businesses. Harrison Metal Capital was

founded in 2006 and is based in San Francisco, California.

Web site: harrisonmetal.com

Number of Investments: 169

Founded in: 2008

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Lumos Labs

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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HBM Genomics

HBM Genomics has invested in Xcell Biosciences on Feb 16, 2017. This investment - Series A - Xcell Biosciences - was valued at $12M.

Web site: -

Number of Investments: 1

Founded in: Undisclosed

Based in: Undisclosed

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Xcell Biosciences

Stages: Undisclosed
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HealthCare Royalty 
Partners

HealthCare Royalty Partners is a private equity firm specializing in mezzanine, growth capital, middle market, later stage, and mature

investments. It seeks to invest through the monetization of traditional passive royalties, synthetic royalty financing and structured debt or

equity instruments. It utilizes a variety of structures - term loan with coupons, convertible debt, term loan with warrants and a royalty

component. The firm seeks to invest in commercial or near commercial stage assets, healthcare assets in the life sciences,

pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, specialty pharmaceuticals, medical devices, therapeutics, and diagnostics sectors.

It seeks to invest globally. The firm typically invests between $20 million and $100 million and can execute significantly larger

transactions. It was formerly known as Cowen Healthcare Royalty Partners. Healthcare Royalty Partners was founded in January 2007

and is headquartered in Stamford, Connecticut with additional offices in Boston, Massachusetts; San Francisco, California and London,

United Kingdom.

Web site: healthcareroyalty.com

Number of Investments: 14

Founded in: 2007

Based in: Stamford, Connecticut, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Raptor Pharmaceuticals

Stages: Debt, Private Equity
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HealthQuest Capital

HealthQuest Capital is a venture capital firm specializing in growth capital, go-to-market and early growth investments. The firm does not

invest in pharmaceuticals, biotech, routine delivery of healthcare (i.e. medical clinics) or healthcare-related real estate. It focuses on

innovative healthcare companies that are improving both patient outcomes and healthcare economics. The firm primarily invests in

commercial stage healthcare businesses including medical devices, technology-enabled healthcare services, diagnostics, and consumer

medicine. It will consider investments anywhere in North America.

It typically invests between $10 million and $40 million. HealthQuest Capital was founded in 2013 and is based in Belmont, California

with additional offices in La Jolla, California; Atlanta, California; and Tampa, Florida.

Web site: healthquestcapital.com

Number of Investments: 25

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Belmont, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: bioTheranostics

Stages: Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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Hemi Ventures

Hemi Ventures is a venture capital firm specializing in early-stage and growth capital investments. The firm primarily invest in the

artificial intelligence, autonomous vehicles, cyber security, and biotechnology sectors in North America. Hemi Ventures is based in Palo

Alto, California with additional offices in California, New York, Beijing and London.

Web site: hemi.vc

Number of Investments: 18

Founded in: 2016

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: EPINOMICS

Stages: Early Stage Venture
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Hercules Capital, Inc.

Hercules Capital, Inc. is a business development company. The firm provides growth capital financing solutions for capital extension;

management buy-out and corporate spin-out financing solutions; company, asset specific, or intellectual property acquisition financing;

convertible, subordinated and/or mezzanine loans; domestic and international corporate expansion; vendor financing; revenue

acceleration by sales and marketing development, and manufacturing expansion. It prefers to invest in technology, energy technology,

sustainable and renewable technology, and life sciences. It invests generally between $1 million to $40 million in companies focused

primarily on business services, communications, electronics, hardware, and healthcare services. The firm invests primarily in private

companies but also have investments in public companies. These loans are generally for amounts up to $3 million but may be up to $15

million for certain energy technology venture investments. The firm prefers to invest through its balance sheet capital. The firm formerly

known as Hercules Technology Growth Capital, Inc. Hercules Capital, Inc. was founded in December 2003 and is based in Palo Alto,

California with additional offices in Hartford, Connecticut; Boston, Massachusetts; Elmhurst, Illinois; Santa Monica, California; McLean,

Virginia; New York, New York; Radnor, Pennsylvania; and Washington, District of Columbia.

Web site: htgc.com

Number of Investments: 101

Founded in: 2003

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: ChromaDex 

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Post-Ipo, Seed
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HighCape Partners

HighCape Partners, L.P. is a venture capital firm specializing in growth equity investments. The firm seeks to invest in commercial stage

life science companies that are in the early revenue or product launch stage and have a superior product that delivers value to the

healthcare system and has a clear path to commercialization. HighCape Partners, L.P. is based in Baltimore, Maryland with an additional

office in New York, New York.

Web site: highcape.com

Number of Investments: 6

Founded in: Undisclosed

Based in: Baltimore, Maryland, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Zipline Medical

Stages: Late Stage Venture
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Highland Capital 
Partners

Founded in 1988, Highland Capital Partners is a global venture capital firm focused on putting the entrepreneur first.

With offices in Silicon Valley, Boston and Shanghai, Highland has raised over $3 billion in committed capital and invested in more than

225 companies, resulting in category-defining businesses across consumer and enterprise technology.

Investments include 2U, Ask Jeeves, Bromium, Gigamon, Leap Motion, LevelUp, Lycos, MapQuest, Nebula, QD Vision, Qihoo 360, Quattro

Wireless, RentJuice, Rent the Runway, Starent Networks, Sybase, Violin Memory, VistaPrint and WePay.

Highland also serves as a mentor for future entrepreneurs through Summer@Highland, a program that provides students and university-

affiliated startups with the environment and resources to take their initiative to the next level.

Web site: hcp.com

Number of Investments: 413

Founded in: 1988

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: BARRX Medical

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Hillhouse Capital Group

Hillhouse is a long-term fundamental equities investor. They invest in high quality businesses led by extraordinary individuals and teams.

Hillhouse owns companies across equity stages, spanning the range from new start-ups to the world’s most established public

companies. Hillhouse Capital may invest in a company as a start-up and continue to hold it in the portfolio as a public equities

investment. This stage-agnostic investment style allows us to focus on multi-year results, rather than on quarterly earnings.

Hillhouse Capital invest globally, with a particular focus on Asia. Independent, proprietary research lies at the heart of our investment

process. Their team members are sector experts in consumer, Internet, media, and healthcare.

Hillhouse Capital was founded in 2005 and is based in Central, Hong Kong with offices in Beijing, China and New York, U.S.A.

Web site: hillhousecap.com

Number of Investments: 120

Founded in: 2005

Based in: Central, Hong Kong

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: GRAIL

Stages:
Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Post-Ipo, Private 
Equity
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Hinduja Group

The saga of the Hinduja Group started in Sind, the cradle of the Indus Valley Civilisation, where more than 5,000 years ago, the human

race learnt its first lessons in organised business and banking.

The Group has expanded and diversified its businesses, with significant social and charitable contributions, under the present leadership

of Chairman, Srichand, ably supported by his brothers, Gopichand, Prakash and Ashok. Today, the Hinduja Group has become one of the

largest diversified groups in the world spanning all the continents. The Group employs over 70,000 people and has offices in many key

cities of the world and all the major cities in India.

The Hinduja Family has always adapted to free-market reforms moving quickly in new markets that have opened, and capitalising on new

economy opportunities. As a result, the Hinduja Group has now strategically positioned itself to contribute to old economy sectors such

as Banking & Finance, Transport, Energy (Oil & Power) as well as the new economy of Technology, Media and Telecom.

Web site: hindujagroup.com

Number of Investments: 4

Founded in: 1914

Based in: Mumbai, Maharashtra, India

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Mindmaze

Stages: Undisclosed
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HLM Venture Partners

HLM Venture Partners is a venture capital firm specializing in investments in growth capital. It seeks to invest during emerging growth,

seed/startup, early venture, mid venture and late venture stages in the companies. It typically invests in private companies in the

emerging health care information technology, healthcare technology, tech-enabled services, health care services, and medical technology

sectors. Within the sectors, the firm focuses on medical devices that combine therapy with drugs; personalized therapies, aimed

particularly at cancer, central nervous system, and other chronic diseases, that yield better patient outcomes; information technology and

services solutions that automate complex administrative processes; technologies that reduce medical errors and improve patient

outcomes; solutions to the shortage of qualified medical professionals; specialty services, particularly solutions for Medicaid, Medicare

and uninsured population etc. The firm prefers to be a lead investor and seeks to have a board seat in its portfolio companies. HLM

Venture Partners was founded in 1983 and is based in Boston, Massachusetts.

Web site: hlmvp.com

Number of Investments: 90

Founded in: 1983

Based in: Boston, Massachusetts, United States

Sector:
Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience, Personalized/Precision 
Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Transcend Medical, CombiMatrix

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Horizons Ventures 
Limited

Horizons Ventures Limited is a venture capital firm specializing in early and middle stage.

It seeks to invest in technology, telecommunications, internet, media, education, healthcare, culture, and community sectors.

The firm prefers to invest in companies not more than three years in incorporation. Horizons Ventures Limited was founded in 2007 and

is based in Central, Hong Kong.

Horizons Ventures has 15 current team members, including Founder Solina Chau.

Horizons Ventures has $9.9M in estimated revenue annually.

Web site: horizonsventures.com

Number of Investments: 181

Founded in: 1999

Based in: Hong Kong, Hong Kong Island, China

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Seismic

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, Seed
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HuangPu River Capital

HuangPu River (HPR) Capital is an investment firm that manages multiple alternative asset classes. Based in Shanghai, the financial

center of China, they have managed billions of dollars of funds and invested in many companies across the world. They are one of the

biggest holders of the global unicorns' shares in Asia.

HPR Capital's investors include shareholders' own funds, sovereign funds, fund of funds, family offices, and corporate investors.

Company owns several investment entities, including Shanghai Investment Corporation.

Web site: hprpe.com

Number of Investments: 4

Founded in: 2015

Based in: Shanghai, China

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: GRAIL

Stages: Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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Illumina

Illumina, Inc. provides sequencing and array-based solutions for genetic analysis. The company operates in two segments, Core Illumina

and Consolidated VIEs. It offers sequencing that provides researchers with various applications and the ability to sequence mammalian

genomes; and arrays for a range of deoxyribonucleic acid and RNA analysis applications, including single nucleotide polymorphism

genotyping, copy number variations analysis, gene expression analysis, and methylation analysis, as well as enables the detection of

known genetic markers on a single array. The company also provides various library preparation and sequencing kits to simplify

workflows and accelerate analysis; and genome sequencing, genotyping, and noninvasive prenatal testing, as well as products support

services. It serves genomic research centers, academic institutions, government laboratories, and hospitals; and pharmaceutical,

biotechnology, and commercial molecular diagnostic laboratories, as well as consumer genomics companies. Illumina, Inc. has a

partnership with Lundbeck Foundation GeoGenetics Centre for exploring the relationship between the evolutionary history of select

mental and neurological disorders and infectious pathogens; and an agreement with HTG Molecular Diagnostics, Inc. for the

development of nuclease-protection-based RNA or DNA profiling tests.

Web site: illumina.com

Number of Investments: 11

Founded in: 1998

Based in: San Diego, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies:
GRAIL, Human Longevity, Inc., NanoCellect Biomedical, Xcell 
Biosciences

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Illumina Accelerator

At Illumina, we’re committed to unlocking the power of the genome, and we know we can’t do it alone. Illumina Accelerator is our way of

accelerating innovation in the entrepreneurial community. With extensive mentorship, financial support, and access to sequencing

systems, reagents, and lab space, we’ve created a dynamic genomic ecosystem to help startups launch. Together we’ll advance the

solutions that will transform medicine and improve human health and beyond.

Web site: www.illumina.com

Number of Investments: 10

Founded in: 2014

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Xcell Biosciences

Stages: Seed
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Illumina Ventures

Illumina Ventures is an independently managed venture fund in a strategic partnership with Illumina. Illumina provides the majority of

their capital and access to the expertise and vision of the world's leading genomics solutions provider.

They invest primarily in early stage companies, in areas where their expertise and special relationship with Illumina can add value. They

typically syndicate with other leading institutional and strategic investors.

Focus areas include applications of genomics in life science research, healthcare, agriculture and environmental science, public safety

and personal wellness.

Web site: illuminaventures.com

Number of Investments: 18

Founded in: 2016

Based in: Foster City, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Human Longevity, Inc., NanoCellect Biomedical

Stages: Undisclosed
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IndieBio

IndieBio is an accelerator firm specializing in Synthetic Biology. The firm runs four month accelerator programs for both companies as

well as teams with an idea. It prefers to invest in startups that are using biology as the basis of their technology and invests in seed, early

stages too. The firm seeks to make investments in life science, biotechnology, and synthetic biology or around the field of Biotech and

businesses that use biology to solve a problem and as the basis of their technology, spanning across processes, products, and software.

It seeks to invest in ideas and startups based in any geography. The firm prefers to invest $250k through equity investment. It typically

makes cash investment of $50k for exchange of eight percent equity in biotech startups and may receive more $25k as Convertible Loan

Note if eligible. The firm prefers to invest in teams with two co-founders minimum rather than a single founder. IndieBio was founded in

2014 and is based in San Francisco, CA.

Web site: indiebio.co

Number of Investments: 165

Founded in: 2014

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Dahlia Biosciences

Stages: Seed
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In-Q-Tel

In-Q-Tel, Inc. is a non-profit private equity and venture capital firm specializing in start-up, early venture, mid venture, and emerging

growth, late-stage investments. The firm also provides bridge financing. It seeks to invest in research and development programs,

emerging and established companies, universities and research labs to bridge the gap between the technology needs of the U.S.

Intelligence Community (IC) and new advances in commercial technology. Within physical and biological technology, it focuses on

material science and advanced genetic analysis, biological technologies for detection and diagnostics and other technologies like,

autonomous systems, optics, CBRNE detection, nuclear detection, and sensors, robotic systems, advanced power systems, physiological

intelligence. Within physical and biological materials sector, the firm prefers to invest in extraction and characterization of trace

materials from the environment, characterization of unknown bulk materials, on-site determination of individual human traits for IC

purposes, point-of-care medical technologies outside of a laboratory or clinical environment, tracking and/or authentication of both

individuals and objects, and enablement of new IC capabilities from advances in material science. In-Q-Tel, Inc. was founded in 1999 and

is based in Arlington, Virginia with additional offices in Reston, Northern Virginia; Boston, Massachusetts; and Silicon Valley, California.

Web site: iqt.org

Number of Investments: 175

Founded in: 1999

Based in: Arlington, Virginia, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Boreal Genomics

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Grant, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Insight Venture 
Partners

Insight Venture Partners LLC is a venture capital and private equity firm specializing in investments in expansion capital, emerging

growth, growth capital, growth equity, buyouts, capital for mergers and acquisitions, take privates, recapitalization, PIPE deals, pre-IPO,

later stage, middle market, mature, recapitalization and carve-outs. The firm typically invests in technology sector with a focus on

consumer-facing technologies, e-commerce, internet, mobile, new media, online gaming, infrastructure software, on-premise and SaaS-

based software, infrastructure, and internet software, application software, data businesses, online and on-demand businesses, retail,

enterprise application software, e-commerce software, business to business commerce, software-enabled services, B2C products, post-

secondary education, and data enabled services sectors. It makes worldwide investments. The firm targets investing between $3 million

and $500 million in companies at all stages in their life cycle. It seeks to take a seat on the board of directors of its portfolio companies.

The firm engages in both majority and minority investments and purchases both primary and secondary shares. It also makes co-

investments. Insight Venture Partners was founded in 1995 and is based in New York, New York with additional offices across Europe,

Asia, and South America. Insight Venture Partners was founded in 1995 and is headquartered in New York, USA.

Web site: insightpartners.com

Number of Investments: 335

Founded in: 1995

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: CALM

Stages:
Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, 
Seed
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Israel Innovation 
Authority

The Israeli innovation agency, the Innovation Authority, was established in 1965 as the Office of the Chief Scientist of the Ministry of

Industry and Trade and was designed as a body that supports R & D conducted in the framework of government research institutes.

Industrial development in order to increase industrial exports of high-tech products. The Chief Scientist focused on reducing the risk by

participating in financing the project, which the private companies chose and led.

Web site: matimop.org.il

Number of Investments: 24

Founded in: 1969

Based in: Airport City, Israel

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: BioTime

Stages: Undisclosed
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IT-Farm

IT-Farm is a venture capital firm which specializes in seed, start-up, and early stage companies. It primarily invests in mobile, big-data,

connected car, IoT, OTT service, Healthcare, Bio Tech and other IT industries.

The firm actively invests in SF bay area and Japan, as well as other geometries including Asia and Europe. We support portfolio

companies, especially on the partnership with Japanese enterprises.

Web site: it-farm.com

Number of Investments: 41

Founded in: 1999

Based in: Tokyo, Japan

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Beddr Sleep

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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JAFCO Asia

Since its establishment in 1990, JAFCO Asia has grown to become a leading brand in the venture capital industry in the Asia Pacific

region. Currently, JAFCO Asia has offices in Singapore, Hong Kong, Taipei, Seoul and Beijing.

With more than US$1.2 billion funds under management in aggregate, JAFCO Asia's experienced investment team has invested in over

368 companies in 13 countries (Hong Kong, China, Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, Australia,

India, Israel and Vietnam) and divested more than 260 companies of which at least 86 have been publicly listed.

Since the new millennium, JAFCO Asia has shifted its focus entirely to technology related investments and is now one of the pre-eminent

venture capital technology investors in the region. They believe that their existing portfolio in the Asia Pacific region and the worldwide

business network offer their portfolio companies significant potential for synergistic partnerships.

Web site: jafcoasia.com

Number of Investments: 128

Founded in: 1990

Based in: Singapore, China

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Agensys

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Javelin Venture 
Partners

Javelin Venture Partners is a venture capital firm specializing in seed, start-up, series A, series B, growth capital, and early stage

investments. It seeks to invest in the technology sector with a focus on digital and social media; web services and e-commerce; and

mobile, big data, cloud, enterprise software, SaaS, advertising platforms, and wellness and healthcare IT.

The firm seeks to invest globally. It invests between $0.25 million and $ 1 million in seed stage companies, $1.5 million and $5 million in

Series A, and $2.5 million and $4 million in Series B. The firm also provides follow-on investments. Javelin Venture Partners was founded

in 2008 and is based in San Francisco, California.

Web site: javelinvp.com

Number of Investments: 103

Founded in: 2008

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Ritter Pharmaceuticals

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Private Equity, Seed
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Dr. Jenny E. Rooke, Ph.D., is the Founder and Managing Director of Genoa Ventures. She founded

the firm in 2018. She serves as the Chief Marketing Officer of Zephyrus Biosciences, Inc. Dr. Rooke

is a Venture Partner at Fidelity Biosciences.Prior to joining U.S. Genomics, she served as an

Engagement Manager at McKinsey & Company Inc., where she advised leading pharmaceutical

and biotech companies on business strategy. Her investing experience includes roles in the Bill &

Melinda Gates Foundation's Global Health Discovery group. She serves as a Director of Caribou

Biosciences, Inc., InterVenn BioSciences, and Adarza BioSystems, Inc. Dr. Rooke earned her Ph.D.

in Genetics from Yale University from 1992 to 1998 where she was a National Science Foundation

Fellow. She obtained a B.S. in Physics from Georgia Institute of Technology from 1989 to 1992.

Jenny Rooke
Founder & MD, Genoa Ventures
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Number of Investments: 9

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Caribou Biosciences

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed



JKOM Cloud Health 
Technology

JKOM Healthcare Technology Corp.,Ltd develops and operates health management platform for health care providers and individuals.

The company was founded in 2005 and is based in Nanjing City, China.

JKOM Cloud Health Technology has invested in Dynosense on Aug 25, 2015. This investment - Series A - Dynosense - was valued at

$9.4M.

Web site: jiukangyun.com

Number of Investments: 1

Founded in: 2005

Based in: Nanjing City, China

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Dynosense

Stages: Undisclosed
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Johnson & Johnson

Johnson & Johnson engages in the research and development, manufacture, and sale of a range of products in the healthcare field. The

company operates through three business segments, including Consumer; Pharmaceutical and Medical Devices; and Diagnostics.

The Consumer segment includes a range of products used in the baby care, skin care, oral care, wound care and women's health care

fields, as well as nutritional and over-the-counter pharmaceutical products. The Pharmaceutical segment includes products in the

following therapeutic areas: anti-infective, antipsychotic, cardiovascular, contraceptive, dermatology, gastrointestinal, hematology,

immunology, neurology, oncology, pain management, urology and virology. The Medical Devices and Diagnostics segment includes a

range of products distributed to wholesalers, hospitals and retailers, used principally in the professional fields by physicians, nurses,

therapists, hospitals, diagnostic laboratories and clinics. Johnson & Johnson was founded in 1886.

Web site: jnj.com

Number of Investments: 15

Founded in: 1886

Based in: New Brunswick, New Jersey, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Dreem

Stages: Undisclosed
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Juvenescence

Juvenescence Limited is a British Virgin Islands-based holding company that invests in human ageing and longevity. Juvenescence has

raised USD $65M to build an ecosystem and pipeline of assets targeting ageing, age-related disease and regeneration. Juvenescence

believes that recent scientific and medical advances will enable the development of therapeutics that meaningfully extend human

healthspan and eventually lifespan. A meaningful increase in lifespan in their already ageing world will have profound implications on all

sectors of society, and in particular healthcare, education, insurance and leisure.

Web site: juvenescence.ltd

Number of Investments: 7

Founded in: 2016

Based in: Douglas, Isle of Man

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: AgeX Therapeutics

Stages: Undisclosed
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Kearny Venture 
Partners

Kearny Venture Partners is a venture capital firm specializing in investments in seed, early, mid, and later stage investments. The firm

prefers to invest in healthcare sector with a focus on healthcare products, medical devices & drugs, both small molecules and

biopharmaceuticals. It typically invests between $2 million and $8 million initially and between $10 million and $15 million per company

ultimately. Kearny Venture Partners is based in San Francisco, California.

Web site: kearnyvp.com

Number of Investments: 25

Founded in: Undisclosed

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Boreal Genomics

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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http://www.kearnyvp.com/


Khosla Ventures

Khosla Ventures is a private equity and venture capital firm specializing in seed, start up, early venture, mid venture, late stage venture,

early-stage startups, emerging growth, and growth capital investments. The firm seeks to invest in sectors such as energy efficiency;

sustainability; education; medtech; storage; mobile; pharmaceuticals; life sciences; computing; mobility; information technology;

advanced technology; consumer; enterprise; telephone equipment; advertising; financial services; sustainable energy and robotics; health;

wireless telecommunication services; mobile data services; internet with a focus on online services; personalized medicines; alternative

energy; water utilities with a focus on water purification; cloud services; internet retail; silicon technology; high efficiency engines, new

materials; and clean technology areas such as bio-refineries for energy and bioplastics, solar, battery, technologies in clean energy, big

data, storage, security, healthcare, food, agriculture and semiconductors; fintech, and other environmentally friendly technologies. It

seeks to invest in United States and China.

Web site: khoslaventures.com

Number of Investments: 625

Founded in: 2004

Based in: Menlo Park, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Guardant Health

Stages:
Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Post-Ipo, 
Private Equity, Seed
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Kima Ventures

Kima Ventures is a venture capital firm specializing in seed stage, start-ups, and early stage companies. It invests in first round. The firm

does not invest in following sectors: cleantech, medical devices, and biotech companies. The firm seeks to invest in internet, video

games, mobile, software, financial technology, and telecommunications applications. It typically invests globally.

The firm seeks to invest between €0.05 million ($0.06 million) and €0.15 million ($0.18 million) in its portfolio companies. It prefers to be

significant minority shareholder in it’s portfolio companies. The firm also co-invests with business angels and venture funds. Kima

Ventures was founded in 2010 and is based in France with an additional office in London, United Kingdom.

Web site: kimaventures.com

Number of Investments: 490

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Paris, Ile-de-France, France

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Freenom.Inc

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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Kleiner Perkins

Kleiner Perkins is a Silicon Valley venture capital firm. They were early investors in many significant companies, including Amazon, AOL,

Compaq, Electronic Arts, Google, Intuit, Macromedia, Netscape, Segway, and Sun Microsystems.

For five decades, Kleiner Perkins has partnered with some of the most ingenious founders in technology and life sciences, helping them

make history with their bold ideas. Through twenty venture funds and four growth funds, we’ve invested $10 billion in hundreds of

companies including pioneers such as Amazon, Genentech, and Google. Today, Kleiner Perkins continues to help founders and their bold

ideas make history investing in companies like Desktop Metal, IronNet, Ring, Spotify, Slack, and Peloton.

The firm's four founding partners were Eugene Kleiner, Tom Perkins, Frank J. Caufield, and Brook Byers.

Web site: kleinerperkins.com

Number of Investments: 1076

Founded in: 1972

Based in: Menlo Park, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Palo Alto Health Sciences

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Kohlberg Kravis 
Roberts 

Kohlberg Kravis Roberts is a global investment firm that manages multiple alternative asset classes, including private equity, energy,

infrastructure, real estate, credit, and, through its strategic partners, hedge funds. The company generates attractive investment returns

for its fund investors through a patient and disciplined investment approach, employing world-class people, and driving growth and value

creation with KKR portfolio companies. The company invests its own capital alongside the capital it manages for fund investors and

delivers financing solutions and investment opportunities through its capital markets business. The firm has completed more than two-

hundred-eighty private equity investments in portfolio companies with approximately $545 billion of total enterprise value as of June 30,

2017. Assets Under Management (“AUM”) and Fee Paying Assets Under Management (“FPAUM”) were $153 billion and $114 billion,

respectively as of September 30, 2017. Kohlberg Kravis Roberts has offices in 21 cities in 16 countries across 5 continents. The firm is

currently headquartered in the Solow Building, New York, but in October 2015, the firm announced its intentions to occupy a newly

constructed 30 Hudson Yards.

Web site: kkr.com

Number of Investments: 146

Founded in: 1976

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: AcuFocus

Stages: Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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LaunchCapital

LaunchCapital LLC is a private equity and venture capital firm specializing in early stage, growth capital, later stage and seed

investments. The firm prefers to invest across all industries with a focus on technology, commerce and market places, emerging tech,

data and finance, fintech, enterprise software and services, healthcare, software, internet, mobile, consumer, and medical businesses. It

seeks to invest in the Bay area and New York. The firm primarily syndicates over 90 percent of its deals with local angel investors and

venture capitalists and may provide follow on investments. It takes on an active role with its portfolio companies.

The firm typically invests when teams are raising their first or second round of institutional capital. LaunchCapital LLC was founded in

January 2008 and is based in New Haven, Connecticut with additional offices in New York, New York; Boston, Massachusetts; and San

Francisco, California.

Web site: launchcapital.com

Number of Investments: 227

Founded in: 2008

Based in: New Haven, Connecticut, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: ReThink Medical

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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Legend Capital

Legend Capital, a subsidiary of Legend Holdings Ltd., started its vintage year in April, 2001 with a mission to become a top-notch and the

most respected venture capital investment manager in China. Managing up to US$700 million across four funds, Legend Capital focuses

on driving high-growth ventures with operations substantially based in China or on markets related to China.

As an active investor, Legend Capital provides its portfolio companies extensive business resources and tailored services to assist with

business development, company image building, and other critical company building activities on Chinese market so as to add value and

maximize returns. Legend Capital is proud and thankful that it has the opportunity to blaze a trail with its innovative practice for China's

venture capital industry.

Web site: legendcapital.com.cn

Number of Investments: 172

Founded in: 2001

Based in: Beijing, China

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: BioNano Genomics

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Lemnos VC

Lemnos Labs is a venture capital firm specializing in pre-seed, seed stage funding, early stage, startup, and incubation. It seeks to invest

in the startups in the hardware sector across consumer electronics/Internet of things (both consumer and business to business),

aerospace, robotics, transportation and ultrahigh tech that produce robots, satellites and coffee machines.

It has developed a funding model based on team size and experience, stage, and technological risk. The company currently invests in

consumer, enterprise, and high-tech startups such as TEFORIA, spire, Airware, Marble, NIMA, and swift NAVIGATION.

The firm seeks to invest in hardware sectors including agriculture and connected devices. It prefers to invest in the United States. The

firm typically invests between $100,000 and $3 million in companies in exchange for a 2 percent to 10 percent equity stake. It prefers to

take minority stake. The firm prefers to invest in 8-12 startups per year. Lemnos Labs was founded in 2011 by Helen Zelman and Jeremy

Conrad and is based in San Francisco, California with an additional office in San Francisco, California.

Web site: lemnoslabs.com

Number of Investments: 35

Founded in: 2011

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Revolve Robotics

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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Leonardo DiCaprio is an American actor and film producer. He has been nominated for three

Academy Awards and nine Golden Globe Awards. He won the Golden Globe Award for Best Actor

for his performance in The Aviator (2004), and has been nominated by the Screen Actors Guild,

Satellite Awards, and the British Academy of Film and Television Arts.

A committed environmentalist, DiCaprio has received praise from environmental groups for his

activism. At the 2007 Oscar ceremony, DiCaprio and former Vice President Al Gore announced that

the Academy Awards had incorporated environmentally intelligent practices throughout the

planning and production processes, and on July 7, 2007, DiCaprio presented at the American leg of

Live Earth.

Leonardo DiCaprio
Founder, Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation
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Number of Investments: 12

Based in: Los Angeles, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Mindmaze

Stages: Seed



Life Science Angels

Life Science Angels, Inc. is a venture capital firm specializing in seed and early stage financing. The firm primarily invests in

biotechnology, medical device, diagnostics, pharmaceuticals and digital health companies. It seeks to make investments between

$250,000 and $750,000 with syndicate investments between $1.5 million and $6 million, reaching up to $10 million, in its portfolio

companies.

The firm prefers to take a board seat in its portfolio companies. The investments are made through a single LLC. Life Science Angels,

Inc. was founded in 2004 and is based in Sunnyvale, California with an additional office in Palo Alto, California.

Web site: lifescienceangels.com

Number of Investments: 32

Founded in: 2004

Based in: Sunnyvale, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Zephyrus Biosciences

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Ligand 
Pharmaceuticals

Ligand Pharmaceuticals Incorporated, a biopharmaceutical company, focuses on developing and acquiring technologies that help

pharmaceutical companies to discover and develop medicines worldwide. Its commercial programs include Promacta, an oral medicine

that increases the number of platelets in the blood; Kyprolis and Evomela, which are used to treat multiple myeloma; Baxdela, a captisol-

enabled delafloxacin-IV for the treatment of acute bacterial skin and skin structure infections; Nexterone, a captisol-enabled formulation

of amiodarone; Noxafil-IV, a captisol-enabled formulation of posaconazole for IV use; Carnexiv, which is indicated as replacement

therapy for oral carbamazepine formulations; bazedoxifene for the treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis; Aziyo portfolio of

commercial pericardial repair and CanGaroo envelope extracellular matrix products; Exemptia for autoimmune diseases; Vivitra for

breast cancer; and Bryxta for non-small cell lung cancer. The company’s partners programs, which are in clinical development used for

the treatment of seizure, coma, cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, muscle wasting, liver and kidney diseases, and others. It is

also developing a small molecule glucagon receptor antagonist for the treatment of Type 2 diabetes mellitus. In addition, the company is

involved in the sale of Captisol materials.

Web site: ligand.com

Number of Investments: 3

Founded in: 1987

Based in: San Diego, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Viking Therapeutics

Stages: Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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Lightspeed Venture 
Partners

Lightspeed Venture Partners is a venture capital firm that is engaged in the consumer, enterprise, technology, and cleantech markets. It

is focused in seed, early stage, later stage, expansion stage, start-up, growth companies, and incubation and has specialized in debt

financing for start-up and growth companies.

Lightspeed Venture Partners invests in various sectors: enterprise, consumer, big data, bitcoin, enterprise technology, cleantech, mobile,

internet, financial technology, cloud solutions, e-commerce, storage, media, networking, energy, and software, software-as-a-service,

information technology, biotechnology, and social. It mainly invests in countries such as the United States, Europe, Israel, China, and

India. Lightspeed Venture Partners was founded in 2000 and is based in Menlo Park, California with additional offices in Beijing, China;

Shanghai, China; New Delhi, India; and Herzelia Pituach, Israel.

Web site: lsvp.com

Number of Investments: 690

Founded in: 2000

Based in: Menlo Park, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech, Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: EPINOMICS, Guardant Health, Memory Labs, Inc.

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Grant, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Lilly Asia Ventures

Lilly Asia Ventures is a venture capital firm specializes in investments in growth stage and various stages of development from start-up

to commercialization. It primarily invests in life science and healthcare sectors. It typically invests in human therapeutics with a focus on

biopharmaceuticals, biotechnology, biomedicine, and medical treatment equipment; medical technology with a focus on devices and

diagnostics; healthcare services with a focus on hospitals, clinics; animal health; and broader life sciences including industrial

biotechnology, agricultural biotechnology, and nutraceuticals. It prefers to invest in companies based in Asia with a focus on China. It

seeks to invest between $5 million and $15 million per round.

The firm also seeks a board seat or observation rights in its portfolio companies. It only takes a minority stake in a company, usually less

than 20 percent. Lilly Asia Ventures was founded in 2007 and is based Shanghai, China, with an additional office in Indianapolis, Indiana.

Web site: lillyasiaventures.com

Number of Investments: 55

Founded in: 2007

Based in: Shanghai, China

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: CrownBio

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Longevity Vision Fund

Longevity Vision Fund is a $100M life extension-focused investment fund dedicated to making longevity affordable and accessible to all.

The fund accelerates breakthroughs in longevity by investing in startups and companies that develop technologies, products, and

services that extend human lifespans and overcome the negative effects of aging.

Longevity Vision Fund provides seed, Series A and Series B funding to biotech and life extension-focused companies based in USA,

Europe, and China.

Founded by Sergey Young, Innovation Board Member at XPRIZE Foundation and Development Sponsor of Longevity XPRIZE. Sergey

Young’s 20-year investment expertise includes managing a private equity fund with $2bln in assets and co-founding Peak State Ventures,

a US-based fund focused on new technologies in Real Estate, Digital Healthcare and the Future of Work.

Web site: lvf.vc

Number of Investments: 6

Founded in: 2018

Based in: USA

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Stages: Seed, Series A, Series B
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Lux Capital

Lux Capital Management is a venture capital firm specializing in investments in seed, early stage investments, special situations, and

corporate spinouts. The firm primarily invests in energy, life sciences, biopharmaceutical, healthcare, and technology. It also seeks to

invest in emerging technologies with a focus on advanced materials, drug delivery, therapeutics, mobile health, services, novel materials,

energy, energy technology, wireless, semiconductors, nanotechnology, alternative energy technologies, and biotechnology sectors. The

firm seeks to invest in deep technology such as machine learning, artificial intelligence, 3D printing, meta materials, robotics, and solid-

state electronics. It also invests in augmented reality for the blind, neuro stimulation, age extending blood transplants, synthetic biology

for industrial production, and Internet of things security for industrial and factory automation. The firm targets investing from $0.1 million

in companies and invests up to $20 million in a startup. The firm seeks to be a first institutional investor in its portfolio companies. It also

provides follow on funding for future financing rounds. Lux Capital Management was founded in 2000 and is headquartered in New York,

New York with an additional office in Menlo Park, California and San Diego, California.

Web site: luxcapital.com

Number of Investments: 196

Founded in: 2000

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: RDMD

Stages:
Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, 
Seed
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M Ventures

M Ventures is the strategic, corporate venture capital arm of Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. Its mandate is to invest in innovative

technologies and products with the potential to significantly impact Merck‘ KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany's core business areas. From our

headquarters in Amsterdam and offices in the US and Israel we invest globally in transformational ideas driven by great entrepreneurs. M

Ventures takes an active role in its portfolio companies and teams up with entrepreneurs and co-investors to translate innovation

towards commercial success. M Ventures has a significant focus on early-stage investing and company creation including the creation

of spin-offs to leverage Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany's science and technology base.

Web site: m-ventures.com

Number of Investments: 1

Founded in: 2009

Based in: Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Biolinq

Stages: Undisclosed
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MAIF Avenir

MAIF Avenir is the investment fund of the MAIF group, which finances promising startups with a deal volume of €42.8m in last 12

months

In support of the group's strategy, MAIF Avenir seeks to create and reinforce operational convergence between supported startups and

the MAIF ecosystem, thus positioning itself as a catalyst for innovation.

Their areas of investment include Insurtech & Fintech, HR Training & Innovations, Mobility, Data Intelligence, Wellness & Smart city and

Collaborative economy.

They get involved with entrepreneurs and seek to develop operational links between your projects and the MAIF.

Web site: maif-avenir.fr

Number of Investments: 11

Founded in: Undisclosed

Based in: Niort, France

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Dreem

Stages: Undisclosed
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Maverick Ventures

Lilly Asia Ventures is a venture capital firm specializes in investments in growth stage and various stages of development from start-up

to commercialization. It primarily invests in life science and healthcare sectors. It typically invests in human therapeutics with a focus on

biopharmaceuticals, biotechnology, biomedicine, and medical treatment equipment; medical technology with a focus on devices and

diagnostics; healthcare services with a focus on hospitals, clinics; animal health; and broader life sciences including industrial

biotechnology, agricultural biotechnology, and nutraceuticals. It prefers to invest in companies based in Asia with a focus on China. It

seeks to invest between $5 million and $15 million per round.

The firm also seeks a board seat or observation rights in its portfolio companies. It only takes a minority stake in a company, usually less

than 20 percent. Lilly Asia Ventures was founded in 2007 and is based Shanghai, China, with an additional office in Indianapolis, Indiana.

Web site: maverickventures.com

Number of Investments: 112

Founded in: 1993

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Caribou Biosciences

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, Seed
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Max Levchin is an investor and advisor to emerging technology companies. He was previously the

chairman and chief executive officer of HVF, a startup lab focused on extracting insights from

recordable information.

Levchin co-founded Confinity Inc. in December 1998, and served as the Chief Technology Officer

and a director. He also founded NetMeridian Software, a developer of early Internet applications

Levchin also serves as chairman of the boards of directors of Yelp Inc. and Kaggle Inc., and as a

director of Evernote Corporation.

Max Levchin
Founder and Chief Executive Officer, Affirm
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Number of Investments: 78

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Color Genomics

Stages: Seed



Maxim Integrated

Maxim Integrated Products is a publicly traded company that designs, manufactures, and sells high-performance semiconductor

products.

Maxim Integrated Products designs, develops, manufactures, and mAgeTecharkets a range of linear and mixed-signal integrated circuits

in the United States, China, the rest of Asia, Europe, and internationally. The company also provides a range of high-frequency process

technologies and capabilities for use in custom designs. It serves automotive, communications and data center, computing, consumer,

and industrial markets. The company markets its products through a direct-sales and applications organization, as well as through its

own and other unaffiliated distribution channels. Maxim Integrated Products, Inc. was founded in 1983 and is headquartered in San Jose,

California. To date, it has developed over 6,300 products serving the industrial, communications, consumer, and computing markets.

Web site: maximintegrated.com

Number of Investments: 4

Founded in: 1983

Based in: San Jose, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Alkahest

Stages: Undisclosed
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Mayank Bawa, Co-President, Teradata Aster, leads the Aster Center of Innovation's Research and

Development and Customer Support organization devoted to building and supporting Aster Data’s

product portfolio. Mayank co-founded Aster Data in 2005 and led it as its CEO from 2005 to 2010,

growing the company from three persons to a strong, well-rounded team that shipped products

with market-defining features.

Mayank was Aster Data’s Chief Customer Officer from 2010 to 2011, working with customers to

do fascinating projects on Big Data.

Mayank has a Bachelor's degree in Computer Science from IIT-Bombay, and a Master's and Ph.D.

degree in Computer Science from Stanford University. Mayank was the recipient of the Stanford

Graduate Fellowship (Sequoia Capital Fellow) at Stanford University during his doctorate studies.

Mayank has published a dozen academic papers in top database conferences and has been

affiliated with IBM Research and Microsoft Research.

Mayank Bawa
CEO and co-founder, Aster Data Systems
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Number of Investments: 5

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: TrueCare24

Stages: Seed



MedBridge Venture 
Fund

MedBridge Development Company, LLC is a medical facility development and management company. It offers development services,

including partnership formation, project financing, facility design and construction, and partner coordination; management services, such

as partnership management, facility licensure and operations management, contracting and payor management, and marketing; and

financial services, including pre-operative scheduling and authorization, billing and collections, accounts receivable, accounts payable

and payroll, and transcription and coding. The company is based in Santa Barbara, California.

Web site: medbridge.md

Number of Investments: 1

Founded in: Undisclosed

Based in: Santa Barbara, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: VG Life Sciences

Stages: Seed
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Medtronic

Medtronic, Inc. manufactures and sells device-based medical therapies. Its products include pacemakers; insertable cardiac monitors;

implantable defibrillators; leads and delivery systems; ablation products; electrophysiology catheters; coronary and peripheral stents and

related delivery systems; therapies for uncontrolled hypertension; endovascular stent graft systems; heart valve replacement

technologies; and cardiac tissue ablation systems. The company also offers products for spine; bone graft substitutes; biologic products;

trauma and implantable neurostimulation therapies; and drug delivery systems for the treatment of chronic pain, movement disorders,

obsessive-compulsive disorder, overactive bladder, urinary retention, fecal incontinence, and gastroparesis. Additionally, it manufactures

and sells image-guided surgery and intra-operative imaging systems. The company provides insulin pumps; continuous glucose

monitoring systems; insulin pump consumables; and web-based therapy management solutions.

Medtronic, Inc. was founded in 2015 and is headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Medtronic, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of

Medtronic plc.

Web site: medtronic.com

Number of Investments: 61

Founded in: 1949

Based in: Minneapolis, Minnesota, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: AcuFocus

Stages: Undisclosed
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Melbourne Accelerator 
Program

Melbourne Accelerator Program is an Accelerator specializing in start-up and early stage. It is industry agnostic with a focus in People

and People; Health and Wellbeing; Sustainability and Resilience; which includes innovations in energy, transport, urban-infrastructure and

water or food security. Melbourne Accelerator Program was founded in 2012 and is based in Victoria, Australia.

Web site: themap.co

Number of Investments: 30

Founded in: 2012

Based in: Melbourne, Australia

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Cortera Neurotechnologies

Stages: Undisclosed
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Merlin Biomed

As of December 2007, Merlin BioMed Group (MBG) has gone out of business. It was an employee owned investment manager. The firm

primarily provides its services to pooled investment vehicles, institutions, pension funds, endowments, family offices, and high net worth

individuals. It manages funds of hedge funds for its clients. The firm invests in the public equity and hedging markets across the globe. It

primarily invests in small-cap, mid-cap, and large-cap companies to create its portfolios. The firm employs a fundamental analysis with a

bottom-up stock picking approach to make its investments.

It typically invests in companies operating in the biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, medical devices, and healthcare services industries.

Merlin BioMed Group was founded in January 1998 and is based in New York, New York.

Web site: merlinbiomed.com

Number of Investments: 17

Founded in: 1988

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Genelabs Technologies

Stages: Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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Michael Brams is a technology executive, investor and entrepreneur.

As a technology executive, Michael has spent most of his career building and managing the

complex infrastructure required by top-tier quantitative hedge funds and other technology-

dependent firms in the financial services industry. In these roles he demonstrated an ability to

attract and motivate talented individuals and build strong and adaptable teams that were able to

execute consistently under rapidly changing circumstances.

For investments, Michael has sought seed stage opportunities in companies with great teams and

great ideas. Most of these companies did not yet have a product or revenue at the time of

investment. Past investments include Organovo (ONVO), a creator of 3D bioprinting technology,

WysDM (EMC), developer of data protection software since acquired by EMC, and Brightscope the

leading provider of 401k plan and financial advisor ratings.

Before starting his career Michael went to NYU for Film where he also studied computer science.

Michael Brams
Founder, 3Top / Head of Compute Engineering and Cloud, Millennium Management
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Number of Investments: 2

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Organovo Holdings, Inc.

Stages: Seed



Michael J. Fox 
Foundation

The Michael J. Fox Foundation is a trust fund and a nonprofit research firm. It focuses on finding a cure for Parkinson disease and

improved therapies for those living with the condition. The firm operates through a funded and targeted research program coupled with

active global engagement of scientists, Parkinson’s patients, business leaders, clinical trial participants, donors, and volunteers.

Their single, urgent goal is to eliminate Parkinson's disease. Honor someone in your life who has been touched by PD, and help research

find a cure. Donations of customers funds an aggressive agenda aimed at developing improved therapies and a cure for those living with

Parkinson's disease.

The Michael J. Fox Foundation was founded by Deborah Brooks in 2000 and is headquartered in New York.

Web site: michaeljfox.org

Number of Investments: 12

Founded in: 2000

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Alkahest

Stages: Grant
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Microsoft

Microsoft is an American multinational corporation that develops, manufactures, licenses, supports, and sells a range of software

products and services.

Microsoft’s devices and consumer (D&C) licensing segment licenses Windows operating system and related software; Microsoft Office

for consumers; and Windows Phone operating system. Its phone hardware segment offers Lumia smartphones and other non-Lumia

phones. Its D&C other segment provides Windows Store, Xbox Live transactions, and Windows phone store; search advertising; display

advertising; Office 365 Home and Office 365 Personal; first-party video games; and other consumer products and services as well as

operating retail stores.

Microsoft Corporation was founded by Bill Gates and Paul Allen in 1974. It is based in Redmond, Washington.

Web site: microsoft.com

Number of Investments: 107

Founded in: 1975

Based in: Redmond, Washington, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: DNAnexus

Stages: Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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http://www.microsoft.com


MIT Alumni Angels of 
Northern California

MIT Angels are interested and engaged in the start-up community and committed to investing their time and money into new, cutting

edge, early stage businesses.

MIT Angels group is made up of individuals with broad experience in technology, semiconductor, energy, general management,

entrepreneurship, finance, consulting and law. The involvement of the group in portfolio companies will vary from deal to deal.

Entrepreneurs will have access to the group for general advice and direct involvement by individual members where we can make a

difference. Potential roles for MIT Angels include “money only investor”, Board member, CEO mentor and advisor/consultant. Their group

meets on a quarterly basis and invite three startups per meeting that can benefit either from advice or investment as they seek angel

investors (with a preference for companies started by MIT alumni entrepreneurs). The Deal Selection Team evaluates more than 50

business plans to select the 3 presenting companies.

Web site: mitalumniangelsnorcal.com

Number of Investments: 4

Founded in: 2014

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: MiNDERA Corporation

Stages: Undisclosed
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Morgenthaler Ventures

Morgenthaler Ventures operates as a venture capital firm. The Company invests in medical devices, health care services, pharmaceutical,

biotechnology, consumer and enterprise software, mobile computing, and life sciences companies. Morgenthaler Ventures serves

customers in the United States.

Morgenthaler Ventures has been in the venture capital business for more than 45 years, steadily investing through every market cycle.

Select past and present portfolio companies in the IT space include: Evernote, Lending Club, Siri, MuleSoft, Practice Fusion, Adara Media,

Check, Doximity, PeopleMatter, Socrata, NuoDB, Jaspersoft, Voltage Security, Rhythm NewMedia, Nominum, Wize Commerce (NexTag)

and back in the day, Apple.

Web site: morgenthaler.com

Number of Investments: 282

Founded in: 1968

Based in: Menlo Park, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Transcend Medical

Stages:
Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, 
Seed
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http://www.morgenthaler.com/


762

Morningside Group

Morningside Group is a private investment group founded in 1986 by the Chan family of Hong Kong. The Chan family founded the Hang

Lung Group in 1960. Today, the Hang Lung Group consists of Hang Lung Group Limited [0010.HK] and Hang Lung Properties Limited

[0101.HK]. Both companies are listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. Hang Lung Properties Limited is a constituent stock of the

Hang Seng Index.

Morningside Group invests in private equity and venture capital opportunities in North America, Europe and Asia Pacific. Since 1992,

China has increasingly become a significant part of the investment activities. Morningside Group has investments in the following

sectors -- machinery manufacturing, high-tech, media, telecommunication, life science, education and cleantech. The group is managed

by experienced investment professionals who are entrepreneurial, have deep industry knowledge and are effective in the local

environment in which they operate.

Web site: morningside.com

Number of Investments: 154

Founded in: 1986

Based in: Shanghai, China

Sector:
Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience, Personalized/Precision 
Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Kezar Life Sciences, MicuRx Pharmaceuticals

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, Seed

http://www.morningside.com/


763

MPM Capital

MPM Capital is a healthcare investment firm with over two decades of experience founding and investing in life-sciences companies that

seek to translate scientific innovations into cures for major diseases. With its experienced and dedicated team of investment

professionals and Executive Partners, MPM strives to power novel medical breakthroughs that transform patients’ lives. MPM

continuously seeks new ways to invest in order to drive breakthroughs and cures

Unique to MPM is an internal team of industry experts that has been specifically assembled not only to enable MPM to assess

opportunities but to participate in the value creation and value enhancing acitivities once MPM is an investor. They believe that there

senior team is the broadest and deepest team in healthcare venture capital, comprised of talented individuals with impressive investing

and finance pedigrees, as well as persons who possess specific functional and operating expertise. MPM executives have and will

continue to take interim operating positions in portfolio companies.

Web site: mpmcapital.com

Number of Investments: 199

Founded in: 1996

Based in: Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Astute Medical

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, Seed

http://www.mpmcapital.com/


764

MVM Life Science 
Partners

MVM was founded in 1997 and manages four funds totalling more than US$700 million. MVM has a global perspective on healthcare

and maintains offices in Boston and London.

MVM invests broadly across the healthcare sector, including in specialty pharmaceuticals, medical technology, diagnostics, life science

tools, consumer healthcare, veterinary medicine, healthcare services, and digital health. Partners of MVM, in aggregate, have more than

120 years of healthcare investment experience and have managed more than 45 healthcare investments. Their backgrounds span

medicine, science, finance, operations, private equity and the public equity markets. MVM is a collaborative and “hands-on” partner. We

endeavor to contribute our know-how and leverage our vast network for the benefit of our portfolio companies.

Web site: mvm.com

Number of Investments: 47

Founded in: 1997

Based in: London, United Kingdom

Sector:
Personalized/Precision Medicine, Regenerative 
Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: bioTheranostics, Zipline Medical

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture

http://mvm.com/


765

National Institutes of 
Health

National Institutes of Health is a biomedical research facility in the United States. It is affiliated to the United States Department of

Health and Human Services. It is the primary agency of the United States government responsible for biomedical and health-related

research. It conducts its own scientific research through its Intramural Research Program (IRP) and provides major biomedical research

funding to non-NIH research facilities through its Extramural Research Program.

National Institutes of Health has 1,200 principal investigators and more than 4,000 postdoctoral fellows in basic, translational, and

clinical research. It comprises 27 separate institutes and centers that conduct research in different disciplines of biomedical science.

With scientific accomplishments such as the discovery of fluoride to prevent tooth decay, the use of lithium to manage bipolar disorder,

the creation of vaccines against hepatitis, Haemophilus influenzae (HIB) and human papillomavirus, National Institutes of Health has

many agencies under its control.

Web site: nih.gov

Number of Investments: 300

Founded in: 1887

Based in: Bethesda, Maryland, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine, AgeTech

Investment In CA companies:
Sangamo Therapeutics, National Institutes of Health, National 
Institutes of Health

Stages: Grant, Seed

https://www.nih.gov/


766

National Science 
Foundation

The National Science Foundation (NSF) is an independent federal agency created by Congress in 1950 "to promote the progress of

science; to advance the national health, prosperity, and welfare; to secure the national defense..." NSF is vital because we support basic

research and people to create knowledge that transforms the future. With an annual budget of $8.1 billion (FY 2019), we are the funding

source for approximately 24 percent of all federally supported basic research conducted by America's colleges and universities. In many

fields such as mathematics, computer science and the social sciences, NSF is the major source of federal backing.

America’s Seed Fund powered by NSF awards nearly $200 million annually to startups and small businesses, transforming scientific

discovery into products and services with commercial and societal impact. Startups working across almost all areas of science and

technology can receive up to $1.5 million in non-dilutive funds to support research and development (R&D), helping de-risk technology for

commercial success.

Web site: nsf.gov

Number of Investments: 235

Founded in: 1950

Based in: Alexandria, Virginia, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: dfusion

Stages: Grant, Seed

https://www.nsf.gov/


767

NGK SPARK PLUG CO

NGK SPARK PLUG CO., LTD., headquartered in Nagoya, Japan, is a comprehensive ceramics-processing manufacturer. The company

holds a world-leading share of spark plugs and automotive sensors for internal combustion engines and also offers a broad line of

packages, cutting tools, bioceramics and industrial ceramics.

The company’s global network of sales and manufacturing organizations and over 12,000 employees deliver value creation to the world,

contributing to a sustainable society by developing products related to the environment, energy, next-generation vehicles, medical

devices and diagnostic tests.

The company’s belief is to embrace the challenge of a new era under the catch phrase of “manufacturing is our only one, and number

one, product.”

Web site: ngksparkplugs.com

Number of Investments: 4

Founded in: 1966

Based in: Nagoya, Japan

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Spirosure

Stages: Undisclosed
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768

Norwest Venture 
Partners

Norwest is a premier multi-stage investment firm managing more than $7.5 billion in capital. Since our inception, we have invested in

more than 600 companies and partner with over 140 active companies across our venture and growth equity portfolio. The firm invests in

early to late stage companies across a wide range of sectors with a focus on consumer, enterprise, and healthcare. We offer a deep

network of connections, operating experience, and a wide range of impactful services to help CEOs and founders scale their businesses.

Norwest has offices in Palo Alto and San Francisco, with subsidiaries in India and Israel.

Web site: www.nvp.com

Number of Investments: 589

Founded in: 1961

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Silk Road Medical

Stages:
Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, 
Seed
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769

Norwich Ventures

Norwich is a specialized venture capital firm focused on early-stage medtech. Norwich invest in entrepreneurs developing game-

changing technologies that solve large unmet medical needs. They provide initial capital in seed and early-stage rounds. Norwich

approach each investment with a long-term perspective and continue to support and invest in the company throughout its phases of

growth.

The investment philosophies company follows are rooted in our passion for entrepreneurship and medical technology. There are certain

key factors to success that they look for when evaluating new opportunities. It starts with the team. The greater the passion in the

founder's eyes the better. Norwich Ventures also look for barriers to entry, a quick path to proof-of-concept, and capital efficient

operations.

Web site: norwichventures.com

Number of Investments: 12

Founded in: 2004

Based in: Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: ReThink Medical

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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770

Novartis

Novartis is a global healthcare company based in Switzerland that provides solutions to address the evolving needs of patients

worldwide.They reimagine medicine to improve and extend people’s lives. The company use innovative science and technology to

address some of society’s most challenging healthcare issues. They discover and develop breakthrough treatments and find new ways

to deliver them to as many people as possible.

Novartis is structured to deliver innovative products, exploit global scale, and respond to new opportunities and risks. The divisions -

Innovative Medicines and Sandoz - are supported by functional organizations with global scale. Research and development (R&D) is at

the core of our company and central to the Novartis strategy. Novartis was created in 1996 through a merger of Ciba-Geigy and Sandoz.

Novartis and its predecessor companies trace roots back more than 250 years, with a rich history of developing innovative products.

Web site: novartis.com

Number of Investments: 31

Founded in: 1996

Based in: Basel, Switzerland

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: BioNano Genomics

Stages: Undisclosed
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http://www.novartis.com/


771

Novo Holdings

Established in 1999, Novo Holdings is the holding company of the Novo Group and manages the Foundation's investment assets.

In addition to being the major shareholder in the Novo Group companies, Novo Holdings invests the wealth of the Foundation in two key

categories: 1. Life Science Investments, which includes investing in life science companies at all stages of development; and 2. Financial

Investments, which manages a diversified portfolio of equity and fixed income securities.

Working out of Copenhagen, San Francisco and Boston, Novo Holdings is a world-leading life science investor with a focus on creating

long-term value. The purpose of the investments of Novo Holdings is both to grow the assets of the Foundation and to deliver a return

that the Foundation can distribute for scientific, social and humanitarian purposes to improve the health and welfare of people.

Web site: novoholdings.dk

Number of Investments: 132

Founded in: 1999

Based in: Copenhagen, Denmark

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: CellBiosciences

Stages:
Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Post-Ipo, Private 
Equity, Seed

771

https://www.novoholdings.dk/


772

OrbiMed

OrbiMed is a healthcare-dedicated investment firm, with approximately $5 billion in assets under management. OrbiMed's investment

advisory business was founded in 1989 with a vision to invest across the spectrum of healthcare companies: from private startups to

large multinational companies. OrbiMed manages the Caduceus Private Investments series of venture capital funds and a family of

public equity investment funds.

From biopharmaceuticals to medical devices, diagnostics, and healthcare services, OrbiMed is scouting the globe for innovations that

will help ensure humanity lives healthier, longer and more productive lives. OrbiMed invests across the global healthcare industry, from

seed-stage venture capital to large publicly-traded companies. Investments are made in one of three strategies: public equity, private

equity, and royalty opportunities.

Web site: orbimed.com

Number of Investments: 315

Founded in: 1989

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Complete Genomics

Stages:
Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Post-Ipo, 
Private Equity

772

http://www.orbimed.com/


773

OSF Ventures

OSF Ventures invests financially and operationally in opportunities that will improve patient outcomes, enhance patient experience and

reduce the cost of health care. They believe in not only investing financially, but also strategically through comprehensive collaboration.

OSF Ventures employs the principles of humble curiosity and considered risk to create conditions conducive to exploring new thinking,

challenging conventions and championing better, more compassionate care for all.

OSF Ventures is a member of the OSF HealthCare family, located in Illinois and Michigan. OSF HealthCare was founded to continue the

healing Ministry of Jesus Christ. "Embracing God’s great gift of life, we are one OSF Ministry transforming health care to improve the

lives of those we serve."

Web site: osfhealthcare.org/ventures

Number of Investments: 13

Founded in: 2015

Based in: Peoria, Illinois, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: BrightWater Medical

Stages: Undisclosed
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774

OVP Venture Partners

Olympic Venture Partners formed their first fund in 1983, and have since formed and completed six additional funds. They have seen up

and down cycles, open and closed IPO windows, bubbles build and burst.

They do what a lot of other VC firms do. Company invests capital in new companies in growing markets — cleantech, digital biology and

information technology. Their initial investment is typically about $1-5 million, and we usually partner with other venture capital firms.

The OVP model is simple but distinct: invest in seed and first-round stage deals and develop those businesses from start to finish. The

hallmark is bringing a deep partnership to every deal we do. They originate and lead our investments and support them by establishing

terms and conditions, recruiting management, making introductions to other VCs and developing strategic alliances that foster the

growth of a founder’s business plan. OVP partners take the raw clay and build the statue— help, advise, support, question and guide

innovative entrepreneurs.

Web site: ovp.com

Number of Investments: 113

Founded in: 1983

Based in: Seattle, Washington, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Fate Therapeutics

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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http://www.ovp.com/


775

Paramount BioCapital 
Asset Management

Paramount BioSciences is a global pharmaceutical development and healthcare investment firm that conceives, nurtures, and supports

new biotechnology and life-sciences companies.

The company has a keen eye for finding and developing novel therapeutic medicines that have, in our opinion, significant market

potential. It assesses promising drug candidates from around the globe, from academic centers to biotechnology firms to

pharmaceutical companies. Once compounds are in-licensed, selected members of the Paramount BioSciences Executive Team -- each

member has significant life sciences industry experience, as described in their bios -- supported by approximately 80 in-house

professionals, manages their entire development cycle, supporting all aspects of drug development including manufacturing, formulation,

technology transfer, pharmacology, toxicology, clinical development, regulatory, quality assurance, commercialization, and life cycle

management.

Web site: paramountcapital.com

Number of Investments: 4

Founded in: 1995

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Genelabs Technologies

Stages: Undisclosed
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776

Paul Capital

Paul Capital was formed in 1991 as a pioneer in the secondary market, providing creative liquidity solutions to investors in private equity

limited partnerships and portfolios of direct investments. In 1999, Paul Capital added its Healthcare Platform to invest in royalty and

revenue interests in life science products. Today,

Paul Capital sees the world from the vantage point of an experienced investor with unique insight and the ability to build compelling

solutions for institutional investors.

The team has grown to nearly 100 employees, with offices in Hong Kong, London, New York, Paris, San Francisco and SÃ£o Paulo,

managing a total of more than $6 billion across its distinct investment platforms.

Web site: paulcap.com

Number of Investments: 10

Founded in: 1991

Based in: Central, Hong Kong, China

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Biotie Therapies, Inc.(Acorda Therapeutics)

Stages: Late Stage Venture, Private Equity

776

http://www.paulcap.com/


777

Pfizer Venture 
Investments

Pfizer Ventures (PV), the venture capital arm of Pfizer Inc., was founded in 2004 and invests for return in areas of current or future

strategic interest to Pfizer. PV seeks to remain at the forefront of life science advances, looking to identify and invest in emerging

companies that are developing transformative medicines and technologies that have the potential to enhance Pfizer’s pipeline and shape

the future of their industry. With a new $600M capital commitment from Pfizer for private investments, PV invests in private companies

at all stages of development, with a strong focus on early stage opportunities. Other investments, including start-ups and spinouts, will

also be considered. We actively work with our current portfolio companies throughout their growth cycles, contributing strategic

guidance in addition to our capital and providing access to internal Pfizer expertise, whenever appropriate. While primarily U.S. focused,

international investments may represent up to 20% of the portfolio. Investment strategy is primarily focused on potentially transformative

therapeutics, with an emphasis on Pfizer's core therapeutic areas (Inflammation & Immunology, Internal Medicine, Oncology, Rare

Disease and Vaccines).

Web site: pfizer.com

Number of Investments: 80

Founded in: 2004

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: EyeCyte

Stages: Undisclosed
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778

Pitango Venture Capital

Pitango is a venture capital firm focused on seed, expansion, and late stage investments in the IT, Life Sciences and cleantech industries.

Pitango has been investing in exceptional founding teams and disruptive ideas since 1993. Their team has more than 100 years of

accumulated experience in building companies into category leaders.

With over $2 billion under management and investments in over 250 companies, Pitango invests in core technology across all stages, via

two parallel funds: Pitango VC and Pitango Growth. We believe innovation, technology, and entrepreneurship are means to make the

world a better place. Their commitment is to entrepreneurs who go far beyond the status quo and have a world-changing vision. And they

believe that diversity and inclusion are key in building a strong community of entrepreneurs. The Israeli society is as strong as its

diversity and inclusion efforts, so is the tech ecosystem, who should endeavor as a whole to play a role in its inclusion efforts.

Web site: pitango.com

Number of Investments: 250

Founded in: 1993

Based in: Herzliya, Israel

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: VisionCare Ophthalmic Technologies

Stages:
Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, 
Seed
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http://www.pitango.com/


779

PrairieGold Venture 
Partners

PrairieGold Venture Partners is a venture capital firm specializing in early stage investments. It typically invests in life sciences, green

technology, information technology, and alternative energy companies. The firm seeks to invest in the Midwest region. It primarily invests

between $0.25 million and $2 million in transactions ranging from $0.25 million to $10 million. The firm prefers a board seat in its

portfolio companies. PrairieGold Venture Partners is based in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. PrairieGold Venture Partners is comprised of a

broad team of experienced managers and advisors. Their team has extensive experience in venture capital, investment banking, law,

government, university, public relations and industry - experience that enables them to provide advice and counsel to help grow their

portfolio companies. They prefer to invest in early stage opportunities in the Midwest; this allows them to take meaningful ownership

positions with less capital and play an active role in formulating company strategy. Their interests include Life Sciences and Greentech.

Companies in which they invest have exceptional management teams, compelling value propositions, proven business models and large

market opportunities.

Web site: pgvp.com

Number of Investments: 17

Founded in: 2004

Based in: Sioux Falls, South Dakota, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Chronix Biomedical

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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780

Prolog Ventures

Prolog Ventures is a venture capital firm specializing in startups, early stage, and growth capital investments. It seeks to invest in life

sciences and related information technology sectors; traditional healthcare opportunities as well as emerging areas including nutrition,

wellness, and green technology; and consumer health and wellness companies with a focus on products, technologies and innovative

business models related to fast-moving consumer goods markets, such as personal care, functional food and beverages, medical food,

dietary supplements, and home care.

Within consumer health and wellness, the firm invests with an emphasis will be on products that maintain, protect or preserve the health

and well-being of people and companion animals around the world through proprietary ingredients, formulations, and delivery

technologies. It typically invests in North America.

Web site: http://www.prologventures.com

Number of Investments: 65

Founded in: 2001

Based in: St Louis, Missouri, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Veniti

Stages: Early Stage Venture

780



781

Psilos Group

Psilos has established itself as a successful healthcare investor and has demonstrated its ability to effectively identify and analyze

attractive investment opportunities, to structure and consummate high-quality transactions and to work with entrepreneurial

management teams from company inception to successful liquidity events. They understand entrepreneurial drive and the importance of

developing relationships with companies that reinforce management's creative energies. Psilos seeks investments where they can have

a significant positive impact on the strategic development of their portfolio companies, leveraging their broad network of relationships

with both strategic and financial investors, corporate partners, investment banks, and industry leaders across the healthcare field. Psilos

invests in businesses that are poised to establish enduring market value by developing fundamental improvements in the healthcare

system as a whole. Psilos seeks to be the lead investor in companies that have: an industry-transforming service, technology or product

idea; a strong, experienced and visionary management team; broad applicability to a large and growing market; a compelling and sound

business model with superior returns potential; strong intellectual property and high barriers to entry; entrepreneurs desirous of forming a

strong partnership with their investors.

Web site: psilos.com

Number of Investments: 37

Founded in: 1998

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Gamma Medica-Ideas

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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782

Quantum Technology 
Partners

Quantum Technology Partners is a venture capital firm specializing in early stage investments. The firm prefers to invest in life sciences

and technology companies. It seeks to invest between $250000 and $6 million in the initial round and can invest upto $10 million over

the life of a company. Quantum Technology Partners was founded in 2000 and is based in San Jose, California.

Quantum is interested in investing in early stage Information Technology and life Sciences companies which have proprietary,

protectable technology and are developing products or services for large markets.

Web site: quantumtp.com

Number of Investments: 11

Founded in: 2000

Based in: San Jose, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Corium International

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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783

RA Capital 
Management

RA Capital Management is an investment advisor based in Boston specializing in the life-sciences and drug development sectors.

Their team has been investing since 2002 and is comprised of professionals with training in biology, chemistry, and medicine and also

has industry and business development experience at the executive and board levels.

They invest in companies with promising technologies and products. Their approach is to achieve a superior understanding of data,

experimental/trial design, regulatory process, and commercial potential.

When appropriate, they can offer their portfolio companies leads on in-licensing opportunities and strategic partnerships, as well as

insight into the demands of the public markets.

Web site: racap.com

Number of Investments: 104

Founded in: 2001

Based in: Boston, Massachusetts, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Genelabs Technologies

Stages:
Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Post-Ipo, Private 
Equity

783

http://www.racap.com/


784

Red Abbey Venture 
Partners

Red Abbey Venture Partners is a life sciences investment firm that was founded in 2004 and invested in 14 privately held and 9 publicly

traded life sciences companies. We believe that the life sciences sector has retained an “innovative edge” and that these companies will

help people lead longer, healthier, more productive lives. Their investments: 1) targeted important diseases where the upside of success

is significant; and 2) companies with a unique combination of high quality management and technology. Their investment team and

advisors are a multi-faceted group of individuals who possess a deep network of relationships. Furthermore, their experience in all

aspects of these companies – scientific, financial, operational – provided them with the ability to conduct exceptional due diligence and

add meaningful value to our portfolio companies. Red Abbey Venture Partners is the second generation of a life sciences investment

program that Frank A. Bonsal, Jr. and Philip Goelet, PhD began in 1997 with an investment in RiboTargets Holdings, PLC. From 1997 to

the formation of Red Abbey Venture Partners in 2004, Mr. Bonsal and Dr. Goelet invested in 14 life sciences companies.

Web site: redabbey.com

Number of Investments: 13

Founded in: 2004

Based in: Baltimore, Maryland, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Cytokinetics, Inc.

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Roche

Roche Holding AG is the owner of F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd., a provider of in-vitro diagnostics and drugs for cancer and transplantation.

It specializes in medicines for oncology, virology, inflammation, metabolism, CNS, clinical chemistry, immunology, urinalysis, blood

screening, genetics, infectious diseases, and microbiology. F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd. serves hospitals, research labs, private medical

labs, practicing physicians, and patients.

Its products include cancer treatments, such as Avastin, Herceptin, and MabThera that are also effective in the treatment of rheumatoid

arthritis, anemia, and osteoporosis. F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd., also conducts research and development as well as production related to

molecular diagnostic reagents, test systems, and test kits. In addition, it provides automated instruments, software, consumables, and IT

solutions used in in-vitro diagnostics and research. F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd was established in 1896 and is based in Basel,

Switzerland.

Web site: roche.com

Number of Investments: 6

Founded in: 1896

Based in: Basel, Switzerland

Sector:
Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience, Personalized/Precision 
Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Proacta, Second Genome

Stages: Undisclosed
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Roche Venture Fund

The Roche Venture Fund is the name given to the corporate venture fund of the healthcare company Roche. Roche has allocated CHF

500 million to invest in and develop commercially successful innovative life science companies.

Roche has been investing in early stage companies as part of collaborations since the early-1990s and independent of collaborations

since 2002. All equity investments made by Roche in biotech and diagnostics companies (including collaboration investments) are

negotiated and managed by the Roche Venture Fund. In the past 20 years, the Roche Venture Fund has invested in over 60 companies

globally. Currently, Roche Venture Fund has a portfolio of around 30 companies located in 10 countries across Europe, North America

and the Pacific Region. The fund is an evergreen fund with CHF 500 million available of which approximately 40% is currently invested.

The Roche Venture Fund is a committed long-term stable investor with sufficient money reserved in their fund for follow-on financing

rounds. As part of a multinational healthcare company, the Roche Venture Fund has access to considerable expertise both internally and

externally. We co-invest with leading venture funds, including other corporate venture funds, on a regular basis.

Web site: venturefund.roche.com

Number of Investments: 76

Founded in: 2002

Based in: Basel, Switzerland

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Second Genome

Stages: Undisclosed
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Root Ventures

Root Ventures is a venture capital company that invests in hardware, development tools, and data science.

Root Ventures is a venture capital firm that offers investment services for companies utilizing hardware, development tools, and data

science. It was founded in 2013 by Avidan Ross and is based in California. The firm focuses on investing in the hardware, robotics,

industrial automation and manufacturing sectors.

Web site: http://www.root.vc/

Number of Investments: 29

Founded in: 2013

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Seismic

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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S28 Capital

S28 Capital is a venture capital firm composed of founding CTOs, investors, and operators. They focus on early-stage venture investing in

mobile, marketplaces, infrastructure, and consumer & enterprise software.

S28 is proud to have partnered and founded promising companies such as Playdom, PagerDuty, Zoom, Coupang, Evernote and more.

They are operators and entrepreneurs who are building a venture firm they wish they had when building their companies.

They have hired 1000s of employees, raised over $200M in venture capital, created over $2B enterprise value, scaled internationally, and

built consumer and enterprise startups. The firm is based in South Park, San Francisco.

Web site: s28capital.com

Number of Investments: 36

Founded in: 2015

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: EPINOMICS

Stages: Undisclosed
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SAIF Partners

SAIF Partners is a private equity and venture capital firm specializing in incubation, seed, startup, early stage, series A, late stage,

maturing startups, middle market, emerging growth, growth capital, buyout, and special situations investment. It also invests in publicly

listed companies that are undervalued. The firm seeks to invest in the internet, mobile internet, information technology, healthcare, clean

technology, financial technology, energy, education, consumer, IT services, industrials, finance sectors, electrical equipment, agricultural

services, consumer electronics, travel and tourism services, broadcasting, digital television, e-commerce software, B2B Commerce,

entertainment software, telephone equipment, technology hardware, storage and peripherals, mobile telephones, electronic equipment

and instruments, electronic manufacturing services, outsourced technology manufacturing services, integrated circuit assembly, utilities,

alternative energy resources, real estate, independent power producers and energy traders.It primarily invests in the greater China region

and companies based in Asia Pacific Region with a focus on India, Korea, South Korea, Africa and Jiangsu Province. The firm typically

invests between $0.5 million and $100 million, in one or more rounds of financing. It seeks to obtain a significant minority equity

ownership position in the range of 15 percent to 40 percent of a portfolio company and majority stake.

Web site: http://www.sbaif.com

Number of Investments: 277

Founded in: Jan 1, 2001

Based in: Hong Kong, Hong Kong Island, Hong Kong

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: NeuroSky

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, Seed
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Saints Capital

Saints is an investment firm dedicated to providing liquidity to investors in private companies. Saints formed its first fund in 2000, and

was a pioneer as a direct secondary fund. Since 2000, Saints has provided liquidity to General Partners and their Limited Partners in

Venture Capital and Private Equity funds, to founders and early employees of venture-capital backed companies, and to financial

institutions (banks, hedge funds and corporations) who have portfolios of private investments that they have wanted to sell. Saints

prides itself on being honest with sellers about pricing and ability to close as well as being flexible in structuring a transaction to meet

the needs of a seller—our deals are often structured and can include loans, deferred payments and upside sharing. With a track record of

over 15 years and investments in over 200 companies, Saints is the oldest and one of the largest direct secondary investors. Our team’s

years of experience and our knowledge in industries like business services, telecom equipment, aerospace, cleantech, and security give

us the ability to help sellers across an array of assets and sectors. Saints serves four types of sellers: founders and early employees,

general partners of venture capital and private equity funds, financial institutions with illiquid securities, limited partners of old venture

capital funds.

Web site: saintscapital.com

Number of Investments: 64

Founded in: 2000

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: VisionCare Ophthalmic Technologies

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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Sand Hill Angels

Sand Hill Angels is a group of successful Silicon Valley executives and accredited investors that are passionate about entrepreneurialism

and the commercialization of disruptive technologies. Founded in 2000, Sand Hill Angels is an active angel investment group comprised

of world-class entrepreneurs, accredited investors and Senior Business Executives based in Silicon Valley. We are passionate about

entrepreneurialism and the commercialization of disruptive technologies, with early stage investments in promising start-ups. With

experience spanning all aspects of growing successful companies — from the formative stage through the management of multi-billion

dollar enterprises — Sand Hill Angels seeks to add value, and to provide expertise and assistance to fledgling enterprises. Sand Hill

Angels works openly and collaboratively with venture capital funds, other angel organizations, and the Bay Area ecosystem to foster the

growth of technology start-ups. Sand Hill Angels participates in early/seed to Series A, B, C investments, as well as later stage bridge

rounds. We do not focus on specific verticals or industries, but invest in companies who have big, disruptive ideas.

Web site: sandhillangels.com

Number of Investments: 174

Founded in: 2000

Based in: Mountain View, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Magnetic Insight

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Sands Capital Ventures

Sands Capital Ventures is a venture firm committed to identifying highly innovative businesses - companies and individuals that have the

capacity to transform a given industry. We are passionate about innovation, technology, and entrepreneurship and we want to join you in

profitably transforming humanity. We look forward to working with you.

Sands Capital Ventures invests in entrepreneurs building businesses in three dynamic, high-growth markets: Life Sciences, Technology,

and Global Consumer. As the venture capital affiliate of Sands Capital Management, we bring significant global diligence capabilities

based on our deep domain experience. We like to back businesses that are creating scalable innovations that have the potential to

become market leaders.

Web site: sandscapitalventures.com

Number of Investments: 51

Founded in: 1992

Based in: Arlington, Virginia, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Complete Genomics

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, Seed
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Scientific Health 
Development Partners

Scientific Health Development ("SHD") is a boutique investment company located in Dallas, TX. SHD invests in early-stage, innovative

healthcare-related technologies and products.

As SHD has grown its team and refined its investment thesis, we stay true to our core and serve a specific niche. They continue to raise

and manage relatively small funds for a purpose. They focus on early stage innovative medical technology that require smaller amounts

of funding and have attainable, near term value inflection points that could lead to an exit. They maintain a very productive relationship

with their portfolio companies, providing a number of skills, disciplines and experience that are needed by a young, capital efficient

company.

Web site: shdpartners.com

Number of Investments: 9

Founded in: 2006

Based in: Dallas, Texas, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: MiNDERA Corporation

Stages: Early Stage Venture
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Second Technology 
Capital Investors

Second Technology Capital Investors operates as a venture capital firm. Second Technology Capital Investors has invested in Tandem

Diabetes Care on Jul 7, 2008. This investment - Series B - Tandem Diabetes Care - was valued at $13M.Tandem Diabetes Care develops

medical devices for the treatment of diabetes offering diabetic insulin pumps for adults and children.

Web site: -

Number of Investments: 1

Founded in: -

Based in: Phoenix, Arizona, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Tandem Diabetes Care

Stages: Early Stage Venture
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Sequoia Capital

Sequoia is a venture capital focused on energy, financial, enterprise, healthcare, internet, and mobile startups. The firm helps a small

number of daring founders build legendary companies. Its spurs them to push the boundaries of what’s possible.

The firm seeks to invest in all sectors with a focus on energy, financials and financial services, healthcare and healthcare services,

Internet, mobile, outsourcing, and technology.

The company was founded by Don Valentine in November 1972 and is based on Menlo Park, California.

Web site: http://www.sequoiacap.com

Number of Investments: 1

Founded in: Nov 1, 1972

Based in: Menlo Park, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Elevate Labs

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Seraph Group

The Seraph Investor Network was founded with the vision of providing capital and support in an expedient and efficient manner without

geographic prejudice. Our Investor Network reaches 91+ cities and spans three continents. The reach provides valuable expertise to

entrepreneurs and investors. Seraph Group is comprised of a diverse group of business leaders, entrepreneurs, and technology leaders

across wide array of different industries. By leveraging this expertise, Seraph Group is able to evaluate and invest in venture scalable

opportunities across most industries. Investments range from $50K to $1.5 million and can participate along any financing stage of the

company. While Seraph Group is comprised solely of angel investors, the investment process mimics a traditional venture capital firm

where there is a fund managed by a small investment team. This pool of smart�capital brings singular access to a prestigious group of

individuals that are all invested in an entrepreneur's business and its success. Seraph Group's focus is to fill this unmet need in the

market for professional, smart capital. The primary investment criteria for companies raising money is for it to be a venture-scalable

business and not a lifestyle business. Seraph Group will consider investing in any round of financing and has often invested alongside

later-stage venture firms.

Web site: seraphgroup.net

Number of Investments: 40

Founded in: 2005

Based in: Foster City, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Sanguine

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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797Shanghai Fosun 
Pharmaceutical

Shanghai Fosun Pharmaceutical (Group) Co., Ltd. (“Fosun Pharma”), a leading healthcare company in China，which was established in

1994, has been listed on Shanghai Stock Exchange since August 1998. Specializing in modern biopharmaceutical and healthcare

industry, Fosun Pharma has captured opportunities within the rapidly developing Chinese healthcare industry as well as from the

globalization of Chinese healthcare companies in general. Fosun Pharma's operations strategically cover several important segments of

the healthcare industry value-chain, including: pharmaceutical manufacturing, distribution and retail. In particular, the Company has a

leading market position and unmatched advantages in pharmaceutical distribution and retail, healthcare services, diagnostic products

and medical devices, and maintains a strong focus on research and development, and manufacturing. As one of the largest healthcare

companies in China, Fosun Pharma enjoys a competitive advantage in research and development, innovation, marketing, integration of

mergers and acquisitions, as well as human resources. Fosun Pharma strongly believes in the principle of sustainable development and

has incorporated social responsibility into its long-term business strategy. In full recognition of its social role, Fosun Pharma endeavors

to meet the needs of its community, customers, employees and shareholders throughout conducting its business and its future

development.

Web site: fosunpharma.com

Number of Investments: 10

Founded in: 1994

Based in: Shanghai, China

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Spirosure

Stages: Undisclosed
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Shasta Ventures

Shasta Ventures is a venture capital firm specializing in early stage, and Series A, companies and startups. It seeks to invest in

technology based and technology enabled companies with a focus on enterprise, consumer services, business services, software,

connected hardware, technology applications, and infrastructure. Within the consumer and business services sector, the firm prefers to

invest in e-commerce, consumer Internet, and marketing services. In the infrastructure sector, it invests in bandwidth, storage, and

computing systems; mobile and wireless components, applications, and services; and infrastructure software. Within the software

sector, the firm prefers to invest in application development and deployment software; next generation application software; and system

infrastructure software and security. It primarily invests in companies based in Western United States but may consider other

geographies. The firm initially invests between $250,000 and $6 million and participates in follow-on rounds for a total investment of up

to $12 million per company. It seeks to invest in either the first or second round of a company’s fundraising. Shasta Ventures was

founded in 2004 and is based in Menlo Park, California with an additional office in San Francisco, California.

Web site: http://shastaventures.com

Number of Investments: 305

Founded in: Jan 1, 2004

Based in: Menlo Park, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Color Genomics

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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Shu Duan made 37 investments. Their latest investment is Seed Round - Tara on Oct 5, 2017. Shu

Duan invested $500K in Tara. He is a seasoned banker from Hong Kong, China, specializing in

capital market advisory & financing. Active angel & VC investor. He is specialized in Seed

investments.

Shu Duan
Director, Investment Banking and Capital Markets
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Number of Investments: 37

Based in: Hong Kong, China

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Caribou Biosciences

Stages: Seed



800

Signet Healthcare 
Partners

Signet Healthcare Partners (“Signet”) was founded in 1998 to focus on investments in the healthcare sector. Since inception, Signet has

raised four funds, with aggregate capital commitments in excess of $400 million, and has invested in more than 45 companies. These

investments have generated positive returns for our investors through capital market transactions and M&A exits. Signet is currently

making new investments out of its fourth fund (“Fund IV’). The Fund IV team is comprised of three senior investment professionals and a

network of venture partners and operating advisors. Throughout their history, they have remained focused on growth-stage healthcare

investing. Their team of investment professionals and network of advisors have decades of experience investing in and building

successful businesses across capital market cycles. It is their goal to be domain experts and strategic partners to their portfolio

companies and their management teams. They maintain a disciplined yet flexible investment approach and understand the steps needed

to develop growth-stage companies into leading businesses in a capital efficient manner. They have a concentrated portfolio which

enables them to play an active role in building value by working closely with their ecompanies.

Web site: signethealthcarepartners.com

Number of Investments: 15

Founded in: 1998

Based in: New York, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Pfenex

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Silicon Valley Bank

Silicon Valley Bank works with technology, life science, cleantech, venture capital, private equity, and premium wine businesses. SVB

provides industry knowledge and connections, financing, treasury management, corporate investment and international banking services

to its clients worldwide through 27 U.S. offices and seven international operations.

Banking the world’s most innovative companies and exclusive wineries, Silicon Valley Bank’s diverse financial services, knowledge,

global network, and world class service increase its clients’ probability of success. Forbes Magazine ranks SVB among America’s Best

Banks and Fortune Magazine named SVB one of the Best Companies to Work For in 2012.

Web site: svb.com

Number of Investments: 540

Founded in: 1983

Based in: Santa Clara, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Fate Therapeutics

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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Sinovation Ventures

Sinovation Ventures is a full-services venture capital firm that actively invests in the Chinese and U.S. marketplaces. They invest in start-

ups in China and the U.S. at Seed, Series A and B stages, in specific technology focus areas

.The Company invests in early stage technology in Internet, mobile computing, software, robotics, and education sectors.For U.S.-based

start-ups, they evaluate projects primarily based on their team and product, their merit for the U.S. market, as well as their potential for

successfully entering the China market in due time.

Web site: http://us.sinovationventures.com/

Number of Investments: 185

Founded in: Sep 2009

Based in: Beijing, Beijing, China

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Seismic

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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Social Capital

Social Capital is a Palo Alto-based investment firm whose mission is to advance humanity by solving the world’s hardest problems. By

harnessing technology to address core human needs, they aim to drive a bottom-up redistribution of power, capital and opportunity. To

achieve this, they're building a new kind of company and a platform for empowering brilliant entrepreneurs and breakthrough products.

Founded in 2011, the company is based in Palo Alto, California, United States.

At Social Capital, our mission is to advance humanity by solving the world’s hardest problems. We believe that empowering

entrepreneurs who seek to improve the lives of the people around them is the best way to create more opportunity globally.

At its core, Social Capital is an organization that identifies hard problems and assembles experts, IP and experiments that allow us to

learn about these problems deeply. Once we have conviction about a solution, we will then execute — by building, buying, or investing in

whatever it takes to solve the problem we identified.

Web site: socialcapital.com

Number of Investments: 347

Founded in: 2011

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Ligandal

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Post-Ipo, Seed
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Social Impact Capital

Social Impact Capital specializes in investments that can deliver top decile returns in addition to a positive social impact. We focus on

the "essentials of human need" — energy, water, food, health, environment, education, housing, access to capital, and social justice.

We're a finance-first social impact venture capital firm, focusing on early-stage investment (Seed, Series A). We invest in high-growth

companies where the driver of the business model is a social good.

A top decile early-stage VC, we are a generalist firm with specialist due diligence capabilities: we leverage a broad network of advisors

and venture partners with specific domain expertise.

Web site: social-impact-capital.com

Number of Investments: 12

Founded in: 2015

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Ligandal

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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SoftBank Capital

SoftBank Capital provides venture funding and strategic support to exceptional entrepreneurs building disruptive enduring businesses.

They are a small team of experienced entrepreneurs and investors who take an "active" approach to helping their companies reach their

full potential. They manage $600 million across three funds and invest across a company’s lifecycle, from early to growth stages.

Through their close ties to a number of Asia’s leading mobile, internet and technology companies – including strategic partners SoftBank

Corp, Yahoo! Japan and Alibaba Group – SoftBank Capital offers unique expertise to businesses seeking to address the Asian market.

Since 1995, SoftBank Capital has partnered with internet pioneers such as Criteo, Gilt Groupe, OMGPOP (Zynga), betaworks, BuzzFeed,

Buddy Media (Salesforce.com), Huffington Post (AOL), Associated Content (Yahoo!), Danger (Microsoft), Geocities (Yahoo!), E*Trade

and Yahoo!.

Web site: http://www.softbank.com

Number of Investments: 270

Founded in: 1995

Based in: Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: NeuroSky

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, Seed
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SOSV

SOSV is a multi-stage venture capital investor. We run multiple world-class vertical accelerator programs, and provide seed, venture and

growth stage follow-on investment into superstar companies. Our unique full-stack model has delivered a net IRR over the last 20 years

that puts us in the top 10% of all venture funds worldwide.

SOSV provides intellectual and financial capital to accelerate founders’ big ideas for positive change. SOSV has funded over 700 startups

to date. They currently fund over 150 startups per year through their programs: HAX (hardware and connected devices), IndieBio &

RebelBio (life sciences), Chinaccelerator (cross-border internet & mobile in Asia) and Food-X (food innovation).

They pledge more than funds. They provide the seed capital to get founders moving, a global staff of hands-on engineers, designers,

accountants, and scientists to accelerate product development, over 600 global mentors with deep market and technical expertise, and

an unparalleled network of fully outfitted laboratory & maker spaces to help startups go further, faster.

Web site: sosv.com

Number of Investments: 1269

Founded in: 1995

Based in: Princeton, New Jersey, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Dahlia Biosciences

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Seed
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Sound Ventures

Sound Ventures is a venture capital firm focusing on early and mid stage private technology platforms and late-stage venture

investments. The firm typically invests in financial technology and technology companies. Sound Ventures founded by Ashton Kutcher

and Guy Oseary, a successor to A-Grade Investments. Sound Ventures launched at SXSW in 2015.

Web site: http://www.sound-ventures.com/

Number of Investments: 68

Founded in: 2015

Based in: Los Angeles, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: CALM

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Private Equity
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808

Spencer Trask & Co.

Spencer Trask & Co. operates as a venture capital firm. The Company specializing in emerging growth, startups, and early stage

investments. Spencer Trask & Co operates in the United States.Several Spencer Trask-backed technologies and companies have been

acquired recently, including OpenTable ($2.6 billion), Prolor (stock swap worth $1.2 billion), ImThera Medical ($225 million), El Super

(more than $1 billion in revenues) and Prospect Medical ($363 million).

Spencer Trask & Co., has been instrumental in the formative stage of companies that pioneered many technological and scientific

advances, including: genomics with Myriad Genetics, healthcare reform with Health Dialog,development with Intellectual Ventures,

Web site: http://spencertraskco.com/

Number of Investments: 15

Founded in: 1982

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Organovo Holdings, Inc.

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Private Equity, Seed
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Split Rock Partners

Split Rock Partners invests in emerging healthcare, software and Internet services companies in the Upper Midwest and West Coast.

They are an early-stage venture capital firm that was founded in June 2004 by the former healthcare and software investment teams of

St. Paul Venture Capital (SPVC). The Split Rock team managed over $1 billion of venture capital during our tenure at SPVC, and continues

to manage the SPVC healthcare and software portfolio. In May of 2008, they raised $300 million in the second Split Rock Partners fund,

the successor to their inaugural $275 million fund raised in April 2005. The Split Rock team believes that it takes great people to translate

promising ideas into compelling businesses. They are grounded in a fundamental respect for entrepreneurs and the rare combination of

elements required when pioneering new markets. They start by looking for entrepreneurs with the passion, vision, and skills to build

leading companies. They then work with entrepreneurs collaboratively, building partnerships based on integrity and mutual respect. The

Split Rock team complements management expertise with over 80 years of venture investing and entrepreneurial management

experience. They are proud of the strong relationships they have built with talented entrepreneurs and co-investors throughout their

history and look forward to building on that tradition.

Web site: splitrock.com

Number of Investments: 93

Founded in: 2004

Based in: Minneapolis, Minnesota, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Transcend Medical

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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SRI International

SRI International, Inc. operates a nonprofit research institute in California. It conducts client-sponsored research and development in the

areas of communications and networks, computing, pharmaceuticals and health sciences, economic development, science and

technology policy, education, energy and environment, homeland security and defense, sensing, chemistry and materials and structures,

space and radar, and robotics. It develops technologies in machine intelligence, speech and natural language, perception and visual

sciences, bioinformatics, formal methods, and computer security; and research-based solutions to problems posed by social,

technological, and economic changes in society. It engages in basic research on disease mechanisms, biologic drug discovery and

development, and nonclinical contract research and development; and laboratory experiments, computer simulations, and testing. It

serves government agencies, corporations, commercial businesses, startup companies, industry consortiums, private foundations, and

venture firms in the United States and internationally. The company has a strategic alliance with Fortinet and Q BioMed Inc.; and a

strategic collaboration with ShangPharma Innovation Inc.

Web site: http://www.sri.com

Number of Investments: 11

Founded in: Nov 6, 1946

Based in: Menlo Park, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Seismic
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St. Jude Medical

St. Jude Medical develops medical technology and services that focus on putting more control into the hands of those who treat cardiac,

neurological and chronic pain patients worldwide. The company is dedicated to advancing the practice of medicine by reducing risk

wherever possible and contributing to successful outcomes for every patient. Headquartered in St. Paul, Minn., St. Jude Medical employs

more than 14,000 people worldwide and has four major focus areas that include: cardiac rhythm management, atrial fibrillation,

cardiovascular and neuromodulation.

The St. Jude Medical product portfolio includes implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs), cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT)

devices, pacemakers, electrophysiology catheters, mapping and visualization systems, vascular closure devices, heart valve replacement

and repair products, and neurostimulation devices.

Web site: sjm.com

Number of Investments: 4

Founded in: 1976

Based in: Saint Paul, Minnesota, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Spinal Modulation

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity
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812

Starling group

Starling group was founded in 1986. So far 1 investment has been made.

Starling group has invested in Samumed on Aug 6, 2018. This investment - Series A - Samumed - was valued at $438M.

Starling group employees are showing high interest in International Shipping and Conflict Management.

Web site: starlinggroup.com

Number of Investments: 1

Founded in: 1986

Based in: Undisclosed

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Samumed

Stages: Undisclosed
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813

StartUp Health

In 2011, StartUp Health introduced a revolutionary new model for transforming health by organizing and supporting a global army of

entrepreneurs called Health TransformersTM. The Company has identified and is investing in 10 Health Moonshots, with the long-term

goal of improving the health and wellbeing of everyone in the world. These include: Access to Care; Cost to Zero; Cure Disease, Cancer;

Women’s Health; Longevity; Mental Health; Brain Health; Nutrition, and Children’s Health. StartUp Health has built the world’s largest

digital health portfolio with more than 200 companies spanning five continents, 18 countries and 60+ cities. To date, 12 of its companies

have been acquired by companies including Intel, WebMD, Under Armour and Zimmer Biomet and its companies have raised over $800M

of funding since 2012. StartUp Health’s diverse portfolio is currently comprised of 40% “doctorpreneurs,” 30% female founders and one-

third serial entrepreneurs. Founded by Steven Krein and Unity Stoakes, StartUp Health is chaired by former Time Warner CEO Jerry Levin.

Notable strategic partners and investors include AARP; Aurora Health Care; California Health Care Foundation; Children’s Hospital

Colorado; University of Colorado; UCHealth; Steve Case; Mark Cuban; Esther Dyson; Brad Feld; Genentech; GE Ventures; Janssen

Research & Development; Kaiser Permanente Ventures; Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, SAP, and SeventySix Capital.

Web site: startuphealth.com

Number of Investments: 261

Founded in: 2011

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Althea Health

Stages: Crowdfunding, Early Stage Venture, Seed
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814

StartX 
(Stanford-StartX Fund)

StartX is a 501(c)(3) Stanford-affiliated nonprofit in Silicon Valley that runs one of the world’s top startup accelerator programs. Its

mission is to advance the development of the best entrepreneurs through experiential education and peer learning. Since launching in

2010, it has supported more than 450 companies and 1000 entrepreneurs, from early to pre-IPO stage, working across a wide spectrum

of industries. StartX and StartX Med, dedicated to medical and biotechnology innovation, provide founders with access to a powerful

network of entrepreneurs, investors, mentors, and industry partners, along with office space and a variety of other resources. Based in

Palo Alto, the accelerator also operates StartX-QB3 Labs and the Stanford-StartX Fund. We are funded by Stanford University, Stanford

Health Care, Microsoft, Steelcase, Hyundai, Oriza Ventures, Nissan, Panasonic, Lightspeed Venture Partners, Analog Devices, Silicon

Valley Bank, Greylock Partners, Sequoia Capital, and many others. For more information, visit startx.com The company is associated

investment vehicle, the Stanford-StartX Fund is a partnership between StartX, Stanford University and Stanford Health Care. It can invest

only in StartX companies who raise qualified rounds of venture capital using objective criteria; it is founder opt-in.

Web site: startx.com

Number of Investments: 222

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: EPINOMICS, Beddr Sleep

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Non Equity Assistance, Seed
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815

SternAegis Ventures

SternAegis Ventures is the management team within Aegis Capital Corp.’s Private Equity Banking group that is responsible for venture

capital financing.SternAegis is committed to identifying and financing ventures that can potentially realize above-average returns for

investors willing and able to accept above-average risk.

SternAegis’ goal is to fund an idea from its early stage to its potential market acceptance. They utilize Their team’s experience to attempt

to identify ‘the next big idea’, then endeavor to add value through Their expertise in capital raising and the introduction of strategic

relationships.

Web site: http://www.sternaegis.com/

Number of Investments: 20

Founded in: Jan 1, 2012

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Organovo Holdings, Inc.

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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816

SV Angel

SV Angel is a San Francisco-based seed fund founded by Ron Conway. SV Angel provides seed investment and advice to early stage

companies focused on Internet software.

SV Angel takes a portfolio approach to seed investing. We differ from a traditional venture capital firm by not taking board seats and

investing a larger number of companies. We leverage a best in class relationship network to be the valley's human router and help

startups with business development, financing, M&A and other strategic advice.

Ron pioneered this approach over 20 years ago and SV Angel still employs it today. Over the last 20 years the firm and partners have

invested and advised companies such as Facebook, Google, PayPal, Dropbox, Airbnb, Pinterest, Twitter, SnapChat, Square, Cloudera and

many more.

Web site: svangel.com

Number of Investments: 858

Founded in: 2009

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: EPINOMICS

Stages:
Crowdfunding, Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, 
Private Equity, Seed

816
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817

SV Tech Ventures

SV Tech Ventures is an investment firm specializing in seed stage investments. The firm is based in the United States.

SV Tech Ventures focuses its investments primarily on companies that have successfully demonstrated their capabilities to develop

advanced technologies.

Web site: svtechventures.com

Number of Investments: 20

Founded in: 2015

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Apexigen

Stages: Early Stage Venture

817
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818

SVG Partners

SVG Partners is an investment and advisory firm that partners with public and private organizations on strategy, innovation and global

expansion. Formed in 2010 and based in Silicon Valley, SVG invests in early stage technology companies.

The SVG Partners team consists of accomplished technology leaders from all over the globe. With its vast network, SVG gets deeply

involved with portfolio companies to support their success.

The firm seeks to invest in technology sector. SVG Partners is based in San Jose, California.

Web site: svgpartners.com

Number of Investments: 29

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Los Gatos, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Compact Imaging

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed

818
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819

Takeda Ventures

TVI's mission is to identify, help create and support the development of therapeutic innovation that aligns with Takeda’s own strategic

imperatives. They do this by investing in technology and product concepts, and highly effective teams that can turn ideas into reality.

Their primary focus is on medium to longer term returns in the form of product and technology successes for their portfolio companies

and capital gains for the financial institutions they work with. As a Pharma strategic investor, TVI aims to provide support and guidance

to entrepreneurs and early-stage companies driving concepts from preclinical through clinical proof of concept. They also strive to forge

active, collaborative interactions that result in synergies with Takeda's considerable R&D resources. TVI is based in Palo Alto, California

and is actively seeking global investment opportunities. Their goal is to build a portfolio of strategic investments, with an immediate

emphasis on cardiometabolic, central nervous system, chronic inflammatory and immune modulation, and oncology therapeutic

domains. Their focus also includes new platforms for drug target and biomarker identification, regenerative medicines, innovative

vaccines technologies and delivery systems for novel protein and peptide therapeutics.

Web site: takedaventures.com

Number of Investments: 33

Founded in: 2001

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Bioniz Therapeutics

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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820

Tako Ventures

Tako Ventures is a venture capital firm that caters to biotechnology companies. The company was founded by Larry Ellison and is based

in San Francisco, California.

Tako Ventures has 1 current team member, Founder Larry Ellison.

Tako Ventures has made 11 investments. Their most recent investment was on Apr 18, 2008, when they invested $13.9M in Quark

Pharmaceuticals.

It was a subsidiary of Lawrence Investments and primarily preferred to invest in the biotech companies.

Web site: Undisclosed

Number of Investments: 11

Founded in: Undisclosed

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: SuperGen

Stages: Undisclosed

820



821

Tasly Pharmaceutical

Tasly Pharmaceutical is a company that provides global market services with tech systems in the GMP. Tasly is pioneering the most

aggressive paradigm shift in modern medicine: scientifically proving that the 5,000-year old medical practice of Modern Traditional

Chinese Medicine (mTCM) – healing the body with pure, natural herbs, is as effective as treating it with chemical and synthetic drug

compounds. This will fulfill an unmet clinical need for healthcare providers and patients alike by being able to treat serious diseases with

chemical-free products, which could be a game changer in modern medicine. It offers herbal and chemical medicines, health products,

pharmaceutical substances and APIs, herbal extracts, concentrated herbal granules, and tea series products.The company also provides

cosmetic series products, including moisture lotions, moisture creams, eye creams, and face washing foams; daily hygiene products,

such as sanitary and carefree pads, honey-propolis soaps, and pollen soaps; and medical equipment, which include massage tappers,

massage cushions, and circulation machines. It also exports its products to approximately 23 countries in the United States, Europe,

Africa, rest of Asia, and Russia. Tasly Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd. was founded in 1994 and is based in Tianjin, China.

Web site: https://www.taslyint.com

Number of Investments: 7

Founded in: 1994

Based in: Tianjin, Guangdong, China

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Profusa

Stages: -
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822

Tech Coast Angels

Tech Coast Angels is the largest angel investor group in the United States, possessing more than 300 members in five networks in Los

Angeles, Orange County, San Diego, Central Coast, and the Inland Empire. Its members provide funding and guidance to more early-stage,

high-growth companies in Southern California than any other investment group.

Members invest in companies in a wide range of industries, including the life sciences, biotech, IT, services, retail, Internet, financial,

software, media, consumer products, and tech startups. TCA as a whole gives companies more than just capital; they also provide

counsel, mentoring, and access to an extensive network of potential investors, customers, strategic partners, and management talent.

Tech Coast Angels has been ranked by CB Insights to be among the Top 20 Angel Groups in the US; TCA was also ranked as #1 for

Network Centrality, meaning we have more connections than anyone! If you are in the game-changing business, we are here to help.

Web site: techcoastangels.com

Number of Investments: 437

Founded in: 1997

Based in: Newport Beach, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Innozen

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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823

Techammer

We're active angel investors supporting founders working on meaningful problems. We invest in data science, digital health, and

companies that make science go faster. We get especially excited by companies bettering the lives of everyday Americans.

Over 80 angel investments since 2008, including 13 exits: Aardvark (acquired by Google), CardSpring (acquired by Twitter), DataPad

(acquired by Cloudera), Endaga (acquired by Facebook), Genome Compiler (acquired by Twist Bioscience), Kaggle (acquired by Google),

Lex Machina (acquired by Lexis Nexis), Locu (acquired by GoDaddy), Lookflow (acquired by Yahoo!), Misfit (acquired by Fossil),

RentJuice (acquired by Zillow), RockMelt (acquired by Yahoo!), Statwing (acquired by Qualtrics).

Web site: techammer.co

Number of Investments: 74

Founded in: 2007

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: EPINOMICS

Stages: Seed
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824

Techstars

Techstars is an American seed accelerator, founded in Boulder, Colorado in 2006. As of 2019, the company had accepted over 1,600

companies into its programs with a combined market capitalization of $18.2bn USD Through the Techstars Worldwide Entrepreneur

Network, founders and their teams connect with other entrepreneurs, experts, mentors, alumni, investors, community leaders, and

corporate partners who will help their companies grow. Techstars operates four divisions: Techstars Startup Programs, Techstars

Mentorship-Driven Accelerator Programs, Techstars Corporate Innovation Partnerships, and the Techstars Venture Capital Fund.

Techstars Mentorship-Driven Accelerator Program supercharges success and Techstars Startup Programs inspire, educate and connect

entrepreneurs. Techstars Venture Capital Fund invests in the most innovative and disruptive Techstars companies to fuel their success.

Techstars Corporate Innovation Partnerships helps brands create world-changing products and services. Techstars accelerator portfolio

includes more than 1,000 companies with a market cap of $8.1 billion.

Web site: https://www.techstars.com/

Number of Investments: 2

Founded in: Oct 1, 2006

Based in: Boulder, Colorado, United State

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Emotiv

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Seed
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825

Tekla Capital 
Management

Tekla Capital Management LLC is a registered investment adviser based in Boston, Massachusetts and is the investment adviser for four

closed-end funds, Tekla Healthcare Investors, Tekla Life Sciences Investors, Tekla Healthcare Opportunities Fund and Tekla World

Healthcare Fund.

The Funds invest in growth equities, both public and private, in the healthcare and life sciences industries

Web site: http://teklacap.com

Number of Investments: 23

Founded in: -

Based in: Boston, Massachusetts, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Veniti

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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826

The Column Group

The Column Group is a leading venture capital firm dedicated to creating the next generation of biotechnology companies. The Column

Group (TCG) is a science-driven venture capital firm that makes significant financial and operational commitments to build early stage

drug discovery companies based on their unique scientific platforms and potential to deliver multiple breakthrough therapeutics.

TCG’s investment strategy runs counter to the prevailing trend in life sciences venture capital toward assembling diversified portfolios of

later stage, single product-oriented companies across multiple industry sectors, with proximity to value inflection points and the early

identification of a Pharma “buyer” as key investment considerations. Іn contrast, TCG takes the long view in making investments,

recognizing that significant time is often required to generate significant value. Our approach is not “building-to-exit.” Key variables,

including scientific opportunities, the competitive and regulatory landscape, and Pharma priorities, can change very rapidly. Instead,

TCG’s mission is the generation of fundamentally strong companies, built from the ground up, based on great science and the ability to

generate multiple differentiated product opportunities.

Web site: thecolumngroup.net

Number of Investments: 56

Founded in: 2006

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Neurona Therapeutics

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, Seed
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827

The Dow Chemical 
Company

The Dow Chemical Company (Dow) is engaged in the manufacture and sale of chemicals, plastic materials, agricultural and services, and

other specialized products and services. It delivers a range of products and services to customers in approximately 160 countries to

growth sectors such as electronics, water, energy, coatings and agriculture.

The Company operated 214 manufacturing sites in 37 countries. Dow operates in eight business segments: Electronic and Specialty

materials, Coatings and Infrastructure, Health and Agricultural sciences, Performance systems, Performance products, Basic plastics,

Basic chemicals, and Hydrocarbons and Energy. The Company is also engaged in the property and casualty insurance and reinsurance

business primarily through its Liana Limited subsidiaries. In May 2010, OMNOVA Solutions Inc. acquired The Dow Chemical Company's

hollow sphere plastic pigment (HPP) product line and terminated the RohmNova paper coatings joint venture.

Web site: dow.com

Number of Investments: 40

Founded in: 1897

Based in: Midland, Michigan, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Pfenex

Stages: Undisclosed
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828

Third Security

Third Security, LLC ("Third Security") is a venture capital firm characterized by an expanding global perspective and a distinctively patient

approach. On behalf of our Affiliated Investment Funds, Third Security evaluates opportunities in a wide range of industries, but

principally focuses on emerging through late-stage investments in life-sciences companies.

They strive to unlock value through active management of selective investments in companies that they consider to be strategically

positioned to lead their respective fields.

Third Security targets relatively few investments in a highly select group of companies. Their patient approach is focused on maximizing

absolute return, which they believe often correlates to larger benefits to society. Third Security's story actually begins in the early 1980s,

when their founder, R.J. Kirk, was a young attorney in Southwest Virginia.

Web site: thirdsecurity.com

Number of Investments: 14

Founded in: 1999

Based in: Radford, Virginia, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Cyntellect

Stages:
Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Post-Ipo, Private 
Equity

828
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829

Three Leaf Ventures

Three Leaf Ventures is a venture capital firm specializing in stages from seed stage to late stage, early-stage, startups, and growth.

The firm seeks to invest in health care with a focus on telemedicine, wireless and mobile communication technology, genomics,

healthcare technology, and digital health care. It considers investments between $0.5 million and $2 million per deal but can invest $0.1

million in startups and up to $5 million. Three Leaf Ventures is based in Denver, Colorado. It operates as a subsidiary of The Broe

Companies, Inc.

The Broe Group invests with technology and healthcare technology firms to complement its portfolio of asset heavy holdings in the

transportation, real estate and energy industries. As a long term partner, the Broe Group provides entrepreneurs with resources beyond

capital with access to a diverse network of individuals and organizations.

Web site: http://us.sinovationventures.com/

Number of Investments: 15

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Denver, Colorado, United States

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Beddr Sleep

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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Mr. Timur Artemev is a Russian businessman and philanthropist. Mr. Artemev co-founded Euroset,

Russia’s leading mobile phone retailer. After selling his stake in Euroset in 2008, Mr. Artemev

invested a significant part of the proceeds in several international research projects aiming at

slowing down ageing. He continues to sponsor research into ageing by New York University and

supports biological laboratories in Russia, Ukraine, China and Germany. Mr. Artemev is major

donor and trustee of the UK charity Biogerontology Research Foundation. He serves as Director at

Retrotope Inc.

Timur Artemev
Mentor & R&D Adviser, Uniwheel / Investor & Mentor, Project 42 / Board Member, Institute
of Biology of Aging

830

Number of Investments: 3

Based in: London, United Kingdom

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Retrotype, Inc.

Stages: Seed



831

TPG Biotech

TPG Biotech is part of the growth equity and venture investment platform of TPG, the global private investment firm. TPG Biotech targets

investments in pharmaceutical discovery and development, medical technology, diagnostics, healthcare and pharmaceutical services, life

sciences, as well as industrial applications of biotechnology. It seeks to investments in pharmaceutical discovery and development,

personalized medicines, medical technology, diagnostics, healthcare and pharmaceutical services, therapeutics, medical devices, life

sciences, as well as industrial applications of biotechnology. The firm invests in drug discovery and development companies in all

geographies around the world.

TPG Biotech has access to the broader resources of TPG.

Web site: http://www.tpgbiotech.com

Number of Investments: 51

Founded in: -

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Tandem Diabetes Care

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity

831



832

TPG Growth

TPG Growth is a private equity and venture capital firm specializing in startups, early stage, late stage, emerging growth, mid stage, PIPE,

growth capital, middle market, turnaround, mature stage, incubation, later stage, and leveraged buyouts investments. It also prefers to

invest through fund of fund investments and direct investments. The firm primarily invests in the information technology, internet,

education, financial services, fintech, consumer, food and agriculture, satellite, communication, life sciences, biotechnology,

transportation, growth infrastructure, industrials, business services, energy, renewable energy, healthcare, media, consumer internet, and

retail and restaurant sectors. Within biotechnology, it focuses on drug discovery and development, allied pharmaceutical services,

cleantech, personalized medicine, medical devices, bulk supply and distribution of water in emerging market countries.

The firm prefers to invest between $10 and $75 million in a company with annual revenues ranging from $50 million to $1 billion. It

prefers to take majority stake in investments. It was founded in 2007 and is based in San Francisco, California with additional offices in

North America, Australia, South America, Europe, and Asia. TPG Growth operates as a subsidiary of TPG Capital, L.P.

Web site: http://www.tpggrowth.com

Number of Investments: 86

Founded in: 2007

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: CALM

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity

832



833

TSVC

Founded in 2010, TSVC (formerly TEEC Angel Fund) is proud to be a deep technology-focused venture capital firm in Silicon Valley. They

pride theirselves on the empathy that they bring to their strategic investments and partnerships.

Part of what fulfills us about raising great companies is experiencing growing pains together and understanding the ups and downs of

everyday startup life. They believe that today's visionaries will make tomorrow's reality.

They believe when companies choose to work with us, they're choosing a team of veteran entrepreneurs with deep technology

background as well as investment experience. They believe that in an interconnected world, globalization will be more important than

ever, and they stand at the forefront of that transformation. They turn dream ventures into a reality and thrive as they work toward the

common goal of making the world a better place through technology.

Web site: tsvcap.com

Number of Investments: 175

Founded in: 2010

Based in: Los Altos, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Aptitude Medical Systems

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed

833
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834

Two River

We work with experienced teams to build outstanding companies that improve health outcomes and quality of life. At Two River we tailor

our approach to the needs of each opportunity, partnering with management to create, finance or operate development-stage companies

in the life sciences and healthcare sectors.

Two River invests in companies with strong intellectual property and proven leadership teams who have demonstrated prior success

developing innovative technologies in the life sciences sector.

Two River is uniquely positioned to understand and balance the needs of the finance and life science communities. Their experience

building companies spans a range of industry sectors including oncology, cardiovascular disease, ophthalmology, neurological disorders

and animal health. They consider each of their investments to be a partnership, often working closely with portfolio companies on

product development, regulatory and corporate strategy as well as day-to-day business operations.

Web site: tworiver.com

Number of Investments: 15

Founded in: 2004

Based in: New York, New York, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Kite Pharma

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed

834
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835

Uncork Capital

Uncork Capital, formerly known as SoftTech VC, is a venture capital firm specializing in investments in seed, startups, early stage, late

venture, mezzanine, mature and growth capital. The firm focuses on investing in the SaaS, consumer services, consumer internet,

technology, financial technology, hardware, new areas, and marketplace sectors. Within the consumer internet sector, it prefers to invest

in internet-based software sectors, social media, real time web, and commerce; mobile services and infrastructure; cloud services and

infrastructure; gaming; new areas, and search, local, and monetization. The firm also seeks to invest in digital health, ed-tech, and new

platforms including drones, blockchain, govtech artificial intelligence, virtual reality, robotics, and virtual reality.

It seeks to make an initial investment between $0.25 million and $5 million in each portfolio with an average of $4 million in each

portfolio. The firm leads, co-leads or follow other firms or angel syndicates for the investments. It provides various services, such as

defining and execution of product, product assessment, product launch, marketing, business development, and financing strategy

services.

Web site: http://www.uncorkcapital.com

Number of Investments: 288

Founded in: May 2, 2004

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: DNAnexus

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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836

UP2398

UP2398 is a venture capital firm that specializes in the seed stage investments. UP2398 invests in and collaborates with innovative

technology entrepreneurs. The name is a play on an airline flight number with 2398 representing the mileage between SFO and HNL, a

route that founders Pierre Omidyar, Randy Ching and Alex Poon fly alot, allowing for uninterrupted time for creative thinking.

Web site: http://www.up2398.com/

Number of Investments: 23

Founded in: Oct 30, 2015

Based in: Redwood City, California, United States

Sector: Personalized\Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Knit Health

Stages: Seed
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837

Upstream Ventures

Established in 2003 in Singapore, Upstream Ventures focuses on early-stage venture creation by providing funding, expertise and

networks to emerging companies across Singapore, India and China.

They back outstanding teams that have the vision and discipline to build high-growth enterprises targeting Asian and global markets in

sectors such as consumer Internet and mobile solutions, enterprise software, IDM and semiconductors.

Key investments include anti-counterfeit solution provider Singular ID (acquired by Bilcare), Asia's leading property portal Property Guru

(acquired by TPG), and Tagit, Asia's leading provider of digital solutions for the financial services and smart nation sectors.

Web site: upstreamventures.com

Number of Investments: 3

Founded in: 2003

Based in: Singapore, Singapore

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: SpineMark

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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838

Venrock

Originally established as the venture capital arm of the Rockefeller family in 1969, Venrock continues a tradition of partnering with

entrepreneurs to establish successful, enduring companies. With a primary focus on technology and healthcare, portfolio companies

have included Apple Computer, Athenahealth, Centocor, Check Point Software, DoubleClick, Endeca, Gilead Sciences, Idec Pharma,

Imperva, Illumina, Intel, Nest, SlideShare and Tudou.

Venrock helps entrepreneurs build some of the world's most disruptive, successful companies. They partner with entrepreneurs who

have grand ambitions - who want to tackle big, hard problems that most think not possible. Their collaboration - engagement, network,

passion and experience - gives entrepreneurs the unfair advantage needed to win, and win big. They have helped hundreds of Venrock

entrepreneurs create products and services that change the way they live, pioneer new markets and disrupt the status quo. Their

experience has helped us understand what is most important for success in different sectors and at different stages of a company's

growth.

Web site: venrock.com

Number of Investments: 588

Founded in: 1969

Based in: Palo Alto, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Unity Biotechnology

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, Seed

838
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839

Venture Fund

Venture Fund’s primary objective is to mentor and fund quality ideas and start ups by introducing them to qualified investors from around

the world.

VentureFund has invested in Boatflex on Mar 24, 2017. This investment - Seed Round - Boatflex - was valued at €675K.

VentureFund has 1 current team member, Director - Business Development Jatin R. Narang.

Web site: venturefund.com

Number of Investments: 1

Founded in: 2012

Based in: Undisclosed

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Second Genome

Stages: Undisclosed

839
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840

Venture Kick

Venture Kick, a private philanthropic initiative, provides as much 150,000 Swiss francs in pre-seed funding to Swiss startups and offers

structured, entrepreneurial training to build robust, winning businesses. Entrepreneurs pitch for finance as many as three times, as they

compete for increasing amounts of funding at each stage. Founders gain direct feedback from the expert juries and access to an

international network of successful entrepreneurs and investors.

Venture Kick has supported 600 Swiss startup projects with 24.9 million francs to date. Supported projects have incorporated as 454

active companies, creating 6,033 jobs, and attracting 2.49 billion francs worth of subsequent investment. Companies founded by Venture

Kick alums represented 55 percent of the TOP 100 Swiss Startup Award 2018.

In 2019 Venture Kick will support idea-stage startup projects with 4.35 million francs, to bring Swiss science to global markets.

Web site: http://www.venturekick.ch

Number of Investments: 372

Founded in: Sep 1, 2007

Based in: Schlieren, Zurich, Switzerland

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Mindmaze

Stages: Seed
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Vertical Venture 
Partners

VVP is an early-stage venture capital firm focused on Seed and Series A investments in companies that address industry-specific pain

points for enterprise customers. They define a “vertical” as any specific industry sector that has a large number of companies and unique

business characteristics. Examples of verticals are retail, healthcare, education, aerospace, etc. The core investment philosophy of their

firm is the belief that a company solving a problem specific to a single industry vertical reaches product-market fit and revenue faster

than one that sells an industry-agnostic solution. They do not invest in consumer, internet or media companies, nor do they invest in

companies whose product or service requires a government regulatory approval to scale. Their typical check size is $250K – $1 million at

the Seed stage and $2 – $3 million at the Series A stage, with reserves for future financing rounds. They are comfortable with both active

and passive investments, although they tend to favor those with Board participation. They are a small, partner-only team with decades of

experience gained from diverse backgrounds in venture capital, research & development, investment banking, and enterprise technology.

They have all been entrepreneurs before, experienced success and failure, and understand what it takes to build a company.

Web site: vvp.vc

Number of Investments: 22

Founded in: 2014

Based in: Menlo Park, California, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: NanoCellect Biomedical

Stages: Undisclosed
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Viaduct Ventures

Viaduct Ventures GP is a venture capital firm specializing in incubation, seed, startup, and early stage. The firm seeks to invest in the

technology sector with a focus on Big Data, FinTech, Internet of Things (IoT) and Digital Health sectors. It prefers to invest in Eastern

Europe and Silicon Valley.

It typically invests between $0.05 million and $0.3 million. The firm invests up to $500 million market size. The firm seeks to invest in

series A. It prefers co-investment from other funds. Viaduct Ventures GP is based in Moscow, Russia.

Web site: http://viaduct.vc/

Number of Investments: 3

Founded in: -

Based in: Moscow, Russia.

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: TrueCare24

Stages: Early Stage Venture
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Vickers Venture 
Partners

Vickers Venture Partners is a venture capital firm focused on angel investments in Asia and beyond.

The firm’s portfolio covers life sciences, technology, media, and telecommunications as well as consumer and financial services. Some

of its clients include Baidu.com, Focus Media, Kongzhong Corp, Cambridge Real Estate Investment Trust, Sunfun Info Co., Asian Food

Channel, UUCUN, TWG Tea, RTG Asia, and JJE as well as Samumed.

Vickers Venture Partners was founded by Finian Tan, Khalil Binebine, Jeffrey Chi, Damian Tan, and Linda Li in 2005. It is based in

Singapore.

Vickers is ranked joint 6th in the world across all funds, and is the most highly awarded Asian VC.

Web site: vickersventure.com

Number of Investments: 22

Founded in: 2005

Based in: Singapore, Singapore

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Samumed

Stages: Early Stage Venture
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Viking Global Investors

Viking Global Investors LP is a global investment firm managing more than twenty billion in capital across long-short equity and long-only

strategies. The firm was established in 1999 and has offices in Greenwich, New York City, Hong Kong, and London.

Since its inception, Viking has employed a research intensive, long-term focused investment approach. They use fundamental analysis

to select investments, primarily public and private equity interests, across industries and geographies. They generally invest in

companies based on a thorough assessment of their business models and fundamentals, the quality of their management teams and

cyclical and secular industry trends.

Their organizational structure decentralises investment research, analysis and decision-making and centralizes risk management. This

approach enables us to capitalize on a broad range of ideas and expertise while ensuring that risks are reviewed and managed

comprehensively and with clear accountability.

Web site: vikingglobal.com

Number of Investments: 39

Founded in: 1999

Based in: Greenwich, Connecticut, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Xcell Biosciences

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Virtus Inspire Ventures

VI Ventures is a boutique venture capital firm with a mission to help entrepreneurs make the world better.We are in search of ambitious

companies with focus on investing in TMT, medical and life science companies in China, U.S. and Israel. The firm invests in early stage

cross border technology companies.

They help portfolio companies get into massive and fast-growing markets of China and Asia, and assist Chinese companies to expand

abroad. As a boutique firm, they provide seed, venture, and growth-stage funding. Additionally, they work as a partner with their portfolio

companies, contributing expertise in essential services: branding, marketing, channel development, overseas expansion, human

resources and finance. They are in search of ambitious companies with focus on investing in TMT and MedTech companies in China,

U.S. and Israel. The firm invests in early stage cross border technology companies. We help portfolio companies get into massive and

fast-growing markets of China and Asia, and assist Chinese companies to expand abroad.

Web site: en.vi-ventures.com

Number of Investments: 4

Founded in: Undisclosed

Based in: Hong Kong, China

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Cytokinetics, Inc.

Stages: Seed
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VSP Capital

VSP Capital is a venture capital firm specializing in incubation, seed, early stage, mid venture, late venture, emerging growth, and growth

capital investments. It seeks to invest in consumer technology, marketing software and services, internet retail, business to business,

internet service providers, telecommunication services, wireless networking equipment, and telecommunication equipments. The firm

seeks to make initial investment between $0.5 million and $5 million with total investment between $7 million and $10 million in each

company. VSP Capital was founded in 1996 and is based in San Francisco, California. It was formerly known as Venture Strategy

Partners.

Web site: http://www.vsplp.com

Number of Investments: 8

Founded in: 1996

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Posit Science

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture
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Vulcan

Vulcan Inc. is a nimble private company based in Seattle, Washington working to solve some of the biggest global issues. The projects

and investments we pursue are inspired by the ideas of our founder Paul G. Allen and tethered to a simple principle; we use data to

inform our efforts and seek out opportunities that can make a positive impact—and share what we learn. Vulcan supports innovative

approaches that can save endangered species, address climate change, improve ocean health, explore new frontiers, research how the

human brain works and build sustainable communities. Brain science and basketball, community space and outer space, art and artificial

intelligence—at Vulcan, we strive to answer big questions asked by our founder, and by the world. If we can understand the mysterious

organ, the brain, we can pave the way towards understanding diseases like Alzheimer’s. If we can change the economics of space

launches, we can change space travel and exploration. If we can get the formula right for a new kind of downtown neighborhood, it

becomes a guide for the innovation centers of tomorrow. With a local focus and a global reach, Vulcan’s programs, projects and

initiatives bring together industry leaders collaborating across disciplines to discover and develop smart, data-driven solutions and

create inspiring experiences that help us tackle some of the world’s toughest challenges.

Web site: vulcan.com

Number of Investments: 24

Founded in: 1986

Based in: Seattle, Washington, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Cytokinetics, Inc.

Stages: Undisclosed
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Wellcome Trust

Wellcome Trust is a UK-based medical research charity that funds research with the ultimate aim of protecting and improving human and

animal health. We fund UK and international research.

They support researchers, they take on big health challenges, they campaign for better science, and they help everyone get involved with

science and health research. They are a politically and financially independent foundation.

Wellcome directly funds thousands of scientists and researchers around the world at every step of the way from discovery to impact. Our

funding schemes offer grants across biomedical science, population health, medical innovation, humanities and social science, and

public engagement. They also identify areas in which Wellcome can lead significant change within five or ten years, aiming to transform

the global response to some of today’s biggest health challenges.

Web site: wellcome.ac.uk

Number of Investments: 95

Founded in: 1936

Based in: London, United Kingdom

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: CoMentis

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, Seed
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Wellington Partners

Wellington Partners is a venture capital firm that invests in technology and life sciences companies, focusing on Digital Media, Software,

Electronics & Photonics, Resource Efficiency and Biotech/Life Sciences. Wellington Partners is one of the most successful pan-European

venture capital firms. With funds totalling over € 800 million, we have invested throughout Europe in companies that have the potential to

become real market leaders for more than 15 years. We are committed to providing outstanding entrepreneurs with the necessary

resources to fund their strategies. We typically lead financing rounds ranging from € 0.5 million to € 20 million. Depending on the

maturity of the company, our own commitment can go as high as € 15 million. Providing funding is only one part of our business. After

funding, the entrepreneurs we back have access to the advice and guidance of our complete team and our entire global network. Our

investment professionals operate out of four offices, located in London, Munich, Zurich and Palo Alto. After considering suggestions

from investors, Wellington Partners initiated its first pure technology fund with €150 million in 2004 and its first life sciences fund in

2006. At the beginning of 2008, the company closed its latest technology fund at €265 million.

Web site: wellington-partners.com

Number of Investments: 182

Founded in: 1998

Based in: Munich, Germany

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: CoMentis

Stages:
Debt, Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Private Equity, 
Seed
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WI Harper Group

WI Harper Group is a venture capital firm that focuses on early and early expansion investments in Mainland China, Taiwan and Silicon

Valley.WI Harper Group is a venture capital firm specializing in seed, startup, early growth, mid venture, late venture, and expansion stage

investments. The firm invests in clean energy, biomedicine, TMT (technology, media and telecommunications), information technology,

clean technology opportunities, and life sciences.In life sciences, it invests in bio-technology; medical devices, diagnostics, and

equipment; healthcare services; healthcare information technology; bioinformatics as well as digital biology, and specialty

pharmaceuticals. For its clean technology investments, the firm focuses on energy efficiency, alternative energy, and new materials.

The firm typically invests between $1 million and $15 million in its portfolio companies. It makes investments for medium period

between three and five years and for long term period between five and eight years.

Web site: http://www.wiharper.com

Number of Investments: 140

Founded in: 1993

Based in: San Francisco, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Dynosense

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Late Stage Venture, Seed
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WuXi AppTec

WuXi AppTec (药明康德) is a global outsourcing company with operations in China and the United States. It provides a broad and

integrated portfolio of services throughout the research, development, manufacturing, and regulatory process. WuXi AppTec is also

focused on lowering the expense of R&D through efficient outsourcing solutions.

The company offers discovery services in the areas of synthetic and medicinal chemistry, analytical chemistry, discovery biology,

pharmacology, safety pharmacology, drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics, and bioanalysis; and development services, such as

process research and development, research and commercial manufacturing, analytical development, and pharmaceutical development.

Web site: http://www.wuxiapptec.com.cn

Number of Investments: 21

Founded in: Dec 1, 2000

Based in: Shanghai, Shanghai, China

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: DNAnexus

Stages: -
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WuXi NextCODE

WuXi Nextcode Genomics, Inc. operates gene sequencing platform. Its solutions include cohort sourcing, sequencing, and analysis

software for genomic research. The company provides cloud-based infrastructure for digital health strategies.

WuXi Nextcode Genomics, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of WuXi PharmaTech (Cayman) Inc.WuXi NextCODE is a fully integrated contract

genomics organization building the global standard platform for genomic data. With offices in Shanghai; Kendall Square in Cambridge,

Massachusetts; and Reykjavik, Iceland, they serve the leading population genomics, precision medicine, diagnostics and wellness

initiatives and enterprises using the genome to improve health around the world.

Web site: https://www.wuxinextcode.com

Number of Investments: 4

Founded in: 2013

Based in: Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: DNAnexus

Stages: -
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Xandex Investments

Xandex Investments is a California Limited Liability Company, wholly owned by Xandex Inc. and is the venture capital arm of Xandex Inc.

The LLC was formed in 2005 to hold passive venture capital investments made by Xandex Inc. in prior years.

In 2007, the LLC began direct investments in seed, angel and early stage rounds in promising technology companies. In addition to

funding, access to Xandex Inc.'s 30 years of design, manufacturing and business experience is offered to portfolio companies.

Web site: http://www.xandexinvestments.com

Number of Investments: 5

Founded in: -

Based in: Petaluma, California, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: Revolve Robotics 

Stages: Late Stage Venture
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Web site: https://www.linkedin.com/in/xavier-niel-7661aa43/

Number of Investments: 60

Founded in: -

Based in: Paris, Ile-de-France, France

Sector: Personalized/Precision Medicine

Investment In CA companies: Dreem

Stages: Seed

854

Xavier Niel is the Iliad Group's majority shareholder and founder. He has been involved in the data

communications, Internet and telecommunications industry since the late 1980s.

In 1993, before dedicating himself full-time to developing the Group, he founded Worldnet, the first

Internet service provider in France, which was sold to Kaptech (LDCom Group) in December 2000.

He has been responsible for the Group's major strategic developments, from the launch of the

ANNU service and the development of Internet access services based on France Télécom’s

repayment scheme as a financial model to the launch of the Freebox project.

Xavier Niel
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XSeed Capital

XSeed believes in the creative destruction unleashed by technological innovators. Our portfolio companies boast significant

differentiation that creates unique customer value. At their core our companies create innovations typically in software, computer

science and other IT disciplines.

With $110 million under management, they make our initial investment commitments at the seed stage and then continue to support

their portfolio companies with time, effort and follow-on capital through multiple investment rounds.

They work hard from the get-go to help their entrepreneurs build value, define and reach risk-reduction milestones, and get to their next

value inflection point quickly.

Web site: xseedcap.com

Number of Investments: 74

Founded in: 2006

Based in: Portola Valley, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Zipline Medical

Stages: Early Stage Venture, Seed
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Y Combinator

Y Combinator is a startup accelerator based in Mountain View, CA. In 2005, Y Combinator developed a new model of startup funding.

Twice a year they invest a small amount of money ($120K) in a large number of startups (most recently 68). The startups move to Silicon

Valley for 3 months. The YC partners work closely with each company to get them into the best possible shape and refine their pitch to

investors. Each cycle culminates in Demo Day, when the startups present their business plans to a carefully selected, audience of

investors.

Y Combinator provides seed funding for startups. Seed funding is the earliest stage of venture funding. It pays your expenses while

you’re getting started. Some companies may need no more than seed funding. Others will go through several rounds. There is no right

answer; how much funding you need depends on the kind of company you start. At Y Combinator, their goal is to get you through the first

phase. This usually means: get you to the point where you’ve built something impressive enough to raise money on a larger scale. Then

they can introduce you to later stage investors—or occasionally even acquirers.

Web site: ycombinator.com

Number of Investments: 2005

Founded in: 1994

Based in: Mountain View, California, United States

Sector: Regenerative Medicine\Geroscience

Investment In CA companies: Correlia Biosystems

Stages: Debt, Early Stage Venture, Seed
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Ziegler

Ziegler is a full-service, specialty investment firm and broker-dealer. They provide investment banking, sales & trading, and wealth

management services, along with alternative investment opportunities to institutional and individual investors nationwide.In 1902, B.C.

“Ben” Ziegler started an insurance business, loaning money to farmers in West Bend, Wisconsin.

Ziegler’s rich heritage is grounded in integrity, teamwork and innovation. Specializing in the healthcare, senior living, religion and

education sectors, Ziegler’s deep knowledge and commitment to these specialty sectors enable our teams to customize creative tailored

solutions that meet our clients’ strategic and financial goals. With over $24 billion of new issue debt since 2000, Ziegler is a recognized

leader in not-for-profit underwritings.

Web site: http://www.ziegler.com/

Number of Investments: 6

Founded in: 1902

Based in: Chicago, Illinois, United States

Sector: AgeTech

Investment In CA companies: CareLinx

Stages: -
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California Scientists Focusing on Longevity  



‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

Andrew George Dillin is a Howard Hughes Medical Investigator and the Thomas and Stacey Siebel

Distinguished Chair in Stem Cell Research at the Department of Molecular and Cell Biology at

Berkeley . His lab studies the loss of protein homeostasis in aging, particularly in Caenorhabditis

elegans. His lab specifically looks at the manipulation of stress response pathways, such as the

heat shock response and the unfolded protein response of the mitochondria and the endoplasmic

reticulum. In particular, his lab found a cell non-autonomous mitochondrial stress response that

can be transmitted to very distal cells.

Andrew Dillin
Professor, Department of Molecular and Cell Biology , Berkeley
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

"Anne Brunet is a Professor of Genetics at Stanford University. At Stanford, she is also a member

of Bio-X, the Cardiovascular Institute, the Cancer Institute, and the Neurosciences Institute. She

has received numerous honors and awards throughout her career including the following: Glenn

Award, The Glenn Foundation for Medical Research (2007); Alfred P. Sloan Fellow, Sloan

Foundation (2006-2008); Klingenstein Fellow, The Esther A. and Joseph Klingenstein Fund (2005-

2008); Innovation in Aging Research Award, Pfizer/American Association for Aging Research

(2005-2007); Junior Investigator Award, California Institute for Regenerative Medicine (CIRM)

(2008-2013); Senior Scholar Award, Ellison Medical Foundation (2009-2013). In 1992, Brunet

received her B.Sc. from Ecole Normale Superieure, Paris, in Molecular Biology. In 1997, she

received her Ph.D. from University of Nice, France, in Cell Biology (1997). In 2013, Brunet was a

Postdoctoral fellow, Harvard Medical School in Neuroscience."

Anne Brunet
Professor of Genetics, Stanford University
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

Dr. Bradley A. Perkins, also known as Brad, MD, MBA. serves as Chief Medical Officer of Human

Longevity, Inc. Dr. Perkins is an Advisor of Healthiest You Corporation. He oversees Vanguard

Health Systems Inc.'s strategy, innovation, and transformation efforts including clinical safety and

quality programs, clinical service line improvement, and information technologies.

Brad Perkins
CEO, Sapiens Data Science, Inc.
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

Employing mass spectrometry, chemistry, and structural biology, Dr. Gibson wants to understand

the biological and chemical processes common to both age-related diseases and aging.Dr.

Gibson’s work is focused on understanding the biological and chemical processes that are

common to both age-related diseases and aging. The Gibson laboratory employs mass

spectrometry, chemistry, and structural biology techniques to define the molecular details of

processes that are important to aging and age-related diseases. He deploys a wide array of

specialized chemistry and structural techniques to delve into the functions of mitochondria,

subcellular organelles which provide the major energy needs of cells as well as critical metabolic

and regulatory roles. He tracks the changing structures of mitochondrial proteins and lipids in

aging cells, and in age-related conditions, such as diabetes, cancer and Parkinson’s disease. The

Gibson lab developed methods that are now being used to examine the role of mitochondrial

dysfunction in a broader range of illnesses with the ultimate goals of finding opportunities for

novel drug intervention strategies. He was interviewed for the January 2013 issue of Nature

Methods for an article focusing on “Method of the Year — Targeted Proteomics.”

Dr. Gibson supports the work of other Buck faculty through his expertise in chemistry and mass

spectrometry, which can be used together to identify structure and functional changes of

biological molecules such as proteins, glycoconjugates and lipids. Dr. Gibson developed chemical

and mass spectrometry-based methods to capture these events with precise and quantitative

measurements.

Bradford W. Gibson
Professor, Director of the Buck Institute Chemistry and Mass Spectrometry Core
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

Dr. Ames is a Senior Scientist at Childrens’ Hospital Oakland Research Institute (CHORI), director

of their Nutrition & Metabolism Center, and a Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry and Molecular

Biology, University of California, Berkeley. He is a member of the National Academy of Sciences

and he was on their Commission on Life Sciences. He was a member of the board of directors of

the National Cancer Institute, the National Cancer Advisory Board, from 1976 to 1982. He was the

recipient of the General Motors Cancer Research Foundation Prize (1983), the Tyler Environmental

Prize (1985), the Gold Medal Award of the American Institute of Chemists (1991), the Glenn

Foundation Award of the Gerontological Society of America (1992), the Lovelace Institutes Award

for Excellence in Environmental Health Research (1995), the Honda Prize of the Honda Foundation,

Japan (1996), the Japan Prize, (1997), the Kehoe Award, American College of Occup. and Environ.

Med. (1997), the Medal of the City of Paris (1998), the U.S. National Medal of Science (1998), The

Linus Pauling Institute Prize for Health Research (2001), and the American Society for

Microbiology Lifetime Achievement Award (2001). His over 555 publications have resulted in his

being among the few hundred most-cited scientists (in all fields).

Bruce Ames
Professor, University of California, Berkeley
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

Dr. Brian K. Kennedy, Ph.D. serves as Professor of Buck Institute For Age Research. Dr. Kennedy

serves as an Adjunct Professor in the Davis School of Gerontology at the University of Southern

California and an Affiliate Professor in the Department of Biochemistry at the University of

Washington. Dr. Kennedy’s current work involves nutrient signaling pathways linked to dietary

restriction, particularly the TOR pathway, which generated excitement in the age research field.

One of the goals of his research is to determine whether pathways like TOR can be regulated to

treat the diseases of aging. Specifically, Dr. Kennedy’s lab focuses on cardiovascular disease and

metabolic syndromes like type II diabetes.

Brian K. Kennedy
Professor, Buck Institute For Age Research
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

Bryant Villeponteau is an American scientist, entrepreneur, and longevity expert who has worked in

both academia and industry. His early work included the cloning of the RNA component of human

telomerase when working at Geron Corporation, which led to his winning the 1997 Distinguished

Inventor Award for cloning human telomerase along with three of his Geron teammates. In 2008,

Villeponteau went on to serve as Vice President of Research of the aging genetics company

Genescient, Inc., which uses machine learning technologies, biochemistry, and Drosophila genetics

to develop therapeutics to help delay the aging process. He is also a cofounder of Centagen, Inc.,

which focuses on developing new technologies for extending human health and longevity by

promoting adult stem cells.

Bryant Villeponteau 
Senior Vice President of R&D , Genescient LLC
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

Dr. Brian K. Kennedy, Ph.D. serves as Professor of Buck Institute For Age Research. Dr. Kennedy

serves as an Adjunct Professor in the Davis School of Gerontology at the University of Southern

California and an Affiliate Professor in the Department of Biochemistry at the University of

Washington. Dr. Kennedy’s current work involves nutrient signaling pathways linked to dietary

restriction, particularly the TOR pathway, which generated excitement in the age research field.

One of the goals of his research is to determine whether pathways like TOR can be regulated to

treat the diseases of aging. Specifically, Dr. Kennedy’s lab focuses on cardiovascular disease and

metabolic syndromes like type II diabetes.

Caleb Finch
Professor in the Neurobiology of Aging and University Professor,
USC Leonard Davis School of Gerontology
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

Chen-Yu is a postdoctoral research fellow in the Kennedy lab. He got his PhD in physiology from

the Barshop Institute for Longevity and Aging Studies at the University of Texas Health Science

Center at San Antonio. Chen-Yu has studied the genetic variation in the murine lifespan response

to dietary restriction. Chen-Yu continues his training in the field of aging research at the Buck

Institute. His main focus is on the molecular mechanisms underlying the aging process in mice.

Chen-Yu Liao
Postdoctoral Research Fellow, Buck Institute for Age Research
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

Dr. Christopher Benz is a clinical oncologist and a translational researcher – a scientist who

translates valuable findings from the laboratory into medical uses that benefit patients. He cares

for patients with breast cancer at the UCSF Helen Diller Family Comprehensive Cancer Center. He

is also a founding faculty member of the Buck Institute for Research on Aging, where he conducts

laboratory research on breast cancer. Benz participates in major research efforts such as I-SPY 2,

which is investigating an innovative first-step treatment for advanced breast cancer and is part of

an endeavor to make new therapies available more quickly. For more than 30 years, translational

research at Benz's lab has focused on identifying strategies at the molecular level to improve both

diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer. Also, for more than a decade, Benz has co-directed one

of the National Cancer Institute's centers for genome analysis, helping to complete its

groundbreaking PanCancer Atlas project – which molecularly characterized more than 10,000

human tumors representing 33 types of cancer. This major undertaking is expected to help

researchers develop more effective and personalized cancer therapies.Benz earned his medical

degree from the University of Michigan.

Chris Benz
Professor of Cancer and Developmental Therapeutics,
Buck Institute for Research on Aging
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

John Craig Venter (born October 14, 1946) is an American biotechnologist, biochemist, geneticist,

and businessman. He is known for leading the first draft sequence of the human genome and

assembled the first team to transfect a cell with a synthetic chromosome. Venter founded Celera

Genomics, The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) and the J. Craig Venter Institute (JCVI),

where he currently serves as CEO. He was the co-founder of Human Longevity Inc. and Synthetic

Genomics. He was listed on Time magazine's 2007 and 2008 Time 100 list of the most influential

people in the world. In 2010, the British magazine New Statesman listed Craig Venter at 14th in the

list of "The World's 50 Most Influential Figures 2010". He is a member of the USA Science and

Engineering Festival's Advisory Board.

Craig Venter
President, Chairman, J. Craig Venter Institute
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

Cynthia Jane Kenyon (February 21, 1954) is an American molecular biologist and biogerontologist

known for her genetic dissection of aging in a widely used model organism, the roundworm

Caenorhabditis elegans. Kenyon's findings have led to the discovery that an evolutionarily-

conserved hormone signaling system influences aging in other organisms, perhaps also including

mammals.

Cynthia Kenyon
Professor, UCSF
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

Dr. Bredesen is internationally recognized as an expert in the mechanisms of neurodegenerative

diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease. Dr. Bredesen directed the Program on Aging at the

Burnham Institute before coming to the Buck Institute in 1998 as its founding President and CEO.

Dr. Bredesen’s research has led to new insight that explains the erosion of memory seen in

Alzheimer’s disease, and has opened the door to a new therapeutic approach. He has found

evidence that Alzheimer’s disease stems from an imbalance in nerve cell signaling: in the normal

brain, specific signals foster nerve connections and memory making, while balancing signals

support memory breaking, allowing irrelevant information to be forgotten. But in Alzheimer’s

disease, the balance of these opposing signals is disturbed, nerve connections are suppressed,

and memories are lost. This model is contrary to popular dogma that Alzheimer’s is a disease of

toxicity, caused by the accumulation of sticky plaques in the brain. Bredesen believes the amyloid

beta peptide, the source of the plaques, has a normal function in the brain — promoting signals

that allow some of the nerve connections to lapse. Thus the increase in the peptide that occurs in

Alzheimer’s disease shifts the memory-making vs.memory-breaking balance in favor of memory

loss. This work has led to the identification of several new therapeutic candidates that are

currently in pre-clinical trials. Dr. Bredesen’s novel insights into the fundamental nature of

Alzheimer’s disease recently attracted an investment of $3.5 million toward a $10 million goal for

initial clinical trials of these new therapeutics.

Dale Bredesen
Professor, Buck Institute For Age Research
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David Botstein is one of the world’s leading geneticists, and is Calico’s chief scientific officer.

He came to Calico from Princeton University, where he was director of the Lewis-Sigler Institute

from 2003-2013, and where he remains the Anthony B. Evnin Professor of Genomics. David was

educated at Harvard (A.B.) and the University of Michigan (Ph.D.).

Botstein contributed to the discovery of transposons in bacteria and an understanding of their

physical and genetic properties. He devised genetic methods to study the eukaryotic cytoskeleton

in yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), notably general ways of detecting gene interactions. In 1980

he made theoretical contributions to human genetics by suggesting, with collaborators, a way to

map human disease genes with DNA polymorphisms called restriction fragment length

polymorphisms (RFLPs). This became a cornerstone of the new science of genomics. He later

founded the Saccharomyces Genome Database (with J. Michael Cherry) and applied DNA

microarray technology (with Patrick O. Brown) to study genome-wide gene expression, notably

defining thereby clinically significant subtypes of human tumors. Most recently, he has been

devising and using genome-scale methods for studying system-level regulation of gene

expression and gene interactions. At Princeton, Botstein established a new introductory science

curriculum that combines biology, physics, chemistry, and computer science.

David Botstein
Chief Science Officer, Google Calico
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Professor David Gems is the Assistant Director of the Institute of Healthy Ageing within which his

own laboratory studies ageing using the model organism c.elegans. Professor David Gems is the

Assistant Director of the Institute of Healthy Ageing within which his own laboratory studies

ageing using the model organism c.elegans.

A focus of current work in his laboratory is understanding the biological mechanisms that cause

pathologies of ageing, and how such pathologies lead to mortality; and how reduced insulin/IGF-1

signalling and dietary restriction suppress ageing and increase lifespan. Other interests include the

mechanisms of organismal death, sex differences in the biology of ageing, the role of the

microbiome in ageing, evolutionary conservation of mechanisms of ageing, and bioethical

implications of ageing research. THe work in his lab is largely funded by the European Union and

the Wellcome Trust.

David Gems
Assistant Director, Institute of Healthy Ageing, UCL
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Dr. Walker is a Professor in the department of Integrative Biology and Physiology at the University

of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). He is also a faculty member of the Molecular Biology Institute

at UCLA. Dr. Walker completed his Ph.D. degree at the University of Manchester, UK. He then went

on to carry out postdoctoral work with Seymour Benzer at the California Institute of Technology.

He joined the faculty at UCLA as an Assistant Professor in 2007 and was promoted to Associate

Professor in 2012 and full Professor in 2015. Dr. Walker has a long-standing interest in the

biological mechanisms of aging. In recent years, his research group has made important insights

into the relationship between intestinal aging and organismal aging. In this work, Dr. Walker is

exploring the relationships between age-related changes in microbiota composition, intestinal

physiology and the health and viability of the aging host organism.

David Walker
Professor of integrative biology and physiology, UCLA
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Dilip V. Jeste, M.D. is a geriatric neuropsychiatrist, who specializes in successful aging,

neurobiology of wisdom as well as schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders in older adults. He

is the Senior Associate Dean for Healthy Aging and Senior Care at the University of California, San

Diego (UCSD). He has published over 600 articles in peer-reviewed journals and 12 books, He was

listed in “The Best Doctors in America” and in the Institute for Scientific Information’s list of the

“world's most cited authors”--comprising fewer than 0.5% of all publishing researchers of the

previous two decades. He was a researcher at National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) before

joining UCSD. Starting with just one fellow, he developed a geriatric psychiatry program at UCSD

and San Diego VA; today it is one of the largest Geriatric Psychiatry Divisions anywhere, with major

clinical, research, and training components. In addition to serving as Chief of the Geriatric

Psychiatry Division at UCSD, he is the director of two institutes focused on of aging (Stein Institute

for Research on Aging and Hartford Center for Excellence in Geriatric Psychiatry) and the newly

launched UCSD Center for Healthy Aging (2014). He also expanded APA’s international

membership, and focused on Positive Psychiatry. He has received many awards including those

from the NIMH, VA, the National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI), the Institute of Living, and the

Asian Heritage Society.

Dilip V. Jeste
Director of UC San Diego Center for Healthy Aging
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Steven A. Garan is the Director of Bioinformatics at CREA and serves on it’s Advisory Board, he is

also a researcher at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. He played a major role in the

invention and the development of the Automated Imaging Microscope System (AIMS). While at UC

Berkeley, Garan collaborated for many years with a group from Paola S. Timiras’s lab, on the role

that caloric restriction plays in maintaining estrogen receptor-alpha and IGH-1 receptor

immunoreactivity in various nuclei of the mouse hypothalamus. Garan was also the director of the

Aging Research Centre, and is a leading scientist in the field of aging research. His numerous

publications, include articles on systems biology, the effects of caloric restriction on

the mouse hypothalamus and on the AIMS.

Steven A. Garan, was the lead scientists that developed the AIMS system along with Warren

Freitag, Jason Neudorf and members of the UC Berkeley lab where AIMS was developed and

utilized. One of the possible application of AIMS was recently used to successfully map the

density and distribution of both nuclear expressed estrogen receptor-alpha and cytoplasmically

expressed IGF-1 receptor in specific hypothalamic nuclei. Furthermore, AIMS can now detect intra-

hypothalamic differences in receptor expression and measure phenomenon such as lateralization.

By using this technology, the evaluation of tissue-level biology can be used to establish

neuroendocrine biomarkers of aging, and analyze the neuroendocrine effects of caloric restriction

and gene knockout models that extend the lifespan.

Steven A. Garan
Director of Bioinformatics at CREA (Center for Research & Education on Aging )
University of California, Berkeley
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Professor Elizabeth H. Blackburn is a Nobel Laureate and Morris Herzstein Professor of Biology

and Physiology, in the Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics at the University of California

San Francisco (UCSF). She is a leader in the area of telomere and telomerase research. Elizabeth

Blackburn discovered the molecular nature of telomeres – the ends of eukaryotic chromosomes

that serve as protective caps essential for preserving the genetic information – and co-discovered

the ribonucleoprotein enzyme, telomerase. Professor Blackburn and her research team at UCSF

are working with various cells (including human cells), with the goal of understanding telomerase

and telomere biology. They also collaborate in investigating the roles of telomere biology in human

health and diseases, in clinical and other human studies.

Elizabeth H. Blackburn
Professor of Biology and Physiology, University of California, San Francisco
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A native of Belgium, Verdin received his Doctorate of Medicine (MD) from the University of Liege

and additional clinical and research training at Harvard Medical School. He has held faculty

positions at the University of Brussels, the National Institutes of Health (NIH), and the Picower

Institute for Medical Research. Dr. Verdin is also a Professor of Medicine at University of

California, San Francisco. Verdin’s laboratory focuses on the role of epigenetic regulators in the

aging process. His laboratory was first to clone a family of enzymes, called HDACs, which regulate

histone acetylation.

Eric M Verdin
Fifth President and CEO, Buck Institute for Research on Aging
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Gordon Lithgow, PhD, sheds light on the mechanisms of aging by identifying agents that extend

lifespan or prevent age-related disease. He has discovered a range of factors that can lengthen

life in the microscopic worm Caenorhabditis elegans, and he applies these findings to studies in

human cell cultures. Much evidence points to stress contributing to a breakdown in the ability to

maintain optimal molecular stability resulting in aging and disease. Certain life-extending agents

help C. elegans respond to lifelong stress by remodeling the natural stress fighting cellular

mechanisms, the Lithgow lab has found. For example, long-lived mutants of C. elegans are very

stress resistant as a result of elevated levels of “heat shock proteins.” Heat shock proteins

promote longevity probably by preventing a loss of protein balance. Long-lived mutant strains are

also resistant to heavy metals, so the Lithgow lab is now studying the relationship between

longevity and “metallostasis” The Lithgow lab has discovered that certain cell proteins capable of

extending life can also be closely involved in disease prevention. Dr. Lithgow is studying genetic

variations in “checkpoint proteins’’ that may create a trade-off between the rate of aging and

incidence of cancer. The Lithgow lab has made several discoveries in the use of pharmacological

agents to intervene in aging processes, such as antioxidants that protect cells against damage

from unstable chemicals called free radicals. More recently, his lab have uncovered compounds

that act as “stress response mimetics” that maintain protein balance and stability. These

compounds suppress pathology associated with Alzheimer’s disease. The lab continues to

undertake screens for chemical compounds that slow aging and extend healthspan.

Gordon Lithgow
Professor, Buck Institute For Age Research
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Irina Conboy’s education includes a PhD from Stanford University in Molecular and Cellular

Immunology (1998). Professional experience throughout her career includes the following: 2006-

present Reviewer for CIRM Training Grant Program at UC Berkeley; 2006-2007 Faculty Mentor of

CIRM training grant T1-00007; 2005-Present Faculty Mentor for UC Berkeley Chapter of Student

Society for Stem Cell Research; 2004-present Assistant Professor of Bioengineering and QB3

Investigator, UC Berkeley; 1999-2004 Postdoc and Instructor, Neurology, Stanford University

School of Medicine.

Her work has been focused on establishing new paradigms in multi-tissue stem cell aging,

rejuvenation and regulation by conserved morphogenic signaling pathways. One of her goals is to

define pharmacology for enhancing maintenance and repair of adult tissues in vivo. Conboy’s

synthetic biology method of choice focuses on bio-orthogonal non-canonical amino acid tagging

(BONCAT) and subsequent identification of age-imposed and disease-causal changes in

mammalian proteomes in vivo. She also has drug delivery reg medicine projects focus on

CRISPR/Cas9 based therapeutics for more effective and safer gene editing.

Irina Conboy
Associate Professor in Bioengineering, University of California
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Jan Vijg, Ph.D. is Professor at the Buck Institute for Age Research, Novato, California. He is the

author of more than 200 scientific publications and holds eight patents in research processes and

methodologies. In 1989 he helped develop the MutaMouseTM, the first transgenic animal

engineered to detect gene mutations in a living organism. This allowed scientists to monitor the

effects of toxic agents on mouse DNA in any of its tissues or organs. Since that time, he has

developed new versions of this mouse model, which make it easy for researchers to monitor

ongoing changes in DNA in different tissues or during various developmental stages of the mouse

lifespan.

Research at the Vijg Lab is focused on genome instability and the mechanisms through which this

may cause human disease and aging. Possible connection between damage to the genome and

aging found strong support in the discovery that heritable defects in genome maintenance are

often associated with premature aging, as for example in Werner Syndrome and Hutchinson

Gilford Progeria Syndrome. The DNA repair defects present in these conditions, and other defects

as well, have been engineered in mice and shown to also cause premature aging in these animals.

Interestingly, while such defects sometimes increase both cancer and non-cancer, degenerative

symptoms, they often greatly reduce spontaneous tumor formation. This antagonism between

cancer and aging is still incompletely understood. In general, research in this area has now begun

to attract increased attention and is the main topic of his NIH program project “DNA repair,

mutations and cellular senescence” which began in 1999."

Jan Vijg
Professor, Buck Institute For Age Research
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Dr. Jennifer Garrison is interested in understanding how neuropeptides control behavior at both

the cell biological and neural circuit level. Neuropeptides comprise a large class of signaling

molecules which are secreted from neurons and transmit messages within the brain and across

the nervous system. Dr. Garrison received her PhD from the University of California San Francisco

in the laboratory of Dr. Jack Taunton, where she discovered the molecular target of a natural

product and elucidated a novel mechanism by which small molecules can regulate protein

biogenesis. As a postdoctoral fellow in Dr. Cori Bargmann’s lab at the Rockefeller University, she

showed that the nematode C. elegans produces a neuropeptide that is an evolutionary precursor

of the mammalian peptides vasopressin and oxytocin, and mapped a neural circuit by which this

molecule, nematocin, modulates mating behavior.

Dr. Garrison was named an Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellow and received a Glenn Foundation

Award for Research in Biological Mechanisms of Aging in 2014, and a Next Generation Leader at

the Allen Institute for Brain Science in 2015. Her work is funded by the NIH National Institute of

General Medical Sciences, the Glenn Foundation for Medical Research, the Alfred P. Sloan

Foundation, and the Larry L. Hillblom Foundation."

Jennifer L. Garrison
Assistant Professor, Buck Institute For Age Research
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John D. Furber is the CEO and founder of Legendary Pharmaceuticals. He is an entrepreneur and

scientist who has been studying the biology of aging and regeneration for more than 20 years. Mr.

Furber was a principal in starting five companies during the 1980s and 90s. Currently, he is running

a biotechnology company, Legendary Pharmaceuticals, which is engaged in the discovery of

pharmaceutical drugs and gene therapies able to repair and reverse accumulating molecular

damage to subcellular mitochondria, lysosomes, nuclei, and extracellular proteins in order to

prevent and treat serious, late-onset diseases commonly associated with aging. Legendary

Pharmaceuticals is a privately-held small business.

He is a frequent contributor at meetings in the fields of aging, mitochondria, autophagy, and

oxidative stress. He served on the Board of Directors of the American Aging Association from

2000 to 2011, and was Vice President in 2008-2009.

John Furber
CEO/Founder, Legendary Pharmaceuticals
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Judith Campisi is an American biochemist and cell biologist. She is a professor of biogerontology

at the Buck Institute for Research on Aging. She is also a member of the SENS Research

Foundation Advisory Board and an adviser at the Lifeboat Foundation. She is co-editor in chief of

the Aging Journal, together with Mikhail Blagosklonny and David Sinclair, and founder of the

pharmaceutical company Unity Biotechnology. She is listed in Who's Who in Gerontology. She is

widely known for her research on how senescent cells influence aging and cancer — in particular

the senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP).

Judith Campisi 
Professor, Buck Institute for Research on Aging
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Dr. Andersen received her PhD from the Department of Biological Chemistry in the David Geffen

School of Medicine at the University of California, Los Angeles. She received additional research

training in the Department of Neurogenetics at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston. Prior to

arriving at the Buck Institute, Dr. Andersen held a faculty position in the School of Gerontology at

the University of Southern California. Dr. Andersen has published more than 170 scientific papers

and holds three current patents.

Julie Andersen
Professor, Buck Institute for Age Research
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Lear Brace is a Senior Scientist with 15+ years of experience in both academic and industry

research. Her main research focus is studying the effects of DNA damage on energy metabolism.

Utilizing a mouse model of Cockayne syndrome (a progeroid disorder caused by defects in DNA

repair and characterized by progressive lipodystrophy and reduced lifespan, among many other

phenotypes) as a tool, she is exploring how genotoxic stress mediates alterations in fat and

energy metabolism.

Lear Brace
Senior Scientist , OneSkin Technologies
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Leonard Hayflick, professor of anatomy at the University of California at San Francisco, advanced

the concept 50 years ago. The Hayflick Limit is the number of times (about 50) that normal human

embryonic cells can divide before they succumb to senescence.he contended. This discovery was

both an explanation for the phenomenon of ageing and a demolition of the wishful view (of some)

that the human lifespan need have no upper limit. But although he correctly identified the cell

nucleus as the location of the responsible mechanism, it fell to others to discern the structures

involved.

It was biologists Nobel Prize winners Elizabeth Blackburn and Carol Greider who showed how the

cell keeps a tally of the number of times it has divided during its progress towards the Hayflick

Limit. The ends of chromosomes carry structures called telomeres. Every time a cell divides the

telomeres become shorter, this loss being the basis of what Hayflick described not as a clock (the

process is not dependent on measuring time) but as a counting device, a “replicometer. Now 83

years old, Hayflick no longer has his own laboratory, but is still closely involved with ageing. He

writes, lectures, does consultancy work

Leonard Hayflick
Professor of Anatomy, University of California, San Francisco
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Dr. Ellerby is an expert on cell death in neurodegenerative disorders such as Huntington’s disease,

a progressive inherited disorder that attacks both motor coordination and thinking ability. Dr.

Ellerby and her Buck colleague Dr. Robert Hughes recently discovered a new lead to potential drug

therapies for Huntington’s disease by focusing on a mysterious protein linked to the illness, the

huntingtin protein(Htt). Huntington’s disease stems from a gene mutation that produces an

abnormal form of the huntingtin protein, which breaks down into toxic fragments. These

fragments accumulate in neurons, which malfunction and eventually die. Dr. Ellerby and her team

identified a set of enzymes that help split up Htt into fragments, and whose activity contributed to

nerve toxicity. In a novel discovery,the lab found this harmful activity in a class of enzymes already

implicated in stroke, cancer, and other disorders. Drug researchers have already developed

experimental compounds to inhibit these enzymes, called the matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs).

Dr. Ellerby’s work suggests that inhibiting the MMPs may lessen symptoms of Huntington’s

disease and prevent nerve cell death.

In a 2010 article about this research, Dr. Ellerby was one of the lead authors of the cover story in

the prestigious scientific journal Neuron. The Ellerby lab is also exploring possible methods to

stimulate the growth of new nerve cells to replace those lost in Huntington’s disease sufferers.

Lisa Ellerby
Professor, Buck Institute for Research on Aging
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Maria Konovalenko is studying biology of aging in a joint PhD program between University of

Southern California and the Buck Institute for Research on Aging. Maria has been involved in

fighting aging since 2008. She is one of the organizers of the Genetics of Aging and Longevity

Conference series. Maria has been part of team at the science for Life Extension Foundation, a

Moscow-based non-profit, since 2008 and has been raising funding for longevity and regenerative

medicine research from both government and private sources. Konovalenko’s background is in

molecular biophysics, she got both her Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees from Moscow Institute of

Physics and Technology. Maria’s goal is to make people live as long and as healthy as possible

using the advances of science and technology.

Maria Konovalenko
PhD, Buck Institute for Research on Aging
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Martin Brand is an authority on mitochondria, the energy-converting unit of cells and their influence

on aging and disease. After receiving his PhD in Biochemistry at the University of Bristol in the UK,

he was a postdoctoral fellow at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland, a faculty

member at the University of Cambridge and then a group leader at the Medical Research Council.

At Cambridge, he began collaborative studies with Buck faculty and joined the Buck Institute in

2008. The Brand Lab is studying mitochondria, which extract energy from nutrients and distribute

it to drive the machinery of life, in a process that also releases free radicals. Believed to be one of

the primary actors in the aging process, free radicals are also implicated in numerous age-related

diseases, including cancer, heart disease, stroke, and many neurological disorders. Dr. Brand’s lab

envisions treatments that would minimize the release of free radicals without inhibiting

mitochondrial energy metabolism. His lab is collaborating with other Buck labs to evaluate the role

of the mitochondria in aging and in such diseases of aging as cancer, diabetes, Parkinson’s,

Alzheimer’s and Huntington’s. This research has already opened up new potential drug targets for

the control or treatment of these conditions.

Martin Brand
Professor, Buck Institute For Age Research
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On receiving a British Commonwealth Scholarship in 1976, Michael Rose proceeded to the

University of Sussex for his doctoral studies under the supervision of Brian Charlesworth and John

Maynard Smith. The subject of his doctoral research was the quantitative genetics of aging in

Drosophila melanogaster.

Rose pursued postponed aging, beginning with the organismal physiology involved, particularly

energetic metabolism. This work extended aging research in an influential new direction,

combining physiology with evolution. In particular, Rose and his students showed that resistance

to various stresses was a key factor in postponed aging; flies with the genetic capacity to live

longer are better able to resist stress at every adult age.

In 1991, his Evolutionary Biology of Aging appeared, a book that ranged from mathematical

genetics to cell biology. This work offered a view of aging that was a complete departure from the

views that had dominated the aging field since 1960. The journal Evolution described the field of

gerontology as having become «after Rose». In 1997, Rose received the Busse Prize of the World

Congress of Gerontology. In 1998, his book Darwin’s Spectre was published, a popular introduction

to the history and significance of evolutionary biology.

Michael Rose
Professor of Biology, University of California, Irvine
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Michael D. West is a gerontologist, and a pioneer in stem cells, cellular aging and telomerase.

West organized the first collaborative effort to isolate human pluripotent (embryonic) stem cells

for the purpose of manufacturing products in regenerative medicine. In their telomerase research,

West and colleagues at Geron cloned the RNA component of telomerase and collaborated with

Thomas Cech (winner of 1989 Nobel Prize in Chemistry), with whom they cloned the catalytic

component of the enzyme telomerase, and sponsored collaborative research in the laboratory of

Carol Greider, then at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory. West has been a keynote speaker at events

including World Stem Cell and is associated with 146 patents in the United States, Australia, Japan

and elsewhere.

Michael West
CEO, Co-CEO, AgeX Therapeutics, BioTime
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Pinchas Cohen is the dean of the USC Leonard Davis School of Gerontology, executive director of

the Ethel Percy Andrus Gerontology Center, and holder of the William and Sylvia Kugel Dean’s

Chair in Gerontology. He is an expert in the study of mitochondrial peptides and their possible

therapeutic benefits for diabetes, Alzheimer’s, and other diseases related to aging. Cohen also

holds joint appointments at the Keck School of Medicine of USC and in the Department of

Biological Sciences at the USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts and Sciences.

Pinchas Cohen
Dean USC Leonard Davis School of Gerontology
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The Brem lab approach uses large-scale analyses of thousands of genes at once, both

computational and experimental, with ongoing work in the following areas: The genetics of

alternative polyadenylation. The Brem lab is dissecting the genetic basis of naturally occurring

variation in gene ends and its impact on protein production. The ultimate goal is to understand

sequence signals that drive alternative polyadenylation in individual genes aswell as the master

regulatory factors that carry out processing at many gene ends in parallel. Current work involves

cancer samples and wild single-celled brewers’ yeast. Natural variation in yeast and fly aging

phenotypes. Longevity, and its dependence on diet, can vary dramatically between genetically

distinct individuals and between species. In the vast majority of cases, the genetic basis of these

differences is uncharacterized. The Brem lab is mapping genes that underlie naturally occurring

differences in lifespan in two model organism systems: wild isolatesof single-celled yeast cultured

in different growth media, and wild-caught Drosophila flies reared on different food sources. The

ultimate goal is to identify genes whose role in metabolism and aging is conserved between these

simple organisms and humans.

Rachel Brem
Professor, Buck Institute For Age Research
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Steve Horvath is a UCLA professor known for developing the Horvath aging clock, which is a highly

accurate molecular biomarker of aging, and for developing weighted correlation network analysis.

The recipient of several research awards, including an Allen Distinguished Investigator award, he

has studied genomic biomarkers of aging, the aging process, and many age related

diseases/conditions.

Steve Horvath
Professor, UCLA
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Stuart K. Kim is Professor Emeritus of Developmental Biology at Stanford University. He received

his BA degree from Dartmouth College in 1979 with majors in chemistry and philosophy. Stuart

received his PhD from Caltech working with Lee Hood and Barbara Wold on molecular genetics of

antibody gene rearrangement and formation of myelomas. Stuart worked as a post-doctoral fellow

with Bob Horvitz at MIT on C. elegans development. He joined the Department of Developmental

Biology at Stanford University in 1989 as an Assistant Professor. He was promoted to Associate

Professor in 1996 and full Professor in 2003. He retired from Stanford in 2016 to work full time on

genetics of sports injuries to benefit athletes.

Stuart Kim
Professor of Developmental Biology, Stanford
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Thomas Rando is Professor of Neurology and Neurological Sciences at Stanford where he is the

Director of the Glenn Laboratories for the Biology of Aging. He is also Chief of Neurology and

Director of the Rehabilitation Research & Development Center of Excellence at the Veterans Affairs

Palo Alto Health Care System. He is a founding director of the Muscular Dystrophy Association

clinic at the Stanford Medical Center. Research in the Rando laboratory focuses on tissue-specific

stem cells in aging and disease, and on pathogenetic mechanisms and gene therapy for muscular

dystrophies. His research on aging has demonstrated that it is possible to identify biochemical

stimuli that can induce stem cells in old tissues to repair injuries as effectively as in young tissues,

and this work has broad implications for the fields of regenerative medicine and stem cell

transplantation.

Thomas Rando
Professor of Neurology and Neurological Sciences
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Dr Lim obtained a Certificate in Innovation and Entrepreneurship from the Stanford University

Graduate School of Business. He is an Assistant Professor (Adjunct) in skin stem cell biology at

the Lee Kong Chian School of Medicine, Nanyang Technological University (NTU) and the Skin

Research Institute of Singapore (SRIS) at the Agency for Science, Technology and Research

(A*STAR). Dr Lim received his Ph.D. in Developmental Biology from Stanford University under the

tutelage of Breakthrough Prize winner Professor Roel Nusse, a pioneer of signalling biology. Lim

has been the lead Principal Investigator on more than $15 million of research grants funding his

work on stem cell regulation and skin biology. His work on Wnt signalling and stem cells has been

published and cited in the most prestigious scientific journals, including Nature and Science, as

well as highlighted in the international press, including by CNN and BBC. He is the recipient of

numerous awards, including the Singapore National Academy of Sciences Young Scientist Award,

the Ten Outstanding Young Singaporeans Award (Medical Innovation) and the A*STAR-IMB

Investigatorship in Skin Biology.

Xinhong Lim
Director, Vickers Venture Partners
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Aging Intervention Foundation

The decline that comes with aging results in tremendous health, financial and emotional costs to aging individuals, as well as loved ones,

caregivers and all of society.

Many negative effects are caused by common underlying biological factors.So our foundation and circle of associates and friends target

the underlying mechanisms of aging to create solutions – therapies and other innovations to slow, repair, control and ultimately reverse

the underlying causes of age related decline that result in multiple diseases — rather than treating individual diseases as they occur.

Result: MORE HEALTHY, HAPPY, PRODUCTIVE YEARS OF LIFE, and solutions to many great problems facing the world.

Web site: aginginterventionfoundation.org

Location Newport Beach

900

http://www.aginginterventionfoundation.org/
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Beckman Institute for Cancer and Aging

The number of older patients with cancer and surviving cancer is rapidly growing because the U.S. population is aging with a projected

doubling in the number of patients 65 and older by 2030. Although the majority of cancers occur in older adults, these patients have been

under-represented in national cancer clinical trials, which set the standards for oncology care. Few studies have specifically focused on

the unique issues which face older adults such as the impact of age related declines in physiology, polypharmacy or comorbid medical

conditions on treatment tolerance.

Inspired by the pioneering work of Arti Hurria, M.D., who passed away in November 2018, the mission of City of Hope's Center for Cancer

and Aging is to join investigators from all cancer disciplines to study biology, treatment and survivorship issues that face older adults

with cancer. The results of this research will be applicable to the majority of patients with cancer because approximately 60 percent of

cancer diagnoses and 70 percent of cancer mortality occur in patients over the age of 65.

Web site: cityofhope.org

Location Duarte

901

https://www.cityofhope.org/research/beckman-research-institute/research-departments-and-divisions/center-for-cancer-and-aging/cancer-and-aging-collaborations
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Berkeley Center on the Economics and Demography of Aging

CEDA supports cutting edge discovery and dissemination of knowledge on the demography of aging. We do this by:

● Supporting new research initiatives through funding for pilot projects

● Providing infrastructural support for programming, computing and data access

● Facilitating and encouraging interactions among CEDA members from diverse departments and disciplines

● Encouraging innovation and creativity by providing resources to pursue ideas while they are fresh

● Organizing conferences on the economics and demography of aging

● Supporting junior faculty development

● Disseminating research findings to government agencies, the public, and the research community

CEDA also sponsors a weekly series of brown bag talks in demography, and hosts occasional research conferences and workshops on

the Berkeley campus. These serve the dual functions of disseminating research findings by local and visiting researchers and training the

younger generation of demographers.

Web site: populationsciences.berkeley.edu

Location Berkeley

902

http://www.populationsciences.berkeley.edu/ceda
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BioHub

The Chan Zuckerberg Biohub is an independent, non-profit medical research organization.

Their vision is to develop and apply technologies that will enable doctors to cure, prevent or manage all diseases during our children’s

lifetime.

They don’t believe in impossible. They believe in challenging traditional scientific approaches and inventing the future of life science

research. They are striving to make life better by facilitating collaboration among the world’s most creative, determined and brilliant

people to solve humanity’s biggest problems.

They were founded in 2016 with a gift from Dr. Priscilla Chan and Mark Zuckerberg. They have also received a generous donation from

Reid Hoffman and Michelle Yee. They all share our belief that by combining technology, engineering and human curiosity, they can

accelerate life science research.

Web site: czbiohub.org

Location San Francisco
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https://www.czbiohub.org/
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Buck Institute for Research on Aging

The Buck Institute for Research on Aging[1] is an independent biomedical research institute that researches aging and age-related

disease. The mission of the Buck Institute is to extend the healthy years of life.

At the Buck, they aim to end the threat of age-related diseases for this and future generations. They bring together the most capable and

passionate scientists from a broad range of disciplines to study mechanisms of aging and to identify therapeutics that slow down aging.

Their goal is to increase human health span, or the healthy years of life. Globally recognized as the pioneer and leader in efforts to target

aging, the number one risk factor for serious diseases including Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, cancer, macular degeneration, heart disease,

arthritis and diabetes, the Buck wants to help people live better longer.

Web site: populationsciences.berkeley.edu

Location Novato
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http://www.populationsciences.berkeley.edu/ceda
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Calibr

Calibr represents a first-of-its-kind, nonprofit translational research institute dedicated to creating the next generation of medicines. A

division of Scripps Research and situated in the heart of San Diego’s Torrey Pines Mesa biomedical research hub, Calibr is uniquely

positioned to create and proliferate innovative partnerships. Calibr’s research interests span a broad range of human diseases, including

cancer, autoimmunity and inflammatory diseases, metabolic and cardiovascular diseases, infectious and neglected diseases, as well as

age-related and degenerative diseases.

The California Institute for Biomedical Research (Calibr) is an independent, not-for-profit organization established to accelerate the

translation of basic biomedical research to innovative new medicines. Scientists at Calibr work together with investigators at other

academic institutions and non-profit foundations to advance exciting research discoveries and technologies to new medicines for the

treatment of human disease.

Calibr’s research interests span a large range of human diseases, including cancer, autoimmunity and inflammatory diseases, metabolic

and cardiovascular diseases, infectious and neglected diseases, as well as age-related and degenerative diseases. Calibr’s research

space includes a newly renovated 35,000 square foot facility in La Jolla, CA, which houses over 110 interdisciplinary scientists and staff

with state-of-the-art instrumentation. This infrastructure, combined with Calibr’s drug discovery expertise, enables projects rooted in

novel therapeutic mechanisms to progress from the laboratory through preclinical development and ultimately to the clinic through

commercial, federal or foundation partnerships.

Web site: scripps.edu/science-and-medicine/calibr

Location La Jolla
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https://www.scripps.edu/science-and-medicine/calibr/about/index.html
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Center for Research & Education on Aging (CREA)

The mission of CREA is to investigate the basic processes that cause aging, with the goal of improving and extending human health

span. CREA integrates the efforts of cell and molecular biologists, structural and computational biologists, geneticists, physiologists and

public health professionals, who are the intellectual assets and resources of the University of California, Berkeley and the Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory.

By combining the keen minds of University of California scientists with the steady hands and eager intellect of its student body, the new

Center for Research and Education in Aging (CREA) will rise to the challenge. The mission of CREA is to investigate the basic processes

that cause aging, with the goal of improving and extending human health span. CREA integrates the efforts of cell and molecular

biologists, structural and computational biologists, geneticists, physiologists and public health professionals, who are the intellectual

assets and resources of the University of California, Berkeley and the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. CREA is also associated

with the Buck Institute for Age Research, a private nonprofit basic biomedical research institute located in Novato, California.

This unique partnership brings to the study of aging an approach that most medical schools cannot marshal because they focus on

specific diseases and their treatments. Aging makes us vulnerable to disease and injury, but we do not know why. Research into the

process responsible for aging remains seriously neglected. CREA is designed to create a research/education environment that fosters

basic aging research and educates the next generations of scientists.

Web site: crea.berkeley.edu

Location Berkeley
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http://crea.berkeley.edu/crea.shtml
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Center for Digital Innovation

Digital health technologies have the power to transform healthcare. Yet many new technologies are hitting ‘last mile" issues and failing to

deliver on their promise. They believe that access to the creative minds and patients at their world class medical center can drive

insights into the successful development, implementation, and adoption of new digital health technologies.

A field of study involving the intersection of statistics, computer science, advanced analytics (machine learning/AI), data visualization,

and human expertise focused on data-driven approaches to extract knowledge and meaning from complex data to solve real-world

problems.

Supporting strategy and vision, roadmap, and feature definition for products.

CDHI has software engineering expertise in mobile, web, and API development utilizing secure, scalable, serverless cloud computing

platforms, as well as legacy VM architectures. We design and build patient and clinician facing apps, tightly integrate with the Epic

utilizing SMART-on-FHIR, CDS Hooks, FHIR, and Mulesoft Anypoint.

CDHI’s engineers are experts in healthcare data integration using HL7 v2, FHIR, and IHE, utilizing integration platforms such as Epic

Interconnect, Mulesoft Anypoint, Infor Cloverleaf, and InterSystems Ensemble & HealthShare.

Web site: centerfordigitalhealthinnovation.org

Location San Francisco
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https://www.centerfordigitalhealthinnovation.org/about-us
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Center for the Advanced Study of Aging Services

They support research and development regarding innovative programs and services designed to improve the lives of older persons.

Collaboration is also an important goal of the Center, bringing together academics, service providers, community leaders, policy makers,

consumers, students and others interested in improving services for the elderly. They also work to improve the training of social workers

to meet the needs of a growing and ever-changing population of older Americans.

Developing effective leaders and scholars committed to solving complex social problems;

Producing, disseminating and utilizing research to improve social-service delivery and policy through critical thinking and evidence-based

knowledge; and

Preparing the next generation of culturally competent social workers, researchers and educators dedicated to serving the most

vulnerable members of our society.

Web site: socialwelfare.berkeley.edu

Location Berkeley
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https://socialwelfare.berkeley.edu/
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Gerontology Research Group

The Gerontology Research Group (GRG) was founded in 1990 by L. Stephen Coles, MD PhD, and other physicians and scientists at UCLA,

Cal-Tech and elsewhere. Its mission is to slow and ultimately reverse age-related decline for more healthy years of life. GRG is the

foremost authority on the world's oldest humans -- specifically supercentenarian research, authentication and database. This division is

managed by Robert Young who leads a group of international researchers. GRG is cited by the Guinness Book of World Records and

often quoted in newspapers. A major asset and central communication hub is the email discussion forum (list service).

Web site: grg.org

Location Los Angeles
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http://www.grg.org/
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Gladstone Institutes

Based in San Francisco’s Mission Bay neighborhood, the Gladstone Institutes is an independent state-of-the-art biomedical research

institution that empowers its world-class scientists to find new pathways to cures.

At Gladstone, over 350 scientists and trainees use visionary science and technology in cardiovascular biology, immunology,

neuroscience, and stem cell biology to overcome unsolved diseases. They are supported by cutting edge core facilities and essential

administrative partners.

Unified by a common vision, everyone at Gladstone believes that the best discoveries will come from bringing diverse thoughts,

approaches, and people together to tackle scientific challenges in creative ways.

Founded in 1979, Gladstone is a nonprofit life science research organization. It has a close academic affiliation with the University of

California, San Francisco.

Web site: gladstone.org

Location San Francisco
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https://gladstone.org/about-us
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Glenn Center for Research on Aging

The Glenn Center for Research on Aging was established in January 2009 with a $5 million award from the Glenn Foundation for Medical

Research. The Glenn Foundation continued their generous support with $3 million awards in 2014 and 2017. Led by Salk professors Jan

Karlseder and Vicki Lundblad, the Center draws from 13 of Salk’s leading laboratories specializing in genetic analysis, stem cell biology

and metabolism research to address the overarching goal of defining a healthy lifespan, or healthspan, and to answer one of the most

elusive questions in biology: Is there a defined biological process of aging that is universal to all organisms?

The Glenn Center supports postdoctoral associates and graduate students (Glenn Fellows) working in the laboratories of the Glenn

Investigators, focusing on innovative questions that address the biology of aging. Furthermore, the Glenn Center funds state-of-the-art

equipment, core support and scientific exchange for the participating laboratories.

Web site: salk.edu

Location La Jolla
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https://www.salk.edu/science/research-centers/glenn-center-for-research-on-aging/
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J. Craig Venter Institute

The J. Craig Venter Institute (JCVI) is a world leader in genomic and bioinformatics research fueled by a team-centered, multidisciplinary

approach to large research initiatives. JCVI has a long track-record of creative and interdisciplinary approaches to genomics and

bioinformatics, and responsiveness to national needs.

This longstanding drive to produce groundbreaking research is used as the measure for all new research initiatives at JCVI. With more

than 200 scientists and staff located in Maryland and California, the JCVI is one of the largest independent, not-for-profit research

institutes in the United States.

Web site: jcvi.org

Location La Jolla
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https://www.jcvi.org/about
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Maximum Life Foundation

By identifying and supporting emerging medical technologies, Maximum Life Foundation will help reverse the human aging process by

2029 – leading to your indefinite youthful lifespan.

Using 7 simple steps, we also show you how to stay alive and healthy until we reach our goal.

The world mourns 100,000 “premature” deaths every day to aging. We also lose their wisdom, knowledge and skills. MaxLife plans to

save thousands of those precious lives every day.

Web site: maxlife.org

Location Newport Beach
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https://www.maxlife.org/
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Milken Institute Center for the Future of Aging

The Milken Institute is a nonprofit, nonpartisan think tank determined to increase global prosperity by advancing collaborative solutions

that widen access to capital, create jobs and improve health. It conducts data-driven research, convenes action-oriented meetings and

promotes meaningful policy initiatives.

Improve lives and strengthen societies by promoting healthy, productive, and purposeful aging.

Evaluate policies and practices, innovative models, and potential solutions to enhance health, well-being, and opportunity across the

lifespan.

Elevate awareness by convening and partnering with influential decision-makers and media leaders to change perception and motivate

action.

Advocate for change in the public and private sectors to ensure a better future for today’s older adults and for generations to come.

Web site: aging.milkeninstitute.org

Location Santa Monica
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http://aging.milkeninstitute.org
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QB3

QB3 is the University of California’s hub for innovation and entrepreneurship in life science. The institute supports UC researchers and

empowers Bay Area entrepreneurs to launch startup companies and partner with industry. With five incubators, two seed-stage venture

capital firms, and a special initiative in medical devices — the Rosenman Institute — QB3 helps bio-entrepreneurs create high-value jobs

and brings more than $750 million into the Bay Area each year. QB3’s mandate is to fulfill its social contract to accelerate discovery and

innovation, improving the quality of life in California and beyond.

QB3 harnesses the quantitative sciences of physics and engineering to unify our understanding of biological systems at all levels of

complexity, from atoms and molecules to cells, tissues, and entire living organisms. QB3 scientists make discoveries that drive the

development of technologies, products, and wholly new industries, ensuring that California remains competitive in the 21st century.

QB3's goals are to fuel the California bioeconomy; to support research and training in quantitative biosciences; and to translate academic

research into products and services that benefit society.

Web site: qb3.org

Location San Francisco

915915

https://qb3.org/about
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Rand Center for Study of Aging 

The RAND Center for the Study of Aging conducts objective, independent, behavioral research on elderly populations worldwide.

The Center's interdisciplinary research staff aims to help improve public policy through both primary data collection and secondary data

analysis. Its research agenda focuses on the interrelationships among health, economic status, socioeconomic factors, and public

policy.

RAND researchers and analysts continue to be on the cutting edge of their fields, working with decisionmakers in both the public and

private sectors to find solutions to today's difficult, sensitive, and important problems. The high caliber of our researchers is well-known,

as evidenced by the many Nobel Laureates who have been affiliated with RAND, either as employees, consultants, or in an advisory

capacity.

RAND provides an exciting intellectual environment and opportunities for career growth. We hire highly qualified applicants and provide

challenging assignments. Diversity is an essential operating principle at RAND. We look for unique backgrounds, original views and

diversity in academic training, work experience and ideological outlook. We are committed to Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action.

Web site: rand.org

Location Santa Monica
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https://www.rand.org/well-being/social-and-behavioral-policy/centers/aging.html
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Regenerative Science Institute

Regenerative Sciences Institute (RSI) is 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that is developing the regenerative and synthetic bio-

technologies necessary to alleviate the infirmities and diseases of aging. How? By creating the tools to program living systems as we

program computers. By transforming research into inventions, and then entrepreneurial ventures. RSI is helping to define the emerging

discipline of Regenerative Biology by fostering scientific cooperation and creating a unique environment where innovative minds can do

original research with the goal of defeating aging by enhancing regenerative processes.

They have been involved in research centered on Synthetic Biology, before the field was defined by engineering complex biological

systems that act digitally. They are now involved in developing Synthetic Biology technology compatible with their goals of alleviating

diseases of aging through regeneration. Not only do they bring together leading researchers in Regenerative and Stem Cell Biology with

workers creating cutting-edge technologies, but they also are creating an educational/research environment where original thinkers such

as young people or innovative older scientists starved for funding, can “think outside the box” and pursue exciting work that would be

unlikely to be funded by conventional means.

Web site: regensci.org

Location Sunnyvale
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https://www.regensci.org/
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Salk Institute in San Diego

The Salk Institute embodies Jonas Salk’s mission to dare to make dreams into reality. We explore the very foundations of life, seeking

new realities in neuroscience, genetics, immunology and more. We are small by choice, intimate by nature, fearless in the face of any

challenge. We live to discover. Be it cancer or Alzheimer’s, aging or diabetes, we understand that every cure has a starting point. Salk is

where cures begin.

The Salk Institute for Biological Studies is one of the world's preeminent basic research institutions, where internationally renowned

faculty probe fundamental life science questions in a unique, collaborative, and creative environment. Focused on both discovery and

mentoring future generations of researchers, Salk scientists make groundbreaking contributions to our understanding of cancer, aging,

Alzheimer's, diabetes, and cardiovascular disorders by studying neuroscience, genetics, cell and plant biology, and related disciplines.

Faculty achievements have been recognized with numerous honors, including Nobel Prizes and memberships in the National Academy of

Sciences. Founded in 1960 by polio vaccine pioneer Jonas Salk, M.D., the Institute is an independent nonprofit organization and

architectural landmark.

Web site: salk.edu

Location La Jolla
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https://www.salk.edu
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Sanford Burnham Prebys Medical Discovery Institute

The Institute’s Cancer Center is one of only seven NCI-designated basic cancer research centers in the nation. They couple fundamental

biological research with early translational studies to find new, innovative therapies that restore hope to cancer patients and their

families.

SBP discoveries begin with people – scientists, postdoctoral candidates, graduate students and support staff – who work

collaboratively toward understanding the cause of disease and identifying new therapeutic approaches to improve human health.

As an independent, nonprofit institution, they focus on conducting biomedical research in cancer, neuroscience, Immunology and rare

children’s diseases.

SBP is home to one of the most comprehensive drug discovery centers in the nonprofit world.

Their innovative approach to research underpins their strategic partnerships with the biotech and pharmaceutical industry. They cultivate

the next generation of biomedical scientists through our graduate and postdoctoral training programs. SBP employs almost 800

scientists and staff in San Diego (La Jolla), CA. They are widely recognized for their NCI-designated Cancer Center, the Conrad Prebys

Center for Chemical Genomics and the Sanford Children’s Health Research Center.

Web site: sbpdiscovery.org

Location La Jolla
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https://www.sbpdiscovery.org/
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Scripps Research

Scripps Research is ranked the most influential institution in the world for its impact on innovation. They expand basic knowledge in the

biosciences, and use these fundamental advancements to develop profound innovations that improve wellbeing. Their researchers lead

breakthrough studies that address the world’s most pressing health concerns. Their educational and training programs mold talented

and committed students and postdocs into the next generation of leading scientists. They are accelerating the creation and delivery of

medical breakthroughs to better human health around the globe.

Scripps Research advances scientific understanding, educates the scientists of tomorrow and impacts human health across the globe.

We are science changing life. Scripps Research scientists accelerate biomedical breakthroughs to improve human health across the

globe. More than 2,000 employees and students work bi-coastally, in San Diego, California and Jupiter, Florida, pursuing new discoveries

and advancing new treatments for unmet medical needs. The institute features an elite, top-ranked graduate program in the biological

and chemical sciences, as well as a translational institute and a drug-discovery and early clinical organization, Calibr. Donations are

critical to enabling the innovative, paradigm-changing science that has been their hallmark since 1924.

Web site: scripps.edu

Location La Jolla
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https://www.scripps.edu/
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SRI International Center for Health Sciences

SRI Biosciences’ Center for Health Sciences carries out multidisciplinary research with government agencies, commercial clients and

foundations. Our staff includes experts in medicine, neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, neurochemistry, neuropsychiatry, clinical

psychology, magnetic resonance physics and neuroimaging, computer science, human sleep, psychophysiology, behavioral

pharmacology, molecular genetics, genetic epidemiology, biostatistics and public health. Together with the research teams in the Center

for Neuroscience, SRI Biosciences offers a full range of translational research opportunities.

SRI International is a nonprofit, independent research center serving government and industry. We work on some of the world’s most

important problems, collaborating across technical disciplines to spark new ideas and solutions. Our research and innovations have led

to new industries and products that impact people’s lives every day—from the computer mouse and interactive computing to medical

ultrasound, cancer drugs, and much more.

Web site: sri.com

Location Menlo Park
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https://www.sri.com/about/organization/biosciences/health-sciences
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Stanford / VA / NIA  Aging Clinical Research Center (ACRC)

The Aging Clinical Research Center (ACRC) is a joint project of Stanford University and the VA Palo Alto Health Care System. Through the

ACRC, experienced investigators lead a variety of clinical, research and educational programs, with the aim of improving the lives of

those affected by Alzheimer's Disease.

The Stanford/VA Aging Clinical Research Center was formed to study memory loss associated with aging. The main purpose of ACRC is

to investigate the complex nature of Alzheimer's Disease, its progression over time, its response to treatments, and problems patients

and caregivers experience in dealing with the changes that occur. They are also conducting studies that look at changes that occur over

the course of normal aging. The clinical researchers at ACRC come from many disciplines of medicine and neuroscience. Thus, they are

able to study Alzheimer's Disease as well as normal aging from several important perspectives.

Web site: web.stanford.edu

Location Palo Alto
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https://web.stanford.edu/~yesavage/ACRC.html
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Stanford / VA Alzheimer‘s Research Center

Since 1981, the Stanford/VA Alzheimer's Center (SVAC) has been serving individuals and families affected by Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

and related disorders. AD is a progressive disorder of the brain that affected an estimated 5.4 million Americans in 2016.

The Center's multidisciplinary staff includes clinicians and researchers from the Stanford University Department of Psychiatry and from

the VA Palo Alto Health Care System.

Funded by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, California Department of Health Services, and other sources, the SVAC offers

information, referral services and comprehensive diagnostic assessments of individuals with memory problems. In addition to providing

advanced caregiver support, intervention, community education, and professional training, the Center plays an important role in

developing a central pool of information on Alzheimer's disease in California.

Web site: med.stanford.edu

Location Palo Alto
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http://med.stanford.edu/svalz.html
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Stanford Cancer Institute

The Stanford Cancer Institute advances the understanding and treatment of cancer through a multidisciplinary, integrated and

collaborative community of physicians and scientists

A leader in the biomedical revolution, Stanford Medicine has a long tradition of leadership in pioneering research, creative teaching

protocols and effective clinical therapies.

Their close proximity to the resources of the university — including the Schools of Business, Law, Humanities and Sciences, and

Engineering, their seamless relationship with their affiliated adult and children’s hospitals, and their ongoing associations with the

entrepreneurial endeavors of Silicon Valley, make us uniquely positioned to accelerate the pace at which new knowledge is translated

into tangible health benefits.

Web site: cancer.stanford.edu

Location Stanford
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http://cancer.stanford.edu/
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Stanford Center on Longevity (SCL)

Longer lives are, at once, among the most remarkable achievements in all of human history and the greatest challenges of the 21st

century. Whereas most discussions about aging societies are premised on the assumption that older people are frail and infirm, our

premise is that problems of older people demand solutions so that the substantial increase in life expectancy can ultimately benefit

individuals and societies. The mission of the Stanford Center on Longevity is to accelerate and implement scientific discoveries,

technological advances, behavioral practices, and social norms so that century long lives are healthy and rewarding.

They are a center on longevity, not old age, because building a world where the majority of people thrive in old age requires attention to

the entire life span. Research shows clearly that education, exercise, nutritional habits, financial decisions, and social choices early in life

have substantial implications for quality of life at advanced ages. Increased longevity demands that we reconsider traditional models of

the life course which will necessitate new norms and practices for education, work and families that span multiple generations.

To inspire change on a grand scale, the Center works with more than 150 Stanford faculty, their students and research staffs, as well as

leaders from industries that are poised to distribute innovative products and services to the public, thought leaders who help to shape

the ideas that influence cultural change, and policy makers who target important challenges and opportunities for long lived societies.

By fostering dialogue and collaborations among typically disconnected worlds, the Center aims to develop workable solutions for urgent

issues confronting the world as the population ages. With these collaborations, we aim to redesign how we live our lives so that the great

potential of longer life is fully realized.

Web site: longevity.stanford.edu

Location Stanford
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http://longevity.stanford.edu/
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Stanford/VA Alzheimer's Center

A leader in the biomedical revolution, Stanford Medicine has a long tradition of leadership in pioneering research, creative teaching

protocols and effective clinical therapies.

Stanford/VA Alzheimer's Center has a close proximity to the resources of the university — including the Schools of Business, Law,

Humanities and Sciences, and Engineering. Their seamless relationship with affiliated adult and children’s hospitals, and ongoing

associations with the entrepreneurial endeavors of Silicon Valley, make them uniquely positioned to accelerate the pace at which new

knowledge is translated into tangible health benefits.

Web site: med.stanford.edu

Location Stanford

926

http://www.med.stanford.edu/svalz.html
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Stein Institute for Research on Aging Center for Healthy Aging

The Center for Healthy Aging and the Sam and Rose Stein Institute for Research on Aging at the University of California, Health Sciences,

is dedicated to the development and application of the latest advances in biomedical and behavioral science knowledge to issues of

successful, healthy aging and the prevention and reduction of the burden of disability and disease in late life.

In 2014, UC San Diego Health Sciences created The Center for Healthy Aging, which now serves as an umbrella organization for all aging-

related programs at UC San Diego and expands upon the work of the Stein Institute for Research on Aging. Its focus extends beyond

medical research to address the major challenges facing our society as it prepares to accommodate a rapidly expanding demographic of

older adults—in terms of technology, finances, housing, transportation and urban planning.

Web site: medschool.ucsd.edu

Location La Jolla
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https://medschool.ucsd.edu/research/aging/Pages/default.aspx
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UC San Diego Health Sciences Center for  Healthy Aging

The UC San Diego Center for Healthy Aging constantly strives to discover groundbreaking findings relating to healthy aging. Their

research has been published in prestigious peer reviewed journals and quoted by popular media, including New York Times, U.S. News &

World Report and the Huffington Post. One of ongoing studies in this center is the Successful AGing Evaluation (SAGE) which focuses on

the impact of positive psychological traits, such as resilience and wisdom, in addition to biological factors, and their impact on healthy

aging.

In addition to research, they utilize public outreach using a variety of mediums, including direct work with the community, participation in

events and conferences, distribution of free monthly newsletters, and hosting public lectures presented by renown physicians and

scientists. Their lectures, also done monthly, are broadcast on UCSD-TV and have reached more than one billion views.

UC San Diego Center for Healthy Aging mission is to apply findings and research to helping older generation age with grace and

satisfaction, and ultimately, live a free and fulfilling life.

Web site: medschool.ucsd.edu

Location La Jolla
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https://medschool.ucsd.edu/research/aging/about/Pages/Center's-History.aspx
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UCLA Division of Geriatrics

The UCLA Division of Geriatrics is a national leader in education and training in geriatrics and gerontology, and can be found at UCLA in

disciplines such as medicine, nursing, dentistry, social welfare, public health and psychology, among others.

UCLA’s physicians are world leaders in the diagnosis and treatment of complex illnesses, and our hospitals are among the best in the

country. Consistently ranked one of the top five hospitals in the nation and the best medical center in the western United States by U.S.

News & World Report, Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center is at the cutting edge of biomedical research, and their doctors and

scientists are leaders in performing pioneering work across an astounding range of disciplines, from organ transplantation and cardiac

surgery to neurosurgery and cancer treatment, and bringing the latest discoveries to virtually every field of medicine.

Web site: uclahealth.org

Location Los Angeles
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https://www.uclahealth.org/geriatrics/education
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UCLA Fielding School of Public Health,CA Health Interview Survey

The California Health Interview Survey (CHIS) is the largest state health survey in the nation. It is a random-dial telephone survey that

asks questions on a wide range of health topics. CHIS is conducted on a continuous basis allowing the survey to generate timely one-

year estimates. CHIS provides representative data on all 58 counties in California and provides a detailed picture of the health and health

care needs of California’s large and diverse population. From asthma, diabetes and obesity to immigrant health and health insurance

coverage, CHIS covers dozens of health topics.

The UCLA Center for Health Policy Research is one of the nation's leading health policy research centers and the premier source of

health policy information for California. The Center is affiliated with the UCLA Fielding School of Public Health.

The Center conducts the California Health Interview Survey (CHIS), the nation's largest state health survey and the leading source of

information on many under-surveyed ethnic, racial and sexual minority groups. Center researchers have expertise on a variety of national,

state and local health policy issues, including health insurance, the economics of health care, health disparities, chronic disease, access

to care and much more.

Web site: healthpolicy.ucla.edu

Location Los Angeles
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http://healthpolicy.ucla.edu/chis/about/Pages/about.aspx
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UCLA Longevity Center

The UCLA Longevity Center is dedicated to improving quality of life through the alleviation of age-related memory loss.

It provides state-of-the-art cognitive and brain scanning assessments, programs for improving mental performance, and opportunities to

volunteer for brain imaging and memory research. The Center research, funded in part by the NIH/National Institute on Aging, private

foundations, and major donors investigates normal brain aging, mild cognitive impairment and Alzheimer's disease, and other age-

related conditions in an effort to accelerate detection and intervention strategies.

Through its many programs, the UCLA Longevity Center (formerly the UCLA Center on Aging) promotes healthy aging lifestyles and

strives to build a community that helps people live better, longer.

Web site: semel.ucla.edu

Location Los Angeles

931

https://www.semel.ucla.edu/longevity
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UCLA-Easton Center - Mary S. Easton Center for Alzheimer's 
Disease Research

Finding a cure for Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the goal of the UCLA-Easton Center and that goal is shared by our generous benefactor,

Jim Easton. The UCLA-Easton Center includes the state-funded education and outreach program for the underserved populations: the

California Alzheimer's Disease Centers (CADC).

Our Kagan Clinical Trials Program conducts state of the art clinical trials sponsored by NIH, Industry, Philanthropy and the University of

California. Our basic research programs are supported by grants from NIH, Veterans Administration, Alzheimer's Association,

Alzheimer's Greater Los Angeles/ BrightFocus Foundation, Paul Allen Foundation, Michael J Fox Foundation, California Alzheimer's

Program, DOD, Air Force and others.

Web site: eastonad.ucla.edu

Location Los Angeles
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https://eastonad.ucla.edu/index.php/about-us/history
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UCSF Glenn Center for Aging Research 

The Paul F. Glenn Center for Aging Research, a joint research program between University of California (UC) investigators on the Berkeley

and San Francisco campuses, is a unique scientific endeavor that aims to advance our understanding of the fundamental events

underlying the aging process and how they may impact the propagation and spreading of misfolded proteins.

In the creation of this center, UCSF and UCB researchers are addressing one of the most fundamental and difficult questions facing the

aging field: how aging both accelerates and reciprocally is exacerbated by a loss in protein homeostasis and an increase in protein

misfolding.

Web site: glennfoundation.org

Location San Francisco
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https://glennfoundation.org/glenn-centers/ucsf/
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UCSF Institute for Health and Aging

The Institute's goal is to optimize the health and aging of individuals, communities, and society through research, education and public

service in the social and behavioral sciences.

The Institute for Health and Aging is one of the premier health and aging research units in the world, IHA’s research is recognized

nationally and internationally. The IHA’s primary function is to bring together faculty and staff for the purpose of conducting innovative

research in health and aging policy. Their research has had an important impact in the research and policy arena. They are nationally and

internationally known for our work in several key areas: Aging and chronic illness, Health promotion, Women’s health, Economics of the

health effects of tobacco, Bioethics.

Web site: nursing.ucsf.edu

Location San Francisco
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https://nursing.ucsf.edu/academics/departments/institute-health-aging
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UCSF Memory and Aging Center

The UCSF Memory and Aging Center Clinic is directed by Dr. Bruce Miller and includes specialists from a wide variety of disciplines

including neurology, neuropsychology, geriatrics, geropsychiatry, pharmacy, nursing, social work and speech pathology who are available

to participate in a patient’s evaluation. THe Center typically evaluate and care for people with memory concerns, Alzheimer’s disease,

frontotemporal dementia, progressive supranuclear palsy, corticobasal syndrome, rapidly progressive dementia, dementia with Lewy

bodies and Huntington’s disease.

UCSF Memory and Aging Center mission is to provide the highest quality of care for individuals with cognitive problems, to conduct

research on causes and cures for degenerative brain diseases, and to educate health professionals, patients and their families.

Web site: memory.ucsf.edu

Location San Francisco
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https://memory.ucsf.edu/
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USC Leonard Davis School of Gerontology

The USC Leonard Davis School of Gerontology explores all aspects of human development and aging. Coursework and rich research

opportunities in biology, psychology, sociology, policy, and aging services offer a unique, multidisciplinary curriculum. Their program

studies the human lifespan by exploring the biological, psychological, sociological, political, medical and business dimensions of adult

life. The curriculum is aimed at equipping future professionals in the field of aging with the specific skills and knowledge necessary to

respond effectively to the needs of an aging population.

The USC Leonard Davis School and its research and services component, the USC Ethel Percy Andrus Gerontology Center, are improving

the quality of life for older persons through research and education.

As the oldest and largest school of gerontology in the world, the USC Leonard Davis School has a long tradition of forging new pathways

in the field of aging. A multidisciplinary institution from its inception in 1975, the USC Leonard Davis School was built on the bedrock of

excellence in aging research. Research in molecular biology, neuroscience, demography, psychology, sociology and public policy is

conducted under the auspices of the Andrus Gerontology Center, founded in 1964

Web site: gero.usc.edu

Location Los Angeles
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https://gero.usc.edu
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USC Longevity Institute

Scientists and clinicians, programmatically grouped into Units, work together to identify and test dietary, pharmacological, regenerative

and engineering approaches to prevent multiple diseases of aging and maximize healthspan. The LI focuses on projects that can be

rapidly translated into patient wellness (diet, engineering) as well as projects that have long-term goals (pharmacological, regenerative,

engineering).

An additional goal of the Longevity Institute is to educate the community about the latest strategies to protect against aging and prevent

the onset of age-related diseases. Research Topics: Aging, Cancer, Cardiovascular Diseases, Diabetes, Neurodegenerative Diseases

Web site: gero.usc.edu

Location Los Angeles
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https://gero.usc.edu/longevity-institute/
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USC/UCLA Center of Biodemography & Population Health (CBPH)

The USC/UCLA Center on Biodemography and Population Health (CBPH) is a multisite center located at the Andrus Gerontology Center

of the University of Southern California and the Program in Geriatric Medicine in the School of Medicine of the University of California at

Los Angeles. It is one of 14 centers in the Demography and Economics of Aging Centers Program sponsored by the National Institute on

Aging (NIA).

The primary purpose of the CBPH is to provide a synergistic research environment for the integration and translation of research findings

from a variety of disciplines to understand population health. The Center takes a multidisciplinary approach by linking demographers,

biologists, economists, psychologists, epidemiologists, health policy specialists, medical researchers and clinical geriatricians. This

integration of biological, epidemiologic and medical risk information which characterizes Center research is fundamental to

understanding and projecting demographic trends and differences in population health.

Web site: gero.usc.edu

Location Los Angeles
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https://gero.usc.edu/CBPH/
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West Health Institute

West Health Institute working to create and foster new integrated care models that improve health outcomes and better address both

the medical and non-medical needs of seniors and their families With research spanning the cost of healthcare and healthcare delivery in

the home, hospital and community-based organizations, the West Health Institute is advancing common sense cost solutions and high-

quality, affordable models of care for seniors. With a talented and diverse group of researchers and professionals across healthcare

delivery, social science, data science, and medical professions, we explore opportunities that will improve acute care for seniors in the

emergency department, home, and community; chronic care settings for older adults that may need care at home; and supportive

services so seniors can receive the care they need, at a lower cost, wherever they are.

Web site: westhealth.org

Location La Jolla

939

https://www.westhealth.org/what-we-do/research/
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Adam Willoughby
Acting Assistant Director, California Department of Aging

941

The California Department of Aging (CDA) administers programs that serve older adults, adults

with disabilities, family caregivers, and residents in long-term care facilities throughout the State.

The Department administers funds allocated under the federal Older Americans Act, the Older

Californians Act, and through the Medi-Cal program.

The Department contracts with the network of Area Agencies on Aging, who directly manage a

wide array of federal and state-funded services that help older adults find employment; support

older and disabled individuals to live as independently as possible in the community; promote

healthy aging and community involvement; and assist family members in their vital care giving

role. CDA also contracts directly with agencies that operate the Multipurpose Senior Services

Program through the Medi-Cal home and community-based waiver for the elderly, and certifies

Adult Day Health Care centers for the Medi-Cal program.
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Alan Osborne Trounson (born 16 February 1946) is an Australian embryologist with expertise in

stem cell research. Trounson's areas of interest include cloning, stem cells, biotechnology, cloning

for agricultural industry, gene storage and in-vitro fertilisation.Trounson introduced two world-first

procedures which greatly improved the success rate of in-vitro fertilisation (IVF). They were the

use of a fertility drug to induce multiple ova and the freezing of embryos for future use. These

procedures enabled more than 300,000 women worldwide to conceive successfully. Trounson

made headlines in 1980 with the first IVF birth in Australia and afterwards set up the Monash team

of Wood, Trounson, Leeton, Talbot and Kovacs. In 2003 he was appointed a Personal Chair as

Professor of Stem Cell Sciences at Monash University, was awarded a Doctor Honoris Causa by

the Faculties of Medical Sciences and Physical Education and Physiotherapy, Vrije Universiteit

Brussel, Brussels, Belgium, and was named Australian Humanist of the Year.

Trounson was the founder and executive vice-chairman of the National Biotechnology Centre of

Excellence, Australian Stem Cell Centre, as well as Global Scientific Strategy Advisor.

He serves on the Science Advisory Board of the Genetics Policy Institute and was a founder of the

Australian Stem Cell Centre.

In 2008 Trounson was inducted as an Honorary Member in the Monash University Golden Key

Society.

Alan Trounson
President, California Institute for Regenerative Medicine

942
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He was a contributor to aging analytics agency's

Volume II: The Business of Longevity""Longevity Industry Landscape Overview 2018 -

Alex Krol
Game Enthusiast, Producer and Designer, Entrepreneur, Speaker, Writer

943
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Brunet's lab works on discovering lifespan-regulating genes and their interactions with the

environment. Next, she studies how conserved 'pro-longevity genes' (e.g. FOXO transcription

factors) regulate longevity in mammals, the regenerative potential of stem cells, and the nervous

system. She uses mammalian tissue culture and C. elegans as model systems to study longevity

pathways, dietary restriction, and epigenetic (chromatin-state) regulation of longevity by the

environment. In addition, she is developing the extremely short-lived African killifish N. furzeri as a

new vertebrate model for aging.

Anne Brunet 
Professor and the co-director, Paul F. Glenn Laboratories for the Biology of Aging, Stanford
University

944
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Anne’s current work at SRF spans two areas. As a hardware engineer, she is responsible for

equipment optimization, troubleshooting, and repair, and as a content editor, she supports

Foundation writing, media, and messaging efforts. Prior to joining SRF, Anne earned her Bachelor’s

Degree in Electrical Engineering from California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo in

2002 and then worked in industry for several years as an EE specializing in Electromagnetic

Compatibility.

Anne Corwin 
Engineer / Content Editor

945
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Anne E. Wojcicki is an American entrepreneur and the co-founder and chief executive officer of the

personal genomics company 23andMe.

After graduating, Wojcicki worked as a health care consultant at Passport Capital, a San

Francisco-based investment fund and at Investor AB. She was a health care investment analyst for

4 years, overseeing health care investments, focusing on biotechnology companies. Disillusioned

by the culture of Wall Street and its attitude towards health care, she quit in 2000, intending to take

the MCAT and enroll in medical school. Instead, she decided to focus on research.

In 2006, she co-founded 23andMe with Linda Avey. 23andMe is a privately held personal genomics

and biotechnology company, based in Mountain View, California, that provides genetic testing. The

company is named for the 23 pairs of chromosomes in a normal human cell. The company's

personal genome test kit was named "Invention of the Year" by Time magazine in 2008. From

2015, the FDA started to give approval to 23andMe's health-related tests, including risk from cystic

fibrosis, sickle cell anemia, certain cancers, Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, and coeliac disease. In 2018,

23andMe entered into a four-year collaboration with GlaxoSmithKline to develop new medicines.

Wojcicki is also a member of the Xconomists, an ad hoc team of editorial advisors for the tech

news and media company, Xconomy. In October 2013, Fast Company named Wojcicki "The Most

Daring CEO". She is a co-founder and board member of the Breakthrough Prize.

Anne Wojcicki 
Engineer / Content Editor

946
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Arielle Burstein is an associate director with the Milken Institute Center for the Future of Aging.

She works to accelerate a needed shift in thinking about aging by collaborating with the Center’s

leadership and advisors, convening experts, promoting thought leadership and fostering action.

Her work spans the topics of the longevity economy, innovation, purpose, and engagement of

young people in issues around aging. Burstein shapes research, produces digital communications

and manages and contributes to Center publications. She joined the Institute after several years at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology AgeLab, a multidisciplinary research program, where

she translated demographic change into innovative social research on aging. Her research has

contributed to new products and services in retail, finance, and other industries to improve quality

of life as we age. She has published academic research on the subject of technology for

caregivers of people with dementia. Burstein holds a bachelor of arts degree in international

relations and Hispanic studies from Wheaton College, and she works at the Institute's Santa

Monica office.

Arielle Burstein
Associate director, Milken Institute Center for the Future of Aging

947
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Arnold Whitman is the founder and Chairman of Formation Capital, a leading equity investor in the

seniors housing and care industry, and Co-Chairman of Genesis HealthCare. Most recently, he has

become a partner in Aging2.0, a platform for innovation and technology for seniors. Over the past

15 years, Mr. Whitman has strategically led Formation Capital in its growth and execution of over

$6 billion in transactions. Mr. Whitman serves on the board of Trident USA Health Services. He is

also a current board member and Chairman Emeritus of the National Investment Center for

Seniors Housing and Care Industries (NIC). His other interests in the “seniors” business include

being a Principal in Primecare Properties, and a board member of Care Institute. Mr. Whitman’s

career has allowed him extensive speaking engagements both domestically and internationally.

He has written and been featured in many publications including National Real Estate Investor,

McKnight’s Long Term Care News, SeniorCare Investor, Contemporary Long Term Care, Assisted

Living Today, Modern Healthcare and Real Estate Forum.

Arnold Whitman 
Partner Aging 2.0

948
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Arthur D. Levinson (born March 31, 1950) is an American businessman and is the current

Chairman of Apple Inc. (2011 to present) and CEO of Calico (an Alphabet Inc. venture). He is the

former chief executive officer (1995 to 2009) and chairman (1999 to 2014) of Genentech. In

addition to serving on the board of Apple Inc. (2000–present), Levinson serves on the board of

directors of the Broad Institute (affiliated with MIT and Harvard). Previously, Levinson had served

on the board of directors at F. Hoffmann-La Roche (2010-2014), NGM Biopharmaceuticals (2009-

2014), and Amyris Biotechnologies (2009-2014). He currently serves on the Board of Scientific

Consultants of the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, the Industrial Advisory Board of the

California Institute for Quantitative Biosciences (QB3), the Advisory Council for the Princeton

University Department of Molecular Biology and the Advisory Council for the Lewis-Sigler Institute

for Integrative Genomics.

Arthur D. Levinson 
Chairman, Apple Inc./ CEO, Calico (California life company)

949
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Arthur Torres (born 1946) is a former United States Democratic Party state senator. He is the Vice

Chair of the Independent Citizens Oversight Committee, the governing Board of the California

Institute for Regenerative Medicine (CIRM). CIRM, established in 2005 following the passage of

Proposition 71, is charged with allocating US$3 billion to California universities and research

institutions to support and advance stem cell research. He is a colon cancer survivor and serves

on the Board as a patient advocate.

Torres served as the Chairman of the California Democratic Party from 1996 to 2009. He was the

first Latino in the California Democratic Party to have been nominated for statewide office when

he won the Democratic primary for insurance commissioner in 1994. He is openly gay. He is the

father of a son and daughter.

Art Torres
Chairman of the California Democratic Party
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Dr. Butte has authored over 200 publications, with research repeatedly featured in the New York

Times, Wall Street Journal, and Wired Magazine. Dr. Butte was elected into the National Academy

of Medicine in 2015, and in 2013, he was recognized by the Obama Administration as a White

House Champion of Change in Open Science for promoting science through publicly available

data. Dr. Butte is also a founder of three investor-backed data-driven companies: Personalis,

providing medical genome sequencing services, Carmenta (acquired by Progenity), discovering

diagnostics for pregnancy complications, and NuMedii, finding new uses for drugs through open

molecular data.

Dr. Butte is also the Chief Data Scientist for the entire University of California Health System,

including 17 health professional schools, 6 medical centers, and 10 hospitals.

Dr. Butte is a principal investigator of three major programs: (1) the California Initiative to Advance

Precision Medicine, implementing Governor Brown’s vision to promote precision medicine in

California; (2) ImmPort, the clinical and molecular data repository for the National Institute of

Allergy and Infectious Diseases; and (3) the California Precision Medicine Consortium, helping

recruit tens of thousands of participants into President Obama's AllofUs Precision Medicine

Initiative.

Atul Butte
Director, Institute for Computational Health Sciences, University of California

951
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Aubrey David Nicholas Jasper de Grey (born 20 April 1963) is an English author and biomedical

gerontologist. He is the Chief Science Officer of the SENS Research Foundation and VP of New

Technology Discovery at AgeX Therapeutics, Inc.[13][2] He is editor-in-chief of the academic

journal Rejuvenation Research, author of The Mitochondrial Free Radical Theory of Aging (1999)

and co-author of Ending Aging (2007). He is known for his view that medical technology may

enable human beings alive today not to die from age-related causes. He is also an amateur

mathematician who has contributed to the study of the Hadwiger–Nelson problem.

His research focuses on whether regenerative medicine can prevent the aging process. He works

on the development of what he calls "Strategies for Engineered Negligible Senescence" (SENS), a

collection of proposed techniques to rejuvenate the human body and stop aging. To this end, he

has identified seven types of molecular and cellular damage caused by essential metabolic

processes. SENS is a proposed panel of therapies designed to repair this damage.

De Grey is an international adjunct professor of the Moscow Institute of Physics and

Technology,[18] a fellow of the Gerontological Society of America, the American Aging

Association, and the Institute for Ethics and Emerging Technologies. He has been interviewed in

recent years in a number of news sources, including CBS 60 Minutes, the BBC, The New York

Times, Fortune Magazine, The Washington Post, TED, Popular Science, The Colbert Report, Time

and the Skeptics' Guide to the Universe. He is also a member of Flooved advisory board.

Aubrey de Grey
Chief science officer, SENS Research Foundation / Vice President, New Technology
discovery at AgeX Therapeutics / Adjunct professor, Moscow Institute of Physics and
Technology

952
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Co-founder and Co-director of People Unlimited, Bernadeane has spoken and written on radical life

extension and physical immortality for over four decades. Her speaking style is fiery and focused,

challenging conventional limited thinking with visionary insight and common sense honesty.

Bernadeane is an expert in the habits and mindset of living an ageless lifestyle and draws on her

own experience to motivate and enlighten others to break out of the box of ageism. A leading

advocate for woman and immortality, she has inspired thousands of women to take on greater

authority and accountability in their lives, and to look beyond the limitations of traditional roles in

death-oriented society in order to redefine themselves for an unlimited future. She's the co-author

of Just Getting Started: Fifty Years of Living Forever, appearing on numerous TV shows both

domestically and abroad, and has touched audiences in dozens of countries.

Bernadeane
Co-director and Co-founder, People Unlimited Inc.

953
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For almost 40 years, Bill Faloon and his Life Extension group have uncovered pioneering

approaches for preventing and treating the diseases of aging. These avant-garde medical

advances were meticulously chronicled in Life Extension’s publications long before conventional

doctors recognized them. These achievements include being the first to recommend low-dose

aspirin to reduce heart attack risk (1983), coenzyme Q10 to mitigate heart failure, and melatonin

(1992) to protect immunity and improve sleep.

In order to enlighten the world to these life-saving therapies, Bill Faloon compiled a 1500-page

medical reference book titled Disease Prevention and Treatment in 2003. To educate about Life

Extension’s innovative medical concepts, Bill Faloon has been featured in hundreds of media

appearances throughout the United States including The Phil Donahue Show, The Joan Rivers

Show, Tony Brown’s Journal, ABC News Day One, and Newsweek magazine. Since its inception,

the Life Extension group has provided funding for over $180 million of biomedical research.

Bill Faloon
President/CEO, Sierra Sciences
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Bill Maris (born 1975, full name William J Maris) is an American entrepreneur and venture

capitalist focused on technology and the life sciences. He is the founder and first CEO of Google

Ventures (GV). He is the creator of Google's Calico project, a company focused on the genetic

basis of aging. He is the founder of early web hosting pioneer Burlee.com, now part of Web.com,

and the founder of Section 32, a California-based venture fund focused on frontier technology.In

the mid 2000s, Maris partnered with entrepreneur David Green to transfer a novel hydrophobic

acrylic lens to Aurolab to cure cataract blindness in the developing world, where it has been used

in more than 30 million patients. Maris founded GV, formerly Google Ventures, in 2008 as the

venture capital investment arm of Google Inc. He was responsible for the fund's strategy and

management, and oversaw $3.0 billion in investments in technology and the life sciences. Maris

was one of the first to cite the troubles with Theranos, the troubled Silicon Valley blood testing

company. Maris founded Calico, a multibillion-dollar company whose mission is to understand and

influence the genetic basis of aging. Google funded the company after Maris pitched the board of

directors. In a 2015 interview, Maris stated that health care breakthroughs can significantly

improve the quality and duration of human lifespan across the globe, and that he is looking to

invest in promising biotechnology companies. Maris was also the Vice President of Special

Projects at Google, where he was heavily involved in Google X, Verily. Maris left Google Ventures

on August 12, 2016, declaring "mission accomplished." In 2017 Maris founded Section 32, a

California-based venture fund with approximately $400 million under management.

Bill Maris 
Founder, Calico (California Life Company)
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Johnson, who has been described as a “serial tech entrepreneur,” launched three startups, whilst

at university, between 1999 and 2003. The first, which sold cell phones, helped pay his way

through Brigham Young University. In that business, Johnson hired other college students to sell

service plans along with cell phones; Johnson earned about a $300 commission on each sale.

Johnson also started two other businesses. Inquist, a VOIP company Johnson co-founded with

three other partners, with combined features of Vonage and Skype. It ended operations in 2001.

After that, he joined his brother and another partner on a $70 million real estate project later in

2001. The project did not achieve sales goals.

Johnson formed the idea for Braintree while he was working at a part-time job selling credit card

processing services to businesses. The firm's rapid growth was spurred by clients in the

technology industry including OpenTable, Uber, Shopify, Airbnb, and others. The company was

47th on Inc. magazine’s 2011 list of the 500 fastest-growing companies and 415th in 2012. That

year, Braintree purchased Venmo, a startup --now owned by PayPal--that lets users send and

receive money from each other electronically, for $26.2 million.

In October 2014, at 37, Johnson announced his creation of OS Fund, which he backed with $100

million of his personal capital. The venture capital firm invests in early-stage science and

technology companies led by "inventors and scientists who aim to benefit humanity through

quantum leap discoveries at the operating system, or OS, level,” Johnson said. In 2016 he

launched an online video series, “Explorations,” featuring interviews with leaders of some of the

companies backed by OS Fund.

Bryan Johnson 
Founder and CEO of Kernel, the OS Fund, and Braintree
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Cameron Díaz is an American actress and former model. She is a rose to prominence during the

1990s. Fiona in the Shrek series, Freedom's Day movie, The Green Hornet and Bad Teacher.

Golden Globe Award for all performances in the movies, Being John Malkovich, Vanilla Sky, Gangs

of New York City, New York Film Critics Best Lead Actress Award. She is also a BAFTA Nominee.

In 2013, Díaz was named the highest paid actress over 40 in Hollywood.

After appearing in Will Gluck's 2014 film adaptation of Annie, Diaz confirmed she was formally

retiring from acting. Diaz is the author of two health books: The Body Book (2013), a New York

Times bestseller, and The Longevity Book (2016).

Cameron Diaz
Author of THE LONGEVITY BOOK
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Christine Peterson writes, lectures, and briefs the media on coming powerful technologies,

especially nanotechnology and life extension. She is Co-Founder and Past President of Foresight

Institute, the leading nanotech public interest group. Foresight educates the public, technical

community, and policymakers on nanotechnology and its long-term effects.

She serves on the Advisory Board of the Machine Intelligence Research Institute, and has served

on California's Blue Ribbon Task Force on Nanotechnology and the Editorial Advisory Board of

NASA's Nanotech Briefs.

She has often directed Foresight Conferences on Molecular Nanotechnology, organized Foresight

Institute Feynman Prizes, and chaired Foresight Vision Weekends.

She lectures on nanotechnology to a wide variety of audiences, focusing on making this complex

field understandable, and on clarifying the difference between near-term commercial advances

and the "Next Industrial Revolution" arriving in the next few decades.

Her work is motivated by a desire to help Earth's environment and traditional human communities

avoid harm and instead benefit from expected dramatic advances in technology. This goal of

spreading benefits led to an interest in new varieties of intellectual property including open source

software, a term she is credited with originating.

Christine Peterson
American Forecaster, and the Co-Founder of Foresight Institute
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Craig Venter 
Chairman and chief executive officer (CEO) until May 2018, when he retired, Human
Longevity, Inc

John Craig Venter (born October 14, 1946) is an American biotechnologist, biochemist, geneticist,

and businessman. He is known for leading the first draft sequence of the human genome and

assembled the first team to transfect a cell with a synthetic chromosome.Venter founded Celera

Genomics, The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) and the J. Craig Venter Institute (JCVI),

where he currently serves as CEO. He was the co-founder of Human Longevity Inc. and Synthetic

Genomics. He was listed on Time magazine's 2007 and 2008 Time 100 list of the most influential

people in the world. In 2010, the British magazine New Statesman listed Craig Venter at 14th in the

list of "The World's 50 Most Influential Figures 2010".He is a member of the USA Science and

Engineering Festival's Advisory Board.
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Cynthia Kenyon graduated valedictorian in chemistry and biochemistry from the University of

Georgia in 1976. She received her PhD in 1981 from MIT where, in Graham Walker's laboratory, she

looked for genes on the basis of their activity profiles, discovering that DNA-damaging agents

activate a battery of DNA repair genes in E. coli. She then did postdoctoral studies with Nobel

laureate Sydney Brenner at the MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology in Cambridge, England,

studying the development of C. elegans.

Since 1986 she has been at the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF), where she was the

Herbert Boyer Distinguished Professor of Biochemistry and Biophysics and is now an American

Cancer Society Professor. In 1999 she co-founded Elixir Pharmaceuticals with Leonard Guarente

to try to discover and develop drugs that would slow down the process that makes people age. In

April 2014, Kenyon was named Vice President of Aging Research at Calico, a new company

focused on health, well-being, and longevity. Prior to that, she served as a part-time advisor

beginning in November 2013. Kenyon will remain affiliated with UCSF as an emeritus professor.

Cynthia Kenyon
Professor, University of California / Vice President, Aging Research at Calico
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Danica Chen graduated Uc California, one of Organisers at Bay Area Aging Meeting.

“One of the most fundamental questions in biology is how we age. The past decades have

witnessed a significant revision of a traditional view that aging is simply a random and passive

process that is solely driven by entropy. In fact, the aging process is regulated genetically and

lifespan can be extended by single gene mutations. Our research aims to understand molecular

and cellular mechanisms that regulate the aging process and explore therapeutic targets to slow

aging and even reverse aging-associated degeneration. The most intriguing aspect of

pharmaceutical intervention that targets the aging pathways is that, instead of targeting a specific

disease, it has the potential of ameliorating a wide array of seemingly unrelated diseases

associated with aging, such as cancer, tissue degeneration, metabolic syndrome, and immune

dysfunction”

Danica Chen
Associate Professor, UC Berkeley
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David A. Kekich is a recognized expert on longevity science. In 1999, he founded "Maximum Life

Foundation", a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit corporation dedicated to reversing human aging and aging

related diseases.

David realized the inevitability that science will someday control the human aging process. He

understood human beings will someday be able to enjoy very long health spans by studying aging,

the root cause of most deadly diseases. The problem? He was in a race against the clock. He was

faced with the possibility of being part of the "last generation" to suffer and die from aging related

diseases. His solution was to further aging research and move it forward by establishing the

Maximum Life Foundation.

David A. Kekich
President/CEO, Maximum Life Foundation
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David Botstein 
Chief scientific officer, Calico

David Botstein (born 8 September 1942) is an American biologist serving as the chief scientific

officer of Calico. He served as the director of the Lewis-Sigler Institute for Integrative Genomics at

Princeton University from 2003–2013, where he remains an Anthony B. Evnin Professor of

Genomics.In 1998, Botstein and his postdoctoral fellow Michael Eisen, together with graduate

student Paul Spellman and colleague Patrick Brown, developed a statistical method and graphical

interface that is widely used to interpret genomic data including microarray data. He has

subsequently worked on the creation of the influential Gene Ontology with Michael Ashburner and

Suzanna Lewis. He is one of the founding editors of the journal Molecular Biology of the Cell, along

with Erkki Ruoslahti and Keith Yamamoto. In 2013, Botstein was named Chief Scientific Officer of

Google's anti-aging health startup Calico.
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David is an international thought-leader in healthcare risk management, with a particular interest in

regenerative medicines. His multi-disciplinary research seeks to evaluate and develop systematic,

rigorous and transparent risk management tools supporting the translation of life-science

innovations into commercially viable products and services.

In all cases, David strives to conduct research that is both academically rigorous and

commercially practicable. His expertise spans the ‘Valley of Death,’ encompassing regulation,

engineering and finance.

At the SENS Research Foundation David leads all aspects of the Alliance Programs. He currently

manages the CTSCC (CASMI Translational Stem Cell Consortium) program, the Alliance program

and the development of a Rejuvenation Biotechnology Translational Consortium (RBTC). Within

CTSCC, David leads all research activities pertaining to risk. David’s work can be found in a range

of high impact journals including Nature, Nature Biotechnology, Nature Medicine and Cell Stem

Cell. Additionally, David serves as an Editorial Board member for a range of international academic

and industrial journals. David also produces a popular blog, Cell Therapy Industry 2027, with the

Centre for the Commercialisation of Regenerative Medicine.

David Brindley
Director of Alliances, SENS Research Foundation
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A native of Hanford, California, Diana S. Dooley was appointed Health and Human Services

secretary by Governor Jerry Brown in 2010.

She received a bachelor’s degree in social science from California State University, Fresno, in 1972

and a law degree from San Joaquin College of Law in 1995. In between her academic pursuits,

Dooley took a job as an analyst at the State Personnel Board in 1975 before being appointed to the

staff of Governor Jerry Brown, where she served as legislative director and special assistant until

his term ended in 1983. Dooley then left public service to operate a public relations and advertising

agency before becoming a lawyer in 1995. She was in private practice until 2000, when she

accepted appointment as general counsel and vice president at Children’s Hospital Central

California near Fresno. Dooley established an in-house legal services program at the hospital and

directed the facility’s advocacy, communications and governmental programs. Prior to being

appointed Health and Human Services Agency secretary, Dooley was president and chief

executive officer of the California Children’s Hospital Association.

When Gavin Newsom, California’s new governor, began his term among a growing crisis of senior

poverty in the state, Secretary Dooley co-authored Governor Newsom's Master Plan on Aging, one

of his top three priorities mentioned in his State of the State Address.

Diana S. Dooley
Secretary of Health and Human Services for the State of California
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David Gloss
Doctor, UCLA Medical Center

Dr. David E Glaoss, MD is a Doctor primarily located in Los Angeles, CA. He has 62 years of

experience. His specialties include Neurology and Psychiatry.Graduated Medical school,

University Of Toronto Faculty Of Medicine in 1957.

Dr. David E Gloss has the following 14 expertise: epilepsy, sleep disorders, migraine disorder,

headache, electromyography, schizophrenia, attention deficit disorder (ADD) / attention deficit

hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), multiple sclerosis (MS), depressive disorder, depression, bipolar

disorder / manic depressive disorder, stroke, nerve conduction studies, insomnia.
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Elizabeth Helen Blackburn, AC FRS FAA FRSN (born 26 November 1948) is an Australian-American

Nobel laureate who is the former President of the Salk Institute for Biological Studies. Previously

she was a biological researcher at the University of California, San Francisco, who studied the

telomere, a structure at the end of chromosomes that protects the chromosome. In 1984,

Blackburn co-discovered telomerase, the enzyme that replenishes the telomere, with Carol W.

Greider. For this work, she was awarded the 2009 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, sharing it

with Greider and Jack W. Szostak, becoming the only Tasmanian-born Nobel laureate. She also

worked in medical ethics, and was controversially dismissed from the Bush Administration's

President's Council on Bioethics.

Elizabeth Blackburn
President, Salk Institute for Biological Studies
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With an eclectic background including 14 years as a middle school English teacher and coach,

creating an event planning company with 200+ events in her portfolio, and then spending a few

years corralling a team of creative engineers in unconventional commercial real estate, Ellen is

now the Vice President of the Irvine Health Foundation, a foundation focused on technology-

enabled healthy living focusing on the populations of older adults and military veterans. As Ellen

has been piloting new programs throughout her career, she is always looking for innovative and

creative opportunities. In addition to her role at IHF, Ellen is also the Director of Chapters and

Community Engagement at Aging2.0 as well as the founder and ambassador of the Orange

County Chapter. Ellen is a two-time cancer survivor, with a dedicated mission to optimizing health

and wellness. In her free time, she enjoys painting, writing, and being outdoors. Ellen resides in

Orange County, California with her husband and two kids - a human baby boy and a barking 4-

legged girl.

Ellen Young
Director, chapters and community engagement, Aging2.0
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Eric Topol, M.D. is professor of genomics and holds the Scripps endowed chair in innovative

medicine. He is the director of the Scripps Translational Science Institute in La Jolla, California.

Previously, he led the Cleveland Clinic to its #1 ranking in heart care, started a new medical school,

and led key discoveries in heart disease. He lives with his family in La Jolla, California.

Eric Topol 
Vice Chairman of the Board Chief Innovation Officer, West Health Institute
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Dr. Eric M. Verdin, M.D. has been Chief Executive Officer and President of Buck Institute For Age

Research since November 18, 2016. Dr. Verdin served as an Associate Director and Senior

Investigator at the Gladstone Institute of Virology and Immunology and a Professor of Medicine at

the University of California. Dr. Verdin's laboratory is the role of protein acetylation in biological

processes, particularly in modulating the immune response. Specifically, his laboratory studies

histone deacetylase enzymes (HDACs) that remove acetyl groups from histones and non-histone

proteins.

Eric Verdin 
President and Chief Executive Officer of the Buck Institute for Research on Aging
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Fernando Torres-Gil graduated from San Jose State University in 1970 with a BA in Political

Science, PhD, was the first Assistant Secretary for Aging at the Administration on Aging within the

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. He was appointed by President Clinton in 1993

and served in the position until 1997. Currently, Torres-Gil sits on the National Council on Disability

as an appointee of President Obama He is the Associate Dean of Academic Affairs and Professor

of Social Welfare and Public Policy at the UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs. He is the Director

of the UCLA Center for Policy Research on Aging and is a member of the AARP Board of Directors.

Torres-Gil also holds the position of Adjunct Professor of Gerontology at the USC Davis School of

Gerontology, having served as Professor of Gerontology and Public Administration at USC before

moving to UCLA.

Fernando Torres-Gil
Professor of Social Welfare and Public Policy, UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs /
Director, UCLA Center for Policy Research on Aging
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Part of DNAnexus since its inception, George has been involved in the design and implementation

of the DNAnexus product line, and its application in key accounts around the world. He is currently

heading up strategic projects, exploring ways in which DNAnexus technology can be used to craft

novel experiences that transcend traditional genomics boundaries. George holds a PhD in

computer science from Stanford University, where he helped analyze 1% of the human genome as

part of the ENCODE Pilot Project. His prior research experience includes comparative

metagenomics, silicon compilers for reconfigurable hardware, and elliptic curve cryptanalysis.

George Asimenos 
Chief Technology Officer at DNAnexus
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Gavin Newsom is the 40th governor of California, serving since January 2019. A member of the

Democratic Party, he previously served as the 49th lieutenant governor of California from 2011 to

2019 and as the 42nd mayor of San Francisco from 2004 to 2011. He was sworn in as Governor of

California on January 7, 2019. California Gov. Gavin Newsom called for a “Master Plan on Aging”

during his State of the State Address this week, an announcement that some advocates for

seniors said was both encouraging and long overdue.

Gavin Newsom 
Governor, Republic of California
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At the Buck, the Lithgow lab is focused on uncovering genes and identifying small molecules that

prolong lifespan through enhancing the molecular stability that often goes out of balance during

aging. The lab concentrates on identifying small drug-like molecules that re-engage and enhance

homeostatic mechanisms in the microscopic nematode worm C. elegans, aiming to boost

mechanisms that prevent protein misfolding and remove damaged proteins and other forms of

molecular damage. Treatment with such molecules frequently results in lifespan extension and

postpones disease pathology. Lithgow’s team collaborates with other Buck researchers to test the

effectiveness of these compounds to prevent chronic disease in mouse models.

Gordon Lithgow 
Vice President, Business Development and Technology Development Buck Institute for
Research on Aging
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Mr. Bonfiglio is the Founder & Managing Partner of Proteus, LLC. Mr. Bonfiglio was an early

investor in the field of stems cell & regenerative medicine, and he continues to actively invest in

the field. Proteus is raising a new early stage, venture fund focused exclusively on regenerative

medicines. Mr. Bonfiglio is the Chairman of the Board of the Centre for Commercialization of

Regenerative Medicine, a RM Translation Center in Toronto, Canada. He is a Member of the ISSCR

and is on their Advisory Board, as well as their Finance Committee. He also is a Member of the

ISCT. Mr. Bonfiglio has served on the Boards of several RM companies, including VistaGen

Therapeutics (in vitro tools from hESCs); California Stem Cell (hESC tools & therapeutics); and

StemCyte, Inc. (cord blood storage & therapeutics). Mr. Bonfiglio is a frequent speaker at

Regenerative Medicine Conferences. In 2013, Mr. Bonfiglio was listed among the Top 50 Stem Cell

Influencers in the world (Ranked 14th).

From 2000 – 2005, Mr. Bonfiglio was a General Partner with Anthem Venture Partners – an early

stage venture fund in California. Mr. Bonfiglio led Anthem’s investment in Advanced Cell

Technology in 2000, and he helped take the Company public in 2005. Mr. Bonfiglio also led

Anthem’s investment in Corus Pharma, and helped engineer the sale of Corus to Gilead.

Prior to joining Anthem, Mr. Bonfiglio was a Partner with Morrison & Foerster, where he worked

extensively with technology clients. Mr. Bonfiglio received his B.A. in Mathematics (magna cum

laude) from Michigan State University in 1975, and his J.D. (magna cum laude) from the University

of Michigan Law School in 1981.

Gregory A. Bonfiglio
Founder & Managing Partner, Proteus, LLC
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Greg earned his B.S. in Genetics from the University of California, Davis in 1996 and his Ph.D. in

Developmental Biology from Stanford University in 2002. His research focused on DNA damage

repair and DNA damage checkpoints. He has taught at such institutions as the University of

California, Los Angeles and Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory. As the new Director of SRF Education,

Greg will be leading SRF’s effort to inspire the next generation of biomedical students.

Gregory Chin
Director (SRF Education), SENS Research Foundation
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Gregory M. Fahy is Vice President and Chief Scientific Officer of 21st Century Medicine and serves

on the company’s Board of Directors. Dr. Fahy prioritizes, develops and directs the company’s

research activities. He also manages extramural collaborative research projects.

Dr Fahy applies his 30+ years of experience in the field of cryobiology and cryopreservation to all

research here at 21CM. As a scientist with the American Red Cross, he was the originator of the

first practical method of Cryopreservation by vitrification and the inventor of computer based

systems to apply this technology to whole organs. Before joining 21st Century Medicine, he was

Chief Scientist for Organ, Inc and of LRT, Inc. Respected for his expertise and contributions to the

advancement of Cryobiology technologies and applications, Dr Fahy is a frequent speaker at

national and international scientific meetings and workshops.

A native of California, Dr. Fahy holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Biology from the University of

California at Irvine and a Ph.D. from the Medical College of Georgia in Augusta.

He currently holds a joint appointment as a visiting scholar in the Department of Biochemistry at

the University of California at Riverside. His scholarly work is highly published and he holds more

than 15 patents.

Gregory M. Fahy
Vice President and Chief Scientific Officer, 21st Century Medicine
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Gwyneth Kate Paltrow is an American actress, singer, author and businesswoman. She has won an

Academy Award, a Golden Globe Award, a Primetime Emmy Award and two Screen Actors Guild

Awards. Her films have grossed $3.2 billion at the U.S. box office and $8.2 billion worldwide.

She is the author of the Clean Plate: Eat, Reset, Heal. In it her recipes focus on flavors and clean

ingredients, a collection of 100-plus recipes and customizable meal plans that offer taste,

simplicity, and targeted health benefits. It proposes that food can heal the body, and suggests

clean recipes that are flexible and easy for busy weeknight meals or lunches on the go, and healthy

enough for more intensive, doctor-supported cleanses.

Gwenyth Paltrow
American Actress, Singer, Author and Businesswoman
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Hannah-Beth Jackson 
Member of the California State Senate

Hannah-Beth Jackson is an American politician currently serving in the California State Senate. A

Democrat, she represents the 19th Senate District, encompassing Santa Barbara County and most

of Ventura County.

Jackson ran for the 19th Senate District in 2008, but narrowly lost to Republican Tony Strickland.

After Strickland chose not to pursue reelection to the State Senate in 2012 in order to mount an

unsuccessful run for the U.S. House of Representatives, Jackson was elected to succeed him. In

2016 she was reelected to a second term. Before her election to the State Senate, Jackson served

in the California State Assembly from 1998 to 2004, representing the 35th Assembly District.

Jackson served as Chair of the California Legislative Women's Caucus from 2015 to 2016. She is

also a member of the California Legislative Jewish Caucus. Jackson is a former prosecutor, the

co-founder of two nonprofit organizations, and also served as an adjunct professor at Antioch

University.
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Irina Conboy
Professor, Bioengineering, University of California

Dr. Conboy received her Ph.D. in Cellular and Molecular Immunology from Stanford University in

1998. Dr. Conboy is an assistant professor of bioengineering at UCB, and she joined the

department in November of 2004. Her research is focused on the cellular signaling pathways that

control the behavior of adult stem cells and understanding the age-related changes that affect this

signaling. She is also an experienced rodent researcher and pioneered some of the early

parabiosis research examining the role of signaling factors in aging and tissue regeneration.

Since 2005, she has been a faculty mentor for the UC Berkeley chapter of the Student Society for

Stem Cell Research and a sponsor of the DeCal class Stem Cells: Science and Society. She is also

a reviewer for the CIRM training grant program at UC Berkeley and a member of the peer review

committee for the state of Maryland’s stem cell initiative, an invited peer reviewer for the

Neurogenesis and Cell Fate Study Section at the NIH, and a reviewer for the Nathan Shock Center

of Excellence in the Basic Biology of Aging. Irina Conboy received the CIRM New Faculty Award in

2008, the Glenn Award for Research in Biological Mechanisms of Aging in 2008, and the New

Scholar in Aging award from Ellison’s Medical Foundation in 2005.
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Edward James Olmos (born February 24, 1947) is an American actor, director, producer, and

activist. He is best known for his roles as Lieutenant Martin "Marty" Castillo in Miami Vice (1984-

1989), William Adama in the re-imagined Battlestar Galactica (2004-2009), teacher Jaime

Escalante in Stand and Deliver (1988), and Detective Gaff in Blade Runner (1982), and its sequel

Blade Runner 2049 (2017). In 2018, he played the father of a gang member in the FX series,

Mayans MC.

Olmos has often been involved in social activism, especially that affecting the U.S. Hispanic

community. During the 1992 Rodney King Riots in Los Angeles, Olmos went out with a broom and

worked to get communities cleaned up and rebuilt. He also attended an Oprah episode relating to

the L.A. riots as an audience member. In 1997, he co-founded the Los Angeles Latino International

Film Festival with Marlene Dermer, George Hernandez and Kirk Whisler. That same year, he co-

founded with Kirk Whisler the non-profit organization, Latino Literacy Now, that has produced

Latino Book & Festivals around the US, attended by over 700,000 people.

He is also a supporter of SENS Research Foundation, a nonprofit organization dedicated to

treating and curing diseases of aging by repairing the underlying damage caused by aging. A

series of animations explaining the concept of SENS has been narrated by him.

James Edward Olmos
Celebrity Advocate, SENS Research Foundation
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James Strole is the Director of the Coalition for Radical Life Extension, who are the producers of

RAADFest . He’s a leading anti-death activist and community builder, who has spoken around the

world and written on radical life extension and physical immortality for over four decades.

Jim has dedicated his life to challenging death-oriented beliefs and practices, and has coached

thousands of people to live healthier, fuller, more vibrant lives. As a successful entrepreneur, he

operated several businesses to fund this work.

From an early age, Jim was drawn to the purpose of bringing people together to support unlimited

life. He started practicing Integral Yoga at 15, and identified with its founder, Sri Aurobindo, who

sought to bring together the yogis of India to create a super body to match the super

consciousness.

Jim is co-author of the book Just Getting Started: 50 Years of Living Forever, and Living Without

Death: The Experience of Physical Immortality, and has published Living Unlimited Magazine. He

has appeared on numerous TV shows both domestically and abroad, and has co-hosted a weekly

radio program on radical life extension and physical immortality.

James Strole
Co-Founder, People Unlimited/Director, The Coalition for Radical Life Extension
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James Thomson 
Professor, Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology Department at the University of
California

James Alexander Thomson is an American developmental biologist best known for deriving the

first human embryonic stem cell line in 1998 and for deriving human induced pluripotent stem

cells (iPS) in 2007.Human embryonic stem cells can divide without limit, and yet maintain the

potential to make all the cells of the body. This remarkable potential makes them useful for basic

research on the function of the human body, for drug discovery and testing, and as a source of

cells and tissues for transplantation medicine. In 1998, Thomson's Lab was the first to report the

successful isolation of human embryonic stem cells. On November 6, 1998, Science published this

research in an article titled "Embryonic Stem Cell Lines Derived from Human Blastocysts", results

which Science later featured in its “Scientific Breakthrough of the Year” article, 1999.

In spite of their great medical potential, however, human embryonic stem cells generated

enormous controversy because their derivation involved the destruction of a human embryo. In

2007, Thomson's group (contemporaneously with Dr. Shinya Yamanaka) reported a method for

converting human skin cells into cells that very closely resemble human embryonic stem cells.

Published in Science in late 2007 in an article titled "Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell Lines Derived

from Human Somatic Cells", the results garnered international attention for potentially ending the

ethical controversy surrounding human embryonic stem cell research. Science later featured

induced pluripotent stem cells in its “Scientific Breakthrough of the Year” article, 2008.
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Jessica Mega 
Chief Medical Officer at Verily (Formerly Google Life Sciences)

Jessica L. Mega, M.D., M.P.H., is the chief medical and scientific officer of Verily. As CMSO,

Jessica's focus is on translating technological innovations and scientific insights into partnerships

and programs that improve patient outcomes. She oversees all of Verily's clinical and science

efforts, including the Baseline Study. As a faculty member at Harvard Medical School, a senior

investigator with the TIMI Study Group, and a cardiologist at Brigham and Women's Hospital, she

led large, international, randomized trials evaluating novel cardiovascular therapies. She also

directed the TIMI Study Group's Genetics Program. Her findings have been published in the New

England Journal of Medicine, Lancet, JAMA, and elsewhere. Jessica sits on the advisory group for

the California Governor on Precision Medicine. She is a graduate of Stanford University, Yale

University School of Medicine and Harvard School of Public Health.
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John M. “Johnny” Adams, MBA has a strong commitment to slow and reverse age related decline.

He has been active since the 1970s, building skills and accomplishments. Johnny has a good

understanding of the science of aging, and possesses many skills and problem solving abilities to

support and extend the work of scientists so they can focus on science and create solutions.

He is CEO and Executive Director of the Bourhenne Medical Research Foundation (Aging

Intervention Foundation) in Newport Beach, California. They are involved in multiple projects to

pursue their goal with a renowned Scientific Advisory Board.

Johnny has been an active member of the Gerontology Research Group since 2000, and became

Executive Director after the passing of its founder, L. Stephen Coles MD, PhD in 2014. The group’s

Supercentenarian Research and Database Division is the foremost authority on the world’s oldest

humans, and the email discussion forum connects aging researchers and solutions creators with

late breaking news, facts, ideas, collaborators, key pieces of the puzzle, and other valuable

information.

He earned his Bachelor’s of Arts degree in Psychology (psychobiology emphasis) at California

State University, Fullerton in 1983. Johnny continued his education at the University of Southern

California, where he earned his MBA.

Johnny Adams
Aging Intervention Foundation / Bourhenne Medican Research Foundation /
Gerontology Research Group
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Jonathan Cain
Board of Directors, SENS Research Foundation

Jonathan Cain is a co-founder of the 20 Under 20 Thiel Fellowship, which identifies and nurtures

the tech visionaries of tomorrow. He serves as a principal at Thiel Capital and sits on the boards of

the SENS Research Foundation and the Seasteading Institute, which works to further the long-term

growth of the seasteading movement. Before joining the Thiel Foundation and Thiel Capital,

Jonathan served as speechwriter to the Secretary of Health and Human Services. He lives with his

wife, Robyn, in San Francisco.
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Joseph Rodrigues
State Long-Term Care Ombudsman, California Department of Aging

Joseph Rodrigues has been the California State Long-Term Care Ombudsman since August 2002.

As the State Long-Term Care Ombudsman, Mr. Rodrigues oversees 35 local Ombudsman

programs, with approximately 1,000 certified Ombudsmen who have a regular presence in

approximately 1,250 skilled nursing facilities and almost 7,500 residential care facilities for the

elderly. Prior to his appointment as State Long-Term Care Ombudsman, Mr. Rodrigues was the

Assistant Director of the Alameda County Area Agency on Aging. Before working for the County of

Alameda, Rodrigues was the Executive Director of St. Peter’s Community Adult Day Care Center,

the first licensed Adult Day Support Center in the county.

Rodrigues has been on the faculty of the California State University, Hayward, Holy Family College

in Fremont, and for the past tem years, on the faculty of Gerontology Program of the California

State University, Sacramento. Mr. Rodrigues is the immediate Past President of the National

Association of State Long-Term Care Ombudsman Programs and is on the Board of Directors of

the California Council on Gerontology and Geriatrics and the California Culture Change Coalition.

He is a member of the American Society on Aging and Sigma Phi Omega, the national academic

honor and professional society in gerontology.

Rodrigues earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in Philosophy from St. Patrick’s College in Mountain

View, California and a Master of Divinity degree from their graduate school in Menlo Park,

California. He also holds a Lifetime Instructor Credential from the California Community College

system. 987
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Judith Campisi 
Professor, Buck Institute for Research on Aging

Judith Campisi is an American biochemist and cell biologist. She is a professor of biogerontology

at the Buck Institute for Research on Aging. She is also a member of the SENS Research

Foundation Advisory Board and an adviser at the Lifeboat Foundation. She is co-editor in chief of

the Aging Journal, together with Mikhail Blagosklonny and David Sinclair, and founder of the

pharmaceutical company Unity Biotechnology. She is listed in Who's Who in Gerontology. She is

widely known for her research on how senescent cells influence aging and cancer — in particular

the senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP).
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Judith Segall 
Vice President - Administration, BioTime, Corporate Secretary, AgeX Therapeutics and
OncoCyte Corporation

Judith Segall is our Corporate Secretary. Ms. Segall currently serves as the Vice President of

Administration of BioTime, Inc. and served on BioTime’s Board of Directors from 1990 through

1994, and from 1995 to June 2016. She was a co-founder of BioTime in 1990.
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Julia Willis 
Alliance Community Account Manager at Aging2.0

Julia Willis is Community Manager at Aging2.0. She is responsible for the day-to-day community

relations and account management for the Aging2.0 Caregiving Collective and supports the sales

team in growing partnerships. Julia previously worked in marketing operations for a Chicago

startup that focused on primary care for low income seniors, where she led a team that helped

open 20 clinics across the Midwest. Julia's career began as an event manager for a top rodeo

company in Texas after completing her Bachelor's degree in Interdisciplinary Studies. Julia has a

passion for fitness, animals and the outdoors. She currently resides in the Bay Area.
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Katy Fike is a founding partner of Generator Ventures and co-founder of Aging2.0, a global

innovation network and startup accelerator program. Katy is a PhD gerontologist, former

investment banker and systems engineer. Recently named one of Fast Company’s 100 Most

Creative People in Business, Katy is a sought after speaker on topics related to innovation and

aging and has been featured in national media including NPR, PBS NewsHour, Bloomberg TV, Wall

Street Journal, BusinessWeek, Forbes, TIME, TechCrunch and Huffington Post. Katy has taken the

stage at conferences such as South by Southwest, Consumer Electronics Show, Boomer Venture

Summit, American Senior Housing Association, National Investment Center for Seniors Housing

and Senior Living 100. Katy is on the Board of Directors of the American Society on Aging and the

Family Caregiver Alliance. Katy earned her doctorate in gerontology from the USC Davis School of

Gerontology and her undergraduate degree in Systems Engineering from University of Virginia.

Katy has taught Gerontology at the university level and her research on care transitions has been

published in peer-reviewed journals and presented at several national conferences.

Katy Fike  
Partner, Generator Ventures
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Ken Dychtwald, Ph.D. is a gerontologist, psychologist, educator, lecturer, consultant, entrepreneur,

and expert on aging-related issues; has appeared in numerous films and TV interviews; and is the

author of sixteen books. He is also the founder and CEO of Age Wave, a company that conducts

benchmark field research and provides consulting services to corporations and non-profits

organizations worldwide on a broad range of issues relating to aging populations. Dychtwald was

honored in 2015 by Investment Advisor Magazine as one of the 35 most influential thought leaders

in the financial services industry over the past 35 years. He has twice received the distinguished

American Society on Aging Award for outstanding national leadership, and American

Demographics honored him as the single most influential marketer to baby boomers over the past

quarter century. Dychtwald's article in the Harvard Business Review “It’s Time to Retire Retirement”

won the first place McKinsey Prize as the best article of the year. Dychtwald and his wife, Maddy

Dychtwald, are the recipients of the Esalen Prize for their outstanding contributions to advancing

the human potential of aging men and women worldwide. He was also awarded the Inspire Award

from in the International Council on Active Aging for his exceptional and lasting contributions to

the active-aging industry and for his efforts to make a difference in the lives of older adults

globally. Dychtwald has served as a fellow and presenter at the World Economic Forum in Davos

and was a delegate and featured presenter at both the 1995 and 2005 White House Conferences

on Aging.

Ken Dychtwald  
Founder and CEO, Age Wave
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Kevin Perrott is a cancer survivor and founder and CEO of OpenCures, a health data-management

platform that empowers individuals performing self-directed research. OpenCures helps

individuals measure their health at an unprecedented level of resolution and focus the value of

their health data on the research problems they are interested in. Using an innovative, HIPAA-

compliant, collaborative data sharing platform and cutting-edge diagnostics, people can share,

combine, and focus the value of their protocols and aggregate health data to create their own

health solutions. Dr. Perrott is also cofounder of Oisin Biotechnologies, a biotech company

focused on therapies for age-related disease by “reprogramming” cells using a non-toxic and non-

immunogenic gene-delivery mechanism. He cofounded SENS Research Foundation, a non-profit

focused on developing rejuvenation biotechnologies using the damage-repair paradigm of aging.

He has a PhD for work done in the lab of Judith Campisi at the Buck Institute for Research on

Aging focused on reducing the harmful effects of senescent cells.

Kevin Perrott   
Researcher, Buck Institute
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Dana Larocca has over 20 years of leadership experience in Biotechnology. At ReCyte

Therapeutics, she served as VP of Research and Development. She was founder and CEO of

Mandala Biosciences, LLC where she raised over $3M in non-dilutive funding. Dr. Larocca

previously held joint positions at Advanced Cell Technology (Astellas) and Sanford Burnham

Prebys Medical Discovery Institute. She has over 40 scientific publications and 25 patents. Dr.

Larocca holds a Ph.D. in Molecular and Cellular Biology from the University of Southern California

and a B.S. in Biology from Ithaca College. She did her post-doctoral training at Harvard University.

Lana Larocca   
Vice President, Discovery Research at AgeX Therapeutics
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Lawrence Joseph ‘Larry’ Ellison is an American businessman, best known as the co-founder and

CEO of multi-billion dollar software company, ‘Oracle Corporation’. He was a university dropout

who was highly inclined towards the newly developing computer design system and in pursuit of

success moved to California from Chicago. He started out by developing databases for CIA and

quickly escalated to the idea of forming his own company, after developing the database ‘Oracle’.

He co-founded ‘Software Development Laboratories’, which later came to be known as ‘Oracle

Corporation’, with an initial investment of $2000. The company grew in the software market

progressively since its foundation and with a fortune of about $ 52 billion Ellison is the third richest

man in America. It is inspiring to note how a person with such a difficult childhood and youth, who

was abandoned by his biological mother, never knew his biological father and was raised by an

adoptive father who was distant and critical of him, achieved such great heights in life. Ellison is a

man who achieved brilliance against all odds because of his courage, talent, strong ideas and hard

work.

Larry Ellison, the co-founder of Oracle, has spent $430 million on longevity research and $200

million on his cancer institute at USC.

Larry Ellison   
Co-founder and former CEO, Oracle Corporation
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Laura Deming is the daughter of John and Tabitha Deming; she grew up in New Zealand. Deming

and her brother, Trey, were homeschooled; she says she taught herself "calculus and probability

and statistics, and French literature and history." At age 8, Deming became interested in the

biology of aging, and at age 12 she joined the lab of Cynthia Kenyon at the University of California,

San Francisco.Kenyon successfully increased the lifespan of the worm C. elegans by a factor of

ten through genetic engineering.Deming was accepted to MIT at age 14 and studied physics,but

later dropped out to accept the $100,000 Thiel Fellowship and start a venture capital firm.Deming

was one of only two women in the 2011 initial class of Thiel Fellows. Deming is a partner at and

founder of The Longevity Fund, a venture capital firm focused on aging and life extension.The firm

raised $4 million in its first fund and $22 million for its second fund, in 2017. The Longevity Fund

investments include Unity Biotechnology, which develops senolytic drugs targeting diseases of

aging, Navitor Pharmaceuticals, and Metacrine. In 2018, Deming launched Age1, a four-month

startup accelerator program focused on founders creating longevity companies.The program

graduated its first class of six on October 10, 2018, with companies including Fauna Bio, a startup

using the biology of hibernation to aid in heart attack and stroke recovery, and Spring Discovery,

focused on accelerating aging therapeutic research with machine learning. In August 2018,

Deming also began advising the newly launched Pioneer Fund, a fund designed to find talent and

"lost Einsteins" around the world, for projects in longevity.

Laura Deming    
Partner and Founder, The Longevity Fund
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Laura L. Carstensen is the Fairleigh S. Dickinson Jr. Professor in Public Policy and professor of

psychology at Stanford University, where she is founding director of the Stanford Center on

Longevity and the principal investigator for the Stanford Life-span Development Laboratory.

Carstensen is best known in academia for socioemotional selectivity theory, which has illuminated

developmental changes in social preferences, emotional experience and cognitive processing

from early adulthood to advanced old age. By examining postulates of socioemotional selectivity

theory, Carstensen and her colleagues (most notably Mara Mather) identified and developed the

conceptual basis of the positivity effect.

Laura L. Carstensen   
Professor, Stanford University
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Laura Trejo is responsible for the overall administration of the Los Angeles Department of Aging,

serving one of the largest and most diverse concentrations of older persons in the U.S. She serves

as technical and policy advisor to the Mayor and City Council and represents the City of Los

Angeles before the public and to community and private groups on matters affecting senior citizen

affairs.

Ms. Trejo is a founding Co-Director/Investigator of the Los Angeles Community Academic

Partnership for Research in Aging (LA CAPRA), a partnership between UCLA and the City of Los

Angeles Department of Aging. She served as the founding director of El Portal, a Latino

Alzheimer’s Project responsible for the development of the nation’s first comprehensive program

targeting Latinos affected by Alzheimer’s disease and their family caregivers. Ms. Trejo is a

founding member of the National Alzheimer’s Advisory Council and served as the first District

Chief for countywide older adult mental health for Los Angeles County. She also currently serves

on various boards and committees.

Laura Trejo   
General Manager Los Angeles Dept of Aging
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Lisa Ellerby, PhD, is an expert on cell death in neurodegenerative disorders such as Huntington’s

disease, a progressive inherited disorder that attacks both motor coordination and thinking ability.

Ellerby and her Buck colleague Dr. Robert Hughes recently discovered a new lead to potential drug

therapies for Huntington’s disease by focusing on a mysterious protein linked to the illness, the

huntingtin protein (Htt). Huntington’s disease stems from a gene mutation that produces an

abnormal form of the huntingtin protein, which breaks down into toxic fragments. These

fragments accumulate in neurons, which malfunction and eventually die. Ellerby and her team

identified a set of enzymes that help split up Htt into fragments, and whose activity contributed to

nerve toxicity. In a novel discovery, the lab found this harmful activity in a class of enzymes

already implicated in stroke, cancer, and other disorders. Drug researchers have already developed

experimental compounds to inhibit these enzymes, called the matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs).

Ellerby’s work suggests that inhibiting the MMPs may lessen symptoms of Huntington’s disease

and prevent nerve cell death. In a 2010 article about this research, Ellerby was one of the lead

authors of the cover story in the prestigious scientific journal Neuron.

The Ellerby lab is also exploring possible methods to stimulate the growth of new nerve cells to

replace those lost in Huntington’s disease sufferers.

Lisa Ellerby  
Professor at Buck Institute
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Lisa’s educational background is in the Life Sciences, with industry experience in microbiology,

stem cells, and flow cytometry. She joined SRF in 2010 as a volunteer in the laboratory, and was

hired on in the administrative department in early 2012, where she excelled in finance and

operations. A Bay Area transplant from the Midwest, she is invested in advancing rejuvenation

biotechnologies and using her skills in organizational management to move SRF forward in this

burgeoning field.

Lisa Fabiny Kiser    
Vice President of Operations at SENS Research Foundation
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Lora Connolly is director of the California Department of Aging, which administers the Older

Americans Act services through the state’s 33 Area Agencies on Aging, as well as the Medicaid

HCBS Waiver (which annually serves approximately 11,000 older adults), and certifies more than

240 Adult Day Health Care Centers for Medicaid participation. For the past 16 years, Connolly has

also co-managed a series of federal Administration on Aging Dementia Grants, in partnership with

the state’s regional Alzheimer’s organizations.

When Gavin Newsom, California’s new governor, began his term among a growing crisis of senior

poverty in the state, Connolly served as cooauthor of Governor Newsom's Master Plan on Aging,

one of his top three priorities mentioned in his State of the State Address.

Lora Connolly   
Director of the California Department of Aging
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Maria is a radical-change believer and spends most of her multifaceted life working on facilitating

disruptive change to the way we currently treat aging. You can find her giving a talk about the

future of aging, singing live for thousands of people, composing and acting for a Hollywood film or

flying an airplane. Her passion and strong involvement in science and technology, combined with

her skills in Public Relations, positioned her as Global Outreach Coordinator in charge of building

new relationships for SRF, spreading the word about its work and driving donations.

Maria Entraigues Abramson    
Global Outreach Coordinator
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Maria Konovalenko is a Russian life extension advocate, transhumanist, bioscientist and co-

founder of the Longevity Party political organisation. She is a member of the Russian Science for

Life Extension Foundation and longevity advisor to Zoltan Istvan's transhumanist party. Current

projects include the Longevity Cookbook.

Maria Konovalenko    
Advisor, Zoltan Istvan's transhumanist party
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Maria Shriver is a long- time advocate for families struggling with Alzheimer's. Shriver's father,

Sargent, was diagnosed with Alzheimer's in 2003. Since that time, Shriver has been deeply

involved in raising awareness and funding for Alzheimer care and research.

Maria Shriver founded the Women’s Alzheimer’s Movement. This is a nonprofit organization that is

dedicated to raising awareness about women’s increased risk for Alzheimer’s and to educating the

public — women and men — about lifestyle changes they can make to protect their brain health.

Through our annual campaigns and initiatives, we also raise dollars to fund women-based

Alzheimer’s research at leading scientific institutions, so that we can better understand this mind-

blowing disease and hopefully get closer to a cure.

Maria Shriver    
American journalist, author, and former First Lady of California
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Maria Millan is a physician-scientist who has devoted her career to treating and developing

innovative solutions for children and adults with debilitating and life-threatening conditions.

Dr. Millan joined the California Institute for Regenerative Medicine (CIRM) in December 2012 where

she led the formation of the Alpha Stem Cell Clinics Network, a network of California medical

centers that specialize in rigorous and high-quality clinical trials and top-tier medical care for

patients participating in these trials. This clinical network is successfully supporting over 45

clinical trials and was recently expanded to include 5 programs composed of 7 medical centers

and their affiliated hospitals. As a key component of CIRM’s bold 5-year strategic plan launched in

2016, which was designed to accelerate stem cell treatments to patients with unmet medical

needs, Dr. Millan led the development of critical infrastructure, including specialized regulatory,

preclinical research, manufacturing and clinical operations support for stem cell and regenerative

medicine trials. In July 2017, Dr. Millan took on the role as president and CEO of CIRM, and she

was formally appointed by CIRM’s board in September 2017. Under her leadership, CIRM

continues to drive the mission of accelerating stem cell treatments to patients with unmet medical

needs, is on track to achieve its 5-year strategic plan, has now funded a total of 45 clinical trials

and is continuing to grow this robust portfolio of high-quality programs by the month.

Maria T. Millan     
CEO, CIRM
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Marina is currently an Assistant Professor at the Institute for Computational Health Sciences at

UCSF. Prior to that she was the Lead Research Scientist in the Division of Systems Medicine at

Stanford University and has worked as a Senior Research Scientist at Pfizer where she focused on

developing Precision Medicine strategies in drug discovery. She completed her PhD in Biomedical

Informatics at Stanford University, where her graduate work focused on predicting drug-disease

relationships based on gene expression to identify novel therapeutic indications for known drugs.

Her research interests lie in developing computational integrative methods and applying these

approaches in the context of disease diagnostics and therapeutics. Her primary focus is on

leveraging and integrating different types of omics and clinical data to better understand the role

of the immune system in disease.

Marina Sirota    
Assistant Professor в University of California
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Martha Deevy joined the Stanford Center on Longevity in January, 2009 and serves as Associate

Director and Senior Research Scholar. She has over 20 years of management experience in Silicon

Valley technology and financial services companies in senior executive positions at Apple, Charles

Schwab and Intuit. Having held positions in marketing, business development, product

development, strategic planning, finance and IT, she has developed a strong general management

background that she successfully used to define and shape the businesses she managed. She has

also served on the boards of directors of a number of publicly traded and non-profit organizations.

She received an M.B.A. in Finance and Management Information Systems from University of

Minnesota and a B.A. in Quantitative Economics from University of Illinois.

Martha Deevy
Associate Director and Senior Research Scholar, Stanford Center on Longevity
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Matthew was awarded his Master’s degree at Northwestern Medical in 1999 for his work studying

behavioral neuroscience in aged rodents. In 2005, at Baylor College of Medicine he received a PhD

in Biochemistry for his work on proteins that regulate human telomeres. Postdoctoral research

includes work at UC Berkeley on muscle stem cells and aging. Since 2010, Dr. O’Connor has

headed up the MitoSENS project at the research center in Mountain View, California. His research

is focused on “allotopic expression” of mitochondrial genes where his team is engineering

mitochondrial genes to be expressed from the nucleus and targeted to the mitochondia. Since

2012 Dr. O’Connor has had broad oversight over many areas of research at SRF. Matthew

O’Connor is passionate about performing basic research to combat the diseases and disabilities

of aging.

Matthew O’Connor
Vice President of Research, SENS Research Foundation
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Dr. Max More is an internationally acclaimed strategic philosopher widely recognized for his

thinking on the philosophical and cultural implications of emerging technologies. Since the start of

2011, Max has served as President and CEO of the Alcor Life Extension Foundation, the world’s

leading cryonics organization. Max’s contributions include founding the philosophy of

transhumanism and co-founding Extropy Institute, an organization crucial in building the

transhumanist movement since 1990.

Over the past three decades, Max has been concerned that our escalating technological

capabilities are racing far ahead of our standard ways of thinking about future possibilities.

Through a highly interdisciplinary approach drawing on philosophy, economics, cognitive and

social psychology, and management theory, Max developed a distinctive approach known as the

“Proactionary Principle”—a tool for making smarter decisions about advanced technologies by

minimizing the dangers of progress and maximizing the benefits.

Max has a degree in Philosophy, Politics, and Economics from St. Anne’s College, Oxford

University (1984-87). He was awarded a Dean’s Fellowship in Philosophy in 1987 by the University

of Southern California and received his PhD in Philosophy from USC in 1995.

“We have a dreadful shortage of people who know so much, can both think so boldly and clearly,

and can express themselves so articulately. Carl Sagan managed to capture the public eye but

Sagan is gone and has not been replaced. I see Max as my candidate for that post.” (Marvin

Minsky)

Max More
President and CEO of the Alcor Life Extension Foundation
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Michael D. West is a gerontologist, and a pioneer in stem cells, cellular aging and telomerase. He

is the founder and CEO of AgeX Therapeutics, a startup focused on the field of interventional

gerontology, and Co-CEO of its parent company, BioTime, Inc. of Alameda, California (San

Francisco Bay Area), a biotechnology company regarded as a leader in the field of regenerative

medicine with a focus on cell therapy.

Michael D. West     
CEO of AgeX Therapeutics, Co-CEO of BioTime, Founder of Geron Corporation, former CEO
of Advanced Cell Technology
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Mr. Kope received his J.D. from the University of Michigan in 1990. He has served as the University

of Michigan’s Intellectual Property Counsel; as Director of Corporate Development for Aviron, and

for MedImmune, Inc.; and as CEO and officer of a number of start-ups in the biotechnology space.

He specializes in business development and consulting, and is widely experienced with

biotechnology organizations. Mike has negotiated a broad range of business acquisition and

partnership agreements, designed strategies for technology protection and promotion in many

fields of research, and facilitated a number of successful startups.

Michael Kope     
President, Chief Executive Officer, and Co-founder, SENS Research Foundation
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Nancy, an alum of Leadership Southern California 2016, is the State Director for AARP. Two years

ago Nancy was enticed to move back to her home state as the interim state director for AARP, and

the challenge became inspiration. She was responsible for creating a new vision for AARP’s work,

new relationships with state leaders, and burgeoning work in local communities – skills that are

now honed in Leadership Southern California’s revised curriculum focused on leading

collaboration and building strategic partnerships.

Nancy McPherson     
California Director of AARP
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Dr. Vita-More is recognized for her work concerning the impacts of technology and the human

future. The scope of her work covers science, technology, and sociopolitical issues. Her personal

aim is to accelerate regenerative generations, promote the mindset of ageless thinking, and

innovate lifespans beyond biological limitations.

She has been called “an early adapter of revolutionary changes” (Wired) and a “role model for

superlongevity” (Village Voice) and featured in over two dozen televised documentaries on

emerging technology, human enhancement, and life extension. Her pioneering writing on “Ageless

Thinking”, her innovation “Primo Posthuman” a cross platform whole body prosthetic, and her

current work on the “Regenerative Generation” have vigorously established a strong incentive to

many. Her multi-media and narrative have received Special Recognition at Women in Video,

exhibition at the US Film Festival, Filmex LA, London Contemporary Art Museum, Memphis

Museum, Niet Normal in Germany, the Moscow Film Festival, and GOGBOT, The Netherlands.

In the field of design, the prototype “Primo Posthuman", 1997 produced the seminal whole-body

prosthetic that unmasks the probable outcomes of regenerative biology. The further iteration of

this project has resulted in “Platform Diverse Body” (2012) and “Substrate Autonomous Persons”

(2012), which offer insight into how technological innovation mitigates physiology.

In the field of science, her research proved to be a scientific breakthrough in long-term memory in

the field of cryobiology. Natasha and her team developed what she refers to as the memory

project.

Natasha Vita-More     
Designer, Author, Speaker & Innovator, Editor of The Transhumanist Reader
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Noosheen Hashemi, President and co-founder of The HAND Foundation, is a philanthropist with a

passion for entrepreneurship and economic development. Since 2003, she has led The HAND

Foundation’s efforts to prevent child sexual abuse, strengthen the global middle class and

advance the philanthropic sector. Ms. Hashemi is also a trustee of the India Community Center,

and an Advisory Council Member for the Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies

(SAIS) at John’s Hopkins University.

From 2006 to 2011, Ms. Hashemi co-founded and chaired PARSA Community Foundation, the first

Iranian-American community foundation. Since 1997 Ms. Hashemi has been an independent

investor and advisor in the software industry. In 1996, she joined Quote.com, a profitable personal

finance pioneer, as Vice President of Sales and Marketing. Prior to that Ms. Hashemi held various

management positions at Oracle Corporation between 1985 and 1995, where she took active part

in software’s meteoric rise as an industry. She was appointed Director of Finance and

Administration in 1988 and named Vice President in 1990. In 1991, she won Oracle’s “Against All

Odds Award” for her role in the company’s financial turnaround. In 1993, she led expansion of

Oracle services as Vice President of Marketing and Business Development for Oracle’s Worldwide

Education.

Nooshen Hashemi     
Founder and President, The Hand Foundation
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Patricia Olson, Ph.D., serves as the Vice President, Discovery & Translation, at the California

Institute for Regenerative Medicine (CIRM) responsible for the development, implementation and

outcomes of CIRM’s Discovery and Translation funding programs. Previously, she served in a

variety of positions at CIRM including Executive Director, Scientific Affairs, responsible for the

development, review, implementation and management of CIRM’s research funding program.

Prior to joining CIRM, Dr. Olson served in a variety of positions at Chiron Corporation (now

Novartis) including Vice President, Protein Therapeutics Research and Vice President, Portfolio

Management and Strategic Planning, R&D. While at Chiron, she participated in the research and

development of several products including two marketed products. She is an inventor on 22

issued U.S. patents and an author of 31 peer-reviewed publications and book chapters. Dr. Olson

received her Ph.D. in Biochemistry and Biophysics from the University of California at Berkeley and

her B.S. in Cellular Biology (magna cum laude) from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

Patricia Olson     
Vice President of Discovery and Translation, CIRM
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Paul S. Knoepfler(born April 10, 1967) is an American biologist, writer, and blogger. He is a

professor in the Department of Cell Biology and Human Anatomy, the Genome Center, and the

Comprehensive Cancer Center at the University of California, Davis School of Medicine. In 2013,

Knoepfler was named one of the 50 most influential people in the stem cell field. Knoepfler's

research is focused on enhancing the safety of stem cell treatments, including that of induced

pluripotent stem cells, and developing novel therapies to target cancers, particularly brain tumors.

Knoepfler joined UC Davis in 2006 as an Assistant Professor, shortly after the formation of the

California stem cell agency, the California Institute for Regenerative Medicine (CIRM).His decision

to move was influenced at least in part by the promise of CIRM to vitalize stem cell research in

California. He received a $2 million New Faculty Award from CIRM in 2008. More recently, he

received the GPI national stem cell advocacy award in 2013.

Knoepfler has also received support from the March of Dimes via the Basil O'Connor Starter

Scholar Research Award and from the National Brain Tumor Society. Knoepfler was more recently

awarded grants from the St. Baldrick's Foundation to support work studying how Myc causes

childhood brain cancers and potential ways to develop new treatments.

Paul Knoepfler    
Professor, Comprehensive Cancer Center at the University of California, Davis School of
Medicine
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Peter Diamandis was recently named by Fortune Magazine as one of the World’s 50 Greatest

Leaders.He is the Founder and Executive Chairman of the XPRIZE Foundation which leads the

world in designing and operating large-scale incentive competitions. Diamandis is also the Co-

Founder and Vice-Chairman of Human Longevity Inc. (HLI), a genomics and cell therapy-based

company focused on extending the healthy human lifespan. He is also the Co-Founder and

Executive Chairman of Singularity University, a graduate-level Silicon Valley institution that

counsels the world’s leaders on exponentially growing technologies. In the field of commercial

space, Diamandis is Co-Founder and Co-Chairman of Planetary Resources, a company designing

spacecraft to enable the detection and prospecting of asteroid for fuels and precious materials.

He is the also Co-Founder of Space Adventures and Zero Gravity Corporation. Diamandis is a New

York Times Bestselling author of two books: Abundance – The Future Is Better Than You Think

and BOLD – How to Go Big, Create Wealth and Impact the World. He earned degrees in Molecular

Genetics and Aerospace Engineering from the MIT, and holds an M.D. from Harvard Medical

School.

Peter Diamandis      
Founder & Executive Chairman of the XPRIZE Foundation, Executive Founder of Singularity
University
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Peter Thiel is an entrepreneur and investor. He started PayPal in 1998, led it as CEO, and took it

public in 2002, defining a new era of fast and secure online commerce. In 2004 he made the first

outside investment in Facebook, where he serves as a director. The same year he launched

Palantir Technologies, a software company that harnesses computers to empower human

analysts in fields like national security and global finance. He has provided early funding for

LinkedIn, Yelp, and dozens of successful technology startups, many run by former colleagues who

have been dubbed the “PayPal Mafia.” He is a partner at Founders Fund, a Silicon Valley venture

capital firm that has funded companies like SpaceX and Airbnb. He started the Thiel Fellowship,

which ignited a national debate by encouraging young people to put learning before schooling, and

he leads the Thiel Foundation, which works to advance technological progress and long-term

thinking about the future. Peter is also the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Zero to One:

Notes on Startups, or How to Build the Future.

Peter Thiel
Partner, Founders Fund
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Pinchas Cohen is the dean of the USC Leonard Davis School of Gerontology, holds the William and

Sylvia Kugel Dean's Chair in Gerontology and serves as the executive director of the Ethel Percy

Andrus Gerontology Center. Cohen's research focuses on aging, neurodegeneration, cancer and

diabetes with an emphasis on the emerging science of mitochondrial-derived peptides, which he

discovered. He has also discussed the possibilities of applying personalized medicine to aging

science, coining the term "personalized aging."

His laboratory was one of three teams that independently discovered humanin (Cohen and his

team had been screening for proteins that interact with IGFBP). Other mitochondrial peptides

discovered by the Cohen laboratory include SHLP 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 and MOTS-C.

He holds several patents for novel peptides and is the co-founder of CohBar, a biotechnology

company developing peptides found in mitochondria for diabetes treatment. Cohen has published

more than 250 papers in top scientific journals. An expert in the field, Cohen is president-elect of

the Growth Hormone Society and served on the Endocrine Society Steering Committee. He sits on

multiple NIH study sections and on several editorial boards.

Pinchas Cohen       
Dean, USC Leonard Davis School of Gerontology
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He is interested in molecular manufacturing. The central objective of molecular manufacturing is

the design, modeling, and manufacture of systems that can inexpensively fabricate most products

that can be specified in molecular detail. This would include, for example, molecular logic

elements connected in complex patterns to form molecular computers, molecular robotic arms or

Stewart platforms (e.g., positional devices) able to position individual atoms or clusters of atoms

under programmatic control (useful if we wish to make molecular computers and other molecular

manufacturing systems), and a wide range of other molecular devices. A central concept for

achieving low cost in molecular manufacturing is that of massive parallelism, either by self

replicating manufacturing systems or convergent assembly. Such systems are today theoretical,

but should revolutionize 21st century manufacturing. The marginal manufacturing costs for such

systems should be quite small, although initial R&D costs might be quite high. I served for several

years as an executive editor of the journal Nanotechnology. I chaired both the Fourth and Fifth

Foresight Conferences on Molecular Nanotechnology; and won the 1998 Feynman Prize in

Nanotechnology for theory. Robert Freitas and I have formed the Nanofactory Collaboration.

He also has a broad interest in computer security and a particular interest in cryptography, having

co-invented public key cryptography (for which I received the ACM Kanellakis Award, the IEEE

Kobayashi Award, the RSA Award in Mathematics, the IEEE Hamming Medal (see Stanford's

article), was inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame, was named an IACR Fellow and a

Fellow of the Computer History Museum).

Ralph Merkle       
Senior Research Fellow, Institute for Molecular Manufacturing
Co-founder, Nanofactory Collaboration
Chair Emeritus, Nanotechnology, Singularity University
Director, Alcor
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Ray Kurzweil is an American inventor and futurist. He is involved in fields such as optical character

recognition (OCR), text-to-speech synthesis, speech recognition technology, and electronic

keyboard instruments. He has written books on health, artificial intelligence (AI), transhumanism,

the technological singularity, and futurism. Kurzweil is a public advocate for the futurist and

transhumanist movements, and gives public talks to share his optimistic outlook on life extension

technologies and the future of nanotechnology, robotics, and biotechnology. Kurzweil received the

1999 National Medal of Technology and Innovation, the United States' highest honor in technology,

from President Clinton in a White House ceremony. He was the recipient of the $500,000

Lemelson-MIT Prize for 2001, the world's largest for innovation. And in 2002 he was inducted into

the National Inventors Hall of Fame, established by the U.S. Patent Office. He has received 21

honorary doctorates, and honors from three U.S. presidents. The Public Broadcasting Service

(PBS) included Kurzweil as one of 16 "revolutionaries who made America" along with other

inventors of the past two centuries. Inc. magazine ranked him #8 among the "most fascinating"

entrepreneurs in the United States and called him "Edison's rightful heir".

Ray Kurzweil       
Director of engineering, Google, Inc. / Founder, Singularity University Faculty
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Rebecca Hughes is the Executive Director at Aging2.0. Her responsibilities span across multiple

focus areas, including the oversight our chapter community, corporate partners and operations.

Over the course of the four years she has been part of the Aging2.0 team, Rebecca has developed

a passion and appreciation for aging innovation. She looks forward to continued work within the

space. Outside of work she enjoys traveling with her husband and children, cooking, and exploring

the Utah outdoors.

Rebecca Hughes
Executive Director at Aging2.0
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Prior to joining QB3 in 2004, Dr. Kelly served as executive vice-chancellor at UCSF; he oversaw the

UCSF research enterprise and was also responsible for construction of the new Mission Bay

campus. He is currently chairman of the Bay Area Scientific Innovation Consortium and has served

on the boards of the Malaysian Biotechnology Industry Advisory Board, the Scleroderma

Foundation, and Bridge Pharmaceuticals. He is an advisor to the Thailand Bionanotechnology

Institute, Ho Chi Minh City Biotechnology Department Corp., University of Oxford Systems Biology

Program, and the San Francisco Mayor’s Biotechnology Advisory Group. He joined the UCSF

Department of Biochemistry in 1971 and has served as the University’s Director of Cell Biology

Graduate Program, the Director of the Hormone Research Institute, and Chair of the Department of

Biochemistry and Biophysics. He earned an undergraduate degree in physics from the University

of Edinburgh and a PhD in biophysics from the California Institute of Technology.

Regis B. Kelly
Director, California Institute for Quantitative Biosciences (QB3), University of California
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Remy Gross is currently the vice president of business development and technology advancement

at the Buck Institute for Research on Aging. His duties at the Buck include the increase of deal flow

through global corporate collaborations and new company formation.

Prior to his current position, Mr. Gross was the vice president of business development and

corporate business planning for Nektar Therapeutics - Huntsville Division, a wholly owned

subsidiary of Nektar Therapeutics, Inc. based in San Carlos, the heart of Silicon Valley. He has

been a principal, executive officer and key member in the development of technology, development

and licensing for Nektar’s poly(ethylene glycol) technology as well as the Huntsville organization’s

infrastructure.

Remy Gross
Vice President, Business Development and Technology Development Buck Institute for
Research on Aging
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Robert A. Freitas Jr., J.D., published the first detailed technical design study of a medical

nanorobot ever published in a peer-reviewed mainstream biomedical journal and is the author of

Nanomedicine, the first book-length technical discussion of the medical applications of

nanotechnology and medical nanorobotics. Volume I was published in October 1999 by Landes

Bioscience while Freitas was a Research Fellow at the Institute for Molecular Manufacturing (IMM)

in Palo Alto, California. Freitas published Volume IIA in October 2003 with Landes Bioscience while

serving as a Research Scientist at Zyvex Corp., a nanotechnology company headquartered in

Richardson, Texas during 2000-2004. Freitas is now completing Nanomedicine Volumes IIB and III

and is also consulting on diamond mechanosynthesis, molecular assembler design, and

nanofactory implementation as Senior Research Fellow at IMM. He won the 2009 Feynman Prize in

nanotechnology for theory, the 2007 Foresight Prize in Communication, and the 2006 Guardian

Award from Lifeboat Foundation, and was awarded the first patent on diamond mechanosynthesis

on 30 March 2010.

Robert Freitas
Senior Research Fellow, Institute for Molecular Manufacturing
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Robert Nicholas Klein II, is a stem cell advocate. He initiated California Proposition 71, which

succeeded in establishing the California Institute for Regenerative Medicine, of which Klein is now

the head.He was a chief author of Proposition 71 and was the chair of the Yes on 71 campaign. He

donated $3 million to the cause, the largest donation, and ran the campaign from the Klein

Financial Corporation.

After the election, Proposition 71 became Article XXXV of the California Constitution and the Yes

on 71 campaign became the California Research and Cures Coalition, a stem cell advocacy

organization. Klein was the head of that organization until he took the position at the California

Institute for Regenerative Medicine, the organization created by the ballot initiative. In 2005, he

was named as one of TIME Magazine's 100 Most Influential People; and, that same year Scientific

American named Klein one of “The Scientific American 50” as a leader shaping the future of

science. Klein was honored at the 2010 BIO International Convention as the second annual Biotech

Humanitarian.[2] Also, in 2010, Klein received the 2010 Research!America Gordon and Llura Gund

Leadership Award for his advocacy of stem cell and diabetes research.

Robert Klein       
Founder, CIRM
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Robin Farmanfarmaian is a professional speaker, entrepreneur, and angel investor driving high-

level business development for cutting-edge medical and biotech companies poised to impact

100M patients. With over 125 speaking engagements in 12 countries, she educates audiences on

technology, the future of healthcare, patient empowerment, building thought leadership, and more.

Keeping within the empowerment theme, Robin also works with executives, entrepreneurs,

consultants and physicians who want to become thought leaders in order to accelerate their

career and business goals. Her 1st book, “The Patient as CEO: How Technology Empowers the

Healthcare Consumer”, is a #1 Best Seller on Amazon. Her 2nd book, ""The Thought Leader

Formula"", publishes March 5, 2019.

Robin Farmanfarmaian      
Professional Speaker, Entrepreneur, and Angel Investor,Author of Patient as a CEO, VP of
Biz Dev at Actavalon
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Rochelle (Shelley) Buffenstein is a staff scientist at Calico, an Alphabet, Inc. funded research outfit

investigating aging. Previously, she had been a professor of Physiology at the Barshop Institute for

Longevity and Aging Studies at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio. Her

research focuses on comparative vertebrate physiology, energetics, cancer biology, and aging. She

has worked with marsupials, mole-rats, tenrecs, bats, subterranean mammals, and primates. Her

best known work involves exceptional aging — specifically, why naked mole-rats live for so much

longer than other rodents. Her lab has investigated theories of aging including oxidative damage

theory, the advanced glycation end product theory, and the telomere theory.

In a 2010 interview following the death of Old Man, a naked mole rat believed to be 32 years old,

Buffenstein said, "In many ways, confound what scientists think they know about how diseases

progress and why living things age."

Rochelle Buffenstein      
Senior Principal Investigator at Calico Life Sciences
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Sarah Thomas joined the Aging2.0 team as the Genesis Innovation Fellow. Serving also as Director

of Global Innovations for Genesis Rehabilitation Services/Genesis Healthcare, one of the largest

post-acute care providers in the country, Sarah is passionate about innovation and improving the

lives of older adults. She has dedicated 15 years to aging services, including five years consulting

for emerging technology companies. Most recently, she served as the Legislative Affairs Liaison

for Hallmark Rehabilitation. Sarah combines her Occupational Therapy background with her

operational, clinical and entrepreneurial experience to inspire passionate changes to the current

systems in the elder care environment. Sarah currently is appointed to the Administration and

Management Special Interest Section Committee for the American Occupational Therapy

Association, an active member of LeadingAge, the California Association of Healthcare Facilities,

and is on the Telehealth workgroup for The National Association for the Support of Long Term

Care. She is a contributing author for the recent book Readmission Prevention – Solutions Across

the Provider Continuum by Josh D Luke and is a sought-after speaker for national conferences.

Sarah Thomas  
Innovation Fellow, Aging2.0
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As General Counsel, Scott works with the President and CEO of CIRM, the Chairman, the Governing

Board, and the entire CIRM team in developing strategies to implement CIRM’s mission, drafting

and reviewing agency policies, advising the agency on conflict of interest issues, and interfacing

with stakeholders on matters of concern to the agency.

Scott joined the legal team at CIRM in 2005 and advised the agency in the formulation of many

substantive policies, such as Grants Administration, Intellectual Property, and Medical and Ethical

Standards, and ensured their successful adoption by the Office of Administrative Law.

Scott graduated from law school and practiced complex litigation and appellate work in

Sacramento for three years following graduation in 1995. He left the private law firm to join the

Fair Political Practices Commission as a legislative coordinator and eventually became a Senior

Counsel to the Commission, representing the agency in federal and state courts and drafting

Commission opinions and regulations, and presenting legal and policy matters to the Commission

as well as legislative committees, agencies of the state and meetings of interested groups.

Scott graduated from CSU Sacramento with a degree in Government and earned his Juris Doctor

with honors from McGeorge School of Law, where he was a member of both law reviews.

Scott Tocher  
General Counsel at California Institute for Regenerative Medicine
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Sebastian Aguiar is a geroscientist and Principal at Apollo Ventures. Sebastian is Founder and

COO of Samsara Therapeutics, an Apollo Ventures-incubated company focused on geroprotector

drug discovery.

Prior to Apollo, Sebastian was an Associate at Deep Knowledge Ventures in London, a Fulbright

Research Fellow at the Telomere and Genomic Stability Laboratory of the Gulbenkian Institute,

employee #4 at Pascal Chemistry, a VC finance researcher at the California Institute of

Technology (Caltech), and a SENS Research Scholar at the Buck Institute for Research on Aging.

Sebastian was a Clarendon Scholar at the University of Oxford for his DPhil (PhD) on the

biochemistry of aging, holds an MSc in Biomedical Science from the University of Amsterdam

where he was an Amsterdam Excellence Scholar, an MSc in Life Science Business Management

from the VU Amsterdam, and a B.A. with honors in Human Biology from Pitzer College, Claremont

University Consortium.

Sebastian Aguiar  
Geroscientist and Principal at Apollo Ventures
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Sergey Young is the Founder of the $100M Longevity Vision Fund (“LVF”), which invests in startups

and companies that develop technologies, products, and services to extend healthy human

lifespans and overcome the negative effects of aging and age-related diseases.

Sergey’s investment activity at LVF builds on his 20-year expertise delivering above-average

returns at a private equity fund with $2B in assets and as a Co-Founder of Peak State Ventures, a

US-based fund focused on new technologies in Real Estate, Digital Healthcare and the Future of

Work. Sergey Young is also an Innovation Board Member at XPRIZE Foundation, a non-profit

organization founded by Peter Diamandis, and Development Sponsor for the soon-to-be-launched

Longevity XPRIZE.

Sergey Young: "Global longevity has gone from underfunded sector to a booming industry embraced

by investors, scientists and the media within just a few years. I launched Longevity Vision Fund to

help at least 1 billion people to live longer and healthier lives through investing into companies

working at the forefront of science and technology. This open-access report, landscaping Longevity

Industry efforts in California, reflects only a small portion of the enormous volume of activities

aiming to extend healthy human longevity that are happening around the world."

Sergey Young      
Founder, Longevity Vision Fund
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Arrison was an Associate Founder of Singularity University. In a 2010 New York Times interview,

she described her motivation for writing 100 Plus, which was then a work in progress, and which

was described along with Singularity University as "her attempts to ready people for the inevitable".

"One day we will wake up and say, 'Wow, we can regenerate a new liver'", Ms. Arrison says. "It will

happen so fast, and the role of Singularity University is to prepare people in advance". 100 Plus

"outlines changes that people can expect as life expectancies increase, like 20-year marriages with

sunset clauses".

100 Plus was published in 2011, with a foreword by Peter Thiel, a longtime friend whom Arrison

had introduced to leading life extension researchers. Arrison was a speaker at the October 2011

Singularity Summit in New York, and appeared as a guest on Stossel on December 22, 2011. In a

2012 CBS News interview, Arrison stated that she was inspired to write 100 Plus after viewing an

episode of the U.S. reality TV series, The Swan, in which participants were overjoyed to receive a

makeover involving relatively minor plastic surgery procedures. Arrison stated that this got her to

thinking about the possible societal changes accompanying the much more substantial changes

becoming possible through new medical advances.

Sonia Arrison      
Author, Investor, Entrepreneur, Felicis Ventures
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Stephen Johnston MBA is a co-founder of Aging2.0 a global innovation platform for aging and

senior care, founder of Fordcastle, an innovation consultancy and a member of the Future Agenda,

the world’s largest open foresight initiative. Stephen serves on the board of Music and Memory a

New York 501c3 nonprofit focused on improving the quality of life for older people, He is co-author

of Growth Champions (Wiley, 2012), a book about sustainable corporate growth. He has an MA in

Economics from Cambridge University and an MBA from Harvard Business School where he was a

Fulbright Scholar.

Stephen Johnston      
Partner
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Steve Horvath is a UCLA professor known for developing the Horvath aging clock, which is a highly

accurate molecular biomarker of aging, and for developing weighted correlation network analysis.

The recipient of several research awards, including an Allen Distinguished Investigator award, he

has studied genomic biomarkers of aging, the aging process, and many age related

diseases/conditions.

His discovery, known as the Horvath clock, was unexpected because cell types differ in terms of

the their DNA methylation patterns and age related DNA methylation changes tend to be tissue

specific. In his article, he demonstrated that estimated age, also referred to as DNA methylation

age, has the following properties: it is close to zero for embryonic and induced pluripotent stem

cells, it correlates with cell passage number; it gives rise to a highly heritable measure of age

acceleration; and it is applicable to chimpanzees. Since the Horvath clock allows one to contrast

the ages of different tissues from the same individuals, it can be used to identify tissues that show

evidence of increased or decreased age.

Steve Horvath      
Professor of Human Genetics & Biostatistics, UCLA Fielding School of Public Health
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Steven Hiroyuki Aoki is an American musician, DJ, record producer and music executive. In 2012,

Pollstar designated Aoki as the highest grossing dance artist in North America from tours. He has

collaborated with artists such as will.i.am, Afrojack, LMFAO, Linkin Park, Iggy Azalea, Lil Jon, blink-

182, Laidback Luke, BTS, Monsta X, Louis Tomlinson, Rise Against, Vini Vici, Lauren Jauregui, and

Fall Out Boy[8] and is known for his remixes of artists such as Kid Cudi. Aoki has released several

Billboard-charting studio albums as well, notably Wonderland, which was nominated for Grammy

Award for Best Dance/Electronica Album in 2013. He is the founder of the Steve Aoki Charitable

Fund, which raises money for global humanitarian relief organizations.

More significantly, Steve Aoki has his own charitable fund. The fund is described as: supporting

organizations in the brain science and research areas with a specific focus on regenerative

medicine and brain preservation. Their vision is to one day see a world where degenerative brain

diseases do not exist and science and technology play a direct role in extending the healthy lives

of ourselves and our loved ones. Two of Steve Aoki's fund partners include SENS and Buck

Institute for Research on Aging.

In late 2016, the musician Steve Aoki hosted a charity event to raise money for Buck Institute for

Research on Aging and SENS Research Foundation.

Steven Aoki    
American Musician, DJ, Record Producer and Music Executive
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Suzanne Somers (born Suzanne Marie Mahoney, October 16, 1946) is an American actress, author,

singer, businesswoman, and health spokesperson. She appeared in the television role of Chrissy

Snow on Three's Company and as Carol Foster Lambert on Step by Step. Somers later became the

author of a series of self-help books, including Ageless: The Naked Truth About Bioidentical

Hormones (2006), about bioidentical hormone replacement therapy. She has released two

autobiographies, four diet books, and a book of poetry. Somers supports bioidentical hormone

replacement therapy. Her book, Ageless, includes interviews with 16 practitioners of bioidentical

hormone therapy, but gives extra discussion to one specific approach, the 'Wiley Protocol'. Somers

and T. S. Wiley, the originator of the Wiley Protocol, have been criticized for their advocacy of the

Wiley Protocol. A group of seven doctors, all of whom utilize bioidentical hormone therapies to

address health issues in women, issued a public letter to Somers and her publisher, Crown, in

which they state that the protocol is "scientifically unproven and dangerous" and cite Wiley's lack

of medical and clinical qualifications. The use of bioidentical hormone therapies is a very

controversial area of medicine; its efficacy has never been tested and numerous groups have

expressed concern over its safety and the misleading claims made by practitioners, which was the

subject of an Associated Press article.

Susanne Somers    
American Actress, Author, Singer, Businesswoman, Health spokesperson
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Thomas Rando is Professor of Neurology and Neurological Sciences at Stanford where he is the

Director of the Glenn Laboratories for the Biology of Aging. He is also Chief of Neurology and

Director of the Rehabilitation Research & Development Center of Excellence at the Veterans Affairs

Palo Alto Health Care System. He is a founding director of the Muscular Dystrophy Association

clinic at the Stanford Medical Center. Research in the Rando laboratory focuses on tissue-specific

stem cells in aging and disease, and on pathogenetic mechanisms and gene therapy for muscular

dystrophies. His research on aging has demonstrated that it is possible to identify biochemical

stimuli that can induce stem cells in old tissues to repair injuries as effectively as in young tissues,

and this work has broad implications for the fields of regenerative medicine and stem cell

transplantation.

Thomas A. Rando    
Professor of Neurology and Neurological Sciences, Deputy Director, Stanford Center on
Longevity
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Internationally recognized biotechnology chief executive officer, board member, clinician-scientist,

and entrepreneur with demonstrated management expertise spanning basic research, clinical

medicine, product development, regulatory affairs, GMP manufacturing, clinical operations,

corporate partnering, and corporate finance.

Transformed two US biotechnology companies from early stage science through product

development to Phase 2 and Phase 3 pivotal clinical trials.

Acknowledged as a preeminent industrial pioneer and spokesman for telomerase-targeted cancer

treatments, hESC-based cell therapy, and regenerative medicine.

Thomas Okarma      
Chief Executive Officer, BioTime Acquisition Corp
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Zoltan Istvan Gyurko, professionally known as Zoltan Istvan (born March 30, 1973), is an American

transhumanist, journalist,entrepreneur, and futurist. Formerly a reporter for the National

Geographic Channel, Istvan now writes futurist, transhumanist, secular, and political themed

articles for major media, including Vice's Motherboard, Wired,The Huffington Post, TechCrunch

and Newsweek. Istvan regularly appears on television and video channels discussing futurist

topics. He is one of the world's most influential transhumanists and believes transhumanism will

grow into a mainstream social movement in the next decade. Istvan is the author of The

Transhumanist Wager, a philosophical science fiction novel.In late 2014, Istvan announced his

intent to run for President of the United States in the 2016 elections to raise awareness for

transhumanist politics issues. In 2017, Istvan announced his intent to run for Governor of

California in the 2018 election as a member of the Libertarian Party.

Zoltan Istvan       
Transhumanist, journalist, entrepreneur, and futurist
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‹#›Aging Analytics Agency

ACC Senior Services

A not-for-profit tax exempt organization that is dedicated to enriching the lives of seniors and caregivers. Promotes the general welfare

and enhance the quality of life of community by offering specially designed, culturally sensitive services, programs and classes for older

adults.

Their mission is to promote the general welfare and enhance the quality of life for community by identifying, developing, and providing

culturally sensitive health and social services for older adults.

Values:

● Respect and Inclusiveness

● Responsive Care

● Fiscal Responsibility

● Accountability

Web site: accsv.org

Location & Address 7334 Park City Drive, Sacramento, CA 95831

Email info@accsv.org

Phone
(916) 394-6399
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Active Seniors

A non-profit organization. The purpose is to provide a secure social environment for seniors; where they have a choice to participate in

activities which are physically and mentally healthful according to their individual needs

The specific purpose for which this corporation is formed is to provide a secure social environment for seniors; where they have a choice

to participate in activities which are physically and mentally healthful according to their individual needs; to have a site of congregation

for social communication with their peers, that they may enjoy a fruitful existence in their latter years and be given relief from an

environment of the routine of mere existence. The corporation exists to serve the senior citizens in Monterey County, California.

Web site: activeseniorsinc.org

Location & Address 100 Harvest St. Salinas CA 93901

Email asi@activeseniorsinc.org

Phone
(831) 424-5066
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Affordable Living for the Aging (ALA)

ALA's mission is to eradicate senior homelessness and early institutionalization by providing low-income and homeless seniors with

affordable housing options and ancillary services. ALA is a group of passionate individuals committed to supporting homeless and at-

risk seniors with affordable housing, resources and services.

One-third of Los Angeles’ 1.2 million older adults are facing housing instability today and that number is expected to double in ten years.

With your support, ALA will be able to profoundly impact this crisis and give seniors in Los Angeles secure home environments and the

affordable housing they need and deserve.Thery are rethinking what it means to age with dignity and independence, rather than

institutionalization or isolation.

Web site: alaseniorliving.org

Location & Address 2029 Century Park East Suite 4393  Los Angeles, CA 90067

Email info@alaseniorliving.org

Phone
(323) 650-7988
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Aging2.0

Founded in 2012 by Stephen Johnston and Katy Fike, Aging2.0 strives to accelerate innovation to address the biggest challenges and

opportunities in aging. Aging2.0’s international, interdisciplinary and intergenerational community has grown to 40k+ innovators across

20+ countries.

Our volunteer-run chapter network, which spans 80+ cities, has hosted more than 550 events around the world.

Aging2.0 is run by a “small-but-mighty” team out of San Francisco, California and Chapter Ambassadors in more than 80 cities around

the globe.

Web site: aging2.com

Location & Address 44 Tehama St. San Francisco, CA 94105

Email info@aging2.com

Phone
(914) 417-9471
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California Association of Area Agencies on Aging (C4A)

A nonprofit organization representing California’s 33 area agencies on aging and is the leading voice on aging issues in California. C4A

works closely with the Administration on Aging, the California Department of Aging, Department of Social Services, Department of

Rehabilitation as well as key provider associations. C4A and its members administer programs that enable older Californians to live

independently for as long as possible.

Of the 33 area agencies on aging, 19 agencies are part of a county structure and typically are integrated within the local social service

system, eight are created by joint power agreements when there are multiple counties involved, and the remaining six are non-profit

agencies.

Web site: c4a.info

Location & Address 980 Ninth Street, Sacramento, CA 95814

Email aging@c4a.info

Phone
(916) 443-2800
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California Community Foundation (CCF) - Secure Seniors Fund

It supports the nonprofits that step in to fill the gap by providing services that help maintain independence, secure housing, and assure

Sandriches. In time, it may become possible to fund programs such as cultural and recreational activities.

From look to the future, the California Community Foundation’s Board of Directors and staff remain fully committed to making a

difference through meaningful advocacy, outreach and community investments. Ultimately, understanding that every dollar we grant

represents a donor’s legacy, a dream for lasting change and a chance to bring that dream to life.

The mission is to lead positive systemic change that strengthens Los Angeles communities. They envision a future where all Angelenos

have the opportunity to contribute to the productivity, health and well-being of the region. And believes that our common fate will be

determined by how successfully they improve the quality of life for all of residents. The impact we help create is of, by and for Los

Angeles, because the community is the foundation.

Web site: calfund.org

Location & Address 221 S. Figueroa St., Suite 400 Los Angeles, CA 90012

Email cbradford@calfund.org

Phone
(213) 452-6266
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California Council on Gerontology and Geriatrics (CCGG)

A statewide nonprofit leadership organization which seeks to promote the quality of life of California’s diverse aging population by

informing and integrating educational programs, work force development, and public policy initiatives.

The California Council on Gerontology and Geriatrics (CCGG) is a statewide nonprofit leadership organization which seeks to promote

the quality of life of California’s diverse aging population by informing and integrating educational programs, work force development,

and public policy initiatives.

CCGG was founded in early 1980 when Jim Birren, the first CCGG Executive Director and Dean of the University of Southern California’s

Leonard Davis School of Gerontology, and his co-visionary, Bonnie Russell of CSU San Jose and head of the California Department of

Aging, were successful in securing a two-year planning grant from the Luke B. Hancock Foundation.

Web site: ccgg.org

Location & Address 6285 East Spring Street, 475 Long Beach, CA 90808

Email CCGG@ccgg.org

Phone
(888) 963-9123
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California Elder Justice Coalition (CEJC)

Was created in 2008 to address systemic barriers to elder justice. CEJC harnesses the expertise, talent, and passion of elder justice

advocates to craft policy. It is the only multidisciplinary statewide network that provides a voice from the field, explores systematic

barriers to elder justice, and crafts solutions.

The California Elder Justice Coalition was created in 2008 to address systemic barriers to elder justice.

CEJC harnesses the expertise, talent, and passion of elder justice advocates to craft policy. It is the only multidisciplinary statewide

network that provides a voice from the field, explores systematic barriers to elder justice, and crafts solutions.

Web site: elderjusticecal.org

Location & Address 1000 N. Alameda Street, Suite 240 Los Angeles, CA 90012

Email info@elderjusticecoalition.com

Phone
(310) 394-9871
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California Health Advocates (CHA)

Founded in 1997, CHA is the leading Medicare advocacy and education non-profit in California. We provide timely information on

Medicare and long-term care, and conduct state and national policy advocacy for increased consumer rights and protections.

For California beneficiaries and their families: Our website provides Medicare information organized by topic, with English and Spanish

podcasts available in several sections. We also support the state’s Health Insurance Counseling & Advocacy Program (HICAP) who work

directly one-on-one with California’s Medicare population through our trainings, technical assistance and educational materials.

For Medicare professionals: We provide current Medicare information and education through this website, our e-newsletter, blog articles,

policy briefs and our widely-used fact sheets concerning the Medicare’s most pressing issues, all available in the For Professionals

section of our website. Our expert staff trainers also provide educational workshops, training and consultation to professionals, including

HICAP counselors and staff on comprehensive Medicare topics and policy issues.

Web site: cahealthadvocates.org

Location & Address 5380 Elvas Avenue, Suite 221 Sacramento, CA 95819

Email news@cahealthadvocates.org

Phone
(916) 231-5110
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Community Leaders for CA Seniors (СalPACE)

The Program of All-inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE) offers a variety of services, with many of them provided onsite at a PACE Center.

PACE is an alternative to nursing home care and – through an interdisciplinary care team (IDT) of physicians, nurse practitioners, nurses,

social workers, therapists, van drivers, and aides – coordinates and provides preventive, primary, acute, and long-term care services, so

older individuals can continue living in the community.

The California PACE Association (CalPACE) works to advance the efforts of Programs of All-inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE®).

PACE programs coordinate and provide all needed preventive, primary, acute, and long-term care services so older individuals can

continue living in the community.

The PACE model is centered on the belief that it is better for the well-being of seniors with chronic care needs and their families to be

served in the community whenever possible.

Web site: calpace.org

Location & Address 1315  Street, Suite 100, Sacramento, CA 95814

Email hello@calpace.org

Phone
(855) 921-PACE
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California Life Sciences Foundation

California Life Sciences Association (CLSA) is the state’s largest and most influential life sciences advocacy and business leadership

organization. With offices in Sacramento, San Diego, South San Francisco, Los Angeles and Washington DC, CLSA works closely with

industry, government, academia and others to shape public policy, improve access to innovative technologies and grow California’s life

sciences economy.

CLSA serves biotechnology, pharmaceutical, medical device and diagnostics companies, research universities and institutes, investors

and service providers throughout the Golden State. CLSA was founded in 2015 when the Bay Area Bioscience Association (BayBio) and

the California Healthcare Institute (CHI) merged.

Web site: califesciences.org

Location & Address 701 Gateway Suite 440 South San Francisco, CA 94080

Email info@califesciences.org

Phone
(650) 871-3250
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California Senior Legislature

A volunteer body whose primary mission is to gather ideas for legislation at the state and federal levels, craft the ideas into formal

proposals, prioritize the proposals, present them to members of the Legislature or the Congress, and advocate for laws implementing the

ideas.

The California Senior Legislature is a volunteer body whose primary mission is to gather ideas for legislation at the state and federal

levels, craft the ideas into formal proposals, prioritize the proposals, present them to members of the Legislature or the Congress, and

advocate for laws implementing the ideas.

The CSL was founded largely through the efforts of Senator Henry Mello, who in 1980 requested through ACR 129 that the California

Commission on Aging call a session of the Silver-Haired Legislature, a forum through which older Californians could develop their

legislative priorities. In 1982 this became the California Senior Legislature and Senator Mello in SCR 44 asked that this be an annual

event.

The CSL is established in state statute: Welfare and Institutions Code sections 9300-9305. Revenue and Taxation Code Sections 18721-

18724 provide for the California Fund for Senior Citizens using funds designated on California individual tax returns.

Web site: 4csl.org

Location & Address 1020 N Street, Room 513 Sacramento, CA 95814

Email jbailey@seniorleg.ca.gov

Phone
(916) 552-8056
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Congress of California Seniors (CCS)

CCS, founded in 1977, is a statewide nonprofit advocacy organization and is registered with the IRS as a 501(c)(4) California

corporation. CCS focuses its primary attention on legislative and consumer issues that impact older adults.

The Congress of California Seniors (CCS), founded in 1977, is a statewide nonprofit advocacy organization and is registered with the IRS

as a 501(c)(4) California corporation. Our board of directors is comprised of senior leaders and advocates from among the Congress of

California Seniors’ 105 affiliated organizations. The organization is funded through membership dues, contributions from affiliated

organizations, individual donations and corporations.

The Congress of California Seniors focuses its primary attention on legislative and consumer issues that impact older adults. The CCS

education and advocacy program has proved to be an effective tool in influencing public policy decisions made by the state legislature

and other state officials. CCS analyzes and rates all state legislators on their voting record related to key senior issues and publishes the

“Seniors Legislative Report Card.

Web site: seniors.org

Location & Address 1230 ‘N’ Street, Suite 201 Sacramento, CA 95814

Email info@seniors.org

Phone
(916) 442-4474
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Council on Aging – Southern California

A trusted nonprofit organization that provides unbiased information, programs, and services to more than 290,000 seniors and disabled

adults annually across Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, Inyo and Mono counties.

The Council on Aging – Southern California has been a trusted 501 (c)(3) nonprofit organization since 1973. Our mission is to promote

the independence, health, and dignity of older adults through compassion, education, and advocacy. We provide unbiased information,

programs, and services to more than 290,000 older and disabled adults and their families annually throughout Orange, Riverside, San

Bernardino, Inyo and Mono Counties.

Web site: coasc.org

Location & Address 2 Executive Circle, Suite 175 Irvine, CA 92614

Email jcansler@coasc.org

Phone
(714) 479-0107
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Elder Care Alliance

Elder Care Alliance has been serving seniors and their families in California for nearly 20 years. Our mission and vision have been

centered on the care of seniors – putting their well-being and dignity at the forefront of all we do.

At Elder Care Alliance, they have a new way of thinking about seniors. Elder Care know people can still be creative and vital, no matter

their age.Every day, they strive to live out our vision of: Engaging hearts, Transforming lives, Erasing boundaries. They want our

communities to be not just places where seniors live, but places where seniors flourish.

Company strives to create communities where people are empowered and engaged, providing environments that foster independence

and joy.The holistic approach to care moves beyond physical care to address all of the intangible aspects of wellness—meeting the

needs of the whole person and enhancing their residents’ quality of life.

Web site: eldercarealliance.org

Location & Address 1301 Marina Village Parkway, Suite 210 Alameda, CA 94501

Email learnmore@eldercarealliance.org

Phone
(510) 858-2902
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Elder Law & Advocacy

Elder Law & Advocacy is a caring group of experienced elder law staff and trained volunteers who serve over 8,000 seniors annually in

both San Diego and Imperial Counties. We provide free and low-cost civil legal services, Medicare and Medicare related counseling and

advocacy, referrals to community senior service providers and community education. The majority of services are offered at no-cost to

qualifying seniors.

Vision – To enhance the quality of life for persons 60 years of age and older.

Mission – Seniors are a growing and vital segment of our community. Elder Law & Advocacy seeks to protect seniors by providing legal

advice and advocacy. They serve seniors by helping them to defend their legal rights and preserve their respected place in the

community.

Web site: seniorlaw-sd.org

Location & Address 5151 Murphy Canyon Road, Suite 110 San Diego, CA 92123

Email estrauss@seniorlaw-sd.org

Phone
(858) 565-1392
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ElderHelp

A non-profit organization comprised of professionals and community volunteers committed to offering quality social services that help

seniors live independently in their own homes.

ElderHelp provides personalized services and information that help seniors remain independent and live with dignity in their own homes.

Values:

● Compassion

● Integrity

● Community

● Accountability

● Respect

● Excellence

Web site: elderhelpofsandiego.org

Location & Address 3860 Calle Fortunada, Suite 101 San Diego, CA 92123

Email info@elderhelpofsandiego.org

Phone
(619) 284-9281
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Elders Village

A non-profit dedicated to helping seniors build communities, both physical and social, to help maintain independence, foster quality of

life, and moderate the fiscal impact of aging.Elders Village is a non-profit dedicated to helping seniors build communities, both physical

and social, to help maintain independence, foster quality of life, and moderate the fiscal impact of aging.

Social Communities are developed through a membership based service connecting local seniors with each other, service providers,

community programs, education resources, group purchasing programs, social & volunteer opportunities, and more, in an effort to ensure

local seniors remain as independent as possible while enjoying the quality of life and conquering the financial challenges associated with

aging.

Elders Village supports the concept of senior cohousing and is happy to work with groups who are interested in building or developing

cohousing communities, whether in existing communities or in new development. Currently, Elders Village is working with the developers

of Phoenix Commons, a senior-specific cohousing development in the Alameda area. Information about this development can be found

in our senior cohousing section.

Web site: eldersvillage.com

Location & Address 1723 Webster St Alameda, CA

Email eldersvillage@alamedaelder.com

Phone
(510) 217-8527
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EngAGE California

A nonprofit that takes a whole-person approach to community and creative, healthy aging by providing arts, wellness, lifelong learning,

community building and intergenerational programs to thousands of seniors and families living in affordable senior and multi-

generational apartment communities.

EngAGE is a nonprofit that takes a whole-person approach to community and creative, healthy aging by providing arts, wellness, lifelong

learning, community building and intergenerational programs to thousands of seniors and families living in affordable senior and multi-

generational apartment communities in California, Oregon, and Minnesota.

Programs are provided onsite at each of our apartment communities, and are open to all residents there at no charge. This reduces the

primary barriers to engagement – cost and transportation – and maximizes our impact. When space is available, residents in other

EngAGE communities are invited to participate. In some of our communities, we also invite the public to attend special events such as art

show openings and concerts.

Web site: engagedaging.org

Location & Address 240 E. Verdugo Avenue, Suite 100 Burbank, CA 91502

Email GetEngaged@engagedaging.org

Phone
(818) 563 9750
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Family Caregiver Alliance

Founded in the late 1970s, FCA is the first community-based nonprofit organization in the country to address the needs of families and

friends providing long-term care for loved ones at home.

The mission of Family Caregiver Alliance (FCA) is to improve the quality of life for family caregivers and the people who receive their

care. For over 40 years, FCA has provided services to family caregivers of adults with physical and cognitive impairments, such as

Parkinson’s, stroke, Alzheimer’s and other types of dementia. Our services include assessment, care planning, direct care skills, wellness

programs, respite services, and legal/financial consultation vouchers. Ongoing support is available with FCA, also now on a digital

service platform. FCA is a longtime advocate for caregivers in the areas of policy, health and social system development, research, and

public awareness, on the state, national and international levels.

The services, education programs, and resources from FCA are designed with caregivers’ needs in mind and offer support, tailored

information, and tools to manage the complex demands of caregiving.

Web site: caregiver.org

Location & Address 101 Montgomery Street, Suite 2150 San Francisco, CA 94104

Email fpera@caregiver.org

Phone
(415) 434-3388
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Foundation Aiding the Elderly (FATE)

A Sacramento, California based 501(c)(3) Nonprofit Corporation whose objective is to serve as a voice for patients and to bring about

national reforms and enforcement of the laws governing the nursing home industry and its regulatory agencies in order to assure proper

care, civil rights and meaningful, dignified life for the elderly in long-term care facilities.

Foundation Aiding the Elderly (FATE) is a Sacramento, California based 501(c)(3) Nonprofit Corporation whose objective is to serve as a

voice for patients and to bring about national reforms and enforcement of the laws governing the nursing home industry and its

regulatory agencies in order to assure proper care, civil rights and meaningful, dignified life for the elderly in long-term care facilities.

FATE's Mission is to assure our elders are treated with care, dignity and the utmost respect during their final years when they can no

longer take care of themselves.

Web site: 4fate.org

Location & Address 3430 American River Drive, Suite 105 Sacramento, CA 95864

Email caroleh@4fate.org

Phone
(916) 481-8558
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Hero Science Foundation

The Hero Science Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization created to raise public awareness and financial support for basic

biomedical research related to increasing our health span and defining the fundamental biological mechanisms that prevent age-related

diseases and disabilities.

The current healthcare system is doing a remarkable job addressing the diseases of aging, however, doing so without solving the

underlying processes of aging produces escalating effects on healthcare spending.

They need a paradigmatic revolution to break the cycle of escalating healthcare costs by solving the process of aging. They believe that

focusing on restoring the body’s homeostatic capacity (i.e., its ability to operate at a healthy equilibrium) could be the way to

revolutionize healthcare.

Web site: herosciencefoundation.org

Location & Address 555 Bryant Street, 169 Palo Alto, CA 9430

Email support@herosf.org

Phone
(650)-569-1010
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LeadingAge California

Founded in 1961, it is the state’s leading advocate for quality, non-profit senior living and care. The association’s advocacy, educational

programs and public relations help its members best serve the needs of more than 120,000 of the state’s older adults. LeadingAge

California represents over 625 nonprofit providers of senior living and care – including affordable housing, life plan communities,

assisted living, skilled nursing, and home and community-based care; as well as our business partners and residents.

LeadingAge California is the leading advocate for quality nonprofit senior living and care in the state. The public-interest association

represents more than 640 nonprofit providers of aging services – including affordable housing, continuing care retirement communities,

assisted living, skilled nursing, and home and community-based care – that collectively serve more than 100,000 seniors.

Web site: leadingageca.org

Location & Address 1315 I Street, Suite 100 Sacramento, CA 95814

Email info@leadingageca.org

Phone
(916) 392-5111
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Legal Assistance for Seniors

Works to ensure the independence and dignity of seniors by protecting their legal rights through education, counseling, and advocacy.

Legal Assistance for Seniors (LAS) is a non-profit agency serving Alameda County residents who are 60 years of age and older. We

provide legal advice and information, representation in court and administrative hearings, referrals to other community resources, and

community education and training in the following areas: prevention of elder abuse, public benefits, guardianships, naturalization and

public benefits for immigrants, health law, advance health care directives, Medicare and Medi-Cal.

Through its Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy Program (HICAP), LAS provides individual counseling and community education

to Medicare beneficiaries in the areas of Medicare, supplemental coverage including Medicare Advantage and prescription drug plans,

low income assistance programs, and long-term care insurance.

Web site: lashicap.org

Location & Address 333 Hegenberger Rd., Suite 850 Oakland, CA 94621

Email las@lashicap.org

Phone
(510) 832-3040
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Legal Assistance to the Elderly

A 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that provides free legal services to elders and adults with disabilities who are at risk of losing their

housing, healthcare or income, or are victims of physical or financial abuse.

Legal Assistance to the Elderly's mission is to provide free legal services to elders and adults with disabilities who are at risk of losing

their housing, healthcare or income, or are victims of physical or financial abuse. This work helps to keep San Francisco’s most

vulnerable residents safe, financially stable, and housed.

San Francisco's astronomical rise in evictions is hitting city's senior and disabled residents especially hard. LAE provides free full-scope

representation to elderly and disabled residents, many on limited incomes, who urgently need our help.

LAE is often the last chance for clients to save a home, stop financial or physical elder abuse, or retain vital benefits. More than ever,

there is an increasing need for their services.

Web site: laesf.org

Location & Address 701 Sutter St., 2nd Fl. San Francisco, CA 94109

Email info@laesf.org

Phone
(415) 538-3333
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Let’s Get Healthy California

The Let’s Get Healthy California Task Force was started in 2012 with the purpose of developing a ten year plan to make California the

healthiest state in the nation. The Task Force was composed of California leaders in health and healthcare from the public and private

sectors, who came together to develop the six goal areas and identified key indicators to measure their progress towards this goal

becoming the healthiest state in the nation.

The six Let’s Get Healthy California goals focus on health across the lifespan and pathways to health, with an emphasis on achieving

better health, better care, and lower costs and promoting health equity for all Californians.

Web site: letsgethealthy.ca.gov

Location & Address Undisclosed 

Email LGHC@cdph.ca.gov

Phone
N/A
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LIFE ElderCare

A non-profit organization that provides community-based service and support for persons age 60+, and those with disabilities.

Their goals are:

- Increase the number of healthy older adults in Alameda County who are still living independently in their own homes, by providing

access to services that assist them in maintaining their health, mobility and social participation in the community.

- Better, more economical use of available resources to make it is less expensive for people to stay at home with services, rather than

move to residential care facilities, (if they do not desire to do so).

- Deliver quality care in a personalized way to meet an individual’s needs.

- Maintain a coordinated, comprehensive, and collaborative relationship between businesses, educational institutions, service providers

and members of the community to support older adults who are frail, and either temporarily or permanently, homebound.

Web site: lifeelderare.org

Location & Address 3300 Capitol Ave Fremont, CA 94538

Email info@LifeElderCare.org

Phone
(510) 894-0370
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MAPS Charities 

A 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. Through fundraising, they attempt to provide a one-time safety net for those seniors who cannot

afford the things that may allow them to remain safe and independent wherever they may call home.

MAPS Charities was born from a need to reach out and help a senior population almost completely overlooked. Their charity focuses on

disadvantaged seniors and their families. It reaches into the community for resources and services unique to eldercare. They rely on

fundraising events, solicitations and other means of obtaining funds to meet their mission. Their charity provides resources, services and

programs to disadvantaged seniors and their families to allow them to remain safe and independent.

Web site: mapscharities.org

Location & Address 14320 Ventura Blvd., #331, Sherman Oaks, CA 91423

Email info@mapscharities.org

Phone
(818) 613-2795
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Maximum Life Foundation 

Mr. Kekich founded three public and five private companies, was engaged as a consultant to 41 private and six public companies and

served as director to four public and seven private corporations. In 1999, he started the “Maximum Life Foundation”, a 501(c)(3)

corporation dedicated to curing aging related diseases. He networked throughout the anti-aging segment of the biotech industry and

developed a business model to put life sciences aging research on the fast track. Now he specializes in raising funding and providing

management for life sciences related technologies.

Web site: maxlife.org

Location & Address 2324 Colony Plaza, Newport Beach, CA 92660"

Email info@maxlife.org

Phone
949 706 2468
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On Lok 

Serves as the parent organization for a group of non-profit organizations whose collective mission is to relentlessly pursue quality of life

and quality of care for older adults and their families.

From the beginning, On Lok has been committed to innovating new ways to care for the frail elderly. Their founders worked tirelessly to

promote the idea of care at home, and raised funds in the community. Through the mid-1970s, the day center model evolved, adding in-

home support services, then primary care services and case management of acute and chronic health services to help people remain

living in the community.

Starting as a noble idea to serve the elderly over 40 years ago, On Lok has grown to a family of community-based, not-for-profit

organizations whose mission is to enable seniors to maintain a quality of life that lets them live in their communities where they can lead

independent, active lives. With its strong foundational values and leadership, On Lok is poised to carry on that mission for years to come.

Web site: onlok.org

Location & Address 1333 Bush St, San Francisco, CA 94109

Email info@onlok.org

Phone
(415) 292-8888
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ONEgeneration 

A non-profit organization that provides programs and services to seniors and their caregivers that help keep them safe and protected.

They provide services that enable seniors to age with family, in community or independently. They promote physical health and mental

well-being, provide socialization, nutrition and access to food and resources. This is all towards the goal of keeping seniors from the

tipping point of decline and avoiding or delaying preventable hospitalizations and premature loss of independence.

A continuing hallmark of ONEgeneration is their “intergenerational programming” which unites seniors, children and young people in daily

multicultural activities. The value of this caring and foundational relationship bond is widely recognized in research – it is an essential

building block for enriching the lives of all.

Web site: onegeneration.org

Location & Address 18255 Victory Boulevard Reseda, CA 91335

Email info@onegeneration.org

Phone
(818) 705-2345
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Palo Alto Longevity Prize

The Palo Alto Prize is a newly established Silicon Valley-based initiative of the Race Against Time Foundation. The mission of the Palo

Alto Prize is to encourage collaboration, foster innovation, and build a community to address the underlying causes of aging. In addition

to the $1 million of cash prizes, the Palo Alto Prize is also working with a number of angel investors, venture capital firms, corporate

venture arms, institutions and private foundations to provide access to additional capital to the teams during the competition. While the

Palo Alto Prize will help facilitate introductions, all transactions and due diligence will be done privately between the teams and potential

investors and philanthropists.

Web site: paloaltoprize.com

Location & Address 555 Bryant St, Palo Alto, California 94301

Email N\A

Phone
N\A
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Retirement Housing Foundation (RHF) 

A non-profit organization of 196 communities in 29 states, Washington, D.C., Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. RHF provides

housing and services to more than 22,500 older adults, low-income families, and persons with disabilities.

The RHF logo symbolizes a program that has grown from the very modest beginnings of a $7,000 investment. With this investment,

combined with the efforts of three United Church of Christ (UCC) visionaries, RHF has grown to be one of the largest organizations

devoted to building and preserving affordable housing for the most vulnerable members of society.

At RHF their mission reveals their goals, their vision offers a view of how they would like the world to be, and their philosophy and core

values state the beliefs of their board of directors, local community boards, and national staff of 2,900.

Web site: rhf.org

Location & Address 911 N. Studebaker Road Long Beach, CA 90815

Email info@rhf.org

Phone
(562) 257-5100
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SAFE Senior Assistance Foundation for the Elderly 

S.A.F.E. is a nonprofit organization dedicated to the safety and quality of life for aging adults choosing to continue to reside in their

house. They are an educational senior service which helps educate families in our community about the aging seniors daily needs.

S.A.F.E. is also a foundation that performs live-in-place services for the elderly such as home modification. Whether a senior friend stops

by a few times a week or a contractor installs a ramp to a disabled seniors home, SAFE creates a SAFE senior home environment,

minimizing fall risks and improving daily living. They provide resources to keep the aging senior in the comfort of their home.

Established in 2013, the Senior Assistance Foundation for the Elderly is a non-profit organization dedicated to promoting aging in place

and independent living for seniors throughout San Diego County. Their sole purpose is to provide seniors with safer homes, through

home modification, as well as assistance from qualified volunteers. They provide financial support for elderly that choose to age in the

comfort of their own home. Company strives to provide direction and a greater sense of safety for seniors as well as their families.

Web site: safeseniorfoundation.org

Location & Address 888 Rancheros Dr., Suite D San Marcos, CA 92069

Email info@safeseniorfoundation.org

Phone
(760) 532-7512
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SCAN Foundation 

The SCAN Foundation is an independent public charity devoted to transforming care for older adults in ways that preserve dignity and

encourage independence. They envision a future where high-quality, affordable health care and supports for daily living are delivered on

each person’s own terms, according to that individual’s needs, values, and preferences.

Vision

A society where older adults can access health and supportive services of their choosing to meet their needs.

Mission

To advance a coordinated and easily navigated system of high-quality services for older adults that preserve dignity and independence.

Web site: thescanfoundation.org

Location & Address 3800 Kilroy Airport Way, Suite 400 Long Beach, CA 90806

Email info@TheSCANfoundation.org

Phone
(888) 569-7226
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Senior Adults Legal Assistance 

SALA is a non-profit elder law office whose mission is to support older persons in their efforts to live safely, independently, non-

institutionalized, and with dignity. Established in 1973, SALA provides free legal services and community education to Santa Clara

County residents who are age 60 or older. There is no income eligibility qualification to use SALA’s services.

SALA’s attorney staff provides a range of legal services from simple advice/referrals to comprehensive legal representation. SALA’s

caseload consists of legal matters that private attorneys typically do not handle and that have a great impact on elders most in need in

the community.

Web site: s393914827.initial-website.com

Location & Address 1425 Koll Circle, Suite 109 San Jose, CA 95112

Email gbacil@sala.org

Phone
(408) 295-5991
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SENS Research Foundation 

SENS Research Foundation is a 501(c)(3) public charity that is transforming the way the world researches and treats age-related

disease.

The research they fund at universities around the world and at their own Research Center uses regenerative medicine to repair the

damage underlying the diseases of aging. The goal is to help build the industry that will cure these diseases.

They research emphasizes the application of regenerative medicine to age-related disease, with the intent of repairing underlying

damage to the body’s tissues, cells, and molecules.

Their current outreach efforts include the Undoing Aging conference series in Berlin, Germany, summits, speaking engagements, and

general advocacy. Company strives to inform world policy-makers, health professionals, and the general public about their damage-repair

approach to treating, and curing, age-related disease.

Web site: sens.org

Location & Address 110 Pioneer Way, Suite J, Mountain View, CA 94041

Email Foundation@sens.org

Phone
(650) 336-1780
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The Parkinson’s Institute and Clinical Center

The mission of The Parkinson’s Institute (The PI) is to provide comprehensive patient care, while discovering new treatment options to

improve the quality of life for all Parkinson’s disease (PD) patients. As America’s only independent non-profit organization combining

research and patient care for PD under one roof, they are committed to changing the landscape of movement disorder treatment and

research. Since its founding, The PI has helped thousands of PD patients better manage their disease, developed new treatments for PD,

and published groundbreaking research aimed to close the gap between science and practical care. By focusing on all three avenues of

PD - cause, care and cure - The PI is a powerful force in PD research.

Web site: thepi.org

Location & Address 2500 Hospital Drive, Building 10, Suit 1 Mountain View, CA, 94040

Email info@rhf.org

Phone
(562) 257-5100
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We Stand With Seniors

It is a nonpartisan, education and awareness campaign that is designed to engage seniors, advocates and policymakers throughout the

state to discuss and address these issues.*Not an organization. A campaign supported by West Health and The SCAN Foundation.

In 2018, West Health and The SCAN Foundation launched We Stand With Seniors… Will You? to shine a light on the growing challenges

faced by California seniors and their families in accessing high-quality, affordable healthcare, dental care and supportive services.

The SCAN Foundation is an independent public charity dedicated to creating a society where older adults can access health and

supportive services of their choosing to meet their needs. Their mission is to advance a coordinated and easily navigated system of high-

quality services for older adults that preserve dignity and independence.

Web site: westandwithseniors.org

Location & Address Undisclosed 

Email info@westandwithseniors.org

Phone
N/A
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WISE & Healthy Aging

WISE & Healthy Aging, a nonprofit social services organization, is the result of a merger in November 2007 of WISE Senior Services and

Center for Healthy Aging (formerly Senior Health & Peer Counseling). Each organization served the community for more than three

decades, earning national reputations for innovative and effective programs and services.

Headquartered in Santa Monica, California, WISE & Healthy Aging continues the long tradition of service and outreach, with focus on the

Los Angeles Westside as well as the surrounding communities within the greater City and County of Los Angeles.

Web site: wiseandhealthyaging.org

Location & Address 1527 4th St., 2nd Floor Santa Monica, CA  90401

Email info@wiseandhealthyaging.org

Phone
(310) 394-9871
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1st International 
Conference on Fasting, 
Dietary Restriction, 
Longevity and Disease 
2018
Location: Los Angeles, California

Organizers: USC Leonard Davis School of Gerontology, USC Longevity Institute

Leading experts in the field of aging, nutrition, and dietary restriction will discuss the latest basic, translational, and clinical research

aimed at applying novel dietary interventions and the understanding of the underlying mechanisms in delaying aging and combating

age-related diseases, including cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and neurodegenerative diseases.

Target audience includes physicians, healthcare professionals, and students seeking to understand and apply preclinical and

clinical information related to fasting, fasting mimicking diets and dietary restriction, aging, and diseases. Participants will be able

to present both recent and established discoveries, at the biochemical, cellular and organismal level, related to the effect of fasting

and dietary restriction on longevity and diseases; discuss the latest basic, translational, and clinical research aimed at applying

novel dietary interventions and the understanding of the underlying mechanisms to delay aging and combating age-related

diseases, including cancer, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease.
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4th Annual CIRM Alpha 
Stem Cell Clinics Network 
Symposium

Location: San Francisco, California

Organizers: William J. Rutter Center - Robertson Auditorium, CIRM (California Institute for Regenerative Medicine)

The theme of this year's symposium is Mending Stem Cells: the Past, Present & Future of Regenerative Medicine.

The symposium aims to address advancements and accomplishments of the ASCC Network in addition to developments and

applications in the field of stem cell-based therapeutics The Alpha Stem Cell Clinics Network was established with a main goal in

mind: to accelerate the development and delivery of high-quality stem cell clinical trials to patients. This meeting will bring together

clinical investigators, scientists, patients, patient advocates, and the public in a thoughtful discussion on how novel stem cell

therapies are now a reality.

This meeting is free and open to the public.
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12th Clinical Trials on 
Alzheimer’s Disease

Location: San Diego, California

Organizers: Therapeutic Research Institute (ATRI) University of Southern California (USC)

The development of the next generation of Alzheimer’s disease treatments is among the most important health needs worldwide, but

presents huge challenges. The goal of the meeting is to bring together today’s worldwide leaders in the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease

to discuss new results, candidate therapeutics, and methodological issues important to the development of the next generation of

Alzheimer’s disease treatments.

Clinical trial teams from worldwide centers will report on their efforts to identify new biomarkers of disease as well as more sensitive

clinical assessment tools to identify those at risk for AD, to predict progression, and assess the effectiveness of new treatments.

Again in 2019 Clinical teams will present their population studies on subjects in the early stage of the disease or even at the

asymptomatic stage.
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16th Annual Gene Therapy 
Symposium for 
Heart,Lung, and Blood 
Diseases

Location: Sacramento, California

Organizers: UC Davis Mind Institute 

The intent of these annual interdisciplinary scientific symposia is to provide a novel and informal scientific setting for the

dissemination and exchange of ideas and research findings by bringing together students, fellows, and junior/senior investigators

who do not typically interact at other meetings. The opportunity for investigators in divergent, yet relevant, fields to interact has

significantly declined because of the sheer size and objectives of most meetings. Therefore, their goal for these annual fall

symposia is to provide the opportunity for interactions that are not possible at larger meetings. They hope to encourage synergy,

facilitate new research directions and collaborations, and enhance current approaches to gene transfer/gene therapy for the

treatment of human disease. Presentations focus on unpublished works-in-progress, cutting edge technologies, and key thematic

issues. Each year a focus topic is selected.
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17th Bay Area Aging 
Meeting (BAAM)

Location: San Francisco, California

Organizers:  University of California San Francisco

Bay Area Aging Meetings are sponsored by the Glenn Foundation for Medical Research. The symposia rotate across host

institutions, including Gladstone Institutes/UC San Francisco, Stanford University, UC Berkeley and the Buck Institute. Meetings are

open to the public.Representative faculty members from each institution, who are experts in the aging field, organize the meetings.

These one-day gatherings consist of oral and poster presentations by graduate students and postdoctoral fellows from universities

and institutes in the Bay Area, who are conducting research on the biology of aging and age-related disease. Meetings often feature

a keynote lecture from a faculty member. The meeting format is designed to maximize networking among participants.

The discovery of mutations that cause dramatic lifespan extension has spurred a surge of interest in the basic research on the

biology of aging. The value of aging research is further increased by recognition that aging drives the development of a wide

spectrum of diseases. The Bay Area is the home to many aging research laboratories recognized for their contributions to the

understanding of the biology of aging. In 2009, the idea of the Bay Area Aging Meeting was conceived and received overwhelming

support from aging research laboratories across the Bay Area as well as sponsorship from the Glenn Foundation for Medical

Research. The first meeting took place at the Gladstone Institutes in San Francisco, California in April 2010.
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18th Bay Area Aging 
Meeting

Location: Novato, California

Organizers: University of California, Stanford University Medical Center, Buck Institute for Research on Aging,   University of 

California, Stanford University Medical Center    

The discovery of mutations that cause dramatic lifespan extension has spurred a surge of interest in the basic research on the

biology of aging. The value of aging research is further increased by recognition that aging drives the development of a wide

spectrum of diseases. The Bay Area is the home to many aging research laboratories recognized for their contributions to the

understanding of the biology of aging. In 2009, the idea of the Bay Area Aging Meeting was conceived and received overwhelming

support from aging research laboratories across the Bay Area as well as sponsorship from the Glenn Foundation for Medical

Research. The first meeting took place at the Gladstone Institutes in San Francisco, California in April 2010.

Bay Area Aging Meetings are sponsored by the Glenn Foundation for Medical Research. The symposia rotate across host

institutions, including Gladstone Institutes/UC San Francisco, Stanford University, UC Berkeley and the Buck Institute. Meetings are

open to the public.Representative faculty members from each institution, who are experts in the aging field, organize the meetings.

These one-day gatherings consist of oral and poster presentations by graduate students and postdoctoral fellows from universities

and institutes in the Bay Area, who are conducting research on the biology of aging and age-related disease. Meetings often feature

a keynote lecture from a faculty member. The meeting format is designed to maximize networking among participants.
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21st IAGG World Congress 
of Gerontology and 
Geriatrics

Location: San Francisco, California

Organizers: The gerontological society of America , IAGG

The Gerontological Society of America was proud to host the 21st International Association of Gerontology and Geriatrics (IAGG)

World Congress in San Francisco, July 23-27, 2017. This prestigious event brought together some of the top researchers, clinicians,

and industry experts who have dedicated their careers to improving the lives of older adults.

With approximately 2,500 different organizations represented from more than 75 countries, this conference reminds us that there is

nothing more powerful than when the community comes together in an open dialogue to reflect on progress and further initiatives

to advance healthy aging.

In 2018 there were many diverse and dynamic speakers, who provided in-depth insight, actionable steps and practical tools for

increasing innovation, investment, education and outreach in their field. They are pleased to share many of the PowerPoint

presentations from the conference, program abstracts, and the Bridge Blogs written by some of the top names in the field of aging.

Save the date for the 22nd International Association of Gerontology and Geriatrics (IAGG) World Congress in Buenos Aires,

Argentina, June 20-24, 2021.
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21st Hilton Head 
Regenerative Medicine 
Workshop

Location: Harbor Town Clubhouse - Hilton Head Island, South Carolina

Organizers: Georgia Tech, Emory University, University of Georgia, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Medical University of South 

Carolina, University of Florida

The 24th Regenerative Medicine Workshop will take place at the Wild Dunes Resort in Isle of Palms, South Carolina, bringing

together leading experts from across the expansive field of regenerative medicine. This annual event is, by design, a collegial and

“Gordon-style” gathering of interdisciplinary researchers who come together, often bringing their families, to enjoy an intimate,

accessible environment just as spring is arriving on the Carolina coast.

Each year approximately 200 participants – faculty, trainees, clinicians, industry representatives, and exhibitors – mingle and

discuss their work face-to-face during a busy, diverse program spanning four days, which includes more than 40 podium

presentations. Other events include a poster session, a trainee networking event, a lively debate/panel discussion, an ocean-side

conference dinner, and other networking opportunities. A variety of sponsorship and exhibit opportunities with customized

packages are available.

The workshop has a focus on combining scientific discovery with engineering principles to ultimately develop better clinical

outcomes.
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37th JP MORGAN Annual 
Healthcare Conference

Location: San Francisco, California

Organizers: J.P. Morgan

The annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference is the largest and most informative healthcare investment symposium in the

industry, bringing together industry leaders, emerging fast-growth companies, innovative technology creators, and members of the

investment community.

What is today known as the annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference began in 1983 and was hosted by Hambrecht & Quist

(H&Q). H&Q was acquired by Chase in 2000 and a year later Chase was acquired by J.P. Morgan. At its infancy, the conference

featured just 20 companies, had about 200 attendees and focused on the biotech industry.
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2019 Aging in America 
Conference

Location: New Orleans, Louisiana

Organizers: American Society on Aging (ASA)

The 2019 Aging in America Conference will be held in New Orleans, April 15-18.

Over 3,000 attendees from across the nation and abroad attend the annual ASA Aging in America Conference to learn, network and

participate in the largest multidisciplinary conference covering issues of aging and quality of life for older adults.

Conference sponsors encourage expanded coverage of issues in aging. Working members of the press such as reporters, editors,

publishers, electronic media producers, journalists/authors, columnists/bloggers and other editorial communicators who reach

general or specialized audiences on a regular basis with news reports or fact-based analysis may request a media access pass.
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2019 World Alliance 
Forum in San Francisco

Location: San Francisco, California

Organizers: The Golden Gate Club, Alliance Forum Foundation

The 2019 World Alliance Forum in San Francisco, “Healthcare Game Changers: Emerging Trends and Technologies” will be held on

October 29 and 30, at the Golden Gate Club in San Francisco. This year’s WAFSF will highlight dramatic new innovations in the lab,

clinic, at the regulatory level, and in finance, that will help pave a new path in the drastic paradigm shift in healthcare industry. The

forum includes presentations from lawmakers regarding new laws and regulatory pathways designed to deliver better healthcare,

and business leaders who will discuss new business and financing models. In addition, the conference will feature presentations

from top-tier regenerative medicine, gene therapy, and digital health companies and researchers. Esteemed thought leaders will

also discuss how companies, universities and policy makers can continue to foster innovation and bring game changing

therapeutics to the market.
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Aging & Society: Seventh 
Interdisciplinary  
Conference

Location: Berkeley, California

Organizers: University of California at Berkeley

Founded in 2011, Aging & Society: An Interdisciplinary Conference provides an international forum for the discussion of the

processes of aging; the accompanying individual, family, community, national, and international impacts; and the social and cultural

ramifications of aging on societies.
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Aging into the Future 
Conference

Location: Los Angeles, California

Organizers: St. Barnabas Senior Services

Aging into the Future Conference is led and powered by SBSS, the leading community based nonprofit organization on older adult

tech in LA and co-founder and managing leader of the Los Angeles Aging Advocacy Coalition (LAAAC), whose membership

includes 60 influencers in the field of aging, representing health plans, nonprofits, government agencies and service providers with a

reach of over 1.6 million seniors across LA County.

St. Barnabas Senior Services (SBSS) is a nonsectarian, nonprofit organization with a rich history of serving older adults in the Los

Angeles region for more than 100 years. Their comprehensive programming promotes healthy and holistic aging, prolongs

independence and enhances dignity and overall quality of life for over 18,000 seniors annually. With award winning Cyber Cafes in

their senior centers, their Mobile Tech Labs, and with the AGING INTO THE FUTURE initiative, they are the leader in creating a

vibrant and tech connected community of older adults that are empowered to thrive and age in place through technology,

throughout the Los Angeles region.
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Alzheimer’s Association 
International Conference

Location: Los Angeles, California

Organizers: Alzheimer's Association

The Alzheimer’s Association International Conference® is the largest and most influential international meeting dedicated to

advancing dementia science. Each year, AAIC® convenes the world’s leading basic science and clinical researchers, next-

generation investigators, clinicians and the care research community to share research discoveries that will lead to methods of

prevention and treatment and improvements in the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease.
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American Aging 
Association 48th Annual 
Meeting

Location: Burlingame, California

Organizers: Alzheimer's Association

American Aging Association (AGE) 48th Annual Meeting held in conjunction with the 2019 International Geroscience Symposium is

organized by American Aging Association (AGE) and will be held from May 30 - June 2, 2019 at Hyatt Regency San Francisco

Airport, Burlingame, California, United States of America.
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Annual UCLA Research 
Conference on Aging

Location: Burlingame, California

Organizers: UCLA

The 2019 Research Conference on Aging will demonstrate UCLA’s diverse research efforts to enhance and extend productive and

healthy lifestyles for older adults.

The event provides opportunities for researchers and community members to network, be apprised of the latest research across a

broad range of topics including aging biology, epidemiology, clinical research in older adults, public health, and health policy, and to

spark new and innovative collaborations. The program includes one keynote lecture, two poster sessions, and plenary talks.

The conference is free and open to the public.
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Atomic Precision for 
Healthspan & Longevity

Location: Palo Alto, California

Organizers: Foresight Institute

A multidisciplinary group of specialists in healthspan and longevity research will collaborate with those tackling the challenges of

atomically-precise 3D structures and molecular machines, including construction pathways using chemistry, applied physics,

biochemistry, molecular biology, and engineering.

Areas to be addressed include furthering the human healthspan via the design and construction of complex structures and

molecular machines built via organic and inorganic synthesis; objects and devices constructed from DNA, RNA, proteins, or

biomimetic polymers; construction via scanning probe; and other approaches to building with increasing precision from the bottom

up.
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Gordon Research 
Conference: Glial Biology

Location: Ventura, California

Organizers:  Gordon research conferences, Virginia tech,  Disarm therapeutics, ThorLabs, Decibel therapeutics, Glia, Biolegend

Glial Biology GRC meeting will focus on new evidence emerging from genomic and functional studies about the specific roles of

different glial cell types in the control of neural circuits and behavior, as well as disease progression and neurodegeneration. The

Conference will provide a forward-looking forum where leaders in the field, trainees and scientists with a growing interest in glial

biology can interact, share data and receive constructive feedback. Discussions will center on defining the key features of microglia,

astrocytes and myelinating cells, as well as diversification within these major classes of glial cells. A major goal will be to explore

the mechanisms that enable neuron-glia communication on timescales from milliseconds to months and the consequences of

these interactions for nervous system injury and disease. Comparative analysis of glial cells in different species will be highlighted,

which are helping to define the molecular underpinnings of conserved neuron-glial interactions.

The program is divided into nine sessions that range from glial control of circuit function to glial involvement in neurodegenerative

disease. In conjunction with the affiliated Gordon Research Seminar (GRS), trainees will have many opportunities to present their

recent results, receive feedback and network with a diverse group of scientists.
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Exponential Medicine

Location: San Diego, California

Organizers: Exponential Inc. 

Exponential Medicine is a unique and intensive four-day experience that gathers world-class faculty, innovators and organizations

from across the biomedical and technology spectrum to explore and leverage the convergence of fast moving technologies in the

reinvention of health and medicine.

Their home in San Diego at the iconic Hotel del Coronado is the magic X-factor in building connections and catalyzing deeper-than-

usual conversation among faculty and participants. They make full use of one of America’s most beautiful seaside resorts; its

history beautifully complements the future-focus of Exponential Medicine.

From talks given in a custom-designed theater with multiple configurations for listening and idea generation, to their hands-on

technology lab, beachside morning yoga, dinners, and bonfires—Exponential Medicine is a high energy, bold redesign of a medical

conference.
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FASEB Science Research 
Conference

Location: Palm Springs, California

Organizers:  Orian Shirihai, Marc Liesa-Roig, José Antonio Enríquez, Pere Puigservev

This conference will bring together scientists from academia and industry who study and aim to identify new points of intervention

for metabolic diseases and to exploit the immune system to cure diseases, as well as academic scientists interested in basic

mechanisms of mitochondrial physiology.

The main themes of this meeting are: 1) Building the mitochondria; 2) Different aspects of mitochondrial turnover in health and

disease; 3) Mitochondria as integrators of cellular metabolism; 4) Mitochondria-derived signaling.

The keynote lecture will be presented by Paolo Bernardi, MD (University of Padova). The conference will feature 36 talks and 18

shorts talks selected from abstracts, four poster sessions, and a career development session, “Evolving Opportunities in Biotech,

Pharma and Academia for Mitochondria Science.
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GSA 2019 Annual 
Scientific Meeting

Location: Austin, Texas

Organizers: The Gerontological Society of America 

The 2019 GSA Annual Scientific Meeting will be held in Austin, Texas, from November 13 to 17, 2019, with the theme, “Strength in

Age—Harnessing the Power of Networks,” selected by 2019 GSA President Dr. S. Michal Jazwinski, professor of medicine and

professor of biochemistry at Tulane University and director of the Tulane Center for Aging. Various realms of human activity involve

components, connections, and systems: economics; education; mathematical theories; tissues, cells, molecules; health care;

families, races, religions, gender, wealth; human behavior; and societies. The 2019 GSA Annual Scientific theme seeks to answer

questions such as: How will we harness social capital in the service of an aging population? How can we ameliorate cognitive

decline? How do we combat decline and frailty at the cellular, physiologic, and patient levels?
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IAGG 2017 Annual 
Meeting

Location: San Francisco, California

Organizers: The Gerontological Society of America, IAGG

The Gerontological Society of America was proud to host the 21st International Association of Gerontology and Geriatrics (IAGG)

World Congress in San Francisco, July 23-27, 2017. This prestigious event brought together some of the top researchers, clinicians,

and industry experts who have dedicated their careers to improving the lives of older adults.

With approximately 2,500 different organizations represented from more than 75 countries, this conference reminds us that there is

nothing more powerful than when our community comes together in an open dialogue to reflect on progress and further initiatives

to advance healthy aging.

There were many diverse and dynamic speakers, who provided in-depth insight, actionable steps and practical tools for increasing

innovation, investment, education and outreach in our field. They are pleased to share many of the PowerPoint presentations from

the conference, program abstracts, and the Bridge Blogs written by some of the top names in the field of aging.
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La Jolla Aging Meeting

Location: La Jolla, California

Organizers: Salk Institute for Biological Studies, Glenn Foundation

Held at the renowned Salk Institute for Biological Studies just west of the University of California San Diego, this all-day event

featured detailed presentations on mitochondria and epigenetics, among other in-depth topics. This event is underwritten by the

Glenn Foundation, which also sponsors the Bay Area Aging Meeting.
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Longevity Now 
Conference 2018

Location: Anaheim, California

Organizers: Longevity Now Conference

The Longevity Now Conference (LNC) took place in Anaheim, California April 6-8, 2018.

Come spend three expansive days learning how to incorporate the most cutting-edge health tips into your life, forming new

supportive friendships with like-minded people, and making the commitment to yourself to live your life to the fullest.

Be one of the thousands conference goers to join The Longevity Now® Conference as they bring you the most phenomenal group

of educators on the planet to inspire and motivate you.
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Longevity XPRIZE 

Location: Los Angeles, California

Organizers: Nick Ottens

On April 29th and 30th, the XPRIZE Foundation hosted an event at, California that could have a profound effect on the evolving

landscape of biorejuvenation research: the Future of Longevity Impact Roadmap Lab.

XPRIZE designs and operates multi-million-dollar, global competitions to incentivize the development of technological

breakthroughs that accelerate humanity toward a better future. Their mission is to inspire and empower a global community of

problem-solvers to positively impact our world. They believe solutions to the world’s problems can come from anyone, anywhere.

An Impact Roadmap is a vision of a preferred future within a particular domain. It includes identification of the trends, opportunities,

and ultimately the breakthroughs required to arrive at that future, including breakthroughs that an XPRIZE competition can help

unlock. An Impact Roadmap is grounded in multi-disciplinary methodologies and crowdsourcing tools to provide a thorough

understanding of a topic area.

In this initiative sponsored by Sergey Young, XPRIZE is studying the future of longevity to discover innovative and accessible ways

to radically extend everyone’s healthy lifespan.
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Longevity Therapeutics

Location: San Francisco, California

Organizers: Hanson Wade

With rapid advances in the understanding of the underlying biology and mechanisms of aging, ground-breaking research and

technology have now started to come together to target the aging process and mitigate the effects of age-related diseases.

This Conference will bring together the leading biotech drug developers, academics, investors and pharma companies endeavoring

to develop innovative therapies targeting age-related conditions.

Join them to collaboratively tackle specific challenges faced to develop these therapies – from discovery, to preclinical activities,

translational research, clinical development, regulatory and commercial considerations – and uncover the details behind the latest

developments in this space.
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RAADfest 2019

Location: Las Vegas, Nevada

Organizers: Coalition for Radical Life Extension

RAADfest is the biggest initiative of Coalition for Radical Life Extension. Powered by People Unlimited, the Coalition is a not-for-

profit organization reaching out to groups and individuals who already have interest in radical life extension and physical

immortality, in order to galvanize and focus their energy into a popular movement that is self-sustaining and expansive. This group

of early adopting advocates, numbering in the thousands, is forming a platform for influencing a much broader audience, and

ultimately the mainstream.

Interactive presentations featuring scientists, speakers, activists, and enthusiasts, will be happening Thursday night, Friday

afternoon, Saturday afternoon, and Sunday morning. Music and performances will also be featured throughout the event. And they

will celebrate with a big party Saturday night. This is RAADfest after all!
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Rejuvenation 
Biotechnology

Location: Novato, California

Organizers: SENS Research Foundation

The Rejuvenation Biotechnology Conference series is SENS Research Foundation's current program of ground-breaking

academic/industrial meetings, hosted in sunny California.

With a strong focus on translational clinical research and regulatory issues, the tone of these events reflects a world in which the

preventative application of regenerative medicine to age-related disease and disability is no longer a contentious theory but instead

a rapidly growing commercial enterprise.
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Renaissance Bio Meetup

Location: Los Angeles, California

Organizers: Renaissance Bio

Renaissance Bio is a non-profit biomedical research group focused on interventive gerontology, including mainly scientists,

physicians, and engineers.
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UC Berkeley Aging 
Research and Technology 
Innovation Summit 2018

Location: Berkeley, California

Organizers: Berkeley University of California

The UC Berkeley Aging Research and Technology Innovation Summit, on August 17, will highlight the educational and research

mission of the University of California (UC) and its diverse and significant impact on improving the well-being of older adults. In

addition to emerging research and technology updates by leading UC researchers, the program will include an overview of student

and older adult education at UC Berkeley, poster sessions of student research, technology innovations, and the presentation of the

Paola S. Timiras Memorial Award for Aging Research.
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Alex grew up in the suburbs of Washington, D.C. She attended Hamilton College, graduating Cum

Laude in 2010 with a concentration in Comparative Literature and a minor in Geosciences. After

college, she served as a corps member with City Year in a third grade classroom in southeast

Washington, D.C. She then moved to Vermont to work for Putney Student Travel, organizing and

leading travel programs for high school students. In December 2014 she graduated from NYU's

Science, Health and Environmental Reporting program (SHERP). She was a fellow in the National

Press Foundation's cancer reporting program in January 2016. Alex is a fluent (but not native)

Spanish speaker. When she's not delving into science, Alex enjoys hiking, traveling, and trying new

foods.

Alexandra Ossola
Popular Science
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Public health staff writer covering science and medicine for TIME Magazine and TIME.com.

Recent cover stories include The Zika Virus, The Weight Loss Trap, and How Botox Became the

Drug That's Treating Everything. Recently broke the news of the first birth from uterus transplant in

the U.S.

Medical reporter on TIME's Nation Taskforce, covering health-related issues under a new

administration including health care changes, the ongoing opioid epidemic, and the state of

science in America.

In charge of reader outreach for health at TIME including building a social audience of ~750K

followers. Launched and maintain a successful company-wide newsletter of health and wellness

news.

Write and edit TIME Books including, The Teenage Brain, Healthy Heart, 100 Health Discoveries,

Your Body: The Science of Sleep, and more.

Represent TIME in the media and at global conferences.

Alexandra Sifferlin
Time
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Allen covers health news, including enterprise stories, and serves as an editor at least one day a

week. Previously he was breaking news writer, covering national and worlds topics, business,

health, defense, odd and entertainment from original sources and aggregated media outlets.

Allen Cone
UPI News Agency
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Freelance journalist based near Washington, D.C.

Mostly Andrew writes about technology, science, and business. And I write profiles on people who

do, and don't do, work in those fields. His articles have been published in Bloomberg

Businessweek, Popular Science, Wired, The Washington Post Magazine, Men's Health, The

Atlantic, Fortune, Medium, Curbed, Outside, Politico Magazine, New York, and elsewhere.

Occasionally I write for the Los Angeles Review of Books.

Andrew Zaleski
CNBC
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Bradley J. Fikes is The San Diego Union-Tribune’s biotechnology reporter. and covers the San

Diego Zoo. He has been covering the industry since 1990, most recently for the North County

Times. Other topics he’s covered include health care, water supply and wireless technology. A

native San Diegan, Fikes started in journalism at San Diego State University, where he served on

the staff of the Daily Aztec student newspaper.

Bradley J. Fikes     
San Diego Union-Tribune
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As a writer for WIRED’s award-winning online science section, Brandon’s work ranged from

features, investigations and straight news to editorial, commentary and media analysis. Beginning

as a generalist and later specializing, he reported on a kaleidoscopic variety of subjects: the

environment, agriculture, sustainability, climate, ecology, ethology, biology, biotechnology,

genetics, bioethics, health and medicine, cognition, psychology, anthropology, physics and

complexity theory.

He is especially proud of pioneering reporting on issues including animal intelligence and

evolution, emerging environmental problems, research ethics and climate change.

Freelance journalist and writer. Specializes in science, nature, animals and the environment.

Generalizes in much more. Question-asker, evidence-weigher, situation-analyzer, storyteller. Author

of The Eye of the Sandpiper. Co-founder of Conscientious Cat, a sustainable cat food company.

Brandon Keim      
Wired
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A business-oriented futurist, speaker and author of emerging and disruptive technologies. Sole

author and writer of nextbigfuture.com, a science-focused news site that covers disruptive

technologies and trends globally in industries including Blockchain, Space, Medicine, Technology,

Science, Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, Biotechnology, Nanotechnology, etc. Ranked #1 “Science

News Blog” worldwide by Alexa, an Amazon company.

Brian Wang      
NextBigFuture
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Dr. Britt Wray is a broadcaster and author researching emerging science, tech and the ethical

issues they open up. She tells stories about what she finds via podcasting, radio, TV, interactive

documentary, print and public speaking. Britt has a PhD in science communication, is the author of

Rise of the Necrofauna: The Science, Ethics and Risks of De-Extinction, co-host of the BBC

podcast Tomorrow's World and TED Resident.

Britt’s first book, Rise of the Necrofauna: The Science, Ethics and Risks of De-Extinction was

published by Greystone Books in collaboration with the David Suzuki Foundation (and named one

of The New Yorker's favourite books of 2017). Her work has been featured in The Guardian, BBC,

Wired, The Sunday Times, Salon, National Post, The Globe and Mail, Canadian Geographic, Hazlitt,

CBC Radio, among others. She has written for outlets that include BBC Future, Nautilus,

Motherboard and The Scientist. She is a 2019 TED Resident.

Britt has a PhD in Science Communication (with a focus on synthetic biology) from the University

of Copenhagen, an Interdisciplinary Master's in Art, Media and Design from OCAD University, a BSc

(Hon) in Biology from Queen's University, and a Graduate Diploma in Communications from

Concordia University. She has been a Visiting Scholar at the NYU Arthur L. Carter Institute for

Journalism. The interactive audio diary platform Aurator, inspired by her PhD research, won the

Society for the Social Studies of Science (4S) Making & Doing award.

Britt Wray      
BBC
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Catherine Ho covers health care and medical technology for the business desk at the San

Francisco Chronicle. Before joining the paper in 2017, she worked at The Washington Post, the Los

Angeles Times and the legal trade paper the Daily Journal.

Catherine Ho      
San Francisco Chronicle
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Clive Cookson has worked in science journalism for the whole of his professional life. He

graduated with a First Class degree in chemistry from Oxford University in 1974. After journalism

training on the Luton Evening Post, he became science correspondent of the Times Higher

Education Supplement in London and then spent four years in Washington as American Editor of

THES. He returned to London in 1981 as technology correspondent of the Times and moved to

BBC Radio as science correspondent in 1983. He joined the Financial Times as technology editor

in 1987 and has been Science Editor of the FT since 1991. He is an honorary member of the British

Science Association and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Clive Cookson    
Financial Times
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Connie Loizos writes about venture capital and startups at StrictlyVC as well as in her role as

Silicon Valley Editor of TechCrunch.

Before founding StrictlyVC in late 2013, she was a senior editor at Thomson Reuters, where she

wrote thousands of news stories, columns, and profiles for a number of the company’s properties.

Before joining Thomson Reuters in 2007, she covered venture capital for the San Jose Mercury

News, and before joining the Merc, she held staff positions at Dow Jones, Time Inc., and Crain

Communications. She has also written freelance articles for Barron’s, Fast Company, Portfolio, and

Inc.; authored a couple of books; and remains an emeritus member of the San Francisco’s Writer’s

Grotto.

She began covering venture capital and startups at the original Red Herring magazine, which she

joined in 1996 and still remember fondly.

On a personal note, she lives in San Francisco with her husband and two boys and suffer mightily

whenever her hometown teams lose.

Connie Loizos     
TechCrunch
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Courtney Perkes has covered the medical beat for the Register since 2005. She was queasy when

she watched surgery for the first time (a knee replacement) especially when a drop of blood

splattered in her notebook! She loves writing about public health issues as well as the courage and

resilience of patients facing illness. Courtney strives to lead a healthy lifestyle that includes yoga

and not microwaving plastic. She is a graduate of Northwestern University's Medill School of

Journalism.

Courtney Perkes      
The Orange County Register, Disability Scoop
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David Ewing Duncan is an American journalist, author, researcher and convener with a special

emphasis on new discoveries and their implications in the life sciences; he also writes about

robots and artificial intelligence. He is the best-selling author of ten books, published in 21

languages. His next book is Talking to Robots: Tales from Our Human-Robot Futures (Dutton-

Penguin). He also wrote the bestsellers Experimental Man and Calendar. He lives in San Francisco,

California and in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

He is the co-founder and Curator of Arc Fusion, which holds events around the world for leaders

and thinkers on the “fusion” of health, IT, and biomedicine, and on the future of humans. Since

2014, Arc Fusion has held over 25 events in 9 cities in Europe and North America on issues

ranging from AI and Health and the Future of Humans to the Cost of Healthcare and the Opioid

Epidemic He recently was a Health Strategist-in-Residence for IDEO.

Duncan is a member of the San Francisco Writers' Grotto, a workspace co-operative that also

includes Po Bronson, Caroline Paul and Tom Barbash, among others.

David Ewing Duncan    
MIT Technology Review
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He writes about having a Wealthier Healthier and Happier Life.

David Rae is a Certified Financial Planner™ and Accredited Investment Fiduciary® and helping

people make smarter financial decisions since 2003. Investopedia has name David one of the "100

Most Influential Financial Advisors" for 2017 and 2018. He is the founder of the

FinancialPlannerLA.com blog. To engage you his readers, he frequently references both high and

pop culture to illustrate how money, attitude and behavior influence each other, whether for good

and for ill. David is no stranger in front of the camera either, having been interviewed for numerous

segments from the Today Show, NBC Nightly News, ABC, KTLA, CBS News, Nightline, Fox and

Friends, Bravo TV.

David Rae      
Forbes
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David Stipp has written about science, medicine, the environment and biotech since 1982 for The

Wall Street Journal, Fortune, Salon, Science and other publications. He led Fortune’s science and

medical coverage from 1995 to 2005 as a senior writer, and from 1982 to 1995 covered science

and medicine as a staff reporter at The Wall Street Journal. In 1998 he won a National Association

of Science Writer’s award for best magazine article. Over the past decade, he has written

extensively about the study of aging, including his recent book, discussed here. View David Stipp’s

September 2010 discussion with SftPublic.

David Stipp      
Scientific American
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Erin is a senior science and tech reporter at Business Insider covering the companies in Silicon

Valley that are changing the future of health. Erin also writes about the latest developments in the

world of drugs, neuroscience, food, and nutrition.

Erin Brodwin       
Business Insider
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Gary Robbins has been a journalist for more than 30 years and currently covers science,

technology for The San Diego Union-Tribune. He joined the paper in April 2010 after working for 25

years at the Orange County Register, where he was science editor. Robbins was born and raised in

Maine and attended Northeastern University in Boston, graduating in 1978. He served as a Knight

Science Journalism Fellow at MIT during the 2000-01 academic year, and a Science Writer Fellow

at the Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole, Massachusetts in June 2001.

Gary Robbins    
San Diego Union-Tribune
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Hannah Devlin an author in London and science correspondent for The Guardian. She worked for

Research Fortnight for a year, before getting a permanent job at The Times in 2009.

In 2015, Devlin was appointed to The Guardian. She works as the science correspondent for The

Guardian, as well as presenting their podcast Science Weekly. Devlin has also written for the

journal Science. In 2017 she gave a keynote talk at the Human Tissue Association's annual

conference. She was a contributor to BBC One's TV show, Doctors. She has been shortlisted for

the 2017 The Press Awards Science Journalist of the Year.

Devlin is an advocate for women in science. In 2011 she chaired a debate with Athene Donald,

Ottoline Leyser and Keith Laws called “Women of science, do you know your place?”. She has

contributed opinion pieces such as Why don't women win Nobel science prizes? and Why are there

so few women in tech? The truth behind the Google memo.

Hannah Devlin      
The Guardian
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He is a senior fellow at the Urban Institute, where Howard affiliated with the Tax Policy Center and

the Retirement Policy Program. Gleckman speaks and write frequently on aging and caregiving, as

well as on tax policy. He is the author of Caring for Our Parents: Inspiring Stories of Families

Seeking New Solutions to America’s Most Urgent Health Care Crisis, as well as two blogs—TaxVox

and Caring for Our Parents. You can read them both on Forbes.com. In 2016, Howard was a

named one of the nation’s top 50 Influencers in Aging by Next Avenue.

He spends lots of time writing and speaking on both taxes and aging. Gleckman have written for

many publications, including The Washington Post and USA Today and is often interviewed by

news organizations from CNBC to Fox, and speak frequently to professional and academic

groups. But Howards’ favorite audiences are aging adults and their adult children.

Howard Gleckman     
Forbes
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Jeannee Parker Martin, President & CEO of LeadingAge California and Vice Chairman & Principal

of The Corridor Group Holdings and subsidiary companies, is a leader in the strategic development

of innovative healthcare programs and aging services. Active in health service planning,

development and delivery of care for over 30 years, Jeannee has assisted organizations around

the world ─ spanning the U.S., Central and South America, Thailand, and Turkey. Jeannee was the

first and only home care and hospice expert to consult with the WHO Global Programme on AIDS,

and for the U.S. Department of State in South Africa.

Jeannee has advised some of the largest U.S.-based publicly-traded companies and non-profit

healthcare organizations by providing them with effective strategies for growth and development,

mergers and acquisitions, and operations and finance, Jeannee has served on 17 boards of

directors and is sought out by boards and executive teams for her leadership and understanding

of strategic, financial and governance matters. Her interest in Coats’ Disease seeded at an early

age when she suffered from a rare retinal eye disease. Her steadfast commitment to finding a

cure for Coats’ underpins all that she does for JMCDF. She has her bachelor’s degree in science

from Georgetown University and Master’s in Public Health from Yale University.

Jeanneе Parker Martin
San Francisco Chronicle
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Free-range science-writing maven. Covered biology, biotech, biomed, and the occasional natural

disaster for clients including Nature, Discover Magazine, MIT Technology Review, and CR

Magazine.

Jocelyn Rice      
(Freelance)
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Karen D’Souza is a writer for the Bay Area News Group papers, covering healthy living, Bay Area

culture and other lifestyle topics. She is a four-time Pulitzer juror, a former USC/Getty Arts

Journalism Fellow and a longtime member of the Glickman Drama Jury and the American Theatre

Critics Association. She has a Master's Degree in Journalism from UC Berkeley.

Karen D'Souza      
The San Jose Mercury News/Bay Area News Group
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Katya Zimmer is a freelance science & data journalist based in New York City. She covers

scientific research, environmental issues, and crime. Her work has appeared in National

Geographic, The Scientist, VICE News, The New Food Economy, Quartz, NBC News, News Deeply,

and other outlets.

She’s covered new findings in animal behavior, neurodegenerative diseases, the toxicology of

widely used pesticides, shark poaching, problems in seafood transparency, and labor issues at

sea.

Her degree in Biological Sciences sparked her interest in writing about science and environmental

issues, but also in the use of computational methods to analyze our world. One of her favorite

projects was building a machine learning algorithm for identifying species of bat based on audio

recordings for a master’s thesis. She then transitioned into journalism with a master’s degree from

Columbia Journalism School, specializing in data journalism.

Katya describes herself as half-German and half-British, having lived in both countries, and is

fluent in both languages.

Katarina Zimmer    
The Scientist, VICE News, Quartz, NBC News
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A transplanted New Yorker who grew up somewhere between beachy Orange County, California,

and the buzzing suburb of Serrekunda, Kristen recently returned from travels in her seventh

continent, Asia. During nearly a year of working as an editor at an Indian magazine, she

encountered the full spectrum of Indian culture -- from the rolling farmlands of Gujarat to the

sweaty bars and clubs in Mumbai. A journalist and photographer, she holds a B.A. in journalism

and Middle Eastern studies from New York University.

Kristen V. Brown       
Future of Health Reporter at Bloomberg
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Kurt Snibbe is a visual journalist for Southern California News Group. Snibbe has won several

medals in international graphics competitions and was a staff cartoonist for ESPN.com. Snibbe

began with The Orange County Register in 1997, left in 2008 and returned in 2013.

Kurt Snibbe     
Mercury News
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Kyle Munkittrick, IEET Program Director: Envisioning the Future, is a recent graduate of New York

University, where he received his Master’s in bioethics and critical theory. His areas of focus are

human enhancement, personhood, sexuality and gender, procreation, and social perceptions of

science. He writes for Discover Magazine’s Science Not Fiction, and also maintains a blog, Pop

Transhumanism, which is an effort to explore bioethics through the lens of current events and pop

culture.

Kyle Munkittrick      
Discover Magazine, One Medical
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Linda Marsa is a contributing editor at Discover and a former Los Angeles Times reporter who

covers medicine, health, science and the environment. Her work has been anthologized in "Best

American Science Writing" and has appeared in Newsweek, U.S. News & World Report, Nautilus,

Men’s Journal, Playboy, Parade, High Country Times, Pacific Standard and Aeon, among others.

She has authored two books, most recently: Fevered: Why a Hotter Planet Will Harm Our Health

and How We Can Save Ourselves. A popular speaker, she has lectured widely on climate change at

major universities, leading environmental organizations, public health institutes and for general

audiences. She has been an instructor in The Writer’s Program at UCLA Extension for more than

two decades and was named Teacher of the Year in 1999. The New York native now lives in Los

Angeles with her family and a menagerie of rescues who are blithely unaware they won the lottery.

Linda Marsa       
Discover
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Lisa M. Krieger is a journalist for The San Jose Mercury News and Bay Area News Group, covering

science and medical research news from Stanford University, the University of California, NASA-

Ames, U.S. Geological Survey, Lawrence Livermore Labs and other Bay Area-based research

facilities.

She also contributes to National Geographic Online, the magazine Bay Nature and authors the

column “Wanderlust” for Bay Area News Group, describing outdoor explorations in the Bay Area.

Additionally, she has covered public health problems in Biloxi-Gulfport, Miss. after Hurricane

Katrina and rebel-held Sri Lanka after the 2004 East Asian tsunami for Knight Ridder News Service.

Her coverage of the California drought earned the 2015 Oakes Award for Environmental Reporting

from Columbia School of Journalism and the 2014 Scripps Howard Award for Excellence in

American Journalism.

Lisa M. Krieger
The San Jose Mercury News/Bay Area News Group
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Marisa Kendall covers housing for the Bay Area News Group, focusing on the impact local

companies have on housing availability in the region. She's also written about technology startups

and venture capital for BANG, and covered courts for The Recorder in San Francisco. She started

her career as a crime reporter for The News-Press in Southwest Florida.

Marisa Kendall
Mercury News
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Megan Molteni is a staff writer at WIRED, covering the intersection of science, health, and

technology. Prior to joining WIRED she freelanced as a reporter, audio producer, and fact-checker.

Her work has appeared in Popular Science, Discover, Undark, Nautilus, and Aeon. Molteni studied

biology and ultimate frisbee at Carleton College and has a graduate degree from the University of

California, Berkeley. She works in WIRED’s San Francisco office.

Megan Molteni   
WIRED
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Melanie Mason is a political reporter for the Los Angeles Times covering the 2020 presidential

campaign. She first began working for the Times in 2011 in Washington, D.C., where she covered

money and politics during the 2012 presidential campaign. She then covered state government

and politics in The Times’ Sacramento bureau, where she covered the 2018 governor’s race and

did award-winning coverage of sexual harassment in California politics. She is originally from Los

Angeles and is a graduate of Georgetown University and the UC Berkeley Graduate School of

Journalism.

Melanie Mason     
Los Angeles Times
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Melissa Healy is a health and science reporter with the Los Angeles Times writing from the

Washington, D.C., area. She covers prescription drugs, obesity, nutrition and exercise, and

neuroscience, mental health and human behavior. She's been at The Times for more than 30 years,

and has covered national security, environment, domestic social policy, Congress and the White

House. As a baby boomer, she keenly follows trends in midlife weight gain, memory loss and the

health benefits of red wine.

Melissa Healy     
Los Angeles Times
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Deputy Features Editor at Telegraph Media Group.

Acting Features Director at Grazia Magazine / Bauer Media.

Assistant Editor, Life at Style @ Daily Mail.

Education:

2005 - 2005 - PG Certificate in Periodical Journalism @ London College of Communication -

University of the Arts London;

1999 - 2002 - Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) in Modern History @ Merton College, University of Oxford.

Rachel Cocker      
The Telegraph
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Rita Beamish is a veteran journalist, who worked for 20 years with The Associated Press in Los

Angeles and Washington, D.C. She currently works as a freelance reporter, editor and author.

During her AP career, she was a White House reporter, and also covered politics, environmental

policy and foreign policy, and worked as a national investigative reporter. She was part of AP's

team in New York covering the aftermath of the 9-11 terror attacks. She taught for six years at the

Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism. She began her career in California

newspapers, with the Ventura County-Free Press and the Los Gatos Times-Observer. She is the

author of "Perils of Paradise," a non-fiction adventure book. Her freelance work has appeared in

numerous publications including The New York Times, The Washington Post, Newsweek, the

Boston Globe, Smithsonian magazine and others. She has a master's degree from the Columbia

University Graduate School of Journalism and a bachelor's degree in history from the University of

Santa Clara.

Rita Beamish     
(Freelance)
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Ron Leuty has been a reporter or editor for more than 25 years, including editor of two startup

business journals and business editor of the Prague Post in the Czech Republic. He has covered

biotech for the San Francisco Business Times for nine years. He also has covered banking,

manufacturing, law and sports business.

Ron Leuty 
San Francisco Business Times
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Reporting, on air talent, voice overs. Published in USA Today, TechCrunch Newsradio experience:

NPR, KBYU and KSL Broadcasting As seen on CNBC and KNTV Meandered for a time into content

writing, marketing and social media strategy. Interests include: tech and startup culture, biotech,

digital health.

Sarah Buhr      
TechCrunch
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Shelly Xuelai Fan is a neuroscientist-turned-science writer. She completed her PhD in neuroscience

at the University of British Columbia, where she developed novel treatments for

neurodegeneration. While studying biological brains, she became fascinated with AI and all things

biotech. Following graduation, she moved to UCSF to study blood-based factors that rejuvenate

aged brains. She is the co-founder of Vantastic Media, a media venture that explores science

stories through text and video, and runs the award-winning blog NeuroFantastic.com. Her first

book, "Will AI Replace Us?" (Thames & Hudson) will be out April 2019.

Shelly Fan      
SingularityHub
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Tad Friend has been a staff writer at The New Yorker since 1998. He writes the magazine’s Letter

from California and has examined the venture capitalist Marc Andreessen, Silicon Valley’s quest

for eternal life, and Donald Glover, among many other subjects. His piece on suicides at the Golden

Gate Bridge, “Jumpers,” inspired the documentary film “The Bridge” and the Sleater-Kinney song

“Jumpers.” His work has been chosen for “The Best American Travel Writing,” “The Best American

Sports Writing,” “The Best American Crime Reporting,” and “The Best Technology Writing.” He is

the author of a memoir, “Cheerful Money: Me, My Family, and the Last Days of Wasp Splendor,”

and “Lost in Mongolia: Travels in Hollywood and Other Foreign Lands,” a collection of his articles.

Previously, he was a contributing editor at Esquire and Outside.

Tad Friend     
The New Yorker
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Vera Tweed writes extensively about health, covering dietary supplements, food, fitness, health

trends, and environmental toxins, and cover other topics. Also, she works with authors to develop

and publish books. Vera has worked in publishing for over 25 years, as a journalist, magazine and

book editor, blogger, web developer, and publisher. She likes to find innovative solutions to

widespread problems, demystify complex or confusing information, and create how-to content

that empowers people to take action.

Vera Tweed       
(Freelance)
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Zoe Corbyn a freelance journalist specialising in science, research, higher education and ideas. My

work has appeared in The Guardian, The Times, Financial Times, Nature, New Scientist and the

Times Higher Education.

She was previously a reporter at the Times Higher Education, covering science and research

policy. Prior to that I was a reporter at Research Fortnight and Research Europe magazines where I

began my career in journalism.

Corbyn has an MSc in science communication from Imperial College London (class of 2005) and a

BSc (hons) in chemistry from Murdoch University in Perth, Western Australia, her home town. I

relocated from London to San Francisco and became a freelancer in May 2010.

Prior to being a reporter, she worked in government - advising on environmental and food policy

for the West Australian Government and the UK Food Standards Agency respectively.

Zoe Corbyn
The Guardian
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Longevity.Capital is a specialised Longevity Industry Index Hedge Fund with enhanced

liquidity that uses hybrid investment technologies to combine the profitability of

venture funds with the liquidity of hedge funds, thus significantly de-risking the

interests of LPs and providing the best and most promising Longevity companies with

adequate amounts of investment.

Longevity Vision Fund is a $100M life extension-focused investment fund dedicated

to making longevity affordable and accessible to all. The fund accelerates

breakthroughs in longevity by investing in startups and companies that develop

technologies, products, and services that extend human lifespans and overcome the

negative effects of aging. Founded by Sergey Young, XRPIZE Innovation Board

Member and Longevity XPRIZE Development Sponsor.

Aging Analytics Agency is the world’s premier provider of industry analytics on the

topics of Longevity, Precision Preventive Medicine and Economics of Ageing, and the

convergence of technologies such as AI, Blockchain, Digital Health and their impact

on the healthcare industry. The company provides strategic consulting services in

fields relating to Longevity, and currently serves as the primary source of analytics

and data for the UK All-Party Parliamentary Group for Longevity.

Longevity International UK is the Secretariat for the UK All-Party Parliamentary Group

for Longevity, structured as a social enterprise bringing together start-ups, industry,

academic and governmental stakeholders under one umbrella to provide a unified

voice and coordinating vehicle for positive discourse and change to ensure the

‘longevity dividend’ is accessible to everyone.

www.longevity.capital |     info@longevity.capital

www.aginganalytics.com |     info@aginganalytics.com

LONGEVITY.CAPITAL

www.lvf.vc |    info@lvf.vc

www.longevityinternational.org |     info@longevityinternational.org

AGING ANALYTICS AGENCY

Deep Knowledge Analytics is the leading DeepTech-focused analytical agency,

producing advanced analytical reports on DeepTech and frontier-technology industries

using sophisticated multi-dimensional analytical frameworks and algorithmic

methods that combine hundreds of specially-designed and specifically-weighted

metrics and parameters to deliver sophisticated market intelligence, pragmatic

forecasting and tangible industry benchmarking.

SENS Research Foundation works to develop, promote, and ensure widespread

access to therapies that cure and prevent the diseases and disabilities of aging by

comprehensively repairing the damage that builds up in our bodies over time. They are

redefining the way the world researches and treats age-related ill health, while

inspiring the next generation of biomedical scientists.

www.dka.global |    info@dka.global

www.sens.org |    foundation@sens.org

http://www.longevity.capital
http://aginganalytics.com
https://lvf.vc/
https://www.longevityinternational.org/
https://www.dka.global/
https://www.dka.global/
http://www.sens.org
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